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Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells. Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

• The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.

• The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description. We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our con-
signors interests.

• Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full. THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

• There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases. A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check.

PAYMENT POLICY

• All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required. NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, AUGUST 3, 2013. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 2013.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 2013.

1100. HIGH QUALITY COLT PRESENTATION CASE This is an
extremely well-made high quality custom presentation case that will
accommodate Colt percussion revolvers. The box is a finger jointed
construction of rosewood with maple overlay on the lid and maple
lining and has a removable burgundy baize felt interior which
will accommodate a Colt 1860 Army, 1861 Navy or similar
revolver. The lid features a curly maple overlay with the "Colt"
logo neatly laser cut prominently at the center, the overlay with
nicely rounded and beveled edges. The finger jointing is a dual
tone with the maple insert and rosewood external case wood
both visible at the exposed end grain. The lid hinges on a hard-
wood spindle attached to carves hinge projections on the back of the box.
The interior foam lining is removable so the case could be adapted to any fine Colt
product you wish to display or present. The overall condition is excellent with the lid
showing just a couple very minor scratches. Really a very lovely presentation case crafted by an
experienced cabinet maker that is suitable to showcase the finest Colt pistol. (6060-2A)(400/600)

1101. HAND TOOLED
LEATHER BELT AND
HOLSTER FROM ROSEBUD
SADDLERY This is a super single
holster Buscadero rig marked
"Rosebud Saddlery/Lester Yoder/
Ashland Montana" on both the belt
and face of holster. The belt and holster
are overall floral and foliate tooled and
appear very nearly new showing only
light wear marks around the throat of
the holster. The holster will accommo-
date a large frame revolver with barrel of

up to 7 1/2" and the 24 belt loops are for large 44
or 45 caliber cartridges. The belt will fit waist sizes from 43" - 50" measured from

the buckle to the tab billet holes. This is a very nice top-of-the-line Buscadero rig from
this top maker. (36027-3) (350/550)

1102. ANTIQUE MOUNTED RED FOX HEAD This is an antique full-head mount of a
red fox, teeth bared, nose wrinkled in a ferocious snarl. The head is mounted to an English oak

shield-shaped plaque with a small celluloid square affixed at its bottom edge reading: ""North Cheshires/ Nov. 14th, 1931". Possibly a
reference to the separation of the Cheshire Hunt Club which took place between the years 1931-1946 (initially divided into "Cheshires"
and "South Cheshires" from 1877 until re-united in 1907, perhaps the '31 split encompassed North and South Cheshires). The mount
appears in really very good condition considering its age with a slight repair to the left ear and showing a slightly bare right ear tip. A

neat wall mount overall that harkens to a bygone era and
proud tradition. (35676-2)

1103. BELGIAN SINGLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER BY LOUIS FALISSE
serial #30585, about .44 cal. pinfire, 6 1/8" part octagon part round barrel with a bright very good

plus bore. The barrel is primarily a tarnished pewter gun metal gray with minor brown oxidation stain-
ing, small dings and some light pinprick pitting. The barrel frame exhibits generous traces of original blue,
perhaps 40% and shows an oval-like patent marking on its left lower edge, it is not legible; additionally the
right lower edge of the barrel frame is "LF" marked and may possibly be the marking of Belgian maker Louis

Falisse. The cylinder is primarily a gray and brown patina with some generous traces of original blue while the
grip frame has toned primarily to an overall pewter with brown oxidation along the backstrap and on the faceted butt. The

smooth European walnut grips rate about very good with remnants of original varnish and minor dings and handling marks from
the years but they are unmolested. The gun is equipped with a lanyard loop and a single spur triggerguard looking very "LeMat-
like" in character. The gun seems to function well mechanically and the action is crisp. There is no ejector present and the center

pin appears to be a later replacement. Really a very good example overall, further research could prove or disprove Civil War usage.
(35720-7) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1104. COMPOSITE FRENCH AN XIII FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL .68 cal. flint, 8" part octagon part round barrel with an oxi-
dized bore. This appears to be an assembled pistol using French hardware with a more modern barrel and modern lock parts. The barrel
is an overall brown patina as is the replaced backstrap. The triggerguard, buttcap and nosecap are a tarnished goldenrod patina. The lock
features spurious Queen Anne markings and "T. Fort/London" markings at its rear. The cock is a replacement as is the heavy frizzen and
frizzen spring, these each being of modern manufacture. The walnut stock rates very good showing an old cleaning with a reattached chip
at the left upper portion of the lock. The lock seems to function mechanically and a ramrod is present. (35455-7) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1105. U.S. MODEL 1836 PERCUSSION-CONVERTED MARTIAL PISTOL .54 cal. percussion, 8 1/2" barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a dark gray patina with some light brown speckling and overall tiny dings and handling marks. The
barrel is inspector and firing proof marked on its left radius. The lock and hammer are moderately cleaned, there are no markings left on
the lock only a partial date "183_". The walnut stock rates about very good as refinished with softened edges, remnants of overall minor
dings and handling marks and two repaired cracks emanating from the front of the triggerguard, a smaller crack from breech to the upper
lock screw. The lock is crisp and mechanically functional and the original ramrod is present. (35828-9) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1106. SPANISH PERCUSSION-CONVERTED BELT PISTOL BY ANTONIO GUISASOLA
OF EIBAR .69 cal. percussion, 8" part octagon part round
barrel with an oxidized bore. All of the metal surfaces on this
Spanish-made belt pistol exhibit a bright polished blue which
has left behind remnants of some minor pinprick pitting. The

markings while soft are still evident. The left diagonal flat is inlaid
in silver "fabricado", the top flat "En Eibar" with the right diagonal flat

"ano D 1832", these markings as well inlaid in silver, the top flat also showing remnants
of a touch mark which had gold inlaid. The lock is engraved in script "Ant.Guisasola". The lock is a very nice

conversion from flint. The nicely curving flash pan and patent-style breech match the hammer and lock precisely,
Guisasola was active and Eibar from 1796-1833. This pistol was doubtless converted during the period of use, perhaps by an asso-
ciate of Guisasola himself. Antonio Guisasola made some very fine arms, indeed for Charles IV of Spain himself. The European wal-
nut stock rates good showing an older finish with a 5" crack along its left edge from the sideplate toward the muzzle and an old
repaired break through the wrist which shows an overrun of glue along its seem. The checkering is now worn flat and some of the
edges have softened slightly. The left side of the gun has a period - added belt hook and the top of barrel flat has been drilled

through into the bore, effectively "de-milling" the gun. The lock is crisp and mechanically functional. (35849-38) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
1107. BELGIAN COPY OF A SMITH & WESSON NO.
3 RUSSIAN REVOLVER (assembly number 28) .44 cal.
CF, 8" ribbed round barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces
are a near even mix of soft brown oxidation and flaking original
nickel, the oxidation winning out slightly. There are scattered

pinprick pits and the gun is embellished with simple geometric and a very loose floral
engraving in about 20% coverage. There are a pair of smooth bone grips which are very likely origi-

nal to the gun, they rate very good showing some shrinking with age and overall minor handling marks
with a couple tiny flakes missing; the bottom of the butt is lanyard loop-equipped. Barrel-to-frame lockup is

still quite good and the gun seems to function okay mechanically, occasionally under-timing. The top of the rib is
maker marked however all that is now legible is "Wesson New York". A number of the screw slots show damage

and two screws appear to be missing. A good example overall, likely quality-made in its day. (35857-5) {C&R}(600/800)
1108. EUROPEAN PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL .62 cal. percussion, 7 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized

bore. The barrel is primarily a plum brown patina with remnants of light oxidation and a simple brass blade front sight, the tang
being lightly chiseled into a shallow V-notch rear. The lockplate is on the cusp of the flintlock to percussion period with rounded

flaring nipple shield and a pronounced teat at its rear. It is primarily a flaky silvery case-hardened patina with some light oxidation and
brown staining, the hammer a similar state of condition. The lock appears to be marked "Cyallen a St Amand", however no similarly-
spelled gunsmith can be located matching the name. There is simple iron hardware, lightly sculpted but un-engraved, clearly this being
a model for the more budget-minded sport or gentleman. The European walnut stock rates very good plus with overall minor dings and
handling marks but much original varnish. It features a widely flared grooved butt with flat iron, ribbed backstrap and the checkered
panels left and right. The lock is crisp and the hammer spring robust. There is included a bone-tipped ebony ramrod with slotted end
for patch. (35823-98) {ANTIQUE} (450/650)

1109. SWEDISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY MEIDINGER .54 cal. flint, 10 5/8" part octagon part round barrel with an
about excellent bore. All of the metal surfaces are primarily a soft plum brown with pewter undertones. The barrel features a lightly faceted
top rib running to the turned medial at the point of transition and has a simple half-moon brass front sight. The lock features an unbridled
frizzen, faceted pan, stepped rear lockplate and a lightly chiseled frizzen spring. There is some light engraving on the lockplate and rem-
nants of the hammer; the plate is maker marked "Meidinger/Stockholm". The ramrod tailpipe is faceted and is of iron as is the guard and
the buttcap,. The front extension of the triggerguard is lightly chiseled and engraved in a foliate pattern with
the bow being ribbed. The European walnut stock rates about very good showing an old refinish with some
heavy varnish. It shows light island carving around the lock and stock flat with some very light floral carving
around the tang. The first 3 1/2" of the forestock is no longer present but what is likely the original bone-tipped
ramrod is present. The cock is completely broken from the neck upward, the pieces are no longer
present, the lock seems to function mechanically. Johan Meidinger the elder was active in
Stockholm 1720-1769, his son from about 1759-1779 (35724-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1110. BELGIAN PERCUSSION EPROUVETTE BLACKPOWDER TESTER BY
VICTOR COLLETTE This is a rather nice example of a blackpowder tester with 1"
"barrel" and spring-loaded wheel numbered from 1-10. The metal surfaces are an
overall tarnished pewter gray patina showing some very light foliate engraving with
the underside of the barrel being marked "VC 233". The bag shaped European wal-
nut handle rates very good plus showing much original varnish, some light flaking
and handling marks from the years. There is an un-engraved oval monogram plate
atop the wrist and the left side of the grip has an antique brass inventory tag affixed
to it with two small brads, it is numbered "17". The powder tester has a crisp mech-
anism and seems to function well. (35903-6) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1111. UNMARKED FLINTLOCK TINDER STARTER This European flintlock tinder starter is roughly 7 1/2" overall
length with an action about 3 7/8". The metal surfaces are primarily a lightly cleaned dark pewter patina with
some interspersed brown oxidation staining and a sparsely scattered area or two of light pinprick pitting. The
unit is completely unmarked and features external spring for hammer and sear/trigger with the typical left-side
door into which the tinder would be placed for transport. The walnut grip appears to be an old replacement
or was perhaps moderately sanded, it now rates about very good with a notch cut into its base. The wish-
bone-shaped front "legs" rotate 360°. The unit seems to function well mechanically.
(35903-7) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1112. U.S. M1920 MILITARY SMALL ARMS RACK This is a US military barracks
storage rack that will accommodate 20 1903-style rifles and 20 1911-style pistols. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% refinished O.D. green paint with nicely stenciled rack numbers 1 - 20
on the top-most tier. The adjustable rack is cast iron and steel weighing approximately 110
lbs and measuring approximately 27" in circumference at the base. The top tier which locks
20 1911-style pistols by their triggerguards measures approximately 18 1/2" in circumfer-
ence. The center tier locks 20 1903-style rifles by their barrels, just to the rear of the front
sight and measures about 19" in diameter. The tiers are joined together with a steel tube
running through the center of each, for an overall height of about 48 1/2". Each tier features
a circular locking device secured by an included padlock, one brass "U.S." marked
Waterbury padlock and one "U.S." marked American padlock are included along with their
corresponding keys. Really an impressive rack that is certain to be a centerpiece in your
arms room rating in excellent condition overall. (Due to size and weight extra shipping will
apply) (35865-135) (600/800)

1113. LOT OF PEDERSEN DEVICE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full
boxes of U.S. model 1918 .30 cal. Auto ammunition for the Pedersen device unit and an outer
carton. The boxes rate
about excellent for the most
part with one showing some
minor edge separation on
one corner and one rating
very good with a detached
end flap and a 1" seam sep-
aration. Three of the boxes
show excellent ammunition
with one or two scattered
rounds showing some light
oxidation in each box, the
fourth box shows slightly
more moderately oxidized
cartridges. All cartridges are
headstamped "RA/H19".
The outer box shows the
typical black print on its
front and is lot marked on
the back "Lot No 18", it is
detached along all of its
seams but both end flaps
are present, one still
attached to the face of the
box; three of the internal
side flaps are present.
There is a 3" sliver of card-
board missing from one of the box edges and the box itself shows some scattered very light
water staining. A very good candidate overall for a professional restoration along with some
very nice ammunition for your Pedersen device. (35865-48) (1500/2000)

1114. U.S. MODEL 1918 AIR SERVICE RIFLE MAGAZINE This lot consists of
an original 25-round magazine assembly for the U.S. Model 1918 rifle "Stripped for Air
Service". The magazine is overall a dark gray-brown phosphate finish with magazine and fol-
lower intact as well as the blued stamped sheet metal magazine-follower retainer which fits
over the top of the magazine when it is not installed in the gun. The left side is marked with
the "(eaglehead)/X31" inspectors stamping while the right side shows the "(eagle-
head)/X32" inspectors marking. The unit comes in its original kraft-style pressed fiberboard
box with dark gray swirling. The box shows a number of cellophane-taped repairs. An about
excellent example overall of a genuine U.S. military-issue box magazine for these very rare
rifles. (35865-56A)
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1115. U.S. MODEL 1918 AIR SERVICE RIFLE MAGAZINE This lot consists of an original
25-round magazine assembly for the U.S. Model 1918 rifle "Stripped for Air Service". The mag-
azine is overall a dark gray phosphate finish with magazine and follower intact as well as the
blued stamped sheet metal magazine-follower retainer which fits over the top of the magazine
when it is not installed in the gun; the retainer showing some faded to gray. The left side is
marked with the "(eaglehead)/X31" inspectors stamping while the right side shows the "(eagle-
head)/X32" inspectors marking. The unit comes in its original kraft-style pressed fiberboard box
with dark gray swirling. The inner box shows one separated edge and corner with a 1 1/4" edge
separation on its lower edge; the lid shows a very minor corner separation and a 2 1/2" edge

separation. Overall an about excellent example of a genuine U.S. mil-
itary-issue box magazine for these very rare rifles. (35865-56B)

1116. HOFFER THOMPSON SPRINGFIELD 1903
GALLERY GUN CARTRIDGES This lot consists of one 5-
round stripper clip of 22 caliber chamber adapters for the
Springfield 1903 Hoffer-Thompson gallery rifle. The blued steel
adapters rate between very good and excellent, one showing
some sparsely scattered very light oxidation and perhaps some
extremely light pinprick pitting in the "throat" area, four with very
good original blue, two of those showing only a small handful of
very sparsely scattered oxidation spots. The cartridges come in
a brass five-round stripper clip that fits the charging bridge on a
1903 Springfield rifle. Really an excellent lot of Hoffer-
Thompson cartridges overall. (35865-51A) (200/400)

1117. HOFFER THOMPSON SPRINGFIELD 1903 GALLERY GUN CARTRIDGES
This lot consists of one 5-round stripper clip of 22 caliber chamber adapters for the Springfield 1903 Hoffer-
Thompson gallery rifle. The blued steel adapters rate between about very good and excellent, one faded to
overall pewter gray, mostly smooth with some oxidation present on the interior mechanism. Four show very
good original blue, two with some very light, very sparse oxidation. The cartridges come in a brass five-round
stripper clip that fits the charging bridge on a 1903 Springfield rifle. Really a very good plus to excellent lot
of Hoffer-Thompson cartridges overall. (35865-51B) (200/400)

1118. RARE U.S. MODEL 1903 BUTTSTOCK SPARE PARTS KIT This is a very rare
spare parts kit for the 1903 Springfield rifle bolt which fits into the buttstock compartment.
The walnut parts carrier rates excellent and holds a blued and color case-hardened
stripped striker, blued steel extractor and parkerized firing pin nose. The unit shows a very
tiny chip at the firing pin cut out but rates otherwise excellent. There is a tiny amount of
surface rust present on the extractor. The parts are otherwise unused, unfitted and are
"new old stock" just as they came from the government. A very rare accessory for the butt
trap compartment of your Springfield rifle rating excellent overall. (36050-1)

1119. RARE U.S. MODEL 1903 BUTTSTOCK SPARE PARTS KIT This is a very rare spare
parts kit for the 1903 Springfield rifle bolt which fits into the buttstock compartment. The walnut
parts carrier rates excellent and holds a blued and color case-hardened stripped striker, blued steel
extractor and parkerized firing pin nose. The unit shows a very tiny crack at the firing pin cut out
and a couple tiny slivers missing along the extractor cut out but rates otherwise excellent. There is
a tiny amount of surface oxidation present on the extractor. The parts are otherwise unused, unfit-
ted and are "new old stock" just as they came from the government, the striker actually showing
some vibrant colors. A very rare accessory for the butt trap compartment of your Springfield rifle
rating excellent overall. (36050-1A)

1120. RARE U.S. MODEL 1903 BUTTSTOCK SPARE PARTS KIT This is a very rare spare parts
kit for the 1903 Springfield rifle bolt which fits into the buttstock compartment. The walnut parts carrier
rates excellent and holds a blued and color case-hardened stripped striker, blued steel extractor and
parkerized firing pin nose. The unit shows a very tiny chip at the firing pin cut out but rates otherwise
excellent. There is a tiny amount of surface rust present on the extractor and on the face of the striker
head, the striker itself showing some vibrant color case-hardening. The parts are otherwise unused, unfit-
ted and are "new old stock" just as they came from the government. A very rare accessory for the butt
trap compartment of your Springfield rifle rating excellent overall. (36050-1B)

1121. WINCHESTER A5 TELESCOPIC SIGHT This is a blued steel A5 telescopic sight manufactured
by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. The scope retains about 90% original blue, the loss is due
primarily to some light fading and wear on both the objective lens and the ocular lens, the ocular lens
showing some oxidation and fading to pewter, the adjustable objective with light oxidation. The scope
body as well shows scattered light oxidation and wear marks from the rings, the externally adjustable ring
also with minor overall oxidation; both rings are 1907 patent dated. The optics are crisp and clear and
scope features a post and crosshair reticle. A very usable vintage A5 scope overall perfect for that '03
sniper or vintage target rifle. (35702-12)

1122. UNERTL 10X TELESCOPIC SIGHT This is a blued steel 10X Unertl target scope serial #15012.
The scope retains about 95-97% original blue, the loss is due primarily to even fading, ring wear and some
very sparsely scattered light oxidation staining. The overall length of the scope from the rear of the ocu-
lar lens to the front of the 1 1/4" diameter adjustable objective lens is 21 5/8". Aluminum rings are includ-
ed, the rear Unertl marked with external adjustments, the spring and its stop ring are present as well. The
optics rate bright excellent and the reticle is crosshair with fine target dot. Really a nice example overall
for that vintage target rifle. (35812-19)
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1123. U.S. MODEL 1922M1 SERVICE RIFLE STOCK This is a walnut buttstock assembly for
the 1922M1 issue or service style rifle. The stock rates very good showing an old light cleaning but with good
edges, the finger grooves slightly softened and the area around the action showing some darkening from oil stain-

ing. The stock itself is completely unmarked and includes appropriate parkerized grooved front band retained with a single pin and a
coarsely checkered parkerized steel buttplate. Both the sling swivels are intact and the right side of the stock appears to be Armory-inlet-
ted for the appropriate Lyman 48 receiver sight. A very good example overall to repair that shortened, sporterized or cracked stock on
your 1922M1 service rifle. (35817-1)

1124. U.S. MODEL 1903A1 NATIONAL MATCH RIFLE STOCK This is a walnut buttstock assembly for a 1903A1 National Match
rifle. The stock would rate otherwise very good as arsenal cleaned were it not for a repaired crack from the lower tang upward through
the pistolgrip for about 2". The stock shows an old arsenal cleaning with good varnish and overall minor dings, dents and handling marks
from the years. The left-side cartouches are only faintly visible, one marked "WM" the other not legible; only one circled P firing proof is
evident. The stock shows a number of small rack markings along the comb line and the drawing number "D1836" stamped ahead of the
rear sling swivel on the toe line. The stock is inletted for a 1903 action only, the upper handguard is included, there is no drawing num-
ber on it. The front band assembly and rear band assembly are present, they are purple-brown oxidized patina, there are dual crossbolts
present, the rear swivel is present and a stamped grooved buttplate is present as well, all are an oxidized plum brown. The crack through
the pistolgrip was repaired with a vertical brass wood screw, its head neatly countersunk in the pistolgrip with the right side showing two
“zig-zag” cracked-furniture repair cleats, a single one on the left side of the pistolgrip. An about very good example overall, a profession-
al repair of the wrist area may enhance the stocks appearance. (35504-1)

1125. U.S. MODEL 1899 KRAG CARBINE STOCK This is a walnut stock for a Krag 1899 carbine. The stock rates very good as over-
all refinished having left no remnants of any cartouche nor firing proof. The edges remain crisp along with the fingergrooves and the stock
has a smooth blued steel trapdoor buttplate which has been reblued. An appropriate front band is in place showing excellent original
blue. The band retaining spring is present, there is a small crack from the spring to the nose of the stock. The stock features the square
bolt handle cut and has the barrel channel inletted for dual spring clips for the handguard. There are no provisions for sling swivels of any
kind. A very good as-refinished example overall. (34395-2)

1126. U.S. MODEL 1903 SPRINGFIELD STOCK This is a walnut 1903A1-style stock with thick wrist and dual crossbolts inletted for
both the 1903 and 1903A3 style actions. The stock is stamped only with a capital letter "K" in the cutoff recess and appears otherwise
as-new showing impressions in the inletting where it once had a barreled action seated and a handful of very slight handling marks. An
"R" marked band spring is in place as is a coarsely checkered parkerized steel trapdoor buttplate. The right side of the stock has an old
part number tag affixed to it showing "stk no 10056535548" and appears to be dated sometime in the 50s. An excellent '03 stock to
repair your cut down or sporterized stock. (34395-2A)

1127. U.S. MODEL 1903 SPRINGFIELD STOCK This is a walnut 1903-style scant pistolgrip field replacement stock inletted for both the
1903 and 1903A3-style actions. The stock shows an arsenal grade refinish and re-varnish and is now devoid of any markings. The stock
features dual crossbolts which are present, there is no other metal hardware with the stock. There is a crack through the web of the recoil
area and another through the web between the trigger inletting and rear guard screw; additionally there is a small crack to the left of the
upper tang inletting and a similar one at the lower tang. The right side of the stock shows where someone has begun inletting for a turned-
down bolt handle. Overall a good to near very good full-length field replacement stock to replace your cut down '03 wood. (34395-2B)

1128. U.S. MODEL 1903 SPRINGFIELD STOCK This is a straight-grip walnut 1903 stock showing inletting for 1903 and 1903A3-
style actions. The stock is completely stripped of any metal furniture and shows an arsenal-grade cleaning showing numerous tool and
sanding marks with some hasty varnish. The left side of the stock still shows an evident "FJA" and ordnance wheel acceptance marking,
albeit somewhat light, and a circled P firing proof at the rear of the triggerguard inletting. There are a number of inspectors stamps ahead
of the forward guard screw signifying this as a Remington or Smith Corona-made stock (published references suggested this as Smith
Corona). There are some very thin slivers chipped-out along the bottom metal inletting, they are unobtrusive. The stock has dual rein-
forcing pins and shows some very nice grain figure in the butt, also with some darkening in the area of the cutoff recess. A very good,
late stock to replace your cut down or sporterized '03A3 stock. (34395-2C)

1129. M1 GARAND NATIONAL MATCH STOCK This is a walnut pistolgrip stock for the M1 Garand rifle. The stock rates very good
plus to about excellent with much original varnish and a crisp DOD acceptance mark on its left side and a similar circled P firing proof at
the pistolgrip. The stock has been properly inletted for and glass bedded with a yellowish bedding compound, both above and below;
the number "2383" in white paint or grease pencil in the gas piston channel inletting. The stock is devoid of any hardware save for its
nose/lower band-swivel assembly; there are no handguards present. A very good to excellent stock overall showing minor dings and han-
dling marks from the years that might help your M1 rifle shoot all the better. (34395-2D)

1130. U.S. M1917 ENFIELD STOCK This is a walnut scant pistolgrip stock for an M1917 rifle. The stock rates good plus to about very
good showing an old cleaning and is completely stripped of any metal hardware save for the single recoil crossbolt. There are minor dings
and handling marks present with a couple chips in the area of the buttplate toe, with some darkened areas due to oil soaking. There are
eaglehead inspectors markings on the pistolgrip area and ahead of the front guard screw as well as "1H" behind the rear guard screw
inletting. The very tip of the nose shows numerous small chips and impact marks and there is the beginning of a 2" crack on the right
side of the stock ahead of the bolt handle inletting cut by the brass reinforcing pin; another small chip is noted in the bottom metal inlet-
ting with a 3/4" crack at the rear of the top tang. An about very good example overall that will bring your sporterized Enfield stock back
up to fighting trim; no handguard is included. (34395-2E)
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1131. GERMAN M.35 HELMET BY EISENHUTTERWERKE This is a size 64 shell fit-
ted with what appears to be an original M.31 liner. The helmet retains good apple green
within the interior dome, above the level of the liner, the level below the liner showing later-
restored paint with a few runs, the exterior as well showing a blue-gray restored "Luftwaffe"
paint scheme. Original lightly flocked paint can be seen beneath the restored finish with the
areas where the original decals were having been purposefully scrubbed during the period
of use. The rolled brim helmet with ventilation rivets is marked on the inside of the left neck
flare "ET 64" for Eisenhutterwerke of Thale, with "4084" along the rear nape. What appears
to be the original chinstrap is present, some of the later apple-green interior paint was got-
ten on the straps where they attach to the liner, it is currently stretched over the brim. The
liner itself is mostly supple showing some light drying crackling and flaking on the flex
points, it is stamped "57" in ink on its rear edge and there is a more modern center cord
affixed to it. Modern-applied Luftwaffe decals are present on the exterior. Overall a very
good as-restored M.35 by the most prominent maker of German helmets. (35984-110H)

1132. GERMAN M.40 HELMET BY SACHSISCHE EMAILLIER AND
STANZWERKE This is a size 64 shell fitted with a police and fire-style, M.31-style
liner. The shell shows a lightly flocked dark Heer gray-green original paint with over-
all minor dings, scratches and scrapes, most prominently along the rolled brim and on
the edges of the vents exposing lightly oxidized brown metal beneath. At some point
the helmet was the victim of some white overspray, seen most prominently on the
right side neck flare externally and internally along the entire neck flare, it may remove
with a little judicious elbow grease. The left side neck flare is marked "SE64" for
Sachsische Emaillier and Stanzwerke of Lauter. The liner remains flexible and has a
size marking of 55-57 along its rear edge and ventilation holes along the brow, its
foam comfort band starting to degrade slightly; and there is no provision for chinstrap
hanging. The liner retaining rivets are later, more modern replacements, lightly paint-
ed green in an effort to match the helmet's paint; a reproduction Heer decal is affixed
on the left side exterior. A very good M.40 helmet overall by this prolific manufactur-
er showing nice original period paint. (35984-110F)

1133. GERMAN M.35 HELMET WITH INTERESTING PERIOD PAINT
SCHEME This is a rather interesting size 62 shell manufactured by Vereinigte
Deutsche Nickelwerke of Schwerte with an original M.31 liner. The interior of the helmet retains a dark gray-green paint, lightly flocked,

flaked in numerous spots to an oxidized brown beneath. The exterior shows a later light
lime green apple-tone paint over some remnants of the lightly flocked original paint, the
crown showing much flaking, scuffs and scratches to an oxidized brown-plum beneath. Left
and right side emblems painted at the same time the apple-green was done show a white
shield with single red sig rune. Youth Led By Youth (Vol. 3) by Phillip Baker states this com-
bination was used by the Hitlerjugend Gruppe Nordwest Koln, of the Westfalen-Nord and
Westfalen-Sud Gau of the S.A. Another scholar suggests it may possibly represent the H.J.
Gruppe Ost/Ostmark of the Berlin-Spandau or Brandenburg Gau of the S.A. The left side
neck flare is marked "NS62", the NS being slightly light, the rear of the neck flare appears
to be batch marked as well, it is however not legible. The interior liner is intact showing
moderate and heavy flaking, a couple tears, and moderate sweat staining, also with some
very light mildew. The chinstrap hangers are rectangular aluminum and the liner band is
dated 1938 and is by Schuberth Werk of Braunschweig and appears to be a size 55 liner.
The rear of the neck nape has the letters "E.M." in-painted, first in white, this was gone over
lightly in green. It is no far stretch to envision an enthusiastic young lad painting "decals"
on his helmet, certainly somewhat rudimentarily as these are. An interesting M.35 helmet
overall, if a definite connection could be established to the HJ, an exceedingly rare helmet,
if not it certainly is worthy of a light exterior cleaning in an attempt to reach any original paint
beneath. (35984-110R)

1134. GERMAN M.35 HELMET BY EISENHUTTERWERKE This is a size 66
shell with an original M.31 liner. The interior shows what appears to be a later-added
dark gray-green paint with numerous small flakes and scratches revealing a later apple
green paint beneath and brown oxidized areas where the paint has flaked to the base
metal. The exterior is a lighter-tone apple green, it is primarily smooth and un-flocked
and shows some remnants of the dark gray-green paint seen on the interior of the hel-
met, primarily around the rivets, this darker gray-green having been cleaned off. The
exterior shows numerous scuffs and flakes, most prominent along the rolled brim
exposing a plum-brown but also lighter bare steel. Numerous scuffed areas show a
lighter tone paint beneath which appears to be either silver or white in tone. The liner
rivets have worn to an exposed brass beneath, the riveted vents primarily an oxidized
brown, this wear likely a function of the individual who cleaned the darker gray paint
from the helmet, it would appear to have been done during the period of use. The left
side of the helmet shows only a tiny remnant of what is likely a Heer eagle decal with
black field while the right side shows a fairly well scratched-out state colors decal. The
left interior neck flare is marked "ET 66" for Eisenhutterwerke of Thale and is batch
marked "4098" along the nape of the neck flare. The interior liner is very dark with
moderate crackling and flaking and sweat staining. The liner support is dated 1938,
its maker cannot be discerned, it is a size 58. What appear to be heavily flaked original chinstraps are present showing only remnants of
their original black finish, they are attached with rectangular aluminum fittings. A nice example with numerous stories to tell in its paint
with a nice honest appearance overall. (35984-110G)
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1135. GERMAN M.17 FIRST WORLD WAR HELMET BY BELLINGER This
appears to be a size 62 shell with the remnants of a metal liner but still retaining the
teardrop-shaped keyed chinstrap attachments. The helmet shows minor and moderate
pitting beneath a later coat of black enamel paint both interior and exterior, the exterior
showing some moderate flaking to the lightly oxidized underlying metal. The left side
neck flare is a lightly marked "B 62", likely for the "BF" marking of F.C. Bellinger of Fulda,
the "F" either lightly struck or worn from the years (the 62 is struck off-center but legi-
ble). The M.17 liner band is present on the periphery of the helmet, no other portion of
the liner is present, both the chinstrap attachments are still present. An about very good
example overall making a nice display piece as-is or a good candidate for a professional
restoration. (35984-110K)

1136. GERMAN LUFTSCHUTZ AIR
DEFENSE HELMET This is an about very good example, appearing to be a size
"56". The helmet retains 97% possibly later dark blue-gray paint, with a couple of
spots which show some light runs, with some oxidation showing through and a very
good silver-tone decal. The helmet is of three-piece construction, the lower skirt being
welded along two seams, the liner affixed with three rivets. The liner itself rates about
excellent and may be a contemporary replacement of green leather with three cork
reinforcing spacers and felt comfort pads. A smooth black leather chinstrap is includ-
ed, attached with blackened copper rivets to the liner. The interior has a very good
rear neck flare decal reading "Vertrieb genehmigt gemass 8 Luftschutzgesetz
Kopfweite: 56" and is stamped "RL-2 38/28". A nice looking example overall with a
very nice liner and very good markings. (35984-110J)

1137. GERMAN M.35 SPANISH
REISSUE HELMET This is an
unmarked German M.35 rolled-rim helmet with riveted vent holes. The helmet has a black inte-
rior paint while the exterior is dark gray, very near black showing numerous minor flaked and
crazed areas with some scattered light oxidation beneath. The interior liner is typical Spanish
M.30/ Model Z style with three leather suspension pads with felt cushioning beneath. The liner
has been affixed to the helmet with seven aluminum rivets, riveted from inside-out. There is a
moderately flaked chinstrap present, affixed to the liner by square steel bails attached to brass
tabs, riveted in place. There is a lightly stamped number "2" on the nape of the neck flare which
may be the remnants of a batch number. The right side of the helmet has a modern decal
affixed, which is lightly flaked, of the German state colors. An about very good example overall
of a Second World War German helmet, later-used by Spanish forces. (35094-1)

1138. SPANISH M.42/79 MILITARY HELMET This stamped steel M.42/79 helmet
has a roughly apple-green exterior and interior paint, the exterior retaining about 50%
with the bulk of the flaking on the edges of the dome and crown. The interior riveted
lining is comprised of an outer leather support with interior leather and green canvas
lining held in place with brass snaps, the green canvas web chinstrap is present, its
buckle moderately oxidized. The helmet retains the insignia tab on its front and has a
couple very minor dings. An interesting example overall of these Franco-era helmets
which so closely mimic the German Second World War field helmets. (35984-110C)

1139. U.S. M.1917 HELMET WITH 27TH DIVISION MARKING This M1917
"Brodie" helmet retains most of its olive drab sawdust-flocked finish with the left edge of
the brim showing some moderate flaking to an oxidized brown. The front of the dome has
a very nicely painted 27th Division emblem which shows good age and is clearly from the
period of use. The interior Mk. I liner rates very good with some minor fraying and degra-
dation of the tarred linen liner, the woven cord netting still near fully intact and the gray
felt sweatband and crown piece showing a couple minor abrasions, the center rivet show-
ing some moderate oxidation. The leather chinstrap and the suspension billet is marked
"6 7/8", the rim of the helmet marked "7059". The New York State National Guard, des-
ignated the 27th Infantry Division, was initially stationed in the East Poperinghe Line, and
participated in actions at Dickebusch Lake and Vierstratt Ridge during the late summer of
1918, and in September against the formidable German defenses of the Hindenburg Line.
On September 25th, the division participated in the Somme Offensive and provided a
breakthrough of the Hindenburg Line itself forcing the Germans into general retreat. After
a final confrontation with the retreating Germans at the Le Selle River the Armistice ended
the fighting and the division was sent home in February of 1919. A very nice, very hon-
est example overall. (35094-2)
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1140. U.S. M1 SECOND WORLD WAR-ERA STEEL HELMET This olive drab
lightly flocked helmet features the front-of-brim seam and has pivoting chinstrap bails. The
paint is roughly 95% intact showing minor dings, scuffs with the crown of the helmet show-
ing a couple very superficial dents. The interior liner appears to be a 1960s example with
dual left and right "A-yoke" chinstrap attachments with buckles-the chinstrap is not present.
There is a nape-of-neck strap attached which looks very much like a reverse chinstrap. The
chinstrap bails attached to the helmet each have a snap-on web fitting which secures the
helmet liner to the helmet proper, also with partially detached chinstraps. The liner is
unmarked and is definitely a greenish hue rather than the darker green and brown of Second
World War examples. The green web headband support is riveted to the liner with six black
enamel triangular tabs, the leather comfort band is intact showing some minor flaking and
drying. Really a very good example overall with a neat Vietnam-era liner that appears to be
M1C configuration. (35984-110E)

1141.U.S. M1 POST-WAR STEEL
HELMET This olive drab lightly
flocked helmet features a rear seam and
swiveling bails. The paint is about 98%
intact with some minor scuffs and flakes
and a couple spots of light oxidation.
The liner appears to be a post-Vietnam-
era with a snap-in interior green web
support with clip-on leather comfort
band and rear nape of neck support. A

woodland camo helmet cover is included rating about very good showing some minor
rust stains, it is contractor-marked on the interior. The right-side chin strap is includ-

ed, the left side is not present. Overall a
very nice example of a post-Vietnam-era
U.S. steel pot. (35094-3)

1142. GERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR REICHSLUFTSCHUTZBUND
HELMET This is a Second World War "fireman’s" helmet with a very good
Reichsluftschutzbund front decal. The rolled rim helmet retains about 97% original
black paint with flaking along the front visor and a few edges of the brim showing
some brown oxidation beneath. The aluminum comb shows a number of small dings
and dents, two slightly more moderate; the rounded edge of the crown with a light
ding as well. The decal itself shows a number of small scuffs but is overall in very good
plus condition. The interior lining is original and rates about very good with some
minor flaking and scuffs showing moderate sweat staining as well, the interior leather
cushion in the crown moderately darkened as well. What appears to be the original
chinstrap is intact, there is no maker marking present within the neck flare of the hel-
met. The areas on the interior crown of the helmet adjacent to the leather cushion pad
show some moderate oxidation as well, likely from perspiration of the wearer. Really
a very good plus example overall that clearly was used. (35984-110M)

1143. FRENCH FIRST WORLD WAR M 15 ADRIAN HELMET This is a very good first world war French Adrian style helmet with
what appears to be its original horizon blue paint. The helmet retains about 90% of its original paint with the flaked areas showing brown
oxidation beneath. The riveted comb is intact although slightly loose and there is no insignia on the front of the helmet. The leather sec-
ond style liner rates excellent and appears lightly used with only minor flaking and scuffing. There is no chinstrap present. The helmet is
of three-piece construction with spot-welded front and rear brims. A very nice example piece. (35984-110D)

1144. ITALIAN SECOND WORLD WAR M33 HELMET This is an about very good example of Italian M.33 helmet, post-war reissued.
The helmet retains about 75% dark gray-green paint with the flaked areas showing bare gun metal gray with some light oxidation. The
interior pigskin liner rates about very good showing some tattering and torn edges of the interior webbing and light flaking. It has been
riveted in place with three solid rivets rather than the original ventilated rivets. The helmet is marked "37" at the nape of the neck with the
liner appearing to be size "59". There is a black leather chinstrap in place which is moderately flaked. The left side of the helmet has a
modern Italian decal applied. An about good example for the collector overall. (35984-110L)

1145. SPANISH LEATHER ARMORED CREWMAN'S HELMET This is an all-leather constructed Spanish tankers helmet. The helmet
rates very good overall with very minor flaking and crackling of the leather which is still supple and flexible. The leather is primarily black
with the leather neck nape being more of a chocolate brown. The interior flannel lining rates about excellent as does the leather suspen-
sion webbing, there is one small area of rodent damage, smaller than a U.S. half-dollar in size. The buckle shows some very light oxidation
and is held in place with three tubular rivets, the insignia is missing from the front of the crown. A very good example overall. (35984-1108)
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1146. GERMAN MANUFACTURED USAEUR ARMORED CREWMAN’S
HELMET This West German manufactured U.S. tanker's helmet is constructed of
padded leather with an aluminum dome, painted olive drab. The dome has six venti-
lation ports around the periphery, with seven small drilled holes for each. These hel-
mets were a West German design which was not adopted by the Bundeswehr but
were purchased by U.S. forces in West Germany, under local purchase order numbers,
when available supplies of other type CVC helmets were not available. Extant exam-
ples generally feature an aluminum bowl with the multi-hole ventilation holes similar to
those found on German civic helmets of WWII. These helmets were produced by the
German companies H. Romer and Maury, both major helmet producers and were
used primarily in the period 1958 - 1962 (Amusingly there is even a picture of Elvis
Presley wearing one of these helmets). The bowl shows some scuffing and flaking as
does the black japanning on a number of the closure snaps. The leather is moderately
flaked but is overall still supple and very usable. A couple of the brass snaps have sep-
arated from the outer snap head and the synthetic cover on the neck chape is cracked
in two spots. The interior leather is supple and lightly soiled from sweat and contact
with the skin. There are no discernible maker markings. A very good example over-
all of a very seldom-seen U.S. tankers helmet. (35984-110S)

1147. REPRODUCTION GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER This is a
good example overall of a post-war produced Sturmabteilung dagger. The straight
double-edged blade measures 8 1/2" with an overall length from tip to capstan nut
of 13 3/4". The blade is rather dark and is hollow ground with its center medial rib slightly wavy toward the tip on both obverse and
reverse. The blade motto is deeply etched and the back is etched "RZM/ M7/85". The nickel crossguard and pommel show some
very light oxidation with the beginning of some very light bubbling. The molded plastic handle has some very good simulated wood
grain and rates very good. The applied SA emblem and party eagle are slightly rudimentary. What appears to be an original lacquered
scabbard is included rating very good overall with lightly soiled nickel tip and throat chape and only minor scratches and handling marks
on the body. (35681-164B)

1148. GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER This is a genuine Second World War Sturmabteilung dagger, sadly a well-meaning GI
has buffed and cleaned the blade to the point that the makers marking is no longer legible. The straight double-edged blade measures
8 3/16" with an overall length from tip to capstan nut of 13". As mentioned the blade shows an overall cleaning with the motto still very
visible but the reverse-side markings no longer legible, only part of "Solingen" now visible. The center medial has softened quite a bit and
the tip of the blade is somewhat dull. The nickel crossguard and pommel are very good, the rear of the crossguard "P" gau marked for
SA group Pommern. The fruit wood handle rates about very good with numerous minor dings and handling marks from the years with a
very good party eagle and a slightly scratched SA cloissonned emblem; the sharpness of the center medial and the edge flats has slight-
ly softened. The scabbard has a very good throat and tip chape with some minor dings at the tip, prominently on the ball. The body shows
some minor, and some moderate flaking of the lacquer, most prominent on the front face. A very good "example" piece for the budding
Third Reich collector. (35984-13)

1149. GERMAN SA 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY WUSTHOF WITH RARE GAU MARK This is an about very good example,
also with a cleaned blade and a repaired and refinished handle. The straight double-edged blade measures 8 5/8" with an overall length
from tip to capstan nut of 13 5/8". The blade shows remnants of pinprick pitting, still showing some scattered light brown oxidation stain-
ing under an overall bright, lightly buffed finish which has softened the center medial lightly; it should be noted that the capstan nut is
somewhat scarred up, doubtless from when the blade was disassembled for the buffing. The blade motto is still very visible and the
reverse-side shows the oval makers mark of Ed Wusthof of Solingen with trident at the center. The nickel crossguard and pommel are
very good and have yellowed a bit with age, the rear of the crossguard "Oe" gau marked for SA group Osterreich (Austria). This SA
gruppe was banned in the early '30s for illegal activities while in Austria. The group was disbanded and regrouped under the SA Gruppe
NW ( Nordwest Hilfeswerk), in a somewhat thinly veiled attempt to hide SA men until the Anschluss of 1938. The fruit wood handle rates
about very good with a repaired chip at the front right edge at the pommel, the pommel itself showing a small impact mark adjacent to
the missing chip. There is also a small crack behind the SA emblem, two cracks on the face of the handle at the crossguard with match-
ing cracks on its rear, this showing a light sanding and added coat of varnish. The refinish was fairly nicely done still maintaining a very
good party eagle and a slightly dinged SA cloissonned emblem; the eagle showing some ingrained finish. The scabbard has a very good
plus to near excellent throat and tip chape with some very light speckles of oxidation. The body shows some extremely minor handling
marks with some light scratches on its reverse side. A leather suspension hanger is included which is lightly to near moderately flaked, it
is marked "12/134/41" on its backside with the hanger clasp marked "M5/25" and also RZM marked. The clasp shows very good plat-
ing with only some very light oxidation present. A very good example from this scarce maker with a very rare gau marking. (35984-13)
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1150. GERMAN KRIEGSMARINE NAVAL OFFICER'S DAGGER BY
HORSTER This is a rather nice example of an E. & F. Horster second type Kriegsmarine
dagger with what appears to be an original blade and some post-war assembled parts.
The straight double-edged blade with parallel center fullers measures 9 3/4" with an
overall length tip of blade to crown of eagle head of 15". The blade is still brilliant with
excellent naval etching with the obverse showing a crisp Horster maker mark in oval at
the ricasso. The catch stud, catch spring and tang are all serial numbered alike. The
crossguard is brass and slightly more rudimentary than on other examples, the same is
true of the party eagle pommel, being somewhat more rudimentary than other Horster
examples we have examined. The ribbed white synthetic grip rates good showing a
crack for half its length with very thin dual strands of wire wrap within the grooves
between the ribs. The brass scabbard rates very good plus with chiseled oakleaf hang-
ers, the knurled suspension ring ferrulles also unlike noted examples. The blade-to-
scabbard fit is somewhat loose, the catch allowing about 1/16" of free travel before the
catch stops the blade. The lower suspension ring is copper with a brazed joint. An
attractive example overall. (35984-87)

1151. GERMAN SECOND MODEL LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS DAGGER BY
ALCOSO This is an attractive example of what is likely a post-war assembled second
model Luftwaffe dagger using an original Alcoso blade. The straight double-edged
blade is 10 3/16" long with very good original polish and crisp lines showing some minor
scabbard rub and some lightly tarnished spots midway down the blade. The obverse
features a crisply etched "Alcoso" above the "ACS" amidst the Alcoso trademark scales,
above "Solingen". The aluminum crossguard Luftwaffe eagle is bright with the design
slightly more rudimentary than on observed examples. The grip ferrulle is very shallow
and appears to be silverplated steel with a pronounced seam. The pommel nut as well
has a taller capstan than normally encountered and the quality of the casting also not well
defined. The orange celluloid grip rates very good with a nice dual twisted wire wrap and
a small 1/8" crack near the pommel. The celluloid grip appears to be an original wartime
piece. The steel scabbard is a tarnished gunmetal gray and plum brown with aluminum
oakleaf hangers, toned to a dark pewter. The scabbard itself rates very good and
appears original. A very good "example" piece overall. (35984-90)

1152. QUALITY SPANISH EAGLEHEAD CUTACHA SHORT SWORD This is a
quality-made Cutacha rivaling Collins & Co and Ewald Broking-made examples, it is how-
ever unmarked and does not match known Collins examples. The single edged blade is 22" long and is mostly bright having been light-
ly-moderately cleaned, showing remnants of oxidation staining and pitting. The overall length is 27 1/4" and the heavy cast pommel
appears to be some form of nickel silver. The blade is pinned to the hilt with a single heavy brass rivet. The guard shows two circular
flourishes on each quillon with the grip area showing cast-in-relief foliate scroll, the pommel with a pronounced eaglehead. The grip area
has horn inlays left and right, they are excellent and un-chipped. Included with the sword is what is likely its original sewn leather scab-
bard with nickel plated throat and tip chape. The leather is overall still supple and flexible with some minor crackling and handling marks
but with tight seams. The frog likely had a suspension billet on its back edge, it is no longer present. A very nice Cutacha overall that like-
ly came from Cuba circa the Spanish-American war-era. (35936-7) (350/550)

1153. M1912 CAVALRY CARTRIDGE BELT WITH 1912 BUCKET
This November 1918 stamped, Russell manufactured, tan canvas cartridge
belt features (2) removable pistol magazine pouches for the 45 ACP 1911
pistol, leather tool frog, rifle retaining strap, folding rifle retainer and leather
bucket “buttstock retainer”. The belt is a M1903 design with 9 pockets
designed to hold (2)5 round stripper clips for the 30-06, 1903 rifle. The
canvas material with the metal “lift the dot” fasteners exhibits minimal wear
and is in remarkable condition. The leather bucket exhibits minimal wear
and overall light scuffing with a Rock Island Arsenal 1915 stamp on the
reverse side. The metal rivets exhibit minor wear with a few small areas of
verdigris. The belt and bucket are in excellent condition overall. A very rare
belt & buckle combination for mounted carry of the 1903 Springfield Rifle.
(65865-274) (700/900)
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1154. WWI TRENCH PERISCOPE This lot consists of a wood periscope measuring approximately 14 1/2” with the top and bottom cor-
ners exhibiting minor chips. The scope is complete with clip and trench stake, retaining 95% original green color exhibiting minor overall
wear. The mirrors are intact and will function well with a light cleaning, in excellent condition overall. A neat relic from the Great War that
let you “keep your head down”. (65865-269)

1155. SWORD LOT
This lot consists of U.S.
M1913 Cavalry sword
serial #13355, measur-
ing approximately 42
1/2” overall with a 35”
blade. The iron hilt is a
symmetric bowl design
with full length back
strap and recess for
thumb placement. The
handle is black check-
ered Bakelite. The hilt
exhibits minor scuffing

retaining 95-97% arsenal refinished green/black color. The foreword grip screw exhibits minor slot damage as does the pommel screw. The
straight blade features a fuller that runs almost the entire length exhibiting minor oxidation freckling as well as a few minor nicks on the
edge. The blade’s shoulder exhibits the Springfield Armory stamp, ordnance bomb and date of 1914 as well as the serial number and US
stamp on the reverse side. The scabbard is wood covered in tan canvas with a wide metal throat to facilitate sheathing. The chape retains
the tent peg which was often broken off. The canvas exhibits wear and soiling consistent with age. The throat exhibits areas of “touched
up” enamel paint. The chape retains 85% original green color. This sword was designed by General George S. Patton when he was a young
officer and is in excellent condition overall. (65865-69) (600/800)

1156. WWI TRENCH PERISCOPE WITH LEATHER CASE This lot consists of a U.S. M1918 periscope serial #6096 by Wollensak
Optical Company of Rochester, NY. The scope measures approximately 19 3/4” overall with an adjustable wood handle measuring approx-
imately 11 1/2”. The scope body is brass with a rotating cover on the top and a removable cover over the eye piece. The main body retains
80% refinished green color with general overall scuffs revealing the brass underneath. The optics are intact with light cloudiness and are
in very good condition overall. The leather case is complete with shoulder strap, belt strap and closing strap exhibiting general overall wear
and scuffing consistent with leather almost one hundred years old. This periscope is in excellent refinished condition overall and was an
invaluable tool to the soldiers in the trenches. (65865-267)

1157. UNMARKED WWI V-B GRENADE
LAUNCHER WITH POST-WAR CASE This
grenade launcher is unmarked and is believed to be
a MKIII, V-B Launcher for the 1903 and 1917 rifles.
The launcher measures 10 1/2” with a knurled band
at the top. The metal surfaces retain 95% original
phosphate color with light scuffing and wear. This
model needed a metal shim to be used to secure
the launcher to the barrel and is rare due to its
unmarked status. The launcher includes an inert
contemporary V-B grenade. The case is khaki col-
ored canvas with a Rock Island Armory stamp and
date of 4-20 on the inside flap. The exterior materi-
al exhibits minor wear with light staining at the bot-
tom. (65865-185)

1158. WINCHESTER A-5 TELESCOPE WITH CASE
This sniper scope measure approximately 16” with cross
hair reticle and 1903 mounts. The metal surfaces retain
90-95% original blue finish with light overall oxidation
freckling, scuffing and wear consistent with age. The
front mount is missing the tension screw while the rear
mount is complete. The optics remain clear with only
minor cloudiness. The leather case exhibits wear and
scuffing but is complete with carry handle and cover.
This WWI sniper scope is in excellent condition overall.
(65865-268) (400/600)

1159. MILLS M1910 ENLISTED MEDICAL BELT
The belt measures 56” without wire tips and measures a
width of 4”, designed with 10 pockets to be used for first
aid dressings. The belt is constructed of khaki colored
canvas with rimmed eagle snaps.
The exterior exhibits wear and
fading consistent with age. The
interior metal tabs exhibit the
patent dates as well as the Mills
cartridge logo. This scarce belt
is often confused as an ammu-
nition belt, includes a set of
M1907 suspenders and is in
excellent condition overall.
(65865-169L,F) (300/500)
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1160. M1912 CAVALRY CARTRIDGE BELT This is a Mills, 1917 manufactured,
tan canvas cartridge belt with leather tool frog, rifle retaining strap and folding rifle retain-
er. The belt is a M1903 design with 9 pockets designed to hold (2)5 round stripper clips
for the 30-06, 1903 or 1917 rifle. The canvas material with the metal “lift the dot” fasten-
ers exhibits wear consistent with age. The canvas stripper clip dividers have been removed
with only the brass snaps remaining. The pocket to the left of the barrel ring is split par-
tially with a small wear hole on the first pocket of the right side. The leather tool frog
exhibits a Rock Island Arsenal 1917 stamp with all the leather fixtures showing minor
cracking. The leather ring is in excellent condition. The belt is in very good to excellent
condition overall. A rare belt for mounted carry of the 1903 rifles normally with the leather
buttstock “bucket”. (65865-169BL) (600/800)

1161. M1910 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills manufactured, faded green canvas cartridge belt exhibiting the Mills logo with
an unrecognizable date underneath is essentially two halves with four, divided, "puckered" cartridge pockets issued with eagle snaps. This
belt also includes the 1911 magazine pouch and two loose cartridge pockets. The inside exhibits black stenciled military markings with
the canvas exhibiting fading as well as wear consistent with age. The metal exhibits wear with the eyelets showing verdigris. These belts
were issued as a transitional piece and used extensively in the Punitive Expedition of 1915 into Mexico, in excellent condition overall.
(65865-169W) (600/800)

1162. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Russell manufactured , 1905 pattern, tan canvas belt features nine tapered pock-
ets , darkened eagle type snaps and leather chape with squared brass ring. The canvas webbing exhibits minor wear with mild fraying
on one of the flaps. The interior is stenciled with crossed sabers and "HQ" underneath as well as the No.37, in excellent condition over-
all. (65865-169Y) (200/400)

1163. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Russell manufactured dark olive green canvas belt is a post 1906 version with "puck-
ered" pockets and eagle style snaps. The inside does not exhibit any stenciling or military markings. The canvas exhibits minor wear with
the metal showing light wear as well. This belt is in such nice condition it appears as if it was recently manufactured and rates excellent
condition overall. (65865-169U) (200/400)
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1164. M1912 CAVALRY BANDOLEER This rare Mills 1916 bandoleer is made of green canvas, rimmed eagle snaps with (12) 30-06
caliber stripper clip pockets and (3) pockets in the rear to hold loose 45 caliber pistol rounds. The blackened metal tongue tip
exhibits remnants of the Mills logo and patent dates due to wear and light surface oxidation pitting. The metal snaps
exhibit minor wear but remain crisp. The canvas is lightly faded with the stitching intact. The interior is stenciled in
black with crossed sabers and the No.17 on top and letter "M" on the bottom. The interior also exhibits the

stenciled numbers 21 and 40. This very rare belt is in excellent condition overall. (65865-
169BY) (800/1000)

1165. M1909 CAVALRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills
manufactured, green canvas belt with "puckered" pouches and eagle snaps

exhibits mild wear as well as slight fading. The metal surfaces exhibit minor wear with the eagle snaps retaining crisp profiles. This belt fea-
tures (9) 30-06 stripper clip pouches and three loose 45 caliber cartridge pockets on each side of the interlocking "T" closure. Also fea-
tured is the leather chape with squared brass ring for saber attachment. The interior exhibits the Mills logo and patent dates clearly on the
metal fixtures and the initials "J.T.R" are written in blue ink. This early model belt is not equipped with the 1911 magazine pouch which
was issued at a later date. This is a fine example of the M1909 belt in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AC) (800/1000)

1166. M1918 BAR 2ND. ASSISTANT BELT This tan canvas belt, manufactured by Plant Brothers & Co. for the Browning-Colt BAR
Rifle features (4) magazine pouches and (4) 30-06 stripper clip pockets with "lift-the-dot" fasteners exhibits minor wear and minimal fad-
ing. The stitching and fabric remains intact. The blackened metal fixtures retain 90-95% original black finish. The inside portion of the belt
exhibits the manufactures name, nomenclature as well as which side the pouches are to be positioned. This scarce WWI era belt is in
excellent condition overall. (65865-169I) (300/500)
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1167. M1918 MOUNTED RIFLE CARTRIDGE BELT This R.H. Long manufactured, green and tan canvas belt with (9) stripper clip
pouches and a 1911 double magazine pouch for the 45 caliber pistol exhibits wear consistent with age as well as fading. The brass metal
fixtures exhibit wear retaining portions of original black finish. The interior exhibits the manufacturers name and nomenclature which is
some what faded, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BE)

1168. M1914 CAVALRY BANDOLEER This unknown make, tan canvas bandoleer is similar to the M1912 design with (12) five round
stripper clip pouches for the 30-06 rifle, (3) pouches designed to hold six, loose, 45 caliber rounds fitted with "lift-the-dot" fasteners. The
canvas exhibits minimal wear with negligible fading, the brass metal snaps exhibit only occasional scuff. The stitching and weave remain
intact with the metal tongue devoid of any markings. The interior does not exhibit any manufacturer or military markings. The belt is real-
ly very nice and appears as if it was made last year and is in excellent plus condition overall. (65865-169BS)

1169. COLLECTORS LOT Total of six items: the first is a reproduction U.S. Eagle breast plate. The plate measures approximately 2 1/4" at
the radius with the front side exhibiting an uneven mustard patina coupled with oxidation patches between the 12:00 and 1:00 position.
The reverse side exhibits bare metal with one wire hook needing to be resoldered; the second item is a vintage compass with the glass
face intact and bail attached. The compass measures approximately 1 1/4" at the radius with the glass intact and the dial clearly legible.
The case is fashioned from brass. The metal surfaces exhibit a pleasing burnt orange and pewter-gray patina; the third item is a vintage
U.S. Government issue pocket compass. The compass measures approximately 1 3/4" at the radius with the glass face intact and the dial
clearly legible. The exterior metal surfaces exhibit a distinctive mottled, mustard patina with oxidation freckling. The exterior lid is stamped
with the obligatory "US" and etched inside the lid is the name "Betty". The compass includes a small chocolate brown leather pouch with
flap enclosure. The leather exhibits moderate cracking and crazing at the flap's stress point. The white stitching is intact; the fourth is a
WWII practice pineapple grenade made of heavy cast metal. The metal surfaces retain 90% reapplied black color with light to moderate
pitting underneath; the fifth is an inert projectile believed to be for a naval deck gun. The metal surfaces retain approximately 75% original
black finish with overall oxidation freckling coupled with light pitting. The projectile also exhibits light tool marks from ordnance disposal
as well as a stamped anchor with an unrecognizable letter; the sixth and final item is a white plastic figurine of a sweet young lady who is
the family way. At the base of the figurine is written "Kilroy was here". The figurine is intact with the exterior surfaces exhibiting minor wear
and dirt. The items in this lot range from very good to excellent condition overall. (64687-24A1)

1170. GUN LOT Total of three items: the first item is a collapsible stock for a GSG MP5 rimfire rifle. The stock is constructed of cast metal and
synthetic materials. The overall color is black with the stock retaining 99% original finish with minimal wear; the second is an AR-15, six
position, collapsible stock buffer tube. The metal surfaces retain 99% original phosphate finish with two or three minor scuffs. The tube
appears to be unused and includes the spring and buffer; the third is a vertical handgrip by SOG. The grip is in the original sealed wrap-
per by Brownells. The items in this lot are in excellent condition overall. (65242-41AU)

1171. H&K LOT This lot contains four, stripped, H&K G-3 trigger groups: the first trigger group is a semi-auto version. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original black finish with light overall scuffing. The trigger group has been modified with the retaining pin holes in front of the
triggerguard ground off. The black synthetic pistol grip rates excellent; the second trigger group is a select fire version. The metal surfaces
retain 90% arsenal refinished gray color with overall wear and scuffing. The gray-green synthetic pistol grip has been stippled by the pre-
vious owner and rates very good; the third is a semi-auto version. The metal surfaces retain 95% refinished heavy black color leaving a
textured finish. The black synthetic pistol grip rates excellent; the fourth is a polymer select fire trigger group. The exterior surfaces exhib-
it minor wear and scuffing. (65242-41AW)

1172. PARTS LOT This lot contains: (5) flash suppressors for various military rifles including the AR-15 and M1A; (1) UZI top rail cover with
recoil spring. The metal surfaces retain 95% original green phosphate finish with light overall scuffing and wear; (1) AK-47 rail cover. The
metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal refinished black color with light overall scuffing and wear; (1) rifle grenade launcher with folding blade
sight for an unknown European firearm. The metal surfaces retain 95% original black color with general wear and scuffing. The sight is in
meter increments; (1) front sight cover for a 1903 style rifle. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with light wear. The left side
exhibits the initials "US" and ordnance bomb while the right side exhibits the letter "R"; (1) gas regulator sleeve for a FN FAL rifle; (1) rifle
bolt for an unknown model rifle. The bolt handle bends slightly to the rear. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal refinished phosphate fin-
ish with light overall wear; (1) rifle recoil pad for a skeleton stock commonly seen on AR type rifles. The pad does not include any hard-
ware and exhibits minor wear. The items rate from very good to excellent. (65242-40Y)

1173. LOT OF MILITARY INSIGNIA This lot contains approximately 46 patches and 5 pins. The patches appear to be U.S. Army with
exception of two patches which are German military. The lot appears to exhibit light wear with the patches and pins rating excellent over-
all. (65242-40S)

1174. SHOTGUN LOT This lot contains: (2) Rasmith Firearms, 16 gauge snap caps, (2) LL Bean, 410 bore snap caps, (2) Pro-shot 20 gauge
snap caps in the original package, (4) 12 gauge, brass snap caps with wool oilers; (4) 12 gauge, nickel snap caps; (3) 12 gauge, Rottweil
choke tubes in full, modified and skeet as well as a choke tube wrench. The lot is in excellent condition overall. (65242-30A)

1175. GUN CLEANING LOT This lot contains: (2) Otis brand AR-15 cleaning kits; (2) Sig Sauer pistol cleaning kits; (2) SKS/AK buttstock
cleaning hardware; (1) H&K91/G3 cleaning kit. All the kits appear to be complete and in excellent condition overall. (65242-30B)

1176. GUN CLEANING LOT This lot contains: (1) Otis CQB brand cleaning kit for the M4/M16 rifle in a black nylon case. The kit appears
unused, complete with instructions; (1) Otis Military Issue Cleaning System for the M4/M16 rifle in a tan canvas pouch. The kit appears com-
plete. The lot in excellent condition overall and contains everything an AR owner needs to keep their rifle in operating condition. (65242-30C)

1177. GUN CLEANING LOT This lot contains: (10) foreign military, possibly German, cleaning kits. The kits are in very good to excellent
condition overall and are mostly complete in different style containers. This is an excellent lot for the 7.62 mm NATO caliber shooter.
(65242-30D)

1178. GUN CLEANING LOT This lot contains: (6) U.S. Military M16/M4 cleaning kits. One of the kits is designed for storage in the butt-
stock while the others are in a nylon pouch. The kits are for the most part complete with each pouch containing slightly different contents
and are in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-30E)

1179. GUN CLEANING LOT This lot contains: (2) Sig pistol cleaning kits; (1) SKS/AK buttstock cleaning hardware; (1) foreign military kit
partially complete in a green canvas sack; (2) AKAH brand cleaning kits for rifle and handgun. The kits exhibit minor wear with the lot in
very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-30F)

1180. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot contains: (7) watch repair tools; (2) Victorinox pen knives. One knife has red scales while the other
has white scales. Both knives have a 1 1/2" clip style blade as well as a nail file and scissors. These knives were offered as a promotion by
different drug companies and feature different logos on the scales; (1) Tekna Xtra Edge brand knife with a 1 1/2" unsharpened clip point
blade with black synthetic handle and sheath. The blade exhibits minor wear and a few minor oxidation specks; (1) Tekna folding knife mea-
suring approximately 3 3/4" overall with a 2 3/4" unsharpened lock-blade. The metal surfaces exhibit minimal wear from handling and stor-
age. The handle is black synthetic with minor wear. All the items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-30G)
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1181. SHOTGUN CLEANING LOT This beautifully distinctive, deluxe 20 gauge kit measures approximately 16" x 6 1/2" made of green
canvas combined with brown leatherette accents. The kit's contents feature a brass bore gauge with hardwood handle as well as hard-
wood cleaning rods with brass fixtures. The brass surfaces exhibit minor tarnish with the kit in excellent condition overall. (65242-40L)

1182. SHOTGUN CLEANING LOT This beautifully distinctive, deluxe 12 gauge kit measures approximately 16" x 6 1/2" features a case
of green canvas with brown leatherette accents. The kit's contents feature a brass bore gauge with hardwood handle as well as hardwood
cleaning rods with brass fixtures. The brass surfaces exhibit minor tarnish with the kit in excellent condition overall. (65242-40M)

1183. FIREARM MAINTENANCE LOT This lot contains a Plano two sided hard case measuring approximately 14" x 8 3/4". The case
contains an assortment of brushes, jags and other accoutrements that will clean a wide assortment of calibers and gauges. The contents
have seen little use with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-40U)

1184. CAMOUFLAGE LOT This lot contains: (2) individual desert pattern mesh covers in the original sealed wrappers and (1) reversible
camouflage net measuring approximately 15' x 5'. This net appears unused and would make an excellent addition to a duck blind with the
lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-40AV)

1185. LOT OF DIVING EQUIPMENT This lot contains: (1) Sportsways brand diving knife measuring 12 1/4" overall with a 7" serrated
stainless steel clip point blade. The metal surfaces exhibit light scuffing from limited use. The one piece black synthetic grips rates excel-
lent with a stainless steel pommel. The black synthetic scabbard rates excellent as well; (1) black, Scuba Vision dive mask with snorkel.
The rubber remains intact and supple; (1) black neoprene divers hood size unknown in excellent condition; (1)pair of blue and black col-
ored neoprene divers booties size 10 in excellent condition; (1) pair of black rubber, Swimaster brand UDT model diving fins size large in
excellent condition; (1) pair of black neoprene diving gloves size medium in excellent condition. (65242-40AX)

1186. LOT OF VERTICAL FORENDS Total of four: (1) GPS retractable bipod forend;(2) SOG brand forends. The exterior surfaces are
black checkered synthetic with negligible wear; (1) Knight's Armament forend. The exterior surfaces are black synthetic with light wear
from limited use. All the forend in this lot are in excellent condition overall. (65242-41BD)

1187. LOT OF FOREND ACCESSORIES This lot contains: (1) pair of Surfire aluminum quad-rail forend covers with ladder rail covers.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original black color with minor wear from handling and storage; (1) Surfire flash light rail adapter. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original black finish with minimal wear; (2) rail plates in the original sealed wrapper. (65242-412BE)

1188. LOT OF SHOTGUN STOCKS This lot contains a walnut buttstock and forend for a Winchester 1300 slide action shotgun. The wood
surfaces exhibit light wear with the occasional ding. The buttplate is intact with the wood slightly proud of the plate. In excellent condition
overall. (65242-41BB)

1189. LOT OF STORAGE DEVICES This lot contains approximately 25 assorted ammo pouches from different manufacturers as well as
military surplus from the US and other countries. The pouches are fashioned from leather, nylon as well as synthetic materials and range
from good to excellent. (65242-40BE)

1190. LOT OF HOLSTERS Total of six right handed holsters: (1) an FN shooters pack for FNP pistols in 9mm, 357 Sig and 40 S&W. The
pack includes a black Kydex holster and double magazine pouch in the original container; (2) a Galco, SAS style thigh rig believed to fit
a commander style, 1911 pistol. The holster is made of black synthetic material with two elastic thigh straps exhibiting mild soiling from
limited handling and wear; (3) a Blackhawk CQC holster designed for a Glock 19. The holster is in the original container; (4) an Uncle
Mikes Belt size large with an unknown make black Kydex holster for a Glock 22 pistol. The rig exhibits minor soiling from limited wear and
handling; (5) a Houston brand black Kydex paddle holster for an H&K USP compact in the original wrapper; (6) a Don Hume black leather
slide holster for an H&K USP in 9mm and 40 S&W in the original wrapper. All the holsters are complete and in excellent condition over-
all. (65242-41F)

1191. LOT OF HOLSTERS Total of nine right handed holsters: (1) an unknown make, brown leather, small of the back holster for a 1911
style pistol; (2) a Vega brand, cordovan colored holster for an H&K USP pistol;(3) a Bianchi brand, brown leather paddle holster for a
Browning Hi Power pistol;(4) an unknown make suede leather inside the pants style holster for a Sig 239 pistol; (5&6) a Don Hume brand,
black and cordovan leather slide holster for a S&W model 36 and similar frame size revolvers; (7) a Don Hume brand, brown leather slide
holster for a Glock model 17 pistol; (8) a Brommland brand black leather holster for a Glock 17 pistol; (9) a Galco brand, cordovan leather
high ride holster for an H&K USP pistol in 9mm & 40 S&W. All the holsters in this lot are in excellent condition overall. (65242-41P)

1192. LOT OF OUTDOOR GEAR Total of two: the first is an unknown make, black nylon pack measuring approximately 18 1/2" x 11 1/2"
with two main compartments and two small exterior pockets with exterior lashing points. The interior is fitted with small pockets to store
virtually any gear needed for the outdoors. The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear and soiling from limited use; the second is a US mil-
itary utility bag in the new digital pattern measuring approximately 25" x 25". The bag has a main utility compartment with a zippered bot-
tom. The bag has many uses and can be used as a small duffle or attached to a pack frame. The bag exhibits minimal wear and is in excel-
lent condition overall. (65242-40BJ)

1193. LOT OF EYEWEAR Total of seven pairs : (1) pair of ESS ballistic goggles with clear and sunglass lens'; (2) pair of ESS Ice brand bal-
listic glasses with clear lens and sunglass lens'; (3) pair of "i-gogs" brand ballistic glasses with smoke and green lens'; (4) pair of Cole
Haan aviator style sunglasses; (5) pair of Revision Military brand ballistic glasses with clear and sunglass lens'; (6) pair of Wiley X Saber
brand ballistic glasses with amber lens; (7) F&S brand ballistic glasses with clear lens. All the glasses are in excellent condition and include
either a case or sleeve. (65242-41GL)

1194. LOT OF KYDEX HOLSTERS This lot has approximately 23 right and left hand holsters primarily for different size Glock pistols with
one or two holsters designed for a Sig or Colt 1911 pistol. The lot comprises different designs from various makers. The holsters exhibit
varying degrees of wear with the lot ranging from good to excellent condition overall. (65242-41E)

1195. HYDRATION LOT This lot contains approximately 20 water bottles from various makers which includes three canteens. The bottles
are aluminum or synthetic, one liter or half liter in size with screw tops. The lot exhibits minor wear from limited use and is in excellent con-
dition overall. (65242-40AC)

1196. LOT OF AMMUNITION CARRIERS Total four of: (1) an Eagle Industries black nylon thigh rig designed to hold three H&K MP5
magazines; (2) an unknown make, tan nylon, Molle attachment designed to hold four 30 round AR-15 magazines; (3) a Voodoo Tactical
tan colored nylon chest rig with three large pouches and six smaller pouches; (4) an unknown make, green rubberized nylon chest rig,
possibly German issue with 10 pouches. The lot exhibits minor wear and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-40B4)

1197. TRIPOD LOT This lot is a SLIK 444-Sport model tripod for a camera or spotting scope. The tripod is constructed of black alu-
minum measuring 19" retracted and 53" extended. The lot exhibits minimal wear, includes the original box and is in excellent con-
dition overall. (65242-41B)
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1198. LOT OF WATER PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT This lot contains: (3) Marathon brand EX model replacement filter elements;
(1) MSR Marathon 203 ceramic cartridge;(1) Neo-Life brand water purification system with recharge pac in the original box; (1) MIOX
purifier in the box; (1) Steri Pen Journey model safe water system in the box. The lot appears to be in excellent condition overall with no
guarantees with regard to the operation except any that may be offered by the manufacturer. (65242-40AC1)

1199. LOT OF WATER PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT This lot contains a Katelyn brand Pocket model water purification system in the orig-
inal box. The lot appears to be complete with no guarantee on operation except any that may apply by the manufacturer. (65242-40AC2)

1200. BUSHNELL BORESIGHTER This lot contains a new boresighter with original box, case, instructions and two arbors. The arbors
measure from .35-7mm and .270-.22 calibers. The lot is in almost new condition overall. (65242-40Q)

1201. LOT OF SHARPENING EQUIPMENT This lot consists of two sharpening products: (1) Woodcraft brand series of stones in soft
Arkansas, hard Arkansas, surgical as well as a bottle of honing oil housed in a wood box which measures 7" x 5". Each stone measures
6" x 2"; (1) Smith's brand soft Arkansas stone 4" x 2" in a cedar box measuring 4 3/4" x 2 3/4". The lot appears to have seen limited use
and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-40T)

1202. LOT OF SNAP CAPS This lot consists of two boxes of snap caps. The first box contains 12, 16, 20 gauges as well as 410 bore. All
the caps are by Galazan with exception of the 12 gauge snap caps; the second box is by Galazan in 20 gauge and 410 bore only. The total
of both boxes are 6 pairs of snap caps which exhibit minor wear. (65242-40P)

1203. FOLDING LITTER LOT This lot consists of an O.D. green nylon litter to be used for emergency extraction. The litter measures
approximately 73" x 24" with sleeves on both sides for inserting poles as well as the handles on each side to grab if poles are not avail-
able or expedient. The litter also features straps to secure the patient. The litter exhibits minimal wear and is in almost new condition
overall. (65242-40AC3)

1204. LOT OF M1 CARBINE PARTS This lot consists of : bolt; handguard; front sight; slide; trigger group with safety and hammer. The
metal surfaces retain a majority of original phosphate finish. The handguard rates excellent with an added oil finish and two or three minor
bruises. An excellent lot for the M1 Carbine shooter. (65242-41BF)

1205. LOT OF STEYR AUG STRIPPER CLIPS This lot contains 19, 15-round green plastic stripper clips for 5.56mmNATO ammunition.
Will fit Steyr and AR magazines. The clips come in two GI bags with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-41BF1)

1206. WALKING STICK LOT Total of two: the first stick is made from bamboo measuring approximately 35 1/2". The top is covered with a
paper thin, decorative metal cap which is torn exhibiting a couple of bare areas as well as being loose. The end features a standard black
crutch tip for safety. The wood exhibits some wear retaining 85-90% original finish; the second stick measures approximately 37" appearing
to be made from the Blackthorn bush with a neutral colored handle and a black shaft. The stick has a brass ring with the inscription "Classic
Canes England" as well as a brass buttcap. The stick exhibits minor wear with both canes in excellent condition overall. (65242-4A)

1207. SWORD CANE LOT This lot is a distinctive modern sword cane measuring approximately 36" in length with a 24" spike blade inte-
grated into the handle. The handle is wood and bone with tarnished, decorative brass accents. The shaft is stained walnut retaining
95% original finish with the occasional minor bruise. The cane is in excellent condition overall and is an excellent covert means of pro-
tection. (65242-40C)

1208. WALKING STICK LOT Total of two: the first appears to be a European design measuring 38" overall with a stag horn handle and a
carved walnut shaft separated by a decorative gold foil cover. The tip is covered with a spike believed to be made of German nickel. The
stick exhibits minimal wear and is in excellent condition overall; the second is a staff measuring 57" overall with hand carved curls at the
top exhibiting a clear finish overall. The top of the cane has a leather lanyard and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-40B)

1209. LOT OF BAGS Total of five: the first is a military issue, OD green nylon bag for medical supplies measuring approximately 13" x 13"
with 12 interior pockets and a shoulder strap. The bag exhibits some wear, soiling and is in excellent condition overall; the second bag is
a satchel by Swiss Army brand, fashioned of black, red and gray nylon with four pockets measuring approximately 19" x 10". The bag
exhibits minor wear and is in excellent condition overall; the third appears to be a European military rucksack constructed of heavy duty
green rubberized nylon, black leather base and faux black leather straps. The rucksack measures approximately 20" x 22" and appears in
almost new condition overall; the third is a military issue, OD green nylon bag measuring approximately 16" x 16" with nylon carry han-
dles. The bag exhibits some wear and is in very good to excellent condition overall; the fourth is a military, OD green canvas bag for an
M9 gasmask measuring approximately 13" x 12" with a main compartment and straps to secure to waist or leg. The bag exhibits minor
writing by the former owner as well as some wear. The bag is in very good condition overall; the fifth is a German Army rucksack with can-
vas shoulder straps and leather trim measuring approximately 12" X 16". The ruck features leopard pattern camouflage on the exterior flap
exhibiting heavy wear in good to very good condition overall. (65242-40BI)

1210. LOT OF HEARING PROTECTION This lot contains two Peltor H9A earmuffs in the original boxes. The earmuff's feature a black
padded head band with the cups made of navy blue plastic. The ear cups feature the Wilson Combat logo on both sides with the lot in
almost new condition overall. (65242-40I)

1211. GALCO SHOOTING BAG This lot features a distinctive khaki cloth shoulder bag with cordovan leather accents measuring approx-
imately 14" x 12". The bag features a main compartment as well as two small pockets on the outside. The exterior exhibits minor wear from
limited use and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-41AJ)

1212. LOT OF OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT This lot contains: (1) a Coleman fluorescent lantern; (2) an individual bug screen shelter; (3)
an Optimus backpack stove; (3) a section of 1" webbing with two carabiners; (4) a military shelter half; (5) two small bags of aluminum
tent pegs; (6) a foam sleeping pad; (7) a collapsible canteen; (8) a Kidd Decontaminating Apparatus for chemical warfare; (9) a roll of
emergency bivvy sheets (similar to a space blanket). The items in this lot appear to have seen little if any use. There are no guarantees in
regard to operation of any items in this lot. (65242-40BF)

1213. CUSTOM WESTERN HOLSTERS This lot consists of a left and right holster by Jim Harmeson of Rossburg, Ohio. The holsters fea-
ture decorative embossing around the outer edge of the leather with the right holster exhibiting a darker shade of color as well as wear.
Both holsters will fit a revolver with a barrel length up to 6" in length and are in excellent condition overall. (65242-41K)

1214. LOT OF HOLSTERS Total of two: these two holsters are interchangeable for medium to large frame semi-automatic pistols. The plat-
form is an SAS style, constructed of digital gray camouflage nylon with numerous attachments to secure to molle gear if desired. The lot
exhibits minimal wear and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-41K1)

1215. LOT OF HOLSTERS Total of five: this lot consists of foreign military canvas flap holsters possibly British or Canadian that will fit the
Browning Hi-Power or similar frame pistol. The canvas is light green or khaki exhibiting light to moderate wear in very good to excellent
condition overall. (5242-41L)

1216. LOT OF SHOTGUN CLEANING EQUIPMENT Total of three sets: (1) a three section, wooden 20 gauge cleaning kit in a suede
pouch with brushes and mop; (2) a Parker-Hale, three section brass rod with large bore brush; (3) a three section, metal cleaning rod
with brush and jag in 20 gauge. The items in this lot exhibit minor wear from limited use. (65242-40M1)
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1217. LOT OF MILITARY SURPLUS Total of two: the first item is a tripod for an M49 telescope which had been adapted by the previ-
ous owner as a rifle rest. The unit appears complete with the metal surfaces retaining 95% reapplied green finish exhibiting minimal wear;
the second item is a military issue Colt bipod. The metal surfaces retain 90% original gray phosphate finish with mild patches wear. Both
items include cases with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-41A)

1218. PELICAN CASE This lot is a Pelican model 1470 case. The exterior surfaces are rigid black polymer measuring approximately 16 3/4"
x 12 1/4". The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear and scuffing from limited use. The case includes the shoulder strap but the keys for the
two locks are absent. The interior foam has been removed but can be easily replaced by Pelican for a nominal fee. This lot would make an
excellent laptop or pistol case, in excellent condition overall. (65242-41A1)

1219. LOT OF CASES OR POUCHES Total of 23: this lot contains a varying assortment of cases and or pouches by different makers.
The cases are made from different materials such as canvas, leather or nylon with most being made for a military application such as mag-
azines, compass or loose ammunition. The largest case is 12" x 11" and the smallest is 2" x 2". The cases exhibit light to moderate wear
with the lot in good to excellent condition overall. (65242-40BG)

1220. LOT OF EMPTY BANDOLEERS Total of six: the first five are for M193, 5.56mm NATO ammunition; the sixth is a 30 caliber M1
Carbine. Each bandoleer has six pockets which will hold two 10 round clips per pocket. (65242-40BG1)

1221. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of approximately 10 assorted shoulder or belt holsters in black or brown. Some of the holsters
are foreign military as well as reproduction US military. The lot exhibits wear consistent with age and is in very good to excellent condition
overall. (65242-41S)

1222. TACTICAL LOT This lot contains a large - XL, black nylon mesh tactical vest by London Trading Company of Virginia Beach, VA. The
lot has been equipped by the previous owner as a first responder vest, filled with emergency medical gear such as numerous trauma
dressings, a splint, EMT shears, emergency flare, light, gauze, gloves etc. The lot exhibits minor wear from handling and storage. This vest
is a must have item for the first responder or those who venture into remote environments, in excellent condition overall. (65242--40BA)

1223. LOT OF SCOPES Total of two: first is a Kahles HELIA 39L2, 3-9 X 40 variable power scope equipped with a flat top post and hori-
zontal wire reticle. The metal surfaces retain 97% original black color with ring marks on the 30mm tube and objective lens as well as sil-
vering on both ends. The metal surfaces also exhibit light overall scuffs. The optics feature European quality and remain clear; the second
is fixed 4X scope by Charles Daly. The metal surfaces retain 99% original black color with light overall wear from limited use. The under-
side of the 1" tube near the eye piece exhibits a scratched "X" by the previous owner. (65242-41AK)

1224. LOT OF HANDGUN CASES Total of five: first is a S&W wooden presentation case for a model 29-2 revolver measuring approxi-
mately 11 1/2" x 7 1/2". The case is devoid of any interior components. The exterior exhibits a few minor scuffs with the case in very good
to excellent condition overall; second is an MTM brand Case-Gard black synthetic hard case with foam interior measuring approximately
12" x 7 1/2". The exterior surfaces exhibit minimal wear from limited use and is in excellent condition overall; the third is a black metal case
measuring approximately 9 1/2" x 6 1/4" with a lock and cable. The exterior metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish with minor wear
from limited use. The interior is fitted with smooth foam padding and includes two keys, in excellent condition overall; the fourth is a
Doskocil black synthetic case measuring approximately 11 3/4" x 7 1/2" with the interior fitted with foam padding. The exterior surfaces
exhibit minor wear with the case in excellent condition overall; the fifth is a unknown make black leatherette hardcase measuring approx-
imately 17 1/4" x 8 1/2" with a home-made foam interior. The exterior is fitted with a single handle and two latch locks without keys. The
exterior surfaces exhibit some wear and soiling with the case in good condition overall. (65242-40R)

1225. LOT OF TACTICAL GEAR Total of three: first is a woodland pattern camouflage tactical vest with two exterior pockets on the back
and ten front and side pockets. The vest is one size fits all, exhibiting negligible wear; the second is a one size fits all digital gray camou-
flage load bearing vest with six exterior pockets and numerous molle attachments; the third is a Woolrich, black canvas vest size XL. The
vest exhibits minor wear and soiling and the occasional dog hair. The lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-40BA1)

1226. AR-15 LOT This lot consists of a Atchisson M16/AR-15 22 cal. conversion unit made by Military Armament Corporation of Marietta,
GA. The device includes one 16 round magazine, bolt and papers in the original box. The metal surfaces exhibit minor wear with the lot
in excellent condition overall. (65242-40AS)

1227. AR-15 LOT This lot consists of a Wilson Combat scope mount with permanently attached 1" rings. The metal surfaces retain 99% orig-
inal black finish with negligible wear. The lot is in excellent to almost new condition overall. (65242-40AS1)

1228. PERIODICAL LOT This lot consists of a May 10, 1943 issue of Life magazine. The contents describe different subject matter regard-
ing WWII. The magazine offers unique insight with the cover showing three PT Boat skippers in dress blue uniform. The magazine con-
sists of 100 pages, appears complete and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-40AK1)

1229. LOT OF EQUIPMENT BAGS Total of six bags or cases: first is a Wilson Combat range bag made of tan nylon measuring approxi-
mately 13" x 9 1/2". The bag features a main compartment as well as three smaller compartments. The exterior features two exterior pock-
ets, shoulder strap and handle with the material exhibiting minimal wear from storage. The bag is in excellent to almost new condition over-
all; the second is an "i-shot" brand handgun case made of green nylon measuring approximately 15" x 9". The bag features a main inte-
rior pocket and three exterior storage compartments. The nylon exhibits minimal wear with the bag in excellent condition overall; the third
is a zippered case constructed of nylon in the digital gray camouflage pattern measuring approximately 12" x 9 1/2". The bag features a
zippered, padded main compartment and four side compartments for magazines. The zipper tab is broken but the zipper is still opera-
tional. The nylon exhibits minor wear from handling and storage with the bag in excellent condition overall; the fourth is a black nylon bag
by H&K measuring approximately 11 1/2" x 8 1/2" featuring a zippered main compartment that is lockable but the keys are missing. The
exterior surfaces exhibit minimal wear with the bag in excellent condition overall; the fifth is Maxpedition brand black nylon bag measur-
ing approximately 13" x 6 1/2". The bag is constructed with a main compartment and three exterior compartments. The exterior exhibits
minor wear and is in excellent condition overall; the sixth is by Assault Systems, made of nylon in a green camouflage pattern with a sin-
gle main zippered compartment and carry handle. The exterior exhibits minor wear with the bag in excellent condition overall. (65242-
40BB)

1230. LOT OF LONG GUN SOCKS This lot consists of four rifle/shotgun socks. The lot is in the original sealed wrappers and in almost
new condition overall. (65242-40BB1)

1231. REPRODUCTION HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of two reproduction Artillery Luger holsters with shoulder stocks. The first hol-
ster is made of brown leather with white stitching exhibiting minor wear from limited use. The wooden stock is missing the attachment
hardware but the cleaning rod is included; the second holster is made of black leather with white stitching. The wood shoulder stock is
complete with both holsters in excellent condition overall. (65242-41I&H)

1232. SIG PISTOL FRAME This lot consists of a black polymer pistol frame believed to be for the Sig Sauer P250 modular, semi-auto pistol. The
frame is empty of any internal parts, exhibiting minor wear from handling and storage. The frame is in excellent condition overall. (65242-32A1)
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1233. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMO This lot consists of a black polymer box with the Remington name on the top, measuring approxi-
mately 8” x 5”. The box contains approximately 400-450 rounds of 22 LR ammunition. The metal surfaces exhibit minor tarnish with the lot
in excellent condition overall. (65242-5A1)

1234. BANDOLEER OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of (7) 20 round boxes of PMC brand, M193, 5.56mmNATO ammunition totaling
140 rounds in a military issue bandoleer. The boxes and bandoleer exhibit minor wear with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-3A1)

1235. LOT OF M4/M16 CLEANING EQUIPMENT This lot consists of: (1) Otis brand individual, M4/M16 cleaning kit in a tan case;
(1) Otis brand complete cleaning kit for the M4/M16 and M249 SAW in a black nylon case; (2) partial, military issue cleaning kits com-
bined in a single plastic bag. The kit includes a lens’ cleaning pen, chamber brushes, cleaning rods but no bore brushes or jags. The lot
is in excellent condition overall and will clean an endless supply of AR’s. (65242-6A1)

1236. LOT OF HOLSTERS Total of four: the first is a Tex Shoemaker, right handed, black leather belt holster for an H&K P7 semi-auto pistol;
the second is a Safariland, right handed, tan leather belt holster for a Sig P220 semi-auto pistol; the third is an Assault Systems brand, black
nylon flap holster for a large frame semi-auto pistol; the fourth is a Blade-Tech brand, black Kydex knife holster for a knife with a specific
shaped blade up to 5” in length. All the holsters exhibit wear from limited use with the lot in very good condition overall. (65242-7A1)

1237. GUNSMITHING LOT This lot consists of a pair of AR-15 barrel blocks and an AR-15 armorer’s wrench. The metal surfaces exhibit minor
wear and light overall scuffing from limited use. The lot is in excellent condition overall and is a must for any AR enthusiast. (65242-6A2)

1238. AR-15/M4 LOT This lot consists of a complete bolt carrier group, charging handle, carbine buffer and buffer spring. The metal sur-
faces exhibit minor wear from limited use with the lot in excellent to almost new condition overall. (65242-41AV)

1239. LOT OF GRIPS Total of six: four of the grips are made of black rubber for a 1911 frame pistol with two of the grips exhibiting the
Rampant Colt medallion on both sides; the fifth set of grips are black rubber as well fitting a S&W K frame revolver; the sixth set of grips
are checkered walnut fitting a Browning Hi-Power pistol. All the grips exhibit minor wear from handling and storage with the lot in excel-
lent to almost new condition overall. (65242-7A2)

1240. LOT OF HEARING PROTECTION Total of two: the first set is a pair of Bilsom model 727 series ear muffs. The muffs are con-
structed of sturdy black polymer with yellow accents and a padded head band; the second set is a pair of Radians which are designed
to be secured with a thin band that fits behind the base of the skull instead of on top. The muffs are made of black polymer. The noise
reduction rating on both units is unknown. The lot’s exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear and scuffing with both units in excellent condi-
tion overall. (65242-6A3)

1241. LOT OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS This lot contains (4) pairs of surgical scissors and (2) pairs of tweezers. The metal surfaces
exhibit mild wear from limited use. This is the perfect addition to the first aid kit with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-8A1)

1242. LOT OF TACTICAL INSTRUMENTS This lot contains a Surfire brand KL4 model flashlight and a LaserLyte K-15 tactical laser with
pressure switch. Both units run on 123A/3Volt batteries, exhibiting minor wear with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-6A4)

1243. LOT OF STORAGE EQUIPMENT Total of three bags: first is a Domke brand carry-all measuring approximately 10” x 6 1/2” with
two detachable exterior hard shell pockets measuring approximately 7” x 4 1/2”. The bag is constructed of black and gray nylon with a
main compartment as well as a side exterior compartment. The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear with the bag in excellent condition
overall; the second bag is an Atlantic brand shoulder bag measuring approximately 20” x 9”, constructed of black nylon. The bag features
a main compartment as well as a side compartment. The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear and soiling with the lot in excellent condi-
tion overall; the third is a Jansport Helium brand hydration backpack with a two liter bladder and a main storage compartment as well as
a Blackhawk hydration cleaning kit. The pack measures approximately 16” x 7” and is constructed of black nylon. The exterior surfaces
exhibit minimal wear with the pack in excellent to almost new condition overall. (65242-40BC)

1244. HYDRATION LOT This lot consists of 15 water bottles and or canteens: this lot contains a wide variety of canteens and waters bot-
tles from commercial and military contractors. Some of the containers include cups and covers, also included is a Katadyn Exstream brand
water bottle with purifying cartridge and instructions. The containers exhibit minor wear with the lot ranging in condition from very good
to excellent overall. (65242-40AD)

1245. FIRST AID LOT Total of two: this lot consists of two APLS brand patient transport litters measuring 33” x 78” with securing straps
and carrying handles. The litters are made of tan nylon with an absorbent material on the patient side. Both items are secured in individ-
ual zip-lock bags and are in almost new condition overall. (65242-40AB)

1246. LOT OF MESS KITS Total of eight: this lot contains foreign military mess kits which consist of two halves which mount together with
a wire or metal tab. The kits exhibit a majority of refinished green color with minor chipping and or scuffing. The lot is in very good to excel-
lent condition overall and would make an excellent addition to a deer camp or scout troop. (65242-40AA)

1247. LOT OF CARTRIDGE BOXES This lot consists of: (4) 50 round, Hodgdon Powder Company orange plastic ammo cases for 38
Special; (6) 50 round, Hodgdon Powder Company orange plastic ammo cases for 45 ACP; (8) 50 round, Flambeau yellow plastic boxes
for 38 Special; (1) 12 round, MTM brown plastic ammo-wallet for 380ACP or 9mm; (2) 50 round, MTM brown plastic ammo-wallet for 38
Special Or 357 Magnum; (2) multi-round, MTM brown plastic ammo-wallets for assorted caliber rifle rounds. The exterior surfaces exhib-
it light wear with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-40K)

1248. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of 20 assorted cases by various manufactures. The largest case is approximately 12” x 9”
and the smallest case is approximately 3” x 5” with all the cases made in flat earth tone colors such as brown, black and green. The cases
exhibit minor wear and soiling with the lot in very good to almost new condition overall. (65242-40BD)

1249. CASE LOT This lot consists of: (1) Brownell’s armorer’s case measuring approximately 12” x 10”, constructed of green ballistic nylon
with two compartments and multiple pouches; (2) two knife cases by Randall measuring approximately 13 1/2” x 4 1/2”, constructed of
green nylon with a company patch on one side; (3) Eddie Bauer case measuring approximately 11 1/2” x 5”, constructed of tan nylon with
black nylon handle; (4) four USGI military compass and first aid pouches measuring approximately 4 1/2” x 5” with three constructed of
green nylon and one constructed of black nylon. The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear with the items ranging in condition from very
good to excellent overall. (65242-40BD1)

1250. LOT OF KNIFE CASES This lot consists 10 nylon cases by various makers such as Bianchi, Orvis and Gerber. The largest case is
actually a scabbard measuring approximately 3” x 12” and the smallest case which is for a folder measures approximately 2 1/2” x 3 3/4”.
The cases are constructed of heavy duty nylon in earth tone colors such as black, green and camouflage with the exterior surfaces exhibit-
ing light to moderate wear and soiling. The lot is in good to excellent condition overall. (65242-40BD2)

1251. TACTICAL LOT This lot consists of (3) items: (1) Lowe’s Alpine, Contour Mountain 50 model pack measuring approximately 12” x 26”
constructed of black ballistic nylon featuring a main compartment as well as numerous lashing points. Inside the pack is a camouflage,
canvas shelter half believed to be German ; (2) unknown make, green nylon tactical vest with mesh back size med/lge with 16 assorted
pouches; (3) unknown make, black nylon shoulder harness for load bearing equipment . The items in this lot exhibit varying degrees of
wear with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-40BD3)
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1252. ORVIS PADDED WINE CASE This lot consists of a distinctive, padded case measuring approximately 9 1/2” x 14 1/2” designed
for two 750ml bottles. The exterior is constructed of supple, cordovan colored leather with a black padded nylon insert. The exterior sur-
faces exhibit light wear and the occasional minor scuff. The case includes the leather shoulder strap and will only become better looking
with wear. (65242-40BD4)

1253. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of 10 cases : (1) High Sierra brand shoulder bag measuring approximately 15” x 11” con-
structed of blue, black and gray nylon with a single center compartment and three side compartments; (2) Samsonite black nylon bag mea-
suring approximately 20” x 10” with a center compartment and two end compartments (does not include shoulder strap); (3) Duluth
Trading Company tool bag constructed of black and gray nylon measuring approximately 13” x 12”. The bag features a removable, zippered
bottom; (4) OGIO Sport, Freelander model bag measuring approximately 20” x 11” constructed of black and yellow nylon with a single
main compartment; (5) unknown make range bag measuring approximately 10” x 6”, constructed of green camouflage; (6) Blackhawk
brand range bag measuring approximately 12” x 8” constructed of black nylon with three separate compartments: (7) two brown leather
cases measuring approximately 17 1/2” x 5 1/2” and 12” x 6”; (8) green nylon knife case by Randall measuring approximately 14” x 4 1/2”;
(9) unknown make, black canvas, parachute/kit bag measuring approximately 24” x 14”; (10) two black nylon fanny packs by Bianchi and
Eddie Bauer size med./lge. The items in this lot exhibit varying degrees of wear with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.
(65242-40BD5)

1254. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Target Sports brand, 1 x 25mm red dot sight. The sight operates on a single CR2032/3 Volt battery
and includes a single mounting bracket. The sight is believed to be operational but no guarantee is offered. (65242-41BC)

1255. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of (3) items: (1) Kakadu brand, brown cotton fishing vest size large. The exterior exhibits
minor wear and soiling; (2) Jansport Helium model hydration pack constructed of black nylon and is complete with what appears to be an
unused water bladder and drinking tube. The black mesh and nylon exhibits minimal wear; (3) unknown make, green nylon, tactical vest
or load bearing harness with pack as well as front pouches for equipment as well as magazines. The material exhibits minimal wear. The
items are in very good to excellent overall. (65242-40BD6)

1256. LOT OF SLINGS Total of 10: this lot contains both tan leather and nylon slings by various makers. A few of the slings may have sling
swivels attached with the leather exhibiting varying degrees of wear as well as scuffing and or minor tears. The lot is in good to excellent
condition overall. (65562-1)

1257. LOT OF CARGO SLINGS Total of two: this lot consists of identical cargo straps, olive drab in color, measuring 12’ in length and 1
3/4” in width. Both slings appear unused and in almost new condition overall. (65242-40AA1)

1258. LOT OF FISHING EQUIPMENT This lot consists of (2) identical Daiwa Minicast Gold fishing systems in their own carry cases mea-
suring approximately 15” in length and 4” at the widest point. Both items include a four section rod, spin casting reel complete with unknown
strength line and a small amount of tackle. The lot exhibits minor wear and is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-22D)

1259. LOT OF FISHING GEAR This lot consists of an Orvis semi-rigid tackle case constructed of green nylon with gray trim measuring
approximately 14” x 10”. The case contains opened spools of 7lb, 9lb, 15lb and 22lb test fishing line, two containers of lead shot , Orvis
tackle box measuring approximately 5” x 3 1/2” with 20 fly lures and a small clear plastic lure box by Gander Mountain with assorted fish-
ing items. The lot case exhibits minimal wear with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-22E)

1260. SURVIVAL LOT This lot consists of an assortment of items that will aid and assist a person in a survival situation. The contents include
signal mirror, water collection bag, matches, needles, fishing line, wrist compass, tourniquet, etc. The items exhibit minimal wear with the
lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-20Q1)

1261. STOVE LOT This lot consists of a JETBOIL personal cooking system, Little Demon brand personal stove and the burner for a Primus
cooker. The lot exhibits wear from handling and storage and appears unused. (65242-40AI)

1262. LOT OF LEATHER HOLSTERS This lot consists of 10 assorted leather handgun and pistol holsters by various makers such as
Bianchi and Safariland. The holsters are a mix of belt and paddle models for a right handed shooter. The leather surfaces exhibit light to
heavy wear with the lot in good condition overall. (65242-41R)

1263. LOT OF NYLON HOLSTERS This lot consists of 25 nylon and neoprene holsters for a wide variety of pistols and revolvers. The hol-
sters are predominately for a right handed shooter with a mix of belt, paddle as well as inside-the-pants styles by makers such as Bianchi
and Uncle Mike’s. The lot exhibits light to moderate wear and is in good to very good condition overall. (65242-41G)

1264. LOT OF BOOTS Total of two pairs: the first pair is by the Muck Boot Company size men’s 10 1/2”, women’s 11 1/2”. The uppers fit at
or just below the calf and have been rolled down with an exterior constructed of green rubber and interior of orange neoprene; the sec-
ond pair are Wolverine 1000 Mile model boots size 10 1/2” with a “D” width. This quality, chocolate brown, full leather boots feature an
ankle length upper, leather soles and a rubber heal. Both sets of boots appear to be in almost new condition with soles that do not show
any wear. (65242-33A)

1265. BERETTA JACKET This lot consists of a green waxed cotton jacket with chocolate colored leather accents, size XL. The jacket is con-
structed with a mesh nylon interior and features four exterior pockets as well as two inner pockets The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear
and soiling with the jacket in very good to excellent condition overall. (5242-33B)

1266. SURVIVAL LOT This lot consists of four emergency fishing kits which contain basic supplies and one tin filled with a compass, knife
and magnesium fire starter strip. Some of the cases have been secured by the previous owner with duct tape with the lot in very good
condition overall. (65242-22F)

1267. LOT OF SHOTGUN RELATED ITEMS This lot consists of: (8) shotgun bore brushes in 12 gauge, 20 gauge and 28 gauge as well
as a wooden cleaning rod that breaks down into three sections. Also included is an assortment of patches, jags, small grease pots and an
unknown make, solid rubber recoil pad in a black nylon case. (65242-6A)

1268. ANTIQUE “GOOD LUCK” BRAND WOODEN FISHING REEL This antique reel is commonly known as a “Cod” reel for bot-
tom fishing in salt water. The reel is 7” with a wooden handle attached to each end of the “S” shaped brass reinforcement plate and also
features a 3” foot. The plate exhibits a March 1897 patent date. The brass surfaces exhibits heavy tarnish consistent with age while the
wood exhibits wear, minor chipping on the edges and the occasional bruise. The reel is believed to have been refinished in the distant past
and is in very good condition overall. (6524-280T)

1269. ANTIQUE WOODEN FISHING REEL This reel measures 2 1/2” with a double peg handle and a 2 1/2” brass foot. The brass sur-
faces exhibit tarnish with the screws exhibiting oxidation and pitting. The wood surfaces exhibit wear and mild staining consistent with age.
The wooden pegs are split. This Victorian reel is believed to be European with no maker’s mark visible. (65241-280Q)

1270. ANTIQUE WOODEN “COD” REEL This reel measures 7” with a 3” brass foot and an “S” shaped dual handle bracket similar to
the Good Luck brand but is stamped “THE O’BRIEN”. The brass surfaces exhibit heavy tarnish with mild traces of cleaning polish in the
crevices. The wood surfaces exhibit a majority of added finish as well as wear consistent with age. (5241-280U)
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1271. ANTIQUE BRASS FISHING REEL This lot consists of an unknown brand, 2 1/2” reel with a single wood peg handle, 2 1/2” foot and
a star design bracket. The brass surfaces exhibit light to moderate tarnish and wear with remnants of polish in the crevices. (65241-280I)

1272. ANTIQUE WOODEN FISHING REEL This lot is a 4” reel with twin peg handles and a 2 3/4” brass foot. The brass surfaces exhib-
it mild to moderate tarnish. The wood surfaces exhibit mild wear and the occasional bruise and may have been refinished in the distant
past. The pegs exhibit heavy wear. (65241-280N)

1273. ANTIQUE WOODEN FISHING REEL This lot is a 4” reel with twin peg handles and a 2 1/4” brass foot. The brass surfaces exhib-
it mild to moderate tarnish. The wood surfaces exhibit mild wear and the occasional bruise and may have been refinished in the distant
past. The wood pegs exhibit heavy wear with the remnants of a repair visible. (65241-280P)

1274. ANTIQUE WOODEN FISHING REEL This lot is a 4” reel with twin peg handles and a 2 3/4” brass foot. The brass surfaces exhib-
it mild to moderate tarnish. The wood surfaces exhibit mild wear and the occasional bruise and may have been refinished in the distant
past. The peg handles exhibit heavy wear. (65241-280O)

1275. ANTIQUE WOODEN FISHING REEL This lot is a 5” reel with a 3 1/4” brass foot. The brass surfaces exhibit lightly tarnished brass
with remnants of polish remaining. The brass bracket is secured by a wing nut. The wood surfaces exhibit wear and light overall scratch-
es as well as mild chipping. The reel appears to have been refinished in the past. (65241-280S)

1276. LOT OF FISHING REELS This lot consists of 5 reels: the first is a vintage Shakespeare No.1921 “Wondereel” in the original box. The
reel is a 2 1/4” bait casting reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The green metal surfaces exhibit minor wear. The box exhibits moderate to heavy wear
with foxing; the second is 2 3/4” Whitcap model reel by Langley with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age.
The box is in excellent condition with minor wear at the creases; the third is vintage Pfluger Supreme model, bait casting, 2 1/4" reel with
a 2 1/2" foot. The metal surfaces exhibit wear and are lightly cloudy. The box exhibits wear at the seams with minor foxing and is in very
good to excellent condition; the fourth is a contemporary Cortland Crown II , 3" fly reel with a 2 1/4" foot. The reel includes the original
box; the fifth is an unknown make, 2 3/4" fly reel with a 2 1/2" foot. The metal surfaces exhibit wear with a few minor areas of pitting. All
the reels in this lot are in excellent condition overall. (65241-280T1)

1277. ANTIQUE WOODEN FISHING REEL This lot is a 2 1/2" reel with a 2 1/4" brass foot. The wood exhibits wear with a pleasing
dark patina. The brass exhibits moderate tarnish. The reel is believed to have been refinished in the distant past and is in excellent condi-
tion overall. (65241-280R)

1278. BOATING LOT This lot consists of a small boat anchor with line. The anchor features 4 retractable claws and weighs .7kg. The line and
anchor are in excellent condition overall. (65241-280R1)

1279. KNIFEMAKER'S LOT This lot consists of an assortment of items for the beginner knifemaker. The lot includes 11 wood blanks for
scales, various brass screws, crossguards and 4 knife blades as well as 2 steel blanks. This lot is stored in a military ammo can and is a
great resource for the beginner. (65242-40V)

1280. LOT OF FISHING EQUIPMENT This lot consists two items: the first is an Orvis Caddis Compact Fly Fishing Tool in the original
wrapper. This tool is a folding knife measuring approximately 2 3/8" with a 3 /4" blade and a pair of 1 3/4" scissors; the second item is a
small 4X magnifier attached to a base with two clips on either side. The magnifier is a must for anyone who ties their own Fly's. Both items
are in excellent condition overall. (65242-40V1)

1281. CAMP STOVE LOT Total of three backpacking stoves: the first stove is a Trangia model stove measuring approximately 6" x 3" and
consists of the burner and cooker; the second is an Optimus model 99 measuring approximately 4 3/4" x 3 3/4" consisting of the burner
and cooker; the third is a GSI Halulite Minimalist model stove in the original box. The stove consists of the burner and cooker measuring
approximately 4" x 4 1/2". The lot exhibits minimal wear from storage with all three units appearing unused. (65242-40AF)

1282. CAMP STOVE LOT This lot consists of: an MSR brand Pocket Rocket stove with 3 fuel cylinders and an MSR cook unit consisting of 2
pots with lids. The lot is an excellent choice for a small individual stove appearing unused and in almost new condition overall. (65242-40AG)

1283. CAMP STOVE LOT This lot consists of a Brunton individual stove with cook unit containing a pot with lid in a small mesh sack. The
unit measures 5" x 5 1/2", appearing unused and in almost new condition overall. Includes an extra MSR fuel bottle. (65242-40AH)

1284. SURVIVAL LOT This lot consists of: 9 containers of emergency matches; small folding saw; 4 antlers with steel spark rods; 2 mag-
nesium rods with steel spark rods; 1 survival whistle with signal mirror; 2 Solo Scientific fire starting devices; 2 empty match containers; 1
Leatherman Monarch 200 flashlight; 1 Doc Allen brand multi-tool in a black nylon case. All the items in this lot are in excellent condition
overall. (65242-40AH1)

1285. CAMP STOVE LOT This lot consists of two individual backpacking stoves: the first is a Coleman Peak 1 stove measuring approxi-
mately 5" x 3" with a burner and two cook pots in a red nylon sack; the second is a Snow Peak brand stove measuring approximately 7
1/2" x 4" with the burner and cook wear in the original box. Both items appear unused in almost new condition overall. (65242-40AE)

1286. LOT OF VINTAGE FISHING REELS Total of four: the first is a Pfluger No. 1893 model, 2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original satin chrome finish with wear from handling and storage. The reel includes the original hanging tag as well as
the original box which rates good to very good with strong graphics and minor tearing at two of the corners; the second reel is a Langley
model 330, 2 1/2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 99% original red finish with wear consistent with age; the third is a
Pfluger No.1943 model, 2 1/4” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 98% original satin chrome finish with light overall wear;
the fourth is a Shakespeare No.1946 model, 2 3/4” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 97% original satin chrome finish with
general wear consistent with age and oxidation freckling on the spool and reel edges. All the reels in the lot are in very good to excellent
condition overall. (65241-280R1)

1287. LOT OF VINTAGE FISHING REELS Total of four: the first is a Pfluger No.1943 model, 2 1/4’ reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original satin chrome finish with general wear as well as minor oxidation freckling on the interiors reels; the second is a
South Bend No.450 model, 2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 97% original satin chrome finish with general overall wear
and sporadic oxidation freckling; the third is a Pfluger No.1893 model, 2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
satin chrome finish with light overall wear and the occasional patch of oxidation freckling; the fourth is a South Bend No.550 model, 2 1/4”
reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 98% original satin chrome finish with light overall wear and traces of hardened oil. The
screw slots exhibit minor damage. These reels are in very good to excellent condition overall. (65241-280R2)

1288. LOT OF VINTAGE FISHING REELS Total of four: the first is a Pfluger No.1953 model, 2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original chrome finish with minor wear from handling and storage. The reel includes the original box which rates very good with
strong graphics and minor foxing. The reels’ interior exhibits minor patches of hardened oil and a few patches of oxidation freckling; the sec-
ond is a Pfluger No.1914 model, 2 1/4” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain 98% original chrome finish with overall wear and
minor scuffing. The interior exhibits areas of hardened oil as well as areas of minor oxidation freckling; the third is a Pfluger No.1893 model,
2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot the metal surfaces retain 97% original chrome finish with wear and light scuffing overall. There are also areas of
hardened oil as well as minor areas of oxidation freckling; the fourth is a Pfluger Surf Casting model, 3 3/4” reel with a 3” foot. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original chrome finish with generalized wear followed by light surface scuffing. The interior surfaces exhibit light surface
pitting. The lot is in very good to excellent condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the collector. (65241-280R3)
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1289. LOT OF VINTAGE REELS Total of three: the first is a Pfluger No.1893 model, 2” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The metal surfaces retain
98% original chrome finish with light wear from handling and storage as well as areas of hardened oil. There are two or three areas of oxi-
dation freckling; the second is a Shakespeare Automatic No.1822 model 3” reel with a 2 1/2” foot. The cover retains 85% original green
finish with wear on the high edges; the third is an H-I model, 3” reel with a 2 1/4” reel. The metal surfaces exhibit moderate to heavy wear
and soiling. The lot is in good to very good condition overall. (65241-280R4)

1290. LOT OF CAMPING EQUIPMENT This lot contains: 7 drinking containers; 4 sets of eating utensils; 2 back packers stoves; 1 tea
kettle; 1 German military mess kit; 1 bottle of biodegradable soap. Some of the items are unused with the lot in very good to excellent con-
dition overall. (65242-40AJ)

1291. HOBBY LOT This lot consists of a CVA Percussion Pistol Kit, 44 caliber, 7” barrel. The metal surfaces are in-the-white and exhibit minor
areas of surface oxidation. The kit is believed to be complete for assembly and finishing. Any missing parts may be available online and
would make an excellent project for the home hobbyist. (65242-40AJ1)

1292. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of two Romeo y Julieta traveling cigar humidors. Each humidor holds 10 large cigars and
measures approximately 8 1/4” x 9”. The exterior surfaces exhibit light wear from handling and storage. (65242-40AJ2)

1293. MISCELLANEOUS LOT Total of two items: the first is a Singer K-20 sewing machine. The machine is an exact replica of the model
sold in the 1920’s and includes the original box with papers; the second item is a Dritz automatic travel iron. The iron is in the original box
and appears to be unused. (65242-40AJ3)

1294. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot contains a pair or Rottefella cross country ski bindings size 75mm. The binding are in the original
box and are in virtually new condition overall. (65242-40AJ4)

1295. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of a PNI V6000 digital vehicle compass. The compass also provides altitude and barometer
readings as well as a weather forecast. The unit sits on the dash with a silver face, appears complete, includes the original box with papers
and is in almost new condition overall. There is no guarantee on operation except any that may apply by the manufacturer. (65242-40AJ5)

1296. LOT OF COMPASSES Total of three: the first is a modern digital compass by Eddie Bauer which gives position, temperature and time
measuring approximately 2” x 4 1/2”; the second is a Japanese model in a wooden case with the dial in Japanese characters measuring
approximately 3 1/2” x 2”; the third is a Stoppani survey compass in a wooden case measuring approximately 3 1/2” x 3 1/4”. The items in
this lot are in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-40AJ6)

1297. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 6lbs of 7.62x51mmNato ammunition. The majority bears the Lake City head
stamp with a 1968 date. The brass surfaces exhibit minor to moderate tarnish and wear as does the phosphorus coating on the bullets.
This lot is in very good condition overall. (65242-5A)

1298. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 6lbs of 7.62x51mmNato ammunition. The majority bears the Lake City head
stamp with a 1968 date. The brass surfaces exhibit minor to moderate tarnish and wear as does the phosphorus coating on the bullets.
This lot is in very good condition overall. (65242-5B)

1299. RELOADER'S LOT This lot consists of two bags totaling approximately 200, 38Spl/357Mag., moly coated bullets. The bags are sealed
from the manufacturer with the bullet weight unknown, in excellent condition overall. (65242-5C)

1300. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 8lbs of 12 gauge shotgun ammunition with varying weights of shot by dif-
ferent manufacturers. The shot is predominately 00 Buck, No.4 Buck as well as slugs and a few with bird shot. The lot also contains approx-
imately 20 rounds of Fiocchi 20 gauge, 1 1/4oz ammo loaded with bird shot. The ammo exhibits mild to moderate wear and tarnish on the
metal surfaces with the lot in very good condition overall. (65242-5F)

1301. RELOADER'S LOT This lot consists of two bags totaling approximately 200, 38Spl/357Mag., moly coated bullets. The bags are sealed
from the manufacturer with the bullet weight unknown, in excellent condition overall. (65242-5D)

1302. RELOADER'S LOT This lot consists of two bags totaling approximately 200, 38Spl/357Mag., moly coated bullets. The bags are sealed
from the manufacturer with the bullet weight unknown, in excellent condition overall. (65242-5E)

1303. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 80 rounds of 30 caliber carbine ammunition on 10 round stripper clips. The metal sur-
faces exhibit mild to moderate tarnish and wear with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-5G)

1304. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three 45ACP magazines. Two of the magazines are 7 round capacity for the 1911 style pis-
tol while the third is a 6 round magazine believed to fit a Star model pistol or compact 1911 style. None of the magazines exhibit a mak-
ers stamp while retaining 95-99% original blue finish. (65242-6A)

1305. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 50 rounds of 5.56mmNato blank ammo on 10 round stripper clips. The metal surfaces
exhibit mild tarnish with the ammo in excellent condition overall. (65242-5H)

1306. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 1 full box of 50, 46 grain, 22 Hornet ammo and 1 box of approximately 30 rounds of 46
grain, 22 Hornet ammo totaling approximately 80 rounds. (65242-5I)

1307. MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains 10 replacement magazine springs for the FN 5.7mm, 20 round magazine and 4 self-leveling follow-
ers for an AR-15/M4 magazine. (5242-6B)

1308. SCHMIDT-RUEBEN LOT This lot contains: (8)7.5 Swiss, (empty) 6 round stripper clips; (2)7.5 Swiss, 6 round stripper clips (loaded)
in a leather pouch and a cleaning kit in a leather pouch, The stripper clips exhibit wear from handling and storage with the lot in very good
to excellent condition overall. (65242-5J)

1309. LOT OF STRIPPER CLIPS This lot consists of approximately 30 Italian Carcano stripper clips. The clips are stamped from aluminum
and brass with the metal surfaces exhibiting mild to moderate wear and tarnish. An excellent resource for the Carcano owner with the lot
in good to very good condition overall. (65242-5K)

1310. STOCK LOT This lot consists of an M1A or M14 stock. The stock is synthetic and has been painted by the former owner in a winter
camouflage pattern consisting primarily of white followed by green and tan accents. The stock includes the buttplate with shoulder mount
and sling swivels but does not include the upper handguard, in good to very good condition overall. (65242-6C)

1311. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of a plastic tray measuring 14 1/2" x 11" with 11 interior compartments containing various
reloading equipment such as RCBS shell holders, Wilson hand load gauges, (3) 20 gauge shotgun chokes for an unknown brand shot-
gun and a few other items. The tray and contents are in very good condition overall. (65242-6G)

1312. LOT OF REVOLVER GRIPS This lot consists of 2 pairs of custom grips for Smith & Wesson K/L frame revolver. One pair features
finger grooves while the other pair does not. The grips appear unused, carved walnut with a mahogany stain, grip screws not includ-
ed. (65242-6D)
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1313. LOT OF REVOLVER GRIPS Total of three pairs for different S&W revolvers: the first two pairs are by S&W with the first pair fash-
ioned in the round service style for a square butt revolver, made of checkered walnut. The grips exhibit minor wear, scuffing and are in
good condition overall; the second pair is the service style with checkered grips believed to be made of Coco Bolo wood for a square butt
revolver. The grips exhibit minor wear, soiling and are in excellent condition overall with exception to the screw missing; the third pair is a
set of Hogue Monogrips constructed of black rubber for a K frame revolver. The attachment plate inside the base is absent. (65242-6E)

1314. LOT OF PISTOL GRIPS This lot consists of two pairs of grips: the first pair is constructed of black polymer for the Sig P229 pistol.
The grips panels exhibit minimal wear; the second set of grips is for the Sig P-210 pistol, constructed of checkered walnut. The grips exhib-
it minimal wear. Included with these grips is an extra right handed panel for the Sig P-210. The panel is smooth and appears to be made
of European hardwood. The lot is in very good to excellent condition overall but does not include mounting screws. (65242-6F)

1315. FIREARM CLEANING LOT This lot consists of three items: (1) Pro-Shot , 20 gauge chamber brush; (2) Kleen Bore, 20 gauge,
Deluxe Cleaning Set which is complete and appears unused; (3) DAC brand multi gun cleaning kit. The kit is missing a couple of tips as
well as the rod with handle. The lot is in excellent condition overall with exception of the third item. (65242-6H)

1316. CONTEMPORARY NATIVE AMERICAN ART LOT This lot consists of an authentic Navajo bow with two crossed arrows
designed for display purposes. The bow measures approximately 45 1/2" covered with brown leather skin and adorned with animal fur as
well as bird feathers while the string appears to be genuine gut. The arrows feature bird feather fletching with genuine style arrow heads
attached with sinew. This well executed lot features a tag attesting to the authenticity and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-23A)

1317. CONTEMPORARY NATIVE AMERICAN BOW AND ARROW LOT This lot consists of a authentic wooden bow measuring
approximately 45 1/2" with a gut bow string as well as a white leather quiver adorned with intricate bead work and feathers. The quiver
contains approximately 15 arrows with feather fletching attached using sinew lacing and different styles of authentic arrow heads. The
feathers need to be reattached to a few of the arrows. This distinctive lot was made by an unknown tribe and is in very good to excellent
condition overall. (65242-23B)

1318. LOT OF ARROWS This lot consists of four boxes of Bear brand, Converta-Point model arrows totaling 32. The first three boxes are
29" aluminum arrows. The fourth box contains 29" fiberglass arrows. The fletching on a majority of the arrows has deteriorated and needs
to be replaced. The lot does not include arrow heads and is in excellent condition overall with exception of the fletching. (65242-23C)

1319. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Gerber lock blade knife measuring 5" with a 3 3/4" partially serrated, unsharpened clip point
blade with black rubberized scales. The metal surfaces exhibit minimal wear with the knife in excellent condition overall, includes
nylon sheath. (65242-40V2)

1320. LOT OF STOCKS This lot consists of 5 assorted stocks: (1) is a sniper's buttstock for a G3 or H&K 91 semi-auto rifle. The black syn-
thetic surfaces exhibit general wear and soiling. The buttstock is equipped with an elevated cheekpiece and is complete with metal hard-
ware and recoil spring; (2) is a narrow black synthetic, narrow forend for an H&K91 or G3 semi-auto. The exterior surfaces exhibit gen-
eral wear with the forend in very good to excellent condition overall; (3) is a black synthetic handguard for the Galil semi-auto. The exte-
rior surfaces exhibit light wear and scuffing with the forend in excellent condition overall; (4) is a black synthetic full length buttstock for
an AR-15 or M16 without any metal hardware. The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear and scuffing with the stock in excellent condition
overall; (5) is a striped forend for an H&K SL8-1 semi-auto rifle. The gray synthetic surfaces have stripes of black tape applied for cam-
ouflage, exhibiting minor wear and light scuffing with the forend in excellent condition overall, no hardware included. (65242-6D1)

1321. LOT OF STEYR AUG TRIGGER PACKS Total of three: the first two packs assemblys are semi-auto while the third is a 3 round
burst model. The green synthetic external surfaces exhibit minimal wear with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-6D2)

1322. LOT OF MAGAZINE DEVICES This lot consists of: (2) German G3 magazine loaders; (1) magazine loader believed to be for an
UZI; (3) Glock magazine loaders; (2) USGI stripper clip adapters; (1) Steyr Aug stripper clip; (1) AK-47 magazine loader; (1) H&K 91/G3
magazine coupler; (1) FN FAL magazine loader; SKS fixed box magazine. The lot exhibits light to moderate wear and is in very god con-
dition overall. (65242-6D3)

1323. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains one, 20 round box of Norma 139 grain, soft point, 6.5 Arisaka ammo. The box and car-
tridges exhibit minor wear with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-27A1)

1324. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains one, 20 round box of FN, 1951 production, 303 British ammunition. The box exhibits minor
wear with the ammo exhibiting minor tarnish and loaded with red tracer bullets. (65242-27A2)

1325. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of German mfg. 9mm Parabellum ammo. Two of the boxes contain 25 rounds
while the third box contains 15 rounds totaling 40 rounds. The boxes exhibit light wear with the ammo exhibiting minimal wear, in excel-
lent condition overall. (65242-27A3)

1326. MISCELLANEOUS SCOPE LOT This lot contains of a large selection of bases, rings and mounts by makers such as Weaver, B-
Square and Leupold. The lot consists of approximately 8lbs of complete and incomplete sets and parts. The surfaces exhibit a wide vari-
ety of conditions and wear with items in the lot ranging from fair to excellent condition overall. This is an excellent lot for the gunsmith or
firearm enthusiast. (65242-40AW)

1327. FN FAL LOT This lot contains two bolt carriers. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original phosphate finish with normal wear and sil-
vering at the contact points. The lot is in very good condition overall but does not include the bolt. (65242-6D4)

1328. LOT OF LEUPOLD RINGS This lot contains a pair QRW, 1", medium rings in the original container. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original matte blue finish with the lot in excellent to almost new condition overall. (65242-40AW1)

1329. LOT OF LIGHTING DEVICES This lot contains two items: the first item is a Honeywell model 2700 Strobolite signaling device. The
light measures approximately 2 1/4" x 6 1/4" with a plastic housing that consists of an orange base with opaque lens; the second item is
a Hi-Lite model 201 angle head flashlight with a red lens measuring approximately 6" x 2". This light is a miniature of the military issue with
a green plastic body. Both items exhibit minor wear and are in good condition overall with no guarantee on operation. (65242-39A1)

1330. LOT OF PISTOL SIGHTS This lot consists of three pairs of dovetail sights believed to fit the H&K USP model pistol. The sights are
the three dot design that were replaced in lieu of night sights and are in very good condition overall. (65242-40AW2)

1331. VINTAGE SCOPE LOT This lot contains a Single Point brand reflex scope. The cone is opaque with a lime green dot. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original black finish with minimal wear. This vintage scope is a unique piece of shooting history but does not include
rings. (65242-40AW3)

1332. H&K LOT This lot contains an SL8-1 semi-auto rifle, magazine adapter for an AR-15 magazine. The adapter is black synthetic with the
surfaces exhibiting minor wear and in almost new condition overall. (65242-6D5)

1333. H&K LOT This lot contains an H&K blank adapter for a 91 or G3 model semi-auto rifle. The adapter retains 97% original brushed chrome
finish with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-6D6)
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1334. AK-47 LOT This lot consists of a bolt carrier with attached piston rod and rotating bolt. The bolt carrier exhibits light surface pitting
under the arsenal brown finish. The gas piston exhibits highly polished surface with a few areas of light oxidation pitting. The bolt is num-
bered to a different carrier exhibiting highly polished surface with minor wear and evidence of little use on the bolt face. The lot is in very
good to excellent condition overall. (65242-6D7)

1335. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot contains a custom, checkered walnut buttplate measuring approximately 5 1/2" from heel to toe
and 1 3/4" at the widest point. The checkering is strong retaining prominent points and in excellent condition overall. (65242-6D8)

1336. MEDICAL LOT This lot contains 4 U.S. Military, individual, first aid field dressings and three G.I., O.D. green cravats. All the items in
the lot are in the unopened plastic wrappers with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-40AJ7)

1337. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of two: the first is a Cabela’s, 16” Split-Willow Creel with leather harness, leather accents and the
original hanging tag. The creel exhibits minor wear and is in excellent to almost new condition overall; the second is a vintage, Ed Cummings,
Inc., 13”, Michigan Willow creel with leather harness and wood peg latch. The creel is intact, exhibiting light wear and minor chipping. The
lid exhibits some minor specks of white paint with the creel retaining a majority of spar varnish. The leather harness is brown with a worn
green felt padding exhibiting light overall wear and scuffing. This beautiful creel is in excellent condition overall. (65242-22C1)

1338. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of two: this lot consists of vintage, 14”, leather and wicker fishing creels marked “Made In British
Hong Kong”. The creels exhibit wear and minor chipping as well as general soiling consistent with age. The leather trim exhibits general
overall wear, consisting of dark brown color on the first and reddish brown color on the second. The creels exhibit hand stitched leather
trim and handles with well executed replacement shoulder straps, in very good condition overall. (65242-22C2)

1339. LOT OF WALKING STICKS Total of three: the first is a Shillelagh style measuring approximately 37” resembling the traditional
Blackthorn wood with a reddish stain as opposed to the traditional heavy black finish; the second is a distinctive walking stick measuring
approximately 34 1/2” with a handsome carved stag handle and a brass spacer. The wood is believed to be a naturally stained walnut with
minor wear and the occasional scuff; the third is a handmade walking stick measuring approximately 34” with a shepherd’s crook style
handle. The wood exhibits two or three minor splits but does not affect the integrity. The sticks exhibit mild to moderate wear with the lot
in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-22C3)

1340. FISHING LOT This lot consists of a vintage, landing type net constructed of wood measuring approximately 36” overall with a hoop mea-
suring approximately 23 1/2” in length and 13” at the widest point. The hoop is affixed to the handle with three brass screws. The wood sur-
faces exhibit minor wear with the net intact. The lot appears to have seen limited use and is in excellent condition overall. (65242-22C4)

1341. LOT OF BASKETS Total of three: the first item is a wicker creel fashioned into a ladies purse, exhibiting an Etienne Aigner brand brass
logo on the leather strap that secures the lid. Measuring approximately 10” wide, this item actually could be used as a creel in a pinch. The
leather shoulder strap and accents are secured with brass studs. The exterior surfaces exhibit light wear and scuffing. The lid is designed
without the usual opening and has been reattached with a long leather string by the previous owner. The interior is intact, lined with a mod-
erately soiled, khaki canvas material; the second item is a handmade, decorative basket measuring approximately 14” overall and is approx-
imately 7 1/2” wide. The basket is structurally intact, constructed of wicker and rattan with the exterior surfaces exhibiting minor wear. Some
of the weavers retain remnants of red and blue dyed color; the third item is a distinctive handmade wicker basket measuring approximately
16” from the top of the handle to the base and approximately 15” in diameter. The exterior surfaces retain 97% original reddish-brown color
with minor overall wear. All the items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-22C5)

1342. LOT CONTEMPORARY FISHING CREELS This lot consists of three creels: the first creel measures 15”, by an unknown maker.
The lid does not feature a latch of any kind and is secured with well executed leather hinges and edging. The shoulder strap is made of
khaki canvas with wood retaining pegs. The wicker retains 95-97% original stained finish with the occasional scuff; the second is a child’s
creel measuring 9”, by an unknown maker. The lid is constructed without a latch and was repaired by the previous owner with two narrow
strips of leather. The shoulder strap is a replacement made of leather attached with wooden retaining pegs. The exterior surfaces retain a
majority of varnish with exception of the lid which exhibits a majority of stained wicker only; the third creel measures approximately 15” by
an unknown maker. The lid is reinforced with two small, dark brown leather strips at the hinge and the securing strap is tanned leather
with the stitching hastily done by the previous owner. The shoulder strap is a narrow, light colored brown or khaki replacement. The exte-
rior surfaces exhibit a natural tan wicker with remnants of varnish remaining as well as exhibiting general overall wear. These contempo-
rary creels range in condition from good to excellent overall. (65242-22C6)

1343. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of two: the first is a vintage, 12” creel by an unknown maker. The creel has been rehabilitated with
a burlwood maple lid, attached with brown leather string followed with brass accents on each end. The lid does not have the usual open-
ing. The exterior surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age. There are no shoulder straps present; the second creel is a contemporary, 14”
creel by an unknown maker. The lid is secured to the creel with brown leather external straps. The external surfaces exhibit natural, unvar-
nished wicker and or willow. Both creels are in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-22C7)

1344. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of three: the first is a 15” creel by an unknown maker. The creel has had the lid reattached, the
handle and shoulder straps are new. The original stitching is missing in sections of the original synthetic brown leather. The wicker exhibits
overall wear. The creel is in fair to good condition overall, structurally sound and has plenty of life left; the second creel is 16” with a British
Hong Kong stamp on the lid. The wicker and leather trim exhibit wear consistent with age. The shoulder strap is a contemporary replac-
ment with the creel in very good to excellent condition overall; the third creel is 14” with a Hong Kong stamp on the lid. The wicker is intact,
the leather exhibits moderate to heavy wear. The stitching is mostly intact and the straps are replacements. The creel is in good to very
good condition overall. (65242-22C8)

1345. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of two: the first is a 12” creel by an unknown maker. This vintage creel exhibits portions of exposed
wicker and remnants of black paint with general overall wear. The creel is missing the latch and straps but is otherwise in serviceable con-
dition; the second creel is 13” by an unknown maker with the latch and straps missing. The wicker remains sound exhibiting light wear
with the creel in good condition overall. (65242-22C9)

1346. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of three: the first is a 13” creel by an unknown maker. The lid has a recently added synthetic strap
with sparse stitching. The wicker exhibits minor wear with the shoulder strap absent. This contemporary creel is in good to very good con-
dition overall; The second is a 13” creel by an unknown maker. The lid and handle exhibit loose and torn wicker. The basket wicker exhibits
minor breaks but is structurally sound with the creel in fair to good condition overall; the third creel is 13” by an unknown maker with a
leather lid and hinge straps attached by brass studs. The wicker lid is frayed slightly as is the basket. The brass studs exhibit tarnish and
oxidation. The creel is warped slightly with shoulder straps absent, in fair to good condition overall. (65242-22C10)

1347. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of three: the first is a 13” creel by an unknown maker with leather trim, accents and leather pock-
et which exhibits heavy wear and tears. The lid is separate from the basket. The stitching is missing in areas with the wicker relatively sound.
The creel can be made serviceable with some TLC, a shoulder strap, in fair condition overall; the second is a 14” creel with the remnents
of a Hong Kong stamp remaining on the lid. The creel features leather trim, accents and pocket which exhibits wear consistent with age.
The stitching remains relatively intact with the wicker relatively intact. The handle is missing but a shoulder strap is included. The creel is in
good to very good condition overall; the third is a 15” creel by an unknown maker. The lid is detached exhibiting the remnents of heavily
worn leather trim and strap. The basket exhibits moderate wear with loose or broken weaving. The rim has been reinforced. The creel is in
fair condition overall and is missing the shoulder strap. (65242-22C11)
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1348. LOT OF FISHING CREELS Total of three: the first is a large, 16” creel by an unknown maker. The hinge is broken on the right side
and can be repaired. The weave is intact featuring a leather strap attached with wooden pegs on each side. The exterior surfaces exhibit
minor wear with exception of the lid, in good to very good condition overall; the second is a 7”, unusual shape creel by an unknown maker.
The lid is attached with elastic ties. The canvas straps wrap just under the rim and around the back. The wicker is intact with green and
red dyed strips of wicker just below the canvas strip as well as a strip of wicker featuring fish running the circumference of the basket.
The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear with the basket in good to very good condition overall; the third is a 13” creel by an unknown
maker. The lid is separated from the basket but could easily be reattached with some ingenuity. The wicker exhibits wear but the weave
is structurally sound and in good condition overall. (65242-22C12)

1349. BASKET LOT this lot contains a wicker basket by an unknown maker, measuring 13” at the base and 8” in height. The basket is wick-
er with brown synthetic leather attachments. The wicker exhibits minor wear and soiling. The lid is solid and could have a hole cut in to
make a creel. This contemporary basket is in excellent condition overall. (65242-22C13)

1350. LOT OF DECORATIVE ANTLER PARTS This lot consists of (6) decorative antlers: the antlers are between 6”-8” in length and
have been jigged or rounded with a leather lanyard on one end. The reason for these antlers is uncertain but together would make an
excellent wind chime, includes a small bunch of leather strips. (65242-23C1)

1351. LOT OF LEATHER STRIPS Total of 5 pieces: the first is a tanned strip measuring approximately 43” in length and 1” width; the sec-
ond and third are cordovan colored strips of leather with silver colored buckles measuring approximately 69” in length and approximate-
ly 1 1/2” in width; the fourth and fifth are cordovan colored strips of leather measuring approximately 72” in length and 1” in width. These
sections of leather were projects that were not completed and in good condition overall. (65242-23C2)

1352. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of three items: the first item is a tactical barrel mount for a PLS 500 Lasersight designed
to fit a shotgun magazine measuring 1.005 - .995. The item is two figure eight style rings complete with box and allen wrench. The exte-
rior surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with wear from handling and storage with the item in excellent condition overall; the second
item is a 1” light or laser mount by an unknown maker designed to fit on a picatinney rail. The exterior surfaces retain 95% original blue
finish with wear and minor scuffing on the high edges, in very good condition overall; the third item is a Bright Sights Professional Gun
Sight Kit. The kit is designed to place one of the six different colors on a firearm sight for added visibility. The kit includes the original box
and instructions and is in almost new condition overall. (65242-6D9)

1353. CHOKE TUBE LOT This lot consists of three, 20 gauge tubes believed to be for a Beretta shotgun or similar Italian shotgun. The tubes
are in full, improved modified, improved cylinder and include a wrench. The exterior surfaces exhibit minor wear with the lot in excellent
condition overall, includes case. (65242-6D10)

1354. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot contains a 6 shot full moon clip loader in the original box. The loader features two extra for 45ACP
and 40S&W. The surfaces exhibit minor wear from handling and storage with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-6D11)

1355. DECORATIVE LOT This lot contains two handmade wooden boxes measuring approximately 11” x 14” x 9 1/4” with decorative tile
inlay on the top and front. The exterior surfaces exhibit wear and scuffing from normal use with the tile appearing intact. These boxes could
be used for a variety of purposes and are in good to very good condition overall. (65242-6D12)

1356. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 7lbs of FN/66 stamped, 303British, ball ammunition. The exterior metal
surfaces exhibit minor wear and tarnish with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-27A4)

1357. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 23 rounds of 7.5x55mm Swiss ammunition for the Schmidt-Rueben rifle.
The metal surfaces exhibit wear and tarnish from handling and storage with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-22A5)

1358. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 10 rounds of 7.62x39mm ball ammo on a stripper clip for an SKS rifle. The metal sur-
faces exhibit wear and tarnish from handling and storage with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-22A6)

1359. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 19 rounds of Federal Cartridge, 308 Winchester, HP ammo and one round of military
7.62x51mm ball ammo. The metal surfaces exhibit wear from handling and storage with the lot in excellent condition overall. (65242-22A7)

1360. LOT OF 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consists of 16 rounds of Lake City/69 stamped ball ammo and 10 rounds of Twin Cities/53
stamped AP ammo totaling 26 rounds. The Lake City ammo exhibits minor tarnish, the Twin Cities ammo exhibits moderate tarnish with
the lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-22A8)

1361. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 10 rounds of Radway Green/52 stamped, 303 British, ball ammo. The metal surfaces
exhibit wear from handling and storage with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65242-22A9)

1362. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of approximately 20 assorted holsters for a variety of different handguns by makers such
as Fobus, Bianchi and Uncle Mike’s. The lot also includes a black basket-weave duty rig complete with holster and handcuff case as well
as a Bianchi Cobra sling. The items exhibit wear and soiling with the lot in good to very good condition overall. (65242-6D13)

1363. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 43 rounds of Remington, 33 grain, V-Max, 22 Magnum ammo and 7 rounds of identi-
cal caliber ammo by an unknown maker totaling 50 rounds. The metal surfaces exhibit minor wear from handling and storage with the lot
in excellent condition overall. (65242-22A10)

1364. COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Browning Citori knife celebrating the one millionth shotgun produced. This
full tang, fixed blade knife measures approximately 8 1/4” overall with an unsharpened 3 3/4” clip point blade. The knife is stainless steel
with gray toned hardwood scales exhibiting distinctive Citori engraving on the guard and Browning logo in gold on the ricasso. The guard
exhibits a minor scuff on the reverse side from handling and storage. The knife includes the glass topped, wooden display case measur-
ing approximately 11” x 7”. The exterior surfaces exhibit negligible wear. The black velvet fitted interior is in excellent condition. The lot is
in excellent condition overall, includes the original shipping case as well as papers for sharpening. (65930-7)

1365. WINCHESTER MODEL 41 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN,
410 bore, 24” barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a smooth

mottled gray brown patina having a spot of pinprick pitting about half way toward the muzzle. The walnut pis-
tolgrip stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with a few minor scratches over a smooth matte finish. The hard

rubber buttplate shows some wear and soiling. The gun is equipped with a steel bead front sight and a simple “V” notch
rear sight. This is a neat and handy shotgun which has become hard to find in good condition. (115705-143) {C&R}(350/550)
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1366. REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #117057, 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with bright moderately frosted bore.
The barrel retains 70% blue having fine oxidation spotting overall and the frame exhibits a mottled brown color with a hint of case colors
showing through. The straight grip stock and tapered forearm rate good displaying numerous dings and scratches over a thin and flaking
varnish. The crescent style buttplate is turning brown and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and open single leaf rear sight. This
is a solid frame version of this popular rifle and should make a fun shooter. (115810-9) {C&R} (350/550)

1367. BSA MARTINI MODEL INTERNATIONAL MATCH TAKEDOWN SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #22994, 22 LR, 29” heavy
barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 80% plus blue fading to brown with scattered scratches and showing some
fine surface oxidation around the front sight block, the takedown screw, and the right rear bottom of the frame. The straight grip stock rates
good having numerous scratches and dings with a 1” chip out of the top of the stock 2” from the heel and displaying some oil staining around
the grip. The large beavertail forearm rates good as well and also shows dings and scratches with moderately soiled checkering. Both retain
a thin and drying finish. There is a chipped and worn horn buttplate and the gun is equipped with sling swivels in the stock and forearm and
there is a globe front sight with post, a tang mounted folding aperture sight, and scope blocks mounted on the barrel. These guns were pro-
duced in the early fifties and this one should make a good affordable target rifle. (115904-29) {C&R} (350/550)

1368. RUGER 10/22 CANADIAN
CENTENNIAL SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C806, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing only one tiny blemish on the back of the
receiver. The top of the receiver is stamped with the words “Canadian Centennial Gun” and

“1867/1967” with some geometric patterns and leaves and vines. The fingergroove sporter Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock
rates very good to excellent exhibiting a one quarter inch ding in the right side and a small impact mark adjacent to the back left

side of the receiver over a factory satin finish. There is a round gold colored medallion inlaid into the right side of the stock indicating that
this is the Canadian Centennial Gun and the 1867 date and a Ruger gripcap and buttplate are present. Included is a good box contain-
ing a magazine, owner’s manual, and warranty card. Other than the wood blemishes this is a very nice limited production rifle built in 1967.
(116020-431) {C&R} (350/550)

1369. SMITH & WESSON MODEL ONE SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #67406, 22 short, 3 3/16" barrel with an about good
bore showing clearly visible rifling with areas of heavy pitting. Barrel and cylinder show a nicely done blue refinished surface with even pin
prick pitting throughout. Cylinder displays 1855, 1859, and 1860 patent date markings. Frame retains 95% apparently original silver plat-
ing, turning to pale purple patina. Sideplate stands slightly proud of the frame. Rosewood grips remain in excellent condition with one
small chip to the forward edge of the right panel. Overall a pleasing representative example of these early Smith & Wesson revolvers.
(146020-256) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1370. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30883, 25ACP, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. Metal sur-
faces retain 95% original blue with minute freckling visible, predominately to the top of the slide. All markings are crisp and clear, show-
ing patent dates of 1896, 1897, 1903, and 1910. Trigger and grip safety show faint case color turning to brown. The Colt hard rubber grips
are in excellent condition with no chips or cracks. A single unmarked six round magazine is included. An appealing Model 1908 Vest
Pocket manufactured in 1910. (146020-364) {C&R} (300/500)

1371. JAPANESE TYPE I CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B9348, 6.5 Arisaka, 30 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90-95% arsenal blue finish with most of the loss being around the bottom metal. The two-piece wood stock
and handguard rate excellent and have a few light dings. The rifle is unmarked save the serial number which is correct for the Type I rifles
and there are no importer markings visible either. An excellent example of these Italian made "Arisaka" rifles that includes the sling swivels
and cleaning rod. (45964-2) {C&R} (350/550)

1372. REMINGTON NO.2 ROLLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE serial #6511, 38-30, 25" octagon barrel that is numbered to the
frame and has a very good gray bore that has light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown mixing with gray and have
light handling and tool marks present. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and other light handling marks present.
The forearm retains the schnabel shaped metal forend tip and has a very small chip at the base where it meets the frame. The wood retains
most of what appears to be the original finish. The rifle is equipped with the correct sights and the action appears to function correctly. A
very nice No.2 Rolling Block with an appropriately aged look. (45964-88) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1373. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1895 MANNLICHER BOLT RIFLE BY STEYR serial #5709F, 8x56R, 30" "S" marked barrel with an
excellent bore that has remnants of packing grease present. The metal surfaces retain about 97% arsenal blue finish that has light silver-
ing along the edges and a few light handling marks present. A few of the markings are soft and the numbers are not matching, but there
are no visible import markings. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and small chips. The stock shows evidence of
having been lightly cleaned and has an arsenal type finish. An excellent example overall. (45964-90) {C&R} (300/500)

1374. BELGIAN COMBLAIN
FALLING BLOCK SHOTGUN serial

#80928/1555, 16 ga., 29 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent cylinder bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% of a later, but likely arsenal, blue finish that has light handling marks

and a few areas of light to minor pitting present. The checkered walnut stocks have light
added finish over minor dings and scratches. The barrel, lever and frame are all numbered alike "1555" and this shot-

gun appears to have been arsenal fashioned from a Model 1882 artillery rifle. A solid action and mechanism that should
make a great single shot 16. (45964-75) {C&R} (350/550)

1375. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #428279, 30 CF, 21" heavy stainless bull barrel marked "NK
337" that has an excellent bore. The stainless barrel rates excellent and has two strips of Velcro mounted where sights could go. The receiv-
er retains about 99% original blue that has a few light handling marks and is lightly flaking to brown; the bolt has some light brown patina as
well. This custom benchrest rifle features a black fiberglass stock that has a flat wide beavertail forend and is fitted with a solid Pachmayr recoil
pad. The stock has some minor flaking present and has a "National Bench Rest Shooters Association" decal on the right side of the butt and
a piece of clear tape on the forend. The rifle is equipped with a custom Shilen adjustable match trigger and mounted to the top of the receiv-
er is a set of Millet bases and 1" rings. A quality custom built bench rifle. As with any rifle of unknown chambering the exact caliber should
be determined by a qualified gunsmith and headspace checked prior to loading or firing any ammunition. (45823-24) (300/500)
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1376. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 PU MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION SNIPER RIFLE serial #M9130906660/SL1986,
7.62x54R, 28 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% arsenal blue finish that has some light handling
wear present. The laminate wood stocks rate excellent and have light dings and flaking to the varnish. Mounted to the left side of the
receiver is a military issue 3.5X PU riflescope with bright optics and includes leather lens covers. The rifles numbers are all matching and
a cleaning rod is included. The scope mount is numbered to a different rifle and was most likely added after the rifle was imported to the
U.S.. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in excellent shootable condition. (45867-5) {C&R} (300/500)

1377. FINNISH MODEL 1891 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WESTINGHOUSE serial #875347, 7.62x54R, 32"
"SA" marked barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original blue that is fading to gray overall. The wal-
nut stocks rate near excellent and have scattered light dings and other handling marks associated with service use. The disc on the right
side of butt is not present. The receiver is marked "New England Westinghouse Company" and is dated 1915 and all markings are crisp.
The numbers are not all matching but included are a cleaning rod and a leather sling. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and will likely
make a great shooter. (45902-2) {C&R} (300/500)

1378. ITALIAN MODEL 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #PI7440, 6.5 Carcano, 30 1/2" barrel with a very good bore
that has light freckling in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish and have a few areas of light pitting.
The hardwood stocks rate very good. The buttstock has a few small cracks, a few small chips and light oil staining, the handguard sits
loose atop the barrel. The stock is numbered to a different receiver. Included is a correct bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet
measures 16" long with an 11 1/2" blade and is in similar condition to the rifle. The black leather scabbard has some minor crazing and
light cracking, the frog is gray leather and is a newer replacement. Also included are a cleaning rod and a single en-bloc stripper clip.
Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in very good condition overall. (45902-3) {C&R} (200/400)

1379. ARGENTINE MODEL 1909 MAUSER BOLT ACTION CAVALRY CARBINE BY F.M.A.P. serial #010929, 7.65
Argentine, 22 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and parts retain about 60% original blue that is fading to gray. The receiver
and bolt are a mottled gray and brown patina. The walnut stocks rate very good overall with scattered light dings and there is an arsenal
repair to the toe section. The numbers appear to be all matching, including the stock, and the receiver is marked with the national crest
and "Ejercito Argentino" underneath. All markings are still crisp. Included are a brass muzzle protector and a newer green nylon sling.
Carbine was imported by Century Arms and is in near excellent example overall. (45902-4) {C&R} (200/400)

1380. COLUMBIAN MODEL 1950 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY FN serial #14601, 30-06, 23 1/2" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that has areas of light brown patina flaking through. There
are also some areas of very light pitting and fine surface oxidation throughout. The walnut stocks rate near excellent and have a few light
handling marks, small dings and other signs of service wear. The numbers appear to be all matching and the receiver is marked with the
Columbian national crest. Included are a bayonet with scabbard, muzzle protector, cleaning rod and leather sling. The bayonet includes
a steel scabbard and measures 16 7/8" long with an 11 5/8" blade and has a mottled gray patina overall. The wood grips are in similar
condition as the stocks and have initials carved on one side. A great Columbian Military rifle package that should be a great shooter. Rifle
is import marked on the underside of the barrel. (45902-5) {C&R} (300/500)

1381. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #C535, 7mm Mauser, 18 1/2" barrel
with a near excellent bore that has lightly freckled grooves. Little of the original blue remains and the metal surfaces have been lightly pol-
ished with areas of minor pitting present. The receiver crest is faintly visible, the other markings are still crisp and the numbers appear to be
all matching. The walnut stocks rate very good and have a few small cracks and chips with scattered other light dings and handling marks
present. Included are a cleaning rod, a correct leather sling and bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/4" long with a 10" blade.
Both bayonet and scabbard are in excellent condition but are numbered to a different rifle. The leather sling has some minor crazing and light
cracking but is still intact. Rifle was imported by Samco and is in very good condition overall. (45902-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1382. TURKISH MODEL 38 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #4633, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. There
is little original blue remaining and the metal surfaces are mostly gray. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and
scattered handling marks present. The receiver is dated "1944" and the markings are crisp. The bolt does not match the receiver, how-
ever the remaining parts appear to match and rifle was imported by NA Co in NJ. A cleaning rod is included. A near excellent example
overall. (45902-8) {C&R} (200/400)

1383. SWISS MODEL 1878 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #151283, 41 Swiss RF, 33" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a later matte arsenal style blue finish. The finish covers areas of light pitting and there are mot-
tled brown patinas on the bolt, barrel band retention spring and cleaning rod. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have several light
dings. There is a small chip on the right side of the buttstock where it meets the rear of the receiver, and all the markings are crisp.
Included is a correct pioneer style bayonet with scabbard numbered to a different rifle. The bayonet measures 23 1/2" long with an
18 5/8" blade. All the metal parts are bright steel and have a few areas of very light oxidation staining and fine pitting. The resin grips
rate excellent, there is some minor flattening to the checkering on both sides. The black leather bodied scabbard has a steel throat
and tip and has some minor flaking to the leather. A very nice rifle and bayonet combination, the rifle is in near excellent restored con-
dition. (45902-9) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1384. RUGER STANDARD MODEL STAINLESS 1
OF 5000 SIGNATURE SERIES SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #17-00847, 22LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an
excellent bore. Overall the pistol retains 99% plus of its
original polished factory finish with a few scattered, and
minor, handling blemishes. The black Delrin synthetic
grips rate excellent and feature single silver Ruger
Phoenix with red background on the right grip panel.
The pistol features an engraved likeness of William
Ruger's signature on the receiver near the ejection port
and the right side of the barrel is marked "1 OF 5000".
All engravings and marking remain crisp; and a single
nine round stainless steel magazine with black synthet-
ic floorplate is included. A red factory, hinged box, in
excellent condition is included and this is packaged in
an excellent condition reproduction of the original
wooden "salt cod" box with 3 3/4" black Ruger
Phoenix prominently displayed on the cover. This 1981
manufactured pistol also includes a shipping sleeve,
manual and paperwork. (86020-384) (350/550)
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1385. RUGER STANDARD MODEL STAINLESS 1 OF 5000 SIGNATURE SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-02782,
4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. Overall the pistol retains 99% plus of its original polished factory finish. The black Delrin synthetic
grips rate excellent and feature single silver Ruger Phoenix with red background on the right grip panel. The pistol features an engraved
likeness of William Ruger's signature on the receiver near the ejection port and the right side of the barrel is marked "1 OF 5000". All
engravings and markings remain crisp: and a single nine round stainless steel magazine with black synthetic floorplate is included. A red
factory, hinged box in excellent condition is included and this is packaged in a wooden reproduction of the original "salt cod" box with 3
3/4" black Ruger Phoenix prominently displayed on the cover. This 1981 manufactured pistol also includes a shipping sleeve, manual and
paperwork. (86020-249) (350/550)

1386. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-2 COMBAT MAGNUM DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AUN0043, 357 Mag,
6" barrel with an excellent bore. The factory stainless steel finish on this K frame revolver is in excellent condition with a slight turn ring
on the cylinder. The revolver has factory white outline micro meter adjustable rear sight and red ramp front sight. The unnumbered fac-
tory Goncalo Alves stocks feature silver S&W medallion, robust checkering and are in excellent condition. A near excellent condition blue
factory box serial numbered to the gun and paper work are included. An excellent condition factory accessory pack with cleaning rod,
screw driver, bore mop and bore brush are included. (85865-226) (350/550)

1387. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 49 BODYGUARD DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #725814, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned
barrel with an excellent bore. The factory blue finish rates 97% overall with some very light ring marks on the cylinder and some silvering
on the edges of the cylinder release. The factory Magna grips with silver medallion rate excellent with robust checkering and the right
stock is correctly stamped with the revolvers serial number. The trigger and hammer both have vibrant case color. A near excellent con-
dition, two pieces, blue box with reinforced corners, correct serial number and paper work is included. Inside the box is an accessory kit
that only contains a cleaning rod and bore brush that shows use. (85865-212) (350/550)

1388. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEF'S SPECIAL
DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #621363, 38
Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The facto-
ry stainless steel finish rates near excellent overall with some
light ring marks on the cylinder and some handling blemishes
on the frame. The factory Magna grips with silver medallion
rate near excellent with slight flattening of the checkering espe-
cially on the right grip. The right stock is correctly stamped with
the revolvers serial number. A near excellent condition two
piece, blue box with reinforced corners, correct serial number
and paper work is included. Inside the box is an accessory kit
that only contains a cleaning rod and bore brush that shows
use. (85867-187) (300/500)

1389. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-3 COMBAT MAG-
NUM DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4K47706,
357 Mag, 4" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The factory
blue finish on this K frame revolver rates 97% with a light ring
on the recessed cylinder, some silvering on the cylinder release
and some very minor handling marks. The wide target trigger
and wide target hammer retain vibrant case color with robust
checkering and serrations and minor handling marks. The
revolver features blued adjustable rear sight and ramp front
sight. The Pachmayr rubber presentation grips rate excellent.
A padded black nylon pistol rug with handles is included.
(85865-245) (350/550)

1390. BERETTA MODEL 92FSGOL9P SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L13539Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
deluxe stainless steel version of the 92 has a factory high polish finish that rates execellent. This deluxe pistol also features gold col-
ored frame etching on the slide, barrel and frame.
The top of the barrel has in gold etching: stainless -
9 para with the company logo. The top of the slide
has PB in gold etching. The left side of the slide fea-
tures a gold etched banner with: P.Beretta Gardone
V.T. Made in Italy. The right side of the slide features
a gold etched banner with two lines of script. The
first line is: Mod. 92FS - Cal. 9 Para - inox - Patented.
The second line is: Beretta USA Corp. ACKK MD.
Finally there is a 1 9/16" gold etched line on both
sides of the frame in the area of the dust cover. The
factory, black rubber grips are in excellent condition
and carry the Beretta logo on each grip panel. The
stainless steel front sight is integral with the slide
and contains a red dot. The blued rear sight has two
red dots and is drift adjustable. The pistol is
equipped with ambidextrous, slide mounted safe-
ty/de-cocker. There are two hang tags still attached
to the pistol. Two excellent condition, stainless steel
15 round magazines are included with the pistol.
The excellent condition, blue plastic box contains a
wire and nylon brush and factory original paperwork.
The cardboard shipping box is Beretta marked, has
the correct serial number and is in very good condi-
tion. (85865-217) (350/550)
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1391. BERETTA MODEL 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER338235Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This version
of the 92 has the factory matte black Bruniton finish that rates 97% with minor handling blemishes and scratches. The left side of the slide
is marked: BERETTA USA CORP. Ackk Md Made in USA. The factory grips have been replaced with a set of custom walnut checkered
grips. The screws on both grip panels set higher than the grips. The left grip panel has a 1/2" x 2" brass plate with a two line inscription
in script: Gunnery Sergeant Frank L. Murphy. The right grip panel has an 11/16" gold medallion with an eagle on an anchor with a half
circle of thirteen stars. The blue steel front sight is integral with the slide and contains a white dot. The blued rear sight has two white
dots and is drift adjustable. The pistol is equipped with ambidextrous slide mounted safety/de-cocker. One near excellent condition, blue
steel 15 round magazines is included with the pistol. A near excellent condition blue plastic box is included. (85865-176) (350/550)

1392. BERETTA MODEL 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER151588Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This version
of the 92 has the factory matte black Bruniton finish that rates 97% with minor handling blemishes. The left side of the slide is marked:
BERETTA USA CORP. Ackk Md Made in USA. The factory wood grips are in near excellent condition with some minor handling marks
some slight flattening of the points. Each grip panel has a medallion of the Beretta logo. The pistol has Trijicon front and rear sights that
are no longer active. The pistol is equipped with ambidextrous slide mounted safety/de-cocker. Two near excellent condition, blue steel
15 round magazines are included with the pistol. An excellent condition blue plastic box, with one each nylon and brass bristle brush, fac-
tory manual and blue cardboard shipping sleeve with correct serial number are included. (85865-216) (350/550)

1393. BERETTA MODEL 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER157135Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This version of
the 92 has the factory matte black Bruniton finish that rates 97% with minor handling blemishes and a scuff mark on frames dust cover.
The left side of the slide is marked: BERETTA USA CORP. Ackk Md Made in USA. The factory plastic grips are in excellent condition and
have the Beretta logo molded into each grip panel. The pistol has Trijicon front and rear sights that are no longer active. The pistol is
equipped with ambidextrous slide mounted safety/de-cocker. Two near excellent condition, blue steel 15 round magazines is included
with the pistol. An excellent condition blue plastic box, with one each nylon and brass bristle brush, factory manual and blue cardboard
shipping sleeve with correct serial number are included. (85865-213) (350/550)

1394. BERETTA MODEL 84F CHEETAH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E17267Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol has a matte nickel finish that rates excellent. There are a few, very light wear marks where the slide reciprocates. The left
side of the slide is marked: PIETRO BERETTA GARDONE V.T. - MADE IN ITALY. The pistol has double and single action capability.
The ambidextrous frame mounted safety can also act as a de-cocker. The factory wood grips are in excellent condition and have the
Beretta logo medallion on each grip panel. The pistol has nickel plated front and rear sights with a red dot in the front and red square
below the rear sight notch. Two excellent condition, nickel plated steel, 13 round magazines are included with the pistol. An excel-
lent condition blue plastic box, with one nylon bristle brush, factory manual and silver cardboard shipping sleeve with correct serial
number are included. (85865-218) (350/550)

1395. WALTHER PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A031398, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol is U.S. manu-
factured through licensing agreement with Walther and carries the Interarms logo on the right side of the slide and the Walther logo with
made in USA on the left side. The factory stainless steel finish rates 99% plus with crisp factory markings. The stainless steel front sight
has an orange dot and the drift adjustable, stainless steel rear sight has an orange bar under the rear notch for a "dot the i" sight picture.
The black plastic grips are in excellent condition and carry the Walther banner logo. Two excellent condition stainless steel magazines
are included with the pistol. One magazine has the extended plastic floorplate and the other a flat steel floorplate. An excellent condition
factory, silver, plastic box with paperwork, correct serial number and the Walther and Interarms markings are included. Among the pro-
vided paperwork is a test target that contains the pistol's serial number and is in excellent condition. (85865-222) (350/550)

1396. TAURUS PT 92 AF SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #THK52529, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The factory blue and
anodized finish rate 99% plus. The factory grips were replaced with Pachmayr wrap around rubber grips and rate excellent. The original
factory grips are not provided with pistol and two of the grip screw heads show very minor slot damage. The factory, fifteen round mag-
azine is in near excellent conditions with only slight wear blemishes on the body. The pistol features a double/single action with added
benefit of two ambidextrous safeties. The safety can be applied with the hammer in the cocked or down position. Included are the orig-
inal factory box, correctly number to the pistol, a nylon cleaning brush and paperwork. (85865-229) (250/450)

1397. TAURUS MODEL 45-410 THE JUDGE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AR495409, 45 Colt/410 bore, 3” barrel
with an excellent bore. The factory stainless steel finish rates 97% with a few slight handling blemishes and a light turn ring on the
cylinder. The factory grips are in excellent condition. The revolver has a fixed, square notch rear sight that is machined into the top
strap. The factory blued, square front sight is drift adjustable and is equipped with a red fiber optic insert. The revolver is equipped
with rubber grips with silver Taurus medallion on each side. The revolver is equipped with the Taurus Security System and two keys are
provided. A black hinged, near excellent condition factory box, correctly numbered to the revolver, is supplied along with a torx wrench,
manual and other paperwork. (85865-228) (300/500)

1398. GLOCK MODEL 17 SEMI-AUTO serial #XT658US, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The factory blue/black refinished
slide rates 99%. The factory polymer frame rates near excellent with some handling blemishes on the right side. The plastic factory front
sight has a white dot and the drift adjustable plastic rear sight has a white outline. Two factory seventeen round magazines in excellent
conditions are included. A black, factory, plastic box numbered to the pistol is included. The box contains a factory cleaning rod, nylon
bristle brush, magazine loader and manual. (85865-181) (350/550)

1399. AMT AUTOMAG II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H28681, 22 Magnum, 6 " barrel with an excellent bore. The factory stainless
finish on the frame and slide is in near excellent condition with a few, very minor scratches on polished sides of the slide. The black fac-
tory synthetic grips rate excellent. The pistol is equipped with a set of blued Millett, adjustable rear sight with white outline and ramped
front sight with orange insert. One near excellent condition factory magazine with wear blemishes on the body is included. The card-
board factory box has a thin plastic, cut out interior and is not correctly serial numbered to the gun. The box is in near good condition
with damaged and torn areas. (85865-208) (300/500)

1400. NAVY ARMS 1875 US CAVALRY
MODEL SCHOFIELD SINGLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #4044, 45 Long Colt, 7" barrel
with an excellent, bright bore. This A. Uberti manu-
factured revolver has a bright blue factory finish that
rates 98% with a light ring on the cylinder. The hammer, barrel block, stud
latch, triggerguard, hinge pin screw, ejector lever and ejector cam have vivid case color.
The factory smooth grips are excellent and the left panel has a crisp 1877 stamp with a DAL
cartouche below. The right grip has a crisp CW cartouche. A near excellent condition facto-
ry, hinged box serial numbered to the firearm and paperwork is included. There is a slight tear on one
corner and two corners and the top shows some minor scuffing. (85865-198) (300/500)
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1401. NAVY ARMS 1875 U.S. CAVALRY MODEL SCHOFIELD TOP BREAK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6947,
45 Long Colt, 5" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. This A. Uberti manufactured revolver has a bright blue factory finish that rates 98%
with a light, partial ring on the cylinder. The hammer, barrel block, stud latch, triggerguard, hinge pin screw, ejector lever and ejector cam
have vivid case color. The factory smooth grips are excellent and the left panel has a crisp 1877 stamp with a DAL cartouche below. The
right grip has a crisp CW cartouche. A hang tag is still attached to the triggerguard. A near excellent condition factory, hinged box seri-
al numbered to the firearm is included. There are a few slight wear blemishes on the box. (85865-204) (300/500)

1402. HIGH STANDARD MODEL 102 SERIES SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1015158, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with
an excellent, bright bore. The factory blued and bead blasted frame is clean with very light oxidation and silvering on the rear of the frame.
The slide and barrel have the factory polished blue finish with silvering at the muzzle, sides of the barrel and slide. The right side of the
slide also shows a few, scattered pit marks. The case colored trigger is faded with some soft tones of color on the face. The brown, plas-
tic factory grips with gold medallions rate excellent. A near excellent factory ten round magazine is included, overall the pistol rates 96%.
The pistol is housed in a maroon factory box with scuffed edges and two torn corners, overall in very good condition. The box has a card-
board insert cut to fit the pistol; an empty, separate 2 5/8" x 4 7/8" cardboard storage box housed in a cut out; a warranty registration card
and a S.A.A.M.I shooting safety card. The box is correctly numbered to the pistol. (85865-211){C&R} (250/350)

1403. BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#24486U69, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The polished blue pistol rates 96%
with light silvering near the muzzle, barrel and
frame. The front of the grip frame also has scattered light oxidation marks. The facto-
ry walnut, wrap around grips are in excellent condition and have three quarter coverage,
wrap around checkering. The gold plated trigger is in near excellent condition. This FN made,
Belgian pistol has a proof mark on the rear, left side of the slide. The pistol comes with a 10
round magazine and the original factory manual. (85865-251) (350/550)

1404. THOMPSON CENTER
CONTENDER SUPER 14
ARMOUR ALLOY II SINGLE
SHOT PISTOL serial #A6502, 30-
30 Winchester, 14" bull barrel with an
excellent bore. The frame and barrel are
coated with the Thompson Center Armour Alloy II finish
which rates excellent. The factory grips and forend have
been replaced with near excellent condition Pachmayr rub-
ber "Grippers." The barrel is equipped with hard chrome
Burris scope base and rings. A 4X Burris, nickel finished,
long eye relief scope is mounted in the rings. The scope is
equipped with covered target style knobs. The black col-
ored factory front, iron sight and base are still mounted on
the barrel. This is a fine condition pistol ready for the deer
stand this fall. (85865-138) (300/500)

1405. MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#01.20174, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol
appears to have a factory applied satin hard chrome finish that is in
near excellent condition with handling marks on the frame and slide.
There is some discoloration in the left and right slide serrations. The
fixed front sight and drift adjustable rear sight are also hard chromed.
A black colored paint or marker was used on the front sight and
around the rear notch, probably for a better sight picture. The walnut
grip panels with factory impressed checkering rate excellent. The pis-
tol was manufactured in Germany and imported by Interarms. The slide
and frame have matching serial numbers. A hard chromed, seven shot
magazine with finger extension floorplate is included with the pistol.
(85865-247) (300/500)

1406. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66 DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #6K65457, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2" pinned barrel with
an excellent bore. The factory stainless steel finish rates excellent with
a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The hard chromed hammer and trigger rate near excellent with a few minor scratches and
blemishes. The front sight has the factory installed red ramp and the fully adjustable rear sight is equipped with a blue steel blade. The
revolver has a set of Pachmayr "Gripper" stocks that are in excellent condition. A black plastic, after market gun case is included.
(85865-240) (250/450)

1407. TAURUS PT24 OSS DS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NBM53654, 45 ACP, 5 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The desert tan
colored, polymer receiver is in excellent condition and is equipped with an accessory rail under the dust cover. The blue-black slide and
metal parts are also in excellent condition. The pistol is equipped with a three dot, drift adjustable sight system and ambidextrous thumb
safeties. Two excellent condition twelve round magazines and a magazine loader are included. It features the Taurus Security System and
two keys are provided. Pistol includes a foam lined plastic box, manual and bore brush. (85865-241) (350/550)

1408. RUGER P-85 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #300-60586, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with excellent bore. The blue-black steel slide and
anodized aluminum frame rate 98% with some very small scratches on top of the slide behind the rear sight. The factory synthetic grips
rate excellent. The pistol has three dot, drift adjustable sights and slide mounted ambidextrous safety/de-cocker. Two factory fifteen round
magazines in excellent condition are provided. A factory box, padlock, paperwork and manual are included. This pistol has the MKIIR
stamp on the left side of the safety, indicating that the free factory safety upgrade has been completed. (85865-252) (200/400)
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1409. TAURUS PT-945 SS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NPJ33133, 45 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent condition bore. The stain-
less steel slide and polished aluminum frame are in excellent condition. The factory synthetic grips with Taurus logo rate excellent. The
pistol features ambidextrous safety/de-cockers, three dot sight system and two, eight round magazines. The pistol comes with an after-
market, Doskocil box, paperwork and manual. (85865-239) (300/500)

1410. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 COMBAT MASTERPIECE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K963281, 38
Special, 2" pinned barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The blue steel frame, cylinder and barrel rate 98% with very slight silvering on the
edges of the cylinder release and a very light ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the trigger and hammer retain vivid hues
of blue and purple. The original factory stocks have been replaced with Pachmayr presentation rubber grips. The revolver comes with an
aftermarket box. (85865-177) (300/500)

1411. COLT HUNTSMAN THIRD SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #155334C, 22 LR, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
blue finish rates 96% with some silvering at the muzzle. Handling blemishes and scratches are present on the frame and slide area. There
are three witness marks scratched into the top of the frame in front of the rear sight. The factory walnut grips rate very good with a dull
finish, flattening of the checkering, scratches and dents on both stocks. A ten round magazine in near excellent condition and an after-
market pistol case is included. (85865-244) {C&R} (350/550)

1412. SMITH & WESSON MODEL M&P 45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPY5915, 45ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The black Melonite finished slide and barrel rate 99% plus as does the dark earth brown, polymer frame. The frame features inter-
changeable grip, back straps, a picatinny rail and lanyard loop. This pistol is equipped with ambidextrous thumb safeties and slide stops,
but does not have a magazine safety or the internal lock. The three dot, Lo-Mount Novak sights have bright and active Trijicon night sights.
Two excellent condition, ten round magazines with matching dark earth brown floor plates are included. A black factory handgun case
with two spare grip back straps, cable lock, chamber flag, manual, fired case, and paperwork are also included. A great pistol that is ready
for the range or defense. (85865-236) (350/550)

1413. BERETTA MODEL 92F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D41237Z, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The black matte
Bruniton slide finish and anodized frame rate 96% with minor scratches and handling blemishes. The black plastic grips rate near excel-
lent with minor dings and handling marks. This Accokeek, Maryland made pistol features ambidextrous, slide mounted, safety/de-cock-
ers. The pistol comes with one, fifteen round factory magazine, manual and Beretta marked shipping sleeve. (86001-3) (300/500)

1414. TAURUS MODEL PT-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #Y126105, 22 LR, 2 3/4" tip up barrel with an excellent bore. The blue
slide and anodized frame rate 96% with minor handling blemishes, scratches and some silvering on the thumb safeties and triggerguard
edges. The smooth rosewood grips rate near excellent with minor scratches on the bottom of the left grip panel. This pistol features the
Taurus Security System key lock. Two factory, eight shot magazines are included. A black factory box with two Taurus Security System
keys is included. (86030-17) (100/200)

1415. LLAMA MODEL ESPECIAL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #415767, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The blued
metal rates 96% with some handling blemishes, minor scratches, silvering on the edges and scattered light oxidation on the grip safety.
The fully checkered, factory wood grips rate near excellent with a Llama medallion on each grip panel. The grips have some minor flat-
tening of the checkering near the top of each grip panel. The pistol has drift adjustable sights set on a ventilated steel rib. The pistol is
a miniature version of the classic 1911 Government model with controls and operation being nearly identical. Included is one, seven
round magazine, cleaning rod, manual and factory red and black cardboard box. The box rates very good with scuffing on the edges.
(85835-3) (150/250)

1416. RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #81-15350, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" Barrel with an excellent
bore. The blue finish rates 96% with light silvering at the muzzle, cylinder and frame edges. The cylinder has a turn ring and the anodized
aluminum ejector rod housing shows two minor scratch marks. The smooth factory wood grips have the silver with black background
Ruger phoenix and rate near excellent with only minor dents and handling blemishes. A yellow and black factory box with manual and
papers are included. (86024-11) (350/550)

1417. INTRATEC MODEL TEC-22T SCORPION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #065193, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent bore.
The polymer frame is excellent condition. The blue steel upper frame cover and barrel rate 95% with silvering on the barrel, reinforcing
ribs on top of the cover and the ambidextrous bolt handles. The muzzle of the barrel is threaded to accept accessories and is covered
with screw on thread protector. What appears to be a twenty five round, Intratec, TEC22 Scorpion magazine is provided. The pistol
includes a factory case with a compensator that screws onto the barrel. Also included is a barrel extension with a foam rubber covering
on the rear half of the barrel extension. The compensator shows handling and firing blemishes. The barrel extension has only light
scratches on the metal and numerous gouges and marks on the foam rubber. This pistol was originally designed to utilize Ruger 10/22
magazines. (85792-S16674) (200/400)

1418. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #34-86378, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
blued surfaces rate 97% with a few minor handling blemishes, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The anodized grip frame and
ejector rod housing rate near excellent with several scratches on the grip frame and ejector rod housing. The factory grips have been
replaced with rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips that are in excellent condition. A nice solid Blackhawk ready for the woods or the
range. (85885-5) (350/550)

1419. TAURUS GAUCHO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #YD295753, 45 Colt, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The pol-
ished blued finish rates 97% with some minor scratches and handling blemishes mostly on the cylinder and loading gate. The cylinder
also has a light turn ring. The black factory synthetic grips are checkered and have the Taurus logo embossed near the top. The pistol fea-
tures a frame mounted firing pin, four click action and steel ejector rod housing. The pistol is also equipped with the Taurus Security System
key lock; however no keys are present for it. A great revolver to get started in Cowboy Action Shooting. (85823-49) (300/500)

1420. TAURUS MODEL 941 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #TA94613, 22 Magnum, 4" barrel with an excellent bore.
The blue finish rates 99% plus with a very light turn ring on the cylinder. The Taurus, two piece rubber grips with logo medallion
rate excellent. The color case-hardening remains vivid on the hammer and trigger. The revolver features a transfer bar firing mech-
anism and Taurus Security System key lock. Two keys for the Taurus Security System are provided along with paperwork. A great
training or trail gun. (85893-6) (200/400)

1421. CIMARRON 1861 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #A52676, .36 caliber percussion, 7 1/2" barrel with
an excellent bore. The blued surfaces rate 96% with a small area of oxidation specks on the top of the barrel and very light turn ring on
the cylinder. The color case-hardened frame, hammer and loading lever have vivid blue and black color on a silver-gray background. The
smooth factory walnut grips rate excellent. The revolver features a grip frame cut out and mounting screws for a shoulder stock. A fac-
tory box, numbered to the revolver is included. (85867-4){ANTIQUE} (150/250)
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1422. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 24-3 LEW HORTON
SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#AEM1820, 44 Special, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The
blued metal surfaces on this revolver retain 98% of it's finish with a
small scratch on the frame behind the hammer, silvering of the high

spots on the thumbpiece with several small scratches and a turn ring
on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger

retain slightly mellow, but strong colors overall. The smooth, Goncalo Alves,
finger grooved combat style grips with Smith & Wesson medallions rate near excellent
with some dulling of the finish on the left grip stock evident. This revolver features a
white outline adjustable rear sight and red ramp front sight, smooth combat trigger and
round butt grip frame. The revolver comes with a serial numbered, near excellent condi-

tion, two piece, metal reinforced, factory box with an unused cleaning kit, manual and paperwork.
An excellent condition, limited edition revolver. (86020-400) (400/600)

1423. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 624 LEW HORTON COMBAT SPECIAL DOU-
BLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #ALU0593, 44 Special, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The

brushed stainless steel surfaces on this revolver rate 99% plus with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth, Goncalo
Alves, finger grooved combat style grips with Smith & Wesson medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a white out-
line adjustable rear sight and red ramp front sight, smooth combat trigger and round butt grip frame. Included is a near
excellent condition, hinged serial numbered factory box containing an unused cleaning kit, manual and paperwork. A very
nice example of a limited edition Smith & Wesson revolver. (86020-403) (400/600)

1424. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 544
TEXAS WAGON TRAIN COMMEMO-
RATIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #TWT0791, 44-40, 5" heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. Overall the gun exhibits 99% plus
of its original factory finish with a light turn ring on
the cylinder. The revolver has 98% of its original,

vivid, color case-hardening visible on the hammer and trigger
with a few very small scratches and wear blemishes present. The

right side of the barrel has gold filled markings that read: 1836 TEXAS 1986. The
sideplate is a roll stamped with a circle; Texas State outline inside the circle; within that
Texas State outline, the Texas Wagon Train logo; the dates 1836 and 1986; and all are
gold filled. The smooth factory, Goncalo Alves, target grips with Smith & Wesson medal-

lions rate excellent. In addition to the unique caliber, the revolver features a white outline
adjustable rear sight and red ramped front sight, target hammer and target trigger. A factory
hinged cardboard box in near excellent condition is included and the box contains an unused

cleaning kit, manual and paperwork. These revolvers were produced to celebrate the Texas
Sesquicentennial celebration in a caliber in which relatively few Smith & Wesson's firearms have been shipped in since
1940. This is an excellent commemorative revolver in a unique, seldom produced chambering by Smith & Wesson.
(86020-404){C&R} (400/600)
1425. RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE STAINLESS STEEL REVOLVER
serial #66-35523, 22 LR/22 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The matte stainless steel finish rates
97% with some light, scattered specks of oxidation on the frame. Both cylinders rate excellent with faint turn rings vis-

ible. The smooth, factory, walnut grips with Ruger Phoenix Medallion rate excellent. The spare 22 Magnum cylinder comes in its facto-
ry red felt case and white packing box. This revolver also includes a hand serial numbered, red, hinged factory box, cardboard shipping
sleeve, manual and paperwork. (86020-89) (250/450)

1426. COLT NEW FRONTIER 22 SCOUT CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #G14998, 22 LR/22 Magnum,
6" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The blued and anodized metal surfaces of this revolver retain 99% plus of their original factory fin-
ish. The color case-hardened frame exhibits, robust, vivid coloring. The set of black, composite, factory grips with Rampant Colt and eagle
are in excellent condition. A spare 22 magnum cylinder is provided with the revolver and is in excellent condition. Neither cylinder has a
visible turn ring showing. The New Frontier 22 featured a flat top frame with an adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. An original
box is included in very good condition is included. The box, which contains paperwork, has some minor scuffing near the corners and
one corner is torn. This revolver appears to be new in the box and unfired. (86020-88) (400/600)

1427. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 61-3 ESCORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B55421, 22 LR, 2 1/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. The blue steel and anodized aluminum surfaces retain 99% plus of their original factory finish. The plastic grips are a green mottled
color and rate excellent. There is a five round blue steel magazine included with the pistol. The pistol features a European heel style mag-
azine release, a frame mounted rocker-style manual thumb safety, and windage drift-adjustable sights and a magazine safety. There is a
copy of an undated work order enclosed to send the pistol back to the factory for a new sight. This Bangor Punta pistol comes in an excel-
lent condition, two piece factory box with metal reinforced corners and is serial numbered to the pistol, a Smith & Wesson marked blue
pistol rug and paperwork. (86020-171) (200/400)

1428. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 61-3 ESCORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B49323, 22 LR, 2 1/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. The steel surfaces and aluminum frame retain 99% of their original factory nickel finish with only few very, light, scratches and han-
dling blemishes. The plastic grips are a white mottled color and rate excellent. There are two, five round, nickel plated magazines includ-
ed with the pistol. The pistol features a European heel style magazine release, a frame mounted rocker-style manual thumb safety, a
windage drift-adjustable sights and magazine safety. This pistol comes in a very good condition gray factory box with metal reinforced
corners that is correctly serial numbered to the pistol. A Smith & Wesson marked blue pistol rug, manual, cleaning kit and paperwork
is included. (86020-258) (200/400)

1429. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 25-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N659991, 45 Colt, 6" pinned barrel with an excel-
lent bright bore. The blue metal surfaces retain 97% of their original factory finish with a turn ring on the cylinder, very shallow and very
small pits on the left side of the muzzle and one spot on the rear of cylinder and very small, scattered, specks on the frame. The wide tar-
get trigger and hammer retain 99% plus of their original factory case-hardened colors. The Goncalo Alves target grips rate very good with
several chips along bottom edge, dents along the lower back of the grips, and scuff marks on the left panel. The factory finish, Smith &
Wesson medallions, and checkering remain in near excellent condition. This big "N" frame features a wide rib on the barrel, white outline
adjustable rear sight and red ramp front sight. An excellent condition factory box with no end tag or markings is included along with a
price tag, probably from when the firearm was purchased. There is a non-factory sticker on the box and some grease pencil markings.
This is a nice condition "N" frame ready for hunting or the range. (86020-85) (350/550)
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1430. SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 66-1 COMBAT MAGNUM DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #86K7493, 357
Magnum, 2 1/2" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The brushed stainless steel finish on this revolver rates 97% overall with some
minor handling blemishes, a light scratch mark and turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The trigger and hammer retain 99% of their orig-
inal hard chrome finish with sharp, robust checkering. The walnut, round butt, magna grips, with smith & Wesson medallions rate near
excellent with some flattening of the diamond points and should be noted that the bottom grip pin is missing from the frame. Also includ-
ed is a set of Hogue Monogrip's, that appear to be made of Pau Ferro wood featuring finger groove construction and fine wrap around
checkered panels and frame stirrup. The Monogrip's rate near excellent with some handling blemishes, scuff marks and minor flatten-
ing of some of the diamond points. The firearm features blued, fully adjustable, rear sight and red ramp front sight. A correctly serial
numbered, two piece factory box with metal reinforced corners is included. The box in near excellent condition and contains a manual
and paperwork. (86020-110) (300/500)

1431. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL FIRST ISSUE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #118157, 32-20 Winchester,
4" barrel with an excellent bore. The 1915 manufactured revolver retains 90% of its original factory blue finish with noticeable silver-
ing on the front of the cylinder, a cylinder turn ring, light silvering on the muzzle, light silvering on the edges on the frame and top strap.
There is some light oxidation spots on the barrel, scattered spots on the frame and cylinder. The polished sides of the hammer have a
small stain near the spur, bright fire blue on the spine and light wear on the checkering with some silvering. The walnut grips rate very
good with some flattening of the three quarter coverage checkering, some dents and scratches and general handling blemishes. The
grips feature a smooth diamond pattern around the grip screw holes and a smooth, round, uncheckered area near the top but do not
have any factory markings. The bottom of the grip frame has the initials "H.D.T." in .250" high block letters engraved across the bot-
tom. The lock up on this revolver is still as tight as the day it left the factory. The revolver comes with a Colt box that does not match
this firearm. (86020-178){C&R} (250/450)

1432. HECKLER & KOCH HK4 FIRST VARIATION CON-
VERTIBLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #50299, 32 ACP/22
LR, 3 3/8" barrels with excellent bores. The blue steel and
anodized aluminum finish rate 95% with some light silvering on the
slide at the muzzle and a small wear blemish at the rear of the slide.
The frame has numerous scratches and scuffs, especially in the
area of the rear grip frame. The one piece, thumb rest style plas-
tic grips rate very good with numerous scratches and dents. The
centerfire magazine has a black finger extension on the floorplate
and a light blue color mark to help differentiate the magazines.
This pistol has a factory boxed, 22 LR conversion kit that includes:
a barrel, recoil spring, magazine with an orange colored finger
extension floorplate; hollow handled screwdriver containing a
cleaning pull chain and special extractor retaining pin needed to
convert the slide from centerfire to rimfire. The conversion kit is
serial numbered to the pistol. This Oberndorf/n German made pis-
tol comes with a two piece black box in very good condition, man-
ual and paperwork. (86020-406) (350/550)

1433. HECKLER & KOCH HK4 FIRST VARIATION CON-
VERTIBLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #50297, 32
ACP/22 LR, 3 3/8" barrels with excellent bores. The blue steel
and anodized aluminum finish rate 95% with some light silver-
ing on the slide at the muzzle and some light handling marks.
The frame has numerous scratches and scuffs, especially in
the area of the rear grip frame. The one piece, thumb rest style
plastic grips rate very good with numerous scratches and
dents. The centerfire magazine has a black finger extension
on the floorplate and a light blue color mark to help differenti-
ate the magazines. The pistol has a factory boxed, 22 LR con-
version kit that includes: a barrel, recoil spring, magazine with
an orange colored finger extension floorplate; hollow handled
screwdriver containing a cleaning pull chain and special
extractor retaining pin needed to convert the slide from cen-
terfire to rimfire. The conversion kit is serial numbered to the
pistol. This Oberndorf/n German made pistol comes with a
two piece black box in very good condition, manual and
paperwork. (86020-405) (350/550)
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1434. HECKLER & KOCH HK4 FIRST VARIATION CONVERTIBLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #52006, 22LR/32ACP, 3 3/8"
barrel with an excellent bore. The blue steel and anodized aluminum finish rate 97% with some silvering near the muzzle and light han-
dling marks. The frame has scratches and scuffs on the rear grip frame and front. The one piece, thumb rest style plastic grips rate near
excellent with minor handling marks. The rimfire magazine has an orange finger extension on the floorplate and rates excellent. The pis-
tol has a factory boxed 32 ACP conversion that includes: a barrel, recoil spring, two magazines with black plastic finger extension on the
floorplate; hollow handled screwdriver containing a cleaning pull chain and special extractor retaining pin needed to convert the slide from
rimfire to centerfire. The conversion kit is serial numbered to the pistol. This St. Etienne manufactured pistol comes with a two piece black
box in good condition, manual and paperwork. (86020-409) (350/550)

1435. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY M 6 SCOUT RIFLE/SHOTGUN COMBINATION SURVIVAL GUN serial #M11514, 22 S,
L, LR/410 Bore, 18 1/4" barrels with excellent bores. The Parkerized steel surfaces of this Geneseo, Illinois made firearm, retain 99% of
their original factory finish with some scattered handling blemishes and scratches. The buttstock on this break open combination gun is
a one piece unit made of steel and is Parkerized; there is no forend and the spare cartridge box cover, is covered with a rubber material
that acts as a cheekpiece; all are in excellent condition. This little gun was originally designed for aircrew survival and has many features
to help a downed pilot or even a lost hiker. These features include: a trigger bar in lieu of the traditional type of trigger; the late model
triggerguard; windage drift adjustable flip sights for the rifle barrel and the shotgun barrel; a three position selector/safety on the manual
hammer; a covered spare cartridge box on the buttstock that holds four 410 Bore, 3" shells and fifteen 22 Rimfire cartridges; a quick take
down pin to allow compact storage of the firearm; and sling attachment points. This firearm comes with a near excellent condition, fac-
tory, plastic storage case, manual and paperwork. (86020-29) (350/550)

1436. WALTHER-MANURHIN MODEL PP MARK I I
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #50859, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. Overall this 1956 manufactured pis-
tol retains 99% plus of its original factory nickel finish. The
brown factory grips have streaks of lighter brown color running
through them with robust checkering and the Walther banner
on each grip panel. The pistol features nickel plated, drift
adjustable rear sight with red color on the face and a nickel
plated fixed front sight and a side magazine release. Two
blued, excellent condition, eight round magazines are included
with the pistol; one flat bottomed and one with finger rest floor-
plate. This French made Walther is boxed in a presentation
case with felt lined interior and a separate fold out compart-
ment in the cover for paperwork. The case is unmarked on the
outside, but does have: PISTOLET AUTOMATIQUE -
WALTHER-MANURHIN - MODELE PP printed in gold on the
inside cover. A brass cleaning rod, manual, dated test target
and paperwork are included. (86020-168){C&R} (400/600)

1437. WALTHER MODELL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY
INTERARMS serial #336318, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with an
excellent bore. Overall the pistol retains 95% of its original blu-
ing with heavy silvering by the muzzle, silvering on the slide
edges and grip frame, some scratches and minor dents on the
front of the grip frame and general handling blemishes. The
black checkered plastic grips have the Walther banner logo on
the top of the grip and rate very good with a fair amount of flattened points, minor scratches and scuff marks. The serial number is locat-
ed behind the triggerguard, along with an Eagle over N nitro proof mark. Right next to the serial number is an obliterated mark that is
unreadable. The slide is appropriately scratch serial numbered to the frame and the pistol exhibits a 1964 dated, Ulm proof mark on the
chamber. The pistol features a side magazine release and comes with two eight round magazines; one with a flat floorplate and the other
with a finger rest floorplate. A mismatched Manurhin hinged box with a plastic cleaning rod, manual and paperwork are included.
(86020-183) (350/550)

1438. MANURHIN P4 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #604916, 9mm, 4 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The steel parts on
this French made pistol retain 98% of their original factory finish with some silvering at the muzzle and edges of the slide, scattered sil-
vering spots on the top of the slide, and a few minor scratches. The anodized frame retains 99% of its finish with only a few small wear
blemishes. The factory grips rate near excellent with a few checkering points flattened and scattered scratches and scuffs. The pistol fea-
tures a slide mounted de-cocker, white dot front sight and white bar under the notch of the rear sight. The left side of the slide exhibits
the Manurhin logo and the country of origin. The number 916, highlighted in white, is stamped under the caliber designation on the left
side of the slide and there is a starburst on the triggerguard. These are believed to be West German Police inventory and acceptance
marks. Two eight round magazines are included and are stamped P1 with the caliber below that. The pistol comes in a two piece, wood
grain box, numbered to the pistol and a test target. The box is in very good condition with minor tears and scuffs. The box is marked with
the Walther banner logo on the cover and on the end tag. (86020-173) (350/550)

1439. EARLY RANDALL MODEL
2 FIGHTING STILETTO
This early 40’s era knife measures
10 5/8” overall with a 6 3/8” .01
tool steel spear point blade. The
knife shows good honest use,
the blade having a dull pewter
gray patina with light pitting and
oxidation staining, light sharpen-
ing marks and a slightly rounded
tip. The obverse side of the
blade has remnants of a faded undecipherable etched name above the trademark. The brass double hilt has a nicely mellowed pati-
na with some light spots of tarnishing. The stacked leather washer handle rates fine showing some very minor wear and is centered
between faded medium red, white and black spacers, the fifth of which is cracked leaving the collar a bit loose. The handle is fitted
with an aluminum buttcap equipped with a brass wrist thong clip and worn leather thong. No sheath is present. An overall very good
condition early model 2 which served its owners well throughout the years. (56020-R85) (300/500)
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1440. RANDALL MODEL 4-5
BIG GAME AND
SKINNER KNIFE This is an
older knife measuring 10 3/8”
overall with a 5 1/8” .01 tool steel
clip point blade. The blade has
faded lightly and shows light
grind marks from being sharp-
ened along with other light
scratches and scattered specks of light oxidation staining. The brass single hilt has toned to soft ochre with a few spots of old staining
from sheath storage. The handle is a brass pinned finger groove Sambar stag which darkened nicely with age and has a seven spacer
collar consisting of double thin reds, medium stags, thin reds and medium blue spacers which have loosened slightly over time. No sheath
is present. A very good 50-60’s era Randall which would still make one heck of a hunting knife. (56020-R6) (300/500)

1441. RANDALL SPECIAL ORDER MODEL 12 LITTLE BEAR BOWIE This knife measures 10 1/2” overall with a 6” .01 tool
steel clip point bowie blade. The blade
remains unsharpened and bright on
the reverse side except for a few spots
oxidation staining; the obverse side
has faded to a dull pewter gray with a
few spots of light pitting. The nickel
silver curved double hilt has lightly
mellowed with a few specks of oxida-
tion and tarnishing. The Sambar stag
handle rates excellent and is separated
with two thin red and white and one
medium blue spacers. No sheath
included. (56020-R95) (350/550)

1442. RANDALL FIREMAN SPECIAL FIXED
BLADE KNIFE This non-catalog knife mea-
sures 9 3/4” overall with a 4” extra heavy beveled
stainless steel drop point full tang blade
equipped with thumb serrations. The blade
remains bright and unsharpened. The brightly
finished brass single hilt has a few light scuffs
and two spots of pitting and verdigris staining on
the reverse edge from sheath storage. The black
micarta finger groove handle rates excellent and
is equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole.
Knife includes a high-ride model B leather
sheath. A fine to near excellent Fireman Special.
(56020-R53) (350/550)

1443. RANDALL MODEL 3 HUNTER
FIXED BLADE KNIFE This older knife
measures 10 1/2” overall with a 6” clip point
.01 tool steel blade. The blade shows light
scuffs and scratches from being sharpened
along with scattered specks of oxidation
staining. The nickel silver single hilt has
dulled slightly with a couple spots of tarnish
and light scuffs. The finger grip stag handle
has lightly darkened with age and is cen-
tered between medium red, white and blue
spacers and fitted with a lanyard equipped
flat Duralumin buttcap. Knife includes a
Johnson roughback maroon dyed leather
sheath with large wrap around leather strap
with hone in pocket. An overall very good
condition older model 3 for hunting or trails.
(56020-R58) (300/500)
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1444. CUSTOM RANDALL MODEL 10-3
SALTWATER FISHERMAN KNIFE
This compact little knife measures 6 1/4”
overall with a 3” straight point stainless steel
full tang blade equipped with thumb serra-
tions. The blade remains bright and unsharp-
ened. The handles are non-lanyard hole
equipped single finger aluminum slabs fas-
tened by two small brass pins. Although not
available on the model 10-3, the finger
groove on the handles match the cutout on
the tang perfectly and appear to be factory.
Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather
sheath in excellent condition as well except
for a few light handling marks and stains. An
excellent little but highly useful model 10-3
knife. (56020-R67) (350/550)

1445. OLDER RANDALL
MODEL 4-7 KNIFE This
knife measures 12” overall with a
7” upswept .01 tool steel blade.
The blade has light scuffs and
scratches form being sharpened
and is lightly fading to a dull gray
with specks of freckling and light
handling marks. The brass sin-
gle hilt has mellowed with a few
spots of light sheath staining.
The pinned curved stag finger
grip handle with unlined lanyard
eye has darkened lightly with
age and has thin hairline drying
cracks along the top and bottom
of the handle along with smaller
thin cracks at the pin and sides.
The collar is comprised of a
faded wide blue with thin red
and white inside of medium red spacers. Knife includes a lightly worn Heiser model A brown leather sheath with a gray crystolon hone
in pocket. The leather shows light scuffs and handling marks but remains supple with intact seams. Overall a very good solid model 4
Big Game Skinner with a lot of hunting life remaining. (56020-R96) (350/550)

1446. SMITH & WESSON 32 TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #259059, 32 S&W, 3” ribbed barrel with a
very good, bright bore showing some pitting, primarily on its rear half but strong rifling on it length. Metal surfaces on this fourth model
are smooth retaining about 25-35% original blue finish, edges are sharp, markings are strong and a distinct cylinder ring is observed.
Flaking and an emerging patina are seen on the barrel and frame, a pleasing grayish brown patina is evident on the gripstraps along
with small areas of pinprick pitting and a screw or two exhibit slot damage. Vivid case-hardened colors are displayed on both trigger
and hammer. Grips are stamp numbered to the gun and rate near excellent with crisp checkered panels and mostly bright smooth sur-
faces. (25825-15) {C&R} (250/350)

1447. SMITH & WESSON 22/32 KIT GUN AIRWEIGHT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #15264, 22 LR, 3 1/2” pinned
barrel with an excellent bore. This is a pre-model 43 flat latch revolver, its metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original blue finish, with light
holster wear at the left quadrant of the muzzle, light oxidized speckling on the barrel, a cylinder ring and light scattered white speckling on
the frame and backstrap. Trigger and hammer display vivid case colors. The diamond checkered walnut grips are numbered to the gun,
feature the silver colored S&W inlaid medallions and show only very light wear but strong checkered panels. (25904-48){C&R}(200/400)

1448. CUSTOM SWEDISH ROLLING BLOCK MODEL 1867 RIFLE BY
REMINGTON serial #4271, 12.7x44R, 33” barrel with a near excellent bore showing sharp,

strong rifling on its length. Metal surfaces are smooth, edges mostly sharp, the Swedish proofed
barrel now retaining about 50-55% of a later applied blue finish and exhibiting a gray and gray brown patina begin-

ning to emerge, the buttplate is in a similar state of condition. The hardened and “1867” stamped Remington receiver
retains about 60-65% of this finish, its screw heads are mostly sharp and unmolested, hammer and breech block are clean gun

metal with a light trace or two of subdued case-hardened color. The wood rates about very good as customized with perhaps an added
varnish. The buttstock wrist bears an 1867 cartouche, the forend has been shortened to about 10 1/2”, stocks overall are showing scat-
tered light dings from the years. Sling swivels are mounted on the barrel and buttstock toe line and a metal filler stud has been installed
into the triggerguard sling swivel hole. Rifle is equipped with a dovetailed beaded front sight and a combination fold down dovetailed rear
sight. (25964-44) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)
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1449. STEVENS IDEAL NO. 44 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #58611, 25-
20, 24” part round, part octagon sleeved barrel with a bright, excellent bore. Metal sur-

faces are mostly smooth and show moderate wear, the barrel, numbered to the gun, retains
about 45-50% of a later applied blue finish along with an emerging patina and surface freckling.

Subdued traces of case-hardened color are evident on the receiver, some screws appear non-original, others display slot
damage, a pleasing freckled patina is observed on the steel crescent buttplate. Wood rates about good plus with an added var-

nish, the forearm features a nice quarter moon panel at the receiver, is schnabled, a repair is evident at the belly along with a non-critical
crack on its left top front. The buttstock features scant half moon panels at the receiver, wood is shy of the metal in places; overall stocks
show dings and dents from the years. Rifle is equipped with a dovetailed front sight and a tang mounted peep sight. The barrel mounted
rear sight is not present, its dovetail is empty. The upper tang has been drilled and tapped. (25964-37) {C&R} (350/550)

1450. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON/UMC COLT AMMUNITION This lot contains two boxes of Remington/UMC hand-
gun ammunition. The first box is a factory sealed two-piece tan colored box with matching top and wraparound side labels containing fifty
.32 Long Colt central fire cartridges loaded with 83 grain bullets. The box rates very good with lightly rounded corners and edges and dirt
staining. The top label shows picture of cartridge above company address. The side label has circular red Remington/UMC logo and Colt
Patent Firearms logo. Both labels remain 98% intact with light scuffs and ingrain dirt staining. The second box is nearly identical in appear-
ance but is opened and contains fifty 38 Long Colt smokeless central fire cartridges loaded with 148 grain bullets. The box rates very good
with lightly rounded edges and corners, one of which has separated along with scuffs and light age staining. The top label remains 98%
intact while the side label remains about 95% intact with light tears and dirt staining. (55698-59C)

1451. WINCHESTER-HOTCHKISS MODEL 1883 CUSTOM BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial
#23956, 45-70, 20” shortened barrel with a bright, near excellent bore showing small traces of pitting but good rifling. This is a third model
version, most metal surfaces are smooth, most edges sharp, markings are moderately strong to strong, the proofed barrel now retains
about 35-40% original blue finish along with light scattered oxidation and has several vice marks near the frame. The receiver displays this
oxidation along with generous amounts of case-hardened color and a pleasing brown ochre patina on the balance. The wood rates good
plus to very good as is, bearing semi-legible inspector cartouches. The forend has been non-professionally shortened and schnabled, the
cleaning rod channel is still evident. On the balance, walnut stocks are proud of the wood except at the buttplate and generally exhibit
scattered dings and dents from the years. Rifle is equipped with a later installed front sight blade and a non-armory albeit robust and high-
ly practical receiver mounted peep sight. Rear barrel sight screw holes remain unfilled. (25701-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1452. CUSTOM SWEDISH ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #16543, 8x54R Danish, 28 1/4” part round, part
octagon barrel with a bright, near excellent bore showing frosting in the grooves but strong rifling on its length. Metal surfaces are smooth,
edges sharp, markings strong, the barrel retaining about 65-70% of a later applied and evenly fading blue finish, the 1 5/8” octagon flats
at the receiver bear strong Swedish proof stamps on the top, the leading octagon edges nicely silvered. The receiver is clean and displays
vivid and generous amounts of case-hardened colors, the left side bolt and hammer retaining bolts bear neatly stamped “S” and “H”
respectively; a pleasing mix of blue finish with an ochre brown patina is observed on the steel buttplate. The European walnut stocks rate
very good as refinished, the finger grooved forend is lightly schnabled and shows a repair at the front belly. The buttstock is in a similar
state of condition, its edges slightly shy of the metal. Rifle is equipped with front and rear sling swivels, a ramped and beaded front sight
and a fold down combination V-notch rear sight. The triggerguard mounted sling swivel hole now retains a steel plug. (25964-43)
{ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1453. EGYPTIAN MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #1927, 43 Egyptian, 35” barrel with a very
good, frosted bore. Metal surfaces are mostly smooth, edges softened, markings somewhat smooth but most are legible, surfaces now a
speckled patina over gun metal with Farsi characters prominent on the barrel adjacent to the frame and on the sides of the receiver, the
upper tang Remington address is recognizable but not legible. The walnut stocks rate about good plus, edges are now worn, shy in some
places, proud in others, loss observed on the forend, the right wrist bears a 3 1/2” non-critical crack, a shorter one on the left forearm
near the frame, scattered dings and dents collected over the years are evident on the balance of wood. Rifle is equipped with a cleaning
rod, a rear sling swivel, standard front sight blade and a stepped rear ladder sight missing its slide. (25823-138) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1454. U.S. GOVERNMENT MARKED HI-STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #104564, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. Only 14,000 of these were made between 1942 and 1943, its metal surfaces are mostly smooth, edges mod-
erately sharp, original blue finish observed in protected areas, most markings are strong, the majority of metal surfaces now a brown pati-
na with ochre hues which have turned to an oxidized patina at the grip straps. “U.S. PROPERTY’” marking along with the ordnance wheel
are observed on the right side frame, the ordnance wheel now a bit worn; pitting is evident on the right side of the muzzle. The brown
checkered HS grips rate about good with wear and flattening evident. One magazine is present. (25885-9) {C&R} (350/550)

1455. HI-STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #251686, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright, near
excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain about 55-60% original blue finish with silvering and oxidized areas observed on the side quadrants
of the heavy barrel along with scattered oxidation evident and some light pitting on the balance. The checkered walnut grips rate about
good, exhibiting wear and flattening of the diamonds especially near the butt. One magazine is present. (25933-26) {C&R} (100/200)

1456. WINCHESTER MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #3657, 401 Win., 20” nickel steel barrel with a bright, near excellent
bore, showing a very light area of frosting but otherwise strong rifling on its length. Light texture is evident on some metal surfaces, edges
and stampings are somewhat worn overall, the barrel now retains about 50-55% of a later applied blue finish with dings, fading and scat-
tered speckling observed on its length. The receiver retains about 35-45% original blue finish exhibiting scattered surface freckling, fad-
ing and high edge silvering, all yielding to patina. The wood rates between good and good plus, with finish loss, and scattered dings and
dents apparent; the buttstock toe line has two sling swivel holes, one is filled in, one is not. Rifle is equipped with a dovetailed front sight
and a sporting rear sight which is broken and missing its elevator. (25890-51) {C&R} (300/500)

1457. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2406672, 30-30, 20” proof steel barrel with a near
excellent bore showing light pitting but strong rifling throughout. This carbine was manufactured in 1958, its barrel retains about 80-90%
original blue finish with minor scuffs, fading and blemishes evident. The receiver shows 80-90% of what is perhaps a later factory refinish
along with light oxidized spray on the left forward part. The wood on this gun has a very nice appearance. The shotgun style checkered
buttstock and forend rate very good plus as refinished with strong wood grains and clean, robust non-factory checkered panels. Wood to
metal fit is wanting in places and the wood is shy of the metal in places as well. Carbine is equipped with a steel checkered buttplate, a rear
sling swivel, a ramp beaded and hooded front sight and an adjustable sporting rear sight. (25989-D27419) {C&R} (350/550)
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1458. STEVEN IDEAL MODEL 44 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #1056, 38 CF, 25” part round, part octagon shortened barrel with
a bright, excellent bore. Some metal surfaces are lightly textured, some edges show light wear, the sleeved barrel, numbered to another
gun, now retains about 20-30% original blue finish, yielding to charcoal gray and plum patina, with speckled oxidation on its length, along
with silvering on the high edges. The receiver exhibits a case-hardened patina, with light trace speckling on the right side, freckling
observed on the left and a heavier oxidation on the lever. Moderately strong nitre blue shows on the breech block and the schutzen-style
buttplate displays a pleasing silvered ochre patina. The stocks rates about very good overall, the forend has nice quarter moon panels and
shows some chips at the schnabled forend and one on its upper left edge. Wood to metal fit is mostly tight, the buttstock is a bit shy of
the buttplate, otherwise scattered minor dings and dents are observed on the balance of wood. Rifle is equipped with a globe front sight
with post insert, a tang mounted adjustable ladder sight and two barrel mounted target block scope mounts. Though the rear target mount

designates “38 Special”, the chamber appears a bit long for this caliber. (25964-84) (250/450)
1459. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1911 STEYR-HAHN
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #324m, 9mm Steyr, 5” barrel
with a near excellent bore. Metal surfaces are smooth and
retain scattered traces of original blue finish which are drifting
to a gray brown patina; stampings are strong, edges lightly

worn and nicely silvered. The slide displays very tiny specks of
pinprick pitting. The walnut grips rate very good, exhibiting minor

flattening and a few missing diamonds within the checkered panels but
grips give the gun a genuine overall appearance. (25737-7) {C&R} (300/500)
1460. COLT POCKET POSITIVE FIRST ISSUE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial

#92969, 32 Cal, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good, bright bore, showing light pitting toward the breech and
good rifling throughout. Metal surfaces retain about 30-35% original blue finish which still displays some of its orig-

inal high luster along with fading and high edge silvering on the balance, while the topstrap exhibits light pitting which
has been covered by a later applied blue finish. Screws show minor slot damage and metal stampings are still crisp. The
hard rubber Colt grips rate near excellent, with strong checkered panels and only a light blemish or two on the butt.
(25978-14) {C&R} (200/400)
1461. SAVAGE MODEL 110FP LAW ENFORCEMENT/TACTICAL POLICE BOLT ACTION RIFLE
serial #F667477, 308 Win, 24” heavy barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The barrel retains about 45-50% original blue
finish and shows speckling and moderate to heavy textured oxidation as a result of poor storage. Light oxidation is evi-
dent on the rear of the bolt as well. The black Dupont Rynite stock is in excellent shape and features a checkered pis-
tolgrip buttstock with cap, a recoil pad and a checkered forend. Rifle is equipped with a Mo’s target front sight with spir-

it level, a quality, fully adjustable receiver mounted rear aperture sight, a scope mount base, a stripper clip guide, olive green
sling with quick release swivels, one rear and two front sling swivel studs. (25810-29) (250/450)

1462. CUSTOM ERFURT MAUSER MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6129, 8 mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good
bore showing light frosting and strong rifling throughout. Most metal surfaces retain about 65-70% of a later applied blue finish, some parts
display a pleasing gray/brown patina, metal markings are strong. The “(crown)/ERFURT/1917” marking, along with armory proof stamps,
are clear, the receiver ring has two drilled, tapped and filled holes; the magazine floorplate and bolt are numbered to the gun. The smooth
pistolgrip Bishop walnut stock rates near excellent and features a Monte Carlo comb and raised cheekpiece. Rifle is equipped with a raised
beaded front sight, a Lyman 57 SME receiver mounted aperture sight and front and rear sling swivel studs. (25741-1) (300/500)

1463. MAUSER MODEL 1871 CUSTOM BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #1736B, 11 mm, 20” part round, part octagon barrel
with a very good, bright bore showing frosting but very good rifling. The rounded portion of the barrel exhibits an even plum brown, with
more gray metal visible on the octagon flats. The receiver is in a similar state of condition, all armory proof stampings appear a bit “filled
in” but still moderately strong and completely legible. The carbine is equipped with a standard front sight blade, a combination flip-up lad-
der rear sight and smooth steel buttplate. The shortened stock rates very good as is, with scattered dings and dents evident along with
an empty sling swivel cutout on the buttstock’s toe line and a wooden blank observed at the upper tang, just rear of the bolt. (25903-3)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1464. JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION SHORT
RIFLE serial #3489, 7.7 Arisaka, 26” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces

show an even fading gray blue, retaining about 20% of a later applied arsenal refinish. Some screws
show slot damage, metal edges are sharp, stampings strong, the mum is clean and unmolested. The wood is in very

good condition as lightly cleaned, displaying very light dings from the years. Rifle is equipped with standard front sight with
side protectors, a sliding ladder rear sight with left and right fold down anti-aircraft sights, left side mounted front and rear sling

swivels and a bayonet lug. (25984-27) {C&R} (300/500)
1465. BRITISH LEE-ENFIELD NO. 1 MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #F95576, 303 British, 25” barrel with

a bright, excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain about 90% of a later applied arsenal refinish, inspection stampings are strong and clear, the
brass buttplate exhibits a tarnished ochre patina. Stock appears to consist of refinished arsenal wood, the original butt stock and a hand-
guard of the same vintage but perhaps from a different gun. Rifle is equipped with a front sight blade with side protectors, sliding rear
sight, a bayonet lug and front and rear sling swivels. Magazine is not present. (25810-21) {C&R} (250/450)

1466. RUGER MARK II GOVERNMENT COMPETITION SLABSIDE TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #225-37465,
22LR, 6 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original brushed stainless steel finish with light handling
marks. This pistol comes with walnut Vitarbo target grips, extended slide release, Truglo holographic sight, aftermarket trigger, and the bar-
rel has been Mag-na-ported; the trigger has been nicely tuned. Included is the original factory plastic box, a plastic hard case, a total of
two magazines, original factory grips, lock and manual. A great pistol for the Bulls-eye or Silhouette shooter. (126057-13) (350/550)

1467. RUGER MARK III HUNTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #229-45267, 22LR, 5 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original brushed stainless steel finish with light handling marks. This pistol comes with checkered hardwood compe-
tition grips, compensator, Clark Custom scope rail and a nicely tuned aftermarket trigger. Included is the original factory box, plastic hard
case, set of fiber optic front sight inserts, manual, internal lock keys and a Ruger scope rail. (126057-14) (350/550)
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1468. RUGER MARK I I TARGET SEMI-
AUTO PISTOL serial #225-23267, 22LR, 5
1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% original brushed stain-
less steel finish with light handling marks. This
pistol comes with checkered hardwood compe-
tition grips, compensator, Hakko Panorama MK-
III holographic sight, and a nicely tuned after-
market trigger. Included is the original factory
box, plastic hard case, total of 2 magazines,
original grips, manual and a lock. A nice setup
for the novice or experience competitive shoot-
er. (126057-15) (350/550)

1469. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 24-3
DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#ABZ5447, 44 Special, 4" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue with minor handling marks and a very
light turn ring on the cylinder. The trigger and
hammer exhibit excellent case-hardened colors.
The Goncalo Alves checkered target grips with
S&W medallions rate excellent with little signs of
use and a tiny blemish on the rear edge of the
butt. Included is a cleaning kit and the original facto-
ry blue cardboard box with matching serial number. The
box is in very good to excellent condition with light oxida-
tion of the metal reinforcements and minor cracking on some edges.
(126020-392) (450/650)

1470. RUGER MARK I TARGET LIBERTY MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL seri-
al #13-84602, 22LR, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%

original blue with light silvering on the muzzle and minor handling marks. The synthetic check-
ered factory grips rate excellent with the right side grip displaying a silver Ruger phoenix medallion with the sil-

vering partially faded. The pistol features a heavy target barrel and "Made in the 200th year of American Liberty"
stamped on the top of the receiver. Included is a single magazine and the original factory red box that is hand writ-

ten numbered to the gun. A very nice gun that appears to have had very little use. (126020-44) (350/450)

1471. WALTHER PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #152655S, 380ACP, 3 1/4"
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with
minor handling marks. The original black composite grips rate excellent. Included are
a total of two magazines (one with a figure extension), black plastic box, manual and clean-
ing brush. An excellent condition West German manufactured Walther imported by Interarms.
(126020-174) (500/700)
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1472. RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #216-41547, 22LR, 5 1/2" bull barrel with bright excellent bore. The
brushed stainless steel finish rates very good with light oxidation on the barrel and front sight, minor handling marks and an abrasion on
the back bottom of the grip frame. The factory walnut grips feature a black phoenix medallion and rate excellent with minor rounding of
the checkering and light handling marks. Included is a single factory magazine. (126047-10) (200/300)

1473. HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING
100 SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #459393, 22LR, 4 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with light handling
marks and minor silvering on the high edges. The plastic grips rate
very good with minor handling marks and a corner missing on the
lower right side. Pistol includes one single magazine. A fine example
of an early 100 series pistol. (125978-16) (300/400)

1474. COLT WOODSMAN 2ND SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#44576-S, 22LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal finish retains 70-
80% blue with light oxidation, minor silvering on the high edges, and moderate handling wear. The
Colt plastic grips feature a Rampant Colt image on the upper right side and rate very good with a small
crack by the edge of the thumb rest, robust checkering and minor handling marks. This pistol comes with
one single Colt magazine. (126036-5) (300/500)

1475. GLOCK MODEL 32
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL ser-
ial #CEA589US, 357SIG, 4"
barrel with an excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with light silvering on the high edges and
minor handling marks. The synthetic frame and integrated
grips rate excellent. This pistol features a white outline
rear sight and white dot front sights and comes with one
single 10 round factory magazine. (126054-37) (300/500)

1476. BROWNING BUCK MARK CAMPER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #515MN14131, 22LR, 5 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. Metal sur-
faces retain 99% original satin stainless steel finish on the barrel and slide, and
black anodized aluminum frame with light handling marks. The URX ambidextrous
wrap around grips rate excellent. Pistol features a 16 click per turn rear adjustable

target sight, fiber-optic front sight, gold colored trigger and comes with a total of three factory magazines,
Browning pistol rug, and the manual and assorted papers. (126073-20) (250/350)
1477. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #460477, 357 Magnum,
10" barrel with a bright excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with minor handling marks. The
walnut forearm and smooth finger groove grips with thumb rest rate excellent with light handling marks on the
butt edge of the grips, and a light impact mark and minor scratch on left side of the forearm. Includes the owner's
manuals. (126057-16) (200/400)

1478. SMITH & WESSON CHEFS SPECIAL
MODEL 60 DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #R1160, 38SPL, 2" pinned
barrel with a very good bright bore with light oxida-
tion. The metal surface retains 98% original satin
stainless steel finish with light handling marks and a
faint turn ring on the 5 round cylinder. The walnut
grips rate excellent with minor oxidation on the
S&W logo medallions and minimal rounding of the
checkering. A very nice pistol that appears to have
had little use. (126020-396) (300/400)

1479. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SIN-
GLE SHOT PISTOL serial #2674, 22LR, 8 3/4"
octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light
abrasions on the frame under and near the forearm
and on barrel where it contacts the frame, most like-
ly caused by tilting the barrel forward for reloading.
The left-handed walnut grip and forearm rate excel-
lent with one tiny ding on the grip and very minimal
rounding of the checkering. Included is a T/C Puma
1.5x17mm scope. (126020-151) (200/400)

1480. WALTHER MODEL P22 SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #L041261, 22LR, 3 3/8" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original matte black finish with minimal
handling marks. The green polymer frame with
grooved and stippled grips rate excellent. The pis-
tol comes with a 3-dot sight and includes the orig-
inal factory black plastic case with matching serial number, a total of two magazines and manual. (126077-4) (200/400)
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1481. HIGH STANDARD MODEL D-100 DERRINGER serial #1295005, 22LR, 3 1/2" barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal
surfaces of this over/under 2 shot pistol retain 99% original blue with very minor handling marks. The white plastic grips rate excellent
showing little if any use. Included is an unnumbered maroon factory display case in a cardboard sleeve. (126020-190) (200/300)

1482. WALTHER PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #S003644, 380ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The bright brushed stainless
steel surfaces rate excellent as do the plastic check-
ered grips. This American made Walther is in excel-
lent condition and appears to have had very little if
any use and comes with a total of two magazines,
cleaning rod, manual, test target and the original fac-
tory black plastic case with matching serial number.
(126020-68) (350/550)

1483. ITHACA MODEL 37 PROTECTION
SERIES SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial
#371629932, 12ga, 20" smoothbore barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original Parkerized finish with light oxidation
and minor handling marks. The oil finished walnut
pistol grip stock and forearm rate excellent with
minor superficial handling marks. This gun fea-
tures an eight shot tube magazine and a thin hard
rubber buttplate providing a length of 14 1/4".
(126020-6) (300/400)

1484. SAVAGE MODEL 24V SERIES B
OVER/UNDER COMBINATION RIFLE SHOTGUN serial
#C777011, 30-30 Win/20ga, 24" barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with light handling marks and excellent case-hardened colors
on the frame. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent and in near perfect condi-
tion with robust checkering and a hard rubber buttplate providing a length of 14 3/8". (126020-294) (400/600)

1485. RUGER LIBERTY
MODEL 10/22 CARBINE SEMI-

AUTO RIFLE serial #115-63272, 22LR, 18
1/2" pre-warning barrel with a bright excellent bore stamped "MADE

IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY" on the left side. Metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with silver highlights at the muzzle and light handling marks. The deluxe checkered wal-

nut sporter stock rates excellent with minor handling blemishes and minimal rounding of the checkering. This gun comes with
a military style leather sling and one single 10 round magazine. (126020-26) (300/500)

1486. THOMPSON CENTER MODEL R-55 SPORTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE
serial #2305, 22LR, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and

exhibit little signs of use. The brown laminated pistolgrip stock with Monte-Carlo cheekpiece and
grooved forend rate excellent with minor superficial handling marks. The rear sight is not present; a scope rail is mount-

ed on the receiver with the front fiber optic sight still in place. This rifle features a trigger stop, magazine storage in butt of the
stock and includes a nylon sling, factory original box with matching serial number and the manual. (126057-18) (350/550)
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1487. M A N H A T T A N / A M E R I C A N
STANDARD TOOL COMPANY
POCKET REVOLVER serial #9865,
22RF, 3 1/2” ribbed, octagon barrel with a
very good, bright bore showing pitting but
strong rifling. An engraved specimen with
interesting depiction, its metal surfaces are
mostly smooth, edges are sharp, stamping
and engraving strong, most finish remains,
wood very nice. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original nickel finish with loss
noted at the muzzle and scattered blemishes
on the frame. The barrel flat exhibits a strong
Newark address and the engraved cylinder,
featuring the settlers and Indians battle
scene, displays a strong depiction albeit
somewhat obscured by oxidation. The walnut
grips have an added varnish and light dings
are observed only on closer inspection.
(25950-1) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1488. BROWNING FN BABY LIGHTWEIGHT SEMI-
AUTO PISTOL serial #282133, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a bright
nickel finish slide and satin frame showing one tiny ding
on the front left side, another just above the triggerguard,
and one at the back right side of the slide, and some very
fine almost invisible surface scratches. The pearl grips
rate excellent as new and the included magazine has
some very fine scratches in a high luster finish. There is
a gold trigger showing light scuffs on the sides and a left
side lever safety. This pistol appears little used.
(116038-1) (350/550)

1489. MAUSER BOLT ACTION SPORTMODELL
SINGLE SHOT TARGET RIFLE serial #165033,
22 LR, 26 3/4" heavy barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this sporterized WWII trainer retain
97% blue showing a few tiny scattered spots of surface oxidation and some fading on the bolt release, the triggerguard, and at the muz-
zle. The pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent as restocked having a few widespread dings and scratches over a very strong smooth
satin finish and with crisp checkering. The Bishop stock has a checkered black plastic gripcap with white spacer and a buttplate of sim-
ilar composition. In addition there are threaded holes for sling swivels in the toeline and on the forend, and the rifle is equipped with a
good Weaver K4-E scope attached to the grooved action. Three threaded holes are present in the left side of the receiver which are par-
tially covered by the stock, probably for a side mount of some type. This is actually a nice gun and would make a good recreational tar-
get rifle. (115757-4) (350/550)

1490. GERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR CIVIL POLICE HELMET
This is a rather nice example of a civilian police helmet with rolled rim,
appearing to be a size "57" liner. The helmet retains 97 to 98% original black
paint with only minor scuffs in scratches and shows an excellent left side
police decal missing only one corner with some light edge wear, the right
side state colors show only a tiny flake missing. The interior liner and sus-
pension crown rate very good plus to an excellent and the chinstrap is intact,
the orange "sponge" comfort band is degrading slightly and flaking. One of
the front interior lobes of the liner is signed with the name of a former wear-
er, it is not readily discernible by this writer but what appears to be "May" is.
Overall a lovely example which is very complete and still in a very fine state
of condition. (35984-110P)
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1491. COLT TROOPER MK III WITH EARLY LASER
PRODUCTS CORPORATION LASER SIGHT ser-
ial #19413L, 357 Magnum, 6" barrel with an excellent bore.
The matte blued finish on this revolver rates excellent with
99% remaining. The grips are Pachmayr manufactured and
have been highly modified by LPC to accommodate the
necessary electronics and power supply for the laser. The
top of the frame has been machined and heavily modified to
mount a 9 3/4" long helium neon laser that is connected to the grips by means of
a heavily insulated wire. The top of the laser mount has a set of fully adjustable Micro sights
installed to allow an alternate means of sighting the revolver. In order to allow access to the
hammer for cocking, the factory hammer spur has been removed and new 1/2" wide by 1 1/2"
long, arched hammer spur, with full checkering was added to replace it. All the work appears to be
professionally done and remains in excellent condition. At the time this combination was manufac-
tured, this laser sight was considered cutting edge technology, and led the way to today's current crop
of weapon mounted laser sights. This is an opportunity to add a unique piece of history to your military
and police firearms collection. (86020-71) (400/600)

1492. CUSTOM RUGER NEW MODEL
BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#46-21317, 45 Colt, with 2 15/16" barrel with an excellent bore and
unusual rifling. The rifling has very narrow lands and wide grooves remi-
niscent of the early Colt Single Action Army blackpowder rifling. It appears
a professional removed the original factory barrel and reinstalled an after-
market barrel; the ejector and ejector rod housing was left off; and the factory front
sight reinstalled. The revolver retains 99% of its nice custom blue and anodized finish with
a light turn ring visible on the cylinder; and some silvering on the loading gate and rear
sight. The smooth walnut grips are in excellent condition an exhibit the silver Ruger
Phoenix with black background. This is a unique custom version of a Sheriff's Model sin-
gle action built on an adjustable sighted Ruger Blackhawk. (86020-52) (350/550)

1493. BROWNING MODEL 1955 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #621466, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with majority of loss due to grip safety
wear. The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent. Pistol includes a single factory magazine, pistol rug and holster. A near excel-
lent late run manufactured model 1955 pistol. (55865-173) (350/550)

1494. BROWNING MODEL 1971 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #71N04239, 380 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% original blue. The checkered black plastic thumb rest grips rate excellent. Pistol is equipped with adjustable sights
and a single finger rest magazine. Pistol includes a factory leather pistol rug. (55865-174) (350/550)

1495. BROWNING MODEL BL-22 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #70B41119, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original finish exhibiting little signs of use. The western style high gloss finish stock and forearm rate very good
to excellent with several impact marks. (126020-487) (350/450)

1496. SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MODEL 164M SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1108016A, 22 Mag, 22 1/2” barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue having only a few scattered scratches, particularly on the receiver. The Monte
Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good showing dings and scratches over a good lacquer finish and exhibiting crisp skip-line checkering
displaying a few small impact marks. There is a right hand cheekpiece, a grooved hard rubber buttplate, and the forend has a schnabel
tip. In addition, quick detachable sling swivels are affixed to the stock and forend. The gun features a post front sight with hood, a fold-
ing leaf rear sight, and the receiver is grooved for scope mounts. Included is one five round magazine. A nice small game rifle by a qual-
ity maker. (116020-20) (350/550)

1497. ANSCHUTZ MODEL 1403 MATCH 64 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE ser-
ial #471835, 22 LR, 26" barrel with bright excellent bore. The majority of the metal surfaces retain 97% blue showing a few

scattered light oxidation specks and some silvering at the muzzle. The bolt handle exhibits some tarnish over a bright finish and the trig-
gerguard displays 90% blue with some fine oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates very good having scattered dings and scratches
with some checking along the bottom and chipping on the edges of the grip and butt. Only the grip is checkered and it remains crisp
although lightly soiled. The target style stock features a palm swell grip and large cheekpiece for a right hand shooter along with a buttplate
adjustable for pitch and drop. There is a handstop installed into a long rail under the forend with a sliding sling swivel mounted into the rail
just ahead of it. The gun is equipped with a globe front post sight and an Anschutz aperture sight fitted into grooves on top of the action.
Included is a very good target style 1 5/8" wide leather sling with wing nut lock. A solid target rifle which is ready for some serious shoot-
ing. (116020-131) (400/600)
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1498. BROWNING AUTO-22 GRADE I SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #17603RT146, 22 LR, 19 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces exhibit 98% original blue showing some scattered fine scratches, a few tiny specks of surface oxidation and a little sil-
vering at the muzzle. The frame has the typical panels of foliate engraving on each side and on the triggerguard. The pistolgrip stock and
round forearm rate very good to excellent having a few faint scratches, particularly in the bottom of the forearm and also showing an impact
mark on each lower side of the forearm all over a strong satin factory finish. Checkering shows a few dents and flattened diamonds, par-
ticularly on the forearm but remains crisp and the grooved metal buttplate shows some edge wear on the toe and heel. The gun features
a blade type front sight and a Redfield 4X scope on an added grooved base all in good condition. This is a great little rifle in nice condi-
tion which would make a fun shooter. (116020-326) (400/600)

1499. COLT LIGHTNING SLIDE ACTION SMALL FRAME RIFLE serial #29735, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel with dark gray bore with
some visible rifling. The metal surfaces exhibit a dark brown patina with scattered dings and scratches having faint but legible barrel mark-
ings. The straight stock and forearm rate good showing dings and scratches over a drying and fading varnish and the forearm checkering
is worn away leaving only a faint outline. There is a Colt checkered hard rubber buttplate with the Colt logo present which shows wear.
The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight and there is a replaced screw in the dust cover. The action
is quite loose but it seems to operate fine. A well used but functional Lightning made in 1898. (115823-169) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1500. BROWNING T-BOLT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #68878X, 22 LR, 24” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% plus original blue showing one tiny scratch on the right side of the barrel below the front sight, the exception being the bolt
and bolt handle which are left bright. The pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying almost invisible handling marks over a satin finish with
fine well executed checkering on both grip and forend. There is a hard rubber Browning buttplate installed and the gun is equipped with
a ramp mounted front blade type sight, a ramp mounted adjustable leaf rear sight, and the receiver is grooved for scope mounts. Included
is the original Styrofoam lined black cardboard box showing some edge wear and old tape containing one magazine, test target, and
owner’s manual. A neat little rifle in great condition. (116020-22) (400/600)

1501. OHIO HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY LEVI BIDDLE About
.32 cal., 34” octagon barrel with a good bore. The barrel is an overall plum brown patina with specks of

scattered light pitting and oxidation staining along with a few light dings and scuffs along the edges. The top flat is
marked “L. Biddle” matching the lightly engraved lock which is an overall pewter gray with modest light pitting on hammer and

lockplate leaving only “DDLE” visible. The front sight has been removed, the rear slot has fitted with a slot blank and a Marble’s
elevator rear sight installed; addition there are two holes drilled and tapped in the extended tang most likely as peep or long range sight

provision at some time. There is an inlayed soft pewter nosecap with a couple light cracks and scratches, two light scroll engraved nick-
el silver escutcheons in the front of the forend and matching nickel silver fore-stock plate both supported by small bright brads. The
three ramrod pipes, double spur triggerguard, crescent buttplate, toeplate, sideplate and patchbox all have nice mellowed brass patina.
The curly maple stock rates good to very good with an old light cleaning, numerous light nicks, dings and handling marks, a thin 3 1/2”
in the front right forend and a small brass stock repair at the front of the lockplate and right side of the wrist behind the rough faceted
copper plate barrel shroud. The rifle is equipped with double set triggers, bolster with clean-out hole and what appears to be a proper
wood ramrod/ brass ball puller tip cleaning rod is present. Levi Biddle was a gunsmith in Shanesville Tuscarawas County Ohio from about
the 1830’s to mid-1840’s. A good looking Ohio halfstock for above the mantle. (55976-5) {ANTIQUE} (600/800)

1502. MODERN FLINTLOCK FULLSTOCK KENTUCKY KIT RIFLE About .44 cal., 41 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good bore.
The barrel bears an applied brown finish over light cleaning marks and some pinprick pitting and is fitted with a long silver blade front
sight and fixed square notch rear sight. The lot has a light heat tempered finish with light oxidation on the hammer. There is a nickel sil-
ver muzzle cap, three ramrod pipes, single spur triggerguard, light engraved sideplate, patchbox, buttplate and toeplate. The birch stock
has a striped blonde finish and rates very good with a molded cheeckpiece and single inlaid nickel silver escutcheon and marquetry. What
appears to be a proper hickory ramrod is included along with an August 20 1981 response from the Center for Wood Anatomy Research
confirming type of wood in the stock. A rather neat Kentucky kit rifle for the woods or wall. (55840-5) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1503. MARLIN 39A 3RD MODEL 2ND VARIATION LEVER ACTION RIFLE seri-
al #H17262, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% orig-

inal blue with light spotty freckling and handling marks on the barrel and magazine tube, minor oxidation on
the lever, trigger and tangs, and a couple of freckles and a small scratch on the receiver. The smooth pistol grip walnut stock

and forearm rate excellent with a couple of light dings, and minor handling marks and scratches. This variation of the model 39A,
only made for a couple of years in the early 1950s, features a white plastic spacer next to the buttplate, a pistolgrip cap with a white spac-
er and a brass insert and flutes in the buttstock comb. The original rear sight has been removed; a Redfield adjustable aperture sight is
mounted on the left side of the receiver. (126030-12) (300/500)

1504. KRAG-JORGENSEN MODEL 1896 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #96444, 30-40 Krag, 30" barrel with gray frosted bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit a smooth brown patina showing remnants of blue and some minor surface oxidation, particularly on the buttplate.
The straight stock and handguard rate good having light dings and a few scratches with a hairline crack behind the top tang and a half
inch chip missing from the right top side of the handguard. The grip shows some oil soaking and any cartouches have faded out except
for a "P" in a circle just behind the triggerguard. There is a cleaning rod trap in the butt but no rod is present. The gun is equipped with
sling swivels in the stock and on the middle barrel band, a stacking swivel on the front barrel band, and it features a blade type front sight
and a Model 1902 rear ladder sight. Included is an old leather sling. This rifle was manufactured late in the production run just before
the advent of the Model 1898 and may have seen action. (116080-2) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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1505. BROWNING MODEL B/2000 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #86622C57, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib
barrels with Poly-Chokes both with bright excellent bores. One barrel is chambered for 3" magnum cartridges and the other for 2 3/4".
Both retain 99% dark blue having a few faint scratches and the frame has vignettes of open foliate scroll engraving also exhibiting 99%
dark blue with sparse faint scratches. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate excellent showing only a few light handling marks with
crisp well executed checkering. There is a hard rubber Browning buttplate providing a length of 14 1/2". A versatile set up for almost
any kind of shotgunning. (116034-3) (350/550)

1506. SMITH & WESSON MODEL .32 SAFETY
HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL REVOLVER
WITH BOX serial #118094, .32 S&W, 3" barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 790-92%
original blue with brown flaking overall, the cylinder show-
ing more fading and a distinct turn line and the back grip
strap toning to a soft pewter. The black hard rubber check-
ered grips rate very good to excellent showing a few minor
chips and scratches and good color remains on the trigger.
Timing and lock up are good. Included is the original green
box with label which is in very good condition having a little
wear on the corners. A nice display of an early 20th
Century Smith. (115995-2) {C&R} (400/600)

1507. SMITH & WESSON MODEL .32
SAFETY HAMMERLESS SECOND
MODEL REVOLVER WITH BOX
serial #120776, .32 S&W, 3" barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
exhibit 97% original nickel finish having
some light oxidation spotting around the
back of the recoil shields and a spot on the
left side of the barrel assembly just above
the hinge. The opening latch is blued and
also shows some oxidation spotting. The
black hard rubber checkered grips rate
very good to excellent and 50% plus case
color remains on the trigger. Timing and
lock up are good. Included is a very good
original green box with label showing just a
little edge wear. A very nice" Lemon
Squeezer" made between 1902 and 1909.
(115995-3) {C&R} (400/600)

1508. SMITH & WESSON MODEL .32 HAND EJECTOR FIRST MODEL REVOLVER serial #19217, .32 S&W, 3" barrel with bright
good bore showing some light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 50% blue turning brown with wear on all of the high edges, the cylinder,
triggerguard, and front strap showing the most fading. In addition, there is a distinct turn line in the cylinder and the ejector rod is polished
bright. The checkered walnut grips rate very good having tarnished S & W medallions and displaying a few small dings and some light chip-
ping of the bottom edges, and the trigger and hammer exhibit about 30% case color. The lock up is a bit sloppy but the gun functions fine
although it is a bit sluggish. A handy small revolver which could benefit from a little clean up. (116080-18) {C&R} (300/500)
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1509. COLT MODEL 1877 LIGHTNING DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #140517, 38 Colt, 4 1/2 barrel that has an about
very good, lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and brown and are devoid of any finish. There are a few areas that
have very light pitting and a few light handling and tool marks as well. The barrel address is light but the caliber marking and patent dates
are crisp. The Rampant Colt marking is light on the leading edge and all the numbers appear to be matching. Revolver is equipped with
a set of brown hard rubber grips that rate very good and are worn smooth on the lower edges on both sides. This 1903 vintage revolver
appears to function correctly and is in about very good condition overall. (46080-60) {C&R} (350/550)

1510. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT SINGLE SHOT YOUTH
SHOTGUN 20 ga., 26" barrel having a modified choke with a bright excellent bore. The

barrel's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with a small ding just ahead of the chamber on the top of
the barrel, some light scratches and handling marks, and wear around the muzzle. The frame and triggerguard have

90-95% blue with light handling marks and minor freckling. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excel-
lent with some thinning of the varnish and a few dings and scratches. This youth model features a 13" stock with a red rubber

butt pad and a red dot insert visible when the hammer is cocked. (126037-13) (350/500)

1511. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT RED LETTER SINGLE SHOT
SHOTGUN 12 ga., 30" barrel having a full choke with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces

retain 80-85% original blue fading to a nice plum brown with the barrel showing a small ding above the fore-
arm, spots of oxidation, handling marks, and minor wear around the muzzle; the frame and trigger guard have scratches

and freckling with a rub area on the top of the frame. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good to excellent with a few light
dings and superficial scratches. The stock is 14 1/4" long with a hard rubber Winchester buttplate. (126037-7) {C&R} (150/250)

1512. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A2398511, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with a couple of handling marks on the barrel and the receiver showing freckled oxidation. The black
plastic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few light scuffs. This rifle features an adjustable rear sight and a 14 shot buttstock tube mag-
azine. (125988-S16758) (350/500)

1513. REMINGTON NYLON 66 "BICENTENNIAL" SEMI-AUTO
RIFLE serial #2581711, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with the barrel showing a couple of light scuffs
and minor oxidation on the muzzle; and light freckling on the sides, and moderate freckling on
the top of the receiver. The brown plastic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of minor scuffs. This rifle
features an adjustable rear sight, a gold colored 1776-1976 eagle crest inscription on the left side of the receiver, and a
14 shot buttstock tube magazine. (126037-18) (350/550)

1514. LOT OF GUN REPORT MAGAZINES This lot consists of 127 excellent condition copies of The Gun Report. This collection is
comprised of one of every issue beginning with Jan. of 2000 through Sept./Oct. of 2010. (74998-1)

1515. U.S. MACHETE LOT This lot consists of two "S.W.I." marked machetes in excellent condition with scabbards. Each measures 23"
long and have 18" parkerized blades that are dated "1944". One includes a hard plastic scabbard, the other has a canvas U.S.M.C. scab-
bard dated "1943" with the name "Geo. Palermo" painted on the front and also has "U.S.M.C." stamped on the blade. A couple of excel-
lent condition World War II vintage machetes. (44687-13D)

1516. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION A total of eight assorted cartridges in multiple different calibers. First is a Kynoch two
piece case and paper hulled .410 bore shotshell in good condition. Second are four 22 rimfire cartridges in good condition. Third is a
U.M.C 44 M.H. & Co. center fire cartridge in very good condition. Fourth is an unfired 30 Pederson case in good condition. Fifth is a Geco
6.35 mm plastic tipped bullet in good condition. (101939-11P)

1517. M60 LINK LOT This lot contains 49 sleeves of disintegrating links for the M60 machine gun and certain clones. The links are Israeli
with each box containing links for 20 rounds of 7.62 mm NATO ammunition, in virtually new condition overall. (4139-3A)

1518. WARDS WESTERN FIELD RIFLE BARREL This is a 24", 22 S, L, LR barrel with a slight bend and an excellent bore. The barrel
fits an unknown model rifle with the metal surfaces retaining 90% original blue finish. (63944-10)

1519. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE PAPER SHOTSHELLS Total of 42 assorted shotshells including (1) Gevelot & Gaupillat shotshell with a
blue paper hull that measures 1 7/8" long with a diameter of .457" and a brass hull with a base diameter of .528"; (1) U.M.C. shotshell with
a headstamp marked "No. 24" and an overshot card marked "6C U.M.C."; (4) U.M.C. Co No. 12 Arrow shotshells loaded with #3 shot; (2)
U.M.C. Co. No. 12 Smokeless empty and primed hulls; (1) U.M.C. Co. No. 12 ACME empty and primed hull brass; (1) U.M.C. Co. No. 12
Smokeless empty and primed hull; (1) U.M.C. Co. No. 10 shotshell with an overshot card marked "Improved Patent Wire Cartridge SSG";
(3) Winchester Repeater No. 12 shotshells; (2) Western No. 12 Record shotshells loaded with BB shot; (2) plastic hulled Wescan Magna
Powered 12 Ga. Ammo No. 5 shotshells; (2) U.M.C. Co No. 16 New Club paper hulled shotshells, one shell has BB shot and one shell has
#4 shot; (1) Winchester Ranger No. 16 shotshell loaded with #9 shot; (1) U.M.C. Co. No. 12 Club paper shell that has been shot and has
had the primer removed; (1) U.S.C. Co. No.12 XX fired paper hull shell (1) S.W.F. 12 Ga. plastic shotshell in excellent condition loaded with
#6 shot; (1) S.W.F. 16 Ga. plastic shotshell in excellent condition loaded with #8 shot; (1) S&W 12 Ga. plastic shotshell in excellent condi-
tion loaded with #4 shot; (1) S&W 12 Ga. shotshell in excellent condition loaded with #6 shot; (1) Amron GW 12 Ga. Shotshell in good
condition with some light tarnish on the hull and some oxidation around the primer; (1) Activ empty plastic 12 Ga. shell that has no primer
and has not been fired; (6) P.C.C. No. 12 League paper shotshells loaded with #4 shot in good condition with tarnish on the brass and
some dirt smudges on the hull; (1) U.M.C. Co. No. 12 Arrow shell that is not loaded but is primed and unfired and marked "Hand loaded".
This paper hull is in good condition with some light dirt smudges and the brass shows some tarnish. (1) U.M.C. Co No. 12 Union paper
hull that is empty and primed; (1) Winchester Leader 1901 No. 20 empty primed hull; (1) New Rival 1901 No. 20 empty primed paper hull;
(1) Repeater 1901 No. 20 empty primed paper hull; (1) U.M.C. Co. No. 20 Union empty primed hull; and (1) U.S.C. Co. No. 16 empty primed
paper hull. These are all in good condition with some exhibiting dirt smudges and tarnish on the brass. (51051-415L,R)
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1520. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Total of 83 paper hull shotshells including (5) U.M.C. Nitro No. 12 empty, unfired hulls with some fading due
to age; (5) 1901 New Rival No. 10 empty, unfired hulls in good condition with some minor wear; (5) Laflin & Rand U.M.C. Co. No. 10
shotshells in good condition that are unfired with some dirt smudges and tarnish on the brass; (1) DuPont U.M.C. Co. New Club No. 10
Shotshell with some tarnish on the brass; (2) unfired Winchester Repeater No. 10 shotshells with some dirt smudges; (1) unfired
Remington UMC Arrow No. 10 shotshell with some tarnish on the brass and staining on the hull; (2) unfired Rem-UMC Nitro Club No.
12 Scatter Loads in good condition; and (1) unfired Remington UMC New Club No. 16 shotshell in good condition with some dirt smudg-
ing; (10) Smith & Wesson 12 Ga. shotshells loaded with 00 Buck. Each shell exhibits some oxidation due to moisture. (6) Alcan
Incorporated fired and deprimed 12 Ga. shotgun hulls that are in poor condition with a coating of corrosion; (2) Winchester Ranger 16
Ga. shotshells loaded with #9 shot in good condition with some dirt smudges on the paper hulls; (1) Winchester Repeater #16 shotshell
in good condition with some dirt smudges on the paper hull; (1) Winchester Leader 16 Ga. shell in good condition with some minor wear
on the paper hull; (10) loaded Climax and UMC 12 ga. paper hull shells; (10) empty Winchester and UMC 10 ga. paper hulls; (4) loaded
Winchester 10 ga. paper shells; (5) Remington 12 ga. paper shells and (6) loaded and empty UMC 14 ga. paper hulls and (6) empty 10
ga. paper hulls by UMC and PCC. All are in very good condition. (51051-415G,S,U,V)

1521. REMINGTON HAND TRAP LOT This lot consists of two Remington hand traps. The first is in very good condition and appears
to function correctly. The second is in good condition with light oxidation on the metal parts and is missing the large cocking spring. Both
retain leather lanyards. (43478-42123)

1522. FLYING MALLARD DRAKES A somewhat modern looking set of six home-made flying mallard drakes with extended wings. Each
has two eyelets on the back to hang them. The wings are thin board stock set into the sides of the bodies. The legs are wire and wood,
and each bird has painted tack eyes. These birds have storage wear and marks with three of the decoys missing the top wooden sections
of their pieced heads. Each is 12" long by 16" across the wings. (2250-3)

1523. SHOOTERS LOT Three items total: first is a cloth, one piece, AR-15 forend cover for the old style, pyramid shaped handguards. The
cover is made of a black padded material measuring approximately 10 1/2" in length. The exterior exhibits wear and is faded slightly with
the cover in very good to excellent condition overall; second is an HKS model 10-A, six round speed loader and third is a Bucheimer, right
hand, black leather holster for a small to medium frame revolver with a barrel length up to 3". The holster's exterior surfaces exhibit wear
and overall scuffing as well as mild soiling, in very good condition overall. (64214-8,9)

1524. LOT OF GATLING GUN ACCESSORIES Three pieces in all. The first is a handmade brass adapter tray for mounting a Bruce feed-
ing assembly or magazine and is fashioned from a mixture of light and heavy gauge sheet brass. The tray has a darkly mottled ochre pati-
na with visible soldered joints and is hand stamped on the back with the name of the builder, "R.L. KLINGER 1961". The tray is well made
and fairly well finished. Next is a reproduction bronze patent plate marked, "GATLING'S/BATTERY/GUN…MADE BY COLT'S/PT. FIRE
ARMS/MFG CO/HARTFORD, CONN./U.S.A." with the 1862,'65,'71, and '72 patent dates. The bronze has a pleasant dull brown-ochre
color and is in excellent overall condition with undrilled screw holes at the sides. The last item is a bronze field carriage swivel bracket which
has about 60-70% of an old black painted finish which has flaked to the underlying tarnished ochre metal on the balance. (3559-1)

1525. HOMEMADE GOLDEN EYE HEN DECOY This unsigned primitive 14” decoy made of cork on a wooden plank has a carved
wooden head with a chipped beak. Judging from the amount of shot still stuck in this decoy, it enjoyed a very active sporting career. Paint
is faded but adds to the charm of this old bird. (2990-4)

1526. CANVASBACK DRAKE WORKING DECOY, UNKNOWN CARVER A large canvasback drake wooden decoy carved in a
heavier form, but much along the lines of the Evans’ factory. The decoy has a wide flat bottom with a heavy upturned tail. The head has
been off this decoy in the past and is now re-attached. There is a fine hairline across the back and in the front chest area, and a slightly
larger split line is on the bottom and slightly up the tail. The old square flat weight is still attached, as is the tie eyelet. Both of the old high
quality glass eyes are present. There are some minor shot marks on the right side of the decoy and two dings, one on top of the bill and
one in the bill side. The overall length of the decoy is 16". The paint finish has aged to a muted dull color with some finish now missing
from the front chest. (2918-11)

1527. RAISED HEAD BLACK DUCK, HOME-MADE DECOY The body and head on this black duck likely did not start their gun-
ning life together on this single decoy. The body is hand-chopped and shows age and wear on the bottom and neck area that suggests a
prior paint and head were used. The current head has several thin crack lines running through the neck and the glass eye seats are miss-
ing. A length of weight rigging is still attached to the bottom. The glossy black repaint finish is beginning to chip and wear to natural wood.
(2918-11D)

1528. LOT OF LEATHER POUCHES Two pouches total: unmarked leather shot bag with brass furniture, the spout has some moderate
amounts of tarnish and the leather is dried and crazed but is still intact and supple. The stitching has two small sections where it has sep-
arated along the top near the spout; unmarked leather powder flask, the flask is in good overall condition and appears to be complete
with its only apology being a broken spring on the powder measure. (103135-316)

1529. LOT OF THREE MINIATURE DECOY CARVINGS Two Geese and a Wood Duck This is a nice mixed lot of three (3) minia-
ture carvings that show varying details of finish, condition and style. The first is hand painted wood duck drake 7 1/2" in length. The mini
wood duck decoy is branded on the bottom in a circle, "Stoney Point Decoys" with ink signature "Shirley Hearne 1990." The second piece
is a mini flat-bottomed goose, poised with a slightly reaching head. The quality of this piece suggests a lower quality hand-made item. Its
overall length is 5 3/4". The third piece is a mini goose carving posed on wire legs upon a piece of driftwood. The goose carving is 4 1/2"
in length with the overall length of the driftwood being 7 1/2". (2933-3)

1530. GATLING GUN EXTRACTOR Included in this lot is a Model 1883 extractor. There are areas of light pin prick pitting and the fin-
ish is a mellow silver and brown mixture. The extractor appears to be in good to very good overall condition. (101347-3)

1531. ITALIAN AUTOMATIC STILETTO This authentic Italian-made, push button stiletto has a 4" stainless steel modified spear point
blade. The bolsters are chrome and the grips are stag horn retained with four brass rivets. The knife is equipped with a sliding safety to
lock the blade closed. The piece is in like new condition and can only be sold to NH residents. (56022-2/2)

1532. LOT OF TACTICAL PARTS Includes three items: (1) padded shoulder strap with black plastic buckles in an OD green color; (1)
OD green colored nosecap for a drag bag; (1) Taiwan manufactured machete measuring 23” overall equipped with black plastic handles
and an OD green nylon sheath with wire belt hook. All items are in very good condition. (104318-64E10)

1533. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Total of 19 loose assorted paper hulled 12 ga., shotshells from various manufactures. They all appear to be
in very good condition and range in shot sizes from No. 4 to No. 6. Also included are four partial boxes of collectible primers from
Winchester and U.S. Cartridge. The boxes rate about very good with rounded edges, light scuffing and ingrained dirt. (23667-12A)
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1534. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of (2) plastic boxes containing 14 collectible shotshells and hulls.
Included are: Western 12 ga. #6, Western 12 ga. #4, Western 12 ga. #8 Super Trap, Eley Grand Prix 12 ga. #6, Remington 16 ga. #2
Express, Western 16 ga. #6, Winchester 12 ga. #4, (2) 12 ga. pinfire shells, a U.M.C. 12 ga. paper hull, and a Parker 12 ga. brass hull. All
are in very good to excellent condition and most are paper hull shells. Next is a bag of loose shotshells containing (39) 12 ga. paper hull
loads, (2) 16 ga. paper hull loads, (2) 20 ga. paper hull loads, and (6) 410 ga. paper hull loads. The types vary and brands include Western,
Peters, Federal, Remington and C.C.Co.. All are in excellent overall condition. Last is a bag consisting of (36) loose rounds of various 20
ga. ammunition. Included are U.S., Remington, Super DD, Winchester with a few unmarked as well and vary in style. All are in very good
to excellent condition, most are paper hulls. (53023-1S1,1V1,1Y1)

1535. AUTOMATIC KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two matching auto knives by an unknown maker. The first measures 8" overall with
a 3" blade with the second is the same style but slightly smaller at 6 3/4" and a 2 1/2" blade. The larger knife has a belt clip. Both have
bright stainless steel blades and blue aluminum grips with rubber inserts and are products of China. Please note: This lot can be sold to
NH residents only. (46022-2)

1536. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL REVOLVER serial #175935, 32 RF, 3" barrel with a good plus
bore showing some oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original nickel finish showing wear and flaking at
the muzzle, light scattered speckling of oxidation on the balance and oxidation showing more prominently on the cylinder and forcing cone.
The case-hardened hammer and trigger retain about 98% vivid color. The triggerguard retains about 75-80% original blue finish and con-
trasts nicely against the nickel frame and cylinder. This revolver is fitted with black plastic diamond centered and checkered grips with
the S&W Medallions and features the pinned front sight. (25463-8){C&R} (100/200)

1537. REPRODUCTION SMITH & WESSON NUMBER THREE DETACHABLE BUTTSTOCK This is a very nicely made repro-
duction buttstock for the Smith & Wesson new model number three revolver. The iron is finish-machined and roughly polished, doubtless
still in need of some final fitting, it is currently in-the-white. The buttstock is 95% shaped and finished with the inletting being completed.
There is no provision for a buttplate as yet. The stock is constructed of American black walnut and will show some nice grain when fin-
ished. The stock appears complete with the tightening-bar and grooved clamp nut, there are no screws present. (35006-87B)

1538. IVER JOHNSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #D4984, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a fair, pitted bore. The
metal retains about 25% of the original nickel finish with the balance turned to a dark plum-brown with moderate pitting. The checkered
hard rubber grips are in fair shape and have heavy wear along with some scratch marks on the blank escutcheons. The mechanism is
not functional. (74658-13) {C&R} (5/10)

1539. COLT GRIP LOT Includes a set of factory Pearl-Lite grips with screw. The grips are in overall fine condition with silver colored
Rampant Colt inlays. There are several small nicks on the insides of the panels and some material has removed to fit a G frame revolver
and have been drilled to accept stock pins. (106022-3)

1540. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 94 HAMMERS This lot consists of five hammers for the model 94 lever action top eject car-
bine with a serial number above 4,580,000. These hammers are in as new condition retaining all of their original blue finish. (5492-1)

1541. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 FOREARMS This lot consists of two grooved walnut forearms for the Model 1300 style
slide action shotguns. These 30 year old forearms are in as new condition. (55492-2)

1542. LOT OF WINCHESTER RANGER/DEFENDER FOREARMS This lot consists of two grooved hardwood forearms for the
Model 120 Ranger youth, Defender or Marine style slide action shotguns. These 30 year old forearms are in as new condition. (5492-7)

1543. LOT OF WINCHESTER BUTTPLATES This lot consists of five serrated black synthetic buttplates with the name “Winchester” in
the center. These 30 year old buttplates will fit a wide variety of rimfire rifles including the model 150, 190, 255, 255, 270, 290, etc. and
are in fine condition overall with spots of light oxidation staining. (5492-11)

1544. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 94 MAGAZINE TUBES This lot consists of five magazine tubes which measure 12 1/2” long
and are for a variety of post 64 model 94 lever action carbines and commemorative rifles. The overall conditions are as new retaining all
of their original blue finish. (5492-3)

1545. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 70 STYLE INTERNAL MAGAZINES This lot consists of twelve Winchester manufactured
blue finished metal internal magazines for the post 64 model 70 style bolt action rifles, short varmint length for blind magazine rifles. These
internal magazines are in excellent condition with the factory grease still present. (5492-19)

1546. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 1400 TRIGGERGUARDS This lot consists of ten black synthetic triggerguards for the
Winchester model 1400 semi-auto shotguns. These triggerguards rate excellent having never been installed. (5492-4)

1547. LOT OF WINCHESTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN TRIGGERGUARDS This lot consists of ten black synthetic trigger
guards for an unknown Winchester slide action shotgun. They are model 1200/1300 style with a molded-in rear tang extension 1/4–3/8”
long. These trigger guards are in excellent condition overall. (5492-18)

1548. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 94 EXTRACTORS This lot consists of ten extractors for the Winchester post 64 model 94 lever
action top-eject firearms. These extractors are in the white and rate very good possibly needing final fitting. (5492-14)

1549. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LOWER TANGS This lot consists of six lower tangs for the post 64 model 94 lever action
top eject carbine with a serial number below 4,580,000. These lower tangs are in as new condition retaining all of their original blue fin-
ish. (5492-6)

1550. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTGUN BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two plain pistolgrip stained hardwood buttstocks with a
circular cut inlay on the right side for a commemorative medallion. These 30 year old buttstocks are for the slide action style shotguns and
are in as new condition. (5492-10)

1551. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 190 BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two plain pistolgrip hardwood buttstocks for the model
190 semi-auto rimfire rifle and carbine. These 30 year old stocks are in as new condition. (5492-17)

1552. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 150 BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two straight grip hardwood buttstocks for the model
150 lever action rimfire carbine. These 30 year old stocks are in as new condition. (5492-9)

1553. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 270 BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstocks for the
model 270 slide action rimfire rifle. These 30 year old stocks are in as new condition. (5492-5)

1554. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 290 BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstocks for the
model 290 semi-auto rimfire rifle. These 30 year old stocks are in as new condition. (5492-13)

1555. LOT OF WINCHESTER MODEL 290 BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstocks for the
model 290 semi-auto rimfire rifle. These 30 year old stocks are in as new condition. (5492-13A)
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1556. CAPE ELAND SHOULDER MOUNT This mount measures 63" in height with a 30 1/2" standoff from the wall and is facing to the
left. The hair is an overall spotty fawn toning to a Spanish moss on the body proper. The horns are straight and heavily keeled. The mount
rates very good overall with light scuffs and scratches below the right eye and cape along with a lightly crackled nose and damage top
edge of the left ear. Please note: due to size and weight extra shipping will apply. See image at back of catalog. (56022-3)

1557. U.S. UNIFORM LOT This lot consists of a World War II brown wool M-1926 short overcoat in very good condition. The coat is
unmarked and has a single round patch on the left shoulder; it is light blue with a dark blue border and has "NY" in center. The coat has
some areas of minor insect damage but appears otherwise intact. (44687-26G)

1558. FIELD JACKET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Army OD green cold weather coat size XS-Regular. It is in like new condition minus
some very light soiling which should be a quick clean. (44624-11)

1559. LOT OF CETME PARTS This lot consists of a wood stock kit for the Cetme series rifle. Included are two buttstocks, one forearm,
three black composite pistolgrips, a composite buttplate a flash hider, and two screws and end caps for the forearm. No other hardware
is included. All are in excellent condition the wood pieces are unfinished but have very nice grain. (44603-5N4)

1560. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight rounds of vintage 45-70 ammunition. Included are four rounds
of W.C.C. Mk I blanks, one Rem-UMC blank and three loaded soft point rounds by Western. All have light tarnish but are in excellent
condition otherwise; a single round of 45-100 with a paper patch bullet; 23 rounds of blue tipped, wood practice rounds with aluminum
cases and ten rounds of dummy ammo; and a single box of 50 Winchester 32 S&W blanks. The two-piece box has a white label with
minor foxing and red "W" logos on the end flaps. The corners of the lid portion are torn, but the box is in otherwise excellent condition.
The included ammunition has some light tarnish, but rates excellent as well. (44584-6P1)

1561. COLLECTIBLE TOOL AND AMMUNITION LOT Three items total: (1)unmarked 1855 tumbler and wire punch set. The tool is
blued with areas of light surface oxidation present. Each leg measures 3 1/2" long and it is in excellent condition overall; (1)antique iron
bullet mould cherry marked "110" along the side of the stem. It has a rich brown patina and is in excellent condition. Also included are
eight rounds of UMC 43 Spanish in the original box. The ammunition is in excellent condition, there is some light tarnish on the brass.
The two-piece box has a lightly flaking blue label with a red UMC logo and is marked "Military Cartridges". One edge and a couple of
corners of the label have minor tears. (44584-8AZ,6E5)

1562. UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO. 32 LONG COLT AMMUNITION BOX (EMPTY) This is an empty two piece nat-
ural colored box with teal colored top label. The label reads “50/Calibre-.32 Long./Central Fire Cartridges/Made Expressly For/Colt’s
Revolver” with company address below. The label remains 99% intact with some very minor dirt smudges. The box rates excellent with
sharp corners light age staining and “lone Lock” over “lone Lock/jan 1900” in black script on the rear of the box with a small 7 inside of
circle in red ink. Potentially a display point of sale box. (55698-63)

1563. COMPENSATOR LOT This lot consists of three items. First is a Tactical Innovations FSC15 fake suppressor for an AR-15 rifle or car-
bine. It measures 5 1/2" long and is in excellent condition. Next is an unmarked flash hider that fits on the end of a standard non-thread-
ed AR-15 muzzle that is held in place with set screws. Third is an extended/compensated barrel bushing for a 1911. It has a bright nick-
el finish. (44632-4B)

1564. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT Includes two 20 round boxes of 45 ACP cartridges. First is a box of Remington Arms
Company Inc., .45 M15 shotshell cartridges. The box is 95% complete missing one end flap as well as a small section of outer wrap. A
neat looking package with the flaming ordnance bomb on the label. Second is a box of U. S. Cartridge Co., 45 ACP cartridges with a pink-
ish colored label that is complete with a date of 4-6-18 from lot No. 488 in very good to excellent condition aside from a small tear on the
left side top. (105962-1,3)

1565. ANTIQUE CIVIL WAR PRINT GETTYSBURG This is the famous depiction "Gettysburg. Repulse of Longstreets Assault",
arranged by John Bachelder, engraved by H.B. Hall Jr. and painted by James Walker. This example is a large-size India Proof and is accom-
panied by the key and a 57 page booklet "Description of the Painting". This is the incredibly detailed, historically accurate portrayal of the
repulse of "Longstreet's Assault", better known as Pickett's Charge, at Gettysburg on July 3, 1863, called in its day the "Isometrical
Drawing of the Gettysburg Battle-Field". The view measures 35" by 14 3/8" with a lightly embossed border at 41 1/2" and 23"; the entire
print measuring roughly 44 1/2" by 26 3/4”. The print is still vivid and there is minor scattered foxing over its surface, it is however unob-
trusive at this point and deserves professional attention. The names of the painter, arranger and engraver are beneath the view and the
title "Gettysburg./Repulse of Longstreet's Assault/India Proof/Entered According to Act of Congress AD 1876 by John B. Bachelder in the
Office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington" is beneath the view. The print is framed in an antique birds-eye maple veneer frame
with gold-leaf inner border, its external dimensions 49 1/2" by 31 1/4". John Badger Bachelder was a New Hampshire–born landscape
painter. His major focus was to create an image of the Civil War as equal in popularity and historical importance as Emanuel Leutze's
"Washington Crossing the Delaware". He chose the battle of Gettysburg as his subject and through his research became the battle's
unofficial historian and was actually the man who coined the phrase "High Water Mark of the Confederacy" to describe Pickett's Charge.
The exactness, intense detail and all-encompassing scope of the print are astonishing. He would actually win the endorsement of former
Confederate general James Longstreet, who sent Bachelder "a fine letter endorsing its accuracy". The included key to the engraving lists
125 union references, whether they be regiments, companies or individuals themselves and 48 Confederate references similarly. There is
a finely detailed lithograph of the print with long straight designating lines, each of the lines neatly numbered 1-174, the description of
each delineated below. This is framed in a hardwood frame, the print itself measuring 20" by 13". It is in excellent condition, showing
some very light foxing. (Interestingly it is held in its frame along with a copy of "the Providence Journal" dated Friday, August 21, 1891.
Happily the day before the "Boston Red Stockings" beat the Brooklyn Athletics 11-3) The accompanying booklet, copyright 1870 has a
pull-out print identical to the accompanying framed version. The book has a complete description of the painting and the action taking
place therein. There is a "compiler statement", from Batchelder as well as numerous advertisements regarding the painting and its numer-
ous forms being: Electro-Type Edition... $7.50; Print... $15 .00; Plain Proof... $25.00; India Proof... $50.00; and Artists Proof... $100.00; as men-
tioned, this example the "India Proof". In the back are testimonials from generals George Meade, James Longstreeet, Warren, Newton,
Webb and one other, all lauding the depiction. The book itself rates about very good and is fully intact, showing some light water stain-
ing, some folded edges, and light tattering along the spine. Occasionally we sell the prints, seldom in India proof, rarely are they accom-
panied by the key, never do we find all three, print, key and booklet together. A rare opportunity for the serious Civil War student and col-
lector to obtain this fine very seldom-encountered "India Proof" along with its accompanying documents. Please see the full-page illus-
tration in the back of the catalog. (35984-112)

1566. ANTIQUE CIVIL WAR PRINT SHERMAN'S MARCH TO THE SEA This is an antique steel engraving of the drawing by Felix
Octavius Carr Darley copyrighted 1883 by J.P. Fitch and published by H.H.Willes of Hartford Connecticut. The view measures 28" by 17
1/4" and shows William Tecumseh himself astride his dappled charger watching action in the distance through a spyglass while taking report
from a mounted captain. All this amidst the scene of Union troops tearing up iron strap rails, burning rail cars and a freight depot in the
background. A stand of muskets and knapsacks are in the foreground as the troops work feverishly to tear up the rails, cross-ties and cut
down telegraph poles and lines. A small family of poor Southern refugees are seen crossing the tracks ahead of the Union troops, anoth-
er civilian on the left of the view feeding a cross-tie into a fire in which they are bending the iron strap rails. Union troops can be seen skir-
mishing in the far distance, burning a bridge head. The print itself measures 30" by 24" and is in overall excellent condition with a few scat-
tered very light areas of soiling, a very small abrasion, which is un-obtrusive, and some very light foxing beginning around the edge of the
print. The names of the artist, publisher and copywriter are beneath the view as well as "Sherman's March To The Sea" with a depiction of
Gen. Sherman between "March" and "To". The print is framed in an antique hardwood frame with rococo plaster decoration painted gold
measuring externally 35 1/4" by 29 1/2". Really a wonderful depiction still in a very nice state of condition, deserving a more professional
and more permanent mounting and framing. Please see the full-page illustration in the back of the catalog. (35984-111)
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1567. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER BOX OF 32 SHORT COLT AMMUNITION This is a factory sealed two-piece box with
green top and orange side labels containing 50 Winchester .32 Short Colt solid head center fire cartridges. The box rates excellent with
some very minor smudges. The top label remains 99% intact with some minor light scuffs and the wraparound side label remains equal-
ly intact with some very light dirt staining. (55698-60A)

1568. CUSTOM FN MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8910, 270 Win, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The receiver and
bottom metal retain about 60-70% of a polished blue finish while the barrel has a flat enamel that has some light flaking. The bolt is in the
white and has some light mottled patinas. The custom checkered Monte Carlo walnut stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and
features a contrasting forend tip and grip cap (with cast whitetail overlay) and a White Line vented recoil pad with spacer. There are no
provisions for sights, but mounted to the receiver by a one-piece Leupold base is a Weaver V4.5 1.5-4.5X riflescope. The scope features
a fine crosshair reticle and has excellent optics. The bolt safety has been modified for use with a scope and included is a Boyt leather
sling. A nice classic looking sporting rifle package destined to be a great hunting rifle. (45904-5) (300/500)

1569. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE CAP TINS This lot contains 42 assorted percussion cap tins, most partially full, of both metal and card-
board. Some of the manufacturers include: Winchester UMC, Alcan and Remington. The tins rate good to very good with varying light
paint flaking, rough paper edges and pinprick oxidation. (5360-12G)

1570. GERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR
SA DAGGER BY ARTHUR EVERTZ
8 3/4" double edged blade with very good
etched motto, 13 3/4" overall length. The
blade shows much original polish and cross
graining with some light scabbard, and a
few light cleaning, marks showing light oxi-
dation on the obverse of the blade with a bit
more prominent oxidation on the reverse,
more prevalent at the tip. The blade fea-
tures a sharp center medial down both
sides, reverse of the blade is
"RZM/M7/85" marked. The heavy nickel
plated guard and pommel show some light
oxidation and a few light flakes. The fruit-
wood handle rates excellent with an excel-
lent aluminum eagle at its center with sharp
features and a very nice cloissonned "SA"
emblem near the pommel. The scabbard
has very good throat and the tip chapes which show some minor oxidation and a few light flakes with strong brown lacquer on the scab-
bard, showing some sparse oxidation bubbling. There is a worn leather hanger included which features an "RZM/M5/71" steel spring
clip which shows some light oxidation, as does the buckle on the hanger. The leather itself is lightly to moderately flaked and somewhat
dry and is numbered on the back "126041" or so it would seem, the marking is slightly illegible due to the flaking. A nice late-war SA
dagger overall from this seldom encountered maker. (35681-164A) (350/550)

1571. U.S. 1839 PATTERN BELT PLATE This lead filled oval brass belt plate is unmarked and measures 3 3/8" by 2 1/8". The plate
shows light evidence of a one-time polish and has begun to re-acquire a nice patina. There are a few minor dings and handling marks
present but they are unobtrusive. The rear of the plate has dual arrowhead-style hooks with a 7/8" tongue. The embossed U.S. is deeply,
crisply struck with small shadowlines at the serifs of the "U" and upper serif of the "S". A very nice example. (3579A-B140) (75/150)

1572. U.S. PATTERN 1851 ENLISTED BELT PLATE FROM ALLEGHENY ARSENAL This eagle and wreath belt plate is cast
with one-piece tongue and measures about 3 5/16" by 2". The plate is lightly bent and shows excellent wear to the federal shield on the
Eagles chest, the crown of the eagle and his beak and the high spots of the "E Pluribus Unum" riband. The belt loop shows a minor bend
and the rear hook shows a minor compression. The rear of the plate is stamped "U.S./Allegheny/Arsenal" and shows some reddish tar-
nish while the front of the plate shows remnants of reddish tarnish, some minor pitting and oxidation where the solder has been attacked
over the years; it is highly likely this was an excavated plate. The wreath is still fully intact and present, however it appears as though the
solder or oxidation has bled from beneath the wreath branches. A very nice, likely circa 1860, plate overall. (35798-B152) (100/200)

1573. U.S. PATTERN 1851 ENLISTED BELT PLATE This is a completely integral cast plate with one-piece rear tongue, the image very
crisp on the face. The plate is 3 1/4" by 2" and is a tarnished ocher patina with some light dark brown tarnishing scattered over the sur-
face. The integral rear tongue shows a slight shallow "S" curve and the plate itself is lightly curved. A very crisp example overall which
appears at first glance to be cast and die-struck, close examination reveals it is a fully-cast plate. (35798-B114) (100/200)

1574. REGULATION 1808 PATTERN MILITIA SHOULDER BELT PLATE This is an unmarked oval shoulder belt plate of cast
brass. The plate measures about 3 1/8" by about 2 5/16". The tongue was riveted through the face as were the studs which the flat
washers are riveted onto; the tongue is no longer present however there are numerous small peen marks around its empty hole, likely in
a period effort to tighten it. Appearing to be excavated, the plate is a deeply oxidized dark green-dark gray patina overall, the rear show-
ing some original casting marks with one of the flat-washers appearing to be a replacement from the period of use as it is slightly small-
er in diameter than the other washer. There are a number of peen marks on the back of the plate and a small 3/16 chip missing from the
edge. The plate is slightly concave overall. A nice excavated War of 1812-era plate. (35798-B115) (75/150)

1575. U.S. PATTERN 1839 CARTRIDGE BOX PLATE This is a very clean oval U.S. cartridge box plate with lead filled back. The plate
measures about 3 3/8" by 2 1/8". The strike is very crisp and is primarily a goldenrod patina toning to a darker ocher in the protected areas.
The lead filled backing is unmarked and the iron wire attachment loops rate excellent. An excellent example overall (35798-B138) (75/150)

1576. REPRODUCTION U.S. NAVY RIFLE MODEL 1861 DAHLGREN BAYONET 17” overall with a 12” blade. The one piece inte-
gral brass hilt has a brass guard with a curved flat disk finial and a .922” inside diameter muzzle ring. The bright finished blade has modest
freckling and a few specks of light oxidation; the brass hilt has a mellowed ochre finish with spots of tarnishing and light verdigris mainly on
and around the guard. The one-piece finger groove walnut grip rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. The reverse ricasso on
this third variation Dahlgren is stamped “USN/D.R./1862” and the obverse ricasso is Ames maker marked. Included is a black leather scab-
bard with brass throat and tip chape. The leather is starting to show some light crazing but remains supple and intact and the mellowed brass
has some light handling marks and spots of verdigris on the throat. Overall a nice Repro Dalgren for display or use. (55873-41P)
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1577. ANTIQUE CAST IRON SALUTE CANNON This is an antique cast iron vertical salute cannon, sim-
ilarly constructed to the familiar "thunder mugs" of ancient times. The bore is about 3/4" and 5 1/2" deep,
it is lightly and moderately oxidized. The piece stands about 7" vertically and is octagonal tapering from
about 2 1/8" across the top flats to 2 1/2" across the bottom flats with a 3 1/8" ± base. The cannon is over-
all roughcast with minor and moderate pitting and is a pleasing stabilized deep brown overall. There is a
touchole about 1 1/4" up from the base with a slightly flared-out lip to hold a charge of powder. "Serial
numbered" on the rim of the base with three hash marks. There is a small impact mark to one of the edges
of the slightly rounded muzzle, it was done during the period of use. A very nice example overall of an
antique salute cannon from the 17th-18th century. Included is a certificate from an antique dealer in Toronto
dating the piece from the period 1650-1750. (35528-36) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1578. ANTIQUE CAST BRASS OR COPPER THUNDER MUG This is an antique thunder mug
salute cannon with an about 2 1/4" bore 4 1/4" deep.
The cannon is roughly 5" tall with an outside diameter
of about 3" flaring widely at the base to about 5 3/4".
The bore is about very good showing some minor and
moderate oxidation. The exterior is somewhat roughly
cast and shows two cast-in-relief ribs as well as the
original mould seams. There is the very beginning of a
3/4" crack at the muzzle and a light handle, doubtless
attached at the time of the casting. Lightly engraved
on each side of the handle are "R" and "C" while the
opposite side features a punch-dot cross. There is a

toucho le
one quar-
ter the
way around the circumference from the
handle and another directly opposite the
handle which has been plugged with
iron during the period of use.
Appearing to be of copper or brass the
mug is a tarnished copper patina with
black toning in spots. (35528-50)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1579. PAIR OF ANTIQUE CAST BRASS OR COPPER THUNDER MUGS These are two diminutive antique salute thunder mugs.
First, a 1 1/8" bore about 2 1/4" deep which is mostly smooth showing only very minor oxidation. The exterior is rather roughly cast show-
ing numerous dings and pockmarks with a raised central medial and prominent casting seams. The slightly flared muzzle measures about
2 1/8" while the flared base is roughly 2 1/2". This example appears
to have had two toucholes, one is plugged, clearly with an iron plug,
the other about 3/16" in diameter. Slightly lop-sided, it would seem
clear that this example was locally-cast in the area the consignor
obtained it and certainly shows evidence of having been used.
Second, a 7/8" bore about 2 1/4 deep which is mostly smooth
showing some oxidation. The exterior is rather roughly cast with
three raised medial rings and a raised lip around the "muzzle" addi-
tionally there is a raised field about 3/4" by 7/8" which likely had a
monogram or other letter cast-in-relief on it, it is lost to the years.
Opposite this there is a diminutive handle affixed to the body, doubt-
less done at the time of the casting. There is a touchole to the right
of this handle and another to the left which has been filled with lead
and iron. Externally the piece measures about 1 5/8 at the muzzle
and about 2 1/8" at the base. Also locally cast, there is a small
check in the casting and an imperfection at the muzzle of the piece.
These “cannon” were purchased in Quito Ecuador in the 1960s.
Included is a small storage/presentation case with French-fitted
interior, fitted by the consignor. (35528-37) {ANTIQUE}(700/900)

1580. LOT OF GUN AND OR HUNTING RELATED VHS
TAPES Includes 16 titles. The tapes appear to be in good working condition with titles to include: Super Hunts, Banned, Fire Storm in
the Desert, The Story of the Gun (4 volumes), and several other. [Please note: These videos have not been viewed and cannot be guar-
anteed.] (104299-68)

1581. VIDEO LOT This lot consists of nine VHS tapes each based on specific hunting or fishing categories with an average running time
of approximately 60 min.: (6) from the George Klucky's hunting series on bear, mountain lion, and turkey; (2) on bass fishing; (1) on
fishing in "The Golden Ring" with Yellowstone park at the center. [Please note: These videos have not been viewed and cannot be
guaranteed.] (74951-12)

1582. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE VINYL This lot consists of seven 33 1/3 RPM albums housed in their original cardboard sleeves and all
but one in the original paper sleeve. These are single records with the exception of one which is a five record set titled 100 Marches of
the World, which includes pieces from countries including the U.S., Great Britain, France, Russia, and China among others. The single
albums include Bagpipe Music of Scotland, French Military Marches, and Colchester Silver Jubilee Searchlight Tattoo, a renowned British
military ceremonial. The copyright dates range from 1971-1976. The overall condition is about excellent with no visible scratches and light
wear to the sleeves. (4886-55)

1583. FLAMBEAU MAGNUM MALLARD RUBBER DECOY Decoy measures 22" x 11", has a full length keel and is rigged with
anchor line and lead weight. Color faded from head but otherwise very good. (113818-2a)

1584. LESSER SCAUP DRAKE CARVED WOODEN DECOY BY FRANK GOLDSBOROUGH This 14" x 7" decoy is carved
from a solid wood block and is hand painted with painted eyes. There is some light checking in the body and the head is slightly loose.
There is no keel. Condition is very good overall. The decoy is signed and dated 1995. (115341-12g)
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1585. UNMARKED CARVED WOODEN MALLARD DECOY This is a hand painted carving with glass eyes and measures 15" x 6".
The decoy has a rough cut block that looks old with fading paint and dings and scratches, but is very good overall. This looks like it could
be a working decoy if it were rigged. (115242-9q)

1586. SINKBOX BLUEBILL PAINTED SOLID WOOD DECOY BY CAPTAIN HARRY JOBES This is a small size decoy,
approximately 12" X 7", hand painted with painted eyes. This decoy rates very good overall with some light scuff marks and scratches on
the left side. There is a small center mounted weight and anchor swivel, and it is signed on the bottom. Jobes is a contemporary carver
who specializes in accurate representations of working decoys of the Susquehanna, Chesapeake style. (115341-7a)

1587. TIM LAWSON CARVED CEDAR MALLARD HEN DECOY This decoy is hand painted in muted colors, possibly to replicate
an old gunning decoy, and measures 18" x 6". It shows a few scratches in the paint but is otherwise excellent. The carving is signed,
numbered # 379, and is dated 12/02. A very nice "antiqued" decorative decoy. (114711-2)

1588. CUSTOM ROSS MODEL 1905 MKII BOLT ACTION RIFLE 303 British, 22" barrel with a gray bore that has strong rifling.
The metal surfaces have mostly faded to a clouded gray that has some light handling marks present. The sporterized military stocks rate
excellent and have added finish present. Rifle is equipped with military style sights. An excellent sporting carbine style rifle in excellent
condition. (45964-61) (300/500)

1589. CIVIL WAR PROJECTILE AND FLAG LOT This lot contains projectiles purportedly from the Gettysburg battlefield: the lot con-
tains a white envelope which contains three small round balls and a larger round lead ball commonly found in the "Buck and Ball" round.
The second item is a round iron ball which appears to be the type found in "Canister or Grape" shot. The projectiles in the envelope are
covered in dried dirt with the envelope stamped from a reputable dealer in the Gettysburg area. Also included are two flags. First is a
small red pennant with white lettering that measures 13" long in excellent condition. The lettering is as follows "S.P.Y.C. 4 / 2". There are
many references for yacht clubs with these initials, but the origin of this particular flag is unknown. Second is a 3' x 5' Christian flag in
very good condition. The flag has a white field and royal blue canton with a red crucifix in center. It has gold fringe trim around three
sides and there are a few small insect holes present and the canton has some fading and discoloration. The origin of this flag is unknown
but it may have flown in a military chapel at some point. (44687-26I)

1590. LOT OF SOFT PELLETS Includes the following factory sealed packages by Daisy: Five SoftAir Shot for models 08, 38, 59; two
SoftAir pellets for model 57; and one SoftAir Shot & Cartridges Number 7180. Also included are five packages of 150 round Marksman
Laserhawk 1297 Hyper-Velocity Airgun ammunition consisting of three factory sealed and two opened but virtually full. (75665-106)

1591. UNMARKED FLAP HOLSTER This lot consists of a medium-sized flap holster of brown leather and one-piece construction with a muz-
zle billet. The holster is marked on its back only "1304" and will accommodate perfectly a German Luger pistol. The flap of the holster has
a small embossed foliate design near the closure stud cut. The holster is about very good overall with some minor scuffing and light crack-
ling along the flex portion of the flap. The seam stitching is tight and there is a simple acorn-shaped brass stud which the flap closes over,
the rear has a single belt loop which will accommodate up to a 3 1/2" wide belt. A very good Luger-sized holster overall. (35766-8A)

1592. LOT OF PRESENTATION CASES Includes two handmade wooden presentation cases that measure 7 1/2” X 13 3/4” X 4” with
flat cloth and foam linings that are starting to separate from each other. The cases are dressed with simple push lock brass hardware.
One is in the nude and the other has a light cherry colored stain with clear varnish both are finger jointed constructed and in good to very
good overall condition. (105464-4B)

1593. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three pistol magazines first is a pair of Colt 1911 military magazines that retain about 50% of their
original blue finish and are serial numbered along the floor plates “55725” and “25973” in very good to excellent condition. Second is a
High Standard military HD magazine missing the spring stop. (105366-3)

1594. LOT OF PISTOL GRIPS Two sets of grips: Pachmayr TR-3 ALS walnut and rubber grips like new in box that fits Taurus large frame
revolvers M65, M66, M80, M82, M83, M86, M96. Unmarked wood grips likely to fit an Astra .22 pistol in like new condition. (125893-10A)

1595. SKS LOT Includes two aftermarket plastic 30 round detachable magazines. One is unmarked and the other is from Pro Mag Industries
both are in very good to excellent condition. (104138-16H3)

1596. WINCHESTER LOADING TOOL PRESENTATION CASE Includes a small handmade oak case with fitted lined spaces for two
Colt combination/take down tools and 1891 loading tools. This is a nicely done case with light tan interior fabric; it has simple brass hard-
ware and the top lid is adorned with an Indian Head Penny. (105528-78C)

1597. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes four; first are two 30 round unmarked G3 style magazines in a grey canvas pouch in excellent condition.
Second are four 20 round G3 HK marked magazines with 1964 and 1965 dates with vinyl pouches in excellent condition. (105174-2A)

1598. LOT OF G3 MAGAZINES Includes eight HK G3 magazines with vinyl pouches. Each magazine bears a G3 HK stamp with dates of
7/64, 2/82, 11/66, and 2/64 some of the magazines also are roll stamped with “1005-12-127-7057” in excellent condition. (105174-2D)

1599. LLAMA SMALL FRAME SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #276090, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 95-98% original blue with some light high edge and contact wear on the slide and left side of frame. The checkered walnut
grips rate excellent. Pistol features a ventilated rib and a single factory magazine. (55835-4) (175/275)

1600. IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #43294, 22 LR, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original nickel with some light scuffs and handling marks. The checkered black hard rubber owls head
grips rate very good with a small chip missing in the butt of the left panel. (55854-7) {C&R} (50/100)

1601. BERETTA MODEL 1919 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #82038A, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue with finish loss primarily along the high edges, triggerguard and frontstrap. The factory black plastic
grips rate fine with a couple light handling marks. The pistol includes a single magazine and a homemade hinged presentation case with
a blue felt lined fitted interior and ammo block. (55890-14) {C&R} (175/275)

1602. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #587856, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 90% original gray parkerized finish with light silvering along the high edges, contact areas and some specks of light pit-
ting and oxidation. The factory metal-backed black plastic grips rate very good with light wear and handling marks. Pistol includes a sin-
gle finger rest magazine. (55835-8) {C&R} (200/400)

1603. GERMAN P626(B) 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #145890, 32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with fading loss primarily on the slide extension, high edges and contact points along
with specks of light oxidation and handling marks. The pistol is properly “WaA140” marked and numbers are matching on the barrel, frame
and slide extension. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with lightly softened points and a few handling marks. The pistol includes
two FN marked magazines. (55709-8) {C&R} (200/400)
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1604. STAR MODEL 1921 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #8017, 9 mm Bergmann, 4 5/8” barrel with a very good bore having strong
rifling with even frosting and light pitting the entire length. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% added blue over some specks of light
pitting and handling marks. The grooved hardwood grips rate fine showing some very light wear. Included is a single magazine.
(55737-6) {C&R} (200/400)

1605. HAENEL MODEL 1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #34812, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good bore having a few specks of light
pitting. The metal surfaces retain 98% original nickel with some light oxidation in the thumb serrations and shows 3/4 coverage geomet-
ric scroll engraving. The mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. Pistol includes a single magazine. (55854-3) {C&R} (200/400)

1606. CZECH DUO SEMI-AUTO POCKET PISTOL serial #64370, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a fine bore having some spots of very light
frosting. The metal surfaces bear an overall brown-gray patina with generous traces of original blue along the protected areas of the frame.
The factory logo black rubber grips rate excellent. Pistol includes a single magazine. (55705-61) {C&R} (175/275)

1607. RUBY ARMS CO. VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #744, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue with silvering along the edges and contact areas along with a scattered oxidation staining. The check-
ered brown leather grips rate good to very good with softened points and a few chips and handling marks and are pencil numbered to the
gun on both panels. The pistol includes a single magazine. (55705-75) {C&R} (200/400)

1608. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #520201, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% high polish finish with some light high edge and gripstrap wear and a few light handling marks. The metal-backed
factory black plastic logo grips rate fine to near excellent with a few light handling marks. Included is a single finger rest magazine.
(55835-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1609. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #495540, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a very good bore having a couple
spots of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original high polish blue with light wear along the high edges and along the back-
strap. The metal-backed factory black plastic grips rate excellent. Pistol includes an O.D. nylon holster and a single finger rest magazine.
(55705-43) {C&R} (300/500)

1610. SHARPS MODEL 1B PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #2092, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four barrel cluster with very good bores having a few
specks of light pitting. The barrels bear an overall brown patina with generous traces of original blue in the protected areas of the flutes.
The brass frame retains about 95% original nickel plate with light fading around the barrel release and high edges along with a few light
handling marks. The hardwood stocks rate very good with very light handling marks. (55706-29) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1611. RUGER SECURITY SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #159-55468, 357 Mag, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this stainless steel revolver rate fine with a few scuffs and scratches more prominent on the cylinder which also
shows a light turn ring. The checkered walnut open butt grips with phoenix medallions rate very good with lightly rounded edges, a few
light handling marks and previous owners name and phone number scratched in the interior of one of the panels (give ‘em a call!).
Revolver includes a left handed Smith & Wesson dual strap leather holster showing some very minor wear. (55952-2) (300/500)

1612. HIGH STANDARD MODEL D-101 OVER/UNDER DERINGER serial #2256047, 22LR, 3 1/2” barrels with bright excellent
bores. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few light handling marks and some minor high edge wear. The white
plastic grips rate near excellent with a couple light blemishes. (55705-64) (175/275)

1613. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON FIRST MODEL BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #7140, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” octagon barrel
with a good bore showing modest pitting and surface rust. The metal surfaces retain about 60% flaking original nickel with scattered spots
of pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered brown hard rubber grips rate fine showing light wear. The revolver does not function in
single action properly. (55823-77) {C&R} (40/60)

1614. OWA POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13069, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good bore having a few specks of
light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue toning to brown with a few specks of light oxidation. The
jeweled bolt is fading to a pewter gray with a few light handling marks. Included is a single magazine. (55705-72) {C&R} (200/400)

1615. WALTHER MODEL 8 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #383126, 25 ACP, 2 7/8” barrel with a very good bore having even light pit-
ting with strong rifling still present. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue, loss primarily on the slide and high edges along
with some specks of light pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered hard rubber grips rate good overall with a few light handling marks
and modest wear and softening of the points on the left panel. Included is a single unmarked magazine. (55705-92) {C&R} (300/500)

1616. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED 8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M14613, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright fine
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue toning to gray with a few light handling marks. The checkered one piece walnut
grips rate good to very good with light handling marks, flaking original varnish on the butt and does not seat properly against the frame.
(55705-18) {C&R} (100/175)

1617. AMERICAN DERRINGER CORP. MODEL M-1 OVER UNDER PISTOL serial #76003, 38 spl., 3” barrels with bright fine
bores. The metal surfaces on this deringer pistol rate near excellent with minor light scuffs and scratches. The white ivorite grips rate very
good overall with an engraved rose on each panel, the left panel a darker cream color with a fading yellow painted rose. The interior of
the right grip has been lightly taken down at its center. (55705-93) (200/400)

1618. LILIPUT MODEL 1926 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #24765, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the high edges and some light oxidation staining in the serrations. The light
umber plastic grips rate fine and are engraved “AAB” in the right panel. Pistol includes a single magazine. (55705-65) {C&R} (100/175)

1619. U.S. REVOLVER CO. DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #F38367, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” round barrel with a very good bore
having a few specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces bear an overall pewter gray patina with traces of original blue in protected
areas along with a couple spots of very light oxidation staining. The checkered hard rubber grips rate fine with light wear and point
softening. (55551-4) {C&R} (50/100)

1620. COLT LORD & LADY DERINGER CASED SET serial #’s 16968D, 16969D, 2 1/2” barrels with bright excellent bores. The bar-
rel on the first deringer bears an overall pewter patina with traces of original blue in protected areas. The barrel on the second deringer
retains about 80% original blue toning to pewter. Both frames retain 98% bright nickel plating and the birds-head varnished walnut grips
rate fine with a couple light handling marks and light rounding of the edges. Included is a lightly worn hinged maroon factory presentation
case with Rampant Colt logo on top of lid and serpentine logo on the interior of lid. The case shows light scuffs and ingrained dirt on the
exterior with light scuffs and dirt staining in the interior also with a couple small holes in the baize lining. (55689-22) {C&R} (300/500)

1621. HIGH STANDARD KIT GUN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2347794, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with a few minor scuffs and scratches and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered
walnut grips rate excellent with a couple light blemishes. (55854-2) (100/175)
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1622. SPANISH LONGINES POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #97623, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright fine bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the muzzle, high edges and contact points
along with some light handling marks and specks of light oxidation staining. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good overall with
light handling wear, lightly softened points and a very small crack in the top of the right panel. Pistol features a lanyard ring and a single
magazine. (55705-66) {C&R} (50/150)

1623. HIGH STANDARD DERINGER OVER UNDER PISTOL serial #D05087, 22 WMRF, 3 1/2” barrels with bright excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with loss due to high edge wear, a small impact mark to the left upper rear corner of the frame
and other light handling marks. The black plastic grips rate near excellent with light handling marks. (55854-5) (175/275)

1624. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #68005, 32 S&W, 3” barrel
with a good bore having spots of light pitting and surface rust. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original flaking nickel with spots of
light oxidation staining and handling marks. The checkered black rubber owls head grips rate fine with light handling marks. The barrel
release latch is loose and does not function properly. (55832-2) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

1625. IVER JOHNSON SIDE HAMMER 22 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #38825, 22 Short, 2 1/4” octagon barrel with a
good to very good bore having some scattered specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel with light han-
dling marks and scattered specks of light pitting more prevalent on the cylinder. The birds head walnut grips rate fine showing very minor
wear and are numbered to the gun on both panels. (55706-34) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1626. J.P. SAUER MODEL 28 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #252137, 25 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good bore having some specks of
very light frosting. The metal surfaces bear an overall mottled brown patina with generous traces of original blue still present with a few
light handling marks. The checkered black hard rubber grips rate fine to near excellent with a couple light blemishes. Pistol includes a
single magazine. (55705-78) {C&R} (175/275)

1627. ARMI GALESI MODEL 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #318188, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 85-90% original flaking chrome finish with light oxidation staining and some minor handling marks. The factory white plastic
finger groove grips rate very good with light handling marks and spots of ingrained dirt. Pistol features a single plastic base magazine.
(55708-53) {C&R} (75/175)

1628. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS PISTOL serial #225609, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good bore having
some specks of faint pitting but strong rifling remaining. The metal surfaces retain about 65% original blue with areas of modest pitting and
oxidation most likely attributed to protein contact. The trigger, grip safety and slide stop amazingly retain 98% bright case colors. The facto-
ry brown hard rubber grips rate fine showing very minor wear. Pistol includes a single factory magazine. (55810-53) {C&R} (200/400)

1629. RG INDUSTRIES MOD RG 31 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #030932, 38 Spl. 2” ventilated rib barrel with a bright
fine bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light finish wear along the edges, modest oxidation pitting on the cylin-
der, scattered specks of pitting and light handling marks. The factory checkered brown plastic grips rate very good showing light wear
and handling marks. (55708-56) (50/150)

1630. BERNARDELLI MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #01583, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a fine bore having a few specks of
light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue toning to brown with scattered light pitting and oxidation
staining. The checkered black plastic thumb rest grips rate very good with light handling marks and spots of ingrained dirt. The action
has seized and is currently in inoperable condition. (55708-49) (30/80)

1631. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AS32804, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a
bright fine bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue with light silvering at the muzzle, scattered specks of oxidation stain-
ing and a larger 1 3/4” area of modest scratches and surface rust on the right side of frame between the cylinder and trigger. The check-
ered black plastic logo grips rate good with light wear, ingrained dirt and a repaired crack in the left panel. This is the latter variation with
transfer bar ignition. The barrel is a bit loose and may need to be re-pinned. (55708-60) (50/100)

1632. HARRIS MODEL 1A ULTRA-LIGHT ADJUSTABLE BI-POD 7”-12” adjustable aluminum bipod retaining 98% original blue
anodized finish with light gasket residue on mounting plate and some very light surface oxidation on the leg hinge screws. The springs
remain strong and unit is in excellent condition overall. (54448-24A)

1633. HOPKINS & ALLEN MODEL XL8 FOLDING HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6235, 32 S&W, 2 3/4”
octagon barrel with an about very good bore having some scattered specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 80% flaking
original nickel with scattered specks of oxidation and oxidation staining. The checkered hard rubber grips rate fine with some very minor
wear and ingrained dirt in the points. (55871-41) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)

1634. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 FIRST VARIATION DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #117434,
22 LR, 6” octagon barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces on this saw-handle revolver retain about 75% original blue toning to
brown with scattered specks of pin prick pitting and oxidation staining, loss more prominent on the frame. The two piece checkered wal-
nut grips rate very good with light handling marks and spots of flaking original varnish. The threaded barrel is equipped with a brass blade
front sight and does not line up with the frame when tightened. (55828-6) {C&R} (40/80)

1635. ARMI SAN MARCO COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #A53736, 44 Cal., 7 1/2” octagon
barrel with a very good bore having some specks of light pitting and surface rust. The barrel and cylinder retain 95% original blue
with light silvering along the edges, light cylinder ring and specks of light oxidation staining. The case colors on the loading lever
and hammer have mellowed to a mottled gray and the frame has a nicely mellowed brass finish. The plain walnut grips rate excel-
lent. (55708-52) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)

1636. LUCIUS POND SINGLE ACTION BELT PISTOL serial #3997, 32 RF, 4” octagon barrel with a very good bore with light pitting
throughout. The metal surfaces on this iron frame pistol bear an overall brown patina with specks of light oxidation staining, scuffs and
scratches and two very small impact marks on the topflat. The square butt hardwood grips rate very good overall with ample light scuffs
and handling marks. The screwdriver is missing from the bottom of the butt. (55971-8) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

1637. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO EJECTING SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #36017, 32 S&W,
3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original nickel with some light flaking at the muzzle and a faint turn
ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber target logo grips rate fine with a few light handling marks. (55753-16) {C&R} (100/175)

1638. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL REVOLVER serial #123917, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a
very good bore having a few spots of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue toning to brown with scattered specks
of oxidation staining and a couple spots of modest pitting and oxidation on the left side of the barrel. The case hardened trigger has faded
to a dark gray and the cylinder is numbered to the revolver. The checkered hard rubber stocks rate very good plus with a couple light
handling marks, light softening of the points and are numbered to the gun on the right panel. (55828-12) {C&R} (175/275)
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1639. UNMARKED TRANTER STYLE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #13, .32 Cal., 3 1/4” octagon barrel with a very good bore
having even light pitting the entire length. The metal surfaces bear an overall pewter gray patina with a few light handling marks and a
small what appears to be an older impact mark in the left side of the frame in front of the cylinder. The frame and backstrap are decorat-
ed with loose foliate scroll and geometric engraving. The smooth two piece walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks. The
revolver is equipped with a bobbed hammer and a lightly worn faceted rolling safety. (55871-40) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1640. ASTRA MODEL 1921 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #81144, 9mm Largo, 6” barrel with a fine bore having strong rifling with light
frosting within the grooves. The metal surfaces on this importer marked pistol retain about 90% original blue lightly toning to an even dull
brown. The checkered European hardwood grips rate good to very good with lightly softened points and minor handling marks. Pistol is
equipped with a lanyard ring and a single magazine. (55625-47) {C&R} (200/400)

1641. WEBLEY & SCOTT MK III FLARE/SIGNAL PISTOL serial #1197764, 1” Dia, 5 1/2” trumpet shape barrel with a good bore
having spots of light pitting and verdigris. The brass metal surfaces have a nicely softened ochre finish with a handful of very light handling
marks and specks of light pitting and verdigris mainly on the backstrap. The left side of the frame is stamped with manufacturers name
and address above model, Birmingham proofs and [18] 1918 date; right side of frame is stamped with the Webley & Scott flaming bullet
logo. The hammer, trigger, opening lever and lanyard ring show traces of white metal under a covering of light oxidation staining. The
birds head shaped walnut grips rate fine with a few light handling marks. The opening lever is a bit stiff and the action is non-operational.
(55442-7)

1642. HOPKINS & ALLEN SAFETY POLICE TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G6538, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a very good bore
having a few specks of light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel with light handling marks, spots
of pitting along the muzzle and cylinder and some light oxidation in the indexing grooves. The checkered hard rubber grips rate fair with
a chip along the back edge and a separated repaired crack through the center of the right panel. The grip screw is not present and the
ejector is a bit sluggish. Included is a lightly worn but intact and supple Abercrombie & Fitch leather flap holster for a different revolver.
(5568-16) {C&R} (75/150)

1643. FRENCH MODEL 1922 POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #157695, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light silvering along the high edges and a few very light handling marks. The trig-
ger retains vivid case colors and the checkered hard rubber “MF” logo grips rate fine with light softening to a few of the points. Pistol
includes a single magazine. (55842-32) {C&R} (150/250)

1644. ITALIAN REPRODUCTION PERCUSSION 1873 REVOLVING CARBINE serial #96909, .44 Cal., 18” octagon barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue the frame being a darker purple. The hammer retains strong case
colors and the triggerguard and crescent buttplate have a nicely mellowed brass finish. The straightgrip walnut stock rates excellent. A
fantastic traditional cowboy action gun. (55741-2) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1645. HOOD FIREARMS ROBINHOOD NO. 1 1/2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1013, 22 Short, 2 1/4” octagon barrel
with a good bore having modest oxidation and a few specks of pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% flaking original nickel with
light handling marks, pitting and oxidation staining. The birdshead walnut grips rate good with light handling marks, a lengthwise crack
through the left panel and are numbered to the gun in the right panel. (55428-4) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1646. BLUNT & SYMS RING TRIGGER PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #69, 32 Cal., 3 1/4” six barrel clusters with dark bores. The
metal surfaces bear a brownish gray patina with the loose scroll engraved frame a bit lighter in appearance. The smooth bag shaped wal-
nut grips rate very good with light handling marks. The barrel does not advance properly. (55800-23) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1647. ORTGIES VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO serial #45764, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a good bore having scattered pitting the entire
length. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original brush nickel with light handling marks, spots of pitting and modest oxidation stain-
ing. The smooth walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks. Pistol includes a single magazine. (55410-1) {C&R} (100/175)

1648. SHARPS MODEL 1C PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #16374, 30 RF, 3” four barrel cluster with good bore showing modest pitting
and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 95% flaking original plate with specks of pitting and oxidation staining leaving areas of dull brass
on the frame. The smooth walnut grips rate good overall with light handling marks and chips on the left panel. The grip retention screw
is missing and the hammer and barrel release spring do not function properly. (55800-24) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1649. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #61843, 22 Short, 3 1/8” barrel with a very good bore having
strong rifling and even light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue toning to brown with some light scuffs
and silvering along the muzzle and high edges. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate fine with light handling marks and are num-
bered to the gun on the right panel. (55798-359) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1650. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL AUTOMATIC HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #11410, 32 S&W, 3” barrel
with a fine bore having light frosting and a few specks of light pitting within the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original nick-
el with light handling marks and turn rings on the cylinder. The top of barrel is marked “Iver Johnson & Co.”. The checkered hard rubber
owls head grips rate excellent. (55841-1) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)

1651. BERETTA MODEL 950BS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER04402V, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” tip-up barrel with a bright fine bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light handling marks and silvering along the edges. The checkered black plastic grips
rate fine with light handling marks. Pistol includes one factory and one unmarked magazine and a lightly worn leather flap holster with
seam separating at the tip. (55705-42) (100/175)

1652. BERETTA MODEL 950B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C56190, 22 Short, 2 3/8” tip-up barrel with a bright fine bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% fading original blue with loss primarily on the barrel and high edges. The checkered black plastic grips
rate very good with light handling marks and spots of ingrained dirt. Pistol includes a single factory magazine and a padded pistol rug.
(55693-42) {C&R} (75/150)

1653. HAWES CONLIN STYLE TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #48394, 22 LR, 8” part octagon barrel with a bright fine bore.
The barrel retains about 60% original blue toning to gray with light impact and handling marks. The frame retains 98% original bright
chrome with a few light scuffs and scratches. The checkered cream colored plastic grips rate near excellent with a couple light handling
marks. (55705-96) (175/275)

1654. SCHRADE LIMITED EDITION KACHINA SCRIMSHAW FOLDING KNIFE This limited edition is a single blade lock
measuring 5 1/4” with a 4 1/4” clip point lockback stainless steel blade numbered 07567. The handles have nickel silver bolsters and bone
colored delerin handle decorated a Kachina doll on one panel and Hopi village on the other side. Knife includes a suede finish leather
sheath with Indian beadwork front. Brown vinyl cardboard display box, certificate of authenticity and papers. One of the endflaps shows
a light tear most likely from label removal. A nice Schrade folder commemorating the American Indian. (56020-K67)
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1655. SAM MCDOWELL RIGGER KNIFE BY KAI CUTLERY This sailors knife measures 4 1/4” and is equipped with a 3 1/4” stain-
less steel Marlin spike and a 3” stainless steel oval eye drop point serrated blade. The stainless steel bolsters are decorated with engraved
star bands and the white ivory micarta handles are scrimshawed with a Killer whale on one panel and sailing schooner on the other panel
by Sam McDowell and signed and dated 1995 by the artist. Attached to the spike shackle is a braided white ropework lanyard. Knife is
in excellent condition and includes a two piece cardboard box and papers. (56020-K61)

1656. EK MODEL M3 COMMANDO KNIFE An exact replica of the famous John Ek fighter knife this knife measures 12 1/2” overall
with a 6 5/8” full tang double edge stainless steel blade with sharpened top edge, reinforced tip and etched trademark logo on the obverse
blade. The forward curve oval double brass guard remains bright and the double “handprint” black micarta grips rate excellent and are
equipped with gripping grooves and fastened by three large X-head brass bolts and the extended butt is equipped with a green nylon
cord. Knife includes a black leather sheath with dual removable handle stars and parachute tie-down cord, two piece factory cardboard
box, “Your Silent Partner” instruction booklet, manual and papers. An excellent modern Ek Commando knife. (56020-K63)

1657. MARBLE’S MODEL EXPERT FIXED BLADE KNIFE This second generation Marble’s knife measures 9 1/4” overall with a 5”
stainless steel clip point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The tigerwood handle rates excellent and is centered between
a bright single brass guard and aluminum pommel separated by black, red and brass spacers. Knife includes a light brown leather sheath,
two piece original full color cover limited edition box and papers. An as-new Marbles Expert sheath knife. (56020-K62)

1658. EARLY BENCH MARK ROLOX DIAMOND BACK SLIDE BLADE KNIFE This 1980’s era knife measures 4 1/4” with a
3” stainless steel drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is etched with circular
Benckmark trademark logo. The handles are a lovely bone micarta scrimshawed with nesting woodcock. The rear spacer is serial num-
bered “AD 780”. Knife blade still slides smoothly and locks up tight and includes a lightly worn leather sheath with light verdigris on hard-
ware, original two piece cardboard box with scuffed rounded edges and papers. An excellent early Diamond Back knife. (56020-K60)

1659. L.L. BEAN 80TH ANNIVERSARY SWISS ARMY PEN KNIFE This Sterling silver pen knife crafted by Wenger for L.L. Bean
measures 2 1/2” and is equipped with a single stainless steel drop point blade and scissors. The blades remain bright and unmolested.
The checkered Sterling silver scales are decorated with L.L. Bean and Wenger logos on one side and a raised oval monogram plate on
the opposite side. Knife includes a hinged American walnut presentation case and protective green felt sleeve. (56020-K55)

1660. SET OF RANDALL MADE STEAK KNIVES Eight knives total manufactured by Victorinox for Randall. The knives measure 8
1/2” overall with 4 1/2” round tip stainless steel serrated blades. The blades remain bright and the black nylon handles rate excellent. A
superb set of steak knives, sharp and dishwasher safe. (56020-K13)

1661. BOKER LIMITED EDITION COMBAT SMATCHET This limited edition Smatchet manufactured by Boker is nearly identical to
the Applegate/Fairbain model
of WWII. The knife measures
16” overall with a 10” full tang
double edge satin stainless
steel blade. The blade is in
excellent condition remaining
factory sharpened with facsimile
Applegate and Fairbain signa-
tures and is numbered
“0086/1200”. The handles are
highlighted black micarta and
are in excellent condition as well
and are fastened by two stain-
less steel bolts and equipped
with lanyard hole. Knife
includes a heavy duty black cor-
dura sheath and canvas protec-
tive sleeve. An as-new limited
edition Boker Smatchet exam-
ple. (56020-K48)

1662. RARE WINCHESTER MODEL 37 RED LETTER SERIES KNIFE
SET This five knife set is one of 2000 knife sets commemorating the
Winchester model 37 shotgun produced in 1988. The two blade knives are
identical measuring 2 5/8” overall with deep two color etched main blades
showing shotgun each with a different caliber 12 ga. - .410. The handles are
Rogers jigged with inlaid shield and nickel silver bolsters. The main numbered
“1712”. The knives are hinged in an embossed black cardboard box with red
lined interior. The exterior of lid shows Winchester Rider logo with shotguns
and knife set description; interior of lid shows flying pheasant scene. A neat set
of knives for the knife collector or upland hunter. (56020-K57)

1663. GERMAN STAGHORN CARVING SET This is a rather exquisite 5 pc,
carving set all marked “Solingen Germany” and equipped with staghorn handles
with nickel silver collars and buttplates, included are: 6” x 3” cleaver with a four
color scene of three deer in forest; Durex 7 1/2” carving knife with logo and
matching deer scene on the obverse side and “Giv-A-Gift” marked in reverse
side; 4 1/2” poultry shears marked “Chrom”; Diamint 8” sharpening steel with
double finial nickel silver guard; 5 1/2” carving fork. The utensils rate very good
with a few light scuffs and handling marks from storage and some very light
sharpening marks on the caring knife. Set includes a lightly worn faux red hide
leather covered hinged storage case with scuffed rounded edges and light and
dark blue lined interior. The interior shows light tears, ingrained dirt staining and
unglued but present dividers. (56020-K66)
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1664. D.H. RUSSELL GROHMANN MODEL 4 BELT KNIFE This newer classic design measures 10 1/4” overall with a 5 1/8”
upswept skinning blade equipped with a 2 1/2” sharpened top edge and thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharpened.
The handles are an attractive curved Rosewood equipped with wrist thong fastened by three large nickel silver pins. Knife includes an
original factory cardboard box and leather sheath with handle cover. An as-new newer Grohmann belt knife. (56020-K65)

1665. GERBER LEGENDARY BLADES QUEEN ARMS CARVING SET This two piece all stainless steel set contains a 6 1/2”
Durendal carving knife and 5 1/2” Siegfried carving fork. The set appears unused remaining bright and unsharpened with a few specks
of freckling on the factory edge of the knife blade. Set includes a lightly worn factory Legendary box with torn taped edges and ingrained
dirt on the exterior of box; the interior is a dark red baize cardboard with wood block separator. (56020-K21)

1666. W.R. HUMPREY’S STAGHORN PUB SET This 3 pc. Set includes a bottle opener, corkscrew and fruit knife. The blades are
constructed of stainless steel and the handles are dark genuine stag with nickel silver buttcaps. The knife blade is engraved with the
Humphry’s trademark and “Sheffield England” also found on the bottle opener and one of the buttcaps of the corkscrew. The set is
housed is a hinged pebbled Khaki storage case with cream and brown baize interior. The set appears unused retaining all of its bright
finish. (56020-K68)

1667. CASED LIMITED EDITION BIRD KNIFE BY SZILASKI This limited edition bird knife measures 8” overall with a 3 1/2”
tapered full tang ATS-34 blade equipped with a gut hook and partially serrated cutting edge. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and
has makers name on the obverse side and trademark logo on the reverse side of the blade. The black micarta makers mark handles rate
excellent as well equipped with a fingergroove, lanyard hole, are fastened by five small bright nickel silver pins and have a pinned Orvis
nameplate on the reverse handle. Knife includes a heavy duty Orvis marked leather sheath and are housed in a cherry stained laminate
presentation case with forest green baize lining and Lucite covered picture of drake and hen scoter ducks flying in front of ocean light-
house. A superb knife for waterfowl or larger birds. (56020-K69)

1668. KNIVES OF ALASKA COMBINATION KNIFE SET This set of game knives includes the Alaska “Brown Bear” skinner/cleaver
measuring 10 1/2” overall with a unique 6 1/2” full tang D-2 tool steel rounded “Ulu” tip blade. The blade remains unsharpened with only
a few light sheath scuffs in its non-glare finish an is equipped with thumb serration and finger hole. The finger grip stag handles rate excel-
lent as well, are fastened by two large brass bins and is equipped with a lanyard hole. Also included is the “Cub Bear” caping knife mea-
suring 6 1/2” overall with a 2 3/4” full tang stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains unsharpened retaining all of its non-glare
finish and equipped with thumb and finger cut-outs. The slightly curved stag handles are equipped with a lanyard hole and fastened by
a single large brass pin. Knives include an oiled number 1 grade leather sheath with ceramic coated steel in pocket along with original
factory cardboard box and papers. A fantastic big game combo knife set. (56020-K64)

1669. MARBLES NO. 2 SAFETY HATCHET This is a rather nice example measuring 10 1/2” from the heel to tip of the head. The stain-
less steel metal surfaces rate excellent with a handful of light scuffs and as few specks of light oxidation staining acquired over the years.
The checkered hard rubber logo grips rate excellent and are fastened by two nickel plated brass screws. The guard remains intact with
strong crisp spring. A fine example safety hatchet overall. (56020-K42)

1670. WILKINSON SWORD SURVIVAL KNIFE This knife measures 13 1/2” overall with a 1 7/8” stainless steel spear point blade. The
blade remains unsharpened retaining all of its non-glare finish and is etched with trademark logo on one side and Queen Elizabeth II
appointment seal on the side. Some of the features include a hammer, bottle opener, utility and gristle saw, thumb grip and finger choil.
The hollow nylon handle rates excellent and equipped with a threaded stainless locking nut to expose hollow tang plastic tube survival kit
containing: lead shot, swivels, hooks, wire trace, tweezers, needles, fishing line, metal match and compass. Included with knife is a black
nylon sheath with instruction sheet. (56020-K51)

1671. A.G. RUSSELL POCKET SAFETY HATCHET This is a rather neat handy compact hatchet measuring 10 5/8” overall with a 4
1/2” Solingen high carbon steel head having a 2 3/8” cutting edge. The head rates excellent remaining unsharpened and bright as does
the hickory haft. The guard remains strong and tight. A fantastic hatchet for camp or hiking. (56020-K50)

1672. CUSTOM MODEL 1 FIXED BLADE HUNTING
KNIFE BY LILE This Jimmy Lile knife measures 8 1/2”
overall with a 3 3/4” tapered full tang D2 tool steel shallow
drop point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and
bright except for a couple light scuffs and a spot of oxida-
tion staining on the obverse blade which also is maker
marked on the ricasso. The hilt is composed of a single
brass guard having a few spots of sheath staining and the
handles are genuine stag fastened by two large brass pins
and equipped with lanyard hole. Knife includes a natural
colored leather sheath with handle strap having a few light
dirt and verdigris stains. A near excellent Jimmy Lile hunt-
ing knife. (56020-K10)

1673. CUSTOM MODEL 12 FIXED BLADE HUNTING
KNIFE BY LILE This heavy duty hunting knife by Jimmy
Lile measures 9 1/4” overall with a 4 1/2” full tang D2 tool
steel blade with a broad 1 1/2” depth. The blade remains
bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse
ricasso. The hilt is composed of a lightly tarnished single
brass guard and lovely genuine stag grips equipped with a
brass lined lanyard hole and fastened by two large brass pins.
Knife includes a natural colored leather sheath with handle
strap having a few light dirt and verdigris stains. A near excel-
lent medium duty Jimmy Lile hunting knife. (56020-K4)
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1674. A.G. RUSSELL MORSETH 1995 MODEL 15
HUNTING KNIFE This is a Russell made example of
the famous model 15 knife made by Harry Morseth. The
knife measures 7 1/2” overall with a 3 1/2” laminated steel
drop point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and
bright except for a spot of light oxidation staining at the
top edge of the obverse blade which is also etched
“19MORSETH95”. The hilt is composed of a narrow nick-
el silver single guard having a few light areas of sheath
staining and a two piece India stag handle with a slightly
flared butt separated by black and nickel silver spacers.
Knife includes an open throat model 15 leather sheath. A
fantastic Russell made legendary Morseth model 15 knife.
(560250-K52)

1675. CUSTOM DAMASCUS HUNTING KNIFE BY
CARMON This Durrell Carmon Johnson hand forged
knife measures 10 1/2” overall with a 5 1/2” Damascus
blade. Mr. Johnson forged his blades from a combination
of ball bearing steel and wrought iron for both strength
and durability. The blade shows some scuffing from being lightly sharpened. The handle is a nicely curved round genuine stag centered
between a smooth brass buttcap and a lightly mellowed singe brass guard with black and red spacer collar. The handle has handful of
thin drying cracks acquired with age that added natural character to the beauty of the handle. Knife includes a Randall model A leather
sheath with hone in pocket having a few light stains and triple Johnson’s Leather over stamp on the rear of the belt loop. A nice hunting
knife for the damascus knife collector. (6020-K7)

1676. CUSTOM BOOT/FIGHTER KNIFE BY C.R.
SIGMAN This is a lovely knife made by the late
Corbet Sigman. The knife measures 8 7/8” overall with
a 4 3/8” tapered full tang double edge stainless steel
blade. The unique shaped blade has its medial rib offset
by a 1/3, is unsharpened retaining its entire mirror pol-
ish finish and has C.R.Sigman maker mark in the lower
obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a nickel silver
guard with thumb and finger rests and a curved double
finger grip polished boned fastened by nine small bright
pins. No sheath present, an excellent knife by a fine
custom knife smith. (56020-K33)

1677. LARGE CUSTOM FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY
HUDSON This massive knife measures 11” overall with
a 6” high polished full tang clip point blade with a broad 1
3/4” depth. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is
engraved “DAVID L. HUDSON/1988” along the top edge
and “001” at the choil of the reverse side and a single large
“M” in the rear top edge in the obverse side. The handles
are curved dark laminated hardwood with large finger
groove in conjunction with the deep choil and are fastened
by ten small black metal pins and what appear to be dark
rosewood spacers. Knife includes a heavy duty tooled
leather sheath with handle strap in sharpening steel in
pocket. A great well-made custom knife. (56020-K16)

1678. GERBER FIRST EDITION BOLT ACTION FOLDER KNIFE This is the rare first edition folding knife designed by the late great
Blackie Collins. The knife is in mint condition measuring 4 1/8” with a 3 1/2” stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains bright
and unsharpened. The ivory colored Zytel handle has inlaid Gerber medallions at the hinge pin and is equipped with a spring lever release
and lanyard hole. Knife includes an original black dyed leather sheath, two piece sliding leather box and instruction sheet. An excellent
early issue Gerber bolt action folder. (56020-K56)

1679. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE This is a rather nice compact hunting knife measuring 8” overall with a 4” hollow
ground full tang stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and has “RSN” in oval circle makers mark on the reverse
ricasso. The single finger brass guard has spots of light tarnishing and the gold Westinghouse ivorite micarta handles are fastened by nick-
el pins with brass washers. No sheath present, an excellent custom hunting knife. (6020-K6)

1680. GERBER PAUL KNIFE MODEL 2PW This early 80’s Paul knife is stamped with a “6” in the interior spring and measures 3 1/2”
with a 2 1/2” stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and is etched with Gerber Paul knife logo in the obverse side of the blade
and “MODEL 2PW” in the rear of the spine. The handles are cocobolo and rate excellent. Knife includes an original factory gray card-
board box with red baize plastic liner and plastic slide-off cover, brown soft leather pouch and instruction packet. An as-new condition
rare Gerber Paul knife. (56020-K18)
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1681. CUSTOM ARNO BERNARD CARVED HANDLE
UPSWEPT HUNTER KNIFE This fixed blade knife mea-
sures 9 1/2” overall with a 4 1/4” upswept stainless steel blade.
The blade remains bright, unsharpened and has etched makers
mark in the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a bright
pinned nickel silver collar and medium brass collar matching the
9” curved warthog tusk. The middle of handle is carved with
three standing elephants. The tusk is a natural cream color with
dark umber highlights and is accented with thin drying cracks
mainly along the spine and at the tip. Knife includes a light
skinned Cape Buffalo open throat leather sheath. A great look-
ing South African custom knife and sheath combo. (56020-K43)

1682. CASE XX KNIFE HATCHET COMBO This rather neat
combo tool consisting of a 4 3/8 lock back handle with 3” ruler
release spring and removable knife blade and hatchet. The stain-
less steel clip point blade measures 4 5/8”, remains unsharpened
retaining its bright finish and is equipped with thumb serrations.
The hatchet measures 6 3/4”, remains bright and unsharpened. The handles are a dark umber stag fastened by five small bright pins and
are centered between a pinned nickel silver guard and bolster. The bolsters have some light scuffs and specks of oxidation staining. The
ruler is stamped with a patent date of October 22, 1935. The combo includes a leather sheath with stipple long groove knife pocket and
handle strap. The sheath has some stains and handling marks but is in otherwise excellent condition overall. A great vintage Case knife-
hatchet combo. (56020-K34)

1683. RANDALL GILBREATH LINERLOCK FOLDING KNIFE This knife measures 4 1/4” with a 3 3/8” stainless steel blade. The
blade remains bright, unsharpened is equipped with a thumb stud and maker marked on the obverse blade. The bolsters and liners are
a indigo anodized titanium and the handles are a deep red Roger jigged bone. An as-new lightweight Gilbreath folder. (56020-K30)

1684. ENGRAVED MODEL L1 HUNTING KNIFE BY LILE This compact fixed blade knife measures 7” overall with a 3” tapered full
tang drop point D2 tool steel blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened is maker marked on the obverse ricasso. The single nickel
silver guard is deep scroll engraved on both sides. The handles are slender genuine India stag with angled butt equipped with lined lan-
yard hole and fastened by two large nickel silver pins with floral engraved heads. Knife includes a double slot open throat sheath with
light dirt staining. An excellent lightweight Lile hunter example. (56020-K17)

1685. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE BY
GRIFFIN This Dave Griffin knife measures 9 1/4” over-
all with a 5” full tang clip point stainless steel blade
equipped with deep thumb serrations. The blade remains
bright, unsharpened and numbered “001” under maker
mark in the obverse side of the blade. The handles are
dark zebrawood veneer fastened by two small brass pins
and equipped with a single finger groove grip and brass
lined lanyard hole. Knife includes a Don Baker leather
sheath with handle strap having a few light scuffs and dirt
stains. An excellent first production Griffin fixed blade
knife. (56020-K37)

1686. J.D. WARE FIXED BLADE KNIFE MADE FOR
PAUL JAEGER This is an early Pennsylvanian made
knife made by Jeff Ware before locating to Yucatan Mexico.
The knife measures 9” overall with a 4 1/2” tapered full tang

stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened, makers marked on the obverse ricasso and is
etched “PAUL JAEGER/JENKINTOWN, PA.” in the center of the reverse blade and numbered “015” in the
reverse ricasso. The single brass guard shows modest tarnishing and sheath staining. The handles are a nice
antique gold micarta equipped with a lanyard hole and fastened by two large brass pins. Knife includes a dou-
ble stitched and hand laced seam formed maroon leather sheath showing a few light scuffs and blemishes. An
excellent fixed blade hunting knife made for one of the most renowned gunsmiths of our time. (56020-K9)

1687. OBSIDIAN DANISH DAGGER BY CALLAHAN This is a stunning reproduction Danish dagger flintk-
napped by Errett Callahan PhD. The dagger is knapped from a dark brown almost root beer colored obsidian and
measures 4 5/8” overall with a 3 1/8” L. x 1 3/8” W. blade. The dagger is in excellent condition and signed and num-
ber dated by the artist “88EC80”. A superb dagger that looks the same as it did over 30 years ago. (56020-K12)

1688. CLASSIC 5 SERIES MINIATURE BOWIE BY WARENSKI This knife is one of the different mod-
els in Buster Warenski’s “Classic 5” series of miniature knives. The bowie measures 7” overall with a 4 1/2” full
tang stainless steel blade with a 2 7/8” sharpened false edge and light filework along the top rear edges. The
blade remains unsharpened retaining all of its high gloss finish and is etched “BUSTER/”76”/WARENSKI” in
the obverse ricasso and “CLASSIC/5/SERIES” in the reverse ricasso. The nickel silver double guard remains
bright and the handles are
genuine stag with nickel
silver shields and are fas-
tened by four small bright
pins. No sheath present, a
superb classic 5 miniature.
(56020-K46)
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1689. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE FOLDER BY NOLAN This is a rather interesting drop point folder by R. D. Nelson that incorporates
a small folding blade in the handle. The knife measures 7” overall with a 3” full tang stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains
unsharpened and retains all of its bright polished finish with “NK” inside circle makers mark etched in the obverse blade. The handles are
an attractive golden maple burl fastened by five small bright pins to aluminum spacers. The spacers enclose a smaller unmarked high pol-
ished 2” drop point blade in equal bright condition. Knife includes a hand tooled Rowe’s open throat leather sheath. An excellent rather
neat R. D. Nolan hunting knife. (56020-K45)

1690. REMINGTON 1984 MODEL R1303 FOLDING BULLET KNIFE This large single blade folder measures 4 3/8” with a 3 1/2”
stainless steel clip point blade. The blade is bright, unsharpened and is etched with trademark logo in the obverse blade and engraved
with Remington UMC logos and model number and date in the ricassos. The handles are a dark red jigged bone fastened by two small
brass and a larger bright pin and are equipped with a inlaid bullet shield, lanyard hole and single nickel silver bolster. The knife is in excel-
lent condition overall and includes an original two piece green and red cardboard box. (56020-K25)

1691. CUSTOM IMPROVED DROP POINT HUNTER BY CLAY Hand crafted by Wayne Clay this fixed blade knife measures 8 1/4”
overall with a 3 3/4” tapered full tang high polished ATS-34 steel blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and has classic Loveless
style makers mark etched in the obverse side of the blade. The nickel silver low profile single guard remains bright. The handles are
Sambar stag fastened by ground nickel silver rivets with dark red liners and equipped with a lanyard hole. No sheath present, an excel-
lent condition Wayne Clay hunter example. (56020-K24)

1692. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY BOB LEVINE This is an earlier Alaskan made knife by Mr. Levine measuring 11” overall
with a 6” full tang stainless steel blade with a broad 1 3/8” depth. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and the tang has a flowing vine
filework pattern along the top and butt. The handle is a single grip swell desert ironwood fastened by small bright pins and equipped with
a lined lanyard hole. Knife includes a maker marked burnt sienna dyed leather sheath with handle strap. A nice fixed blade knife slight-
ly on the larger side for hunting or kitchen use. (56020-K2)

1693. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY POPLIN This handy little knife measures 7 5/8” overall with a
3 1/2” tapered full tang hollow ground high polished stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with “POP”
makers mark in the reverse side ricasso. The nickel silver single guard remains bright and the handles are desert ironwood with thin black
liners fastened by two large bright pins. Knife includes a dark brown dyed leather formed open throat leather sheath. (56020-K11)

1694. CHRIS REEVE AVIATOR STYLE TACTICAL KNIFE This knife measures 12” overall with a 7” high carbon stainless steel blade
equipped with a sawtooth back and 1 5/8” sharpened top edge. The knife retains nearly all of its gray KG Gun-Kote finish with some light
flaking along the pommel. The obverse blade is stamped with “CR” makers mark and is numbered “108” along the rear top edge. The
hollow steel handle is checkered and is equipped with a shallow double guard and nut paneled aluminum pommel with lanyard hole. Knife
includes a maker marked dyed black leather sheath with snap equipped belt loop and tie cord. (55835-12)

1695. CHRIS REEVE GUERRILLA TACTICAL FIGHTING KNIFE Designed by Bill Harsey and made by Chris Reeve this knife
measures 12 3/8” overall with a 7” full tang high carbon stainless steel spear point blade equipped with a 2” false edge and partial ser-
rated main edge. The blade bears Reeve and Harsey makers marks and the metal surfaces retain 99% gray KG Gun-Kote finish. The
finger groove handle is equipped with olive drab linen micarta panels fastened by three large allen screws, lanyard hole and glass break-
er tip. Knife includes a Black Hawk tactical multi compartment green canvas sheath and a maker marked dyed black leather sheath with
handle strap. (55835-11)

1696. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE FIGHTING KNIFE BY BARDSLEY This rather unique looking Norman Bardsley knife measures 12
7/8” overall with a 8 1/8” full tang stainless steel blade equipped with a 5 3/8” sharpened false edge and a 2 5/8” spear point reduced to
a 8 1/8” rebated curved main edge. The double finger grip black micarta handles are fastened by three large bright ground rivets and is
equipped with wrist thong. Knife includes a makers marked hand tooled dyed black leather sheath. (55835-14)

1697. CUSTOM SOG STYLE FIGHTING KNIFE BY BARDSLEY This fixed blade Norman Bardsley creation measures 10 3/4” over-
all with a 5 3/4” extended full tang stainless steel bowie style blade. The blade and tang bear an overall pewter gray patina with very fine
pinprick pitting. The blade is maker marked on the reverse side and the extended tang is suited for skull crushing or window breaking
capabilities. The black ebony curved handles rate excellent fastened by two steel pins and equipped with a lined lanyard hole. Knife
includes a broad dyed black leather sheath. (55835-13)

1698. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTER BY MORSETH This fixed blade knife measures 7 3/4” with a 3 3/4” hollow ground stain-
less steel drop point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is maker marked along the obverse top edge. The low profile
nickel silver single guard remains bright. The Westinghouse micarta handle rates excellent remaining bright and is equipped with a black
white and red spacer collar and brass tightening screw in the butt. Knife includes a hand laced oiled leather sheath having a few light
scuffs and handling marks. An excellent earlier Morseth hunting knife. (55835-15)

1699. MINIATURE FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY SAUCIER This fixed blade knife measures 6” overall with a 3” stainless steel clip point
blade. The blade remains bright and appears to have been lightly professionally sharpened. The blade is equipped with a curved choil
and is marked “J. Saucier/Handmade” in the obverse side. The brass double guard remains bright as does the brass, red and black spac-
er collar separating the staghorn handle. No sheath present a neat looking handmade fixed blade knife. (55835-16B)

1700. CUSTOM DAGGER/LETTER OPENER This is a rather neat little fixed blade knife measuring 8” overall with a 4 1/4” double edged
high polished stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is engraved with an unknown “JF” makers mark in the
obverse ricasso and is numbered “730” in the reverse ricasso. The nickel silver double guard and collar remain bright and the turquoise
blue delerin tapered handle rates excellent and is separated by thin yellow and white spacers. Knife includes an unmarked leather sheath
with belt/boot clip and handle strap. (55835-16A)

1701. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 6mm Rem., 100 gr., PSP cartridges in
excellent condition. (105957-2)

1702. LOT OF TURKEY HUNTING CALLS This lot contains six turkey calls total: (1) Primos “Lil” Hot Box, box call still in it original fac-
tory packaging; (1) Primos Limb Hanger mouth diaphragm call still in original packaging; (1) Quaker Boy Crankin’ Crow gobbler locator
mouth call still in original factory packaging and a Primos plastic call box containing three different diaphragm mouth calls which have seen
little if any use. A great collection of calls ready for gobbler season. (55847-5)

1703. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot contains five full and one partial (35 rds.) 50 round boxes of Federal Power-Flite high
velocity 22 long rifle cartridges in gold, white and black boxes. The ammunition rates excellent, the boxes show some minor scuffs and
rounded corners. (55847-6)

1704. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two steel, high capacity magazines, likely for a Browning Hi Power pistol. There is a 20 round and
a 13 round magazine both in very good overall condition. (105790-20)
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1705. U.S. ARMY M12 RIFLE STORAGE RACK MSN 1095-00-407-0674, storage rack for M16/AR15 style rifles. The dimensions
are 42 1/2” x 10” x 36 1/4” with a weight of 44 lbs. The rack has an O.D. painted finish with light handling marks, white painted rack num-
bers, black vinyl tape used as spacing guides and a couple areas of surface rust on the front locking bars. The identification tag is pre-
sent and reads “U.S. ARMY/RACK,STORAGE,SMALL ARMS/FOR M16/M16A1 RIFLE: M12”. The base are equipped with mounting
holes; hardware not included. A neat rack for a military display or securing an AR15 collection. [Please note due to size extra packing and
shipping will apply]. (56007-1)

1706. U.S. ARMY M12 RIFLE STORAGE RACK MSN 1095-00-407-0674, storage rack for M16/AR15 style rifles. The dimensions
are 42 1/2” x 10” x 36 1/4” with a weight of 44 lbs. The rack has an O.D. painted finish with light handling marks, white painted rack num-
bers, black vinyl tape used as spacing guides and a couple areas of surface rust on the front locking bars. The identification tag is pre-
sent and reads “U.S. ARMY/RACK, STORAGE, SMALL ARMS/FOR M16/M16A1 RIFLE: M12”. The base are equipped with mounting
holes; hardware not included. A neat rack for a military display or securing an AR15 collection. [Please note due to size extra packing and

shipping will apply]. (56007-1A)

1707. ANTIQUE UNMARKED
CAST-IRON PLANK CANNON 1"
bore about 7 1/8" deep with a moderate-
ly oxidized bore. Overall length is about 9
1/2" from the flat muzzle face to the tiny
protrusion at the rear, not really large
enough to be considered a cascabel.
The breech face is about 2 1/2" in diam-

eter tapering to about 3" in diameter at the rear-most section of gun. The metal surfaces are
overall lightly and moderately pitted and are a stabilized deep oxidized brown patina. The

gun is completely unmarked and is vented. Normally attached to a heavy wooden
plank by blacksmith-made iron straps, these plank cannons were very portable
and could be used on the walls of hastily made earth and log fortifications or
even from the rail of ships. They are very rare nowadays and seldom encoun-
tered. This example is about very good overall and likely dates from the early-
mid part of the 18th century. (35528-49) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1708. SEALED BOX OF GALLAGER’S BREECH LOADING CARBINE
CARTRIDGES This lot consists of a sealed box with a natural colored paper
label with black printing. The box has scuffed corners and a slightly off center
label which reads “10 Poultney’s Metallic/CARTRIDGES/Patented December
15th,1863; 12CAPS,/for/Gallager’s Breech Loading Carbine,/50/100 Calibre.” An
overall very good condition box for the antique cartridge collector. (55658-12A1)

1709. FULL BOX OF SHARPS 52/100 CARTRIDGES This lot consists
of an opened box still sealed along the rear edge. The box has a matching
natural colored paper label with black print which reads “10 CAR-
TRIDGES/For Sharps’ Improved Rifle./52/100 CALIBER./Made of a Superior
Quality of Powder,/ By The/ SHARPS RIFLE MANUF’ CO./Hartford Conn.”
The box has sharp corners and the paper has darkened lightly with age
showing a few spots of very light dirt staining. (55658-12A2)

1710. SEALED PACKAGE OF COLT POCKET PISTOL SKIN CAR-
TRIDGES This lot consists of a sealed natural colored paper wrapped
package of 5 combustible envelope cartridges for Col. Colt’s Patent
Revolving Pocket Pistol made of Hazard’s powder. The package rates very
good overall with a small tear and scuff in the top right corner along with
some light scuffs, light dirt staining and label a bit off center. A neat little
package perfect for any cartridge collection. (55658-12A3)
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1711. VINTAGE BOX OF PETERS 38 RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Lot contains an opened but full two-piece natural colored card-
board box with red top and side labels containing “50 .38 Cal. Short/Rim Fire Cartridges” loaded with swaged bullets. The top label shows
drawing of cartridges and side labels list caliber and directions for use. The labels remain about 95% intact with lightly torn edges, scuffed
corners and ingrained dirt. The box has some torn separating seams, rounded corners and ingrained dirt staining. Ammunition rates very
good to fine with light oxidation staining on bullets and cases (55658-12A4)

1712. ORIGINAL PACKAGE OF JAPANESE NAMBU AMMUNITION
Lot contains an unopened natural colored paper package with matching paper
top label containing 15 rounds of 8 mm Nambu ammunition. The package
rates fine to near excellent with seams starting to separate with age; mainly
intact label with a few scuffs, tears, ingrained dirt staining and the linen pull
cord end starting to lift. Japanese symbols remain fully legible. (55658-12A5)

1713. VINTAGE BOX OF LEFAUCHEUX PINFIRE AMMUNITION
Lot contains an excellent condition two-piece natural colored cardboard
box with salmon colored top label which reads “10/ Lefaucheux Revolver
Patronen/Cal 15 mm”. The label remains fully intact with only some very
light dirt staining. The box rates excellent with sharp corners and intact
iron stapled seams. (55658-12A6)

1714. COLLECTIBLE PACKAGE OF REMINGTON REVOLVING PIS-
TOL SKIN CARTRIDGES This lot consists natural colored paper
wrapped package with left side removed to expose contents. The label reads
“6 Combustible Envelope/ CARTRIDGES/made of DuPont Powder/ For
Remington’s, Colts And Other/Revolving Holster Pistol/44-100 inch Calibre”.
The label remains 98% intact with a couple minor tears along the bottom edge
and package rates fine with only a couple light scuffs and minor rounding of
the corners. The exposed cartridges rate excellent with only some minor light
staining of the lead. (55858-12A7)

1715. COLLECTIBLE BOX OF WINCHESTER 38 LONG RIM-
FIRE CARTRIDGES This lot consists of an opened but full 50
round natural colored box with green top and salmon colored side
labels. The top label remains about 95% intact with a few small tears
scuffs and dirt staining. The label shows an image of cartridge and
reads “50 No.38/METALLIC CARTRIDGES/Manufactured By
The/WINCHESTER/REPEATING ARMS CO.”. The side label remain
75% percent intact missing the lower half of one endflap with lightly
roughed edges, cellophane tape repairs and simply list caliber designa-
tion. The box rates very good with some light rounded corners, cello-
phane taped edges, light dirt staining and white cloth tape reinforced
seams along the interior of the lid and bottom of box. The ammunition
rates fine with light tarnish to some of the cases and minor light oxida-
tion on the bullets. (55858-12A8)

1716. BOX OF UMC 44 CALIBER SHORT RIMFIRE CARTRIDGES
This lot consists of an opened but full tartan colored box with green top and
red side labels containing 50 Union Metallic Cartridge Co. 44 caliber short
rimfire cartridges loaded with swaged bullets. The top label remains about 95-
98% intact with a small tear at the top center edge, old cellophane tape repairs
and ingrained dirt staining. The side label remains about 60% intact with torn
missing edges, scuffs, dirt staining and old cellophane tape leaving printing
undecipherable. The box rates good with rounded edges, scuffs, modest dirt
staining, missing rear edge of lid and white cloth repairs along corners of lid
and bottom interior of the box. The ammunition rates fine with light tarnishing
of the cases and minor light oxidation staining on the bullets. (55858-12A9)

1717. FULL BOX OF WINCHESTER 45-70 GOVERNMENT AMMUNITION This lot consists of an opened but full 25 round nat-
ural color cardboard box with red wrap over top label. The label remains 80% intact missing the rear side along with light scuffs, rough
edges and light dirt staining. The label reads “25 .45-70/U.S. Government/Folded Head/ Central Fire/CARTRIDGES/.45 Caliber 70 Grs.
Powder” with manufacturer name and location. The box rates good to very good with rounded corners and edges with modest white cloth
tape reinforced lid and bottom interior and old ink writing on bottom of box. The cartridges rate excellent with of some light mellowing to
some of the cases. (55858-12A10)
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1718. COLLECTIBLE BOX OF ELEY 9MM PINFIRE AMMUNITION
This lot consists of an opened but full two piece cardboard box with white
wrap over top label containing 50 9 mm pin-fire revolver cartridges manu-
factured by Eley Bro.s of London. The label remains about 95% intact with
lightly torn missing edges, light scuffs and modest moisture and dirt stain-
ing; main printing remaining fully legible. The box rates fine with some light-
ly round but intact corners and edges. The ammunition rates fine as well
with light tarnishing on the brass cases. Overall a decent box of pinfire
ammunition. (55858-12A11)

1719. SEALED BOX OF FIOCCHI VELO-DOG AMMUNITION This
is a factory sealed box with a dark red top and wrap around side label.
The top label remains 99% intact with a small scuff to the left side edge;
the label reads “25 CARTUCCE/per revolver/VELO-DOG/m/m
5.7/Polvere Senza Fumo/S.p.A. G. Fiocchi – Lecco”. The side label
remains 90% intact with a modest scuff to the front panel but remains
intact and lists caliber and logo. The box rates excellent with sharp cor-
ners and ink stamp batch number on bottom of box. (55858-12A12)

1720. FULL BOX OF FRANCOTTE LEFAUCHEUX 9 MM PINFIRE
AMMUNITION This is an open but full 25 rd. two piece carboard box
with white top label. The label reads “Capsulerie Liegeoise/V.FRANCOTTE,
MAY & Cie/Liege 25 (Belgique)/Cartouches pour Revolvers
Lefaucheux/Cal. 9 m/m”. The label remains 95-98% with a couple scuffed
edges and light dirt staining. The box rates near excellent with some lightly rounded corners and some light dirt staining. The ammo rates
excellent with light tarnishing on the copper cases and light oxidation staining forming on the lead bullets. (55858-12A13)

1721. FULL BOX OF REMINGTON 56-52 SPENCER AMMUNITION This an open but full 25 round cardboard box with tan top
and side labels containing 25 rds. of Spencer ammunition. The top label reads “.56-52 Spencer/25 Rim Fire Cartridges” above picture of
cartridge, red circular Remington/UMC trademark logo and company name and location. The label rates good overall remaining 95%
intact having darkened with age with a old cellophane tape repair across the top and scuffed rough edges. The side labels remain 50%
intact with old cellophane tape repairs over the missing sections, moderate scuffs and ingrained dirt. Remnants of the bottom guarantee
label remain. The box rates good to very good with lightly rounded edges and glue repaired seams. The ammo rates fine with minor tar-
nishing on the copper cases and light white oxidation staining on the lead bullets. (55858-12A14)

1722. U.S. MODEL 1855 RIFLE-MUSKET BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY .58 cal. percussion, 40” barrel with a dark rusty bore.
The metal surfaces are an overall brown patina with generous traces of an older added blue finish with numerous dings and handling
marks, scattered fine pitting and light oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates good overall having been shortened to 22” from the muz-
zle and has numerous chips, cracks, handling marks, a square shaped indentation between the lock screws and dried fading original fin-
ish. The rear sight and barrel bands have been removed leaving the stock loose fitting. The primer door and ramrod are missing and the
screws show modest slot wear. A good candidate for above the mantle. (55848-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1723. ARMI SPORT REPRODUCTION U.S. MODEL 1861 PERCUSSION RIFLE-MUSKET serial #S1154, .58 cal. percus-
sion, 40” barrel with a fine bore having a few spots of very light surface oxidation. The metal surfaces are finished bright with a few light
handling marks and some specks of light oxidation staining in and around the breech area. The barrel and lock bear proper facsimile mark-
ings. The walnut stock rates fine with a handful of light handling marks and blemishes. Included is a Gaylord reproduction A.D. Laidley
inspected leather sling. A fantastic repro for the re-enactor or primitive hunter. (56032-2) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1724. BELGIAN FLINTLOCK KENTUCKY RIFLE BY DIXIE GUN WORKS serial #390, .45 cal. flint, 40” octagon barrel with a
bright fine bore. The barrel retain 98% original browned finish with a few light dings and handling marks. The lock retains brilliant crisp
case colors with the frizzen spring finished bright. The muzzle cap, ramrod pipes, single spur triggerguard, sideplate, patchbox and cres-
cent buttplate with heel extension have a nicely mellowed brass finish. The walnut stock with molded cheekpiece rates excellent with a
few light blemishes and has been scorched to resemble a tiger stripe pattern. A great modern flintlock for the primitive muzzleloading
hunter. (55840-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1725. CONTEMPORARY FLINTLOCK HALFSTOCK FOWLER About 12 bore, 36” round barrel with a very good bore having some
areas of very fine surface oxidation. The metal surfaces near an overall brown patina with some fine pitting and minor oxidation staining main-
ly around the breech and on the action. The walnut stock rates fine with a few light blemishes and slightly darker walnut forend cap. What
appears to be a proper ramrod is included however the rib has separated about 6” from the muzzle. (55823-136) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1726. MARLIN MODEL 336SC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #H57688, 35 Rem., 20” barrel with a very good bore having
strong rifling and some very light frosting within the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with majority of loss a
dull pewter gray with handling wear on the lever and trigger guard, rear tang and rear edge of the receiver, magazine tube and forend
cap along with some light handling marks and fine pinprick oxidation staining. The pistol grip stock and forearm rate fair to good with
added checkering, the forend cut and an amateur added forearm and handguard, an inlaid compass in the stock comb, filled swivel stud
holes in the grip and belly of stock which also shows a diamond shaped plug. Additionally the stock has two drilled and sleeved holes
in the left side for an added adjustable raised cheekpiece and is a bit proud of the cracked checkered black plastic factory buttplate,
quite possibly from another rifle. The rear sight has been removed and installed is a Weaver K2. 5 fixed power scope with fine crosshair
reticle in an adjustable Williams side mount base in addition to an offset side mounted peep sight. The front sight hood is present and
a single sling swivel is present in the added forend tip. Overall a good condition sporting carbine which would make a decent rainy day
deer gun with properly fitted wood. (55823-122) (150/250)

1727. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #27024341, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a couple light scuffs and handling marks. The straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate
very good with a couple light blemishes and the forearm a bit darker than the stock. The front sight hood is present, the rear sight has been
replaced with a Williams adjustable open rear sight and a swivel stud has been installed on the magazine tube. (55885-17) (200/400)

1728. MARLIN MODEL 1936RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #B6517, 32 Spl., 20” barrel with a bright fine bore. The barrel
and magazine retain 95-97% original blue with a few light dings, handling marks and some fine pinprick oxidation staining. The case col-
ored receiver is toning to gray with generous amount of strong colors still present on the flat bolt, top and protected areas of the receiv-
er, The non-comb pistol grip walnut stock and beavertail forearm rate very good with light dings and handling marks and dried flaking
original finish on the buttstock. The carbine features a gold bead front sight and folding leaf rear sight. A solid late manufactured model
1936 carbine. (55904-16) {C&R} (275/375)
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1729. MARLIN MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial
#190514, 32 RF, 24” round barrel with a dark pitted bore. The barrel and magazine on this

take-down rifle bear an overall dark brown patina with traces of original blue still present with
a handful of light dings and scratches; the action and crescent buttplate are more of a lighter mot-

tled grayish-brown with some fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The plain straight grip walnut
stock and long forearm rate good to very good with an abundance of light handling marks in a dark oil finish. A good to

very good condition 1899-manufactured rifle. (56064-2) {C&R} (400/600)
1730. WINCHESTER PRE ’64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1635329, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a bright

fine bore. The barrel and magazine retain 95-97% original blue with silvering along the muzzle and high edges along with a few
light nicks and scuffs. The action retains about 85% original blue with loss due to handling wear mainly along the bottom and
sides of the action along with a couple light scuffs and scratches. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate very good
overall with a handful of dings and handling marks in an added heavy varnish also present on the checkered steel buttplate. The
front sight hood is missing and a Lyman ivory bead front sight is installed; the rear sight has been replaced with a slot blank and
the receiver has been drilled and tapped and mounted is a Williams’s adjustable peep. A solid pre ’64 model 94 carbine. (56059-
12) {C&R} (350/550)

1731. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #498893, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine retain 98% original blue with a few very light nicks and scuffs. The action retains about 60% flaking original blue
toning to brown with majority of blue still present on the bolt, ejection port and lever. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate
near excellent with a few light blemishes. The front sight hood is present and swivel studs have been installed. (56015-27) (175/275)

1732. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 CLASSIC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3099251, 30-30 Win., 20” octagon barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some faint silvering along the high edges and contact points along
with a few light handling marks. The loading gate retains about 50% gold plated finish. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm
rate very good with light handling marks in a high gloss finish. The carbine is equipped with an open post front sight and standard sport-
ing rear sight. Sling swivels have been installed. (55985-3) (200/400)

1733. SEARS MODEL 54 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #20042, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal sur-
faces are an overall smoky gray patina with generous amounts of fading original blue at the muzzle, magazine tube, forend cap and pro-
tected areas of the receiver along with some fine pinprick oxidation staining. The bright checkered chrome buttplate is an aftermarket
replacement. The plain straight grip walnut stock rates about very good with numerous dings, dents and handling marks in a high gloss
finish. Equipped with standard open sights, a good to about very good condition Winchester 94 made for Sears. (56015-21) (100/175)

1734. MOSSBERG U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MODEL 44US BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #151802, 22 LR, 26” heavy bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% arsenal added gray phosphate finish and is “U.S. PROPERTY” marked on
top of the receiver; the grooved steel buttplate retains 95-97% black painted finish lightly flaking along the edges. The plain pistolgrip wal-
nut stock rates fine having been lightly cleaned with a handful of light handling marks and blemishes in a nice military oil finish. Rifle is
equipped with a standard front sight, Mossberg model S-100 folding adjustable receiver mounted peep sight and a single factory seven
round magazine. Rifle includes a cardboard box with CMP shipping label; no paperwork included. (56092-5) (175/275)

1735. MOSSBERG U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MODEL 44US BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #156004, 22 LR, 26” heavy bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal added gray phosphate finish with a small band of unparkerized
metal towards the rear of the barrel and light silvering and fine oxidation along the edges of the grooved buttplate and a few spots of dried
cosmoline protectant. The rifle is “U.S. PROPERTY” marked on top of the receiver. The plain pistol walnut stock rates fine having been
lightly cleaned with a handful of light blemishes in a lightly added military oil finish. Rifle is equipped with a standard front sight, Mossberg
model S-100 folding adjustable receiver mounted peep sight and a single factory seven round magazine. The black plastic triggerguard
does not seat properly and may be a replacement from a similar rifle. Included is a cardboard box with CMP shipping label; no paper-
work included. (56092-3) (175/275)

1736. MOSSBERG U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MODEL 44US BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #155340, 22 LR, 26” heavy bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal added gray phosphate finish with a small band of unparkerized
metal midway between the barrel band and the receiver and a couple light scuffs and scratches. The rifle is “U.S. PROPERTY” marked
on top of the receiver and the bolt handle retains strong case colors. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates fine having been lightly cleaned
with a handful of light blemishes in a lightly added military oil finish. Rifle is equipped with a standard front sight, Lyman model 57 M8
receiver adjustable peep sight and a single factory seven round magazine. Included is a cardboard box with CMP shipping label; no paper-
work included. (56092-4) (175/275)

1737. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #10423, .45 cal. percussion, 28” octa-
gon barrel with a dirty bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue toning to brown with some light handling marks and scat-
tered fine pinprick oxidation staining more prevalent at the breech. The lock still retains good case colors with spots of fine oxidation and
the brass furniture has a nicely mellowed finish with a few light scuffs and handling marks. The walnut stock rates good with light han-
dling marks and moderate flaking finish. No ramrod included. (55669-118) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

1738. MARLIN MODEL 7000T SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #00221804, 22 LR, 18” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue. The red, white and blue laminated hardwood stock rates excellent. This little target rifle features an alu-
minum forend rail with adjustable stop, two stage target trigger with stop, adjustable soft rubber buttplate and a single nice plated magazine.
Installed is a Bushnell Sportsman 4x32mm scope with duplex reticle. A decent little target rifle in excellent condition. (56034-14)(200/400)

1739. CABELAS PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #405356, .54 cal. percussion, 28” octagon barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 92-95% original blue with modest surface wear loss and oxidation at the muzzle along with a
covering of fine oxidation staining. The lock retains strong case colors and the brass hardware has a softened mellow patina. The buttplate
is missing but what appears to be the proper wooden ramrod is present. (56045-3) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1740. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #200865, .50 cal. percussion, 28”
octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and strong crisp case colors on the lock; the brass
hardware has a pleasing mellowed ochre patina. The walnut stock rates near excellent with a few light dings and blemishes. Included is
a brown composite ramrod. An excellent condition T/C Hawken muzzleloader. (55891-8) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1741. CVA FRONTIER PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #88 604841, .50 cal. percussion, 24” octagon barrel with
a dark rusty bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original blue under a covering of moderate surface rust. The brass hardware has
a mellowed ochre patina with a few areas of light tarnish and the forend cap is a bit loose. The plain hardwood stock rates very good to
fine with a few scratches and handling marks. What appears to be a proper wooden ramrod is included and the nipple is a replacement.
(55933-22) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
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1742. THOMPSON CENTER FIRE HAWK PERCUSSION INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #10282, .50 cal. percus-
sion, 24” round barrel with a fine bore having a few specks of light surface oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue
with area of gray wear on the right side of barrel and scattered pinprick oxidation staining more prominent at the muzzle. The plain wal-
nut stock rates fine with light handling marks. Installed is a T/C Hawken Hunter series 1.5X-5X scope with duplex reticle, missing its side
emblem. Included is a black composite ramrod with a slightly flared end. (55988-S16759A) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

1743. THOMPSON CENTER NEW ENGLANDER PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #47118, .50 cal. percus-
sion, 26 1/2” round barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces are an overall smoky gray patina with original blue still on the rear tang
and triggerguard and faint traces of case colors in protected areas of the lock along with some light surface rust on the hammer skirt. The
walnut stock rates about very good with ample handling marks and flaking finish. The hammer screw has broken in the lock and the ram-
rod is missing. (55933-19) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1744. THOMPSON CENTER BLACK DIAMOND INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #80688, .50 cal. 209 ignition, 22 1/2”
barrel with a dark rusty bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue under a coating of light oxidation staining and moderate sur-
face rust which is prohibiting proper operation of the action. The checkered black synthetic stock rates fine with light scuffs and scratches.
Rifle is equipped with Hi-Viz sights and what appears to be the proper aluminum ramrod is included. (55933-21) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1745. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #6878, .50 Cal. Percussion, 31” octa-
gon barrel with a fine bore having a few specks of very light surface oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with
some scattered fine oxidation staining more prominent at the muzzle. The lock retains strong case colors with a few specks of light oxi-
dation around the hammer skirt and the brass hardware has a nicely softened ochre patina. The walnut stock rates fine with a handful of
very light blemishes. There is no ramrod present. (55823-160) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)

1746. LILE CUSTOM KNIFE LOT This lot consists of James B. Lile Big 7 custom "Duxbak" knife with sheath. These limited production
knives were made between 1969 and 1970, this one being #350 of 500. The knife has a 4" D2 tool steel blade, with the original edge
and measures 8 1/2" overall. It features a single brass hilt, an osage orange wood handle with brass pins and a small brass emblem in the
handle with the Duxbak Co. logo. The handle is lined for a lanyard and includes one of braided leather. The blade is script signed "Hand
Made by James B. Lile" on one side, and "Duxbak Style 100 #350 of 500" on reverse. The knife is in excellent condition with some light
tarnish on the brass. The included Duxbak sheaths were made by Oklahoma Leather, this one is in excellent condition with the light marks
and stains from nearly 40 years of handling -- both sides of this ambidextrous sheath are stamped with the Duxbak Co. logo. An excel-
lent example of these fine handcrafted knifes by a well known master knife maker. (45879-4) (400/600)

1747. BUCK KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Buck Model 118 Personal fixed blade hunting knife with sheath. The knife measures 8 1/2”
long and has 4 3/8" blade that appears to have been lightly sharpened. Included is the original #103 black leather flap style sheath. A
great all-purpose hunting knife in excellent condition. (45879-5)

1748. ANTIQUE TELESCOPIC NAUTICAL SPYGLASS This lot consists of a 1830's vintage two-draw brass and wood telescopic
spyglass with sunshade. This iconic looking piece measures 14 3/4" long and expands to an impressive 38 1/2". The brass has an over-
all light tarnish, the middle section shows some moderate wear. The wood body has a small 2 1/2" crack near the base and light handling
wear and minor flaking to the original varnish. The first draw is inscribed "G Bracher / London / Day or Night", the top and bottom lines
are in script. The optics are lightly clouded but still offer a crisp view when properly focused. Each lens has a removable cover which is
fitted with a sliding view port. The spyglass sits in a nice brass rest that is unmarked and has a felt bottom, perfect for the mantle. A real-
ly neat piece that is close to being 200 years old and is in excellent condition considering its age. (45538-18)

1749. HOPKINS & ALLEN MANUFACTURING MODEL XL
DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7922, 32 CF, 3"
octagon barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% nickel finish that shows a few spots of very light
oxidization and has a few light dings and handling marks. The let-
tering and edges remain crisp and sharp and the cylinder is num-
bered to the frame. The grip features checkered, hard rubber
panels, the left side brown and the right side black. The right side
is scratch numbered to the frame and both are in excellent condi-
tion. The revolver is housed in a custom, fitted wood presentation
box that has a blue velvet lining and spaces for six cartridges. The
lid is inscribed "Hopkins & Allen / X.L. / Double Action" and has
"7922" along the front lip and "R.L.A." along the base. The
revolver appears to function correctly and would make a fine addi-
tion to any early cartridge revolver collection. (46060-1)
{ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1750. BRITISH WEBLEY MARK VI DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #434816, 45 ACP/Rim, 6" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% of a
later, heavy black enamel finish that has minor flaking and han-
dling wear. The grip has a set of Franzite checkered, black plas-
tic grips that rate excellent and the base retains the lanyard ring
stud. The revolver appears to function correctly and should
make an excellent shooter. (45799-10) {C&R} (200/400)

1751. BRITISH WEBLEY MARK IV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #12287, 455 Eley, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and is mixing with spots of light surface oxidation. The grips rate
very good and include a hard rubber grip on the right side and a horn grip on the left. Both have a few light cracks, the horn grip has
some minor shrinkage and gaps along the edges. The lanyard ring is intact and there are no import marking s visible. Revolver functions
correctly and may make a good shooter still. (45688-6) {C&R} (200/400)
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1752. BRITISH LEE-ENFIELD MARK I RIC BOLT ACTION
CARBINE serial #6035A, 303 British, 20 3/4" barrel that has an excellent bore. The

metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light surface
oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have a few small chips and cracks and small arsenal repairs. The

stocks have light dings and handling marks overall, there is a cartouche on the right side of the butt that is still visible and
a small brass disc dated "3/05" and marked "R.I.C." with number "9545". Carbine appears to be in the coorect configura-

tion and includes a magazine. These rifles were converted for use with 1888 style bayonet by adding a muzzle adapter and were issued
to the Royal Irish Constabulary beginning in 1905. An about very good example overall. (45485-13) {C&R} (400/600)

1753. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #D5561, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider and an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal grey-green parkerized finish. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have
been arsenal restored as well, there is a very small crack on the tip of the handguard on the left side. The receiver markings are light but
still visible and is dated "11/44". A single detachable magazine and an M1 Carbine canvas sling are included. An excellent restored
example of these popular jungle carbines. (46077-17) {C&R} (350/550)

1754. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #P9389, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider and a
very good bore that is lightly pitted throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal enamel finish that has minor flaking
that is mixing with areas of light pitting and surface oxidation. The balance is fading to gray. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have
light dings and some very small chips, there are a couple of small fill marks as well. The receiver is dated "8/45" and there is no importer
mark visible. Included are a canvas sling and a detachable magazine. A near excellent example overall. (45940-5) {C&R} (200/400)

1755. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #Z9269, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider that has
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of an arsenal black enamel finish. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and
have a few minor dings. The tip of the forearm is numbered to match the receiver, and the receiver is dated "3/47". Included are a canvas
sling and a matching numbered magazine. An excellent example overall that is not importer marked. (46010-3) {C&R} (300/500)

1756. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #BD2384, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider that
has a near excellent lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain a small amount of arsenal enamel finish the balance has flaked to gray
and has a few areas with light pitting and minor handling marks. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings. The
carbine is dated "1945" and was imported by Century Arms. Included are a canvas sling, a canvas receiver cover and a detachable mag-
azine that has been renumbered to match. A near excellent condition example overall. (46034-5) {C&R} (200/400)

1757. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #X6168, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces have been gold plated with about 95% remaining. The receiver has been hand etched with a previous owner's social secu-
rity number as was the buttock and forearm. The wood rates near excellent otherwise and each of the three components have "JIE" stamped
on the right side. The buttstock has a small crack on the right side near the butt. The receiver appears to have been dated "9/46" and is
not importer marked. The front sling swivel has been removed and included is a correctly numbered detachable magazine that is plated as
well. A shiny rendition of these popular carbines that despite its personalization is in excellent condition. (46054-54) (200/400)

1758. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK II(F) BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #PF207385, 303 British, 25" barrel with a presumably excel-
lent bore. The visible metal surfaces rate excellent and have an arsenal black enamel finish. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have
a few minor dings. Rifle has been wrapped in wax paper gauze to protect it for shipping and long term storage, most likely when it was
exported from Great Britain. This wrapping is preventing the bolt from being operated and opened but should be quite easy to remove
after purchase. A single matching number magazine is included. Rifle is dated "5/50" on the receiver and importer marked on the under-
side of the muzzle. (45810-30) {C&R} (200/400)

1759. BRITISH P14 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE serial #694961, 303 British, 26" barrel with a near excellent lightly
freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is mixing with light surface oxidation and pitting. The hardwood
stocks rate very good and have a few small cracks and arsenal repairs. Rifle is import marked along the barrel toward the muzzle and is
in about very good condition overall. (46070-52) {C&R} (200/400)

1760. BRITISH ENFIELD SMLE NO.1 MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #W9843, 303 British, 25" barrel with a very good but
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are overall brown with mottled gray working through and have a few light handling marks. The
dark, oil stained hardwood stocks rate very good and have a few light dings and small cracks, the ID disc is missing from the butt. A can-
vas sling and detachable magazine are included and rifle does not appear to be import marked. A very good 1918 dated example over-
all. (46010-18) {C&R} (150/250)

1761. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.1 MK III BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #7391G, 303 British, 25" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue finish. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several minor
dings and a few small arsenal repairs, the rear section of the handguard has been replaced with a later example. Rifle includes a single
detachable magazine and was imported by Century Arms. A near excellent 1942 dated example overall that should make a great shoot-
er. (46080-43) {C&R} (100/200)

1762. BRITISH ENFIELD 2A1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #R4967, 308 Win (7.62 NATO), 25" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are gray overall with little if any original finish present. The walnut stocks rate very good and have sev-
eral light dings and a few small cracks, chips and arsenal repairs. The buttplate is currently held on with aftermarket Phillips head screws.
The rifle is equipped with a standard Enfield magazine, not the correct flat bottom model and also included is a canvas sling. Rifle is
importer marked and is in near excellent condition overall. (45904-15) (150/250)

1763. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK II(F) serial #PF220350, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original black enamel finish that has some minor flaking throughout. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings.
The buttstock is marked "22" on the left side. Included are a canvas "pull through" canvas sling, a matching numbered detachable magazine
and a spike bayonet minus the scabbard. Rifle was imported by IAC and is in excellent condition overall. (45810-25) {C&R} (200/400)

1764. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #EC25630A, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal enamel finish that has light handling wear present. The hardwood stocks rate excel-
lent and have a few light dings and scratches. The numbered parts appear to be all matching, including the stock and the receiver is dated
1948. Included are a canvas sling, a detachable magazine and a spike bayonet minus the scabbard. Rifle was imported by IAC and is
excellent condition overall. (45810-20) {C&R} (200/400)
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1765. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #54C3215, 303 British, 25" barrel with a dark,
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown overall that has gray working through. The oil stained walnut stocks rate very good
and have light dings and a few minor arsenal repairs present. The magazine has an added enamel finish but is numbered to the receiver,
the bolt is not but is made by Savage. Included is a spike bayonet with scabbard. A very good example overall that does not appear to
be importer marked. (46070-18) {C&R} (150/250)

1766. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #AM3132, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal enamel finish that has light gray flaking through. The hardwood stocks rate very good and
have light dings and a small repair at the heel of the butt. The receiver markings are very faint but still visible under light, the bolt is not
matching. Included are a detachable magazine and a canvas sling. Rifle is dated 1943 and was imported by Century Arms and is in about
excellent condition overall. (45919-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1767. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK 2 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A7213, 303 British, 25" barrel that has a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal enamel finish that has light wear and handling marks throughout. The hardwood stocks
rate excellent and have added finish over a few light dings and scratches. Rifle was imported by Century arms and includes a canvas sling
and matching numbered detachable magazine. (46080-7) {C&R} (200/300)

1768. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #71L1813, 303 British, 25" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% of what appears to be an original finish that is silvering along most of the edges
and at the muzzle. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have the usual assortment of small nicks and dings. A detachable magazine and
a U.S. style canvas sling are included, the front swivel has been moved to the muzzle to accommodate the sling. This 1944 dated rifle does
not appear to be import marked and is in excellent condition overall. (45904-13) {C&R} (200/400)

1769. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK 2(F) BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #PF446491, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal matte enamel finish. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings
and scratches. Rifle includes a single detachable magazine that has been renumbered to match and is import marked near the muzzle.
An excellent example dated "7/52" that will likely make a great shooter. (46070-33) {C&R} (200/300)

1770. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #85C1489, 303 British, 25" barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal enamel blue finish that has some light silvering along the edges. The
hardwood stocks rate excellent overall. They have been cleaned and currently have a light oil finish. The bolt is not matching but is made
by Savage. Included are a canvas sling, a detachable magazine and a No.9 Mk I blade style bayonet with scabbard. The markings are
crisp on the receiver and rifle is importer marked along the right side of the rear receiver ring. An excellent example overall. (46080-10)
{C&R} (200/400)

1771. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #95L8191, 303 British, 25" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of what appears to be original finish that has light handling wear throughout. The
walnut stocks rate excellent and have light dings overall. Included are a canvas sling, a canvas receiver cover, a non-matching magazine
and a spike bayonet with scabbard. This 1950 dated rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in excellent overall condition. (46034-7)
{C&R} (200/400)

1772. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BULLDOG BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #71C8004, 303 British, 19 3/4" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal matte blue finish that has some light flaking and a few areas of minor
pitting. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The buttstock has a small arsenal repair at the heel. The bolt is
numbered to a different rifle. Included is a single detachable magazine and there does not appear to be any visible importer markings.
An excellent example of these "tanker" model Enfields that was originally manufactured by Savage, and retains the look and feel of the
original No.4 Mk I* series rifles but with a shorter barrel and forearm. (46070-12) (200/300)

1773. BRITISH ENFIELD 2A1 BULLDOG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #L7203, 7.62mm NATO, 19 3/4" barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal blue finish that has some light silvering along the high edges. The
hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have a few very light dings. There are a few small arsenal repairs to the rear handguard. Included
is a single flat bottomed detachable magazine. An excellent scaled down version of these "tanker" style Enfields. (45919-13)(200/300)

1774. NAVY ARMS MODEL 4 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #5074, 45-70, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original finish that has some light handling wear present. The barrel is a gloss blue, the receiver a textured Japanned
finish and the bolt and trigger a matte nickel. The checkered hardwood stocks rate excellent and feature a sporting forearm and Monte
Carlo buttstock. The barrel is equipped with a ramp style front sight and a Williams rear that is missing the leaf. Included are a U.S. mili-
tary style green canvas sling and a detachable magazine. Built on a British Enfield No.4 series action this is a great rifle for in the bush or
the Northern frontier. (46070-29) (200/300)

1775. ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #H9261, 303 British, 24" barrel with a very good bore that has some light
pitting throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is lightly fading to gray overall. The rifle features a Fajen wal-
nut forearm and Monte Carlo buttstock which rate excellent and include an ebony forend tip and capped pistolgrip. A detachable mag-
azine and leather sling are included. A very useable sporterized military rifle that should perform just fine during the fall rifle season.
(45991-1) (100/200)

1776. ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #AL3878, 303 British, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that has light handling wear throughout. The military forearm has been modified and the hand-
guards removed. The walnut stocks rate excellent as refinished and have a few light dings. A single unnumbered magazine is included and
no import marks are visible. A handy sporterized Enfield rifle that should perform amiably during the fall rifle season. (45842-4)(100/200)

1777. ENFIELD NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F163, 303 British, 25" barrel with a dark bore that has strong rifling
visible. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal type blue finish that has some minor fading along a few of the edges and bear-
ing surfaces. The military hardwood stocks have been sporterized, forearm shortened and handguards removed. The buttstock pistolgrip
has been reshaped and a vented recoil pad added to the butt. Both have added finish and rate excellent overall. The rifle retains the orig-
inal sights, a single magazine and there are no importer markings present. A very good sporter Enfield with potential. (45789-4) (75/150)

1778. ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #T8034, 303 British, 19" barrel that has an excellent bore, the original
flash hider cone has been removed. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal black enamel finish that has a few light handling marks
present. The military hardwood stocks have been modified for sporting use and most of the original finish removed. The wood itself rates
excellent and would be easy to refinish. A single magazine is included and no importer markings are visible. A great sporting carbine for
the fall rifle season. (45708-23) (100/200)

1779. ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #NC22196, 303 British, 25" barrel with a near excellent lightly freckled bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 80% of an arsenal blue finish that has light wear throughout. The military hardwood stocks have been
cleaned and modified with the forearm being shortened and the handguards removed. The box magazine is not present but a replace-
ment should be fairly easy to find. Overall this should make a good sporting rifle and a very good shooter as well. (45673-33) (75/150)
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1780. SAVAGE MODEL 1920 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9761, 250-3000, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 40% original blue, the barrel has been polished and has light pitting over much of its surface. The checkered walnut stock
rates about very good and has a few cracks and repairs through the wrist and toe area. A vented recoil pad has been added to the butt
and a compass added to the comb line. The original front sight has been replaced with a ramp style sight and the rear sight has been
replaced with a slot blank. The receiver is equipped with a side mounted rear aperture sight, the rear bridge has been modified to fit the
sight and several tapped screw holes have been added to the left side of the receiver as well. Rifle is mechanically functional and in good
working order otherwise and would be a good candidate for new wood or restoration. (46070-14) (150/250)

1781. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #11192614, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel that has a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that has a few very light handling marks, the only real loss is due to some light surface
oxidation on the buttplate. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have an added lacquer finish. The bolt is numbered to a different rifle.
Rifle was imported by Interstate Arms and includes the cleaning rod, a spike bayonet, canvas sling and cleaning tool kit. An excellent
example overall. (45904-31) (300/500)

1782. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #27001273, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel that has an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and have a few specks of light surface oxidation present. The hardwood stock rates excel-
lent and has a few light dings. The numbers appear to be all matching and included are a cleaning rod, a spike bayonet and a canvas sling.
Rifle was imported by B-West and is in excellent condition overall. (46047-5) (300/500)

1783. CHINESE TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #1812662, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue that has a few very light handling marks present. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a
few light dings. The numbers appear to be all matching and the receiver is marked "(oval)9696" showing the arsenal that this rifle was
produced at. The cleaning rod, canvas sling and cleaning kit are included, the spike bayonet is not. Rifle is import marked on the receiv-
er and is in excellent condition overall. (46080-42) (300/500)

1784. RUSSIAN 91/30 PU MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION SNIPER RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial#CHP7902/32462,
7.62x54R, 29" barrel with a near excellent, lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that is mix-
ing with areas of light surface oxidation and covering a few spots of light pitting. The hardwood stocks have been cleaned and finish
added, but rate excellent overall and have light dings and handling marks. The cartouche is still visible on the right side of the buttstock.
Mounted to the receiver is a correct PU style scope with about very good optics. The scope and receiver are both dated "1943" and the
receiver has been numbered to the scope on the left side. The scope's body has some minor surface oxidation as well. Also included are
a cleaning rod, canvas sling, canvas scope cover and a matching numbered spike bayonet. The numbers appear to be all matching as
well and marked on the right rail of the receiver is "05 WaffSchu". This rifle was most likely exported by the German firm Waffen
Schumacher GmbH and may have been used by German or East German shooting schools after the war. An interesting addition that
should make a great addition to any Mosin-Nagant collection. (46070-53) {C&R} (400/600)

1785. RUSSIAN 91/30 PU MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION SNIPER RIFLE serial #VS6440/ZS6440, 7.62x54R, 29" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few light handling marks present. The
hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The scope is dated "1966" and the receiver "1943", however the rifle num-
bers appear to be all matching. Included are a cleaning rod, a canvas sling and leather scope covers. Rifle was imported by Samco and
was most likely assembled post-import. (46032-4) (300/500)

1786. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #N319562, 7.62x54R, 31 1/2" barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces have faded to a mottled gray and have a few areas of light pitting and handling marks present. The
hardwood stock rates excellent and has several light dings and marks synonymous with service use. The receiver is dated "1894" and
sadly the numbers are not all matching. The butt area has a few minor divots and a ">" along the comb line. Included are a correct style
early leather sling and a cleaning rod. Rifle does not appear to be importer marked and is in very good to near excellent condition over-
all. (46010-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1787. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #ST9398, 7.62x54R, 29" bar-
rel with a very good bore that is lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that has
light wear and a few areas of light surface oxidation present. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have the usual assortment of
light dings and service marks, the forend has a sliver missing from the front barrel band to the tip. Included are a canvas sling and
cleaning rod. The receiver is dated "1943" and the numbers are not matching. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and should make
a good shooter overall. (46010-7) {C&R} (75/150)

1788. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #N24789, 7.62x54R, 21" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore that is freckled in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown throughout. The mod-
ified hardwood stock rates excellent and has an added finish with minor flaking and light handling wear overall. The front sight is added,
the rear is original and the bolt handle has been modified and turned down slightly. The numbers are not matching and included is a
leather sling. A very good sporting rifle for the fall rifle season. (45503-2) (50/100)

1789. GERMAN GEW 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPANDAU serial #9009y, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a dark
bore that has strong rifling present. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have minor pitting overall. The walnut stocks rate near
excellent and have several light dings and a few deep scratches. The parts appear to be all matching, the receiver is dated "1916" and
included are a leather sling and cleaning rod. An about very good example overall. (46010-9) {C&R} (200/400)

1790. GERMAN GEW 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY AMBERG serial #5850, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very good
lightly pitted bore. The barrel has some residual blue that is fading to brown while the receiver and remaining parts are a mottled gray.
The metal has areas of minor pitting and tool marks as well along with some light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks rate about very
good and have a few small cracks and arsenal repairs. The numbers are not all matching, but rifle does not appear to be importer marked.
Included are a cleaning rod and leather sling. A very good example overall dated "1915". (46010-10) {C&R} (200/400)

1791. GERMAN MODEL 98 AZ BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY ERFURT serial #2284, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a very good
bore that is lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have areas of light pitting and handling marks present.
The walnut stocks rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks synonymous with service use. There is some writ-
ing on the left side of the butt that is not very discernable, and the cartouches on the right side are still visible. Sadly the numbers are not
matching, the receiver is dated "1909" and rifle does not appear to be importer marked. A leather sling is included. A very good exam-
ple overall that should make a good shooter. (46010-11) {C&R} (300/500)

1792. POLISH MODEL 98 AZ BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RADOM serial #8658V, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a near excellent
lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain a small amount of original blue and are mostly a cloudy gray. The military hardwood
stocks have been cleaned and have a light added finish. The stocks have a few small dings and there are few small repairs, handguard
has a small crack just forward of the rear sight. The top of the receiver is marked "F.B. / RADOM / 1928" and the markings are crisp.
The numbers are not matching and included is a leather sling. A near excellent example overall that will likely make a great shooter.
(46010-2) {C&R} (400/600)
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1793. BELGIAN MODEL 1889 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY FN serial #L4609, 7.65x53, 21 1/2" barrel that has an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is flaking to brown and has light handling wear present. The outer barrel sleeve
has a few light dings overall. The walnut stock rates very good and has a few minor cracks, the toe section has been repaired and the car-
touches are not present. The bolt is not matching and does not appear to be importer marked. A very good to near excellent example
overall that includes a black leather sling and a replacement cleaning rod. (46010-17) {C&R} (400/600)

1794. BELGIAN 1889/36 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #49005, 7.65x53, 23 1/2" barrel that has a very good bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 75% of an arsenal black enamel finish that is flaking to gray overall. The walnut stocks rate about very good
and have several minor cracks and repairs throughout. The numbers appear to be all matching and included is a leather sling. Rifle does
not appear to be import marked and is in about very good example overall. (46010-1) {C&R} (200/400)

1795. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 24 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #253610, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that
has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few light handling marks present. The
hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The receiver crest is light in the center but still quite visible and the numbers
are not all matching. Rifle is importer marked along the sides of the barrel and includes a U.S. GI style canvas sling and cleaning rod. An
excellent condition example overall. (46034-10) {C&R} (300/500)

1796. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #F6685, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings,
the cartouche on the left side of the butt is crisp. The numbers appear to be all matching, including the cleaning rod, and the receiver crest
is present but is faint. Rifle does not appear to be importer marked and is in excellent condition overall. (46080-40) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1797. MANNLICHER MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION CAVALRY CARBINE serial #1780B, 8x50R, 19 1/2" barrel with a dark oxi-
dized bore that has strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue that is flaking to brown and gray. The wal-
nut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The buttstock is numbered to the receiver. Carbine does not appear to be importer
marked, the receiver is marked "Budapest / M95" Included is a leather sling that has minor crazing and light cracking. A near excellent
example overall. (46010-27) {C&R} (200/400)

1798. STEYR MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION CAVALRY CARBINE serial #1521P, 8x50R, 19 1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore
that has a few light pits. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray-brown with a few areas of light pitting present. The walnut stocks
have been cleaned and have a light added finish and several minor cracks throughout. The numbers appear to be all matching including
the stock and included is a new but correct style brown leather sling. Carbine does not appear to be importer marked and is in very good
to near excellent condition overall. (46010-28) {C&R} (200/400)

1799. BULGARIAN STEYR MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #432G, 8x50R, 30" barrel with a dark oxidized bore that
has strong rifling present. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have a few areas of light pitting present. The walnut and hardwood
stocks rate very good and have light dings and handling marks, the toe section has an arsenal repair. The stock numbers do not match
the receiver and were stamped post repair. The receiver ring bears the Bulgarian crest and is dated "1903" on the side. Rifle does not
appear to be importer marked and included is a leather sling. Many of these Bulgarian rifles were captured and used by the Greeks, this
example however does not currently bear any Greek markings. A very good example overall. (46010-12) {C&R} (200/300)

1800. MANNLICHER MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9466, 8x56R, 30" barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces are gray with areas of light pitting present. The hardwood stock has added finish and has several light dings. The receiver is
marked "Budapest / M.95" and the numbers have been re-stamped to match, most likely after the caliber conversion. There are no visi-
ble importer markings and a leather sling is included. A very good example overall. (46010-13) {C&R} (150/250)

1801. STEYR MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE serial #6546C, 8mm, 30" dark, grease filled barrel with a milled cut-
away section over the chamber. The metal surfaces are a gun metal gray that has brown patina flaking through. The hardwood stocks
rate very good and have a few small cracks and several light dings. The stocks retain some of the black painted finish that would have
helped to distinguish it as a drill or training rifle. An about very good example overall. (45823-140) {C&R} (75/150)

1802. SWISS K31 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #255162, 7.5 Swiss, 27 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue that has a few very light handling marks present. The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have several dings
and light handling marks. The forward barrel band is missing and the toe line of the butt has been inletted for a swivel but one is not pre-
sent. Included are a leather sling, brass muzzle protector and a matching numbered magazine. Rifle was imported by Sarco and is in near
excellent condition overall. (46070-11) {C&R} (150/250)

1803. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1878 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #157160, 41 Swiss, 33" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is fading lightly and mixing with areas light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks rate
excellent and have light dings. The right side of the butt has the initials "CBT" in block letters stamped to the side. The rifle is not importer
marked and does not include the cleaning rod. A near excellent example overall. (45921-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1804. ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87/15 VETTERLI-VITALI BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #KII8606, 6.5 Carcano, 33 3/4" barrel that
has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that is lightly flaking to brown and has a few polished
areas. The walnut stock rates very good and has minor dings and a few small cracks along with a repair to the magazine well area. The
stock is numbered to the rifle and there are a few visible inspector's markings as well. A cleaning rod is included and rifle is dated "1886",
no importer markings are visible. A very good condition example overall. (45591-16) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1805. ITALIAN MODEL 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #RK4569, 6.5 Carcano, 30 1/2" barrel with a dark, oxidized
bore that has strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few areas of light pitting
and small specks of light surface oxidation present. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has been lightly cleaned, the butt is num-
bered to the rifle. Rifle is dated "1894" and does not appear to be importer marked. A leather sling and the cleaning rod are included.
A nice early example overall. (46010-19) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1806. ITALIAN MODEL 1938 CARCANO BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #E4626, 7.35 Carcano, 21" barrel with a dark, oxi-
dized bore that has strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of a commercial blue finish that is fading to gray, most-
ly along the bottom metal, The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have light dings overall, there is some light chipping toward the butt.
The stock is numbered to the rifle and the cartouche is still visible on the left side. Rifle does not appear to be importer marked and is in
near excellent condition overall. (46080-41) {C&R} (150/250)

1807. ITALIAN MODEL 1891 TS BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #C8212, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with a near excellent bore
that is very lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal blue that is silvering along the edges and mix-
ing with areas of very light surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate excellent overall and show evidence of having been cleaned.
The handguard has a few small nicks and dings and the buttstock is numbered to a different rifle. Rifle does not appear to be importer
marked and included are a cleaning rod and a correct style leather sling. A very good to near excellent example that is dated "1899".
(46010-30) {C&R} (200/300)
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1808. ITALIAN MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #BD5284, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with a very good bore that has
light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and are mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting. The
hardwood stocks have several light dings and have been lightly cleaned with finish added. The buttstock is numbered to the carbine. The
side of the barrel is marked "Made In Italy" and dated "1918". Correct style sling and cleaning rod are included. A near excellent exam-
ple overall. (46010-29) {C&R} (150/250)

1809. ITALIAN MODEL 1891 TS BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #AF9934, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with a very good bore that is
lightly pitted and has soft rifling. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have areas of fine surface oxidation and light pitting through-
out. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have a few minor cracks, the butt is correctly numbered to the carbine. The cleaning rod
is not present and the bottom metal is missing the forward screw. Carbine is dated "1917 and includes a stripper clip along with five fired
cases. A very good example overall. (45919-16) {C&R} (100/200)

1810. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #340123, 6.5x55 Swede, 29" barrel that has
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% of an arsenal blue finish that has some light handling wear toward the muz-
zle and covers some light handling marks throughout. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings, the buttstock retains
the brass stock disc. The receiver is dated "1915" and the numbers appear to be all matching, the rear of the bolt has been renumbered
to match. Rifle does not appear to be importer marked and includes a correct style sling, cleaning rod and bayonet with scabbard and
frog. The all-steel bayonet measures 13 1/4" long and has a bright 8 3/8" blade. The bayonet, steel scabbard and leather frog are in sim-
ilar condition as the rifle and include a steel retention clip which is marked with the three Swedish crowns. An excellent condition Swedish
1896 rifle package overall. (46034-11) {C&R} (250/450)

1811. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #476953, 6.5x55 Swede, 29" barrel that has
an extended flash hider and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with loss on the triggerguard
and bolt release lever. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The buttstock retains the brass stock disc which
is marked "1" for bore condition. The numbers are all matching and a cleaning rod and correct leather sling are included. Rifle was import-
ed by Century Arms and is in excellent condition overall. (46032-6) {C&R} (200/400)

1812. FRENCH MODEL 1866/74 M80 CHASSEPOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #Q22708, 11mm Gras, 32 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that is flaking to brown and has a few light handling and tool marks pre-
sent. The walnut stock rates very good and has overall light dings and small chips. The stock is numbered to the rifle and the cartouches
are visible on either side of the butt. This St. Eteinne built rifle is dated 1873 with a conversion date of 1878. A leather sling and a non-
matching number cleaning rod are included. A near excellent example that is not importer marked. (46010-21) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1813. FRENCH MODEL 1874 GRAS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #H21082, 11mm Gras, 32" barrel that has a very good bore with
a few areas of light pitting. The barrel retains about 80% original blue while the receiver is a mottled gray. There are areas of light sur-
face oxidation and pitting present. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have several light dings and various handling marks. The stock
has been lightly cleaned, the serial number (which is matching) and the cartouche remain crisp. A leather sling and cleaning rod are
included and this 1876 dated rifle is in excellent condition overall. (46010-20) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1814. FRENCH MODEL 1866 CHASSEPOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #Q9020, 11mm Chassepot, 32 1/2" barrel with a very
good bore that has light oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and gray and have areas of light pitting pre-
sent. The walnut stock rates excellent and has been lightly cleaned with an added oil finish. There are several minor dings and the match-
ing serial number and cartouche are still quite visible. A leather sling and tulip head cleaning rod with Egyptian markings are included. A
very good to near excellent 1873 dated example overall that has not been converted. (46010-22) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1815. FRENCH MODEL 1886/M93/R35 LEBEL BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #F835, 8mm Lebel, 17 3/4" barrel with a
near excellent lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal black enamel finish that has light handling marks
throughout. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and a few small cracks. The parts appear to be all
matching and carbine does not appear to be importer marked. Included is a leather sling. A near excellent 1936 dated example over-
all. (46010-33) {C&R} (300/500)

1816. FRENCH MAS MODEL 39 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #J53, 7.5 French, 22 1/2" barrel that has a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal black lacquer type finish that has light handling wear throughout. The walnut stocks rate excel-
lent and have several light dings. The cartouche on the right side of the butt is crisp and is dated "1940". The parts appear to be all match-
ing including the wood and rifle does not appear to be importer marked. A leather sling and the spike bayonet are included. A nice early
example that appears to have most of its original military finish unlike the parkerized examples usually seen. (46010-23) {C&R} (300/500)

1817. FRENCH MODEL 1892 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #B95114, 8mm Lebel, 17 1/2" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is fading to gray and has some light staining and specks
of light surface oxidation present. The walnut stock rates near excellent and has the usual assortment of dings and dents associated with
service use. The cartouche is still visible on the right side if the butt, and both it and the barrel are dated "1916". Included are a cleaning
rod and leather sling. All the numbers appear to be matching and there is no visible importer markings. An excellent example overall that
has not been converted to the 1916 specs. (46010-26) {C&R} (400/600)

1818. FRENCH MODEL 1890 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION ARTILLERY CARBINE serial #A13430, 8mm
Lebel, 17 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore that is lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue that
is flaking to brown overall and is fading to gray on the bearing surfaces. The walnut stock rates very good and has light dings and small
chips and has overall minor service wear. The steel buttplate is not a perfect fit and is cracked at the heel. The stock number and car-
touche are light but still visible and all the numbers appear to be matching. The carbine does not appear to be importer marked and
includes a correct cleaning rod and leather sling. A near excellent example dated "1892". (46010-25) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1819. FRENCH MODEL 1896 DAUDETEAU BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #190, 6.5x53.5SR, 22" barrel with a very good bore
that has dark, lightly pitted grooves. The metal surfaces are a rich brown with areas of mottled gray and have light handling marks and
some light pitting and specks of light surface oxidation throughout. The oil stained walnut stock rates near excellent and has light dings
and dents and small chips. The top of the receiver is marked "(shield)S" and has a small arsenal marking below the serial number. The
right side is marked "SIGHAMOND" over a horizontal cannon that has "P" and "G" on either side. Sadly there is no bolt, and the includ-
ed cleaning rod is not correct. The carbine appears to be in original condition otherwise and not made from a shortened 1896 rifle. The
1896 rifles were made in 1896 and 1897, and some examples have been found in other calibers that were made for export. Not much is
known or listed of 1896 carbines, but the markings of this example are correct and it does not appear to be altered. A seemingly rare
model that is in about very good condition. (46010-8) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1820. FRENCH MODEL 1907-15 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B8472, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that is likely original and is lightly flaking to
brown. The hardwood stock rates very good and has added varnish over light dings and small chips. There are some minor handling
marks and light abrasions as well. The rifle is equipped with an earlier 1907 style turn-down bolt that is numbered to a different rifle and
included is a brown leather sling. The receiver markings are crisp and rifle is not importer marked. A very good to near excellent exam-
ple that is dated "1915". (46010-15) (200/300)
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1821. FRENCH MODEL 1907-15 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A95328, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" bar-
rel with a very good bore that has some areas of light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces have flaked to a rich brown that is mixing
with areas of light pitting and light surface oxidation. The stock rates about very good and has several light dings and a few minor chips
and slivers, the largest being about midway between the barrel bands and measures 3" long by 3/4" wide. The numbers do not match
and the rifle is equipped with the earlier 1907 style turn-down bolt. Included is a leather sling. An about very good example dated "1916".
(46010-16) (100/200)

1822. FRENCH MODEL 1892/M16 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #AB38979, 8mm Lebel, 17
3/4" barrel with a very good bore that has some light pitting toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces have faded to a mottled gray and are
mixing with some light pitting and areas of fine surface oxidation. The walnut stocks have several light dings overall and would rate excel-
lent if not that the forearm has been "duffle cut" under the barrel band and is glued together. The wood still looks to be the same piece
and the "1917" dated cartouche is still visible on the right side of the butt. The numbers appear to be all matching and there is no visible
importer marking. A near excellent example overall that includes the cleaning rod and a leather sling. (46010-24) {C&R} (200/300)

1823. FRENCH MODEL 1892/M16 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #D33148, 8mm Lebel, 17
3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is flaking to brown and is mixing with a few areas
of light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have the usual assortment of dings and handling marks and an added var-
nish finish. The cleaning rod channel has been filled and the "1920" dated cartouche is quite visible on the right side of the butt. The
stock and receiver have matching numbers, the bolt and bottom metal are numbered to different carbines. There are no visible importer
markings and this "1920" dated carbine is in excellent condition despite the listed flaws. (45823-101) {C&R} (200/300)

1824. FRENCH MODEL 1907-15 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #T2150, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" bar-
rel that has a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is fading to gray overall. The hardwood stock has
several light dings, small chips and a few arsenal type repairs but is duffle-cut under the rear barrel band. The handguard rates excellent.
The numbers appear to be all matching, although the bolt number has been stamped with the wrong prefix and rifle is dated "1917".
Included is a leather sling and there are no importer markings visible. A very good condition example from the Continsouza arsenal.
(46010-14) {C&R} (200/300)

1825. FRENCH MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #598, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" barrel with a dark, oxidized and likely pitted bore.
The metal surfaces have a newer arsenal type blue finish that is fading to gray and cover areas of minor pitting and is mixing with light sur-
face oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have minor dings, small chips and a few arsenal repairs. The buttplate is missing
and there are no visible markings on the buttstock. The numbers are not matching and the base of the rounded magazine does not sit flush
to the sides. Rifle does not appear to be importer marked and is an about very good example overall. (45945-4) {C&R} (100/200)

1826. FRENCH MODEL 1886 M93 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #RS79413, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" barrel with a dark bore that is pit-
ted and oxidized. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that is flaking to brown and has a few areas of light pit-
ting and surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate excellent, the butt has a small arsenal repair at the heel. The numbers appear to
be all matching and rifle does not appear to be importer marked. A faded and cracked leather sling is included. Overall a near excellent
example dated "1905". (46010-32) {C&R} (300/500)

1827. HARPER’S FERRY MODEL 1855 PERCUSSION FOWLER .60 Caliber Percussion, 40” barrel with a very good, now smooth,
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have acquired an oxidized patina, lightly textured in places. The 1857 dated lockplate stampings are still
strong and legible and the tape primer compartment lid exhibits the eagle prominently. The brass triggerguard, buttplate and patch box
exhibit a rich ochre patina along with a few areas of minor oxidized staining. The hammer spur has been broken off and there non-armory
replacement screws present. The modified and shortened walnut stock has become slightly separated from the barrel and bears cracks,
holes, dings and finish loss. The latter most prominently observed at the butt. A ramrod is present. (25848-2) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1828. JAPANESE TYPE 99 "LAST DITCH" ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO KOGYO serial #(series 35)46619,
7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% of what appears to be the original blue. The hard-
wood stocks rate excellent and have minor staining and added finish present. The markings atop the receiver ring have been removed
and some of the welds are rough as was consistent with the rushed production of these late war rifles. The bolt number is not matching,
but it is the correct type. An excellent condition "Last Ditch" production example overall. (46010-5) {C&R} (150/250)

1829. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO KOGYO serial #(series 33)50430, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% of the original blue that is fading to gray and has areas of light sur-
face oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several minor dings, chips and other battle type scars. There is also a 6"
long scratch running along the left side of the butt by the rear sling swivel. The mum has been partially ground. Included are a cleaning
rod and a dust cover. A near excellent example overall. (46010-4) {C&R} (200/300)

1830. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO KOGYO serial #(series 31)52764, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue that has light handling wear throughout. The hardwood
stocks rate excellent and have several light dings. The mum has been ground but the remaining receiver markings are crisp. The bolt is
not matching, the cleaning rod is not present and neither are the aircraft sight wings. The sling swivels are intact and the rifle does not
have any visible importer markings. An excellent condition example overall. (45919-8) {C&R} (200/300)

1831. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO KOGYO serial #(series 30)77849, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray that is mixing with some original blue and light surface oxidation over-
all. The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have a usual assortment of light dings, dents, chips and scratches. The mum has been
ground but the remaining receiver markings are crisp. The sling swivels are intact but the cleaning rod and aircraft sight wings are not
present. A very good example overall that has some potential. 45823-145) {C&R} (100/200)

1832. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #(series 2)59269, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel that has
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown that has is mixing with light surface oxidation throughout. The hardwood stocks
rate excellent and have several light and minor dings and scratches present. The mum has been ground but the remaining receiver mark-
ings are crisp. The cleaning rod, aircraft sight wings are not present. A very good example overall. (46015-25) {C&R} (100/200)

1833. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #(series 6)13866, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with
a dark, oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light
surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings. The mum has been ground but the remaining receiv-
er markings are crisp. The cleaning rod is included and there is no provision for a mono-pod on the rear barrel band. A very good exam-
ple overall. (45904-33) {C&R} (100/200)

1834. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA "LAST DITCH" BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZAWA JYUKO serial #(series 9)8553, 7.7
Arisaka, 26" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown that is mixing with light surface oxidation through-
out. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings. The butt is fitted with a steel buttplate and the cleaning rod release
slot has been filled. The remaining features are correct for this vintage rifle, the mum has been ground and the forend nose cap is miss-
ing the end plate. The bolt is not matching but is the correct style and a set of sling swivels are included. A very good example overall,
an interesting late war blend. (45852-2) {C&R} (100/200)
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1835. JAPANESE TYPE 38 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY NAGOYA serial #(series 4)9038, 6.5 Arisaka, 19" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray with some original blue remaining that is mixing with areas of light surface oxi-
dation. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have the usual assortment of light dings and battle scars. There appears to be some
minor chipping at the toe, and the steel buttplate is proud of the wood. The mum and type markings have been removed from the receiv-
er and the bolt numbers are not matching. The cleaning rod is not included but this carbine is in near excellent condition otherwise.
(45919-15) {C&R} (200/400)

1836. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO serial #1479485, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" barrel with a dark
bore that has pitting and oxidation present. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and have areas of light surface oxidation present. The
hardwood stocks rate about very good and have several minor cracks and light dings. The buttplate is held on with modern screws. The
left side of the butt has a set of boxed Japanese characters, the right side has other characters present. The receiver markings are light
but the mum is present and has not been defaced. The underside of the barrel has been importer marked, the cleaning rod is not pre-
sent and the bolt is not matching. An about very good example overall. (45919-10) {C&R} (200/300)

1837. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #(series 26)21021, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light sur-
face oxidation overall. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The sling swivels are intact, but the cleaning rod is
missing. An excellent example overall. (45842-2) {C&R} (200/400)

1838. WINCHESTER M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #1313284, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with a faint "W" that has an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a later applied blue finish. The carbine is equipped with a Fajen walnut Monte Carlo sporting stock
and handguard which rate excellent. The front sight has been replaced with a sporting ramp and the rear of the receiver retains the orig-
inal military adjustable sight. Carbine is equipped with an M2 bolt and has a late style trigger group. Included is a single, unmarked 15
round magazine. An excellent sporting carbine in excellent condition. (46066-1) (400/600)

1839. UNIVERSAL M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #127739, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and have a few light handling marks along the bearing surfaces. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have
a few light dings. This commercially made carbine mimics the look and feel of the original military issue with some modification. Included
are a black nylon sling and a five round magazine. An excellent example overall. (46030-11) (200/400)

1840. IVER JOHNSON DEFENDER SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1285, 32 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of the original nickel finish which has minor flaking and some scattered light surface oxidation present.
The revolver is equipped with a set of hard rubber grips that depict a patriotic eagle grasping arrows and an olive branch in its talons and
has upswept wings. The revolver appears to function correctly and is in excellent condition overall. (45896-10) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1841. SWEDISH MODEL 1887 OFFICER'S REVOLVER BY HUSQVARNA serial #4966, 7.5mm Swedish, 4 1/2" part round part
octagon barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is fading along the edges, most of the
loss is around the cylinder. The smaller parts retain most of the original straw finish, the trigger has some minor fading. The checkered
wood grips rate excellent thought the points are becoming soft. There are no importer markings visible and revolver is in excellent con-
dition overall. (45920-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1842. NEPALESE SNIDER CONVERSION RIFLE .577 Snider, 36 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mot-
tled gray that has areas of light surface oxidation mixing with brown patina. The brass buttplate, triggerguard and forend cap have a mild
ochre patina. The hardwood stocks have been cleaned with a light lacquer finish added and have a few light dings and handling marks
present. The rifle appears to function correctly and includes the sling swivels and a correct cleaning rod. The Nepalese markings are
mostly crisp and rifle is in very good to near excellent condition overall. (45823-133) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1843. NEPALESE MARTINI FALLING BLOCK RIFLE .577-450, 33" barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a rich
brown with areas of mottled gray that is mixing with areas of light pitting and surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate very good and
have minor dings and a few small arsenal repairs. Most of the Nepalese markings on the metal and stock are crisp. Included are sling
swivels and a correct cleaning rod. A near excellent example overall. (46024-5) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1844. CONVERSION KIT LOT This lot consists of an M.A.C.S. 22
Long Rifle conversion kit for a Browning Hi-Power or similar pistol.
This quality kit was imported and retailed by JLD Enterprises and
contains a 4 1/2" barrel with slide assembly, a magazine, slide stop
and spring. The kit is in new-in-the-box condition and includes the
original manual and warranty card. A must have accessory for the
Hi-Power enthusiast. (46083-2)

1845. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two
boxes of Lake City 7.62 NATO Ball M80 ammunition lot #LC13070.
Each is full and one is still sealed. The boxes and ammunition are in
excellent condition. (44963-2A)

1846. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a
full box of 50 military surplus 6.5 Carcano ball ammunition. The
headstamps read "L.N." and "C-35", the box is unmarked but has
"6.5 Carcano" written in sharpie. The box and ammunition are in
excellent condition, the brass has some light tarnish. (44963-2B)

1847. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of
19 brass 12 gauge primed shotshells by Winchester. The shells have
varying amounts of tarnish, and some have been polished, but over-
all they are in excellent condition. (44963-3A)

1848. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 17 brass 12 gauge primed shotshells. Included are 12 Parker Bros
shells, three UMC shells, and two U.S.C. Co shells. The shells have varying amounts of tarnish, and some have been polished, but over-
all they are all in excellent condition. (44963-3B)

1849. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four brass No.8 (8 Bore) Winchester primed shotshells in excellent
condition. The shells are two different lengths and have some very light tarnish. (44963-3C)

1850. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of a box of ten primed brass REM-UMC 12 gauge shotshells. The brass
has been polished but rates excellent. The box has some light foxing and frayed edges and is marked for "No.OO Buckshot M19". A
unique vintage assortment. (44963-3D)
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1851. POWDER CAN LOT This lot consists of a Hazard Powder Co. No.4 Grain Duck Shooting Gunpowder. This red painted rectangular
can measures 6 7/8" tall by 6" wide and is 3 3/4" deep. The labels are nearly complete and have some very light flaking, the front depict-
ing a duck in marsh with a retriever lying in wait close behind. The label has some light pencil markings that are not discernable. The can
has some minor flaking overall and some minor oxidation on the base and along the edges. Included is the original threaded bung. An
interesting example overall. (44963-1A)

1852. LOT OF POWDER CANS This lot consists of three small DuPont "barrel style" powder cans. The first two are painted black, one
has a top label that reads "30 Caliber U.S. Smokeless Rifle Powder" and has a Federal looking eagle in center. The third can is green and
has an upland bird dog game scene on the top and directions for loading shotshells on the bottom. The can's painted surfaces have minor
to moderate crazing and flaking, each retains the original brass threaded bung. A very good assortment overall. (44963-1B)

1853. LOT OF POWDER CANS This lot consists of two squared Hercules Powder Company 1 lb powder cans. First is a HiVel No.2 Military
Rifle Powder with a tan and blue label and in excellent condition. The second is a Bullseye can that has yellow label with red border and
minor foxing and a mild tarnish and light oxidation on the metal. This can also has "Bullseye" written on the lid and "2.00" on the top edge
of the label. Two pretty cool cans. (44963-1C)

1854. LOT OF POWDER CANS This lot consists of two red DuPont 1 lb FFg black powder cans. Each has a black and white paper label
and have had "FFg" written on the sides. One can is in excellent condition. The other has light tarnish and flaking, with foxing to the label
and very light oxidation along the edges. Two great additions for your DuPont collection. (44963-1D)

1855. LOT OF POWDER CANS This lot consists of three vintage 1 lb powder cans, all painted red. First is a Hazard's Electric No.4 grain
can, sadly a good portion of the front label is missing through the center and the top bung has been snapped off leaving a slightly jagged
edge. The can itself is in very good condition and has some minor flaking. The remaining two cans are unmarked and have more angled
edges and slide on caps. Both have minor flaking to the finish but rate excellent otherwise. (44963-1E)

1856. COMBINATION RELOADING TOOL LOT This lot consists of an Ideal No.4 combination reloading tool for 38-40 ammunition.
The tool has lost most of the original nickel finish which is flaking and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and brown patina. The
tool appears to function correctly and is in near excellent condition overall. (45780-14)

1857. STOCK LOT This lot consists of five military long rifle buttstocks. Included are three U.S. 1903 stocks (one with a Scant-C pistolgrip), one
British 1914 stock and one Mauser Stock. The stocks are in about very good condition overall, some have a few minor to moderate cracks
and arsenal repairs. Also included also included are a 1917 style handguard and a handguard and forearm for the M1 Garand. (45682-4A)

1858. LOT OF M1 CARBINE STOCKS This lot consists of two M1 Carbine stocks, one with a handguard. The stocks are in about very
good condition and have several small cracks, chips and repairs. The first is a walnut GI issue and includes a narrow four rivet handguard.
The second is a commercial hardwood stock. Both are void of any cartouches or proofs and would make good projects for an aspiring
wood man. (45682-4B)

1859. BRITISH ENFIELD STOCK LOT This lot consists of a stock set for a British Enfield rifle. The buttstock is unfinished and the fore-
arm has a few minor cracks and has been shortened. The two handguard sections are included but there is no hardware. A very good
condition grouping. (45682-4C)

1860. CASED SET OF REMINGTON RIDER DERINGER PISTOLS BY PEDERSOLI serial #H7434 & H8198, 4.3mm (.177 BB),
3 barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces on these Parlor style pistols are polished and in the white, the hammer, breech
and trigger assembly are blued. The pistols come is a fitted wood block case that includes two Eley percussion cap tins, one containing
#11 percussion caps the other a group of .177 BB's. The inside of the lid has the "DP" logo, the hook clasp is missing. A unique design
fired by removing the breech and inserting a single BB, then placing a #11 cap over the nipple. Powerful and accurate at close range,
yet it requires no powder and is quiet enough for indoor use. A unique and classic reproduction set of these rare Remington pistols.
(45683-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1861. EMF HARTFORD SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #29702, 32-20, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel, cylin-
der and grip frame retain about 97% original blue, there is a light turn ring around the cylinder and some light fading at the muzzle. The
frame and hammer have nearly complete coverage of smoky case colors with traces of vibrant blues present. The revolver has a one piece
walnut grip which rates excellent. Included are the original box papers and trigger lock. An excellent example overall in a great "old west"
caliber. (45709-7) (300/500)

1862. LOT OF FAL MAGAZINES This lot consists of two FN FAL metric 20 round magazines. Both are unmarked and in excellent over-
all condition. (45917-2)

1863. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two Buck knives with their correct sheaths. First is a model 102 Woodsman which measures 7 7/8"
long with a 4" bright steel blade that has not been sharpened. The included sheath is the black leather flap style. The second is a model
119 Special that measures 10 1/2" long with a 5 3/4" bright steel blade that appears to also be unsharpened. The included sheath is the
open top black leather version. Both are in excellent condition. (45870-2A)

1864. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of four knives, two have sheaths. The first is a Cutco fixed blade hunting knife that measures 10
1/4" with a 5 1/4" blade that has Cutco's patented "Double D" edge. The knife is in excellent condition and features the brown resin grip
and a brown leather open top sheath. Second is a Parker-Frost Smoky Mountain Toothpick that measures 9" overall and has a 4 3/4" dou-
ble edged stainless steel blade that appears unsharpened. It includes a black leather sheath with belt clip. Next is a Gerber Sportsman's
III locking folding knife that measures 4 1/4" closed and has a 3 1/2" blade with a lightly sharpened edge. This overall excellent example
features a brass and wood grip that rates excellent. Lastly is an older style hunting knife that measures 7 1/2" long and has a 4" moder-
ate to heavily pitted blade that has been polished and sharpened. The knife features a jigged bone grip and is in about good condition
overall. (45780-2B)

1865. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 Garand bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" long with a 9 3/4"
blade marked "AFH". The bayonet features a lightly fading gray parkerized finish and has black resin grips. Included is a USN MK I scab-
bard. An excellent example overall. (45984-48)

1866. SABER BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German made French 1842 yataghan style saber bayonet. The bayonet measures 27
1/2" long with a 22 3/8" blade that has a mottled gray-brown patina that is mixing with a few spots of light surface oxidation, the iron
guard is in similar condition. The ricasso is marked with the early circa 1890 WKC knights head logo and there is a "(crown)/R" on the
reverse. The solid brass grip has some light tarnish and some light handling marks. A near excellent example overall. (45610-3)

1867. SABER BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1862 style Merrill Navy rifle saber style bayonet. The bayonet measures 30 1/4"
long and has a bright 25 3/8" yataghan style blade that has a few areas of light oxidation staining and pitting present. The ricasso is
stamped "1861". The solid brass grip rates excellent and has a light tarnish and some light handling marks. The back of the grip is marked
"G" and is numbered "4425". An excellent example overall. (45798-B174A)
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1868. U.S. TRENCH KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1917 trench knife by L.F.& C.. The knife measures 14 1/4" overall and
has a 9" triangular blade. The metal surfaces have a later applied matte blue finish that has some scattered light surface oxidation and
there is applied varnish on the wood grip as well. An excellent condition example as refinished, no scabbard is included. (45945-16)

1869. CZECH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Czech VZ-24 Short bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 17" long and has
an 11 3/4" reversed edge blade. The blade is gun-metal gray and has flecks of brown patina and staining present. The grip is a rich
brown and the wood panels rate excellent and have a few minor dings. The ricasso is marked "CSZ / H" and there are no other visible
markings present. The included steel scabbard has a blued finish that is fading and mixing with light surface oxidation. A near excellent
example overall. (45945-17)

1870. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German 1884/98 (K98) bayonet with matching scabbard by Coppel. The bayonet
measures 15 1/8" long with a 9 7/8" blade numbered "3386 / m" on the ricasso. The blade has some minor wear to the blue, mostly near
the tip, while the grip and scabbard are a mottled gray and have a few specks of light surface oxidation. The grip features the brown bake-
lite panels which rate excellent. The bayonet is dated 1938 and there are Waffenamts present on the pommel. An excellent example over-
all. (45798-B175F)

1871. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 1898/05 "Butcher" style bayonet by Mauser with correct scabbard
and frog. The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long with a 14 1/2" blade that is mostly bright steel and has minor staining and a few areas of
light surface oxidation and staining. The edge has been lightly sharpened. The grip has a brown patina and grooved wood panels that
rate excellent and have a few small dings and dents. The steel scabbard is blued with areas of light surface oxidation and minor fading
and flaking. It too is by Mauser but neither are numbered. The black leather frog shows evidence of drying but is still mostly supple. An
excellent 1917 dated example overall. (45798-B175E)

1872. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 Garand bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" with a 9 7/8"
"U.F.H." marked blade. The metal surfaces have a gray parkerized finish that shows some light fading and wear. The grip has black com-
posite panels that rate excellent. The included scabbard has a green composite body and has a light patina and some light surface oxi-
dation around the throat. An excellent example overall. (45798-B175C)

1873. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 5/8"
long and has a 16" bright steel blade that is dated 1906. the grip is gray steel with solid wood panels that rate excellent. The included
canvas scabbard rates excellent as well and has some light staining on the body. An excellent example overall. (45798-B175A)

1874. MARLIN SECOND VARIATION MODEL 36 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #B7189, 32 Special, 20" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The barrel and magazine tube have about 93-95% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has light handling and tool
marks overall. The receiver and lever retain about 60-70% original case colors, the balance is fading to brown. The walnut stocks rate
very good and have a few light cracks in both. Sling swivel studs have been added and the metal edges are proud of the wood; the butt-
stock has also been fitted with a White Line solid rifle pad. The original sights are intact and top of the receiver has been tapped for a
scope mount. The upper tang is factory tapped for an aperture sight. Made in 1941 this is a nice looking vintage sporting rifle that should
make a great shooter and would be a trusted companion in the autumn woods. (45964-117) (300/500)

1875. BRITISH TOWER SEA SERVICE FLINTLOCK PISTOL serial #5887, .62 caliber flint, 11 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel and lock have been polished and a bright chrome finish added, the barrel and lock markings are soft but still quite visible. The pistol
features a walnut stained hardwood stock with bright brass furniture that has a few light flakes and handling marks. Included is a correct
style side clip which mounts over the left escutcheon and the original ramrod is present. The lock appears to function correctly and sparks
well. A handsome reproduction of these massive service pistols that is in excellent condition. (45823-83) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1876. TRADITIONS TRAPPER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #14-13-046685-00, .50 caliber percussion, 9 3/4" octagon barrel with
a 1:20" rate of twist and a near excellent bore that has some very light surface oxidation present but is otherwise bright. The barrel retains
about 99% original blue that has a few light handling marks while the lock and hammer retain most of the original case colors. The hard-
wood stock rates excellent and has a few very light dings and brass furniture that has a light tarnish. A great primitive hunting or target
shooting pistol in excellent condition and retains the original ramrod. (45823-67) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1877. ULTRA-HI FLINTLOCK KENTUCKY PISTOL serial #3067, .45 caliber flint, 10" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The bar-
rel retains about 99% original blue that has a few light handling marks. The lock and hammer retain nearly all the original case colors. The
light green stained hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few light dings. The stock has brass furniture that rates excellent and has a
light tarnish. Included is the original brass tipped wood ramrod. The lock functions correctly and throws spark. A great hunting or target
shooting primitive style pistol in excellent condition. (45823-80) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1878. ORTGIES 32 POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #63995, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue that is mixing with a few areas of light pitting and surface oxidation. The pistol is equipped with a set of
smooth walnut grips that rate excellent. Included is a single nickel finish magazine. A near excellent example overall that appears to func-
tion correctly and may make a great shooter. (45823-72) {C&R} (200/300)

1879. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891/59 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #SHT1770, 7.62x54R, 20" barrel with a very
good, lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a later applied arsenal blue finish that has light handling wear through-
out. The hardwood stocks rate very good as well, the forend has a small crack on the right side and an arsenal repair on the left and is
accompanied by the usual assortment of dings. Rifle includes the original cleaning rod and was imported by Century Arms. A near excel-
lent arsenal reconditioned 1945 dated example overall that will likely still make a good shooter. (45919-14) {C&R} (75/150)

1880. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TULA serial #DK1255, 7.62x54R, 28 1/2" bar-
rel with a dark bore that has strong rifling still visible. The metal surfaces have faded to gray with areas of light pitting present and have
traces of blue still visible. The hardwood one-piece stock rates excellent and has assorted light dings and handling marks. The cleaning
rod is not present and the numbers are not matching. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is a very good 1940 dated example over-
all. (45823-141) {C&R} (75/125)

1881. CHINESE CHIANG KAI-SHEK K98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY KWANGTUNG serial #45819,
8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with an about very good bore that is gray and lightly pitted throughout. The metal surfaces have flaked to a
mottled brown with areas of gray and light surface oxidation mixing in, there are also a few areas of light pitting present. The hardwood
stocks rate very good and have a few light cracks and overall light dings a handling marks consistent with service use. The numbers are
not all matching and there is no cleaning rod present. This is a very good condition example from the 41st Arsenal in Canton and was
imported by Century Arms. (45823-124) {C&R} (200/400)

1882. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #N95691F, 7.62x95R, 31 1/2" barrel with a gray, light-
ly pitted bore that has strong rifling present. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal blue finish that has minor wear and fading
overall. The hardwood stock and handguard rate very good and have the usual assortment of light dings and handling marks. There is a 3"
crack on the left side traveling back from the crossbolt and a small arsenal repair near the butt. Rifle is not all matching and does not include
a cleaning rod. A very good to near excellent example dated 1905 that was imported by Century Arms. (45823-122) {C&R} (75/150)
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1883. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #N366436F, 7.62x95R, 31 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that has minor wear and handling marks overall. The hardwood
stock and handguard rate excellent and have the usual assortment of light dings and service scars. Rifle is not all matching and does not
include a cleaning rod. An excellent 1916 dated example overall that was imported by Century Arms. (45823-123) {C&R} (75/150)

1884. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #KCH9957, 7.62x54R, 28 1/2"
barrel with a dark, lightly pitted bore that has strong rifling present. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that has
a few light handling marks and a few specks of light surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate about very good and have several light
dings and handling marks along with a few small chips and fine cracks; there is an arsenal repair at the toe as well. The numbers are not
matching and there is no cleaning rod present. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is dated 1942. A very good example overall.
(45823-156) {C&R} (75/150)

1885. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TULA serial #VK189, 7.62x54R, 28 1/2" barrel
with a very good, gray, lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few light handling marks.
The hardwood stocks rate excellent with several light dings and handling marks. The numbers are not matching and there is no cleaning
rod present. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is dated 1943. An excellent example overall. (45823-135) {C&R} (75/150)

1886. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.1 MK II I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #H8492, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% of a later arsenal blue finish that has a few light handling marks and some light wear along the edges.
The hardwood stocks rate very good and have a few arsenal repairs. Included are a non-matching magazine and a black leather
sling, the forward stacking swivel is not present. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in near excellent condition overall.
(45823-168) {C&R} (150/250)

1887. BRITISH ENFIELD MK 5 BOLT ACTION JUNGLE CARBINE serial #3758, 303 British, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% of a later applied arsenal blue finish that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and is flaking to a brown
patina. The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and there is a small arsenal repair at the butt along with some light fading to the finish. A
single detachable magazine is included. An excellent example overall that will likely make a great shooter. (45823-116) {C&R} (300/500)

1888. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #300244, .50 caliber percussion, 28" octagon barrel with an
excellent bore. The barrel retain about 99% original blue that has a few light handling marks, while the hammer and lock retains most of
the original case colors. The walnut stock rates near excellent but has few small stable cracks running from the escutcheon toward the
wrist with some light added finish in that area as well. The brass furniture has a mild tarnish and included is the original wood ramrod. A
great blackpowder rifle in excellent condition. (45823-104) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1889. GERMAN FR LANGENHAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #286245, 22 RF, 17 3/4" round barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% evenly fading original blue finish toning to brown with scattered light nicks and scratches. There are
a few crisp "(eagle)/N" proofs present. The plain pistolgrip finger-groove walnut stock rates good to very good with a handful of light
handling marks and small spots of staining along the metal buttplate. Rifle features fixed front and rear sights but is missing the extractor
assembly. (46022-1) (75/125)

1890. PYRENEES UNIQUE MODEL 10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #227005, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 70% original blue that is flaking to a brown patina and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting.
The pistol is equipped with a set of hard rubber grips with lion logo that rate excellent. Included is a single magazine. The pistol appears
to function correctly and would be an excellent size for pocket carry. (45823-70) (50/150)

1891. POLISH TOKAREV TT-33 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BR07226, 7.62x25, 4 1/2" barrel with a near excellent, lightly freckled
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of an arsenal blue finish that has light handling wear throughout. The "(circle)11" stamp
and "1954" date along the top of the slide are crisp. The pistol is equipped with a set of hard rubber grips that rate excellent. Included
are a matching numbered magazine and a brown leather flap holster with brass cleaning rod. Pistol was imported by Intrac and is in excel-
lent condition overall. (45823-69) {C&R} (250/450)

1892. EUROARMS ROGERS & SPENCER ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #025581, .44 caliber percussion, 7 1/2"
octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and have a few very light handling marks pre-
sent. The walnut grips rate excellent. The revolver comes in the original box and included is a spare cylinder. A quality reproduction in
near new overall condition. (45964-160) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1893. NAVY ARMS MODEL 60 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #18720, .44 caliber percussion, 7 3/8"
round barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain about 98% original blue and have a few light handling marks and
scratches present. The loading arm and hammer retain most of their original case colors, and the brass frame has a few light handling
marks and light tarnish. The one piece walnut grip rates excellent and has a few very light dings. An excellent example overall.
(45964-158) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1894. NAVY ARMS MODEL 60 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #19588, .44 caliber percussion, 7 3/8"
round barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain about 99% original blue and have a few light handling marks. The
loading arm and hammer retain most of their original case colors, and the brass frame has a few light handling marks and light tarnish.
The one piece walnut grip rates excellent and has a few very light dings. An excellent example overall that includes the original box.
(45964-159) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1895. EUROARMS NEW ARMY MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #03531, .44 caliber percussion, 8" octagon barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with a few light handling marks present. The hammer retains
all the original case colors and the brass triggerguard has a light tarnish. The walnut grips rate excellent and have a few light dings. An
excellent example that does not appear to have been fired. (45694-161) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1896. FRENCH MODEL 1866/74 CHASSEPOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #L55969, 11x59R Gras, 32" barrel with an excel-
lent bore and a threaded hole has been added to the left side just behind the front sight. The metal surfaces retain most of a mottled blue
that is mixing with gray and brown patinas. The walnut stock shows evidence of having been cleaned with light handling marks and added
finish present. The cartouches and markings on the stock are still crisp. Rifle is dated "1871" with the update to the Gras cartridge hav-
ing been done in 1879. An incorrect cleaning rod is included, but the numbers appear to be all matching otherwise. (45964-83)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1897. FRENCH MODEL 1874 GRAS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #N5443, 11x59R, 32" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are a rich brown color and have minor pitting throughout and a few areas with light surface oxidation. The walnut stock
rates excellent with most of the original finish present and has crisp cartouches and markings. The numbers appear to be all matching
including the stock and the cleaning rod. A very good 1878 dated example overall. (45964-6) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1898. FRENCH MODEL 1907/15 MANNLICHER-BERTHIER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9054, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% of what appears to be original blue that is mixing with areas of minor pit-
ting and light oxidation and is flaking to brown. The hardwood stock has light added finish over light dings and some minor chipping that
is mostly along the forearm. Rifle features the earlier style "bent" bolt style and does not include the handguard. The numbers are not
matching and rifle does not appear to be importer marked. An interesting combination of earlier and later Mannlicher-Berthier produc-
tion styles that has the 1907 basic style with 1915 and 1916 modifications including the extended magazine. A very good to near excel-
lent condition rifle that would likely make a great shooter and is dated "1925" on the barrel. (45964-10) {C&R} (200/400)

1899. FRENCH MODEL 1916 MANNLICHER-BERTHIER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A37814, 8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" barrel
with a dark bore that has strong rifling present. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of a later blue finish that has a few areas of minor
pitting. The bolt is finished bright. The hardwood stocks have added finish as well and rate excellent with a few light dings and scratch-
es. The triggerguard is not matching, however the remaining parts appear to be and rifle is not import marked. A very good to near excel-
lent "1917" dated example overall. (45964-9) {C&R} (200/400)

1900. FRENCH MODEL 1916 MANNLICHER-BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #E57448, 8mm Lebel, 17 3/4" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue finish that is flaking to brown with silvering along the edges
and bearing surfaces. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have minor dings and handling marks. There is some minor chipping along
the comb line toward the butt and the cartouche is mostly crisp. There is no import marking visible and rifle appears to be all matching.
A neat little 1917 dated carbine in excellent overall condition. (45964-56) {C&R} (300/500)

1901. FRENCH MODEL 1866/74/M80 CHASSEPOT BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #S96751, 11mm Gras, 20" barrel with
a very good, but lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and gray and have areas of minor pitting and light handling
marks. The musketoon stock rates very good and has added finish and a small repair in the forend. The brass buttplate and triggerguard
are intact but the barrel bands are missing, the rear band has been replaced with an iron infantry example. The bolt retention screw is
also missing and the added carbine rear sight is missing the ladder portion and has been soldered to the barrel partially covering the man-
ufacture and conversion dates. A trumpet head cleaning rod is included. An otherwise very good condition example deserving of a little
restoration. (45694-60) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1902. DUTCH MODEL 1895 NO.4 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY HEMBRUG serial #6557G, 6.5x53R, 17 3/4" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is fading to gray. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few
minor dings. The cartouche is crisp and included is the left side wood magazine box cover. The receiver is dated "1916" and the carbine
is equipped with a handguard, bayonet lug, cleaning rod and fixed sling swivels. The numbers appear to be all matching except for the
bolt which has a turned down handle and is a later replacement. A fine example of a "Bicycle Troops' Carbine" in excellent condition
overall. (45964-98) {C&R} (300/500)

1903. KENTUCKY FLINTLOCK LONG RIFLE BY PEDERSOLI serial #38764, .45 caliber flint, 41" octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a rich brown finish that has a few light handling marks and some minor staining. The full-length wal-
nut stock rates excellent and has a few light handling marks and one more moderate nick on the right side of the butt behind the trigger-
guard. The stock is equipped with brass furniture that is lightly tarnished and has a somewhat ornate patchbox on the right side of the butt.
Included is the original ramrod. A lovely early American style rifle by a quality Italian maker. (45823-146) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1904. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #44139, 22 LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 99% original blue that is mixing with specks of light surface oxidation and is lightly flaking to brown. The bolt has some
light gray patina as well. The walnut stock rates excellent and has an added varnish over a few light dings. There is a small repair on the
right side of the butt. The original sights are intact as are the sling swivels, however the detachable magazine is missing. An excellent
example overall that has lightly freshened original wood and should make an excellent shooter. (45964-73) {C&R} (200/300)

1905. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #40489, 22 LR, 25 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 85% original blue that is flaking to brown and has areas of gray peeking through. The walnut stock rates excellent and
has an added lacquer finish overall a few minor dings and light handling marks. The original sights, sling swivels and a single detachable
magazine are included. An excellent example overall that should prove to be a great shooter. (45964-132) {C&R} (200/300)

1906. AUSTRIAN MANNLICHER MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY STEYR serial #7794, 8x50R, 19 1/2" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue finish that is lightly silvering along the edges and flaking to
gray throughout. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have an added lacquer finish over several minor dings. The stock is numbered to
the receiver and the markings are mostly crisp. Rifle appears complete and not importer marked and is in near excellent condition over-
all. (45964-26) {C&R} (100/200)

1907. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1863 PERCUSSION FOWLER About 16 Bore Percussion, 33" barrel with a good bore that has
light pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with areas of minor surface oxidation and pitting overall.
The Springfield lock markings are still quite visible and the buttplate has more moderate pitting present. The modified military stock
has been shortened and has a single barrel band. There are eight hash marks carved in the left side of the wrist and the initials "JM"
on the left side of the butt. The stock rates very good otherwise and has several handling marks and a few small cracks. There is no
ramrod included but the lock does function correctly and the barrel is fitted with a simple bead sight at the muzzle. (45823-114)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1908. WURFFLEIN SPORTING MODEL TIP UP BARREL RIFLE serial #763, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a fair moderately pit-
ted bore. The metal surfaces area a mottled gray with brown patinas and have areas of light to minor pitting overall. The hinge screw has
minor slot damage and the are two screws or pins missing from the frame that would limit the radius of the barrel opening. The black
walnut stock rates near excellent and has a very small crack at the upper tang and a few small dings. The barrel is equipped with a sim-
ple iron rear sight and a "v-notch" style brass front sight. The markings along the top of the barrel are soft but still mostly visible. An
about very good example overall. (45694-63) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1909. BELGIAN FALLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY SCOHP serial #3583, 32 RF, 24 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good
bore that has minor pitting but strong rifling throughout. The barrel, lever, hammer and breech block have a rich brown patina with areas
of gray mixing through. The frame has remnants of a factory nickel finish that has moderate flaking and fine pinprick pitting. All of the
metal surfaces have light handling marks and the buttplate has some light surface oxidation and light pitting as well. The checkered wal-
nut stocks rate very good. The forearm has a few very small cracks and light chipping along the top edges. The round knob pistolgrip
buttstock has a few cracks as well, one which runs completely through the pistolgrip, and a few light dings and small chips. Rifle is
equipped with a silver blade front sight and rear sight that is similar a Rocky Mountain style sight. The action appears to function cor-
rectly and rifle is in very good condition overall. (45964-70) {C&R} (200/400)

1910. FRANK WESSON FIRST TYPE TWO-TRIGGER RIFLE serial #2764, 44 RF, 23 7/8" octagon barrel with a very good but light-
ly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have a mottled rich brown patina with areas of gray and silver blending through. The triggerguard has
most of the original plated finish with some minor flaking overall. The walnut buttstock rates excellent and has a few very small cracks
around the upper tang. The stock has a few minor dings and a small "X" stamped just below the lower tang. The original sights are intact,
but the slotted limiting link is missing. This does not affect the function, but allows the barrel to tip forward fully. A very good plus exam-
ple overall. (45964-69) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1911. STEVENS MODEL 12 MARKSMAN TIP-UP RIFLE serial #M458, 32-20, 24 1/2" sleeved barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are a mottled brown/gray with a few areas of light surface oxidation and staining present. The barrel appears to have
an added blue finish with a few spots of light pitting as well. Both the forearm and buttstock have an added varnish that covers light
dings and a few small cracks. The right side of the forearm is marked "MOM" (or perhaps WOW…) and it appears that the original
hard rubber buttplate is present but has a small crack at the heel. The rifle is equipped with a newer set of iron sights. Originally a 32
RF this handy single shot "Boys Rifle" has been converted to a popular, more common caliber and should provide years of shooting
enjoyment still. (45964-93) (100/200)

1912. STEVENS NO.1 TIP-UP RIFLE serial #10881, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel with an about very good bore that is lightly pitted
throughout. The barrel retains about 99% of a later blue finish that has a few light handling marks. The frame retains a similar amount
of later, vibrant case colors, the crescent buttplate is a copper brown. The walnut buttstock has been lightly cleaned and has an added
oil finish with some light staining present near the buttplate; the metal is slightly proud of the wood. The rifle is equipped with a flip-up
front sight and has a solid v-notch rear, the upper tang is tapped for a sight as well, but none is present. The barrel is numbered to the
frame. A nicely restored classic that would benefit from being sleeved or re-lined by a competent gunsmith to complete its restoration.
(45964-106) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1913. STEVENS IDEAL MODEL 44 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #76094, 25 RF, 26" round barrel with a gray bore that is light-
ly pitted throughout but has strong rifling present. The barrel retains about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and has light han-
dling wear present. The frame and crescent buttplate have faded to a mottled gray/brown and have a few spots of light pitting present.
The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings along with light scratches and other handling marks present, but the finish
appears to be original. Rifle is equipped with the original sights and the tang is factory tapped for an aperture sight. Both the barrel and
frame are numbered alike. A near excellent example of these classic rifles. (45964-65) {C&R} (300/500)

1914. STEVENS IDEAL MODEL 44 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #32155, 25 RF, 24"' part round part octagon barrel with a fair
bore. The barrel retains about 85% original blue that is flaking to brown and has light handling marks. The frame, lever and crescent
buttplate are a rich brown with gray peeking through. The lever is loose and does not hold firm when closed, but does function correct-
ly. The walnut stocks rate very good and have added finish over a few small cracks and light dings. The original sights are intact and the
barrel is numbered to the frame. The upper tang is factory tapped for an aperture sight, but one is not included. An about very good
example of these classic rifles. (45964-35) {C&R} (200/400)

1915. STEVENS TIP-UP SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #11440, 12 ga., 30" barrel with a very good bore that has a few areas
of light pitting present. The metal surfaces have a rich brown patina with scattered light surface oxidation and light handling marks over-
all. The walnut straight grip buttstock and forearm rate very good and have added finish overall light dings and a few minor cracks. The
upper tang stock screw spins freely and the tang does not sit true in the channel. An overall about very good example of these early sin-
gle barrel cartridge shotguns. (45964-105) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1916. WURFFLEIN SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #5225, 12 ga., 30 3/8" twist steel barrel with an about very good bore with
minor pitting that is choked modified. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have a few light handling marks and tool marks present.
There is also some minor oxidation staining and fine pitting overall. The walnut stocks have been lightly cleaned with finish added and
have a few light dings, there is also a repaired chip on the right side by the rear of the frame and a few small cracks by the rear of the tang.
The metal surfaces are slightly proud, the most visible area being along the tangs and the checkered steel buttplate. An about very good
example of these early cartridge shotguns. (45964-39) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1917. STEVENS MODEL 225 BOXLOCK DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #45904, 12 ga., 26 1/4" barrels choked improved cylin-
der and modified with good bores that have minor pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown with areas of gray peeking
through and have a few light handling marks along with some areas of light pitting and surface oxidation present. The checkered walnut
stocks rate about very good and have added finish. The splinter forearm has a decorative clamshell pattern at the base, the pistolgrip butt-
stock has several minor cracks, minor dings and chips and an about 1 1/4" triangular splinter missing along the left side or the wrist where
the stock meets the frame. The buttstock does have the original hard rubber buttplate but the tang screw is a newer replacement. A good
to very good condition example deserving of a quiet place above the mantle to finish out its days. (45964-5) {C&R} (200/300)

1918. ROSS M1912 BOLT ACTION CADET RIFLE serial #17914, 22 LR, 21 1/2" barrel with a very good to near excellent bore that
has a few spots of very light pitting present. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is flaking to brown and have a few
areas of light surface oxidation present. The walnut stock rates excellent and has several light dings and light handling marks. The orig-
inal hooded front and rear aperture sights are intact and the top of the barrel has been tapped for target blocks. Both metal and wood
are void of any military markings. The original sling swivels are also included. A great 22 military training rifle in excellent condition that
should make a great shooter. (45964-71) (300/500)

1919. TRYON EXPERT SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #2935, 12 ga., 32" solid rib barrel choked a tight full with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray/brown overall with a few areas of light pitting. The walnut stocks have been cleaned with fin-
ish added, the metal is proud at the base of the frame. The forearm is checkered and has a crack on the left side at the tip while the pis-
tolgrip buttstock has a small repaired chip along the left side of the upper tang. The stocks rate near excellent otherwise and have some
nice figure. The buttstock is fitted with an Iver Johnson hard rubber buttplate. The shotgun locks up tight and appears to function cor-
rectly. Edward K. Tryon Co. was an American gun maker up until the early 1900's, and also had a catalog with similar shotguns from H&R
and other makers. This model closely resembles the Iver Johnson Champion series and was likely built for Tryon's retail market. A very
good example overall. (45964-3) {C&R} (75/150)

1920. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris 6X Mini riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope features a fine crosshair
with target dot reticle and has bright excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks on the tube from the scope having been mounted
and included are a bubble level and factory lens covers. (45823-24A)

1921. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Argentine Model 1891 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long with a 15
5/8" bright steel blade, the crest has been ground from the ricasso and there is some light surface oxidation in that area. The iron guard
and grip have a rich brown patina with areas of light surface oxidation, the pommel is marked with the Remington "(circle)RA" stamp. The
brass grips have minor tarnish. The included scabbard is in similar overall condition and appears to be matching numbered, however part
of the number is missing from the blade from when it had been polished. An excellent example otherwise. (45682-11J)

1922. LOT OF SPANISH BAYONETS This lot consists of two Model 1893 Spanish bayonets with scabbards. The first is German made
by Simson and measures 14 3/4" with a 9 3/4" blade. This first variation model and has bright polished steel blade with light patina and
staining present. The humpback grip and leather scabbard have more of a gray-brown patina on the metal surfaces. The wood grips rate
excellent as does the black leather body. The second is a later fourth variation Spanish made example dated "1899" that measures 15"
long with a 10" blade. The metal surfaces on both the bayonet and scabbard have a darker patina and have some areas of light surface
oxidation are present. The wood grips rate excellent, the black leather body of the scabbard has moderate flaking and cracking and the
seam is split for about half the length. A nice assortment of two different vintage Model 1893 bayonets. (45682-11K)
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1923. LOT OF FRENCH BAYONETS This lot consists of two second variation Model 1892 Mannlicher-Berthier bayonets. Each measures
20 1/4" long with a 15 5/8" blade. The metal surfaces have a dark brown patina with areas of light surface oxidation, pitting and handling
marks present. The first features the hooked quillion while the second is the "modified" variation with the bobbed guard. The wood grips
rate about very good and have a few small cracks and handling marks. Two about very good examples overall. (45682-11L)

1924. LOT OF BRAZILIAN BAYONETS This lot consists of two Brazilian Model 1908 bayonets, one with a scabbard. Each measures 17"
long and has a 14 3/4" blade. The first is made by WKC and is overall bright steel with gray patina and light staining. The wood grips rate
excellent as does the included black leather scabbard which has a brass throat and tip. The second is by Simson and has a dark gray pati-
na overall. The wood grips are oil stained and have a few small chips and handling marks. A very good example overall. (45682-11M)

1925. LOT OF BAYONETS This lot consists of two bayonets with scabbards. First is a Czech Model 1895 that measures 14" long and has
a 9 1/2" blade that has a lightly sharpened edge. The metal has a light gray patina with a few areas of very light pitting. The wood grips
rate excellent and the included steel scabbard is gray steel with some original green paint remaining. The second is a German made
M1895 style bayonet by WKC. The bayonet measures 14 5/8" long with a 9 3/4" blade which is bent at the tip. The metal has a darker
gray patina and a few areas with light handling wear and light surface oxidation. The wood grips rate about very good and have some
small cracks and light chipping. The included scabbard has a moderately flaking black enamel finish and a few minor dents. A very good
condition assortment. (45682-11N)

1926. U.S. MODEL 1902 ARMY OFFICER'S SABER FROM HENDERSON AMES This is a regulation pattern U.S. Model 1902
Saber with scabbard by the Henderson Ames Company. The sword measures 38" long with a 32" etched blade. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original nickel that has minor flaking and a few spots of light oxidation present. The ricasso is marked "The / Henderson /
Ames Co / Kalamazoo / Mich" the obverse is blank. The horn grip has a few very small nicks and a small crack near the pommel end.
Attached to the grip is a gold colored sword knot. The included steel scabbard retains about 95% nickel finish. A very nice example in
excellent overall condition. (45964-157) (200/400)

1927. U.S. MODEL 1902 ARMY OFFICER'S SABER FROM BOSTON REGALIA This is a regulation pattern U.S. Model 1902
Saber with scabbard by the Boston Regalia Company. The sword measures 39 1/4" long with a 33 3/4" etched blade. The metal surfaces
retain about 80% original nickel that has minor flaking and a few spots of light pitting present. The ricasso is marked "Boston / Regalia
Co/ Boston / MA" the obverse is blank. The horn grip has a few very small cracks. Attached to the grip is a braided, black leather tassel
style sword knot. The included steel scabbard retains about 70% nickel finish and has some light brown patina with fine surface oxidation
overall. A fine example by a local New England manufacturer in near excellent overall condition. (45964-155) (200/400)

1928. U.S. MODEL 1902 ARMY OFFICER'S SABER FROM HORSTMANN This is a regulation pattern U.S. Model 1902 Saber
with scabbard by the WM Horstmann Company - Philidelphia. This German import sword measures 39 3/8" long with a bright 33 7/8"
etched nickel finished blade that appears like new. The hilt has some minor tarnish with light surface oxidation overall. The hilt features
a hard rubber grip and the guard is slightly misaligned, possibly from a small impact. The ricasso is marked with the circular Horstmann's
knight logo. The obverse is marked "Germany" and has the star of David style proof acceptance mark. The included steel scabbard retains
about 60% nickel finish and has light surface oxidation with flaking and pitting overall. A very nice example of a later imported U.S. Officer's
saber that would certainly benefit from a small amount of restoration. (45964-156) (200/400)

1929. UNMARKED FLAP HOLSTER This lot consists of a pebbled finish unmarked brown leather flap holster for the M1907 Swedish
pistol. Holster is in excellent condition and includes two spare magazines. (44211-7W)

1930. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN 48 SEMI AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN serial #3104975, 12 ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified
with bright very good bore showing a touch of fouling at the muzzle. The barrel is turning a brown patina with areas of scattered surface
oxidation and the frame exhibits 20 to 30% blue fading to brown with surface scratches and oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates
fair having dings and scuffs with a hairline crack emanating from the right side of the frame and two parallel surface cracks running from
the grip to the butt. The forearm is an older replacement as the barrel channel seems to be oversized for this barrel and it rates fair with
substantial finish wear and having a 1 1/2” chip missing from the left side front and a crack on the right side front. The checkering on both
stock and forearm is soiled and worn but still functional. The stock has a Remington grooved buttplate and a plastic gripcap. The action
functions fine. (115890-52) (100/150)

1931. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER DGRSSLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S048993V, 12 ga, 20” plain deer
barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% blue showing scattered scratches and some specks of oxidation, partic-
ularly around the base of the front sight. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good to excellent having only a few handling
marks over a strong factory finish and displaying excellent press checkering. The stock has a plastic gripcap embossed with a flying duck
and a Remington rubber recoil pad providing a length of 14”. The gun features a ramp mounted front blade sight and a ramp mounted
single leaf rear sight. Overall a great slug gun. (115891-9) (250/350)

1932. MOSSBERG MODEL 185D-A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 ga, 26” barrel with Mossberg C-lect choke having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% plus blue with scattered faint specks of surface oxidation evident. The pistolgrip Monte
Carlo stock rates very good showing a few small dings over a thin original factory varnish and having a very good grooved factory buttplate.
The tang safety is missing the color coded plastic safety indicator inserts but the gun is in great condition overall. Included is one maga-
zine. (115984-53) (100/150)

1933. N. R. DAVIS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #5871-20, 12 ga, 28” damascus barrels choked skeet and cylinder with
bright lightly frosted bores. The barrels exhibit a brown and pewter color with lots of pattern showing. The locks, hammers, and frame
are turning a mottled brown and pewter with some traces of case color showing around the hammers. “N.R.Davis & Sons” is engraved
on each lock, everything else being totally unembellished. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate fair as worn with little
finish remaining and displaying numerous dings and scratches with worn but visible checkering. The stock is equipped with a grooved
hard rubber buttplate providing a length of 13 1/2”. The action is loose and the left hammer does not rebound. (115871-20) (100/200)

1934. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN, 20 ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing some tiny scattered oxidation spots and a letter and number code etched into the trig-
gerguard, similar to what the Remington Firearms Museum had inherited from Winchester. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate
very good exhibiting some scratches in the finish and a slight darkening of the tip of the forearm where a sticker was attached and there is
a good checkered hard rubber Winchester buttplate present. A very nice example of these very reliable shotguns. (115904-2)(250/350)

1935. RINGNECK DRAKE CARVED SOLID WOOD WORKING DECOY. This unmarked solid body decoy is hand painted with
painted eyes and measures 7” x 14”. The paint is chipped along the back and shows some scratches and dings with some added paint
to the bottom which is lightly checked and chipped. A drying crack is present running along the back but is solid and the head is tight.
There is a 2 1/2” x 1 1/2” wedge of lead fastened to the bottom and an anchor eye with old anchor chord attached. This was obviously
a hunting decoy and shows some use but remains in good condition. (1158700-1)
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1936. BLACKDUCK CARVED SOLID WOOD DECOY. This unmarked solid body decoy has glass eyes and is painted in one solid
dark brown color which is an added finish and has coarsely chiseled feather details. It measures 7” x 18” and shows some light use but,
other than the line of the head connecting to the body, has no cracks. There is evidence of an anchor connection and full length keel. A
large decoy in good condition which would make an attractive display piece. (115673-11A)

1937. UNIQUE CARVED SOLID BODY FEEDING CANADA GOOSE DECOY. This decoy appears to be hand painted with some
tail feather details and with painted eyes which are worn away. It measures 27” x 7” and looks like it was carved from a solid block of
wood. The paint shows scratches and chipping with more significant wear on the head and tail. There are several drying cracks running
parallel to the body with some going through the tail and a few knots on the bottom and right lower side but all are solid. There are also
several filled repairs on the flat bottom and under the tail and there is a large staple attached to the front for an anchor line but no evidence
of a keel. The head has been attached with a large nail and is slightly loose. This appears to have been a working decoy built by some-
one with talent and knowledge and would make a wonderful addition to a display. (115673-11E)

1938. HIGH STANDARD 5 1/2” BULL BARREL WITH REMOVABLE STABILIZER FOR SUPERMATIC CITATION OR
TROPHY MODEL GUNS. The barrel shows some rub marks where it has been attached but overall retains 99% original blue with
excellent bright bore. Included is the original cloth bag in very good condition and tattered cardboard sleeve in which the barrel was orig-
inally shipped. Because the barrel has the stabilizer attached it does not fit the aforementioned pieces. A very nice extra barrel for a ded-
icated target shooter or High Standard collector. (115680-12)

1939. LEATHER FISHING ROD CASE BY HEISER OF DENVER serial #447. This is a very high quality case for two rod tubes mea-
suring as total of 42 3/4” long. It has a heavy duty adjustable shoulder strap and carry handle with a buckle top closure. The leather loops
are riveted into place by brass rivets with Heiser’s logo and all of the remaining hardware is brass. The leather is hand tooled with geo-
metrical shapes giving the case a very classy look. Overall a beautiful rod case in very good condition. (115242-1A)

1940. WINCHESTER MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #75502, 12 ga, 26” plain barrel choked full with bright very good
bore showing some light fouling. The barrel retains 70% original blue showing some mottled blue and brown toward the muzzle and the
frame has turned a pewter brown color with silvering of the edges. The round knob pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate good to very
good having scratches and dings over a fading varnish, the forearm showing less wear. There is a steel buttplate present which is brown
and displaying some surface oxidation. The action functions fine. A great candidate for the cowboy action shooter or anyone else who
appreciates these early Winchesters. (115669-44) {C&R} (300/500)

1941. UNMARKED BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 RF, 22 1/4” octagon barrel with bright bore showing sig-
nificant frosting but visible rifling. The metal surfaces have basically turned brown and pewter with traces of case color still visible in pro-
tected areas. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates good as cleaned having some scratches and small dings over a flat oil finish and hav-
ing coarse grip checkering which is still robust although soiled. The steel buttplate is a mottled silver and brown showing spots of oxida-
tion. There is a small front blade sight and one standing rear leaf sight. The action is tight and functional. (115708-13) {C&R} (100/150)

1942. STEVENS CRACK SHOT-26 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 LR, 22” round barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel retains 50%
blue turning brown with specks of surface oxidation and the frame shows a light brown patina with evidence of a light cleaning over some
spots of pinprick pitting. The straight stock and forend rate fair to good displaying scratches and dings with a 3” crack running from the bot-
tom of the frame along the bottom of the grip over a good original varnish. The steel buttplate has turned brown and the gun features a blade
front sight and single standing leaf rear sight. The lever is loose but the action seems to lock up fine. (115708-18) {C&R} (150/250)

1943. MOSSBERG MODEL 350KC SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #363434, 22 LR, 23 1/2” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal
surfaces retain 40% blue showing significant surface oxidation, much of which would probably clean up. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock
rates good with scratches and dings over a thin factory varnish. The buttplate is a more recent replacement and is slightly oversized. The
gun features sling swivels front and rear and a crudely made front blade sight and standard open rear sight. There is no magazine.
(115792-S16719) (50/100)

1944. WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 22” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
plus blue showing some scattered surface oxidation spotting and light muzzle wear. The pistolgrip stock rates good to very good having
dings and scratches over a flaking and fading varnish. There is a Winchester plastic buttplate present showing some soiling. The gun is
equipped with tube magazine, a blade front sight, a standard rear open sight, and a Weaver J4 scope in Weaver tip-off mounts affixed to
the receiver grooves. A decent little plinker. (115705-132) {C&R} (150/250)

1945. REMINGTON #4 ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #90358, 22 RF, 22” octagon barrel with bright but pitted
bore showing very little rifling. The metal surfaces are turning brown with spots of pinprick pitting and areas of surface oxidation overall.
The straight stock and forend rate fair to good having numerous dings and scratches over a dull and drying finish. The gun is equipped
with a steel buttplate which has turned brown with pinprick pitting on the heel, a blade type front sight, and a single leaf rear sight. The
action functions fine. (115679-9) {C&R} (200/400)

1946. WINCHESTER MODEL 42 SKEET GRADE STOCK AND FOREARM. The pistolgrip buttstock rates very good to excel-
lent showing some minor handling marks over a slightly fading factory finish and exhibiting crisp checkering. It retains the factory gripcap
and, although there is no buttplate, it does not appear to have been cut. The extension slide handle also rates very good with handling
marks over a slightly brighter factory finish but it has easily repairable cracks running from the bottom into the checkering on the right side
and on the inside barrel channel also on the right side; it also displays crisp checkering. A rare find and quite useable to replace or
upgrade a 42. (114071-2)

1947. LOT OF WINCHESTER BUTTPLATES AND GRIPCAPS. Included are two checkered plastic buttplates marked M-21 on the
undersides, one slightly used, and one checkered hard rubber plate. All have “Winchester Repeating Arms” centered in a circle. The lot
also includes four hard rubber gripcaps with “Winchester Repeating Arms Co” in an oval around a central screw hole. All are in excellent
condition. In addition there are two buttplate screws and four gripcap screws included. (114071-1)

1948. STEVENS CRACK-SHOT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #F142, 22 LR, 20” barrel with bright good bore showing light frosting.
The barrel retains about 80% blue showing some scattered oxidation spotting and wear around the muzzle. The frame exhibits 30 to 40%
case color with areas of surface oxidation toning to brown around the front and bottom. The straight grip stock and forearm rate good
with dings and scratches over a thinning varnish and the checkered hard rubber buttplate shows some edge wear but rates very good.
The action functions fine and locks up tight. A good solid little plinker. (115679-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1949. STEVENS MODEL FEATHERWEIGHT NO. 101 serial #D608, 410 bore, 26” barrel choked cylinder with bright excellent bore.
This gun has been changed, probably from a 44 to an overbored 410, and the firing pin has been removed to require a competent gunsmith
to examine and rule on its safety. The barrel retains about 70% of an older reblue with a rubbed area on the top next to the breech where
the bore size was changed. The frame exhibits a flaking purple color blue with some finished-over pinprick pitting. The straight stock and
forearm rate very good with dings and scratches and showing a hairline crack behind the top tang and a hairline crack in the left side heel.
The original checkered hard rubber buttplate is present. This gun might be a fun little shotgun if it checks out. (115660-21) (100/200)
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1950. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK MODEL 4 SINGLE SHOT SPORTING RIFLE serial #57888, 32 RF, 24” octagon bar-
rel with bright frosted bore. The metal surfaces have turned a brown patina with silvering on all of the high edges and some oxidation
staining present. The straight stock and forend rate good to very good showing dings and scratches over a dark oiled finish and the cres-
cent buttplate is turning brown. The rifle is equipped with a dovetailed blade front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight. The action
functions fine. A solid little rolling block. (115705-18) (200/400)

1951. HOPKINS AND ALLEN FOREHAND MODEL SINGLE SHOT CONVERTED RIFLE serial #173772, 357 Mag, 17 3/4”
sleeved barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel has mottled blue and gray striations over the front 8” of the newer barrel with the
back original portion to the breech showing a brown patina with some light surface oxidation. The sleeving joint is well fitted and the
extractor has been modified for the 357 round. The frame has turned a brown patina with the maker’s name and address stamped on the
left side. The roundknob pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good showing dings and scratches with a crack emanating from the top tang
back into the comb and a sliver missing from the left front side of the forearm all over a smooth semi gloss finish. The checkered hard
rubber buttplate has a squirrel stamped into a centered circle and shows some edge chipping and wear. This gun has the thumb lever
take down screw to remove the barrel and seems to lock up fine. There is ramp mounted blade front sight and an adjustable rear sight
which appears to be from a Thompson Center. An interesting conversion that should be fun to shoot. (115568-28) (200/400)

1952. RANGER MODEL 103-1 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #R5312, 12 ga, 30” plain barrels choked improved cylinder and full
with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces on this Marlin made gun retain about 80 to 90% blue displaying scattered oxidation spot-
ting and scratches with the bottom of the action fading to brown. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate good to very good show-
ing dings and scratches over a thinning factory varnish and having fairly robust checkering which shows some soiling. The grooved hard
rubber buttplate has a small chip in the toe and some wear on the heel and provides a length of 14 1/4”. The top of the barrel is matted.
The action is slightly loose and the firing pins have been removed but are included with the gun. With a little work this gun could proba-
bly be put back into service. (115964-1) (200/300)

1953. BSA MARTINI CADET SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #41600/13530, 32-30 Rem, 24 1/2” barrel with bright very good bore. The
barrel and frame retain 90 to 95% blue showing edge wear and scattered faint oxidation spotting on the frame. The triggerguard is turn-
ing a brown patina and the lever has turned to a soft pewter, both showing some spots of dried oil or possibly stock finish. The frame is
marked with the maker’s name on the left side and with “Commonwealth of Australia” on the right. The straight stock and full length fore-
arm rate very good with a few dings and scratches, one showing above the opening lever over a smooth added finish. There is a faint
cartouche in the right side of the stock and also the same number as is stamped on the receiver. The steel buttplate has turned silver but
also shows dried finish and the gun is equipped with a blade type front sight, an adjustable military type ladder rear sight, and it has sling
swivels in the stock and on the barrel band. The original caliber of 310 is marked on the barrel and “32-30” is marked on the barrel flat
just ahead of the top of the breech. According to “Cartridges of the World” brass can be made from 357 magnum cases. We can neither
guarantee nor substantiate this information and advise that the purchaser seek a competent gunsmith to determine the safety and utility
of this rifle. (115964-77) (200/400)

1954. MARLIN MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #18805798, 12 ga (3”), 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue displaying scattered spots of surface oxidation, particularly around some of rib
posts and rib. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent showing a few handling marks and well executed large panels of crisp
checkering. The stock is equipped with a black hard rubber buttplate and a rubber recoil pad providing a length of 14” and, in addition,
there are double brass beads installed on the rib. A solid quality pump gun. (115334-100) (200/300)

1955. COLT LIGHTNING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #29979, 22 RF, 24” octagon barrel with gray bore showing substantial frosting.
The metal surfaces display a mottled gray and brown patina with numerous nicks, dings, and dents. The straight stock rates fair with
scratches and dings over a thin and flaking finish and the forearm is missing the entire left side and what remains has very little finish. The
stock has a screw eye in place of a sling swivel and the checkered hard rubber buttplate has a large chip missing from the left side. The
gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight. Although the gun is pretty rough the slide does function
but the hammer does not hold at full cock. (115679-1) {C&R} (200/300)

1956. J. RUPERUS TWIST-OPEN SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #771, 12 ga, 33” plain barrel having no choke and a gray bore
with pitting. The metal surfaces exhibit a gray and brown mottled patina showing some surface oxidation spotting and scattered pinprick
pitting. The straight stock and tapered forearm rate fair to good showing dings and scratches over a thin finish with age cracks emanat-
ing from the either side of the butt and on both the top and bottom of the forearm. This gun has a unique opening system requiring the
squeezing of a small lever in the front of the triggerguard and twisting the barrel to open the action. It operates smoothly but is loose and
the half cock position of the hammer does not hold. An interesting early breech loading shotgun made in Philadelphia. (115964-110)
{ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1957. ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN BY DEXTER SMITH OF SPRINGFIELD MA serial #712, 16 ga, 30” plain
barrel without choke having a bright but pitted bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a smooth brown patina with some surface oxidation show-
ing and some scrapes and dings. The straight stock and tapered forearm rate fair to good displaying some surface checking and flaking
finish with scratches and dings and having a hairline crack emanating from either side of the top tang. The steel buttplate exhibits lots of
surface oxidation. The falling block mechanism sticks and has to be forced open or closed but the hammer and trigger function fine.
(115964-48) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1958. ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN BY DEXTER SMITH OF SPRINGFIELD MA serial #724, 16 ga, 30”
plain barrel without choke having a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown patina with a few dings and sil-
vering of the edges. The straight stock and tapered forearm rate fair to good having dings and scratches over a crazed and thin factory
finish. The steel buttplate has turned brown and shows surface oxidation overall. The mechanism functions very well but the tip of the
hammer is broken off. This is a strong action and might be put to use with the right loads. (115964-47) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1959. BELGIAN WARNANTS PATENT BREECH SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 24” octagon barrel with bright but frosted bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit a brown heavily oxidized finish with dings and scratches. The barrel has two holes in the underside about half way
up, one being drilled and tapped and the other at the side being untapped and very shallow. The straight grip stock rates fair showing
scuffs and dings and having a crack in the upper left side adjacent to the breech and displaying worn but visible checkering on both the
grip and forend all over a thin fading finish. There is a crescent buttplate and the gun is equipped with a globe front sight and a flip-up tang
sight. The hammer does not hold at full cock and works very hard. This was a high quality gun in its day. (115669-77) {C&R} (50/100)

1960. REMINGTON SPEEDMASTER MODEL 241 serial #49460, 22 Short, 24” barrel with bright very good bore showing a bulge
about 5” from the muzzle. The barrel retains about 80% blue showing more wear toward the muzzle and the frame exhibits about 60%
blue fading to a brown patina. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good to very good with minor dings and scratches over a somewhat
crazed varnish. The checkered steel buttplate shows oxidation spotting but retains 50% blue. Sights include a standard blade type front
and open adjustable rear. A solid little rifle that will be a great shooter with some attention to the barrel. (115705-114) {C&R}(100/200)
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1961. STEVENS FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B868, 22 LR, 22” part round part octagon barrel with bright frosted bore.
The barrel shows a gray blue color hinting at added cold blue and the frame has turned a brown patina with hints of color around the
breech block and protected areas. The top tang is marked “Model 1915”. The straight grip stock and schnabel forearm rate good having
dings and scratches over a very thin lightly cleaned finish and having a brown buttplate. The gun is equipped with a front sight and a fold-
ing buckhorn rear sight. The lever is slightly loose so it would need some attention to shoot the gun. (115679-10) {C&R} (200/300)

1962. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #A123139, 12 ga, 32” plain barrel choked modified
with bright very good bore showing a little light frosting. The barrel retains 60 to 70% blue turning a soft brown and showing a few dings
and the frame exhibits 20 to 30% case colors under scattered surface oxidation. The round knob pistolgrip stock and tapered snap-on
forearm rate fair to good with dings and scratches and having a hairline crack behind the top tang and a chip missing from the toe all over
a thin and flaking varnish. There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate with H&R logo showing some edge wear. The gun has an ejector
and locks up tight. (1215705-137) {C&R} (50/100)

1963. SAVAGE SPORTER MODEL 23AA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #93238, 22 LR, 23” barrel with bright very good bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit 50% plus blue turning brown with surface oxidation spotting prevalent. The pistolgrip stock rates fair with numer-
ous dings and scratches showing a hairline crack in back of the tang and another on the left side emanating from the receiver sight all
over a thin and flaking varnish. There is a Savage marked steel buttplate displaying oxidation spotting and the stock has a hard rubber
gripcap. In addition there is a blade front sight, a filled dovetail where the rear sight would be, and a Lyman receiver sight. The action
functions smoothly. Included is one magazine. (115334-96) {C&R} (100/200)

1964. WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #73650, 22 Short, 24” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 90% blue having a few light oxidation spots, particularly toward the muzzle. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good show-
ing a few scattered scuffs and dings with some fading of the finish around the butt and the checkered steel buttplate shows some soiling
and oxidation spotting. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an adjustable open rear sight. A very good example. (115705-
130) {C&R} (200/300)

1965. TOY FULL SIZE HALFSTOCK FLINTLOCK MUSKET. Gun has a 28 1/2” black metal octagon barrel showing a few scuffs
and scratches and a wooden stock with round knob pistolgrip having scuffs and dings over a thin oil finish with one large spot in the grip
which has been cleaned. The stock has a length of 13 3/4” to a plain wood butt. The lock work is black pot metal with moulded high relief
engraving and the fancy triggerguard is brass, and the mechanism actually functions There is a sculpted brass filigreed panel on the stock
and one on the forend with a brass ramrod tailpipe but no ramrod. A neat display piece. (112623-1A)

1966. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #K192843, 50 cal percussion, 28 1/2” octa-
gon barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel retains 95% brown finish with oxidation spotting overall. The lock and hammer are
embellished with light open scroll and exhibit 97% case color. The trigger and guard are missing but the hammer functions fine. The
straight stock rates very good to excellent having a few scattered scratches over a strong varnish. It has a raised right hand cheekpiece,
a brass patchbox with hinged cover, and a curved brass buttplate. There are two brass thimbles and a tailpipe showing some scuffs and
the included ramrod is equipped with brass working ends. The gun features a blade front sight and a screw adjustable rear sight. A trig-
ger and guard will put this gun back into service. (115684-3) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1967. UNMARKED HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER, 16 bore, 33” part round part octagon damascus barrel with dark bore.
The metal surfaces appear to have been painted black and exhibit flaking and oxidation. The hammer and nipple assembly are missing but
the lock and trigger are present. The triggerguard is made of brass and has finger rests. The stock has been painted, is dinged and
scratched, and has an old repair in the wrist which is loose. There is a simple right hand cheekpiece and a cresent brass buttplate which
has also been painted. A steel ramrod is present. (115358-5) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1968. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HUNTSMAN INLINE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #AP279079, 58 cal, 28” barrel
with bright very good bore. The barrel retains 90% of a matte blue finish showing some light oxidation spotting and the frame exhibits
90% case colors with scattered tiny oxidation spots. The straight stock and forearm rate good to very good having minor scratches over
a thin factory varnish. A hard rubber buttplate is present and there is brass ramrod with wooden handle mounted in a single thimble under
the barrel. (115413-12) {ANTIQUE} (100/150)

1969. UNMARKED HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE, 45 cal, 31 1/2” octagon medium heavy barrel with gray very good bore
showing straight rifling. The barrel and lock exhibit a mottled gray brown patina with surface oxidation spotting overall. The hammer has
some remnants of case color and the triggerguard has a panel of fine scroll engraving. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates fair with
dings and scratches over a very thin oil finish. It has a flat lowered comb which is the way it was built. A steel buttplate is present and
displays oxidation spotting with scratches and dings. The gun is equipped with ramp mounted front blade sight and short rib mounted
rear adjustable sight, both being of modern manufacture. This gun was put together from parts and appears to be quite functional.
(115372-16) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1970. UNMARKED SNIDER CONVERSION FOWLER, 12 bore, 30” barrel with dark bore. The metal surfaces show a flaking black
paint with scattered surface oxidation and pinprick pitting. The straight grip one piece stock rates poor with no finish remaining showing
dings, gouges, and a couple of holes in the right side of the butt. There are remnants of checkering on the grip and the steel buttplate is
pitted and oxidized. The action does not lock closed but the hammer and trigger function fine. There are Belgian proof marks on the bar-
rel. (115453-7) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1971. SAVAGE 23B SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #61062, 25-20, 25” barrel with bright very good bore showing some very
light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 60% blue turning brown with surface oxidation spotting overall, the triggerguard exhibiting pro-
portionally more oxidation. The bow is bent but could be easily straightened. The pistolgrip stock with schnabel forend rates fair to good
displaying numerous dings and scratches and a repaired crack running the length of the toeline all over a thin and flaking varnish. There
is a steel buttplate with edge wear and oxidation spotting and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an adjustable rear sight.
A single magazine is included. The action functions fine. (115679-25) {C&R} (150/250)

1972. REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI AUTOMATIC RIFLE, 22 S,L, LR, 24” barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel is turning
a blue brown while the receiver retains 80% blue, all showing scratches and surface oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates good to very
good with a few dings and light scratches over a dull flat oil finish. There is a hard rubber Remington buttplate installed which is cracked. The
gun features a blade front sight, an adjustable open rear sight, and the receiver is grooved for scope mounts. (115625-23) (150/200)

1973. DIAMOND ARMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked modified with bright very good bore. The barrel
retains about 70% blue with surface oxidation spotting overall and the frame exhibits a purple blue with oxidation spotting. The left side
of the frame has “Diamond Arms Co St Louis” and there is a threaded screw hole to the rear of this stamping to which an action screw is
suppose to be inserted from the right side. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate fair to good having numerous dings
and scuffs over a flaking and crazed finish. There is a hard rubber buttplate installed which is missing one screw. The hammer does not
cock, probably having to do with the missing action screw. However, the action locks up tight. (115801-3) {C&R} (50/75)
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1974. UNMARKED PERCUSSION FOWLER, 12 ga, 34 1/2” part round and part octagon barrel with dark orange bore. The metal sur-
faces exhibit a dark brown patina with surface oxidation spotting and scattered pinprick pitting. The straight grip one piece stock rates
fair displaying a dark soiled finish with dings and scuffs and having worn but visible checkering. The bottom rib with original ramrod is
separated from the barrel but is solid and the ramrod is in good condition with brass ram and patch puller. A project for the tinkerer.
(115801-4) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1975. REMINGTON MODEL 1903 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3083687, 30-06, 24” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 70 to 80% bright blue showing light fading and some small areas of oxidation staining. The Bishop Monte
Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good having a few scratches over a good varnish which shows a few faded spots. The gun is equipped
with a ramp mounted blade front sight attached with barrel band, a receiver sight, and there are sling swivels mounted on the toeline and
forend. Overall a nice basic sporter which should make a good all around hunting gun. (115765-1) (200/400)

1976. PEDERSOLI DOUBLE PERCUSSION SHOTGUN serial #376, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked modified and full with bright very good
bores. The barrels exhibit 90% of a bright brown finish having scattered spots of oxidation with a bit more around the breech. The plain
locks and engraved hammers retain about 80% case color with some specks of oxidation. The straight grip stock rates very good having
light dings and scratches over a relatively strong glossy finish and showing crisp checkering on the grip. There is a steel buttplate pre-
sent with 60% blue remaining providing a length of 14 1/4”. The gun is equipped with two steel ramrod thimbles and a tailpipe with pineap-
ple escutcheon matching a similar one on the triggerguard extension and includes a ramrod with brass ram and cleaning jag. A very good
reproduction double which would be fun to shoot. (115823-21) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1977. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #17836, 45 cal., 28” octagon barrel with slightly fouled but
very good bore. The metal surfaces, with the exception of the brass furniture, display fairly significant oxidation with some blue and
case colors showing through. The straight grip one piece stock rates good having dings and scratches over a dull and thin varnish and
the brass crescent buttplate shows some tarnish. The gun is equipped with a right hand cheekpiece, brass patchbox, double set trig-
ger, a globe front sight, a screw adjustable rear sight, and a folding tang sight. The sights all show oxidation. There is an original ram-
rod present with brass ram and jag. The action seems to work fine so this gun should not be too difficult to bring back to shooting
condition. (115485-22) {ANTIQUE} (100/150)

1978. DAISY MODEL 21 SIDE BY SIDE AIR GUN BB/.175 cal. Metal
surfaces retain 95% black showing a few scratches and oxidation spots with a dent

in the left barrel about 9” back from the muzzle. The straight wooden buttstock rates very good to excellent and
the plastic beavertail forearm also rates very good to excellent. The gun functions fine although the top lever is loose.

(115768-1) (300/500)

1979. BRITISH HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER BY E. P. BOND OF LONDON, about an 18 bore, 30” damascus barrel
with orange bore. The barrel and lock exhibit a mottled gray and brown specked patina showing numerous polished-over pits. The lock
has the makers name stamped on it and it is missing a front screw. The triggerguard and buttplate are plated brass, the buttplate show-
ing some flaking. The straight one piece stock rates fair as refinished with dings and scratches with a large split running around the toe-
line from the left side, a 1” chip missing from the back of the lock, and a hairline crack on the right side of the forend tip, the tip being bro-
ken away. There is a hole for a ramrod at the tip of the forend and two spots where there were once thimbles under the barrel. No ram-
rod is present. (115585-6) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1980. MIQUELET FLINTLOCK MUSKET, 62 cal, 48” barrel with flared muzzle. Metal surfaces show heavy oxidation. Remnants of a
full stock are evident and held in place by numerous brass barrel bands. Intricate metal work with fine detail is applied to the wooden
buttstock and the last 3” of the butt is made from bone held by metal brackets. There are numerous inlays of bone with several inlays
missing and the forestock is cracked. The lock work seems to be all there but is non functioning. An interesting piece for display.
(115626-28) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1981. C. G. HAENEL KAR 88 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7368, about a 45 CF, 18” barrel with dark bore with strong rifling. The
barrel appears to be slightly bent. The metal surfaces retain about 40% blue with strong surface oxidation spotting. The straight grip stock
rates fair with very little finish remaining. It has had a black wooden forend tip pieced into the stock and a leather buttplate installed. The
extractor is missing. A good candidate for an action. (115801-2) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

1982. EVANS LEVER ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, 44 Evans CF, 26” octagon barrel with gray bore showing visible rifling. The barrel
displays remnants of bluing with oxidation spotting overall and the frame is turning brown with some oxidation staining and light pinprick
pitting. The stock and forend rate good having numerous scratches and dings with a hairline crack extending from the receiver bottom
for 3” up the forend all over a flat flaking finish. The steel buttplate shows some oxidation as does the steel nosecap. The gun is missing
a screw from the buttplate, an action screw holding the lever, and there is a modern screw with nut holding the trigger mechanism in
place. The gun is equipped with a dovetailed front notch sight and a ladder type rear sight missing the adjustment piece. It appears that
the gun has been somewhat neglected but could be a candidate for restoration. (115801-1) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1983. MOSSBERG MODEL 42M(C) BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 23” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 85% blue with fine surface oxidation spotting overall. The barrel has what appears to be a social security number and name crude-
ly etched under the manufacturer’s information. The pistolgrip stock rates good to very good with dings and scratches over a good fac-
tory varnish. There is a grooved steel buttplate present showing some light oxidation with a compartment for an extra magazine (not
included) and there is a sling swivel installed in the toe line of the stock and provision for one missing in the barrel band. The gun is
equipped with ramp mounted adjustable post front sight without hood and a screw adjustable rear sight. The magazine is missing. Could
be a good shooter with the appropriate magazine. (115708-36) (50/100)

1984. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK NO. 4 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #293833, 25 Stevens RF, 22 1/2” round barrel with
bright very good bore. The barrel exhibits a mottled brown and blue color with stronger blue toward the breech. The frame has turned
to a silver patina showing hints of case color. The straight grip stock and tapered forearm rate fair to good displaying numerous dings and
scratches over a smooth worn finish, the buttstock having the beginnings of an incomplete checkering pattern and being lightly cleaned.
There is a steel Remington buttplate and the gun is equipped with a dovetailed front blade sight and a screw adjustable open rear sight.
In addition, there is a lever take-down pin on the right side making this a very practical shooter. (115679-5) {C&R} (350/550)
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1985. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK NO. 4 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #74329, 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with bright visible
rifling but heavily frosted bore. The barrel displays a mottled brown patina with silvering of all of the edges and having a few spots of oxi-
dation staining. The frame exhibits a smooth light brown patina with a few small oxidation spots. The straight stock and tapered forearm
rate good having numerous dings and scratches over a fading varnish and the steel buttplate shows a mottled brown patina. Sights
include a blade type front and simple “V” notch rear. This is a solid frame version of this popular rifle. (115679-6) {C&R} (350/550)

1986. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS HAWKEN STYLE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #026792, 50 cal, 28” octagon barrel with
bright very good bore. The barrel retains about 80 to 85% blue showing fading on all of the edges and having sparsely scattered pin-
prick oxidation spotting. The lock exhibits 90% case colors and the hammer has 60% color with some oxidation spotting. The straight
grip one piece stock rates very good displaying some water spotting which could easily be polished out. All of the furniture is brass
including the crescent buttplate, triggerguard with finger rests, cross pin escutcheon, ramrod thimbles and forend cap. A hardwood
ramrod with brass ends is included. The gun is equipped with blade front sight, screw adjustable rear sight, and a double set trigger.
The trigger does not always hold full at cock but should be easily adjusted as the set trigger seems to function fine. A solid well made
muzzle loader. (115871-4) {ANTIQUE} (150/200)

1987. HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE IMPORTED BY SILE, INC serial #73745, .50 cal , 281/2” octagon barrel with bright very
good bore. The barrel exhibits a pale silver color with oxidation staining and tarnish evident and the lock and hammer retain 40% color
showing some oxidation on the hammer and nipple. The straight walnut stock rates good to very good as lightly cleaned with a coat of
oil. It shows a few dings and scratches over the dull finish. The stock has a cheekpiece for a right hand shooter , a brass patch box in the
right side containing a cleaning jag, and a brass crescent buttplate. All of the remaining furniture is brass and all display a dull yellow
ochre with some spots of light staining. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight, a screw adjustable rear sight, and the original brass
mounted ramrod is present. A solid muzzle loader that just needs a little clean up. (115711-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1988. REMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with dark bore. The metal
surfaces exhibit heavy oxidation. The pistolgrip stock has dings and scratches but is solid. There is a soiled Remington buttplate which
has a significant chip out of the toe. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an adjustable rear sight. The bolt is missing.
(115792-S16720) (20/50)

1989. WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, Extra Long, 18” barrel with bright but frosted bore. The metal
surfaces a mottled brown and blue patina showing evidence of touch-up bluing over pitting. The straight grip stock rates fair to good as
cleaned and oil soaked having a repaired crack in the right side below the action opening. The Winchester buttplate shows wear but is
solid and the action functions fine. (115705-121) {C&R} (50/100)

1990. UNMARKED REPRODUCTION 1863 PERCUSSION RIFLE, 45 cal, 36” barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel retains
90% blue showing some scattered oxidation spotting. The hammer displays 80% dull case colors and the remaining metal surfaces includ-
ing the lock exhibit a dull mottled silver color with some light oxidation staining present. The straight walnut stock rates fair to good with
dings and scratches over a dull finish and showing a well repaired break in the wrist emanating from both sides of the lock back to the
front of the comb. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and single folding rear sight and there are sling swivels on the front of
the triggerguard and the front barrel band. Included are a steel ramrod and a heavy military type sling. This would most likely make a fun
shooter. (115693-31) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1991. UNMARKED HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE, 50 cal, 28 1/2” octagon barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 80
to 90% blue showing surface oxidation spotting overall. The lock exhibits 90% case color with some oxidation spots around the bolster
and the hammer displays faded color under surface oxidation. The straight grip stock rates very good with a few scratches and dings over
a strong varnish showing some flaking. The stock has a nicely sculpted right hand cheekpiece and a patch box installed in the right side
of the stock. All of the metal furniture is brass and exhibits a dull ochre with some light tarnish. The gun is equipped with a large blade
front sight and a screw adjustable rear sight, both showing moderate oxidation. The original ramrod with brass ends is included. This is a
very good quality muzzle loader and would make a good hunting gun with a little clean-up. (115933-20) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1992. RANGER MODEL 103-2 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, with 24” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces
exhibit a mottled brown and silver color with scattered surface oxidation evident. The pistolgrip stock rates fair to good showing dings
and scratches and a very thin finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present showing some wear and the gun is equipped with
a blade front sight and open rear sight missing its elevator. A single magazine is included. The bolt is disassembled but all parts appear
to be present. (115885-25) (25/50)

1993. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, Extra Long, 21” barrel with bright bore with moderate frosting.
The metal surfaces exhibit a soft silver patina as lightly cleaned showing some light surface oxidation. The one piece straight grip stock
rates very good as refinished having a few dings and scratches over a modern glossy finish. The gun has a steel crescent buttplate and
is equipped with a blade front sight and screw adjustable rear sight. A solid single shot for a first gun. (115871-10) {C&R} (100/150)

1994. STEVENS MODEL 15-A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit
80% plus blue with oxidation spotting overall. The pistolgrip stock rates good having minor dings and scratches over a very thin and dry-
ing finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and open rear sight. The
action seems to function fine. (115871-9) (50/100)

1995. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E26476, 26” cut barrels choked cylinder and skeet with
bright good bores showing some light scattered dents and a little fouling. The barrels exhibit a mottled dark brown with scattered surface
oxidation and the frame displays 30% case colors under areas of surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate poor to
fair. While the forearm retains a thinning original finish the buttstock has been partially sanded with extensive repairs done to a shattered
wrist. The repairs seem solid and the original grooved hard rubber buttplate is present. The gun is equipped with double triggers, extrac-
tors, and an automatic safety, and the action locks up fine. A little TLC could put this gun into service again. (115823-171) (100/200)

1996. MOSSBERG MODEL 195D BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga, 28” barrel with an external screw on full choke with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue with scattered scratches and surface oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock with
Schnabel forend rates good to very good with dings and scuffs over a thinning varnish and displaying a small chip in the toe. The gun is
equipped with a rubber recoil pad and comes with a single magazine. (115904-26) (50/100)

1997. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D142458M, 12 ga, 28” ventilated
rib Remchoke barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of a matte black finish showing scratches and some spots
of fine surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good having scattered dings and scuffs over a very thin flat finish
with slightly worn pressed checkering. The stock is fitted with a Remington recoil pad providing a length of 14”. A solid 870 that just needs
a choke tube, as none are included. (115988-S16772) (150/250)
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1998. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga, 27” ventilated rib barrel with J.C. Higgins external choke
device with full choke installed having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue showing scratches and a few oxida-
tion spots with silvering of the edges. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good displaying dings and scratches over a fading varnish.
There is a hard rubber gripcap and a metal monogram shield in the toeline but no buttplate. Length of the stock is 13 1/8” to wood.
(115988-S16767) (100/200)

1999. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOYS RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 70%
blue with surface oxidation spotting overall, the exception being a bright polished bolt handle also showing some oxidation spotting. The
pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few scratches and small dings over a thin smooth matte finish. There is a Winchester buttplate
present which has some edge wear and soiling. The rifle is equipped with a blade type front sight and an open rear sight. A solid little
single shot for the next generation shooter. (115705-126) {C&R} (150/250)

2000. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #23314530, 22 LR, 22” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% blue with a few scratches and exhibiting light surface oxidation on the barrel. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates good
showing water spotting and some finish wear over a thin flat finish with slightly worn press checkering. The stock is equipped with a hard
rubber buttplate and the gun features a ramp mounted front sight, an open rear sight, and a cloudy Glenfield 4x15 scope mounted with
see-through rings on the grooved receiver. (115679-58) (100/150)

2001. REMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70 to 80% blue showing added cold blue with some light surface oxidation, particularly around
the muzzle. The pistolgrip stock rates very good as refreshed in a glossy finish with a few scattered scratches and dings. A grooved hard
rubber buttplate marked Ithaca is present and the gun is equipped with a blade type front sight and open rear sight missing its elevator.
(115705-116) (100/200)

2002. REMINGTON MODEL 510-P TARGETMASTER BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue showing a few scratches and oxidation spotting, particularly around the front sight and
with exception of the bolt handle which is brightly polished. The pistolgrip stock rates good exhibiting a drying crack with a repaired spot
directly below on the right side of the forend over a dry and dull oil finish. There is a checkered hard rubber Remington buttplate installed
and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted blade front sight and a factory installed receiver sight. There are four drilled and tapped
holes on the left side of the receiver, probably for a scope mount of some type. (115871-19) (100/150)

2003. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% blue having a few dings and showing fine surface oxidation overall, the exception being the bolt handle which is
brightly polished. There is a faint social security number crudely scratched into the left side of the barrel just below the rear sight. The pis-
tolgrip stock rates very good with light scratches and small dings over a thin fading finish. It retains the original hard rubber buttplate and
there is a small hole in the toeline of the butt and in the forend, probably for sling swivels. The gun is equipped with a blade type front
sight and an open rear sight. A good solid shooter. (115871-2) {C&R} (100/200)

2004. MOSSBERG MODEL 151-K SEMI AUTOMATIC RIFLE, 22 LR, 24” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
50% blue turning a mottled brown showing fine surface oxidation overall. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good having scattered
dings and scratches over a smooth but thin varnish. There is a hard rubber buttplate showing some scrapes, a shadow cheekpiece for a right
hand shooter, and the gun is equipped with a blade type front sight, open rear sight, and a grooved receiver. (115718-16) (100/150)

2005. STEVENS FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #Z19, 22 LR, 22” part round part octagon barrel with bright but moderately
pitted bore. The barrel retains 70% blue showing brown spotting with some added cold blued over pinprick pitting. The frame exhibits a
mottled brown and blue flaking added finish over areas of pinprick pitting with silvering of the high edges. The buttstock is a good replace-
ment having a few handling marks over a very thin oil finish and the original tapered forend rates good to very good showing some oil
soaking with a smooth but worn finish. There is a blued steel buttplate in very good condition which appears to be a replacement and
the gun is equipped with a combination front folding sight, a single standing leaf rear sight, and a folding tang sight which shows some
older spots of pitting. The action functions fine but the lever is loose. (115800-49) (250/450)

2006. ROSSI OVERLAND COACH DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #T170014, 12ga (3”), 20” barrel choked cylinder and light mod-
ified with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus blue showing some oxidation spotting along the barrel and around
the frame and hammers. The round knob pistolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate good to very good having a few scratches and dings
with some water spotting over a thin oil finish. There is a checkered plastic buttplate present providing a length of 14”. The hammers
function fine and the action is tight. A perfect cowboy action gun or inexpensive home defense gun. (115780-4) (150/250)

2007. PAGE-LEWIS MODEL B SHARPSHOOTER SINGLE SHOT FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #1711, 22 LR, 22” barrel
with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 70% blue turning to brown with wear around the muzzle and the frame exhibits about
90% blue with some fine surface oxidation spotting. The straight grip stock rates very good with a few scattered dings and light
scratches. The forearm is shaped with a modified schnabel, a tapered center for hand placement just ahead of a single sling swivel,
and flared bottom with removal screw and rates very good plus. There is a grooved steel buttplate which is turning brown and the gun
is equipped with a folding combination front sight and rear tang sight. In addition, the barrel has two drilled and tapped holes for a
rear sight and a large take-down screw located just ahead of the lever. This is a rare, not-often-seen rifle in very good condition.
(115761-2) {C&R} (200/300)

2008. FIREARMS INTERNATIONAL (BRONCO) SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 16 1/2” barrel with bright lightly frosted bore. This
gun is fabricated from aluminum and steel in a skeletonized form. The barrel and its associated top support tube are turning brown with
good blue evident in protected areas between the two. The receiver/trigger group along with the stock exhibits an even textured brown
finish with some scratches and scattered small spots of oxidation and the integral curved butt is grooved and shows some flaking of the
finish. The gun features a blade front sight with protective ears, a simple notch rear sight adjustable for elevation, and a cross bolt safety
above the trigger. It operates by pulling a trigger-like lever just ahead of the triggerguard to open the action by turning the barrel and
pushing a knurled pin to facilitate extraction. A very unique little rifle which seems totally functional. (115826-9) (50/150)

2009. THOMPSON CENTER THUNDER HAWK IN-LINE MUZZLE LOADER serial #S11396, 54 cal, 21” stainless steel barrel
with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a smooth dull gray with a few scattered small scratches and handling marks. The
black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent having only a few small scuffs and crisp integral checkering. The gun has a
hard rubber recoil pad, sling swivel studs in the butt and forend, and is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and folding leaf
rear sight. It has two drilled and tapped holes in the top of the frame to facilitate scope mounting. Included is a black synthetic ramrod.
A nice modern muzzle loader ready to go. (115800-36) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2010. REMINGTON MODEL 12A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #52459, 22 S, L, LR, 22” round barrel with bright good bore show-
ing moderate frosting but prominent rifling. The barrel retains about 50% blue turning brown with some oxidation spotting and the frame
exhibits a mottled brown patina also with oxidation spotting and with more significant pitting at the top of the receiver where it meets the
stock. The straight grip stock and tapered grooved forearm rate very good showing a few scattered scratches and small dings over a good
factory varnish. A checkered hard rubber buttplate is present and the gun is equipped with a dovetailed blade front sight and screw
adjustable rear sight. The action functions well so this should be a fun gun to shoot. (115885-22) {C&R} (200/400)
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2011. SAVAGE MODEL 1909 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #107475A, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with bright lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain 80% blue with light scratches and faint oxidation spotting with fading evident on all of the high edges. The straight grip
stock and plain round forearm rate good to very good showing dings and scratches over a thin and flaking varnish, the forend displaying
a bit more wear. There is a plain steel buttplate with some oxidation present and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and screw
adjustable rear sight. In addition, there is a top tang safety and a large knurled take-down screw on the right side of the receiver. Included
is an 8 round magazine. A handy rifle. (115871-13) {C&R} (300/400)

2012. BELGIAN FLOBERT ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 22” octagon barrel with dark bore. The metal sur-
faces exhibit substantial surface oxidation with scattered pitting. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates fair with numerous dings and
scratches and a crack in the left side of the forend over a thin and flaking finish. There is a steel buttplate which displays a brown oxidized
finish and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and single standing leaf rear sight. (115824-8) {C&R} (25/50)

2013. IVER JOHNSON MODEL X BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #24625, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% fading blue with surface oxidation spotting prevalent on the front half of the barrel. The pistol-
grip stock rates very good showing scattered dings and scratches over an added glossy finish. The forend has a pronounced schnabel
and the gun is equipped with a steel buttplate showing surface oxidation, a blade front sight, and a single standing leaf rear sight. This
model has what was called an automatic safety where the back of the bolt is hinged to create a block when it is closed. It all functions
fine. (115679-11) {C&R} (100/200)

2014. MOSSBERG MODEL 44 US(A) BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 70 to 80% blue with scattered oxidation spotting and fading on the sharper edges. The target style pistolgrip stock rates very
good showing a few scratches and small dings over a thin matte oil finish with some water spotting on the buttstock. There is a grooved
steel buttplate retaining 70% blue showing oxidation and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted hooded front sight with folding posts
and a folding receiver sight. There are sling swivels installed in the stock and on the forend and a military type leather sling is included as
well as a 7 round magazine. A very nice affordable target rifle. (115871-16) {C&R} (200/300)

2015. BELGIAN FLOBERT ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with bright moderately frost-
ed bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a blue brown patina with surface oxidation spotting and scattered pitting, some of which appears to
be finished over. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates fair to good with dings and scratches over a smooth drying finish and showing an
old crack on both sides with worn but visible checkering. There is a steel buttplate turning brown and the gun is equipped with a blade
type front sight and an open dovetail where the rear sight would go. The hammer and trigger function fine but the breech block is loose.
(115800-43) {C&R} (50/100)

2016. REMINGTON NO 4 ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #J229292, 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with bright
moderately pitted bore. The barrel retains 70% blue with scattered scratches and a few dings showing fading on all of the edges. The
frame exhibits a mottled brown and silver patina with fine surface oxidation over spots of faint case colors. The straight grip stock and
tapered forearm rate good with dings and scratches over a thin and crazed finish and showing gaps between the frame and the buttstock
which may indicate an old replacement. There is a steel buttplate showing fine surface oxidation and the gun is equipped with a blade
front sight which has been flattened, a single standing leaf rear sight, and there is a take-down lever on the right side of the frame. The
action functions fine. (115842-26) {C&R} (300/500)

2017. SPENCER ARMS CO. SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #467, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrel choked full with bright but pitted bore
showing what appear to be heavy polishing marks. The barrel exhibits a smooth gray patina with a coating of fine surface oxidation present
and the frame retains about 40% blue with fine surface oxidation on it. The round knob Bishop buttstock rates about good as replaced and
remains unfinished with some spots of discoloration, the bottom tang screw is missing. The forearm is also made of a wood grain orange
hard rubber, is checkered, and is in very good condition (possibly a Bannerman replacement). The action functions but the trigger does not
work. The Spencers were the first successful repeating shotgun produced from 1882 to 1889. (115904-24) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2018. BRITISH DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY PLAYFAIR 16 bore, 30” damascus barrels with brown but good bores. The barrels show a
smooth brown and silver patina with some oxidation staining and the locks and hammers have turned a pewter color with some light and
dark spots. The locks are nicely engraved in a simple open scroll pattern and the maker’s name is stamped on both sides. The straight
grip stock rates fair with a few dings and scratches showing contemporary repaired cracks in the wrist along with more recent unrepaired
cracks in the same area over a modern finish. The original checkering remains visible but mostly filled with finish. There is a steel buttplate
with a comb extension turning brown, a small gold monogram shield in the top of the wrist, and nicely carved pineapple finials on the trig-
gerguard extension and ramrod tailpipe. Twin iron ramrod thimbles hold a wooden replacement ramrod. Considering how good modern
glues are this gun could conceivably be brought back into shooting condition. (115903-5) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2019. CONTEMPORARY UNMARKED FULL STOCK JAEGER PERCUSSION RIFLE, 50 caliber, 25” octagon barrel with bright
very good bore. The barrel exhibits a smooth brown tone with some unevenness in the color and some fading on the edges. The lock
and the opposite side plate are engine turned and display an even brown color and the large hammer shows a mottled blue and silver
tone. A brass extended triggerguard and crescent buttplate have a soft ochre look with some scattered tarnish and staining. The one
piece straight grip stock rates very good having a few light scuffs and scratches over a strong matte finish. There is a European style
cheekpiece for a right hand shooter, and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and dovetailed 1/2” tube rear sight. The stock is
embellished with some faintly outlined scroll and a running buck and there are some lightly carved marks ahead of the lock and around
the cross pin. The hammer does not hold on half cock when the trigger is pulled. Included is a wooden ramrod which appears to be slight-
ly short. (115516-10) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2020. REMINGTON MODEL 11 MILITARY RIOT SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #493494, 12 ga, 20” cylinder choked barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a smooth gray patina having dings and scratches and show the US military “flaming
bomb” marking on both the barrel and receiver. In addition, the receiver is stamped “Military Finish” and the bolt is marked “The
Sportsman”. The pistolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate fair having almost no finish with sanded over dings and scuffs and several
hairline cracks in the bottom of the forearm. There is a gap between the buttstock and the frame leading one to believe that this is an older
restock. A grooved hard rubber Remington buttplate is present and sling swivel studs are installed in the stock and on the forearm.
Included is a 3 page copy of a parts diagram and list for the Model 11. A solid military style shotgun. (115910-13) {C&R} (300/500)

2021. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 25” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% blue with light surface oxidation over much of the surface and one ding on the front receiver ring. The pistolgrip stock rates good to
very good showing a few light dings and scratches over a thinning factory varnish. A checkered hard rubber Winchester buttplate is pre-
sent and the gun is equipped with a blade type front sight and a standard open rear sight. A 5 round magazine is included. A solid little
22 that just needs a little clean up. (115885-24) {C&R} (150/250)

2022. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #B1162955, 22 L or LR, 20 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 90% blue showing some very light surface oxidation spotting and the alloy frame exhibits 95% blue having some scat-
tered discoloration. The pistolgrip stock and flared forearm rate excellent having a few scattered light scuffs on the butt and a hard rub-
ber grooved buttplate with soiled grooves. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight, an open rear sight, and a Weaver Marksman 4X
scope in Weaver Tip-Off see through mounts attached to the grooved receiver. Overall, a solid 22. (115871-14) (100/150)
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2023. STEVENS CRACKSHOT NO 26 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 20” round barrel with bright but moderately pitted bore. The
barrel shows a smooth brown patina with light surface oxidation spotting and some scattered dings. The frame shows a mottled pewter
patina with deeper brown on the bottom and the lever. The straight grip stock and tapered forearm rate good with dings and scratches
over a smooth worn finish and there is a steel buttplate retaining 30% blue with edge wear and some pinprick pitting on the heel. The
gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a single standing rear sight. The take-down screw has some oxidation showing but the slot
is fine. (115842-8) {C&R} (100/200)

2024. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 1915 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B504, 32 Long RF, 24” part octagon part round barrel with
bright very good bore showing some frosting in the grooves. The barrel retains 80 to 90% original blue with dings and scratches with sil-
vering of the muzzle. The frame exhibits a splotchy brown and blue tone with a few light scratches and the breech block retains 70%
bright blue. The straight grip stock and tapered forearm rate very good displaying some light dings and a hairline crack in the bottom of
the forearm over a fairly strong varnish finish. There is a hard rubber buttplate with “Stevens Favorite” embossed into it showing a little
edge wear. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a standard open rear sight. A decent example of these prolific rifles.
(115885-14) {C&R} (200/300)

2025. CUSTOM GEW 88 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY VOGEL serial #5996, 8 mm, 18” barrel with bright very good bore with light
frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 60 to 70% blue with a light coating of surface oxidation and some areas of pinprick pitting show-
ing, particularly around the front of the receiver and breech. The pistolgrip stock rates good with numerous dings and scratches show-
ing a repair in back of the top tang and having piece of an old shipping label affixed to the left side of the stock all over a flaking varnish.
It is checkered only in the grip and is worn but quite functional. There is a horn gripcap with edge wear, an American style cheekpiece
for a left hand shooter, and a grooved horn buttplate showing chips and soiling. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade
sight with ivory bead, a two-leaf express rear sight, all mounted on a solid full length rib, and there are scope bases marked Krieghoff on
the front receiver ring and the back split bridge. In addition, sling swivels are installed on the toeline of the stock and under the barrel. A
nice early German rifle which has been neglected but could be cleaned up. (115896-5) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2026. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK NO 2 SPORTING RIFLE serial #34454, 30 CF, 24” octagon barrel with bright excellent relined
bore. The barrel exhibits a mottled brown patina with lots of scratches and dings and the frame shows a mottled silver and brown color, both
with some light surface oxidation present. The straight grip stock and tapered forearm rate fair to good as cleaned with some dings in the
buttstock and some rubbed-over dents and dings in the forearm and having proud metal where wood and metal meet. There is a curved steel
buttplate turned brown with surface oxidation on the top tang and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and screw adjustable rear
sight. A nice old shooter which would have to be checked by a gunsmith to determine the exact caliber. (115823-112) (150/250)

2027. REMINGTON NO 4 BELGIAN-MARKED SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 28 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with dark bore. The metal
surfaces have turned brown with some surface oxidation present, particularly around the muzzle and exhibiting spots of pinprick pitting.
The straight stock and long forearm rate fair as replaced being poorly fitted with little finish remaining. There is a steel buttplate turning
brown and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight which is slightly squashed and a single standing leaf rear sight. The take-down
lever is broken and the barrel is loose on the frame. (115824-9) (100/200)

2028. REMINGTON MODEL 760 SLIDE ACTION CARBINE #376052, 308 Win, 19 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% blue with some surface oxidation specks just ahead of the breech. The pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate excel-
lent showing only a few handling marks and crisp press checkering. The stock has a black plastic gripcap and a black checkered buttplate
with a rub mark on the heel. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted blade front sight and an adjustable rear sight mounted on a short
rib and it is drilled and tapped for scope mounts. Included is one magazine. An excellent and handy deer rifle. (115854-21) (300/400)

2029. MARLIN MODEL 39AS LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #11143862, 22 LR, 24” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 90% plus blue showing a few scattered scratches and light surface oxidation freckling, particularly along the right side of the
barrel. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good exhibiting scratches and dings with some flaking over a moderately strong added
finish. The stock has a black gripcap showing a flaking finish and a manufacturers buttplate with a little wear at the toe and heel. There
are sling swivel studs in the stock and on the forearm band and a blade front sight with hood and open rear sight. In addition the receiv-
er is drilled and tapped for scope mounting. A solid version of these popular 22s. (115823-28) (300/500)

2030. MAUSER 98 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2255, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% of a mottled blue with scattered scratches and some oxidation spotting. The bolt handle and bolt are polished bright.
The round knob pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few minor scratches and dings
with a hairline crack emanating from the back of the top tang over a smooth oil finish. There
are nicely shaped stock shields and the grip is checkered in a well executed pattern but is
soiled with some flattened diamonds. A horn buttplate is present and carved in a bas-
ketweave pattern with edge wear and small chips. The rifle features a bullet trap with spring
loaded cover, European style sling swivels affixed to the stock and under the barrel, a fin-
ger rest triggerguard, double set triggers ( the set trigger does not hold), and is equipped
with ramp mounted front blade sight with hood, a receiver sight, and has a claw mount base
dovetailed into the front receiver ring and a drilled and tapped rear ring. Included is a mil-
itary style leather sling. The gun needs only some trigger work and is ready to go.
(115904-27) (300/400)

2031. SMITH CORONA 03-A3 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #4827528,
30-06, 24” barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% blue having a few
scratches with some specks of oxidation spotting. Ordnance marks are clear with a date of
10-43 stamped just behind the front sight. The receiver has a very good parkerized finish
showing minor scratches and the bolt handle and body have been polished bright exhibit-
ing some light oxidation spotting. The modified military semi pistolgrip stock rates good
having dings and scratches with two hairline cracks emanating from the triggerguard tang
over an added finish which shows light crazing. There is a 1” rubber recoil pad fitted and
the original military sling swivel is affixed to the toeline of the stock with a modern quick
release swivel being attached to the forend. The gun is equipped with the original barrel
band mounted blade front sight and original 03-A3 rear receiver sight. Included is a mili-
tary style leather sling. A solid rifle for upgrading and rough use. (115904-6) (300/400)

2032. WINCHESTER WALL CLOCK WITH HORSE AND RIDER LOGO. The
wooden frame measures 18" by 11 1/2" and the glass face has a fleur-de-lis border with
the Horse and Rider done in a gold color. Clock was manufactured by Hanover around the
early 90's for Winchester. Operates on one AA battery. (115504-2)
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2033. BROWNING HARD LUGGAGE SHOTGUN CASE. The case has an excellent brown leatherette exterior and measures 30" x
9". The interior has a brown velvet lining with partitions for a break-down shotgun and accessories. Included is a cloth gun wipe, cloth
gun sleeve, and two plastic 12 ga. snap caps. (116077-1A)

2034. LEUPOLD VARI-X II 2x7 Rifle scope with standard crosshair reticle. Has a few minor rub marks. (116020-277A)
2035. LEUPOLD VARI-X II 2x7 Rifle scope with standard crosshair reticle. Has a minor ring mark but otherwise is excellent. (116020-299)
2036. QUACKENBUSH BICYCLE RIFLE, 22 RF, 12" part round part octagon barrel with gray pitted bore with visible rifling. The metal

surfaces exhibit 50% of the original nickel finish with areas of oxidation, particularly at the breech and on the wire stock extension the
exception being the breech housing with the firing mechanism which has turned a brown patina with oxidation spotting overall. The wire
stock extension slides out to various lengths but does not lock and the action functions fine but is loose. An interesting gun produced
from 1899 to 1919. (116068-4) {C&R} (300/500)

2037. REMINGTON DOUBLE DERRINGER serial #31, 41 RF, 3" barrel with shiny gray bores showing some spots of oxidation. The
metal surfaces exhibit a soft brown and pewter patina with remnants of original bluing evident along the top rib and under the frame. The
checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with smooth but functional checkering with some soiling. The barrel hinge is cracked in two
places but the barrel operates fine and locks up well. Included is a cherry box showing a few scuff marks with four aces in color and "Mt
Pocono, PA" on the hinged cover, lined in pink velvet containing two .41 caliber cartridges and an original cleaning rod. An attractive dis-
play. (116075-14) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2038. KRAG-JORGENSEN MODEL 1898 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #101140, 30-40 Krag, 30" barrel with light gray bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit heavy oxidation retaining some bluing on the barrel with a gray magazine and mottled gray sideplate. The straight
stock rates good to very good displaying dings and scratches over a dry and dull oil finish. The steel buttplate is heavily oxidized and the
trap contains an oiler. The gun is equipped with sling swivels front and rear and features a blade front sight with brass muzzle cover and
an 1896 model rear sliding elevation sight. Included is what appears to be an original military sling in very good condition. Gun needs a
good clean up but the action functions although sluggishly. (116070-49) {C&R} (100/200)

2039. STEVENS MODEL 414 ARMORY SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, serial #63209, 22 RF Short, 26" heavy barrel with bright very good
bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue showing some wear around the muzzle and scattered specks of surface oxidation and the frame
and lever exhibit 60 to 70% case colors with some fine oxidation staining around the front of the frame. The straight stock and beavertail
full length forearm rate very good as refinished displaying minor dings and scratches with a repaired crack at the bottom of the forearm
all over a strong varnish finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate and wide military type sling swivels are attached to the toeline of
the stock and to the barrel band just ahead of the beavertail portion of the forearm. The rifle features a blade front sight and an old 5/8"
tube scope with copper covers with fine reticle of indeterminate power mounted on a scope block on the barrel and on what appears to
be a receiver sight bracket, however, it remains fairly clear. The tang has two large and one smaller drilled and tapped holes. This rifle
should be an accurate target gun which would probably benefit from some good sights. (116024-8) {C&R} (200/400)

2040. REMINGTON U.S. MODEL 541 X TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A1063411, 22 LR, 27" barrel with bright excel-
lent bore. The U. S. marked metal surfaces retain 98% blue having a few tiny oxidation spots and a rub mark at the muzzle with some
scratches in the bolt handle. The target style pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent showing a few scattered dings with a small spot
of white paint on the forend over a flat oil finish. There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate present showing some soiling and military
type sling swivels are attached in the toeline of the stock and in a sliding handstop rail on the forend. The rifle is equipped with a globe
front sight with post and a Williams aperture receiver sight. Included is a military type leather sling in very good condition, a 5 shot mag-
azine, and five extra front sight inserts. A nice affordable target rifle which was built for the military in the 80's. (116032-7) (200/400)

2041. WINCHESTER MODEL 52D BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT TARGET RIFLE serial #117073D, 22 LR, 28" heavy barrel
with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue covered with oxidation spotting, the exception being the bolt handle which
has turned silver. The pistolgrip "Marksman" stock rates good to very good showing a few dings and scratches over a flat oil finish. An
adjustable buttplate with groove for a movable target butt has been added. Its adjustment thumb screws are heavily oxidized but they
work. There is also a full length handstop groove in the forend (no handstop) and an adjustable bedding device as evidenced by a screw
on either side of the forend tip. The gun features a Redfield Olympic globe front sight showing oxidation spotting with post, a receiver
sight base affixed to the left side of the receiver, and scope blocks mounted on the rear receiver ring and on the breech end of the bar-
rel. In addition there are two drilled and tapped holes about a third of the way up the barrel for an additional scope block and one in front
of the barrel mounted block. This rifle was stored improperly but remains quite functional and probably quite accurate. Comes with a cer-
tificate from the CMP. All that is needed is some quality optics. (116070-32) (300/500)

2042. U. S. PROPERTY MARKED REMINGTON MODEL 513T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial
#37914, 22 LR, 27" tapered target barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 97% of an olive green parkerized finish
showing a few scratches and some brown spotting on the receiver and bolt handle. Both the front ring of the receiver and the breech
end of the barrel are marked "U. S. Property". The target style pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent having a few light scratches
over a thin flat oil finish. The stock is marked with two "P's" inside squares on the grip and the same mark is stamped into the bottom of
the grip. In addition there is a stamp "RRA" applied to the middle of the left side of the buttstock. Military style sling swivels are fitted to
the toeline and the forend and the gun features a ramp mounted front sight and a Redfield receiver sight. Included is one 6 shot maga-
zine. A nice affordable target rifle. (115865-162) (300/500)

2043. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON FOLDING SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #F12217, 410 bore, 22" plain barrel with
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% of a thinning blue having a few scratches and the frame exhibits 70% fading case colors
showing silvering of the edges. The triggerguard and top lever retain most of their blue. The round knob pistolgrip stock and slim fore-
arm rate very good plus having scattered small dings and scratches over a strong factory varnish and there is a very good checkered hard
rubber H & R buttplate present providing a length of 14". This neat little shotgun folds about in half as there is a recess cut into the fore-
arm for the triggerguard to nest in when folded. A very handy little shotgun. (116077-12) (150/250)

2044. W. & C. SCOTT DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #4446, 10 ga., 26" damascus barrels choked cylinder in each with bright
but lightly frosted bore. The barrels exhibit a mottled brown and pewter patina showing some damascus pattern with spots of oxidation
spotting and staining. The locks, frame, hammers, and triggerguard are embellished with vignettes of scroll engraving with the maker's
name engraved on each side and display a similar mottled brown and pewter finish. The straight grip stock and splinter forearm rate good
showing numerous scrapes and small dings with tiny hairline cracks behind each lock over a very thin oil finish and very worn but visible
fine checkering. The forearm is attached via a wedge and has a horn tip with a slight schnabel and the stock has a gold monogram oval
in the toeline and a steel buttplate with oxidation spotting providing a length of 14". The action functions fine but is slightly loose. Potential
for resurrecting. (11587-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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2045. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO POCKET PISTOL serial #227092, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with a fair-good bore. The metal
surfaces are primarily a dull plum brown patina with pewter undertones and some light oxidation, also with scattered light pinprick pitting.
The checkered hard rubber Savage grips are "Byron's grips" replacements, the left grip is loose but included. There is one magazine
included which has an oxidized gray body and light damage with pitting on the floorplate. The front sight is a non-Savage replacement
staked-in during the period of use. (35625-66) (50/100)

2046. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO POCKET PISTOL serial #230722, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a fair-good bore. The metal
surfaces are primarily a dull pewter gun metal gray with the barrel retaining perhaps 20% fading original blue. There is sparsely scattered
light oxidation staining and some areas of light pitting. The checkered hard rubber Savage logo grips rate about good, each showing
repaired cracks and worn fairly smooth. One gray-body magazine is included. (35625-67) {C&R} (150/250)

2047. MOSSBERG MODEL 500AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G979489, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib barrel with Mossberg C-
Lect choke having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing a few faint scratches. The pistolgrip stock and
slide handle rate excellent with a nicely added rubbed finish and somewhat finish filled press checkering. The stock is fitted with a rub-
ber recoil pad providing a length of 14 1/4". A solid versatile pump gun. (116078-5) (200/300)

2048. ITHACA MODEL 37 DEERSLAYER FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371854832, 20 ga., 20" plain
barrel choked cylinder with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% blue showing a few scattered scratches and sparse very fine
oxidation spotting on it and the magazine tube and the frame exhibits 95% blue as well with some scratches and small nicks. The pistol-
grip stock and round slide handle rate very good having a few light dings and scuffs over a strong factory varnish and displaying slightly
worn press checkering. There is a hard rubber gripcap with red insert showing a flying pheasant and a rubber recoil pad is fitted pro-
viding a length of 14 1/4". The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted bright orange blade front sight and an adjustable open rear sight
minus its elevator. A nice light slug gun. (116080-66) (200/300)

2049. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #472330, 16 ga., 26" plain barrel choked cylinder with bright
very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of an added blue finish showing scattered fine oxidation spotting particularly around and
on the magazine tube and the top left front of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate good to very good as refin-
ished displaying a hairline crack on the front lower edge of the stock above the triggerguard and on the bottom right of the slide handle.
There is an old worn Winchester buttplate present providing a length of 13 1/2". A perfect candidate for Cowboy Action shooting.
(116039-1) (350/550)

2050. STEVENS MODEL 620 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #9265, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modified with bright very
good bore. The barrel retains 95% of an old reblue showing fine surface oxidation spotting and the frame exhibits about 70% original blue
showing areas of pinprick pitting and surface oxidation spots. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate good with a chip missing from
the upper left portion of the stock next to the frame and having a crack at the back of the tang with a few scratches and dings over a
crazed and chipping original varnish. There is a newer rubber recoil pad fitted less than perfectly, a hard rubber gripcap with "SVG"
embossed into it, and checkering on both remains fairly crisp. The action functions fine. A decent pump gun which was originally
designed by John Browning. (116024-4) (100/200)

2051. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M689004V, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel choked improved
cylinder with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing a few light scratches and a little fading on the
bolt handle. The figured pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate just about excellent having only a few handling marks and displaying
excellent press checkering. There is a hard rubber gripcap with diamond inlay and a Remington rubber recoil pad installed providing a
length of 14". Included is the owner's manual. A terrific 1100 for birds or clays. (116057-21) (200/400)

2052. ITHACA WESTERN ARMS LONG RANGE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #49126, 20 ga., 28" barrels choked full
and modified with bright excellent bore. The barrels retain 50% of a mottled blue with gray color showing a few dings and scattered spots
of surface oxidation and the rib is grooved and has oxidation spotting and a broken front bead. The frame has a pointing dog engraved
on each side and exhibits a brown and gray patina with oxidation staining but showing some bright case color in protected areas. The
pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate fair displaying dings and scratches over a chipping and flaking varnish and there is a checkered
hard rubber buttplate showing some soiling and providing a length of 14 1/4". The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an auto-
matic safety. The action functions fine and locks up tight. Here is your rainy day birdgun. (116054-3) {C&R} (250/450)

2053. MOSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTI-MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN WITH EXTRA BARREL serial #UM298479, 12 ga.
28" ventilated rib barrel with installed improved cylinder choke with bright excellent bore and a 24" plain rifled barrel with bright very good
bore showing a faint amount of fouling. Both sets of barrels retain 95% plus blue with scattered oxidation spotting and the frame is embell-
ished with acanthus leaf etchings and exhibits 98% dark blue. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good having scuffs and
scrapes, particularly on the buttstock with some deterioration of the finish around the grip and bottom of the firearm. There is rubber recoil
pad installed providing a length of 14" and the rifled barrel is equipped with a ramp mounted blade front sight and a folding leaf rear sight.
A very good and versatile hunting rig. (116049-1) (250/450)

2054. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S920329X, 20 ga., 28" plain barrel choked
modified with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue showing sparse oxidation spotting with a few scratches and spots
of discoloration on the barrel. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good plus having a few scattered scratches and small dings
over a strong varnish and exhibiting very good but slightly soiled press checkering. There is a hard rubber gripcap with flying duck and
a Remington rubber recoil pad installed providing a length of 14". A solid good functioning 20. (116049-7) (200/300)

2055. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #913715, 20 ga., 28" plain barrel choked mod-
ified with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces display 98% blue having some scattered small spots of oxidation with an area of
very fine oxidation spotting just ahead of the forearm and also showing a few random scratches. The pistolgrip stock and grooved
forearm rate very good having a few scratches and scuffs, particularly on the toeline of the stock over a strong factory varnish. There
is a grooved hard rubber buttplate showing some soiling and providing a length of 14 1/8". Overall a very nice and light pump gun.
(116073-6) (250/350)

2056. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT D. S. POLICE SPECIAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371065104, 12 ga., 20"
plain barrel choked cylinder with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue having only a few light scratches and some fading
at the muzzle. The pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate very good plus showing a few scattered scratches over a strong glossy finish and
displaying good press checkering on the grip. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate providing a length of 14 1/8". The gun is equipped
with a ramp mounted fiber optic front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight. An excellent defense or slug gun. (116034-13) (200/400)

2057. STEVENS MODEL 311 DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E203035, 12 ga.(3"), 30" ventilated rib barrels choked modified and full
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% of a thin blue having splotches of dark blue on the under side and fine oxidation spot-
ting overall. The frame exhibits 90% fading case colors showing fine oxidation spotting and both the triggerguard and top lever retain 90%
blue. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on beavertail forearm rate good displaying small scratches with chipping finish around the grip and
butt and having a hairline crack emanating from the right side of the frame over a thin varnish. There is a grooved buttplate present pro-
viding a length of 14 1/4" and the gun features double triggers, extractors, and automatic safety. A big rugged gun for big rugged birds.
(116024-9) (250/450)
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2058. PARKER GRADE 1 UNDERLIFTER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #8651, 12 ga., 24 1/2" damascus barrels choked cylin-
der in each with bright gray frosted bores. The barrels have been trimmed and exhibit a mottled dark brown patina showing some gray
pattern under the forearm and with scattered surface oxidation spotting and the remaining metal has turned a dark brown with surface
oxidation and spots of pinprick pitting. The straight grip stock and splinter forearm rate fair showing numerous dings and scratches over
a very thin and fading finish. There is a brown metal buttplate providing a length of 14" and a gold monogram shield is fitted to the top
of the wrist. The forearm is held by a wedge fastener and has a brown metal tip. This is one of the earlier Parkers made in 1876 and, in
spite of years of use, still functions fine. (116080-44) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2059. SAVAGE MODEL 24V COMBINATION OVER UNDER RIFLE SHOTGUN serial #6912, .222 Rem and 20 ga., 24" barrel
with a full choke in the shotgun barrel, both with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% blue showing little if any wear.
The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock and snap-on tapered forearm rate excellent exhibiting a few scattered handling marks over the original
varnish. The factory press checkering remains as new. There is a checkered hard rubber gripcap and a grooved hard rubber buttplate
displaying a little soiling present and sling swivels are affixed to the stock and on a barrel band ahead of the forearm. The gun is equipped
with a blade type front sight, a folding single leaf rear sight, and a Savage 1.5 x 4X scope mounted in Weaver rings on a Weaver base.
There is a single trigger, the selection of barrels done on the hammer, and an extractor. Included is a leather sling and leather scope cov-
ers. A fine package for the small game hunter. (116020-133) (500/700)

2060. BROWNING HARD LUGGAGE CASE. Made for two sets of 27" over under barrels with action and one accessory compartment
all lined in dark brown velvet. There are two lockable latches and two keys are contained in an envelope inside the case. Brass hardware
shows a little tarnish but the case is otherwise in excellent condition. (116079-3)

2061. PARKER GRADE 1 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #27138, 12 ga., 26" twist steel barrels choked cylinder in each with
light gray moderately pitted bores. The barrels have been trimmed and show some pattern under a brown and pewter color with surface
oxidation spotting. Both top and bottom ribs have been crudely resoldered but seem to be solid. The remaining metal is basically brown
showing much wear. The round knob pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate poor to fair showing very little finish with chips and dings
overall. There is a steel buttplate present displaying surface oxidation spotting and providing a length of 14". The forearm has the stan-
dard Parker lever release and sculpted decorative tip. The action is loose but the hammers function fine. This gun was made in 1882 and
has seen much use. (115904-11) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2062. BELGIAN BACK ACTION DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY WESTON, 10 ga., 30" laminated steel barrels choked modified and
full with bright very good lightly frosted bores. The barrels display a mottled gray and dark brown color indicating some added finish show-
ing spots of finished over pinprick pitting and what appears to be black paint under the forearm. The locks are marked "J. J. Weston” on
both sides with no other embellishment and all of the metal exhibits a mottled brown and gray color with spots of remaining black paint.
The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate fair to good with dings and scratches over a thin added finish and hav-
ing finish filled checkering. There is a Red Head rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14 5/8". Hammers and action are slightly
loose but function fine. (115991-10) (100/200)

2063. CRESCENT ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOGUN serial #758, 12 ga., 30 1/4" damascus barrels choked full and full with light
gray pitted bores. The barrels display a gray and brown color with good pattern showing and having a wide finely matted rib with maker's
name. The frame is border engraved with a sunburst on the floorplate and exhibits a mottled pewter and brown color. All of the screws
are buggered and a couple remain unseated. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate fair having dings and scratches with
a couple of finished over chips missing from both sides of the triggerguard all over an old added finish. There is a moderately worn hard
rubber buttplate present with maker's logo providing a length of 14 1/4". The action is loose and the mechanism does not function so
this is basically a parts gun. (116015-23) (50/100)

2064. BELGIAN BAR ACTION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN BY WILMOT GUN CO. serial #11, 12 ga., 30" matted rib dam-
ascus barrels choked cylinder and light modified with bright very good bores showing some light oxidation and fouling. The barrels display
a dark brown color with spots of oxidation overall and rub marks where the forearm attaches. The locks, frame, hammers, and triggerguard
are embellished with leaves and geometric borders with decorative flourishes and exhibit a bright finish with oxidation staining prevalent, par-
ticularly at the back of the locks and on the frame and triggerguard. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate fair to good
being highly embellished with well executed leaf and vine carving and display scuffs and dings with a small hole and hairline crack in the left
side over a thin dark oil finish. There is a grooved steel buttplate showing moderate oxidation providing a length of 14 3/8". The action and
hammers are quite loose but it seems to function fine. An unusual older Belgian gun with an artistic touch. (116003-1) (200/300)

2065. REMINGTON MODEL 11-87 SPECIAL PURPOSE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #PC313078, 12 ga. 28 ventilated rib
Remchoke barrel with a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 80 to 90% of a flat black finish displaying moderate oxidation
spotting overall showing finish wear on the edges of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good having numerous
scratches and dings over a thin and soiled matte finish and displaying good but soiled cut checkering on both. There is a Remington rub-
ber buttplate providing a length of 14" and sling swivel studs are installed in the toeline of the stock and on the magazine cap. The includ-
ed choke tube is full. A good candidate for ducks. (116047-2) (350/450)

2066. REMINGTON MODEL 870 COMPACT EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A550106U, 20 ga.,
21" ventilated rib barrel Remchoke with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 99% of a restored matte blue finish showing
numerous finished over pits on both the barrel and frame. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good displaying some small
scratches and dings over a strong but thin factory varnish. There is a Remington rubber buttplate present providing a length of 13". The
included choke tube is full. This is a perfect gun to start that young person with. (116034-25) (150/250)

2067. WINCHESTER RANGER MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1347418, 12 ga. (3"), 28" ventilated rib
Winchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% plus blue showing scattered oxidation spotting and the frame exhibits
a few scratches in its black alloy finish. The pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate about excellent having only a few handling marks
in the factory finish and there is a Winchester rubber recoil pad installed providing a length of 14". The included choke tube is improved
cylinder. An affordable pump gun in great shape. (116054-21) (150/250)
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2068. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #4461, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces exhibit a brown patina showing some mottled finish at the breech and on the magazine tube and having some spots
of oxidation on the back end of the frame. The pistolgrip stock rates fair to good having a few light handling marks and large chips miss-
ing from both sides of the triggerguard over a smooth but very thin matte finish. The checkered slide handle also rates good and it and
the buttstock exhibit point pattern checkering showing soiling and some worn diamonds. There is a hard rubber gripcap and grooved
hard rubber buttplate showing some slight edge wear providing a length of 14 1/8". This gun was manufactured in 1938 and still func-
tions smoothly. (116054-24) {C&R} (125/225)

2069. REMINGTON MODEL 29 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #549, 32" plain barrel choked full having a bright very good bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 70 to 80% original blue displaying scratches and some small dings with silvering of all of the high edges.
The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate good showing numerous scuffs and dings over a chipping finish with a hairline crack emanat-
ing from the lower right side of the frame and one in the left lower side of the forearm. Checkering remains fairly pronounced but soiled
and slightly worn on both. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate showing some soiling and providing a length of 14". These guns
were produced in the late 20's for only about five years. (116070-17) {C&R} (100/200)

2070. BRITISH PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY MANTON, 13 bore, 30" damascus barrels with smooth moderately brown
bore. The barrels display a rich dark brown color with some mottling and spots of surface oxidation. The rib is marked "Fine Twist" and
appropriate British proof marks are in evident under the forend. The locks are embellished with some small vignettes of simple foliate
engraving with line borders and have the maker's name stamped on both. The nicely chiselled birds head hammers and the triggerguard
have a similar motif. All of the metal exhibits a muted dark pewter patina with spots of oxidation, particularly on the left lock and the ham-
mers. The triggerguard has a pineapple finial and the ramrod tailpipe is proportionate in size but more of a "stacked flower" style. The
straight grip stock rates good to very good with some scratches and dings and having tiny hairline cracks behind both locks over a very
thin dry finish. Checkering remains quite functional although soiled and the steel buttplate shows oxidation staining and provides a length
of 14 1/8". There is a German silver monogram oval in the toeline, German silver escutcheons surround the cross pin, and there are two
iron ramrod thimbles. The ramrod is missing. The quality of this old gun shows through which stands to reason since Manton was a
respected maker at that time. (116074-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2071. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1082755, 20 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modified
with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% plus original blue showing some fading on the bottom and back side of the
frame. The frame is embellished with a flying duck on the left and a standing pheasant on the right and the bolt is marked "The
Sportsman". The pistolgrip stock and fluted tapered forearm rate very good displaying scattered dings and scratches over a strong fac-
tory varnish and having soiled but good checkering showing a few impacted diamonds. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate pro-
viding a length of 14 1/8". Shotgun is in very good condition. (116059-1) {C&R} (200/300)

2072. REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #XO49464M, 12 ga., 28" plain
Remchoke barrel with bright excellent bore, and 20" plain deer barrel choked cylinder with bright very good bore showing some light foul-
ing. The metal surfaces all retain about 95% of a flat black parkerized type finish showing some spots of oxidation on the longer barrel
and a strip of oxidation on the shorter barrel. The pistolgrip stock and fluted slide handle rate fair to good showing dings and light scratch-
es with finish wear and having a crack on each side of the grip. There is a Remington rubber recoil pad providing a length of 14". The
short barrel is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade type sight and a ramp mounted single standing leaf rear sight. No choke tubes
are included. A good combination for hunting just about anything up to medium size game and a good wood repair should make it so.
(116047-1) (200/300)

2073. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 26 1/2" ventilated rib barrel with adjustable choke device
attached choked full having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80 to 90% blue showing a few dings and scratches with
light oxidation staining. The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate very good displaying scattered scuffs and dings showing a tiny
hairline crack emanating from the right side of the frame over a good but fading varnish. There is a hard rubber gripcap, a rubber recoil
pad installed providing a length of 14", and a silver monogram shield is inlayed into the toeline. The action functions fine. A solid and
affordable pump gun. (116015-24) (100/250)

2074. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #693887-2, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modi-
fied with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing only a few light scratches. The frame has the usual embell-
ishment of flying ducks on the left side and a setter and pheasants on the right side. The pistolgrip stock and fluted slide handle rate very
good to excellent displaying a few faint scuffs and the grip checkering remains crisp. There is a hard rubber gripcap installed and a rub-
ber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14". A nice light pump gun made in 1957. (116058-1) {C&R} (200/300)

2075. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 583-20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked light modified with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces on this High Standard-manufactured shotgun retain 90% plus blue displaying fine surface oxidation spot-
ting. The pistolgrip stock rates very good showing scattered dings and scratches over a strong factory varnish. There is a rubber recoil
pad fitted providing a length of 13 3/4". A solid affordable shotgun. (115985-2) (75/125)

2076. MOSSBERG MODEL 85-D BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 ga., 26" plain barrel with screw-on choke device of full choke with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue showing fine surface oxidation, the exception being the bolt and handle which
are bright also with surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying minor dings and scratches over a thin original var-
nish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate installed providing a length of 13 1/2". Included is one magazine. (116054-14)(50/100)

2077. MOSSBERG MODEL 585 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1396496, 20 ga. (3"), 28" plain barrel with adjustable choke
device having a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus blue showing scattered fine surface oxidation. The Monte Carlo
pistolgrip stock rates excellent having only a couple of faint scuff marks and it is fitted with a factory rubber recoil pad providing a length
of 14 1/4". Included is one magazine. (116054-13) (50/100)

2078. MOSSBERG MODEL 190KC BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 16 ga., 26" plain barrel with C-lect choke device having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue displaying scattered surface oxidation with some fading on the high edges. The Monte
Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good exhibiting minor scuffs and small dings with some light staining on the heel. There is a rubber recoil
pad present that also has light staining, showing some drying cracks, and providing a length of 13 5/8". Included is one magazine.
(116054-26) (50/100)
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2079. EASTERN ARMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #37160C, 12 ga., 30" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with bright very
good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a gray and brown color of heavy oxidation staining. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate fair with
dings and scuffs showing two cracks in the wrist and crudely stamped initials on the left side of the stock all over a thin and drying var-
nish; the stock is loose. The original hard rubber buttplate is present providing a length of 13 3/4". Lock-up is tight and the ejector is
strong. (116054-23) (25/75)

2080. NEW YORK ARMS CO. SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #262940, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel choked improved modified having
a dark. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown and gray color showing moderate surface oxidation staining. The round knob pistol-
grip stock and snap-on forearm rate poor to fair with stress cracks through the buttstock and at the head and cracks and chips in the
forearm over a thin and flaking varnish. The buttstock appears to be a crude replacement and has a steel buttplate. The action is very loose
but it operates adequately. (116015-26) (25/75)

2081. KASSNAR IMPORTS SINGLE BARREL HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #05274, 12 ga., 18 1/4" plain ported barrel choked
cylinder bore with bright very good bore. The barrel has been painted black and it appears to have been applied over moderate surface
oxidation. The frame displays a mottled gray coloration with surface oxidation spotting overall. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good
to very good showing a few scuffs and minor dings over a thin varnish. A grooved hard rubber buttplate is present and sling swivel studs
have been installed in the stock and forearm. The action locks up tight and the ejector is strong. Included with the gun is a nylon wrap-
around ammo holder and a canvas sling with quick detachable swivels. (115987-16) (50/100)

2082. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH SINGLE SHOT SIDE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #34701, 12 ga., 32" plain damascus bar-
rel choked cylinder with bright bore showing light pitting. The barrel retains 80% of a gray brown finish displaying moderate pattern and
having some silvering at the muzzle. The frame exhibits 80 to 90% of a nickel finish displaying scratches and dings with fine surface oxi-
dation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate fair to good as refinished showing scratches and dings. The stock has
been pinned at the head with a bolt and the grip has some crude checkering added which is finish filled. In addition, there is a rather
crude buttplate made from what appears to be an old tire. The action is quite loose and the firing pin seems to be incomplete. However,
the trigger and extractor work fine. (115991-24) (25/75)

2083. STEVENS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #470PI, 12 ga., 30" plain barrel choked full having a bright very good bore showing
some light frosting just ahead of the chamber. The metal surfaces exhibit a smooth dark brown patina with some silvering at the muzzle
and on some of the high edges. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate good to very good displaying some minor
dings over an added finish which shows extensive crazing, particularly on the buttstock. There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate pre-
sent showing wear on the edges. The action is tight and the ejector is strong. (115921-2) (50/100)

2084. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE FLINTLOCK SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 33 1/2" steel barrels with good bores showing oxidation.
The barrels on this modern shotgun exhibit what appears to be a painted black finish over lots of polishing marks and shows some fine sur-
face oxidation and a few scratches. The locks, hammers, frizzens, triggerguard, and springs are all unfinished metal and display some tar-
nish. The straight stock rates good to very good having a few scratches and dings over a thin flaking varnish. The steel buttplate is also
unfinished metal and provides a length of 15". Sling swivel studs are fitted to the toeline of the stock and to the lower ramrod thimble, there
being two steel thimbles. A steel ramrod is included as well as a wooden three piece cleaning rod. The locks work fine and cocking is
secure. A neat and unusual gun which could be used or for finishing to a higher standard. (116054-19) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

2085. WINCHESTER MODEL 1887 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN serial #56241, 10 ga., 27" plain shortened barrel choked cylinder
with gray moderately pitted bore. The barrel and magazine tube exhibit a heavily oxidized dark brown color and the frame shows mottled
straw and brown color over traces of case color with areas of heavy oxidation. The lever and steel buttplate also show oxidation pitting.
The round knob pistolgrip stock and forearm sides rate fair having numerous scratches and small dings over a crazed and flaking stock
finish. The action functions fine. (116042-1) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2086. STEVENS TIP-UP SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #7644, 12 ga., 32" plain barrel choked modified with bright moderate-
ly pitted bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a dark brown patina having a few scrapes and dings with light surface oxidation staining over-
all. The straight grip stock rates fair showing scratches and dings with a crack emanating from the tang with very little finish remaining.
There are initials of "CBT" stamped into the right side of the stock and the original steel buttplate is present. An interesting firearm from
the late 19th century. (115921-7) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2087. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS HANDI RIFLE COMBINATION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE AND SHOTGUN serial
#NL226063, 22" .223 Rem. heavy rifle barrel and 22" 20 ga. shotgun barrel choked improved modified, both with bright excellent bores.
Both barrels retain about 90% blue showing surface oxidation spotting and a few scratches and the frame exhibits about 95% blue with a
few sparse oxidation spots. The pistolgrip stock and tapered schnabel forearm rate very good to almost excellent displaying a few small
scrapes over a strong factory varnish. There is a round metal medallion in the right side with the H&R logo and "1871 Limited Edition" and
a rubber recoil pad has been fitted providing a length of 14 1/4". The rifle barrel is equipped with an accessory rail with scope rings
attached and the shotgun barrel is missing it's front bead. In addition, this gun has an automatic ejector. A very practical and affordable
combination small game package. (116049-8) (150/250)

2088. LEUPOLD M8 6X SCOPE WITH FINE CROSSHAIR RETICLE. There are some faint ring marks but otherwise the scope
remains in excellent condition. (116049)

2089. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371639426, 12 ga., 26" ventilated rib barrel
choked improved cylinder with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing a few sparse scratches. The
pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate about excellent having a few odd scratches mostly in the toeline and exhibiting perfect press check-
ering. There is an Ithaca rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14 1/4" and a plastic gripcap with a flying pheasant in a red insert
that is cracked. A very nice Featherlight which would make a great all around birdgun. (116020-480) (250/450)

2090. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371643906-MAG, 12 ga., 30" ven-
tilated rib barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% blue having no visible wear and the pistolgrip stock
and slide handle rate excellent showing a few light handling marks with excellent press checkering. The stock retains a factory sticker
indicating that the stock is made from American walnut and is fitted with a plastic gripcap with a flying duck in a red insert and a factory
rubber recoil pad providing a length of 14 1/4". Included is an original hanging tag with signature of a quality control person. A super
nice Ithaca. (116020-481) (250/450)

2091. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #194693X, 20 ga., 26" ventilated rib barrel choked skeet II with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 98% blue having a few minor scratches and with a little fading at the muzzle. The pis-
tolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good to excellent displaying handling marks and a rub spot on the front of the forearm with per-
fect press checkering all over a strong factory finish. There is a Remington plastic gripcap with white diamond inlay and a Remington rub-
ber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14 1/4". Included is a brass barrel weight attached to the magazine tube cap. Overall a very
nice 1100. (116020-469) (250/450)
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2092. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #227104V, 12 ga., 26" ventilated rib barrel choked skeet with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing very fine surface oxidation spots on the frame. The pistolgrip stock
and fluted forearm rate about excellent displaying some light handling marks and minor rub spots all over a strong factory gloss finish and
having excellent press checkering. There is a plastic Remington gripcap with white diamond inlay and a Remington rubber recoil pad fit-
ted providing a length of 14 1/8". A solid 1100. (116020-479) (250/450)

2093. SPORTERIZED K98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8505, 8mm Mauser, 20" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 98% blue and the receiver exhibits 90% of an old added blue. Factory markings remain with dates of 1918 and 1920 on the
front receiver ring and the floorplate displays about 60% blue and has a different serial number. The round knob pistolgrip stock has a
schnabel forend tip, raised stock panels on both sides of the action typical of European rifles, a right hand cheekpiece, and rates very
good having dings and scratches over an old oil finish. Checkering on both the forend and grip is soiled and moderately worn. There is
a contemporary Pachmayr recoil pad fitted and a sling swivel is installed in the toeline of the stock with a quick detachable swivel affixed
to a barrel band. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade type sight with bead and a Lyman receiver sight. A very func-
tional and handy hunting rifle. (116077-16) (250/450)

2094. SPORTERIZED OBERNDORF MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #78487, 8mm Mauser, 24" stepped barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit about 80% blue fading to brown with fine flaking finish half way up the barrel. The pistolgrip
stock rates good to very good showing dings and scratches, a small drying crack in the right side, and with a professionally fitted repair
to the right side which runs into the grip. Extensive point to point borderless checkering on both the forend and grip is soiled and mod-
erately worn. There is a checkered hard rubber gripcap showing some soiling, a grooved hard rubber buttplate stamped "Remington",
and an ebony forend tip with checkered tip. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight with bead and a fully adjustable
receiver sight. In addition, there are sling swivel studs installed in the toeline of the stock and on the forend. The receiver is marked "1934"
and "Mauser" on the front ring. A very smooth functioning hunting rifle. (115993-7) (250/450)

2095. SPORTERIZED 1903 SPRINGFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #78169, 30-06, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit a smooth but mottled silver and brown patina showing some fine oxidation spotting on the barrel, along the left side
of the receiver, and on the magazine floor plate. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates good to very good displaying dings and scratch-
es with a repaired spot in the right side adjacent to the butt over a fairly strong varnish finish. There is a right hand cheekpiece, a plain
hard rubber gripcap, and a Fajen grooved buttplate fitted and sling swivels are installed in the toeline and on the forend. In addition, there
is an ebony forend tip. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and a single leaf folding rear sight. Included is a mil-
itary type canvas sling. As with all low numbered Springfields this gun is sold for its collector parts only and should not be considered
safe to fire. (115936-4) (150/250)

2096. CUSTOM STOCKED REMINGTON MODEL 700 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #245350, 30-06, 22" barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 97% original factory blue with some pinprick pitting showing at the muzzle and the bolt handle
turning from blue to brown. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock has a roll-over cheekpiece for a right hand shooter and rates very good
showing dings and light scratches over a strong varnish. It is uncheckered but has a rosewood forend tip and a rosewood gripcap, a White
Line rubber recoil pad, and sling swivel studs are fitted to the stock and forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade
sight, a short rib mounted open rear sight, and a Tasco Lumina 3x9 scope in Weaver mounts. Included is an old leather sling with quick
detachable swivels and plastic see-through scope covers. A complete hunting package ready for the field. (116034-4) (300/500)

2097. CZ MODEL 527 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #57877, 22 Hornet, 23 3/4" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% blue showing a few scratches and some fine oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent having a few minor
dings and scratches over a good but thin factory varnish and displaying crisp checkering on both grip and forend. The stock has a shadow-
line right hand cheekpiece with a rounded comb and a checkered hard rubber buttplate fitted. In addition, sling swivels are attached in the
stock and forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade type sight with hood, a single standing leaf rear sight, and scope
rings mounted in the grooved receiver. Included is one 5 round magazine. A nice little rifle in a great caliber. (116070-16) (400/600)

2098. SAVAGE SPRINGFIELD MODEL 840 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #146711, 30-30, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% plus blue showing a few minor scratches and a few sparse spots of fine oxidation. The plain pistolgrip
stock rates very good having a few scattered dings and scratches over a thin but good factory varnish. There is a grooved hard rubber
buttplate showing some wear and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade type sight and an open rear sight. Included is
one magazine. A very affordable deer rifle. (115988-S16792) (150/250)

2099. CUSTOM SIAMESE MAUSER BOLT ACTION
RIFLE serial #1253, 45-70, 22" ported barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal sur-

faces retain 97% blue having some light surface oxidation around the muzzle and on the bolt release,
the exception being the bolt and bolt handle which are bright. The custom pistolgrip stock has been

produced with a full radius grip and Monte Carlo cheekpiece and rates about excellent having a few tiny handling marks
over a smooth quality oil finish. Checkering is well executed and robust on both the forend and grip and is cut in a borderless

pattern. There is a White Line recoil pad fitted to the butt and sling swivel studs have been installed on the stock and forend. The rifle
is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and Williams receiver sight. An extremley well done custom rifle in a versatile caliber.
(116077-7) (600/800)

2100. SEARS MODEL 340 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #260558, 30-30, 20" barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces
on this Savage-made rifle exhibit about 90% blue showing fine oxidation spotting overall and the pistolgrip stock rates about very good
showing a few scattered dings and scratches with good press checkering all over a thin factory varnish. There is a soiled grooved buttplate
and the rifle is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade type sight and an open rear sight. Included is one magazine. A solid rifle for
a starting out hunter. (116070-15) (150/250)

2101. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD KRAG-JORGENSEN MODEL 1898 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #243028, 30-40 Krag, 24"
barrel with bright very good bore showing some light frosting in the grooves. The barrel retains about 60 to 70% blue having areas of sur-
face oxidation spotting with some spots of pinprick pitting. The receiver exhibits some spots of bright case color and mottled blue with
pinprick pitting around the edges of the magazine. The custom Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying a few light dings
and scratches with a couple of hairline cracks emanating from the tang all over a thin but smooth light varnish. There is a right hand cheek-
piece and a red rubber recoil pad has been professionally fitted and the original military sling swivels are present in the toe of the stock
and on the forend barrel band. The gun is equipped with a barrel band mounted front blade sight and a Lyman receiver sight which is
missing a screw. A good rainy day deer rifle. (116070-30) (200/300)
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2102. REMINGTON MODEL 14 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #67287, .32 Rem., 22" barrel with bright very good bore showing just
a slight amount of frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 70% of a lightly mottled blue with the edges and high wear spots fad-
ing to brown. The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate very good as refreshed displaying one hairline crack emanating from the
receiver on the left side. The original checkered metal buttplate is present and is turning to a brown and pewter patina. The gun is
equipped with a blade type front sight with bead and a thumb screw adjustable rear sight. The receiver has the signature cartridge base
affixed to the left side. The action functions fine. Overall an attractive early Remington. (116078-1) {C&R} (300/500)

2103. STEVENS MODEL 755A SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN PARTS serial #247925, 16 ga., 27 3/4" plain barrel choked full with bright
slightly frosted bore. The barrel was polished at one time and now shows oxidation spotting overall. The frame is engraved with two set-
ters in habitat on the left side, two flying ducks in habitat on the right side, and acanthus leaf scroll on the top and retains 80% blue with
scattered dings and scratches. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good showing dings and scuffs over a thinning varnish
and having relatively crisp checkering with some soiling. The original grooved hard rubber buttplate is present. This gun is offered as
parts only and is not a working firearm. (116020-467) (25/50)

2104. BELGIAN HALFSTOCK FLINTLOCK FOWLER BY CENTAURE serial # 584, 16 bore, 37" barrel with bright gray very good
bore showing some light pitting. The barrel displays a dark brown patina with surface oxidation spotting overall and the plain lock, ham-
mer, and frizzen exhibit a mottled pewter and brown color with hints of case color. The straight grip stock rates very good showing a few
small dings and scratches over a thin oil finish. There is a carved fleur-de-lis stock shield emanating from the action on each side with a
raised panel of leaves at the front and a small raised panel leaf carving at the toe. In addition, there are small scroll lines carved at the
nose and on top of the comb, and there is a bone monogram shield fitted to the top of the grip with some initials in script, a bone inlay in
the toe, and a bone nosecap. All of the hardware on the gun is brass including the buttplate with its comb extension and the triggerguard
and ramrod stovepipe with their extensions. There are two brass ramrod thimbles soldered to an under rib but no ramrod. The lock func-
tions fine although the spring seems a little weak. Included is a woven sling mounted in sling swivels affixed to the toeline of the stock
and to the under rib of the barrel. This gun shows as a more contemporary creation with characteristics of age which makes it hard to
date. Nevertheless, it is a solid flint which could be actually used. (115823-106) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

2105. BELGIAN HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER, 34 bore, 31" half round half octagon damascus barrel with gray bore show-
ing some pitting. The metal surfaces all show a dark brown patina with surface oxidation spotting and some pinprick pitting, particularly
around the nipple. The gun is unembellished except for a Belgian proof stamp in the top of the barrel and some simple foliate engraving
on the hammer. The straight grip stock rates fair displaying numerous scratches and dings with two cracks in the left side at the lock and
cracks on both ends of the lock plate all over a thin flaking finish. There is a steel buttplate with comb extension providing a length of 13"
and one ramrod thimble mounted at the front of the barrel. A wooden ramrod with a cartridge case on one end is included. The lock func-
tions although it is sluggish. A very light weight fowler probably made for a young or small person. (116080-45) {ANTIQUE}(100/200)

2106. NAVY ARMS FLINTLOCK RIFLE BY PEDERSOLI seriall #12383, 45 cal., 35 1/2" octagon barrel with bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 98% blue showing light wear at the muzzle and some tiny spots of surface oxidation along the edges. The lock, ham-
mer, and frizzen exhibit 90% case colors having a tiny bit of oxidation showing on the hammer. The straight grip full length stock rates
very good to excellent having a few minor handling marks with one discolored blemish toward the muzzle and a few scattered dimples in
the finish. All of the hardware on the gun is brass including the triggerguard with finger rest, crescent buttplate, lock escutcheon, ramrod
thimbles, and the front and rear sights. There is an ornately carved brass patchbox in the right side of the stock with spring loaded cover.
Included is a wooden ramrod with brass ram and cleaning jag. This is a very nice modern flintlock rifle which would make a great hunt-
ing gun for the traditionalist. (116077-5) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2107. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #0061154, 50 cal., 32" octagon barrel with
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% of its brown finish displaying numerous oxidation spots overall. The lock exhibits 80 to 90%
case color with the hammer showing hints of color turning gray. The straight grip stock rates very good with minor handling marks and
faint water spotting over a strong varnish. Most of the hardware on the gun is brown iron including the crescent buttplate, finger rest trig-
gerguard, and two ramrod thimbles, the exception being a nicely carved plated brass patchbox in the right side of the stock and the wedge
pin escutcheons missing some plating of which there are two. The gun is equipped with a brass front blade sight and a screw adjustable
rear sight, double set trigger, and the nosecap is pewter. Included is the original wooden ramrod with metal ram and cleaning accessory
holder. This is the only US made CVA gun and it remains in good shooting condition. (115871-5) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2108. TURNER KIRKLAND DIXIE GUN WORKS FULLSTOCK FLINTLOCK RIFLE, 40 cal., 40" octagon barrel with bright gray
very good bore. The barrel displays a smooth dark brown color with small spots of surface oxidation scattered up and down the barrel
and the lock, frizzen, and hammer exhibit a mottled pewter and brown color with spots of surface oxidation on the frizzen and hammer.
The straight grip full stock rates very good showing a few dings and scratches over a strong varnish and there is a traditional square right
hand cheekpiece. All of the hardware including the crescent buttplate, finger rest triggerguard, lock escutcheon, nosecap, and ramrod
thimbles are all brass showing some sort of worn painted surface. The gun is equipped with a brass blade front sight, an elevator
adjustable rear sight, and double set trigger. Included is a wooden ramrod with one threaded brass end. A nice older reproduction which
would make a fun shooter. (115823-131) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2109. LYMAN GREAT PLAINS HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #414813, 50 cal., 32 1/2" octagon barrel with bright very
good bore. The barrel retains 90% blue showing scattered specks of oxidation and the plain lock and hammer exhibit 95% case color.
The straight grip stock rates very good to excellent having a few scattered dings and scratches over a strong factory varnish. It has a shad-
owline cheekpiece for a right hand shooter. All of the hardware including the crescent buttplate, finger rest triggerguard, ramrod tailpipe,
nosecap, and two ramrod thimbles are blued and remain in excellent condition. There are two wedge pin fasteners and the gun is
equipped with a blade type front sight, an adjustable buckhorn rear sight, and a folding tang sight. In addition there is a double set trig-
ger. Included is a wooden ramrod with brass ram and brass cleaning accessory holder. A very nice rifle in great condition. (115904-25)
{ANTIQUE} (250/350)

2110. CHARLES DALY HAWKEN PRESENTATION PERCUSSION LEFT HAND RIFLE WITH TWO BARRELS serial
#85663, 50 cal. and 36 cal., both 29" octagon barrels with bright excellent bores. Both barrels retain 98% plus blue, the 36 caliber bar-
rel appearing to be unfired. The lock and hammer are mounted on the left side and exhibit 99% case colors, the lock being embellished
with acanthus leaf scroll engraving. The straight grip stock rates about excellent having only a few light handling marks and a slightly off
color comb which may have been rubbed over a smooth oil type finish. There is a shadowline cheekpiece for a left hand shooter. A brass
patchbox with hinged cover is inlayed into the left side of the stock and is engraved with the name of a Boatswain's Mate, Chief and "USN"
and dates of 1960 and 1982. It contains extra front sights and Allen wrenches for the tang sight. All of the hardware including the cres-
cent buttplate, finger rest triggerguard, nosecap, two ramrod thimbles, sling swivel studs, and wedge pin escutcheons are brass showing
a bit of tarnish. The .50 caliber barrel is equipped with a blade type front sight and the .36 caliber barrel is equipped with a globe front
sight and there is a folding fully adjustable tang sight. Included with this set are a synthetic ramrod for each barrel, a wooden ramrod with
brass ends, two brass cleaning rods, one with a "T" handle, a nice Bianchi leather sling with quick detachable swivels and a wooden han-
dle perhaps aiding bullet starting, all contained in a large foam lined plastic locking case. A fantastic set up for the black powder enthu-
siast. (115878-1) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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2111. LYMAN DEERSTALKER MODEL HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #400138, .54 cal., 25" octagon barrel with bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% blue showing a few faint scratches and the plain lock and hammer exhibit 99% vibrant case colors.
The straight grip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks over a strong satin oil finish. The stock has a shadowline cheek-
piece for a right handed shooter and is fitted with a black rubber recoil pad. All of the hardware including the finger rest triggerguard, nose-
cap, two ramrod thimbles, and single wedge pin excutcheon have an excellent matte blue finish. The gun is equipped with a blade front
sight with ivory bead, a single folding leaf rear sight and there are sling swivel studs installed in the toeline and on the lower ramrod thim-
ble. Included is a synthetic ramrod with metal ram. Overall a very nice and practical muzzle loader. (116034-26) {ANTIQUE} (250/350)

2112. FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE BY MIROKU serial #16248, .45 cal., 33 1/2" octagon barrel with bright very good bore.
The barrel displays a dark brown finish mixed with surface oxidation and the lock and hammer exhibit 80% case color fading to dark, the
lock being engraved with geometric shapes and a stylized border. The full length two piece straight grip stock rates fair to good show-
ing a few small dings with a cracked comb which has been repaired over a very thin and dry almost nonexistent finish. The guns hard-
ware including the crescent buttplate, finger rest triggerguard, lockplate escutcheon, stock splicer, three ramrod thimbles, and nosecap
are all brass showing a little tarnish. The gun is equipped with a small brass blade front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight. The
action functions fine. There is no ramrod. A good candidate to make into a rainy day shooter. (115823-117) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2113. OBERNDORF MAUSER BOLT ACTION, BARREL, AND STOCK serial #83330, 7.65x53 Mauser, 24" barrel with bright gray
bore showing light frosting throughout. The metal surfaces exhibit 50% mottled blue and brown displaying some oxidation around the
muzzle. The front sight is missing and the rear sight is missing parts. There is no magazine, triggerguard, or floorplate although the receiv-
er and bolt with trigger assembly appear to be complete and are matching numbers. The sporter type pistolgrip stock rates fair showing
very little finish and some oil soaking around the grip. However, the grip is extensively checkered and although soiled it remains quite
functional. The forend tip is chipped and cracked and quite thin. There is a steel gripcap and an old rubber recoil pad and, in addition,
sling swivels are in place on the stock and on a barrel band. (115392-3) (100/200)

2114. SPORTERIZED ARISAKA TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #83417, 7.7 Arisaka, 24" barrel with bright very good bore.
The metal surfaces exhibit 80% of an older reblue displaying some oxidation spotting, the exception being the triggerguard and floor-
plate which have turned gray mottled brown. The bolt handle has been converted to a flat "butter knife" style and the bolt has been
engine turned. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates good having light dings and small scratches with some drying cracks in the right
side of the butt, one running from buttplate to the grip, all over a thin dull finish. Skipline checkering is done in a borderless point to
point pattern with diamond panels and remains good although quite shallow. The stock has a beaded right hand cheekpiece and is fit-
ted with a maple gripcap, maple forend tip, and has a checkered plastic buttplate. There are no sights although there are four drilled
and tapped holes in the side of the receiver for some type of scope mount. This gun could be a good hunting rifle with the addition of
some optics. (115907-1) (100/200)

2115. SPORTERIZED ARISAKA TYPE 38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #52726, 6.5 Arisaka, 17 1/2" barrel with bright very good
bore. The barrel retains 70% of an older reblue showing areas of oxidation spotting around the muzzle area. The receiver exhibits a worn
dark gray parkerized finish and the triggerguard and floorplate display a dull light brown patina. The round knob pistolgrip stock has been
modified from the original military configuration with a Monte Carlo comb and schnabel forend and rates good to very good with small
dings and scratches over a dull oil finish. There is a checkered steel buttplate and an original sling swivel remains mounted in the toeline.
However, there is no front swivel. The gun is equipped with the original military ladder type rear sight but nothing else. A handy carbine
type rifle which just needs optics. (6015-18) (100/200)

2116. MODIFIED ARISAKA TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #39132, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with bright very good bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit a mottled blue brown patina with scattered light surface oxidation spotting. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates
poor to fair having a break in the wrist on the left side over a dull dry oil finish. The forestock has been cut back to the barrel band. The
original steel buttplate and stock mounted sling swivel are present and the gun is equipped with the original military sights being a small
protected blade front and ladder type rear. (115885-18) (150/250)

2117. ARISAKA "LAST DITCH" TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13642, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with bright very good bore.
The metal surfaces show heavy oxidation and pitting. The pistolgrip stock rates poor to fair with almost no finish remaining and showing
lots of dings and scratches. The original wooden buttplate showing scuffs and dings is present and military sling swivels are mounted in
the left side of the stock and on the left side of the forend. The gun is equipped with post front sight and simple peep rear sight. The
magazine, triggerguard, and floorplate are missing. (115824-5) {50/150)

2118. ARISAKA TYPE 38 BARREL, RECIEVER, AND STOCK FOR BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3322, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2"
barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 60% blue showing added finish over some pinprick pitting and displaying
scattered oxidation staining. The round knob pistolgrip military stock rates good to very good having scratches and small dings and what
appears to be light colored paint spatter over a drying oil finish. The forend has been trimmed at the middle barrel band which is miss-
ing. There is a steel buttplate turning brown and a military type sling swivel is affixed to the toeline of the stock. The original sights are
present consisting of a protected post front sight and ladder type rear sight with folding arms. There is no bolt, bolt release, magazine, or
floorplate. (116045-1) (25/50)

2119. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 65 REISING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #4442, 22 LR, 23" barrel with bright
very good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a gray blue patina with some scattered specks of oxidation and showing staining around the
front sight. The military type pistolgrip stock rates very good plus having a few scratches with a spot of finish wear on the underside of
the forend all over a soft smooth oil finish. The original grooved steel buttplate is present which has turned gray and there are sling swivels
installed in both the stock and forend. The gun is equipped with a military type front blade with protective ears and a Redfield receiver
sight. One 10 round magazine is included plus a very good web sling with a 1943 date stamped on it. A very good example of a train-
ing rifle. (115865-166) {C&R} (250/450)

2120. SPORTERIZED SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1903 MARK 1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1178103, 30-06, 24" barrel with
bright excellent bore. The barrel exhibits a gray blue color with fine turn marks having the original military markings with a date of 1920.
The receiver retains 50% blue turning brown having clear stampings with two drilled and tapped holes on the front ring. The straight grip
stock rates good to very good as modified with light dings and scratches over a good varnish and having crisp cartouche marks on the
left side and in back of the triggerguard. The forestock has been removed along with the barrel band and a White Line recoil pad has
been added. There are sling swivels mounted in the toeline and to the forend and the gun is equipped with a barrel band mounted front
blade sight and Lyman receiver sight. Two filled drilled and tapped holes are present where a rear sight would be located. Included is a
contemporary military type leather sling. A good useful hunting rifle. (115904-3) (200/400)

2121. SPORTERIZED SWEDISH MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #36983, 6.5x55, 18" barrel with bright very good bore
showing some light frosting. This gun is missing its bolt. The metal surfaces retain 90% of an older reblue with some sparse oxidation
specks and fading around the muzzle. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good having a few light scratches over a strong glossy
finish. There is a pronounced schnabel forend and the stock has a plain hard rubber gripcap, a right hand cheekpiece, and a grooved
hard rubber buttplate that is stamped "Fajen". Sling swivel studs are installed on the buttstock and forend and the gun is equipped with
a Lyman barrel band mounted sight and a Selsi 4X scope mounted in Lyman mounts. Included is a military style leather sling with Jaeger
quick detachable swivels. This would make an affordable deer rifle if a proper bolt could be found. (115792-S16723) (75/150)
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2122. EUROPEAN RIFLE SCOPE Stamped Optikotechna 4X with heavy German type post reticle mounted in rings with claw bases.
Lens is slightly cloudy and the tube shows some oxidation staining, particularly on the front ring. Included is a leather case with shoul-
der strap. (114586-4)

2123. COLT POLICE POSITIVE FIRST ISSUE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #19909, 22 Cal, 6” barrel with a very good
bore showing pitting but evident rifling. This gun has aged nicely, still maintaining its nice lines, some of its metal surfaces are lightly tex-
tured, edges mostly sharp, markings are moderately strong to strong, some finish remains. Grips are in good condition. This is a model
G revolver manufactured in 1922, its metal surfaces are primarily an even grayish brown patina with speckled oxidation and areas of orig-
inal blue finish observed in protected areas, though prominently observed within the cylinder flutes. The backstrap bears the engraved
inscription “Fred Commons. 1922”. The brown hard rubber grips rate good with mostly strong checkered panels that display areas of wear
and an 1 1/2” crack on the left panel. (25823-66) {C&R} (200/400)

2124. HOLSTER LOT Lot consists of six holsters total, five of which are leather, one of rawhide. Three are shoulder holsters of which one is
brown leather, one black and one of rawhide. Three belt holsters, two of which are black leather. One of those being a 1911 style flap
holster embossed with U.S.. One is a brown leather Swiss Luger Military holster with belt loops and shoulder strap. Condition ranges
from very good to excellent overall. (25242-41S)

2125. HOLSTER LOT Lot consists of four leather holsters. Three are flap holsters. Two of these are vintage Luger type flap holsters with belt
loops and shoulder straps. The third flap holster is a modern reproduction of a European military flap holster with blue corduroy lining. The
fourth is a modern natural leather color shoulder holster embossed with U.S. Lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (25242-41C)

2126. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1657594, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a bright, near excellent
bore showing pitting most prominently at the midpoint but strong rifling throughout. This carbine was manufactured in 1950, its metal sur-
faces are moderately smooth, with light striations observed on the barrel. Original blue finish is observed in trace amounts on the balance,
the metal primarily grey overall, markings are strong, edges are mostly sharp. Speckling and oxidized staining is evident on the receiver
and light screw slot damage can be seen as well. The wood rates about good plus to very good as refinished with few dings and dents,
some edges are now shy of the metal and finish loss is evident on the shotgun style buttstock. Carbine is fitted with a checkered steel
buttplate, a ramp beaded front sight and an adjustable sporting rear sight. (25904-36){CR} (300/500)

2127. NAZI ERA POSTAGE STAMPS This lot consists of a framed and glassed sheet of 100 green un-canceled Nazi era 5 Pfennig
postage stamps of Adolf Hitler in profile. Lot also includes five burgundy colored 60 Pfennig Hitler profile stamps. The gold colored loose
foliate frame measures 11 1/2” x 14 1/2”. This lot is in excellent condition. (25644-11)

2128. ALLEN & THURBER DOUBLE ACTION BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL 32 cal percussion, 2” barrel with a fair,
oxidized bore. Metal surfaces display a gray brown patina punctuated by freckling on the balance; the part round, part octagon barrel is
nicely offset by the frame’s simplified loose floral scroll engraving, the “ALLENS PATENT” marking is about 85-90% visible on the left side
of the bar hammer and the triggerguard is no longer present. Though screw slot damage is evident, the bag-shaped ivory grips are nice-
ly aged, well patinated, somewhat stained, fairly ill-fitting and appear notched on both sides. (25882-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2129. FOREHAND AND WADSWORTH “SWAMP ANGEL” SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2237, 41 RF, 3” octagon
barrel with a very good, mostly bright bore showing some pitting but strong rifling. Only a few thousand of these were made and this is
a nice looking example, its metal surfaces retain about 70-75% of a later applied nickel finish, though edges are mostly sharp, stampings
are a bit softened. The backstrap is nicely cursive engraved “H. Sanvrin”, the topstrap is stamped “SWAMP ANGEL”; striations and cov-
ered pitting are evident on the frame and hammer. The rosewood grips rate very good plus bearing a few minor dings and scuffs, their fit
is flawless. Revolver functions mechanically. (25990-1) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

2130. SMITH & WESSON MILITARY AND POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #S836159, 38 S&W, 5” pinned bar-
rel with an excellent bore. This is a five screw frame, 4th change revolver, its metal edges show light wear, surfaces retain about 55-60%
original blue finish with holster wear evident on the barrel and cylinder, the latter showing a ring as well. Stampings are still strong and
vivid case-hardened colors are observed on trigger and hammer. The checkered diamond centered grips rate very good, are numbered
to another gun and feature silver colored S&W inlaid medallions, they bear only very minor dings, are nicely escutcheoned and display
robust checkered panels. (25823-60) {C&R} (300/500)

2131. JAPANESE ARISAKA BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #0069723, 6.5 mm, 19” barrel with a bright, very good bore showing
frosting and strong rifling throughout. Metal surfaces retain about 10-15% original blue finish overall, showing light oxidation and gun
metal on the barrel, with fading and scattered oxidation on the bolt housing, bolt handle and receiver ring. The mum is no longer present.
Light freckling, speckling and oxidized staining are observed on the balance of metal surfaces. The scant pistolgrip walnut stock is in good
condition, bearing regimental number stampings. A 4 1/2” crack from the right side of the lower tang and a chip from the right rear hand-
guard are evident, along with scattered dings and dents consistent with a service rifle of its age. Rifle is equipped with a standard front
sight with side protectors and a rear ladder carbine sight. (25810-15) {C&R} (100/200)

2132. BRITISH ENFIELD NO. 1 MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY GRI serial #26046I, 303 British, 25” barrel with a good dark
bore showing strong rifling throughout. Though still in its original chambering, this rifle has been modified to resemble an L8-series con-
version but it also lacks the sights for that series. Metal surfaces retain about 20-30% original blue finish with freckled oxidation on the
barrel and specking observed on the receiver, triggerguard and magazine, along with textured patina on the bolt handle. The brass
buttplate exhibits a matte ochre patina. The walnut stock rates good to good plus with scattered dings and minor abrasions which have
darkened through the years. The dovetailed front sight is fitted on a sleeved base, the rifle is also equipped with an adjustable rear ladder
sight, a military style sling and one magazine. (25885-19) {C&R} (150/250)

2133. SPANISH MAUSER MODEL 1943 SHORT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #P-989, 8mmMauser, 23 1/2” barrel with a bright,
near excellent bore. This is the army model, its metal surfaces are smooth, the barrel displays traces of original blue finish in protected
areas, the balance, a grey brown patina. The receiver exhibits a strong Spanish crest stamping on its ring and retains about 20-30% orig-
inal blue finish with loss due mainly to fading and high edge silvering. The bolt body shows a subdued patina which becomes darker on
the bolt handle. The walnut stock features a scant pistolgrip and finger grip forearm and rates very good, with light scattered dings over-
all. Rifle is equipped with a bayonet lug, a standard front sight, a sliding ladder rear sight, bottom and left side mounted sling swivels.
(25708-12) {C&R} (150/250)

2134. FOREHAND AND WADSWORTH “SWAMP ANGEL” SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4783, 41 RF, 1 5/8” octa-
gon barrel with good bore showing pitting along with evident rifling. Metal surfaces have yielded to a brown and plum brown patina with
about 5-10% original nickel finish remaining. Edges have softened, stampings are strong and the gripstraps exhibit a heavier oxidation.
A half-moon German silver front blade is in place. The rosewood grips rate very good, are pleasingly worn, displaying raised grain, good
color (albeit not uniform) and nice escutcheons. (25906-4) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
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2135. CUSTOM KRAG MODEL 1899 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #228373, 30-40 Krag,
22” barrel with a frosted bore showing good rifling. Metal edges are sharp, markings appear lightly worn, with metal surfaces retaining
about 70-80% of a later applied blue finish. The barrel has two unfilled tapped holes where the original rear sight was mounted. The deep
burgundy American black walnut stocks rate very good as customized and nicely refinished, exhibiting very light dings but now devoid of
cartouches or other inspection markings. Buttstock features a custom left side cheekpiece which is much lighter in color than the rest of
the wood and exhibits a 2” crack on its top forward surface. Two small drilled holes are observed, one on the forearm belly just rear of
the barrel band and one on the toe line 1” forward of the buttplate. Gun is equipped with a raised beaded front sight and a Redfield
receiver mounted aperture sight. (25529-14) (200/400)

2136. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 45 CF, 35” barrel with a good, worn bore showing light pitting and smoothed rifling on
its length. Metal edges are worn, stampings are not visible, screw slot damage evident, its metal surfaces display pitting on the balance,
barrel bands are not present, firearm is in relic condition. Wood rates from fair to good bearing cracks, dings, chips and abrasions but is
essentially intact. Rifle is equipped with front and rear sling swivels, front sight, a stepped ladder rear sight and a replacement ramrod.
This is a very nice looking wall hanger. (25892-1) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2137. WINCHESTER MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial#104370, 22 Auto, 20” barrel with a very good bore showing very light
pitting and strong rifling throughout. This rifle was manufactured in 1919, its metal surfaces are an ochre and charcoal color with pitting evi-
dent overall. The stocks rate very good, edges mostly proud of the metal, with good wood to metal fit and scattered dings and dents on the
balance along with a chip from the toe. Rifle is equipped with open front and rear sights and a magazine tube. (25932-1) {C&R}(150/350)

2138. TURKISH MAUSER MODEL 1903/38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #14120, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a bright, near
excellent bore, showing very light pitting but good rifling evident on its length. This rifle is import marked, its barrel retains about 10%
original blue finish now turning a brown patina with textured oxidation observed. The receiver is a plum brown, its edges now softened
but all stampings are strong, the balance of metal surfaces have yielded to a matte gray brown patina. The walnut stock rates good plus,
displaying dings and dents which have since darkened and an evenly soiled staining brought about through age and use. A crack is
observed at the wrist which loops forward along the right side of the stock. Rifle is equipped with a standard front sight, a sliding ladder
rear sight, front and rear sling swivels, a cleaning rod and a bayonet lug. The magazine follower and spring are not in place. (25816-4)
{C&R} (100/200)

2139. SMITH & WESSON 38/200 BRITISH SERVICE REVOLVER WITH NEW ZEALAND MARKINGS serial #904558,
38 S&W, 5” pinned barrel with a bright, near excellent bore showing light frosting but strong rifling. This is a five-screw, import marked
S&W, its metal surfaces show wear and retain about 15% original blue finish, primarily observed in protected areas and drifting to patina
with light pinprick pitting apparent as well. A cylinder ring is evident as is case-hardened patina on hammer and trigger; metal stampings
are mostly strong, the topstrap of this example boldly marked “UNITED STATES PROPERTY”, the butt bears moderately strong ordnance
markings, the top backstrap “NZ”, the right side S&W trademark is, however, somewhat worn. The ill-fitting walnut grips rate very good
as refinished and are numbered to another gun. The butt-mounted lanyard ring is in place. (25823-54) {C&R} (150/250)

2140. ORBEA M&P STYLE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E8240, 38 Largo, 6” pinned barrel with a very good, bright bore,
showing pitting near the breech but good rifling. This Buenos Aires Police Department marked revolver is a five-screw Orbea, its metal
surfaces are smooth with traces of original blue finish observed in protected areas and plum patina mixing nicely with patinated gun metal
grey on its balance, generally expressing honest wear from normal use. Barrel and proof stamped frame and cylinder markings, including
import marks, are worn to moderately strong; the back strap is stamp marked “POLICA DE LA PROVINCIA DE BUENOS AIRES”. Wood
rates fair plus to good, exhibiting wear overall with smoothed checkered panels along with dings and pressure dents from the years.
(25823-56) {C&R} (75/150)

2141. COLT POLICE POSITIVE FIRST ISSUE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #112897, 32 cal, 4” barrel with a bright, very
good bore, showing pitting but good rifling. Metal surfaces are mostly smooth and retain about 15-20% original blue finish with a few
scattered areas of textured oxidation and speckling along with an emerging patina. Metal edges show light wear, markings are strong,
the barrel address bears the 1905 patent date. The hard rubber grips rate about good, exhibiting wear of the checkered panels and a
chip missing from the heel of the right panel. (5890-26) {C&R} (150/250)

2142. STEYR MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #9294Z, 8x56R, 19 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted bore show-
ing strong rifling on its length. This converted and import marked short rifle retains about 85-90% of a later arsenal applied blue finish,
metal edges are crisp, markings strong, the bolt numbered to the gun remains unstained though the bolt handle is acquiring a pleasing
speckled patina. The stock, also numbered to the gun, rates about excellent as refinished, it has a clean look and retains its sharp edges,
fit between receiver ring and stock somewhat wanting. Rifle is equipped with a standard dovetailed front sight, ladder rear sight, smooth
steel buttplate, stacking hook and left side mounted sling swivels. A stripper clip with five empty shell casings is included. A clean-look-
ing example overall. (25919-11) {C&R} (100/200)

2143. SPORTERIZED JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1875461, 6.5 Arisaka, 24” barrel with an
excellent bore showing strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% of a later applied blue finish with a few areas of pitting
observed on the barrel and a blemish on the right side of the cylinder ring. The shortened stock no longer includes the handguard and
has most likely been refinished. It exhibits a hole in the forestock where the sling swivel stud had once been installed along with scattered
dings and dents from the years. Rifle is equipped with a raised beaded front sight, a flip up white diamond open rear sight, a rear sling
swivel and a somewhat tired-looking ventilated recoil pad. (25842-39) (50/75)

2144. SPORTERIZED RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8656, 7.62x54R, 22” bar-
rel with a very lightly frosted bore showing strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 50-55% of a later applied arsenal refinish which
is evenly fading, the barrel exhibits a fine spray of oxidation; metal edges are still sharp, stampings still strong. The bolt handle is turned
down and has drifted to a pleasing patina, the magazine and triggerguard assembly show minor oxidation on their underside. The mod-
ified stock rates very good as refinished, the left buttstock, bearing a trace of a cartouche, the forestock displays a wood filler blank where
the cleaning rod channel once was. The buttstock sling slot and forestock finger grooves are still present. Rifle is equipped with a raised
sleeve front sight and a model 91/30 sliding rear sight. (25984-56) (50/100)

2145. SPANISH MAUSER MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #Z1160/17333, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. This firearm is import marked, its metal surfaces retain about 50-55% of later applied and now evenly fading blue finish,
with pitting and sprays of light oxidation observed in some places. Metal stampings are strong, some edges show moderate wear and a
few screws show slot damage. The European walnut stock rates very good as refinished, is shy of the metal and displays staining in a few
places. This short rifle is equipped with a bayonet lug, a front sight with side protectors and a sliding rear sight, left side mounted front
and rear sling swivels, toe line and forend belly mounted sling swivels studs. These rifles are offered for their collectible value only and
should not be considered safe to fire with 308 Winchester or 7.62 NATO ammunition. (25708-35) {C&R} (100/200)
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2146. RUSSIAN MODEL 1944 MOSIN-NAGANT CARBINE serial #M43075, 7.62 x 54R, 20” barrel with a very good, lightly frost-
ed bore showing strong rifling on its length. This is an import marked Mosin-Nagant with very little wear, its metal surfaces retain about
90% of a later arsenal refinish, exhibiting a few blemishes, metal edges are sharp, its Russian stampings/proofs appear somewhat “filled-
in” but still moderately strong. The wood is in near excellent condition as refinished with a few dings, some of which have darkened
through the years. Carbine is equipped with a canvas sling, the folding hinged bayonet, a cleaning rod, a globe front sight with post insert
and sliding tangent rear sight. (25940-6) {C&R} (150/250)

2147. YUGOSLAVIAN MAUSER MODEL 24/52C BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #P15661, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with
an excellent bore. This is an import marked, cleaned, arsenal reconditioned Mauser, its metal surfaces retain about 90-95% arsenal refin-
ish, showing very minor blemishes, metal edges are sharp, markings, including the communist Yugoslavian crest, are strong. Wood is in
very good to near excellent condition exhibiting minor dings which have nicely darkened through the years, edges are sharp some proof
marks remain. The bolt and stock are numbered to the gun. Rifle is equipped with a bayonet lug, a cleaning rod, left side and bottom
mounted front and rear sling swivels, an olive green canvas military style sling, a hooded front sight and a sliding tangent rear sight.
(25902-7) (150/250)

2148. STEYR MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #2479T./M8, 8x56R, 19 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted, near
excellent bore, showing strong rifling on its length. This is a clean, import marked example, its metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arse-
nal applied blue finish, metal edges are mostly sharp, stampings/proofs strong, bolt body bright, its handle drifting to patina, the buttplate
is a nice charcoal gray. The wood rates near excellent as lightly refinished, the upper handguard is a lighter wood shade replacement,
abrasions are evident on the left side between the barrel bands. Rifle is equipped with a stacking hook, left side mounted front and rear
sling swivels, front sight blade and combination sliding rear sight. (25988-S16768) {C&R} (100/200)

2149. BRITISH NO. 5 MK 1 BOLT ACTION JUNGLE CARBINE serial #BG6683, 303 British, 20” barrel with a near excellent bore
with strong rifling on its length. The barrel and receiver retain only traces of an armory finish, now showing a patinated gun metal. The
triggerguard and buttplate retain a bit more finish and are exhibiting patina as well, about 90% of a later Parkerized finish remains on the
magazine. The stock rates good plus to very good with an added varnish and bears scattered dings and dents which have nicely dark-
ened through the years, some finish loss is evident on the side of the buttstock along with a well executed repair at the heel and the upper
handguard is a non-matching arsenal replacement. (25709-4) {C&R} (150/350)

2150. CHINESE TYPE 53 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B5024, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with a bright, near excellent bore. Metal surfaces
retain about 35-40% original blue finish which is drifting to a plum brown patina. Metal edges are moderately sharp, stampings, including
the 1960 dated receiver ring, are strong. The wood rates about good plus, is stamp-numbered to the gun and shows scattered finish loss
overall, but mostly at the gun’s balance point. The buttstock’s left side has been serially marked with a marker. Rifle is equipped with a
cleaning rod, a canvas sling, a folding hinged bayonet, globe front sight with post insert and Vernier rear sight. (25902-1) (100/200)

2151. LOT OF BOOKS 3 volumes Accouterments: Kentucky Rifles and Pistols, Tomahawks, Axes, Knives, Powder Horns, Hunting Bags, and
Accouterments From 1750-1850, by James R Johnston. Volume I, 201 pages. Volume II, 199 pages. Volume III, 240 pages. All Volumes
c. Golden Age Arms Co. and James R Johnston. Each is hardcovered with embossed gilt lettering on the spine and glossy jacket, with all
books in excellent to like new condition. (125161-13)

2152. BOOK LOT The Winchester Lever Legacy, by Clyde "Snooky" Williamson; c. 1988 by Buffalo Press. 664 page hardcover in excellent
to like new condition, dedicated by author. Cover is blue faux leather with raised silver gilt embossed images and lettering with minor han-
dling marks. Great end page graphics by Edger and clean crisp pages with little signs of use. (125161-64)

2153. BOOK LOT Patterson Colt Pistol Variations, by Philip R Phillips & R L Wilson; c. 1979 by Philip R Phillips. 232 page hardcover. Cover
has gilt lettering and images, and is in excellent plus condition with minor handling marks. Pages are clean with a signature inside the
front cover and little signs of use. (125161-41)

2154. BOOK LOT The Book of Colt Firearms, by R Q Sutherland & R L Wilson; c. 1971 by Robert Q Sutherland. 604 page hardcover in over-
all very good condition. The gray linen cover has gilt embossed image and lettering with moderate signs of handling on the corners and
edges, and impact marks on the corners. Pages show signs of use with minor discoloration on some page edges and a signature oppo-
site the title page. The sewn binding is weak and is being held together by the sewing in a couple of places. (125161-49)

2155. BOOK LOT A Glossary of the Construction, Decoration and Use of Arms and Armor: in all Countries and in all Times, by George
Cameron Stone; c. 1934 by The Southworth Press. 694 page hardcover with jacket. Jacket is in excellent condition with some light han-
dling marks and has been protected with a clear plastic jacket cover. The books cover is a brown linen with gilt embossed lettering on
the spine also in excellent condition with light handling marks on the edges and corners. Pages are clean with minor moisture discol-
oration and handling marks on the edges. (125161-12)

2156. BOOK LOT The Powder Flask Book, by Ray Riling; c. 1953 by Ray Riling. 495 page hardcover with jacket. Jacket is very good con-
dition with cracking and minor tears on the edges, folds and corners, and has been reinforced with tape on the inside of the spine. The
cover is excellent condition with light handling along the edges. The frontispiece is an illustration "The Hunter", by Debucourt. The pages
are very clean with little sign of use. Overall condition is excellent plus. (125161-60)

2157. BOOK LOT Sharps: Firearms, by Frank Sellers; c. 1978 by Frank Sellers. 358 page hardcover with jacket. The book is dedicated by
the author and in overall excellent plus condition. Jacket shows some use with handling marks and tears on the edges and corners. The
cover and pages are in excellent to like new condition with very light handling marks on the cover's corners. (125161-45)

2158. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total Powder Horns and Their Architecture, by Madison Grant; c. 1987 by Madison Grant. 165 page hardcover,
dedicated by the author. The gilt embossed cover is clean with light impact marks on the corners. The dust jacket is neatly folded and
attached to the inside of the back cover and an article on flint and steel fire making from an unknown publication is attached one page in
from the back. Overall in excellent to like new condition. Drums A'beating, Trumpets Sounding: Artistically Carved Powder Horns in the
Provincial Manner 1746-1781, by William H Guthman; c, 1993 by William H Guthman. 232 page hardcover in excellent to like new condi-
tion. (125161-42)

2159. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total American Firearms Makers, by A. Merwyn Carey; c. 1953 by A. Merwyn Carey. 145 page hardcover with jack-
et. Book is in excellent to like new condition that has a lightly worn jacket with tearing on the edges and moisture marks on the top edge of
the pages. Early American Gunsmiths 1650-1850, by Henry J Kauffman; c. 1952 by The Telegraph Press. 94 page hardcover with jacket.
Overall excellent to like new with light handling marks. American Gunsmiths, by Frank M Sellers; c. 1983 by Frank M Sellers. Excellent con-
dition with small tears on the edges of the jacket, minor handling marks on the cover and some pencil marks within the pages. (125161-16)

2160. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total The Pennsylvania Kentucky Rifle, by Henry J Kauffman; c. 1960 by Frank J Kauffman. 374 page hardcover in
excellent plus condition with light handling marks, an impact mark on the covers edge, and age/moisture marks on the page edges. The
Engraved Powder Horn, by Jim Dresslar; c. 1996 by James E Dresslar. Excellent condition with like new pages, jacket with minor tears
and handling marks, and an excellent cover that appears was dropped with a small deformity to the front near the binding. (125161-51)
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2161. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total Manhattan Firearms, by Waldo E Nutter; c. 1958 by Waldo E Nutter. 250 page hardcover with jacket. Though
showing some age, this book is in overall excellent plus condition with clean pages, excellent cover, and a jacket with some tears and
frayed edges. '51 Colt Navies by Nathan L Swayze; c. 1967 by Nathan L Swayze. 243 page hardcover with dust jacket. Excellent to like
new condition with minor handling marks on the cover and jacket. (125161-10)

2162. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total Swords: and Hilt Weapons, compilation copyright 1989 by Prion Books Limited. 239 page hardcover with
jacket. Excellent to like new condition with minor handling marks on the cover and jacket. Swords and Sabers of the Armory at
Springfield, by Burton A Kellerstedt; c. 1998 by Burton A Kellerstedt. 121 page soft cover. Excellent to like new condition with minor
handling marks. (125161-47)

2163. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Field Equipment of the Infantry 1914-1945, by Robert Fisch; c. 1989 by Greenberg Publishing Co. 262 page
hardcover in excellent to like new condition. Stalemate!: The Real Story of Trench Warfare, by J H Johnson; c. 1995 by J H Johnson. 224
page hardcover with jacket in overall excellent to like new condition. World War One Collectors Handbook, by Schulz, Otoupalik and
Gordon; c. 1977. 110 page soft cover in excellent condition with minor handling marks. (125161-31)

2164. LOT OF BOOKS 2 volumes Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading, fourth edition; c. 1991 by Hornady Manufacturing Co. Volume
1, 648 pages. Volume 2, 476 pages. Both volumes are in excellent to like new condition with little signs of use. (125161-35)

2165. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total The Medals Decorations & Orders of the Great War 1914-1918, by Alec A Purves; c. 1989 by Alec A Purves.
191 page hardcover with jacket in excellent to like new condition. Uniforms of the Civil War, by Francis A Lord & Arthur Wise; c. 1970 by
A S Barnes and Co., Inc. 173 page hardcover with jacket in overall excellent condition with minor handling marks on the jacket and cover.
Military Collectables: an International Directory of Twentieth-Century Militaria; c. 1983 by Salamander Books. 208 page hardcover with
jacket, in overall excellent to like new condition with minor handling marks on cover and jacket. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Military
Insignia of the 20th Century, by Guido Rosignoli; c. 1986 by Quarto Publishing Limited. 224 page hardcover with jacket, in overall excel-
lent to like new condition with minor handling marks. (125161-39)

2166. LOT OF BOOKS 6 total Uniforms of the Civil War, by Philip Haythornthwaite; c. 1975 by Blandford Press Ltd. 192 page soft cover. Japanese
Army Uniforms and Equipment 1939-1945, by Roy Dilley. 48 page spiral bound. Over There: The American Soldier in WWI, by Jonathan
Gawne; c. 1997 by Lionel Leventhal Limited. 80 page soft cover. Uncle Sam's Little Wars: The Spanish-American War, Philippine Insurrection
and Boxer Rebellion, 1898-1902, by John P Langellier; c. 1999 by Lionel Leventhal Limited. 72 page soft cover. US Military Shoulder Patches,
by Britton and Washington; c. 1990 by Britton and Washington. 84 page spiral bound soft cover. Military Collectables, by Richard J Austin;
c. 1998 by Richard J Austin. 356 page soft cover. All book are in excellent or excellent to like new condition. (125161-73)

2167. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total Headstamps and Cartridge Identification Data, by Warren R Horn; c. 1962 by Jeffre R Horn. 92 page soft
cover in very good condition. Ammunition, by Melvin M Johnson Jr. and Charles T Haven; c. 1943 by Melvin M Johnson Jr. and Charles
T Haven. 374 page hardcover in very good condition. Centerfire American Rifle Cartridges 1892-1963, by Ray Bearse; c. 1966 by A S
Barnes and Co., Inc. 198 page hardcover in excellent to like new condition. Cartridges of the World: 5th edition, By Frank C Barnes; c.
1965 by Frank C Barnes. 416 page soft cover in excellent condition. (125161-18)

2168. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Reloading Manual; c. 1994 by Blount, Inc. 719 page hardcover. Cartridges of the World: 7th Edition, by
Frank C Barnes; c. 1965 by Frank C Barnes. 464 page soft cover. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Ammunition, by Ian V Hogg; c. 1985 by
Quarto Publishing Limited. 253 page hardcover with jacket. All 3 books are in excellent or better condition. (125161-54)

2169. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Sierra Handgun Reloading Manual: 4th Edition; c. 1995 by Sierra Bullets, L.P. 848 page 3-ring binder in
excellent to like new condition. Cartridges of the World, by Frank C Barnes; c. 1965 by Frank C Barnes. 346 page soft cover in very good
condition. The Art of Bullet Casting: From Handloader & Rifle Magazines 1966-1981; c. 1981 by Wolfe Publishing Co., Inc. 258 page
hardcover in excellent to like new condition. (125161-48)

2170. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Centerfire American and British Pistol and Revolver Cartridges, by H P White and B D Munhall; c. 1950 by H
P White and Burton D Munhall. 143 page hardcover with jacket. Overall in excellent condition with like new pages and moderately ripped
jacket. Centerfire Metric Pistol and Revolver Cartridges, by H P White and B D Munhall; c. 1948 by H P White and B D Munhall. 97 page
hardcover with jacket. Overall in excellent condition with minimally ripped jacket. The Illustrated History of Ammunition, by Ian V Hogg;
c. 1985 by Quarto Publishing Limited. 64 page hardcover with jacket in overall excellent to like new condition. (125161-20)

2171. LOT OF BOOKS 5 total A Comprehensive Small Arms Manual, by Charles T Haven; c. 1943 by Charles T Haven. 159 page jacket-
ed hardcover in excellent condition with minimal handling marks and some ripping of the jacket. The Gun That Shaped American Destiny,
by Martin Rywell; c. 1957 by Martin Rywell. 156 page soft cover in very good to excellent condition. The Peacemaker, by John E Parsons;
c. 1948 by John E Parsons. 184 page hardcover in excellent condition with great end page graphics. Remington Handguns, by Charles
Lee Karr, Jr and Caroll Robbins Karr; c. 1960 by Charles Lee Karr, Jr and Caroll Robbins Karr. 152 page jacketed hardcover in excellent
to like new condition. The Sharps Rifle: Its History, Development and Operation, by Winston O Smith; c. 1943 by Winston O Smith. 138
page hardcover in good condition. (125161-43)

2172. LOT OF BOOKS 6 total The M1903 Springfield Rifle and its Variations, by Joe Poyer; c. 2001 by North Cape Publications, Inc. 440
page soft cover. Henry Deringer's Pocket Pistol, by John E Parsons; c. 1948 by John E Parsons. 255 page jacketed hardcover in excel-
lent condition with light handling marks on the cover and some ripping of the jacket. Early Percussion Firearms, by Lewis Winant; c. 1959
by Lewis Winant. 292 page jacketed hardcover. Famous Pistols and Hand Guns; c. 1977 by Profile Publications. 160 page jacketed hard-
cover. Famous Rifles and Machine Guns; c. 1977 by Profile Publications. 160 page jacketed hardcover. The World's Great Handguns, by
Roger Ford; c. 176 page jacketed hardcover. All 6 books are in excellent or excellent to like new condition. (125161-27)

2173. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total The Story of American Hunting and Firearms, by the editors of Outdoor Life; c. 1959 by Outdoor Life. 172
page sleeved and jacketed hardcover that contains 14 full color paintings by Ralph Crosby Smith. One Hundred Great Guns: an Illustrated
History of Firearms, by Merrill Lindsay. 379 page jacketed hardcover. Both books are in excellent to like new condition with light handling
marks, and minor tears and creases of the jacket. (125161-40)

2174. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total The Ultimate in Rifle Accuracy, by Glenn Newick; c. 1989 by Glenn Newick. 210 page soft cover. The British
Sniper: British & Commonwealth Sniping & Equipments 1915-1983, by Ian Skennerton; c. 1983 by Ian Skennerton. 266 page jacketed
hardcover. Both books are in excellent to like new condition with light handling marks. (125161-50)

2175. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total English Guns and Gun Makers, by H J Blanch & Martin Rywell. 160 page soft cover. Swiss Magazine Loading
Rifles 1869 to 1958, by Joe Poyer; c. 2003 by North Cape Publications. 235 page soft cover. The Revolutionary, by Lawrence Schoonover;
c.1958 by Lawrence Schoonover. 495 page hardcover. English Pistols & Revolvers, by J N George; c. 1962 by J N George. 256 page
hardcover. All books are in very good condition with minor ageing marks. (125161-28)

2176. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Inglis Diamond: The Canadian High Power Pistol, by Clive M Law; c. 2001 by Collector Grade Publications
Inc. 288 jacketed hardcover in excellent to like new condition. Samuel Colt Presents, cataloged by R L Wilson; c. 1961 by Wadsworth
Atheneum. 293 page hardcover in excellent condition showing some age and minor handling marks with a signature inside the front cover.
The William M Locke Collection; c. 1973 by The Antique Armory Inc. 541 page hardcover in excellent to like new condition. Cover is dark
red faux leather with gilt embossed image and as is described within the book, "is a replica of one of the very rare Colt book-casings".
The pages are like new with little signs of use with a signature inside the front cover. An excellent collectible book. (125161-37)
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2177. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total Spanish Best: The Fine Shotguns of Spain, by Terry Wieland; c. 1994 by Terry Wieland. Chateau Thierry &
Belleau Wood 1918: America's baptism of fire on the Marne, by David Bonk; c. 2007 by Osprey Publishing. 96 page soft cover. Early
Firearms of Great Britain and Ireland; c. 1971 by The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 187 page soft cover. The Experience of World War I,
by J M Winter; c. 1988 by Andromeda Oxford Ltd. 256 jacketed hardcover. All books are in excellent to like new condition. (125161-52)

2178. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total Firearms of the Confederacy, by Claud E Fuller and Richard D Steuart; c. 1944 by Standard Publications, Inc.
333 page hardcover in very good condition. Firearm, by Howard Ricketts; c. 1962 by Howard Ricketts. 128 page sleeved hardcover in
excellent condition. Civil War Breech Loading Rifles, by John D McAulay; c. 1987 by John D McAulay. 128 page soft cover in very good
to excellent condition. Civil War Collector's Encyclopedia, volumes I and II, by Francis A Lord; c. 1963 by Francis A Lord. Total 580 page
jacketed hardcover in excellent plus condition. (125161-24)

2179. LOT OF BOOKS 6 total The Complete Rehabilitation of the Flintlock Rifle, by T B Tryon; c. 1987 by Pioneer Press. 112 page soft cover.
The Warner Collector's Guide to American Longarms, by H Michael Madaus; c. 1981 by Main Street Press. 255 page soft cover with short
jacket. Journal of Historical Armsmaking Technology: Volume I, by The National Muzzleloading Rifle Association; c. 1985 by The National
Muzzleloading Rifle Association. 84 page soft cover. Journal of Historical Armsmaking Technology: Volume IV, by The National
Muzzleloading Rifle Association; c. 1991 by The National Muzzleloading Rifle Association. 110 page soft cover. The Handgun, by Geoffrey
Boothroyd; c. 1970 by Geoffrey Boothroyd. 564 page jacketed hardcover. Antique Firearms, by Iskusstvo Publishing House. 223 page
jacketed hardcover in Russian and English All 6 books are in very good to excellent condition. (125161-19)

2180. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total Guide to Best Fishing, by Robert Page Lincoln; c. 1948 by Paul, Richmond & Co. 305 page hardcover. Virgin
Water, by Leighton Brewer; c. 1941 by Coward-McCann, Inc. 223 page hardcover. The Lure and Lore of Trout Fishing, by Alvin R Grove,
Jr.; c. 1951 by The Telegraph Press. 318 jacketed hardcover. Just Fishing, by Ray Bergman; c. 1932 by the Penn Publishing Co. 418 page
hardcover in good condition with some water damage to the cover and page edges, and a separation in the binding at the rear cover fold.
First 3 books are in very good to excellent condition with minor moisture and age stains. (125161-90A)

2181. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total The Practical Fly Fisherman, by A J McClane; c. 1953 by Prentice-Hall, Inc. 257 page hardcover. Swiftwater,
by Paul Annixter; c. 1950 by Hill and Wang, Inc. A large type edition, 256 page jacketed hardcover. Going Fishing, by Negley Farson. 143
page jacketed hardcover. Fishing in the West, by Arthur H Carhart; c. 1950 by Arthur H Carhart. 144 page jacketed hardcover. All 4
books are in very good condition. (125161-90B)

2182. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total North American Game Fishes, by Francesca LaMonte; c. 1945 by Francesca LaMonte. 202 page jacketed
hardcover. Guide to Best Fishing, by Robert Page Lincoln; c. 1948 by Paul, Richmond & Co. 305 page jacketed hardcover. A Book of
Fishes, by S Kip Farrington Jr.; c. 1946 by The Blakiston Co. 88 page jacketed hardcover. Complete Guide to Fishing Across North
America, by Joe Brooks; c. 1966 by Joe Brooks. 613 page jacketed hardcover. All 4 books are in very good condition. (125161- 90C)

2183. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total The Art of Chalk Stream Fishing, by C F Walker; c. 1968 by C F Walker. 192 page hardcover. Just Fishing Talk,
by Gifford Pinchot; c. 1936 by Gifford Pinchot. 238 page hardcover. Where to Fish: 1971-1972, edited by H F Wallis. 428 page hardcover
that includes The Field Fishing Map of Great Britton in a pocket inside the front cover. Fresh Water Fishing: A Fisherman's Manual, by Myron
E Shoemaker; c. 1941 by Myron E Shoemaker. 218 page jacketed hardcover. All 4 books are in very good condition. (125161-90D)

2184. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of a total of eighteen gun socks and rugs: a mix of ten leather and fabric zippered pistol
rugs; one pistol sock; and seven long gun socks of various lengths. All are in very good condition. (125161-5)

2185. LOT OF PRINTS This lot consists of a total of 15 prints: Six (6) prints by Brigadier General Seth Eastman of forts in America know
as The Eastman Forts; included here are; Fort Defiance, Arizona Territory, dated 1873; Fort Lafayette, New York, not dated; West Point,
New York, not dated; Fort Rice, Dakota Territory, dated 1873; Fort Snelling, Minnesota, not dated; and Fort Sumter, South Carolina, dated
1871. These prints are a 10 3/4”x15 3/4” image on 16”x20” heavy paper in very good condition. A nine (9) Winchester print portfolio by
Fred Fellows. Each 11”x15 1/4" print is of a different Winchester rifle and a western character of the day on a heavy glossy paper. The
portfolio cover is signed by the artist. These prints are in good condition with some age and moisture marks. (125161-2)

2186. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total The Modern Rifle, by Jim Carmichel; c. 1975 by Jim Carmichel. 342 page jacketed hardcover in excellent
condition. The Book of Rifles, by W H B Smith & Joseph E Smith; c. 1948 by The National Rifle Association. 656 page hardcover in very
good condition with some wear of the cover. The Rifle Book, by Jack O'Connor; c. 1949 by Jack O'Connor. 332 page hardcover in very
good to excellent condition. The Hunting Rifle, by Jack O'Connor; c. 1970 by Jack O'Connor. 314 page jacketed hardcover in excellent
condition. (124387-1A)

2187. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Shotgun Shooting Facts, by Gough Thomas; c. 1971 by Gough Thomas Garwood. 280 page jacketed hard-
cover. The Double Shotgun, by Don Zutz; c. 1978 by Don Zutz. 266 page hardcover with a worn jacket. The Shotgun Book, by Jack
O'Connor; c. 1949 by Jack O'Conner. 332 page jacketed hardcover. All 3 books are overall in excellent condition. (124387- 1B)

2188. LOT OF BOOKS Sleeved 2 book set by Jack O'Connor Complete Book of Rifles And Shotguns; c. 1961 by Outdoor Life. 477 page
hardcover with jacket. Jacket is very worn with the spine portion almost completely missing. Cover is showing age discoloration on the
spine. Complete Book of Shooting; c. 1965 by Outdoor Life. 385 page jacketed hardcover. Overall this set is in very good to excellent
condition. (124387-1C)

2189. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GOULD 4 total Maine Lingo; c. 1975 by John Gould. 341 page hardcover. Last One In; 1966 by
John Gould. 248 page hardcover. Glass Eyes by the Bottle; c. 1975 by John Gould. 181 page hardcover. The Shag Bag; c. 1972 by John
Gould. 212 page hardcover. All 4 books are jacketed and are overall in excellent condition. (124387-1D)

2190. LOT OF BOOKS by John Gould 5 total Farmer Takes a Wife; c. 1942 by John Gould. 153 page hardcover. Tales from Rhapsody
Home; c. 2000 by John Gould. 182 jacketed hardcover. You Should Start Sooner; c. 1949 by John Gould. 236 page jacketed hardcov-
er. This Trifling Distinction; c. 1978 by John Gould. 211 page jacketed hardcover. Europe on Saturday Night; c. 1968 by John Gould. All
5 books are in excellent condition. (124387-1E)

2191. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Touch of Wilderness: A Maine Woods Journal, By Lew Dietz; c. 1957 by Lew Dietz. 220 page soft cover. The
Hills of Maine; and Other Stories, by William M Clark; c. 1990 by the Estate of William M Clark. 122 page soft cover. Tears and Laughter;
a Couple of Dozen Dog Stories, by Gene Hill; c. 1981 by Gene Hill. 168 page jacketed hardcover. These 3 books are in excellent condi-
tion overall. (124387-1F)

2192. LOT OF BOOKS by Edmund Ware Smith 2 total The One-Eyed Poacher and the Maine Woods; c. 1955 by Edmund Ware Smith. 269
page hardcover with jacket. For Maine Only; c. 1959 by Edmund Ware Smith. 295 page hardcover with jacket. Both books are in very
good condition. (124387-1G)

2193. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total Trout, by Ray Bergman; c. 1976 by Alfred A Knopf, Inc. 517 page jacketed hardcover. The Wonderful
World of Trout, by Charles K Fox; c. 1971 by Ernest G Schwiebert, Jr. 338 page jacketed hardcover. Both books are in excellent con-
dition. (124387-1H)
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2194. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Selective Trout, by Doug Swisher & Carl Richards; c. 1971 by Doug Swisher & Carl Richards. 184 page hard-
cover with jacket. The Atlantic Salmon, by Lee Wulff; c. 1983 by Lee Wulff. 280 page hardcover with jacket, dedicated by the author. The
Treasury of Angling, by Larry Koller; c. 1963 by Golden Press. 251 page hardcover with jacket. Overall these books are in excellent con-
dition. (124387-1I)

2195. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Modern Fly Dressings for the Practical Angler, by Poul Jorgensen; c. 1976 by Poul Jorgensen. 224 page jack-
eted hardcover. Fly Tying Made Clean and Simple, by Skip Morris; c. 1982 by Skip Morris. 80 page wire bound soft cover. Master Fly
Tying Guide, by Art Flick; c. 1972 by Arthur B Flick. 206 page jacketed hardcover. These 3 books are in excellent condition. (124387-1J)

2196. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Fisherman's Fall, by Roderick Haig-Brown; c. 1964 by Roderick Haig-Brown. 279 page jacketed hardcover.
Where the Pools are Bright and Deep, by Dana S Lamb; c. 1973 by Dana S Lamb. 145 page jacketed hardcover. Beneath the Rising Mist,
by Dana S Lamb; c. 1979 by Dana S Lamb. 138 page jacketed hardcover with a slight warp most likely from storage. All 3 books are very
good to excellent condition. (124387-1K)

2197. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total A Fly Fisher's Life, by Charles Ritz; c. 1972 by Charles Ritz. 285 page hardcover with jacket. Flyfishing the
High Country, by John Gierach; c. 1984 by John Gierach. 108 page soft cover. Fly Fishing Small Streams, by John Gierach; c. 1989 by
John Gierach. 159 page soft cover. A Modern Dry-Fly Code, by Vincent C Marinaro; c. 1970 by Vincent C Marinaro. 269 page jacketed
hardcover. These for books are overall in excellent condition. (124387-1L)

2198. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total Fishin' Around, by Burton L Spiller; c. 1974 by Miss Ainslie Spiller. 245 page hardcover with dust jacket.
Fishing Moments of Truth, edited by Eric Peper & Jim Rikhoff; c. 1973 by Eric Peper & Jim Rikhoff. 207 page hardcover with dust jacket.
Both books are in very good to excellent condition. (124387-1M)

2199. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Fisherman's Spring, by Roderick Haig-Brown; c. 1951 by Roderick Haig-Brown. 222 page hardcover.
Fisherman's Winter, by Roderick Haig-Brown; c. 1954 by Roderick Haig-Brown. 288 page hardcover with jacket. A River Never Sleeps,
by Roderick Haig-Brown; c. 1974 by Roderick L Haig-Brown. 352 page jacketed hardcover. Overall these 3 books range very good to
excellent condition. (124387-1N)

2200. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total Death of a Riverkeeper, by Ernest Schwiebert; c. 1980 by Ernest Schwiebert. 287 page jacketed hardcov-
er. Fisherman's Summer by Roderick L Haig-Brown; c. 1975 by Roderick L Haig-Brown. 253 page jacketed hardcover. Return to the
River, by Roderick L Haig-Brown; c. 1974 by Roderick L Haig-Brown. 248 page jacketed hardcover. Remembrances of Rivers Past, by
Ernest Schwiebert; c. 1972 by Ernest Schwiebert. 287 page jacketed hardcover. All 4 books in excellent condition. (124387-1P)

2201. LOT OF BOOKS by John Gierach 3 total Still Life with Brook Trout; c. 2005 by John Gierach. 213 page jacketed hardcover signed
by the author. Even Brook Trout Get the Blues; c. 1992 by John Gierach. 223 page jacketed hardcover. Death, Taxes. And Leaky
Waders; c. 2000 by John Gierach. 413 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author. These 3 books are in excellent to like new con-
dition. (124387-1Q)

2202. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GIERACH 4 total Where the Trout are All as Long as Your Leg; c. 1991 by John Gierach. 83 page
hardcover with jacket. Dances With Trout; c. 1994 by John Gierach. 205 page hardcover with jacket. The View from Rat Lake; c. 1988
by John Gierach. 193 page hardcover with jacket. Trout Bum; c. 1986 by John Gierach. All four books are in excellent to like new con-
dition overall. (124387- 1R)

2203. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GIERACH 4 total Another Lousy Day in Paradise; c. 1996 by John Gierach. 233 page jacketed hard-
cover. Standing in a River Waving a Stick; c. 1999 by John Gierach. 235 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author. Good Flies; c.
2000 by John Gierach. 179 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author. Sex, Death, and Fly-Fishing; c. 1990 by John Gierach. 238
page jacketed hardcover. All four books are in excellent to like new condition. (124387-1S)

2204. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total The Big Game Animals of North America, by Jack O'Connor; c. 1961 by Outdoor Life. 264 page hardcover
in very good condition with warped covers that are slightly loose fitting, most likely from being dropped. Gallery of North American Game,
by Outdoor Life; c. 1946 by Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc. 142 page 10x13" small coffee table book with 31 color illustrations by
Francis Lee Jaques and text by a variety of distinguished authorities on wildlife. This book is also warped with a bit faded and soiled cover
in overall very good condition. (124387-1T)

2205. BOOK LOT Keith: An Autobiography, by Elmer Keith; c. 1974 by Elmer Keith. 381 page hardcover with paper dust jacket. The dust
jacket is in very good condition with some discoloration from age and handling, and minor tears along the edges. The brown linen cover
is in excellent condition with minimal handling marks on the corners and gilt embossed lettering on the spine. The pages are clean and
in excellent plus condition. Overall this book is in excellent condition. (124387-1U)

2206. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total The Upland Shooting Life, by George Bird Evans; c. 1971 by George Bird Evans. 301 page jacketed hard-
cover. Complete Book of Hunting, by Clyde Ormond; c. 1962 by Outdoor Life. 467 page hardcover. The Art of Hunting Big Game in
North America, by Jack O'Connor. 404 page hardcover. Sheep and Sheep Hunting, by Jack O'Connor; c. 1974 by Jack O'Connor. 308
page hardcover with dust jacket. These four books are in excellent overall condition. (124387-1V)

2207. LOT OF BOOKS 5 total Hunting our Medium Size Game, by Clyde Ormond; c. 1958 by Clyde Ormond. 219 page hardcover in very
good condition. Wapiti Wilderness, by Margaret & Olaus Murie; c. 1985 by Margaret Murie. 302 page soft cover in like new condition.
Hunting Moments of Truth, edited by Eric Peper & Jim Rikhoff; c. 1973 by Eric Peper & Jim Rikhoff. 208 page hardcover with dust jacket
in very good to excellent condition with an impact mark on the top edge. A Hunter's Fireside Book: Tales of Dogs, Ducks, Birds & Guns,
by Gene Hill; c. 1967 by Gene A Hill. 162 page jacketed hardcover in excellent plus condition. Outdoor Yarns and Outright Lies, by Gene
Hill & Steve Smith; c. 1983 by Gene Hill & Steve Smith. 183 page jacketed hardcover in overall excellent plus condition. (124387-1W)

2208. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total Mostly Tailfeathers, by Gene Hill; c. 1974 by The Hearst Corp. 162 page jacketed hardcover in excellent to
like new condition. Wings of Thunder, by Steven Mulak; c. 1998 by Steven Mulak. 191 page hardcover with jacket in like new condition.
Grouse and Grouse Hunting, by Frank Woolner; c. 1970 by Frank Woolner. 192 page hardcover in very good to excellent condition. This
book is slightly warped with sun fading on portions of the cover. More Grouse Feathers, by Burton L Spiller; c. 1972 by Burton L Spiller.
238 page hardcover with jacket in excellent to like new condition with some sun fading on the jacket. (124387-1X)

2209. RED DOT SIGHT Ultradot Match-dot red dot sight features four dot sizes - 2,4,6 and 8 MOA, a 30mm diameter tube and an
adjustable brightness control. This sight is in excellent condition and comes with a set of scope rings. (126057-14A)

2210. HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30230, 22LR, 6 3/4" barrel with a very good bore. The metal sur-
faces are heavily oxidized with only 25% of the gun exhibiting any blue. The white synthetic grips are discolored but still retain a fine check-
ering. This early model High Standard has seen poor storage but appears to function. (126054-45) (50/75)

2211. BERETTA MODEL 950BS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER37100T, 22 Short, 2 1/2" tip-up barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with scratches and handling marks, light oxidation, and rubbed off bluing most evident on the
slide. The factory plastic grips rate very good with a crack on the left side and minor handling marks. Included is one magazine that dis-
plays light oxidation. (125933-35) (50/100)
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2212. RUGER MARK I TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13-45543, 22LR, 6" barrel with a bright excellent bore. Metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue, light handling marks and spotty scratching on the receiver. The hard rubber checkered Clark grips rate excellent.
This pistol has been modified with an aftermarket unmarked barrel and trigger, and a stippled front strap. Unfortunately the barrel/receiver
assembly fits loosely on the frame. Includes two magazines. (126015-3) (250/450)

2213. BEEMAN/WEBLEY MODEL TEMPEST AIR PISTOL serial #065164, .177 cal., 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The black
epoxy finish is in excellent condition with minor handling marks. The plastic target grips with thumb rest rate excellent. The barrel functions
as the cocking lever for the pneumatic action. This single shot pistol features right hand safety and adjustable rear sights, and comes with
the original 11 1/2 x 8 1/4" cardboard box that is good condition with worn edges and two taped corners. Also included is the owner's
manual, 30 paper targets, an unused metallic silhouette target set, and two open tins of wadcutter pellets. (125705-34) (75/175)

2214. LORCIN MODEL L25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #023082, 25ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original bright chrome finish with minor handling marks. The pink colored plastic grips rate very good with a couple of
cracks. (125919-5) (50/100)

2215. GRENDEL MODEL P10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15173, 380ACP, 3" barrel with a very good bore. Metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with silver highlights on the slide and an excellent synthetic frame. Pistol features a 10 round fixed magazine.
(125984-59) (100/200)

2216. BAUER FIREARMS MODEL BAUER AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #186399, 25ACP, 2" barrel with an excel-
lent. The brushed stainless steel finish and the plastic green pearl colored grips both rate excellent with minor handling marks. Includes
one single 6 round magazine. (126054-43) (125/175)

2217. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS WELLS FARGO PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #A23193, 31 cal., 4" octagon barrel
with a very good bore. Metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a tinny blemish by the barrel wedge, a slight turn ring on the engraved
cylinder and light oxidation by the receiver end of the barrel. The walnut grips rate excellent. The trigger exhibits strong case-hardened
colors and the brass frame shows spotty discoloration. Pistol includes an extra engraved cylinder and nipples, and comes in a card board
display box. (125896-15) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2218. CHARTER ARMS MODEL AR-7 EXPLORER TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A65785, 22LR, 16" barrel with a
bright very good bore. Metal surfaces retain 95% original flat black finish with a few scratches along the barrel and at the muzzle and front
sight. The synthetic stock provides storage for the barrel, magazine and action, and rates very good with a blemish at the base of the grip.
Included is one single magazine, original factory box and manual. (126020-327) (50/100)

2219. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 DEFENDER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1285189, 18" cylinder bore barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light handling marks and a couple of scuffs on the left side of the
frame. The walnut-stained hardwood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent with very minor handling marks and a tiny ding on the
bottom of the stock. A very nice shotgun featuring a 7 shot tubular magazine that comes with original factory cardboard box and instruc-
tion pamphlet. (126020-4) (150/250)

2220. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 DEFENDER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1285194, 18" cylinder bore barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light handling marks. The walnut-stained hardwood pistolgrip stock
and forearm rate excellent with an impact mark on the top of the stock. A very nice shotgun featuring a 7 shot tubular magazine that
comes with original factory cardboard box and instruction pamphlet. (126020-3) (150/250)

2221. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #15337, 45 cal., 28" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with minor spotty oxidation on the barrel. The lock and hammer retain excellent case-hardened col-
ors and the lightly tarnished brass trim is in excellent condition. The American walnut stock rates excellent with a few superficial handling
marks. Included with this overall excellent condition muzzle loading rifle is a ramrod and jag. (126020-122) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2222. HENRY REPEATING ARMS MODEL MINI-BOLT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #MB27245, 22LR, 16 1/4" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The brushed stainless steel finish is in excellent condition exhibiting little signs of use. The black synthetic stock also rates
excellent. This rifle features front and rear fiber optic sights and comes with the owner's manual and a trigger lock. (125956-11) (150/250)

2223. REMINGTON MODEL 121 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #116326, 22 S,L,LR, 24" round barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with silvering on the tube magazine and minor oxidized freckling on barrel and receiver. The
plain pistol grip walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good with some impact marks and abrasions most evident on the stock. This
rifle has the original front and rear iron sights, and the left side of the receiver has been drilled and tapped with a Weaver J 2.5 scope
mounted. Overall a very nice rifle that should make a good shooter. (125857-3) {C&R} (400/600)

2224. MOSSBERG MODEL 402 PALAMINO CARBINE LEVER ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 20" round barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with oxidized freckling on the barrel and tube magazine, and a couple of scratch-
es and rub marks on the lever and receiver. The checkered stock and forearm rate good to very good with the finish mostly intact and
light impact marks throughout, and some rounding to the checkering. (125874-2) (150/250)

2225. NORINCO MODEL 22 ATD SEMI-AUTO TAKEDOWN RIFLE serial #726068, 22LR, 19" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with very minor handling marks. The high gloss hardwood stock and forearm rate excellent with
robust checkering. This takedown rifle's barrel separates from the action without any tools; it features bottom ejection, a tube fed magazine
in the stock and an adjustable rear sight. It comes with the original factory cardboard box and owner's manual. (126092-1) (150/250)

2226. MARLIN MODEL 25MN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #05438054, 22WMR, 22" micro-groove barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with silvering on the front sight, and light handling marks. The walnut pistol grip stock
rates excellent with minor abrasions and robust checkering. The rear sight is missing. Comes with a Bushnell Sportview 3-9 scope and
a nylon sling. (126049-5) (100/200)

2227. COLT COURIER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #SCO8376, 22LR, 19 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with few minimal handing marks on the barrel and a light scratch on the receiver. The walnut pistol grip stock rates very
good with a few scratches and abrasions. The front sight hood is present. (125904-28) (300/400)

2228. RUGER MODEL 10/22 CARBINE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #127-84118, 22LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with oxidized freckling on the barrel. The hardwood stock rates very good with multiple impact
marks and what appears to be a light paint splatter also found on the trigger guard. This rifle features a folding rear sight and a scope rail
mounted to the top of the receiver. Comes with an owner's manual. (126024-1) (75/150)

2229. RUGER MODEL 10/22 CARBINE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #127-81939, 22LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with oxidized freckling on the barrel, silvering on the high edges of the front sight, trigger guard,
barrel band and receiver, and minor handling marks. The hardwood stock rates very good with moderate handling and impact marks. This
rifle comes with a Bushnell Sportview 4x scope mounted on the receiver. There is no magazine with this rifle. (125988-S16773)(75/150)
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2230. MARLIN MODEL 60SB SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #02202306, 22LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
steel barrel and tube magazine rate excellent with minor oxidation in one spot on the top of the barrel; the nickel plated receiver also rates
excellent with minor handling marks. The uncheckered Monte Carlo birch stock rates excellent with minor handling marks. Features a
hooded high visibility front sight and adjustable folding rear sight. (125988-S16795) (150/200)

2231. WINCHESTER MODEL 270 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #204339, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light spotty oxidation on the barrel, minor oxidation on the front magazine band, silvering under
the slide, silver highlights on the muzzle and front sight, and minor handling marks. The walnut pistol grip stock and forearm rate very
good with a few impact marks and abrasions; the checkering on the forearm is excellent. (125937-3) (100/150)

2232. MARLIN MODEL 781 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #16714720, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. Metal sur-
faces retain 95-98% original blue with a couple of light spots of oxidation on the barrel and magazine. The checkered walnut stock rates
excellent with a couple of minor impact marks, light superficial scratches, and strong checkering. Comes with an unmarked scope mount-
ed on the grooved receiver. (125985-7) (50/100)

2233. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 30 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #0223308, 17HMR, 21" octagon barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surface retain 98% original blue with a couple of scratches on the frame and silvering on the lever. The walnut fin-
ished hardwood stock and forearm rate excellent with minimal handling marks. A scope rail is mounted on the gun; the factory rear sight
is not present. (125919-9) (200/300)

2234. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 30 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #0000524, 22LR, 20" half round, half octagonal barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The walnut finished hardwood stock and forearm rate excellent. The
rifle appears like new with very little if any use. (126077-6) (200/300)

2235. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 165 LEATHERNECK SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #5268, 22LR, 23" barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light scratches on the barrel. The plain walnut stock rates excel-
lent with minor handling marks including a couple of light scuffs and impact marks. Includes a Redfield rear aperture sight, sling swivels,
and one single 10 round magazine. (125978-2) {C&R} (150/250)

2236. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #B453, 22LR, 24" octagon barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel retains 95-98% original blue with minor freckling, silvering and silver highlights showing on high edges, around the
front sight and muzzle. The frame appears original mottled gray-brown mix of cold applied blue. The walnut stock and forearm appear to
have been nicely refinished and in excellent condition. (125885-15) {C&R} (200/300)

2237. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with a couple of rub marks, freckled silvering, and minor spotty oxidation. The walnut stock rates excellent with some
handling marks including a few impact marks and light scratches. Comes with a mounted scope rail; the rear sight is not present.
(125849-1) (150/200)

2238. MOSSBERG MODEL 151M-B SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain 95%
original blues with light spotty oxidation. The two piece Mannlicher style walnut stock rates very good with handling marks and light
scratches. Includes sling swivels, covered front sight, sporting aperture sight, micro-click aperture sight, and a tube magazine inside the
stock. (125885-26) {C&R} (150/250)

2239. REMINGTON MODEL 121 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #194526, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue with heavy oxidation on the barrel, magazine tube and receiver. The plain pistol grip
walnut stock and grooved forearm rate good with most of the finish worn off and multiple abrasions and impact marks present.
(125933-14) {C&R} (100/200)

2240. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #3047990, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with a light scratches and spotty oxidation; the receiver and muzzle show light silvering on the
high edges. The straight walnut stock and forearm rate good with multiple dings and abrasions. (125936-2) (250/350)

2241. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #16390662, 22LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with light spotty oxidation on the barrel and tube magazine, and silvering around the front sight, with scratches
and high edge wear on the aluminum receiver. The walnut-stained hardwood stock rates very good with minor impact marks and abra-
sions. (126054-18) (75/150)

2242. SEARS TED WILLIAMS MODEL 100 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #V76170, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with minor handling marks on the barrel, tube magazine and lever; scratches and speck-
led silvering on the receiver; and a rub mark, scratches and high edge silvering on the forearm end cap. The walnut stock and forearm
rate very good to excellent with minor impact marks and light abrasions. (126015-20) (150/250)

2243. REMINGTON MODEL 514 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue showing spotty light oxidation on the barrel and oxidation on the bolt handle. The hardwood pistol grip stock
with added finish rates very good to excellent with minor impact and handling marks. Comes with a rear adjustable aperture sight.
(126054-10) {C&R} (100/150)

2244. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore with a couple of tiny
scratches in the middle of its length. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light freckled oxidation and what appears to be light
paint splatter. The walnut pistol grip stock rates good with some of the finish worn off, minor handling marks and light paint splatter.
(125941-4) (125/225)

2245. CVA HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #91779963, 50 cal., 28" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue showing silver highlights on the high edges and around the muzzle; the lock and hammer exhibit excellent case-
hardened colors; and the brass trim including the trigger guard, butt plate, patch box, forend cap, ramrod ends and ramrod thimbles all
are very good condition with some mild tarnishing. The hardwood stock rates excellent with minor handling marks. This rifle features an
adjustable rear sight and comes with a ramrod. (125985-1) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2246. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, Extra Long, 21" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with the remainder showing a mottled refinished cold applied blue; also present are a
few light handling marks on the barrel and some minor oxidation on the trigger guard. The walnut stock rates excellent with a very good
finish and a nicely done repair to the toe. The original front and rear sight are present. (126077-13) {C&R} (200/400)
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2247. STEVENS NO. 70 VISIBLE LOADING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #Z250, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a moderately bright
very good bore showing some light frosting. The barrel and magazine tube's metal surfaces retains 75% original blue with rub marks
caused by the slide action, a few scratches and scuffs, silvering around the front sight and muzzle, and mild oxidation. Most of the color
is not present on the receiver, trigger guard and tangs; some light oxidation is present as well. The walnut stock and grooved slide han-
dle rate good with dings, scratches and worn finish present. The stock has a 2 inch crack on the top left extending from the side of the
tang and another 2 1/2 inches long on the bottom extending from the center of the end of the tang. (125885-21) {C&R} (150/250)

2248. REMINGTON IMPROVED MODEL 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #461265, 22 S,L,LR, 20" round barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with the frame beginning a nice plum brown patina, and the barrel having a couple of
tiny spots of oxidation light handling marks and silvering on the muzzle and sights. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with some
dings and abrasions primarily on the stock and two cracks in the stock running from the frame rearwards. (125945-3) {C&R} (200/400)

2249. ITHACA MODEL 49 LEVER ACTION FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with light oxidation on the barrel, action and tube, and light handling marks on the aluminum receiv-
er and lever. The hardwood stock and forearm rate very good with a fading finish and minor handling marks. (125871-23) (50/100)

2250. NAVY ARMS ZOLI ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #3453, 58 Cal., 33" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 99% plus original blue; the hammer and lock exhibit excellent case-hardened colors; the lightly tarnished brass trim is in
excellent condition; and the ramrod shows some light oxidation. The hardwood stock rates excellent with few minor blemishes. Comes
with adjustable rear sight, sling swivels and a patch box with a patch puller and extra nipple. (12580-39) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2251. REMINGTON MODEL 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #322044, 32 S,L RF, 22 1/2" octagon barrel screw takedown version
with a bright very good bore with light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with mild freckling and handling marks; the bar-
rel showing light silvering on the high edges, and around the front sight and muzzle; and the frame exhibiting a mottled gray case-hard-
ened patina. The barrel and frame have matching serial numbers; the rear sight is missing its elevation slide; and all the lettering has been
highlighted in white. The walnut stock and forearm have a nice darkened aged color with dings and blemishes from over the years.
(126070-7) {C&R} (200/400)

2252. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 1915 LEVER ACTION FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #T77, 32 Long RF, 24" half octa-
gon/half round barrel with a bright very good bore showing some light pitting. The barrel's metal surface exhibits an oxidized mottled
brown patina; the frame has been covered with a gold enamel coating that is partially worn off. The walnut stock and forearm rate very
good showing a nice darkened aged color with dings and abrasions; and cracking of the stock at the butt in a couple of places and by
the bottom tang. The buttplate is chipped at the toe. (125986-2) {C&R} (75/150)

2253. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright very good bore show-
ing a light frosting. The barrel's metal surface exhibits a mottled plum brown patina with minor handling marks. The chrome bolt is in
excellent condition. The pistol grip walnut stock rates good showing age and handling, darkening with dings and abrasions; the finish is
well worn towards the butt end. Comes with a semi-buckhorn rear and a hooded front sight. (126095-2) {C&R} (75/150)

2254. REMINGTON NYLON 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2167996, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with the barrel exhibiting spotty oxidation, and light silvering around the muzzle; the receiver show a light
freckling on its sides and a moderate freckling on the top with a few scratches around the scope mount grooves. The brown plastic pis-
tolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of minor scuffs. This rifle features an adjustable rear sight and a 5 shot removable magazine.
(126037-17) (200/300)

2255. REMINGTON NYLON MOHAWK 10C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2549829, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light handling marks, silvering around the muzzle and freckling on the receiver. The
brown plastic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few minor scuffs. This rifle features an adjustable rear sight and comes with a remov-
able 5 shot magazine; the original 10 shot magazine is not present. (126037-16) (175/275)

2256. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2213902, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue. The brown plastic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with minimal scuffs. This rifle appears to have had
very little if any use and features an adjustable rear sight and a 14 shot buttstock tube magazine; comes with the original factory box with
matching serial number, owner's manual, parts list pamphlet and original hangtag. (126021-2) (350/450)

2257. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #18606, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 90-95% original blue with light oxidation and handling marks on the barrel and receiver with silvering of the muzzle and front
sight. The green plastic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of dings and scuffs. This rifle features an adjustable rear sight, 14
shot buttstock tube magazine and has a Sears 4X scope mounted on the receiver. (125933-16) (400/600)

2258. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2203580, 22LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue with light oxidation and handling marks on the barrel and mild oxidation on the receiver. The brown plas-
tic pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with abrasions and scuffs. This rifle features an adjustable rear sight, 14 shot buttstock
tube magazine, and has a Weaver D4 scope mounted on the receiver. (125933-18) (200/350)

2259. ULTRA-HI ZOUAVE MODEL 1863 PERCUSSION RIFLE BY MIROKU serial #1082, 58 Cal., 32" round barrel with an
excellent bore. The barrel and ramrod's metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing light spotty oxidation; the hammer and lock exhib-
it excellent case-hardened colors; and the brass trim including two barrel bands, forend cap, trigger guard, patch box cover and buttplate
show minor spots of tarnish. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has been cleaned and now has a light oiled finish. This gun fea-
tures an adjustable rear sight, sling swivels, a bayonet lug, and comes with one spare nipple. (125842-16) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2260. THOMPSON CENTER VENTURE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #TDX8818, 270 Win, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
All surfaces appear as new on this likely unused rifle. This gun features a matt stainless steel barrel and bolt handle; blued bolt, trigger
and scope mounts; and a black synthetic pistolgrip stock with a rubber buttpad. Comes with the factory label still attached to the gun,
unlabeled factory cardboard box, manual and allen wrench still in its original wrapping. (126054-15) (300/500)

2261. REMINGTON MODEL 2 ROLLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE serial #15931, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel. The bore is well
worn with pitting on its entire length and most of the rifling at the breach end not visible. The octagon barrel shows bluing on protected
areas leaving most of the metal surface with an aged smokey gray patina; the frame exhibits a mottled gray case-hardened patina with
specks of oxidation; and the block and hammer show remnants of its original blue with some oxidation present. The forearm and perch-
belly style walnut stock distinguished by the slight rounded curve to its under section rate very good with most of the finish thinned leav-
ing a beautiful darkened aged color that is free of the blemishes usually found on older guns. The rear sight's elevation slide is missing.
(125871-15) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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2262. REMINGTON MODEL 2 ROLLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE serial #21909, 32 CF, 28" octagon barrel. The bore is in
poor condition with pitting on its entire length and the rifling barely visible at the breach end. The barrel retains 50-60% blue with a
silver gray color showing where the bluing has thinned and spots of oxidation evident throughout; the frame exhibits mottled gray case-
hardened colors with some oxidation; and the block and hammer show remnants of its bluing with moderate oxidation present. The
walnut forearm and perch-belly style stock distinguished by the slightly rounded curve to its under section rate very good with a dulled
finish that has a nice dark aged color with dings and blemishes from over the years. The rear sight's elevation slide is not present.
(126095-4) {C&R} (200/400)

2263. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with handling marks, light spotty oxidation and a worn muzzle. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates
excellent with a few light handling marks. This rifle has a tube magazine. The rear sight elevator is missing. (126054-11) (50/100)

2264. STEVENS NO. 70 VISIBLE LOADING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #F621, 22 S,L,LR, 22" round barrel with a worn pitted
bore. The barrel and magazine tube's metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with the thinning blue turning plum brown with some spot-
ty oxidation, some handling marks and rub marks from the slide; the frame retains 40-50% original blue with areas showing a full silver
color and some oxidation. The walnut stock and forearm rate good with a fair amount of dings and scratches not uncommon for an older
shooter with an added finish. (126070-3) {C&R} (100/200)

2265. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #706593, 22 S,L,LR, 22" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
grayed metal surfaces appear cleaned with added finish and little original blue left. The walnut stock and forearm have an added finish and
are in very good condition with light handling marks and a 1" crack on the bottom of the stock by the tang. (126059-6) {C&R} (150/250)

2266. ROSSI MODEL 62 SAC CARBINE serial #G411609, 22 S,L,LR, 16 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 70% original blue with a large oxidized spot on the right side of the barrel and tube magazine that is toned to silver from steel wool
abrasion; a scuff on the right side of the receiver; and few minor handling marks and spot of oxidation. The hardwood stock and unfin-
ished grooved forearm rate very good to excellent with light handling marks. Included is a barrel mounted scope base with rings.
(126070-5) (50/100)

2267. SAVAGE MODEL 1914 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #44938, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore and a couple of
spots of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% blue; the barrel exhibits silvering on some high edges, at the muzzle and front sight
with spotty oxidation; the magazine tube shows slide wear and handling with some mild oxidation and the receiver has light oxidation and
rub wear on the bottom and on the trigger guard. The appearance of the metal surfaces indicates that this rifle may have had an early pro-
fessionally refinish. The walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forearm rate very good with dulling of the finish and some scuffs, dings and
handling wear. The magazine's plunger is missing along with one of the forearm retention screws. (125945-2) {C&R} (150/250)

2268. SCOPE LOT Burris 2 3/4x Scout Scope, 1" tube, gloss black with light ring marks, 9 1/4" overall length, Duplex crosshair reticle and
clear optics. Comes with rubber elastic lens caps. (126070-6)

2269. UBERTI MODEL 1873 SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER serial #U28862, 22LR, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue on the barrel and fluted cylinder; case-hardened colors on the frame and hammer rate excellent
as does the brass grip strap and trigger guard. The hardwood grips rate excellent with very minor handling marks. (125823-43) (250/350)

2270. CIMARRON SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #P03528, 45LC, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue on the barrel, grip strap, trigger guard, and fluted cylinder with minor handling marks
and a faint turn ring; and excellent case-hardened color on the frame and hammer. The walnut grips rate excellent with some handling
marks. (125823-90) (300/500)

2271. F.LLI PIETTA 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #462303, 36 Cal., 7 1/2" octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue on the barrel and smooth engraved cylinder; excellent colors on the case-hardened
frame, hammer and loading lever and the brass grip strap and trigger guard rate excellent with a couple of specks of light tarnish. The
walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks. (125823-40) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

2272. NAVY ARMS REB MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #2106, 44 Cal., 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue on the barrel and unfluted cylinder with a light turn ring; the hammer and loading lever's case-hardened
colors rate excellent; and the brass frame, trigger guard and grip strap are in very good to excellent condition with an aged tarnish color.
(125693-25) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2273. STEVENS NO. 12 MARKSMAN LEVER ACTION TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B780, 22LR, 22" round barrel
with a light gray mildly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% blue; the barrel shows handling marks, spots of oxidation and a brown
patina coming through where the blue finish is starting to thin. The frame exhibits a mottled silver brown with most of the original blue
not present. The walnut stock rates good to very good with a dulling of the finish, dings, scratches and chips. The stock has a 1" crack
on the right side near the frame, is missing the buttplate, and fits a little loose to the frame. (125871-17) {C&R} (75/150)

2274. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 1915 LEVER ACTION FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #V987, 32 Long, 24" barrel with a bright,
very good, lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 40% blue. The barrel exhibits good blue color fading to brown where the original fin-
ish is thinning with spotty oxidation and silvering around the muzzle and front sight. The frame is a mottled silver brown patina with areas of
oxidation and the hammer and block show partial blue with spotty oxidation. The forearm is very good with moderate handling marks. The
stock is not original, is warped and cracking in places, and has been modified to fit this gun. (125978-6) {C&R} (50/100)

2275. STEVENS NO. 12 MARKSMAN LEVER ACTION TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent
bore with light pitting near the breach. The barrel's metal surfaces retain 70% blue turning brown where the bluing has worn and has
some oxidation; the frame and action are a mottled brown color. The stock and forearm rate good to very good with moderate handling
marks; the finish on the stock is spotty showing areas where it has worn through. (125823-120) {C&R} (75/150)

2276. WINCHESTER MODEL 1900 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L, 18" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 50-60% blue showing some oxidation. The stock rates good with a crack on the side of the forend and multiple dings and other
handling marks. (125956-13) {C&R) (50/100)

2277. HAMILTON MODEL 43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L, 15 1/2" barrel with a worn pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled
silver brown with areas of oxidization. The stock rates good with chips, dings and scratches. There is a seam running the length of the outer
layer of the barrel which is a part of the manufacturing process similar to the way some air rifles are made. (126024-2) {C&R} (25/75)

2278. SAVAGE MODEL 1904 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #24444, 22 S,L,LR, 18" barrel with a lightly pitted very
good bore. The metal surfaces are good showing a plum brown color with areas of oxidation and multiple handling marks. The stock
rates good with impact marks and scratches, and a dulled finish. (126070-4) {C&R} (40/80)
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2279. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN .410 bore, 28" barrel with a full choke and a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue; the barrel exhibits a thinning blue turning to a plum brown throughout, with minor
spotty oxidation and wear around the muzzle. The thinning finish on the frame also shows as a plum brown with a couple of light han-
dling marks and some freckling. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent exhibiting a nice finish with a couple of impact marks. This
gun features a 14 1/4" stock with the original Winchester hard rubber buttplate. (126037-4) (350/450)

2280. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT SINGLE SHOT YOUTH SHOTGUN 20 ga., 26" barrel having a modified choke
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some light scratches, a couple of dings and han-
dling marks, and wear around the muzzle. The frame and trigger guard have 85-90% blue fading to silver on the bottom, with light han-
dling marks and minor freckling. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with some thinning of the varnish
and a few dings and scratches. This youth model features a 13" stock with a red rubber butt pad and a red dot insert visible when the
hammer is cocked. (126037-11) (300/450)

2281. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 20 ga., 28" barrel with a full choke and a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue fading to a plum brown with scratches and minor spotty oxidation along the barrel,
wear around the muzzle, and freckling on the frame. The walnut pistol grip stock and forearm rate very good with a dulled finish, light
handling marks and a chip off the corner of the toe. This gun features a 14 1/4" stock with the original Winchester hard rubber buttplate.
(126037-12) (200/300)

2282. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28" barrel with a full choke and a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light handling marks and minor spotty oxidation on the barrel and some sil-
vering from handling and light freckling on the frame and trigger guard. The walnut pistol grip stock and forearm rate very good to excel-
lent with a dulled finish and minor handling marks. There is a tiny check in the stock at the frame near the trigger on the right side. This
gun features a 14 1/4" stock with an original Winchester hard rubber buttplate. (126037-5) (150/250)

2283. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 STEELBILT SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 12 ga., 28" barrel with a full choke and a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with minor handling marks, a scratch near the muzzle and a couple of tiny spots of
oxidation on the barrel; light handling marks and minor freckling on the frame and trigger guard. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm
rate excellent with some minor handling marks. This gun features a 14 1/14" stock with an original Winchester hard rubber buttplate.
(126037-6) (250/450)

2284. CHIPMUNK SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #19297, 22 S,L,LR, 16 1/4" round barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with light freckling on the front sight. The uncheckered Monte Carlo pistolgrip walnut stock
rates excellent. This rifle appears like new, features an adjustable rear aperture sight, and comes with its original factory box, instructions,
and a Chipmunk soft case. (126020-21) (125/175)

2285. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with minor freckling on the barrel. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent and has
a flat finish with minor handling marks. This rifle is equipped with a tube magazine. The mounting tang on the front of the trigger guard
is broken off. (125854-19) (75/150)

2286. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The refinished metal sur-
faces exhibit a smooth mottled finish of brown and blue with freckling and spots of oxidation. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent
with a scratch on the left side of the forend, minor handling marks and a nicely applied added finish. (126095-1) (75/100)

2287. STEVENS REPEATER NO. 66 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 22" round barrel with a bright very good bore with two pit-
ted rings towards the muzzle. The metal surfaces show a grey patina with areas of oxidation. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very
good with a couple of minor dings and handling marks, and a check several inches long running along the right side above the trigger.
(126043-3) {C&R} (50/75)

2288. J C HIGGINS (SEARS) MODEL 103.16 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% blue with a few minor handling marks and spots of oxidation. The receiver is drilled and tapped on the left side.
The stock is in rough shape with multiple home repairs evident. This rifle is missing its magazine. (126015-19) (50/75)

2289. CUSTOM STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #R443, 22LR, 18" round barrel with a good
bore showing some pitting. The barrel is an original Stevens that has been cut short to 18" and has had grooves cut for mounting a scope.
The metal surfaces rate very good showing a bare gunmetal gray with light oxidation. The stock and forearm rate very good. The stock
is not original, has a length of 10 1/2" and has been modified to fit the frame. The machine screw that the hammer pivots on has been
replaced with an allen head screw. Included is a Weaver V22-A 3-6x scope. (126070-1) {C&R} (50/100)

2290. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #14501680, 22LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with the barrel and magazine tube showing some light spotty oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo
style stock rates very good with light handling marks. Comes with a mounted Savage Springfield 4x15 scope. (126047-3) (75/125)

2291. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 120A BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #P256964, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with spotty oxidation and some handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip
stock rates good to very good showing moderate handling marks. Comes with a mounted Savage Springfield 4x15 scope without
crosshairs. (125988-S16827) (25/75)

2292. REMINGTON MODEL 513T MATCHMASTER SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #120799, 22LR, 27" heavy
target barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with few handling marks and a tiny spot of oxida-
tion. The nicely figured walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo style stock rates excellent and features a cheekpiece for a right-handed shooter
and a full length inlayed handstop rail. Comes equipped with an adjustable rear and globe front Lyman sights. (125978-8) (300/500)

2293. J C HIGGINS (SEARS) MODEL 36 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 70% blue showing handling wear on the barrel and magazine tube with light oxidation and a scuff on the top of the receiver. The
hardwood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with a few scuffs, dings and scratches. (125823-27) (50/100)

2294. SAVAGE MODEL MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial # 318018, 22LR, 20 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with minor handling marks. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo style stock rates excel-
lent with a couple of scratches and minor handling marks. This rifle is missing its magazine and trigger guard; the firing pin has been
removed but comes with the gun. (125614-19) (250/450)

2295. MOSSBERG MODEL 144LSA BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 26" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with a couple of tiny scuffs, some minor freckling and a bit of oxidation around the muzzle and front sight. The
walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and features a cheek piece for a right handed shooter. This rifle is
equipped with a sling, handstop, front globe sight, rear adjustable aperture sight and a single 7 shot magazine. A SS# is etched in the
barrel and base of the pistolgrip; and the initials JL are inscribed on the end of the forend. (125949-3) (200/400)
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2296. MOSSBERG MODEL 44M-B BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90-95% original blue with freckling, spotty oxidation and handling marks on the barrel; a large rub mark on the bolt shroud. The
bolt handle's blue is worn to a silver brown. The two piece Mannlicher style pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with handling marks
and a fading finish and features a cheek piece for a right handed shooter. The gun comes with a single sling swivel, and a Mossberg rear
aperture sight. The front sight hood is missing. (125871-8) (150/350)

2297. STEVENS FAVORITE LEVER ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #U92, 22LR, 22" barrel with a bright frosted very good
bore. The 1/2 octagon, 1/2 round barrel's finish is 60% blue fading to a plum brown with spots of oxidation, scuffs and other handling
marks. The frame and lever are brown with scratches and scuffs. The stock is broken and no longer attached to the frame. The forearm
is very good with a couple of handling marks. (125988-S16794) {C&R} (25/50)

2298. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #156251, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light spotty oxidation on the barrel and magazine tube. The alloy receiver retains great
color with minor handling marks. The uncheckered walnut colored hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with a few dings,
scuffs and light handling marks. The rear sight is missing. (125988-S16791) (75/150)

2299. REMINGTON SCOREMASTER MODEL 511 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright very good bore with
mild pitting at the breach end. The metal surfaces retain 85% blue thinning to plum brown with minor handling marks and spots of oxi-
dation. The hardwood stock rates very good with an added finish and various light handling marks. This gun comes with sling swivels
and has no magazine. (125921-5) (100/200)

2300. WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95-98% original blue with light handling marks, silvering around the front sight and muzzle, and minor spotty freckling. The hard-
wood stock rates excellent with a few dings, impact and handling marks, and has an original Winchester buttplate in very good condition.
(125956-12) {C&R} (300/500)

2301. ITHACA GUN CO. MODEL 49 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #289672, 22 WMR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and false magazine tube's metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with silvering at the muzzle, minor oxidation and handling
marks. The black enamel on the alloy receiver, lever and barrel band with front sight show moderate handling with a few scuffs, spotty
wear and silvering on high edges. The hardwood stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with a few dings, minor handling marks
and an added finish. The buttplate is original and in very good condition. (125921-6) (50/125)

2302. STAR MODEL SUPER A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #926858/34612, 9mm Largo, 5" barrel with a bright very good bore
showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light handling marks, minor freckling, a few tiny spots of oxi-
dation and a couple of abrasions on the slide. The hammer exhibits excellent case-hardened colors. Both the barrel and trigger show
some light pitting. The checkered synthetic grips rate very good to excellent with light rounding of the checkering and a couple of abra-
sions on the lower edge on the right side. (125625-2) (200/400)

2303. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #182884, 38
S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with the blue thinning to brown on the bar-
rel, freckling, spotty oxidation and a turn ring on the cylinder. The hard rubber grips with target logo rate very good with some minor han-
dling wear and a corner chipped off on the right side. The trigger does not rebound. (125665-5) {C&R} (100/200)

2304. NAVY ARMS/UBERTI ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #07546, 22LR, 9 1/2" half octagon/half
round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, trigger, block and hammer retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks;
the frame and backstrap exhibit excellent case-hardened colors; and the brass trigger guard and front strap show a light tarnish. The
hardwood grips and forearm rate excellent. (125810-50) (200/400)

2305. UNMARKED ITALIAN MADE 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #4219, .36 Cal., 7 1/2" octagon barrel with
very good bore showing a couple of spots of oxidation. The barrel and cylinder retain 90% original blue with spotty oxidation on the bar-
rel, and a turn ring and areas of oxidation on the cylinder. The loading lever, trigger and hammer show very good case-hardened colors
with light pitting and minor oxidation present. The brass frame and gripstrap show a mild tarnish. The hardwood grips rate very good
with light handling marks with a few dings and one tiny chip. (125823-44) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)

2306. SPANISH PHILADELPHIA DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #175238, 45 Cal., 3" barrel with an excellent bore and
some light oxidation present towards the muzzle. The barrel's metal surface retains 95% original blue with a couple of spots of mild oxida-
tion; the lock and hammer retain very good case-hardened colors and the brass colored trigger, guard and trim are in excellent condition with
a light scuff on the trigger guard. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few runs in the finish. (125871-30) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2307. REMINGTON NEW MODEL POCKET REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #H007106, 31 Cal., 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with minimal handling marks; the trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case-hard-
ened colors. The walnut colored hardwood grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks. Comes with a Triple K holster.
(125683-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2308. SPANISH REPRODUCTION KENTUCKY PERCUSSION PISTOL 45 Cal., 10" barrel with a very good bore showing some light
oxidation. The barrel and trigger's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light handling marks, a spot of oxidation near the nipple, and
a few freckles on the trigger; the lock and hammer exhibit very good case-hardened colors with light freckling; and the brass trim shows a
mild tarnish. The hardwood stock rates very good showing several dings and light handling marks. (125683-7) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2309. ITALIAN MADE CENTER HAMMER FOLDING TRIGGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #D21493, .44 Cal., 2 1/2"
round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and hammer retain 99% original blue; the frame and trigger exhibit excellent case-
hardened colors. The hardwood stock rates excellent with some minor handling marks. This pistol appears to have had little if any use.
(125683-8B) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2310. ITALIAN MADE CENTER HAMMER FOLDING TRIGGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #D21999, .44 Cal., 2 1/2" bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and hammer retain 99% original blue; the frame and trigger exhibit excellent case-hardened
colors. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a nice finish and minimal light handling marks. This pistol appears to have had little if any
use. (125683-8A) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2311. DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-25 DERRINGER PISTOL serial #239399, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with bright excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original chrome with light handling marks. The hardwood grips rate excellent. (125988-S16830) (75/150)

2312. SHARPS MODEL 1C BREECH LOADING 4-SHOT PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #13301, 22 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with mod-
erately pitted very good bores. The refinished metal surfaces retain 95% of the contemporary heavy nickel finish with some chipping at
the muzzles and light handling marks. The hardwood grips rate very good with a moderately worn finish and minor handling wear.
(125971-9) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)
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2313. STAR MODEL CU STARLET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #825833, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
alloy frame and barrel's metal surfaces retain 30% original black anodized finish. The metal slide retains 85% original blue with silvering
on high edges and moderate handling wear. The brown plastic grips rate very good to excellent with minor scuffs and scratches. Includes
a single magazine. (125893-14) (100/200)

2314. RAVEN ARMS MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #770814, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with a bright very good bore
showing some minor wear. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original chrome finish with a couple of minor scuffs and some handling
marks. The walnut grips rate excellent with light handling wear. (125885-11) (40/80)

2315. SPORTARMS MODEL 21S SIERRA SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #764913, 22 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some silvering around the muzzle, tiny scuffs,
handling marks, a light turn ring on the cylinder and minor handling marks on the barrel. The alloy frame retains 85% black enamel finish
with minor dings and scratches, and moderate handling wear most evident on the grip strap. The hardwood grips rate very good with
multiple dings, handling marks and a thinning finish. (125823-65) (50/100)

2316. J P SAUER & SOHN WESTERN SIX SHOOTER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A16697, 22LR, 5 1/2" steel lined
alloy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The alloy metal surfaces retain 60% black enamel finish with moderate handling wear giving a
dulled finish; there are rub marks on the barrel and ejector housing with a few scratches and dings; the cylinder has a light turn ring with
silvering on the high edges and minor handling marks. The hardwood grips rate very good with multiple dings and the finish thinning is
spots. 22LR cartridges fit loosely in the cylinder, the chamber is however, un-stepped. (125823-3) (25/75)

2317. JAPANESE FLINTLOCK TOWER PISTOL serial #2175, 65 Cal., 9" round barrel with a smooth excellent bore. The unfinished
bare metal surfaces rate very good to excellent with minor freckling on the barrel and some oxidation on the lock and hammer. The brass
trim is in excellent condition with some light tarnish. The hardwood stock rates excellent with minor handling wear. (125823-82)
{ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2318. UNMARKED KENTUCKY FLINTLOCK PISTOL, .45 Cal., 9 1/2" octagon barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting very light oxi-
dation. The barrel's metal surface is heavily oxidized; the trigger, lock, hammer, frizzen and pan are a dull brown with moderate oxidation;
the brass trim is in very good condition with a light tarnish showing. The hardwood stock rates excellent with minor handling marks.
(125823-97) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

2319. W. MOORE FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY BONDINI OF ITALY serial #5422, 45 Cal., 9 3/4" octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel's metal surface retain 95% original brown finish with some light wear near the muzzle. The plain steel engraved lock, ham-
mer, frizzen and rolling frizzen spring are in excellent condition with minor freckling present. The pistol's trim is a silver washed brass
with the silver finish wearing thin in places. The hardwood checkered stock rates excellent with minor handling marks. (125823-81)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2320. BELGIAN SIDE HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL .45 Cal., 3 1/4" barrel with a worn oxidized bore. The metal surfaces show
a nice brown patina with some areas of pitting most evident near the nipple. The bag shaped hardwood grip is in very good to excellent
condition with a tiny crack near the frame on the left side and multiple light impact marks; it is poorly fitted to the frame leaving a slight
gap. (125182-38) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2321. HOPKINS & ALLEN UNIVERSAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #236, 32 Cal., 2 1/2" barrel. This pistol is heavily
oxidized and does not function mechanically. The grips are in very good condition with one chip on the left side. (125428-7)
{ANTIQUE} (20/40)

2322. FOREHAND ARMS CO. TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #67930, 38 Spl., 3 1/4" barrel. This pistol is
heavily oxidized with about 20% nickel finish still evident and has a very worn oxidized bore. The "F&W" marked grips are in very good
condition. (125428-1) {C&R} (20/40)

2323. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL .50 Cal., 2 1/2" barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. This pistol is heav-
ily oxidized with pitting. The hardwood grip is in poor condition and is crudely attached to the frame. (125455-3) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

2324. ITALIAN REPRODUCTION REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #0824, 44 Cal., 8"
octagon barrel with a spotty oxidized good bore. The barrel, loading lever, cylinder and hammer retain 60-70% blue with spotty oxidation,
some pitting, and rub wear on 2 opposing spots on the cylinder. The brass frame and grip strap are in good condition with some discoloration
and tarnish. This pistol does not function mechanically and the barrel comes out of the frame at an angle. (125455-1) {ANTIQUE}(20/40)

2325. ITALIAN REPRODUCTION COLT 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #38525, .36 Cal., 7 1/2" barrel with a
good bore showing some fouling and light oxidation. The barrel is heavily oxidized with little blue still showing; the cylinder shows 60%
blue with a large oxidized area that has turned silver; the loading lever, trigger and hammer show light oxidation; and the brass frame, trig-
ger guard and gripstrap exhibit a moderate tarnish. The metal surfaces are simply engraved with about 40% coverage. The hardwood
grips rate good with a worn finish and scratches. (125455-5) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

2326. STAR MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #231246, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% restored blue with thinning to a nice plum brown patina around the trigger guard and silvering on some of the high edges. The
checkered hardwood grips rate very good with worn checkering. This pistol is Waffenamt proofed; the slide, barrel and magazine are
numbered to the gun. (125890-25) {C&R} (400/600)

2327. COLT MODEL 1903 TYPE I HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3367, 32 ACP, 4" barrel with a very good, light-
ly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with light freckling, silvering around high edges, and light handling marks with
the grip frame thinning to a silver patina. The magazine shows light oxidation and handling wear. The checkered hard rubber factory grips
rate excellent with some rounding of the checkering. (125823-7) {C&R} (400/600)

2328. COLT NEW LINE 1ST MODEL REVOLVER serial #9511, 22 Short, 2 1/4" barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The barrel, cylin-
der and hammer are a silver patina with little evidence of the original finish left with multiple impact marks on the bottom of the barrel; the
brass frame is in excellent condition showing some light tarnish. The rosewood grips rate excellent with light handling wear. This pistol
will require some mechanical attention. (125871-38) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2329. COLT FOURTH MODEL DERRINGER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #19584D, 22 Short, 2 1/2" side pivoting barrel with a
bright very good bore with minor fouling. The barrel retains 50% original blue with the faded finish turning to a dull blue gray patina; the
hammer and trigger show a few tiny spots of oxidation. The nickel plated bronze frame shows some freckling and handling wear to the
finish. The walnut grips rate very good with a fading finish, high edge wear and handling marks. (125885-2) (75/150)

2330. COLT VEST POCKET MODEL 1908 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #101575, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a light-
ly pitted very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with the blue fading to a silver patina on the high edges, top of the
slide, around the trigger guard, and on the gripstraps. The factory green pearlite grips with inlayed colt medallion rate excellent with a tiny
crack near the screw on the right side. (125838-9) (C&R) (200/400)
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2331. COLT MODEL 1903 TYPE III HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #264029, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a moder-
ately frosted good bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with light spotty oxidation and the blue fading to a silver patina on
the slide, muzzle, trigger guard, gripstraps and high edges. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate very good to excellent with mild
rounding of the checkering and light handling marks. (125709-10) {C&R} (200/400)

2332. HOPKINS & ALLEN TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #42615, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore showing a very
light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 80% original nickel finish showing some handling wear, light oxidation, and fading around the grip-
straps and trigger guard. The hard rubber grips are in good condition with a chip on each side near the butt. This pistol comes with a
simple brown leather flap holster and will require mechanical attention. (125568-15) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

2333. J P SAUER MODEL 38H DOUBLE ACTION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #423551, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with minor handling marks, light speckled oxidation and silvering on the high
edges. The black plastic factory grips rate excellent with minor handling wear. Comes with a brown flap holster and a total of two mag-
azines. (125766-11) {C&R} (250/450)

2334. CHARTER ARMS OFF DUTY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1007696, 38 SPL, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with mild spotty oxidation, a light turn ring on the 5 shot cylinder, and a faded mildly oxidized frame
top; the alloy barrel, trigger guard and gripstraps are in excellent condition with light handling marks. The laminated hardwood grips with
inlayed Charter Arms medallion rate excellent with light handling wear. Comes with an Uncle Mike's nylon holster. (125889-5) (75/150)

2335. FTL MARKETING CORP. AUTO NINE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #03795, 22 LR, 2 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains 99% plus of the hard chrome finish on the slide, trigger and magazine release; and 98% of the black anodized finish on the
frame with a 1/2" scratch present on the left side of the frame above the trigger. The black plastic grips rate near excellent with some minor
blemishes and flattening of the diamond points. The pocket pistol features a cross bolt safety, heel magazine release and fixed sights,
machined into the slide. A single, eight round magazine and a mismatched box is included with the gun. (86020-412) (150/250)

2336. HECKLER & KOCK P2A1 SIGNAL PISTOL serial #24287, 25.5mm signal, 6 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel retains
99% plus of its phosphate finish and the composite frame rates excellent. The pistol is in near new condition and comes with a gray, metal
reinforced, box numbered to the gun. (86020-45) {NON GUN} (75/150)

2337. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 639 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #A771007, 9 mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains 95% of its original satin, stainless steel finish with considerable scattered specks of oxidation present on all metal surfaces.
A set of Pachmayr, wrap around, rubber grips have replaced the original factory grips. The pistol features a blued, fully adjustable rear
sight, ramp, stainless steel front sight, rounded trigger guard and lanyard loop on the mainspring housing. Two, eight round, stainless steel
magazines are included as is a factory box, cleaning kit, manual and paperwork. (86020-493) (250/450)

2338. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4053 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #VAL1297, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good with some handling blemishes, scratches and oxidation marks. The blue steel surfaces on
the sights, trigger and hammer retain 60% of their finish with the remainder covered in oxidation. The anodized frame retains about 75%
of its original finish with scuffs, scrapes and handling blemishes present. The majority of the frame’s missing finish is below the trigger guard
on the front strap of the pistol grip with heavy scrapes and damage to the checkered front strap, possibly from a file or some abrasive trau-
ma. The bottom of the grip frame, around and inside, the magazine well also exhibit heavy scuff marks and scrapes possibly from a file or
some unknown abrasive trauma. The lower right grip frame is cracked inside the magazine well. The wrap around plastic grips rate very
good with scrapes, dents and flattened diamond points. No magazine is present for this double action only pistol. (85933-29) (200/300)

2339. BERETTA MODEL 84 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #B31886Y, 380 ACP, 3 13/16" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains 97% of its original blue finish with some silvering on the edges of the slide and near the muzzle; scattered light handling
blemishes; and wear blemishes on the barrel. The anodized aluminum frame retains 99% of it original finish with some small, scattered,
scratches on the front of the trigger guard. The pistol features a near excellent set of Pachmayr Signature Model, wrap around, rubber
grips with a few minor wear blemishes. The pistol features drift adjustable sights, ambidextrous thumb safety, and a magazine safety. One,
thirteen round, factory magazine is included with this pistol. (86001-2) (225/425)

2340. TAURUS PT-22 TIP UP BARREL SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #AXC29290, 22 LR, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent
bore. Overall 96% of the factory brush nickel finish remains with numerous scattered pits present on the barrel, slide and frame. The
smooth rosewood grips rate near excellent overall with some light scuffs, scratches and handling blemishes. This double action only pis-
tol is missing the firing pin and the right, lower, grip screw. An eight round magazine is included. (85933-31) (100/200)

2341. RUSSIAN 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY IZHEVSK serial #CHE 308, 7.62x38R Nagant, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall the revolver retains 99% of its blue finish with some light, scattered, scratches on the revolver, the most prominent on the left side
of the frame below the cylinder. The course, checkered, bakelite grips rate excellent. This Nagant was made in 1944 and bears the Izhevsk
Arsenal markings. The excellent condition piece of World War II memorabilia comes with an excellent condition holster and cleaning rod.
(86080-27) {C&R} (150/250)

2342. MARLIN 336RC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #P14400, 30-30 Winchester, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. Overall the rifle
retains 95% of its original blue finish with the majority of the loss in the receiver section from carrying, and the barrel with some scattered
freckling and oxidation. The walnut stock rates near excellent with a few dents and handling blemishes. The buttplate appears to have
been broken in the past and has been poorly repaired with some unknown resinous substance. The rifle features the factory rear sight
and brass, bead, front sight. (85849-26) {C&R} (275/375)

2343. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37 CHIEFS SPECIAL AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #707676, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned bar-
rel with an excellent bore. Overall the revolver retains 50% of its original blue finish with the majority of the loss on the cylinder. The frame
retains 95% of its anodized finish with most of the lost occurring on the edges. The case-hardened color on the hammer and trigger have
mellowed with some scattered specks of oxidation present, especially on the hammer. The factory grips have been replaced with a set of
Pachmayr/Compac rubber grips that rate near excellent overall with a small amount of oxidation on the grip screw. (86054-36) (150/250)

2344. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 686-1 DISTINGUISHED COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #AWV4980, 357
Magnum, 6" lugged barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with scattered light handling blemish-
es, turn ring on the cylinder, and scratches. The checkered, Goncalo Alves, wood grips with Smith & Wesson medallions, rate very good
to near excellent with scattered light scratches, dents and some light flattening of the diamond points. The revolver features hard chromed
standard hammer and smooth combat trigger; blued adjustable rear sight; and red ramp front sight, however, the red insert is loose in its
slot. (86047-11) (350/550)
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2345. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-5 COMBAT MAGNUM serial #ADF9299, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall this revolver retains 96% of its original factory blue finish with scattered freckling and pits on the sideplate and grip frame; there is
some silvering near the muzzle and a turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger retain vivid case-hardened colors with some minor
oxidation present on the trigger and heavier oxidation on the hammer. The checkered hardwood Magna grips rate very good with scat-
tered light dings, scratches and a chip on the left stock panel. The diamond points exhibit some flattening and the Smith & Wesson medal-
lions are slightly tarnished. The revolver features a blue, Baughman, ramp front sight and blue adjustable rear sights. A near excellent
condition Bianchi #206, "Silent Partner", upside down, shoulder holster is included. This would make a fine home or personal defense
firearm. (86024-12) (250/450)

2346. SMITH & WESSON MARK II SECOND MODEL HAND EJECTOR serial #54112, 455 Webley, 6 1/2" pinned barrel with a
near excellent bore, with some surface oxidation present on the lands and grooves. The revolver retains 95% of its polished, reblued fin-
ish with a light cylinder turn ring and oxidation blemishes on the barrel, cylinder, hammer's side, and grip frame. The cylinder is starting
to drift to a plum color and the hammer and trigger have been blued. The walnut, diamond centered, checkered grips with gold colored
medallions, rate very good to near excellent with some flattening of the diamond points and dents, especially prevalent on the bottom of
the grip panels. The initials R.W.G. are hand engraved on the bottom of the right grip panel. There may be some other letters present,
but they are not legible. The serial numbers appear on the butt, cylinder face, side of the crane, and bottom of the barrel. The number
1303-9-23 appears on the top rear of the grip frame, appearing as spaced by the hyphens. The number 1 in this sequence appears to
have been over-stamped once. There is a sling swivel present on the butt of the revolver. This is nicely refinished revolver that still locks
up tight and would make a nice shooter in this interesting caliber. (86009-1) {C&R} (400/600)

2347. U.S. NAVY VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #V80524, 38 Special, 4" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The parkerized finish rates very good with about 85% remaining. There is considerable silvering on the cylinder, topstrap,
grip frame, and muzzle end of the barrel. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger have mellowed slightly to a silver patina
with dark stains and oxidation present. The diamond centered, checkered, walnut grips rate good, with heavily worn checkering, dents,
scratches and medallions and they are not correct to this model. The frame, cylinder, barrel and yoke numbers all match; the topstrap is
marked "U.S. NAVY"; and the lanyard swivel is missing from the butt. (86043-7) {C&R} (300/500)

2348. COLT POLICE POSITIVE 38 DOUBLE
ACTION REVOLVER serial #371925, 38 Short
Colt, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1928
revolver retains about 85% of its original blue finish
with the majority of the loss on the barrel, cylinder and
grip frame. The hand numbered, checkered walnut
grips with Colt medallions rate good to very good with
the diamond points showing heavy wear, especially on
the right grip panel, scattered scratches and a few
small chips. The hammer has some scattered dark
blemishes and scuff marks. The checkering on the
hammer rates near excellent as does the checkering
on the trigger and cylinder release. The barrel has
been cut down to the current 2" length, a new front sight soldered on and has been filed into a smooth ramp configuration. The backstrap
has been factory engraved in 3/16" block letters: "B-P-D-2220" which is an inventory number for the Boston Police Department. (86015-1)
{C&R} (300/500)

2349. COLT COBRA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C66943, 38 Special, 2" shrouded barrel with an excellent bore. The
revolver retains 96% of its original blue and anodized finish with some silvering at the muzzle and on the cylinder and frame edges and a
faint turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with some minor scattered scratches, scuffs and dents. The
crane detent and crane lock spring are missing and should be replaced before use. This would make a nice, lightweight carry gun with
the benefit of six rounds capacity. (86054-33) (300/500)

2350. COLT 357 MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #11928, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting some light surface
oxidation on the lands and grooves, near the muzzle and in one chamber. This 1958 revolver retains about 70% of the original factory fin-
ish with most of the loss on the cylinder, backstrap, and barrel areas. There is also some scattered freckling, pits and areas of oxidation
throughout the revolver. The factory grips have been replaced with a set of smooth, well figured, walnut Herretts Model RP grips. The
grips rate very good to near excellent with scratches and dents present, especially on the bottom of the left panel. The revolver features
Accro rear sights, ramp front sight, standard hammer and trigger. (85933-32) {C&R} (300/500)

2351. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #62-72375, 22 S, L, LR/22 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel
with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with scattered scratches, scuffs and handling blemishes, predom-
inantly in the frame area. The walnut grips rate near excellent with minor scuffs, dings and scratches. The revolver features fully adjustable
sights and a spare cylinder chambered for the 22 Magnum. This is a nice condition convertible with some honest wear, ready for some
plinking or hunting. (86047-9) (200/400)

2352. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER, serial #35-88788, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
blue and anodized finish rate near excellent with 96% remaining. There is some silvering near the muzzle, on the edges and a turn ring
on the cylinder. The bluing on the frame is drifting to a plum color. The smooth walnut grips rate near excellent with scattered light
scratches and dings. The front grip frame screw is missing and should be replaced before shooting. Overall a nice condition revolver that
is perfect for hunting or as a starter gun. (86024-10) (300/500)

2353. CUSTOM RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial 46-39227, 45 Colt, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This single action
retains 94% of its original blue and anodized finish, with most of the loss at the muzzle, edges and cylinder. The revolver is equipped with
a brass grip frame that has mellowed to a nice straw color and it is believed to have been installed after it left the factory as it does not fall
into the proper serial number range. The rosewood grips rate near excellent with a few scratches and dings present. The frame is proud
in a few areas along the front of the grips and at the base. The revolver features a red ramp insert front sight; Ruger adjustable rear sights
with some slight damage around the windage screw hole from an oversized screwdriver; and the markings have been filled with a white
coloring to highlight them with about 50% of the coloring is missing. (85823-74) (300/500)

2354. RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #51020, 22 S, L, LR, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The revolver retains
96% of its original blue and anodized finish. There is light silvering at the muzzle and along the ejector rod housing that gives it a molten
appearance a turn ring on the cylinder, and some light scratches and specks on the frame, along the topstrap, and on the left recoil shield.
The factory walnut grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate near excellent with some scratches and dents present. This is a nice condition
1964 manufactured Bearcat ready for your kit and the backwoods. (85956-15) (300/500)
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2355. HI-STANDARD LONGHORN DOUBLE NINE MODEL W-102 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1136039, 22 S,
L, LR, 9 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The revolver features a nickel plated aluminum frame with the remaining metal parts being
blued. Overall the revolver retains 96% of its original finishes; the cylinder has some scattered oxidation marks and a light turn ring; the
frame has a few scattered specks of oxidation and is most prevalent on the left side of the topstrap causing it to blister. The hardwood
grips, with gold colored medallions, rate very good with scuffs, scratches and handling blemishes present. The revolver features drift
adjustable rear sight, simultaneous hand ejection and lacks the ejector return spring of later models. (85978-13) (150/250)

2356. DIXIE GUN WORKS BRASS FRAMED 1858 BUFFALO TARGET PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial
#244728, 44 Caliber Percussion, 12 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The surfaces of the brass frame have mellowed to a golden straw
color and rates excellent. The revolver retains 99% plus of its original blue finish with a light turn ring present on the cylinder. The trig-
ger and hammer retain 99% plus of its original, vivid, case-hardened colors. The walnut grips are in an unfinished condition and could be
easily completed with some careful filing, sanding and a good coat of Tru-Oil. The revolver features an adjustable rear sight and Patridge
front sight. A good condition factory box with manual and paperwork are included. (85987-5) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)

2357. RUGER MKII STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #18-41241, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains 99% plus of its original blue finish with a few, very light, handling blemishes. The black Delrin grips have the silver Ruger
Phoenix with black background and rate excellent. The pistol comes with one, ten round magazine and rates excellent overall. This is a
nice condition, fix sighted, Ruger and would make an excellent training, plinking or hunting pistol. (85865-257) (175/275)

2358. AMT 380 BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A15199, 380 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The matt stainless
steel surfaces rate near excellent with some scattered handling blemishes. The polished stainless steel sides of the slide rate excellent
with light handling blemishes. The pistol has clear checkered polymer grip panels and they exhibit some visible cracks. This pocket pis-
tol features a manual frame mounted thumb safety, grip safety, heel magazine release and fixed sights machined into the top of the slide.
A five round magazine is included but the base plate is absent. (85988-S16866) (200/400)

2359. AMT 380 BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AA3580, 380 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The matt stainless
surfaces rate very good with scattered scratches, scuffs and scrapes. The polished sides of the slide rate very good with scattered scratch-
es present, mainly at the end of the slide. The pistol has checkered black grip panels that rate very good with scattered scratches, dings,
and the left panel has some flattened diamond points present. The pistol features a manual, frame mounted thumb safety a grip safety,
heel magazine release, and fixed sights machined into the slide. A five round magazine with finger extension and a Bianchi inside the
pants holster are included. (85933-34) (200/400)

2360. COBRAY PM-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #94-0019029, 9 mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The Parkerized finish rates
excellent with a few minor scratches and 99% remaining. The blue metal surfaces of the barrel and sling swivel also rate excellent with
98% remaining. The black polymer backstrap also rates excellent. The pistol features fixed sights, manual safety, barrel mounted sling
swivel and rear mounted sling swivel stud, closed bolt firing, and one, thirty two round polymer magazine. The receiver is marked:
"LEINAND - DUCKTOWN, TN". (86043-9) (350/550)

2361. COBRAY M-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH LASER SIGHT serial #87-0006237, 9 mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains 98% of its original Parkerized finish with scattered minor scratches present. The blue steel finish on the barrel rates excellent
as does the polymer backstrap. The pistol features a threaded barrel, closed bolt firing, manual safety, fixed sights, and an unmarked work-
ing laser. No magazine is included. The receiver is marked: "S.W.D. INCORPORATED - ATLANTA, GA. U.S.A." (86043-8) (350/550)

2362. HI-POINT FIREARMS MODEL JHP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X4143838, 45 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The black matte, finish on the slide rates excellent with a few minor handling blemishes present. The polymer frame and grip panels also
rate excellent with a few minor handling blemishes present. The pistol features fully adjustable, three dot sights, accessory rail, blow back
operation, a frame mounted thumb safety and a magazine safety. The pistol includes one, nine round magazine and is manufactured by
Haskell Manufacturing Incorporated of Lima Ohio. (86043-2) (175/275)

2363. LORCIN MODEL L380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #431579, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol retains
98% of its satin chrome finish with some minor handling blemishes, scattered nicks and scratches at the rear of the slide, and a scratch
on the trigger guard. The black polymer grips rate near excellent with a few light scratches. The pistol features three dot fixed sights,
manual thumb safety and hooked trigger guard. No magazine is included with the pistol. (85988-S16884) (50/100)

2364. JENNINGS FIREARMS J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #405765, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The bright
chrome finish on this pistol rates very good with 95% remaining. There is some scattered blistering, especially prevalent on the left side
of the slide with scuffs and scrapes present near the muzzle. The black, synthetic grips rate excellent with some oxidation present on the
heads of the grip screws. There is no magazine present with the pistol. (85988-S16831) (25/75)

2365. U.S. ARMY MODEL OF 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY COLT serial #191797, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1917 manufactured pistol retains 98% of its polished, reblue, finish with some minor scratches and silvering at the muzzle. There is evi-
dence of old pitting that was not completely removed when the pistol was polished prior to rebluing. Also the markings are washed out
from the polishing, but, still legible. The replacement double diamond checkered grip panels have a laser engraved medallion in the cen-
ter with the outline of a wing spread hawk or eagle, gold plated screws and appear to be like-new. The pistol has the Rampant Colt on
the rear of the slide; "Model of 1911.U.S.Army" on the right side of the slide; Colt patent dates and address on the left side of the slide;
and "UNITED STATES PROPERTY" on the left side of the dust cover. The pistol features a smooth, flat, mainspring housing with lanyard
loop and two Colt marked, seven round magazines. (86043-1){C&R} (500/700)

2366. F.I.E. CORP TITAN CAL. 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AO8921, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol
retains 85% of its original blue and anodized finish with most of the loss on the frame. The black synthetic grips rate near excellent with
some scratches present. The pistol features fixed sights, manual safety, and heel magazine release. The pistol includes one, six round
magazine. (85984-63) (50/100)

2367. F I INDUSTRIES MODEL D SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CPA030318, 380 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol
retains 96% of its original blue finish with most of the loss on the backstrap, and some minor freckling on the sides of the slide. The ham-
mer, trigger and extractor exhibit scattered oxidation and staining. The checkered wood panels rate near excellent with some handling
blemishes, scratches and flattened diamond points. The pistol features windage adjustable rear sight, 1911 style thumb safety and slide
lock, and a side magazine release. The pistol comes with a single magazine. (85933-30) (150/250)

2368. THOMPSON CENTER 45 COLT/410 CONTENDOR, Armorloy barrel with choke. The barrel is 10" long with adjustable sights
and a Pachmayr rubber forend stock is included. Overall the barrel and bore are in excellent condition and does not appear to have seen
much use. (85865-139A)

2369. NORINCO MODEL P 08 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial # 1002, 9 mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. Overall this Luger clone
retains 99% plus of its original, polished, blue finish with a few light scratches present. The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent
with some scuff marks on the right grip panel. A single magazine in excellent condition is included with the pistol. The pistol has "CSI
ONT CA" importer markings stamped on its right side frame. Overall the pistol is in excellent condition and would make an interesting
addition to a Luger collection. (85904-49) (400/600)
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2370. HI-STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #148296, 22 LR, 6 3/4" heavy barrel with an excellent
bore. This New Haven, Connecticut made pistol retains about 70% of its original blue finish with the majority of the loss on the barrel, front
and rear grip straps, and the edges of the slide and frame. The checkered, black plastic factory grips rate very good with flattened dia-
monds, scratches and scuff marks. The pistol features adjustable target sights, external safety and exposed hammer. It appears a home
repair was performed to the ten round magazine; the magazine button for loading the magazine was lost and replaced with a Philips head
screw, however, the magazine appears to still be fully functional. The pistol is also in need of light mechanical repair, as the slide does not
fully return to battery and it does not travel sufficiently to the rear to allow the slide to be locked open. (85904-47){C&R} (200/400)

2371. YUGOSLAVIAN M57 TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY ZASTAVA serial #77336, 7.65x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2" barrel with
a very good bore, exhibiting surface oxidation on the lands and grooves, but the lands remain robust. This pistol was imported by PW
ARMS of Redmond Washington and retains about 80% of its blue finish. The pistol has some light scattered surface oxidation, light sil-
vering mixed with freckling on the grip frame, deep scratches on the bottom and, top of the slide and over the serial number marked on
the slide. The black plastic grips rate near excellent with a few scratches and dings, and feature a five point star in a circle with the let-
ters "S - F - R - J" between the points of the star. The pistol features drift adjustable, fixed sights, lanyard loop on the frame and maga-
zine, thumb safety and slide release. One, nine round magazine in very good condition is included. The magazine has scattered oxidation
and pitting. (86054-29) (150/250)

2372. STAR MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #229211, 9 mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This Colt 1911A1 clone retains
about 95% of its original finish with light oxidation marks on the slide and some scattered light scratches on the firearm. The double dia-
mond, checkered, wood grips rate good to very good, exhibiting heavy wear on the diamond points, some light chips on the edges,
scratches and scuff marks. The pistol features a thumb safety, slide release and lanyard ring mounted on the lower left side of the grip
frame. Two, nine round magazines are included. One magazine has "STAR" marked on the base and the number 211 hand engraved on
the back. The other does not have the STAR mark, but is hand engraved with the number 401. This is an inexpensive variant of the 1911A1
in a light recoiling caliber and generally make good shooters. (85940-3) (200/300)

2373. ASTRA MODEL 1921 (400) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #90496, 9 mm Largo, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol
retains about 95% of its matte blue finish with silvering present by the muzzle and edges, and scattered light pits and oxidation specks on
the frame and slide. The checkered wood grips show heavy use with the diamond points flattened and worn away in several areas as well
as scuffing, light dents and chips. One, eight round magazine in near excellent condition is included. The pistol features a lanyard loop
on the lower left frame, matching numbers on the slide and frame, fixed sights, magazine safety and a manual safety. (85988-S16867)
{C&R} (300/500)

2374. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#B95229, 32 S&W Short, 3" barrel with a very good bore with a few light oxidation blemishes in the center of the barrel and pitting near
the muzzle. This black powder cartridge revolver retains about 60% of its original blue finish with the majority flaking off on the frame. The
hard rubber Owl's Head grips rate near excellent with some handling blemishes and a few dents. This top break revolver features simul-
taneous ejection of the spent casings and the Iver Johnson "hammer the hammer action". (85984-60) {C&R} (75/175)

2375. MERWIN HULBERT MEDIUM FRAME DA POCKET MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2497, 38 MH
(Merwin Hulbert), 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore exhibiting strong rifling with some surface oxidation and pitting, the length of the
barrel, on the lands and grooves. About 60% of the nickel finish remains with the rest covered in surface oxidation, pitting and areas of
cloudiness. The majority of the loss is in the areas of the frame and the right side of the barrel. The hard rubber grips rate very good with
heavy scuffing on the left grip panel and a deep scratch on the right. This revolver features the folding hammer spur which allows the
exposed hammer to be cocked and fired in single action mode or folded down for pocket carry; a unique twist open mechanism for simul-
taneous ejection of spent casing; and a sliding loading gate on the right side of the frame for loading. The revolver is still mechanically
sound in function and operation. These revolvers were high quality, well respected, firearms that were serious competitors to the other
larger arms makers of the era. (86082-1) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2376. GERMAN P27 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL BY CZ serial #294164, 7.65, 4 " barrel with an excellent bore. The medium pol-
ish blue finish on the slide and matte finish on the frame rate excellent with 98% remaining. The one piece, brown, checkered grips have
the CZ logo in a circle on each side and rate excellent. The slide of the pistol is marked: "fnh Pistole Modell 27 Kal. 7.65"; the right side
of the frame has a crisp Waffenamt mark of "WaA76"; and there is a crisp Waffenamt mark on the barrel. The pistol includes an eight round
magazine in near excellent condition with some light scattered surface oxidation and the bottom is marked "P. Mod 27". The pistol fea-
tures a heel magazine release, manual safety, and magazine safety. A very good condition George Lawrence holster, with light tooling on
the edges is included. (86054-28) {C&R} (225/325)

2377. GERMAN P.08 LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY MAUSER serial #7041n, 9 mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The pis-
tol has been professionally refinished in polished chrome and rates near excellent overall with 97% remaining. There is some minor flak-
ing of the finish along the back of the receiver along the edges. This pistol features a shoulder stock lug, V notch rear sight and inverted
V front sight. The walnut checkered grips rate near excellent with some scattered flattening of the diamond points. The pistol has a 1939
chamber date and S42 marked link. One magazine is included with the pistol and is not numbered to the gun. The magazine has scat-
tered oxidation blemishes and an aluminum base with the following markings: S/42 - 238 - eagle over 154 army acceptance mark. The
pistol is in excellent mechanical condition and would make a fine shooter. (86054-46) (400/600)

2378. GERMAN P.08 HOLSTER This 1940 dated hard shell holster has a "DLU" manufacturing code markings (Ewald Luneschloss,
Militar-Effenkten-Fabrik Solingen) and "E/WaA127" Waffenamt markings on the rear, between the belt loops. The holster rates very good
overall with numerous scuff and scrape marks, especially on the flap and front of the holster. The stitching appears to be in excellent con-
dition throughout the holster. There is the remnant of an old sticker on the rear of the holster that is peeling off, but the leather under-
neath the exposed areas is in excellent condition. Included with the holster is a P.08 Luger magazine that retains 95% of its blue finish
with some oxidation present on the follower and the following markings on the aluminum base: "2 - 1292 - X". An unmarked, reproduc-
tion, loading and stripping tool is included with the holster. (86054-46A)

2379. HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING (FIRST MODEL) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #410430, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an
excellent, bright, bore. Overall the pistol retains 95% of its original factory finish with silvering present at the muzzle, backstrap, and top of
the slide. There is also scattered, light, scratches and freckling present. The brown, plastic, checkered, thumb rest grips rate near excel-
lent with a few light scuff marks and several very small chips on the edges. A single ten round magazine in excellent condition is includ-
ed. This New Haven, Connecticut made pistol includes a Hunter brand holster that is like new. (86030-16) {C&R} (200/400)

2380. NAVY ARMS 1860 REB MODEL GRISWOLD & GUNNISON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #274045, 44 Caliber
Percussion, 7 1/2" round barrel with an excellent bore. The brass surfaces of the frame have taken on a golden straw color and should
continue to mellow nicely with age and use. The blue surfaces rate excellent with 98% plus remaining and some light, scattered freckling
present. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and loading lever rate near excellent with some slight softening of the colors on the
hammer and scattered freckling on both parts. The walnut grips rate near excellent with only a few light dents present. A near excellent
condition, black Cavalry style holster by Triple K is included with this cap and ball revolver. The holster is made of heavy leather and fea-
tures a full flap and open bottom. The right handed holster can be worn for a strong hand draw or in cross draw fashion. The revolver
appears to be unfired and would make a nice addition for the black powder shooter or re-enactor. (86043-4) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)
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2381. FRENCH MODEL 1892 "LEBEL" DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #H 26337, 8 mm Lebel (8 x 27.5
mm), 4 5/8" barrel with a very good bore, exhibiting strong rifling with light surface oxidation on the lands and grooves. The revolver retains
95% of its original blue finish with some silvering on the barrel, cylinder and the edges; also some very light, scattered freckling is present.
The unfinished trigger, hammer, and release lever have a slight straw hue to them. The checkering on the hammer, release lever and knurl-
ing on the end of the ejection rod remain in near excellent condition with a few flattened points and some light silvering. The checkered
hardwood grips rate very good with some flattening of the diamond points and scattered dents and scratches. The revolver features a
hinged side plate on the left side to allow access to the internal parts for maintenance; a cylinder that opens to the right side of the revolver
by rotating the Abadie designed release latch and safety system downward; a rebounding hammer; and a lanyard swivel. This 1905 dated
revolver comes with a leather lanyard that measures 3/8" wide by 34" long with snap swivel. One end has a snap attached by means of a
metal swivel and the other end a 2 1/2" diameter loop sewn into the leather. Also included is a formed, full flap, brown leather holster that
rates near excellent. The holster does not have any marking and exhibits light crazing on the leather; some scattered lights scuffs and
scratches and the seam by the muzzle plug is starting to separate but still appears to be sound. Overall this is a very nice combination that
would make a great addition to a collector of firearms and memorabilia of both World Wars. (86010-35){C&R} (350/550)

2382. STEYR MODEL 1908/34 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #46608, 32ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with some light oxidation on the lands and
grooves and bore rates near excellent overall. This 1921 manufactured pistol retains about 90% of its original blue finish with silvering
on the edges, barrel and grip frame. There are scattered, shallow, pits and scratches on the barrel. The original style, hard rubber, grips
have checkered panels with the "OWG" in a circle logo and a banner with "Steyr" on each panel. The grips rate near excellent with a few
light scratches and dings. A near excellent condition seven round magazine with matching numbers is included. Also included is brown
leather, full flap holster in very good condition. All the stitching appears to be in very good condition and the leather has numerous scuffs
and scratches with some light crazing on the bottom front. The holster features a pouch for a spare magazine and a strap-and-finial clo-
sure. A set of four capture letters are provided with the pistol. The letters have several dates including 30 Nov. 45 and 12 Dec. 45, locat-
ed in Germany and they are listed to a Private of the 90th Field Artillery Battalion. (85919-2){C&R} (300/500)

2383. RUBY MODEL 1916 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL BY ECHAVE Y ARIZMENDI-EIBAR serial #4640, 32 ACP, 3 1/2"
barrel with a dark bore that rates near excellent. The original blue finish rates very good with about 60% remaining. The finish exhibits
scattered surface pits, freckling and slivering. The checkered walnut grips rate very good with flattening of the points, scratches, dings
and one very small chip. A single, nine round magazine with "RH" stamped in a circle is included and rates near excellent. Also includ-
ed is a dark brown, full flap leather holster with interior space for two magazines, a strap-and-finial closure, and there is what appears to
be a lanyard anchor made of twisted wire. The holster rates near excellent with some scattered scratches and scuffs. The stitching is very
good overall but is missing a 1 1/2" section on the front by the flap. (86010-34){C&R} (150/350)

2384. REPLICA KENTUCKY PERCUSSION PISTOL BY JUKAR serial #089338, 45 Caliber Percussion, 9 3/4" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The brown finish rates near excellent with 98% plus remaining with a small amount of oxidation present on the rear barrel tang
screw. The brass furniture rates near excellent overall with a small casting defect present on the nose cap. The case-hardened colors on
the lock remain vivid and the hardwood stock rates excellent. The bottom of the trigger sticks to the trigger guard making it difficult to
release the sear, but should not be too difficult to correct. (85871-32) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2385. REPLICA MOUNTAIN PERCUSSION PISTOL BY CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS serial #0014505, 50 Caliber
Percussion, 9" barrel with an excellent bore. Overall the brown metal surfaces retain 99% plus of its original brown finish. The case-hard-
ened colors on the lock and hammer rate very good with the colors softening and a small patch of oxidation present on the lock. The
German silver wedge plate and pewter nose cap both rate excellent. The pistol features drift adjustable front and rear sights. This would
make a nice addition to your favorite "front stuffer" 50 caliber hunting or target rifle. (85871-29) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2386. WALTHER G22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #PW021969, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. This bullpup design rifle retains
99% plus of its original factory finish. The predominantly green and black polymer stock rates excellent with a few, very light, handling
blemishes. The rifle features Picatinny style rails on the carrying handle beneath the forend and below the front sight there is a windage,
drift adjustable post front sight. The rear sight mounts on a rail on the rear of the carry handle and can be slid up for use or down for
mounting optical sights. It also features a rotary disk that allows six different sight blades of different heights to be chosen to compen-
sate for different ammunition and/or varying ranges. The buttstock has a storage area for one spare magazine; the length of pull can be
adjusted with different spacers and the rifle can be converted from right to left handed operation by a qualified gunsmith. The rifle
includes two, ten round magazines, extra spacer, extra front sight, screws, tools, gun lock, paperwork, manual, chamber flag, cardboard
shipping sleeve and hard plastic case. This like new rifle appears to be unfired and would make an interesting little gun for the range
or trail. (85933-1) (350/550)

2387. ACCESSORY LOT Includes five items. First is a set of Pachmayr Signature Model Grips for a Watlher PPK/S pistol. The checkered rub-
ber grips rate very good plus to excellent overall. Second is a set of Ruger Single Six walnut grips. They are inlayed with the black phoenix
and silver medallion in excellent condition. Third is a set of rosewood Ruger Bisley Vaquero grips. The grips are fitted with silver screw
inserts and the silver and black phoenix medallion in excellent overall condition. Fourth is a stripped XR3 grip frame assembly with no addi-
tional parts included. Fifth are two empty Ruger boxes. A black and yellow two piece box for a 6 1/2” bbl. Blackhawk revolver in fair to
good overall condition. Also a red and black Standard Pistol box with outer shipping sleeve in excellent condition. (105603-5, 7A, 7B)

2388. LOT OF MAGAZINES A total of four. First is an unmarked steel 20 round AR-15 style magazine in good overall condition with some
active oxidation and staining in scattered areas. Second is the outer shell for a Winchester model 88 magazine with concaved arrow on
the floor plate. Third and fourth are two Remington 760 magazines one marked 30-06, and the other 308 win. All items are in good to
very good overall condition. (105352-1B)

2389. LOT OF HI STANDARD MAGAZINES Includes four. There are three unmarked two tone HD Military style magazines in very
good to excellent condition. Also included is a single “in the white” style Hi-Standard marked Sport King magazine in very good overall
condition. (104951-11B)

2390. RUGER GRIP LOT Includes a pair of Old Model Single Six stag grips. The grips have a slightly darker hue showing some age with
areas showing light tooling marks from fitting. They are slightly rounded without any sharp edges. An excellent condition set of grips that
show lovely age sure to enhance your favorite Ruger. (105871-43A)

2391. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a Winchester model 88 magazine. The magazine retains near 90% original blue with minor spots of light
oxidation. There is a small dimple in the front middle edge where it appears to have been pried out at some point in its life. The convex
arrow magazine otherwise is in very good overall condition. (105378-14A)

2392. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a Winchester model 100 magazine. The magazine retains near 85% original blue with multiple spots of light
oxidation. The convex arrow magazine also has a few scattered scratches but remains in good to very good overall condition. (105378-14B)

2393. RELOADING LOT Includes three items. First is an Ideal Loading tool marked “44 S.&W. R. & SPL” with some areas of flaked off
nickel finish in very good overall condition. Second is an Ohaus single cavity bullet mold #38-140-W. There are spots of light oxida-
tion staining on the blued finish and the beveled base wad cutter cavity is clean and in excellent condition. The mold is a head only in
its original box with pamphlet. Third is a set of reloading dies for 222 Rem. They are in excellent condition and include an appropriate
sized shell holder. (105366-9)
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2394. RELOADING LOT Includes four items. First is a Lee bullet mold #456-220-1R with handles and original box. It forms a 220 gr.,
round nose bullet, diameter .456 intended for use in a Ruger Old Army revolver. The mold is in excellent used condition. Second are two
boxes of Bull’s Eye Bullets marked “100- 45cal. Ball’s” one is sealed the other open and near full. Third is a sealed bag of 100 Ox-Yoke
Originals “Wonder Wads” intended for all .44-.45 cal. Ruger Old Army revolvers. (105366-5)

2395. LOT OF CARTRIDGES AND BRASS Includes three full and partial boxes of 44-40 Win., and fired brass. First is a full 50 round
box of Winchester Super-X, 200 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a partial box (contains 6) of Western X 200 gr., SP
cartridges in very good overall condition. Also included in this lot are approximately 140 +/-, 44-40 Win fired brass casings in good over-
all condition. (105366-11)

2396. MAGAZINE LOT Includes two blued two line Colt marked Woodsman magazines. The floor plate is stamped “Colt Woodsman Cal.
22 LR.”. The first magazine shows some wear along the front side consistent with use and has traces of light oxidation staining. The sec-
ond magazine shows very little and has appeared to not have seen much use. There are a couple of spots of light oxidation staining in
scattered areas. (104951-11A)

2397. LOT OF TRIGGER LOCKS Includes a total of 58 assorted combination and keyed locks. There are two brass padlocks (1 Ruger, 1
Master), five cable lock (1 keyed, 4 combination), four rubber coated, keyed, trigger guard style by Franzen, and 47 combination trigger
guard style locks by Franzen in black and silver colors all using 000 as the code. Items are in excellent condition. (104299-52)

2398. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS Includes 17 in a variety of size and material. The majority are padded nylon with zipper closures in very good
overall condition. They will accommodate small pocket sized pistols up through those with 6” barrels. (105824-1D)

2399. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS Includes 28 in a variety of size and material. The majority are padded nylon with zipper closures in very good
overall condition. The majority will accommodate small pocket sized pistols, with some up to 6” barreled revolvers. (105824-1C)

2400. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS Includes 29 in a variety of size and material. The majority are soft cloth with Velcro closures in very good over-
all condition. The majority will accommodate small pocket sized pistols, medium framed revolvers up to 6” barrel lengths. (105824-1E)

2401. LOT OF RIFLE SLEEVES Includes 31 in a variety of material. The majority are soft cloth with tie closures in very good overall con-
dition. The majority will accommodate most barrel length carbines and long rifles. (105824-1B)

2402. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three 20 round boxes of 45 cal. ball ammunition. First is a full box of 20 rounds from the Frankford
Arsenal. The box is complete in good overall condition with spots of staining, scuffs along the edges and a split seam along the top edge.
The cartridges are in fair condition with varying levels of oxidation and verdigris present. Second is a box of 19 cartridges from the United
States Cartridge Company in fair condition with multiple scuffs, split seams and rolled edges. The cartridges exhibit varying levels of oxi-
dation and verdigris. Third is a full 20 round box from the Frankford Arsenal in good overall condition with very minor scuffing on the edges,
a faded label and one split seam along the top. The cartridges appear in fair to good condition with varying levels of oxidation and verdi-
gris present. (104953-4)

2403. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes six 15 round M1 carbine magazines. They are marked with the following letters IA, UQ, BW, and
three are still wrapped in wax paper. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-91F)

2404. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two, 5 round 22 caliber magazines one for a Remington bolt rifle the other likely for a Stevens. The
magazines are in very good to near excellent condition. (104299-91B)

2405. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three Remington 788 magazines. There are two 3 round 308 win. magazines and one in 7mm-08.
All three are in very good to near excellent condition. (104299-91M)

2406. MAGAZINE LOT Includes an unmarked likely Winchester Model 43 magazine. The Magazine retains near 90% of its original finish
with faint traces of oxidation staining in spots. The neat thing is the Letter “B” that is stamped on the follower. An interesting example
and likely a great functioning 218 Bee magazine. (104299-91N)

2407. MAGAZINE LOT Includes one three round 222 marked blued steel magazine. It is Likely for a pre Vixen Sako Rifle with the L-461
action. It is in very good to near excellent condition with a couple spots of oxidation staining present. (104299-91O)

2408. MAGAZINE LOT Includes four Remington 740 / 760 magazines. They are marked with the following calibers; 308 win., (2) 30-06,
and 270 win. One of the 30-06 has the follower release on the side of the magazine. All are in similar condition and rate very good to
near excellent. (104299-91P)

2409. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a Colt 1911 style two tone lanyard loop magazine. The magazine retains near all of its original finish with
light scratches on the high edges and is in excellent condition. (104299-91A)

2410. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two unmarked Colt 1911 style two tone magazines. They have several light scratches in the finish
with trace amounts of oxidation staining present along the floor plate but remain in excellent condition overall. (104299-91Q)

2411. LOT OF 1911 ACCESSORIES Includes three commercial magazines and a 1942 dated Hoff Mfg. Co., two packet magazine pouch.
The magazines are blued with scattered scratches and are in excellent condition with the following numbers stamped on the floor plate;
“19200 ASSY 5508694 MFR. 8R611, 71120, AND SA 45 NM”. The Hoff pouch is slightly off in color due to age and has some remnants
of oxidation staining on the inner flap but remains in very good overall condition. (104299-91R)

2412. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Includes five unmarked commercial 1911 style magazines. They have a blue finish with varying levels
of condition from good to near excellent. Please note there is one that is near in the white that may have started as a two tone that has
near moderate amounts of active oxidation and staining. (104299-91S)

2413. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Includes five unmarked commercial 1911 style magazines. Four have a blue finish and one is park-
erized. The magazines are in varying levels of condition from very good to near excellent. (104299-91T)

2414. LOT OF COLT MAGAZINES Includes three 1911 style magazines. The two line magazines are marked “Colt 45 Auto” along the
floor plate. The three magazines all are blued with several scattered light scratches from use and are in excellent condition. (104299-91L)

2415. LOT OF COLT MAGAZINES Includes three 1911 style two line magazines. There are two blue finished mags and one in the white
with a horse stamped before the “Colt 45 Auto” markings on the floor plate. The two blued magazines are marked appropriately and all
are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-91C)

2416. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Includes five unmarked commercial 1911 style magazines. They have a blue finish with varying levels
of condition from good to near excellent. Please note there is one that is near in the white that may have started as a two tone that has
light amounts of oxidation staining. (104299-91U)

2417. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Includes five unmarked commercial 1911 style magazines. Four have a blue finish and one is near in
the white. The magazines are in varying levels of condition from good to near excellent. (104299-91V)
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2418. LOT OF 1911 STYLE MAGAZINES Includes a total of five from several manufactures to include Pachmayr, Mec Gear, and Behlert.
They come in a variety of finishes and are in very good to excellent condition overall. (104299-91W)

2419. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three unmarked HK VP70Z style 18 round, 9mm magazines. The blued magazines have spots of
light oxidation staining, and very few marks from handling or use. They are in near excellent condition. (104299-91X)

2420. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Includes three blue S&W marked 5 round model 52-1 magazines. They are in very good to near excel-
lent condition. (104299-I)

2421. LOT OF BERETTA MAGAZINES Includes two marked one 10 and one 15 round 9mm magazines. They are in excellent with only
minor scratches from use. (104299-91Y)

2422. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Includes two blue S&W marked 5 round model 52-1 magazines. They are in very good to near excel-
lent condition. (104299-91E)

2423. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes one blue single line Colt marked Super 38 magazine. The magazine retains near 85% plus origi-
nal blue finish with several light scratches in the finish, consistent with use and is in near excellent condition. (104299-91H)

2424. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Includes two blue finish S&W marked model 41 magazines. They are in excellent condition and ready
for use. (104299-91Z)

2425. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three S&W marked model 41 magazines in very good to excellent condition. They all are blue fin-
ish with light scratches in the finish with strong springs and ready for use. (104299-J)

2426. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two S&W Model 3906 and one unmarked likely a Model 3913. All three magazines are in very good
to near excellent condition. There are some old stickers on the 3906 magazines that will require some attention. (104299-A1)

2427. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single blued magazine for a Remington-Lee model 1885 Bolt Rifle. The magazine is in very good to
excellent condition with light oxidation staining evident throughout most of its surfaces. The right side flat is stamped with the following
“Patented May 28th 1872, Nov. 4th 1879, Aug. 26th 1884, and Sep. 9th 1884” it also has a small dimple that doesn’t appear to affect its
use. (104299-91AA)

2428. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single blued magazine for a Remington-Lee model 1885 Bolt Rifle. The magazine is in very good con-
dition with several scattered scratches and light oxidation staining evident throughout most of its surfaces. The right side flat is has a small
dimple that doesn’t appear to affect its use. (104299-91AB)

2429. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single blued magazine for a Remington-Lee model 1885 Bolt Rifle. The magazine is in very good con-
dition with several scattered scratches and light oxidation staining evident throughout most of its surfaces. (104299-91AC)

2430. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three 10mm, 9 round stainless S&W pistol magazines. There is one model 1006, and two univer-
sal S&W marked “model 1006, 1026, 1066, 1076, or 1086” magazines. All three are in excellent condition. (104299-91AD)

2431. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three stainless magazines two 8 round 45 ACP and one 9 round 10 mm. They fit the model 1006
and 745 pistols. Both are in excellent condition. (104299-91AE)

2432. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes what appears to be two FIE style magazines for a compact 380 pistol. They are in very good over-
all condition. (104299-91K)

2433. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three total; there are two
plastic body magazines likely for a Nylon 66 type rifle in very good
to excellent condition. Also included in this lot is a blued
Browning marked T Bolt magazine in excellent condition.
(104299-91D)

2434. PARDINI MAGAZINE LOT Includes a total of four
unmarked SR22 style magazines in excellent condition.
(104299-91AF)

2435. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes five 50 round boxes of
Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98 gr., FPJ cartridges. The five
boxes are full and the cartridges are in excellent condition.
(105918-1N)

2436. PERFEX CORP M60 TANK PERISCOPE A 1940’s era M60 tank periscope. The OD green right angle
range indicating sight has very good clear optics with several “touch up” marks in the paint. The brass ID plate
has spots of accidently applied green but is still clearly legible reading “Telescope M60 NO. 2983 R.J.D. Perfex
Corp. Milwaukee Wis. 1943”. This is a neat piece of vintage WWII era tank hardware that is in very good to near
excellent condition. (105853-19)

2437. U.S. NAVAL MARK XI SIGHTING SCOPE Includes a black painted brass Mark XI scope that measures just over 22” with the
following markings on the brass nuts; “UP / 31” and patent dates of May 17, 1903, September 1, 1903, November 1, 1904 and November
14, 1905. The optic is slightly cloudy and speckled with what appears to be flaking paint but remains crisp. The scope retains near all of
its painted black finish with minor loss near the eye piece due to flaking. This would make a neat addition to one’s naval collection and it
is in very good overall condition. (105853-6)
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2438. U.S. M105D TELESCOPE Used on the M60A1 tank this 8X with 7.5 degree field of view assembly retains near all of its white
painted finish with several scattered spots of minor flaking. The sight measures about 45” overall in length and articulates just short of the
half way point. These scopes were used from the early 60s until roughly the start of the 80s. This is a really neat find with clear crisp
optics in very good to near excellent condition. [Please note extra shipping will apply] (105853-5)

2439. SWEDISH TELESCOPIC SIGHT Includes a NIFE marked T-KSP heavy machine gun sight. The sight measures 24” with a com-
plete rubber eye piece and is numbered 7765. The optic appears slightly cloudy and has an inverted V aiming point with vertical gradu-
ations. The sight retains the majority of its OD green painted finish with a few scattered areas with light flaking. This is an overall very good
to near excellent example. (105853-20)

2440. GRENADE LAUNCHER SIGHT LOT This Russian PGO-7V is an illuminated quick
detachable sight designed for the RPG-7 anti tank grenade launcher. The ID tag reads as
follows; “E.M.I. Liberacion I-86 PGO-7V No. 33896”. Sight has crisp clear optics and
retains 95% plus of its original black finish. The sight is in excellent condition and comes
with a canvas flap style pouch that has an attached 10mm lead seal with the following
markings “CT/3 and EMI/L”. The lead seal is attached to the front buckle by a strand of
wire and the pouch rates excellent overall. (105853-30)

2441. REMINGTON AMMUNITION LOT Includes a brick of Kleanbore Standard
Velocity rimfire cartridges. The outer sleeve is in poor condition with heavy scuffing along
its edges separated end flaps, and a missing tab. The 22LR cartridges range in condition
from good to near excellent with four full boxes showing minor oxidation on the lead and
trace amounts of verdigris on the brass. There are five full boxes in excellent condition and
one near full box in very good overall condition. (105918-1M)

2442. U.S. CHEMICAL
MORTAR SIGHT
Includes a MII Chemical
Mortar Sight with
leather carry case.
Used on the 4.2” chem-
ical mortar tube it has
windage and elevation
adjustments that func-
tion freely with spirit lev-
els built in under the
rear sight notch and along the left side flat. The sight seems to adjust
and function properly and is in excellent condition. The brown leather
case is in very good overall condition with some light scuffing and verdi-
gris present on the brass hardware. (105853-13)

2443. ARTILLERY LOT Includes a Japanese Inert 81mm projectile. The
fuse has a brass body with several characters written Japanese. The unit
measures roughly 14” overall with a painted black body and is stamped
inert just above the yellow stripe. A neat “table topper” in very good
overall condition. (105853-23)

2444. AMMUNITION LOT Includes four 50 round boxes of 8mm Nambu,
102 gr., FMJ cartridges with non corrosive priming. Manufactured by the
Nambu Manufacturing Co., LLC., all in excellent condition. (105198-1X)

2445. AMMUNITION LOT Includes two boxes of 500 S&W cartridges. First is a full 12 round box of Cor Bon 350 gr., FMJ “light tar-
get load” cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of Ultramax 385 gr., “Hunter” JHP cartridges in excellent con-
dition. (105918-1AC)

2446. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 50 round boxes of German manufactured 9mm cartridges. The boxes are marked
“Gustav Genschow & Co., A-G Durlach (Baden)” and “Steyr KAL.9mm”. All three are in near very good overall condition. (105918-1AB)

2447. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes five full boxes of 30 Mauser. There are three 25 round boxes of German manufactured cartridges
with head stamp markings of SBP 7.63 all in very good to near excellent condition. Also included with this lot are two 50 round boxes of
Remington Kleanbore 30 Mauser, 85 and 86 gr., MC cartridges in very good condition. The boxes are in fair to very good condition with
one having torn end flap and heavy scuffing. (105918-1AD)
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2448. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington–UMC 38 S&W. One box contains car-
tridges loaded with smokeless powder and the other with black powder. Both boxes are in similar states of condition with heavy scuff-
ing along the sides and edges. The top labels are near complete with light ingrained dirt smudging present on the fully legible labels. The
cartridges are in good to near very good condition with mild oxidation on the lead and light verdigris on some of the brass. (105918-1AA)

2449. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Winchester Super Speed 348 Win., 150 gr., SP cartridges in the red and yel-
low box. The box is in good overall condition with light scuffing on the edges and is missing a tab. There is an import sticker on the back
that reads “Notice the demand being insufficient to warrant production, these cartridges are imported for the convenience of our customers.
Sold by Canadian Industries (1954) Limited Montreal.” The cartridges are in very good to near excellent condition. (105918-1Z)

2450. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Winchester Super Speed Silvertip 348 Win., 150 gr., Expanding cartridges.
The red and yellow box rates fair to good overall with scuffs and several small tears along its edges and corners and is missing both sets
of end tabs. The cartridges are in very good to near excellent condition. (105918-1Z2)

2451. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a partial 20 round box containing 18 Winchester 348 cartridges. There are (14) 250 gr., expand-
ing Silvertip cartridges and (4) unknown soft point configurations all in very good overall condition. They are stored in a yellow Winchester
Silvertip box that rates very good to excellent. (105918-1Z3)

2452. LOT OF 43 SPANISH Includes three full 20 round boxes of UMC military cartridges. The boxes are mis matched and in overall rough
condition with good top labels with cartridges in very good to near excellent condition. (105918-1Y)

2453. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of Italian made 7.35 Carcano. The cartridges are on stripper clips holding 6 rounds
each three to a box and all in very good to near excellent condition. (105918-1AF)

2454. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four boxes of 9mm Largo. First are two full 25 round boxes of Fiocchi labeled “9mm Bergmann
Bayard” in very good to excellent condition. Second is a full 25 round box of Fabrica National 9mm Largo in an original sealed box dated
1946 in very good condition. Third is a partially sealed box of 1962 dated Spanish manufactured 9mm Largo in very good overall condi-
tion. (105198-14A)

2455. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes five full 25 round boxes of Yugoslavian made Privi Partizan 7.62mm Tokarev. The boxes are in very
good to excellent condition as are the cartridges. (105918-1AG)

2456. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full 50 round box of Remington 38 Automatic, 130 gr., metal cased cartridges index number 1438.
The box and cartridges rate excellent. (105918-1AH)

2457. ITALIAN PANORAMIC TELESCOPE
Includes an Italian made telescope with wood-
en case. The telescope retains near 60% of its
original blued finish blending with shades of
brown creating a pleasant blended patina. The
instrument is marked: “San Giorgio Sestri
Ponente”. (San Giorgio is a factory located in
Sestri Ponente and was an Italian military sup-
plier.) The optics are slightly cloudy and all the
adjustments seem to work freely and correctly.
The hard wood, likely oak, case is finger
groove constructed with likely a nickel plated
plague that reads “Cerchio Di Punto Modello
Cortese” both items are in very good to excel-
lent condition. (105853-21)

2458. U.S. MODEL 1918
AZIMUTH INSTRUMENT
SCOPE BY FRANKFORD
ARSENAL Includes two items
first is an instrument scope that is
painted OD green and measures
roughly 17” in length in very good
overall condition. The optic is light-
ly pitted but remains clear. It has
the following markings just below
the eye piece “Azimuth Instrument
model of 1918 Frankford Arsenal
1920 W.C.H. No. 575” with its orig-
inal leather transport case. The
stitching remains tight and the
leather is scuffed and scratched
near all over but remains in good
overall condition. Also included is a
spare adjustable eyepiece and
leather carry strap. (015853-28)
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2459. U.S. M1910A1
TELESCOPE LOT Includes
three items; first is an illuminated
base that is missing several parts
for the lighting to work. It is OD
green in color and appears to be
in very good overall condition.
Second is the telescope near

complete missing parts for illumi-
nating the viewing area. The optics are

slightly cloudy and there are several areas of
flaking in the OD green paint. Lastly is a fitted leather

case for the telescope. The leather is dried and slightly scuffed. The stitch-
ing however remains tight but it does have one broken strap. The telescope comes with an additional eyepiece and three colored filters.
When assembled these items will fill a 25” x 12” space. [Please note extra shipping will apply due to weight] (105853-27)

2460. U.S. M128 SIGNAL LAMP Includes a tripod mounted M128 Signal lamp. The tripod appears complete in good working order
and the attached signal lamp seems to be missing a few minor parts to make complete. The OD green finish has been ground away in a
couple of spots where it appears to have had identification markings removed but is otherwise in very good condition. This is an inter-
esting piece of military hardware that if one were able to get running again would prove itself useful in many scenarios. When folded the
unit measures 47” x 10”. (105853-25)

2461. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of 41 Swiss. The green dog bone style box is in fair condi-
tion with heavy scuffing along its edges. The torn but present end flaps have several tape repairs. The 300 gr., rimfire cartridges rate very
good overall with a light coating of lead dust from being stored so long. (105918-1W)

2462. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Winchester Super X 22 W.R.F. The yellow boxes with red labels rate
very good overall and the 22 rimfire cartridges rate excellent. (105918-1K)

2463. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT Includes a partial 50 round box of Remington Model 16, 22 Autoloading rimfire cartridges.
The box is in very good overall condition with minor scuffing along the edges and is missing end tabs on the right hand side of the box.
The cartridges are in excellent condition. (105918-1T)

2464. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full boxes of Remington Kleanbore 32 short Rimfire cartridges. Both boxes are missing the
end tabs and have several scuff marks along the edges and one has a crease that runs completely across the top from left to right. The
cartridges are in fair condition with moderate white oxidation build up and close to half of one box is mixed with cartridges bearing dia-
mond shaped head stamp markings. (105918-1R)

2465. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of Remington 25 ACP cartridges. First is a two piece, 50 rd. size Remington
Arms–Union Metallic Cartridge Co., partial box of 50 containing 42 cartridges in good overall condition. The box rates fair with moderate
foxing around the top exposed edges and light wrinkling and cracking of the labels. Second is a full box of Remington Kleanbore 50 gr.,
25 Automatic metal cased cartridges in very good to near excellent condition. (105918-1S)

2466. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a two piece box with orange and black label that reads “.343 Winchester Soft
Point Cartridges 200 gr., soft point bullets for Winchester model 1886 repeating rifle”. The labels are near excellent with only minor blem-
ishes to include a couple of spots written in grease pencil along the top. The box remains in very good overall condition with two split
seams along the bottom corners and the cartridges have spots of light verdigris and oxidation. (105918-1H)

2467. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of 32 ACP cartridges from multiple manufacturers. First is a near full box (49) of
Western X 71 gr., JHP cartridges in very good condition. Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester Staynless in a moderately scuffed
box missing end tabs with ammo in good to near very good condition. Third is a two piece box that is still partially sealed of Remington
Arms–Union Metallic Cartridge Co. The box is unfortunately missing a small corner of the top lid. The wrap around side label is 85% com-
plete missing only two small. Included in the box is a factory name change card. (105918-1I)

2468. RIMFIRE AMMUNITION LOT Includes seven boxes of assorted 22 caliber ammunition. First are two full boxes of Winchester
Super Speed 22 short. The faded red and yellow boxes are complete in very good overall condition and the cartridges rate excellent.
Second are two full boxes of CCI 22CB Mini Caps in very good to near excellent condition. Third is a full box of Winchester Super X 22
Long in excellent condition. Fourth is a full box of Winchester Super Speed 22 Short Kopperklad cartridges in very good overall condi-
tion. Fifth is a full box of Peters Rustless Target 22 Short in good overall condition, missing its end tabs. (105918-1Q)
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2469. LOT OF FISHING PARTS Includes two fly reel spools in Orvis travel pouches. First is an unmarked spool that measures 2 11/16”
in diameter and comes with two v shaped retention clips. Second is an unmarked aluminum spool that measures 3 1/8” in diameter that
has WF7 F/S stenciled in electric pencil under the release spring. Both items are in very good overall condition. (103026-21D)

2470. POWDER HORN LOT Includes two. First is an approximately 6” long horn with a wooden plug and base. It has a small hole near
the bottom but remains in good overall condition. Second is a larger plastic horn measuring 9 1/2” in very good condition. (104892-57E)

2471. SCOPE LOT Includes a Weaver scope and Redfield base. The scope is a Weaver Model 29S, likely a 3X with fine standard cross hair
reticle and crisp clear optics. The base consists of a Redfield Junior Mount designed for Weaver scopes. The mount comes in its origi-
nal two piece box and included are two rear sight elevators and an assortment of screws. All items in this lot are in very good to near
excellent condition. (105017-2, 3)

2472. LOT OF MACHINIST TOOLS Includes a variety of pocket sized calipers, slide and scale rulers, templates triangles, scribes, and
erasing plates. The items are in very good condition and would prove useful on any drafting desk or work bench. (105178-4)

2473. SLING LOT Includes two leather slings with quick detach swivels. First is a padded Winchester rifle sling measuring 2” across at its
widest point in excellent condition. Second is a russet brown colored military style adjustable leather sling with Jaeger swivels that is 3/4”
wide and in excellent condition. (104452-21I)

2474. LEATHER SHOT BAGS Includes two Am Flask and Co., 1 ¼-1 ½ Oz shot bags. Both are embossed with pointing dog scene.
One appears much newer and is marked on the back 2 1/2 lbs. Aside from missing a spring on the spout, it is in excellent condition.
The second pouch is suffering from split seams and improper storage. The embossed design is slightly visible and the back is marked
3 lbs. (104892-57G)

2475. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS Two in all, first is a zinc flask with common top showing a deer wreathed in foliage on both sides. The
flask body has several impressions and is missing a tether ring but has tight seams all round and is very similar to the one pictured on page
377 of Riling’s book. The second flask is likely a Frary with screw off cap and graduated charger (see Riling’s Book page 413) shaped in
the form of a gun stock. There are two small solder repairs on the tether rings one of which is missing, and the pin to lock the charging
spout in place is missing. Otherwise this flask is in very good overall condition. (104892-57F)

2476. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes. First is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity 22 Rem Jet, 40 gr., SP car-
tridges in very good to near excellent condition. Second is a partial box of 50 (contains 31) Winchester Super X 256 Win Mag, 60 gr.,
open pt expanding cartridges in excellent condition. (105918-1J)

2477. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes. First is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super X 22 hornet, 45 gr., SP cartridges in
very good to excellent condition. Second is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 218 Bee, 46 gr., Mush. The cartridges are in very
good to excellent condition. (105918-1V)

2478. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round sealed boxes of Buffalo Arms Co., 25-20 smokeless powder cartridges. They
are loaded with a lead bullet and are in plastic storage cases that are taped shut. These commercial remanufactured cartridges are in what
appears to be excellent condition. (105918-1P)

2479. LOT OF LOCKS Includes two unmarked percussion lock plates and three pieces of flint. First is a percussion lockplate with light foli-
ate scroll engraving on the plate and hammer that measures roughly 4 3/4” x 1 1/16” with a very gradual upwards curve. It has a two
position hammer that holds on half cock and appears to be complete and in good to very good condition. Second is a two position flint
lock completely in-the-white with heavy tooling marks and rudimentary construction. It does appear to be complete and functions prop-
erly, holding on half cock. (104982-57D)

2480. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes. First is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super Speed 250 Savage, 87 gr., SP car-
tridges in very good condition. The red and yellow box is in fair condition with light scuffing and two torn end flaps. Second is a full 20
round box of Peters High Velocity 250 Savage, 87 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition. The box is in good overall condition with some
minor scuffing a partially separated end flap and spots of what appears to be insect damage. (105918-1)

2481. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of 35 WCF, first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Staynless 35 WCF, 250 gr., SP car-
tridges in good overall condition with spots of white oxidation on the lead and areas of discoloration along the brass. The box is in poor
condition missing an endflap with several scuffs and small tears. Second is a full 20 round two piece box of Remington Arms-Union
Metallic Cartridge Co., 35 Winchester Smokeless, 250 gr., metal cased bullets in very good to near excellent condition. (105918-1AE)

2482. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three partial two piece boxes of mixed manufacturer .32 S&W cartridges. First is a partial 50 round
box containing 23 Winchester Repeating Arms Co., in the picture box in good overall condition. The cartridges are lightly oxidized and
the box has near complete labels that are missing the front edge. Second is a partial box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., containing 41
.32 S&W 88 gr., cartridges in good overall condition with light oxidation build up in a very good condition box with light dirt staining and
complete labels. Third is a Remington Arms-Union Metallic Co., box containing 40 cartridges in good overall condition with a very good
condition box missing about 10% of its side labels. (105918-1U)

2483. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two different calibers. First is a mixed batch of 38-55 metallic cartridges ranging in condition from
poor to near excellent. They are from UMC, Winchester, and Remington stored in a plastic Berry’s MFG., plastic case. Second is a par-
tial (49) 50 found box of Remington Kleanbore 41 Long Colt, 195 gr., Lead bullets. The cartridges are in very good to excellent condition
and the box is in poor condition with multiple split seams, tears, abrasions, and missing flaps. (105703-1)

2484. ILCO UNICAN KEY CUTTING MACHINE NO. 025 This is a manual cutting machine model No. 025 with near full key blank
display and small tin key shaped sign. The machine is in good working condition with a few small stains and a small crack near the power
switch on the lower right corner. The display rack measures 43 1/2” x 17 1/4” a 14 1/4” and holds numerous key blanks for automobiles
and standard locks. Also included in this lot is a Micro Micrometer Precision key cutting machine in its original box in excellent condition,
two key blank directories and an owner’s manual for the Unican cutter. This would be a great investment opportunity and items are in
very good to near excellent condition. [Please note due to size and weight of these items shipping will not be available] (104299-75)

2485. TACTICAL GUN SLEEVE A five pocket padded black nylon case that measures 43” overall by UTG in very good to near excellent
condition. (104044-S14836A)

2486. LOT OF GUN CASES Includes two padded nylon cases that measure 48” overall by Vector Pack Systems. Each zippered case has
a side pouch for a high capacity magazine or box of ammunition and are in very good to near excellent condition. (104458-2A)

2487. LOT OF SOFT CASES Includes five padded zippered soft canvas gun sleeves. They are from the following makers: Boyt, SKB, and
Red Head measuring from 48”-52” and in excellent condition. (104427-119AA, 126AA1)

2488. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES Includes three padded zippered leather gun sleeves. They range in condition from fair to near very good
ranging in lengths from 42”-52”. (104427-128AA)
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2489. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES Includes four zippered leather slightly padded cases. All in good overall condition with staining on the out-
side of a couple cases. They range in length from 42”-52”. (104405-D24899AA1)

2490. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES Includes five zippered padded leather cases ranging in length from 42”-52” in good overall condition.
(104405-D2899AA2)

2491. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES Includes three padded cases. Two are canvas and one leather and all are in good overall condition and mea-
sure 48”-50” in length. (104458-3A)

2492. DISPLAY CASE One Colt Custom oak presentation case with red baize interior. The case is for a large frame snub nose revolver it
is in excellent condition and does not come with a key. (104299-20)

2493. GUN CLEANING KIT A Kleanbore fancy wooden cased rifle and shot gun cleaning kit that is slightly used and is missing only a few
patches. It is in excellent condition. (104299-45A1)

2494. CROSMAN AIR RIFLE A Model “400” Repeater, bolt action .22cal Co2 powered air rifle. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus of
their original blue and painted finish with some light wear marks along the bolt, top of the barrel and near the receiver. The smooth pis-
tol grip stock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. (104299-47A)

2495. LOT OF CLEANING SOLUTION Includes four new 13 oz. cans of Birchwood Casey “Gun Scrubber”. All in excellent condition one
can is missing its straw. (104299-45)

2496. LOT OF CLEANING SOLUTION Includes four new 13 oz. cans of Birchwood Casey “Gun Scrubber”. All in excellent condition.
(104299-45A)

2497. LOT OF GUN CASES Includes two single gun cases. The first is a 50” Gun Guard case with four plastic snap locks, gray in color
and in good overall condition. Second is a black Doskosport 50” scoped gun case with snap lock closures in excellent condition.
(104299-1A, 55A)

2498. LOT OF PISTOL CASES Includes four Doskocil pistol cases. These are double layered cases that measure 13” X 16” x 6” in good
overall condition aside from the orange safety paint they were striped with at one time. (104299-62P2, 62P7, 62P10, 62P6)

2499. LOT OF PISTOL CASES Four total to include three Doskocil double layer cases that measure 13” x 16” x 6” with orange safety paint
striped on them in good overall condition (one is missing the middle layer of foam). Also included is a Doskosport case that measures
the same in excellent condition. (104299-62P9, 62P, 62P8, 62P4)

2500. LOT OF PISTOL CASES Includes two double layer pistol cases. The first is a like new Doskosport case that measures 13” x 16” x
6” in like new condition. Second is a Plano Protector Series pistol case in like new condition. (104287-1A, 1B)

2501. LOT OF GUN CASES Included four Gun Guard single rifle cases. There are two 48” and two 52” cases with slide lock closures in
good overall condition. (104299-1A1, 1A3, 1A2, 1A4)

2502. LOT OF PISTOL CASES Includes five. There are two Gun Guard brief case style cases in good overall condition with one needing
replacement foam. Two Doskocil and one Plano style case, all in good overall condition measuring 13” x 16” x 6”. (104299-62P3, 62P1,
62P5, 62P11, 62P12)

2503. SHOOTERS LOT Includes a Doskosport double pistol case in very good overall condition a black canvas magazine pouch and a
sheathed unmarked multi tool, similar to a large Leatherman. (104289-2)

2504. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is a 148 page hard cover title German Small Arms Markings, by Joachim Gortz & Don L. Bryans, copyright
1997 in like new condition. Second is a 208 page hardcover title the Mauser Self-Loading Pistol, by James N. Belford and Jack Dunlap
copyright 1969. This first edition print is in excellent condition overall with a few small tears in the original dust jacket. (104211-1)

2505. BOOK LOT Includes a 205 page illustrated hardcover title Military Holsters of World War II, by Eugene J. Bender, copyright 1984. This
first edition print is dedicated and signed in ink by the author and dated Jan. 21, 1985. It is in excellent condition. (104211-1K)

2506. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is an illustrated hardcover title Mauser Pocket Pistols 1910-1946, by Roy G. Pender III, copyright 1971.
The book is in excellent condition with some light yellowing on the edges of the dust jacket. Second is an illustrated leather bound hard-
cover title The Broom Handle Pistol, by Wayne R. Erickson and Charles E. Pate, copyright 1985 in excellent overall condition. (104211-1A)

2507. LOT OF BOOKS BY WHITTINGTON Includes three of the four hardcover volumes titled German Pistols and Holsters, copyright
1969, 1989, 1990. Volume I is number 1145 of 2000 as is Volume II and it is personally signed and dedicated by the author, Volume three
is 569 of 2000 and included a quick little note from the author to a previous owner. The books are fantastic additions to a library or ref-
erence collection. (104211-1B)

2508. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is an illustrated 185 page hardcover title Gun Marks, by David Byron, copyright 1979 in excellent condi-
tion. Second is a 160 page illustrated hardcover title Famous Pistols and Hand Guns, edited by A.J.R. Cormack, copyright 1977 in excel-
lent condition. (104211-1C)

2509. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is a 689 page hardcover title The Book of Rifles, by W.H.B. Smith & Joseph E. Smith copyright 1948 with
lightly torn dust jacket in very good overall condition. Second is an 816 page hardcover title Pistols and Revolvers, revised by Joseph E.
Smith, copyright 1968. This is a revised edition of the book originally written by W.H.B. Smith in very good condition with a slightly tat-
tered dust jacket. (104211-1D)

2510. LOT OF THREE BOOKS First is an illustrated 192 page hardcover title Beretta Automatic Pistols, by J.B. Wood, copyright 1985, in
excellent condition. Second is an illustrated 243 page hardcover title The Belgian Browning Pistol 1849-1949, by Anthony Vanderlinden,
copyright 2001, in excellent to near new condition. Third is an illustrated 168 page hardcover title Soviet Russian Tokarev “TT” Pistols and
Cartridges 1929-1953, by Fred A Datig, copyright 1990. This is volume 13 of a set compiled by the author and is in excellent to near new
condition. (104211-1E)

2511. LOT OF COLT BOOKS First is an illustrated 463 hardcover title A Study of Colt Conversions and Other Percussion Revolvers, by R.
Bruce McDowell, copyright 1997 in near new condition. Second is a 256 page illustrated soft cover title Colt Memorabilia Price Guide, by
John Ogle in excellent condition. (104211-1F)

2512. BOOK LOT Includes an illustrated 467 page hardcover title Japanese Military Handguns and Holsters 1893-1945 by John C. Van Lund,
copyright 1972. The book is in excellent condition overall and would make a useful addition to one’s reference collection. (104211-1G)

2513. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is an illustrated 167 page hardcover title Military Pistols of Japan, by Fred L. Honeycutt Jr., copyright 1982
with lightly faded dust jacket in excellent condition. Second is an illustrated 207 page hardcover title Military Rifles of Japan, by Fred L.
Honeycutt Jr., copyright 1996, with dust jacket that has slightly crinkled edges. In excellent overall condition. (104211-1H)
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2514. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is an illustrated hardcover title The Hand Cannons of Imperial Japan, by Harry Derby, copyright 1981.
This is a first edition print, signed by the author in exce3llent condition. Second is an illustrated hardcover title Japanese Handguns, by
Frederick E. Leithe, 1968, in very good to near excellent condition. (104211-1I)

2515. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is an illustrated 512 page soft cover title Levine’s Guide to Knives and Their Values, by Bernard Levine.
This revised fourth edition print is in very good overall condition with only some light yellowing of the pages. Second are two soft cover
titles by M.W. Silvey and Garry D. Boyd titled U.S. Military Knives and Bayonets price guide, and U.S. Military Knives Collectors Guide.
Both soft covers are in excellent condition. Third is an illustrated soft cover title American Military Bayonets of the 20th Century, by Gary
M. Cunningham, in very good condition. (104211-1J)

2516. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is an illustrated 304 page hardcover title Luger Variations volume I, by Harry E. Jones, copyright 1959.
The book is complete with lightly tattered and yellowing dust jacket, and spots of foxing on some of the pages but otherwise is in very
good overall condition. Second is an illustrated 416 page hardcover title Lugers at Random, by Charles Kenyon Jr., copyright 1969. The
book is complete with dust jacket and is in excellent condition. (104211-1L)

2517. SET OF TWO BOOKS Included are two illustrated hardcovers sharing the same title International Armament, by George B. Johnson
and Hans Bert Lockhoven. They are complete with dust jackets and cardboard sleeve that is torn in one corner and separated along one
seam in very good overall condition. (104211-1M)

2518. 1911 MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single two tone unmarked Colt magazine. The magazine retains near 90% of its partial blue fin-
ish with several small wear marks and scratches consistent with use. This is an excellent condition magazine. (104299-23)

2519. 1911 MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single two tone unmarked Colt magazine. The magazine retains near 90% of its partial blue fin-
ish with faint traces of light oxidation staining on the white and several small wear marks and scratches consistent with use on the blued
area. This is an excellent condition magazine. (104299-23A)

2520. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes two marked 1911 GI magazines. The first magazine is marked “Colt/45 Auto” and retains near
80% of its original blue blending with tones of mild brown and silver patinas. The magazine has several spots of light wear in the finish
consistent with use and is in excellent condition. Second is a marked “Colt/45 Auto” retaining near 70 of its original blue finish that now
blends evenly with a sliver and brown patina. The magazine has a couple of small pen marks on the right side flat and is in very good
overall condition. (104299-23B)

2521. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes one two tone two line 1911 magazine. The magazine retains near 90% of its original blue finish
with several small wear marks and scratches consistent from use. The top of the magazine shows shades of gun metal gray with faint
specks of light oxidation staining. This is an excellent condition magazine. (104299-23C)

2522. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes one two tone two line 1911 magazine. The magazine retains near 95% of its original blue finish
with a few small wear marks and scratches consistent from use. The top of the magazine shows shades of gun metal gray with faint rem-
nants of hardened oil. This is an excellent overall example. (104299-23D)

2523. LOT OF THREE BOOKS First is an illustrated hardcover title Small Arms in Profile, edited by A.J.R. Cormack, volume I of a larger set
in very good overall condition and includes an appendix number 19 titled Small Arms Profile the Mauser 1896. Second is a 723 page illus-
trated hardcover title Small Arms of the World, by W.H.B. Smith and Joseph E. Smith, copyright 1962, with slightly wrinkled edges on the
dust jacket and in very good overall condition. Third is an illustrated 320 page hardcover title the Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms, by
Ian V. Hogg, copyright 1978 in excellent condition. (104211-1N)

2524. SET OF THREE BOOKS Includes a three volume hardcover set sharing the same main title Walther. Volume I is subtitled Models
PP and PPK 1929-1945, volume two is subtitled Engraved, Presentation and Standard Model, and volume three is subtitled 1908-1980.
All three volumes are in near new condition and should be a valuable asset in the Walther collector’s reference arsenal. (104211-1P)

2525. LOT OF BOOKS Includes a three volume hardcover set titled The P38 Pistol, by Warren H. Buxton, copyright 1978, 1984 and 1990.
The books are in excellent to near new condition with subtitles to follow; vol. I The Walther Pistols 1930-1945, vol. II The Contract Pistols
1940-1945, and vol. III Distribution 1945-1990 Addendum Vol. I and II. (104211-1Q)

2526. COLT BOOK LOT Includes an illustrated 230 page hardcover title Colt .45 Government Models (Commercial Series) 1912-1970, by
Charles W. Clawson, copyright 1996. The book is in nearly as new condition complete with dust jacket. The book is very stiff as if it has
not seen any time open. This is a great reference lot for the 1911 guy and should work well into any reference collection. (104211-1R)

2527. BOOK LOT Includes an illustrated hardcover title The Government Models, by William H.D. Goddard, copyright 1988. The book is in
very good to near excellent condition with its only apologies being a slightly yellowing dust jacket that has a few small tears along the
edges. This is a must have book for the beginning 1911 collector. (104211-1S)

2528. COLT BOOK LOT Includes an illustrated 429 page hardcover title Colt .45 Service Pistols Models of 1911 and 1911A1 complete mil-
itary history and production 1900-1945, by Charles W. Clawson, copyright 1991. This well written book is numbered 314 and has a per-
sonal note passed to the previous owner signed by the author. The book is in near new condition and would be a great addition to ones
reference collection. (104211-1T)

2529. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is a 198 page illustrated hardcover title Walther Pistols and Rifles, by W.H.B. Smith copyright 1962. The
book is in very good overall condition with a slightly wrinkled dust jacket. Second is a 160 page illustrated hardcover title German Pistols
and Revolvers, by Ian V. Hogg, copyright 1971. The book is in very good condition the dust jacket is repaired in several places with clear
tape but is complete. (10411-1U)

2530. LOT OF JAN C. STILL BOOKS Includes two titles first is an illustrated 335 page hardcover title Axis Pistols, copyright 1986 (Vol.
II) and is in excellent condition. Second is a 291 page illustrated hardcover title Third Reich Lugers and Their Accessories, copyright 1988,
(Vol. III) in excellent condition signed by the author. (104211-1V)

2531. LOT OF TWO BOOKS First is an illustrated 406 page hardcover title J.P. Sauer & Sohn a Historical Study of Sauer Automatic Pistols,
by Jim Cate & Nico Van Gijn, copyright 1996. The book is in excellent overall condition. Second is an illustrated 440 page hardcover title
J.P. Sauer & Sohn Vol. IIJ.P. Sauer & Sohn Vol. II, by Jim Cate & Martin Krause, copyright 2000 in excellent condition complete with dust
jacket. (104211-1W)

2532. LOT OF TWELVE BOOKS Includes an assortment of Gun Digest and Blue Books. There are three soft cover Blue Books. First is
the 15th edition of gun values, second is the 3rd edition of Black Powder Values and the third is the 5th edition on Airguns. All three
books are in very good condition. There is one Hardcover title The NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly, in good overall condition and eight
Gun Digest volumes all pertaining to firearm assembly/disassembly and in good overall condition. (104211-1X)

2533. LOT OF FIVE BOOKS Includes four soft cover titles and one 560 page illustrated hardcover title Pistol Smithing by George C. Nonte,
Jr., copyright 1974. Aside from a lightly stained and torn dust jacket this book rates very good to excellent overall. Second are three soft
cover titles by E.J. Hoffschmidt listed as follows; Know your .45 Auto Pistols, Know Your Walther P.38 Pistols, and Know your Walther PP
and PPK Pistols. All three books are in very good to near excellent condition. Last is a soft cover title Know Your Czechoslovakian Pistols,
by R.J. Berger in excellent condition. (104211-1Y)
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2534. LOT OF PERIODICALS Includes four manuals regarding M-16’s and M-14’s as well as for a Radiological Survey Meter. Also
included are a Hubertus catalog (in German), a copy of Artistry in Arms, by Roy G. Jinks, a 1989 edition Identification Guide–Military
Small Calibre Ammunition (up to 15mm), and a Lyman’s Guide To: Big Game Cartridges & Rifles. All items in this lot are in very good
condition. (104211-1Z)

2535. AUTO-ORDNANCE MAGAZINE LOT Includes a 50 round drum magazine for a “Tommy Gun”. The magazine retains 90% orig-
inal blue with scattered spots of light oxidation staining mostly prominent around the winding key assembly. There are several small
scratches over the entire surface. The spring seems strong and it appears to be complete and in good working order. (104299-23E)

2536. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three stick magazines for a Thompson sub-machinegun. There are two 20 round and one 30. The
30 round magazine retains near 85% of its blue with light oxidation staining near allover, prominent mostly along the feed lips and is marked
“U.S. 30 Cartridge-Cal 45 / C Co”. Second is an Auto-Ordnance marked 20 round magazine that retains near 95% original blue. Third is
another 20 round magazine retaining 50% original blue blending with tones of silver and brown. The magazine bears no identification
marks only the following: “Patented-Aug. 24, 1920 / Aug. 24, 1920-Jan. 11, 1921” and is likely a Colt repeating patent magazine. All three
magazines are in very good to near excellent condition. (104299-23F)

2537. STOCK LOT Includes a buttstock and pistol grip forend for a Thompson sub-machinegun. The pistol grip has a darker finish then the
buttstock but both are in excellent overall condition with a few light scattered handling marks. The buttstock is complete with mounting
screws and oiler in the buttplate. A fine condition non matching stock set. (104299-95)

2538. STOCK LOT Includes a non matching buttstock and straight forend for a Thompson sub-machinegun. The forend is darker than the
stock and it has a 2” in-the-grain crack on the left side top and has the sling mount attached. The buttstock appears to have been cleaned
maybe even lightly sanded but has several light impact and handling marks with a poorly fitted steel buttplate. It comes with a proper
sling swivel and there is no oiler in the compartment behind the buttplate. An overall very good condition parts lot for the tommy gun col-
lector. (104299-95A)

2539. LOT OF THOMPSON PARTS Includes an assortment of springs, clips, a display barrel and cleaning accessories. First is a stripped
buttstock missing all of its metal hardware with several small impact and handling marks to include scratches, dings, and chips. Second
are two sealed boxes of cleaning brushes marked “SNL A-32 C-4036 / GUNS S/M CAL.45 THOMPSON M.1928 A.I.” Third is a display
or “prop” barrel that is heavily pitted with a smooth bore (this barrel was not intended for live use). There are several small springs and a
retention clip that has had is lower arm broken and or altered. (104299-95B)

2540. ARCHERY LOT Includes a grab bag of new in the package dated archery sights, rests, and broad heads. The makers include Cobra,
Huntmaster, Wasp, and Thunderhead. The items are in excellent condition. (104299-44)

2541. ARCHERY LOT Includes a grab bag of new in the package items to include sights, rests, silencers, and broad heads. These are dated
but new in the package items from makers like Cobra, TM-Hunter, Thunderhead, and Wasp all in excellent condition. (104299-44A)

2542. 1911 ACCESSORIES Includes two blued magazines and a leather magazine pouch. First is an unmarked commercial style maga-
zine that retains 95% plus original blue with scattered light scratches and wear marks consistent with use. Second is a G.I. style maga-
zine with 80% original blue finish remaining with light to moderate wear marks and several scratches with “C-S” stamped in the toe of the
floor plate. Third is a two pocket russet brown colored magazine pouch that has an upside down DB stamped on the belt loop and Eagle
clutching olive branches on the brass snap. The leather is soft and lightly scratched and there is remnants of verdigris present around the
brass hardware. (104299-23G)

2543. 1911 ACCESSORIES Includes two blued magazines and a leather pouch. The magazines are unmarked and retain 85% and 90%
original blue finish respectively. The brown leather pouch is marked “C.O.” on the lower left rear corner and “Q.M.C. /Jeff.1924/ M.E.K.”
in the center of the belt loop. The brass hardware shows verdigris but remains in excellent condition. (104299-23H)

2544. 1911 LOT Includes a U.S. marked magazine pouch and two blued magazines. First is a “C-R” marked magazine that retains 80% of its
original blue finish with loss due to wear consistent with use. Second is a “C-S” marked magazine that retains 70% original blue with loss due
to wear from use. The holster is marked “U.S. / J.O.M.D. / 1040/E.N.G.” and all items are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-23I)

2545. 1911 MAGAZINES AND POUCH Includes two blued magazines and a U.S. marked web pouch. The magazines bear no marks
and show several small light scratches in the blue finish that are consistent with use. The inside of the magazine pouch is marked “96 /
(downward pointing arrow) / U.S.” The last two lines are faded and blended in too deep to distinguish the letters. The pouch and mag-
azines rate very good to near excellent. (104299-23J)

2546. 1903 ACCESSORIES Includes two second variation nickel plated combination oiler and cleaning kits. Each kit appears complete
with brush and patch puller. Also included are two additional wrapped patch pullers all in excellent condition. (104211-4J)

2547. MIXED LOT OF SHOOTING GEAR Includes 33 packages of disposable hearing protection and three full boxes of “Exploding
Bullz-I Targets”. Items are in new in the package condition. They are older products that have been stored properly. (104299-34)

2548. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes five boxes of five from several different manufacturers. First is a full box of Winchester Western Super
X 12 ga., 2 ¾”, No.4 Buck, super buckshot loads. Second are two full boxes of Remington Slugger 12 ga., 2 ¾” 1 0z, HPRS. Third are two
full boxes of Brenneke K.O. 12 ga., 2 ¾”, 1 0z, slugs. The shotshells in this lot rate very good to near excellent overall. (104299-28)

2549. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes six boxes. First is a full 25 round box of Federal Game Load 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No.8 shot in excellent
condition. Second is a partial 25 round box of Sears Sportload, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No.6 shotshells. There are 20 of these shells in very good
condition. Third is a partial box of 25 Federal Multi Purpose 12 ga., 2 3/4” No. 7 1/2 shot in excellent condition containing 22 shotshells.
Fourth is a partial box of 25 Federal Multi Purpose 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No. 8 shot in very good overall condition containing 16 shotshells. Fifth
is a partial box of 25 (15 shotshells) Federal Champion 12 ga., 2 3/4’, No.7 ½ shot. Sixth is a partial box of Remington 12 ga., 2 3/4”
Buckshot Loads. The box contains 13 shotshells in very good overall condition. (104299-27B)

2550. LOT OF ASSORTED SHOTSHELLS Lot contains about 13 lbs. of loose mixed shotshells in varying gauges, lengths, and manu-
facturers. They include Remington, Winchester, Federal and more with shotshells in .410 bore through 12 ga., all in very good overall con-
dition. (104299-27D)

2551. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes about 12 lbs. of loose mixed shotshells mostly 12 and 20 gauges. The shells are in very good to
near excellent condition with noted makers like Fiocchi, Winchester, Remington and more. This would make a great range day bag, also
included are two sealed shotgun cleaning aides. (104299-27A)

2552. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes a sealed Remington coffee mug with 350 rounds of 22LR and an assortment of par-
tial boxes and loose cartridges. The Remington mug is from a 1993 promotion and is in excellent condition. Second is a partial box of 50
Winchester Super–X 22LR cartridges containing 35 in excellent condition. Third is partial box of Federal Champion 22LR with 18 car-
tridges in excellent condition. Fourth is a bag containing 90 mixed manufacturer 22LR, 22 magnum, 22 short rd. box cartridges all vary-
ing in condition from fair to near excellent. (104299-27)
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2553. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes three boxes. First is a partial one piece box of 25 containing 14 Peters Rustless High Velocity 16
ga., 2 9/16” No. 6 Shot. The box is in fair to good overall condition with ingrained dirt staining, moderate amounts of scuffing along the
edges, with shotshells in very good overall condition. Second is a full one piece box of Western Super X 16 ga., 2 3/4” No. 6 Shot. The
box is lightly scuffed along a few edges and has spots of ingrained dirt staining with shotshells in excellent condition. Third is a full one
piece box of Western Super X 20 ga., 3”, No. 4 Shot. The box is in good overall condition with scuffing along its edges and spots of bruis-
ing from the heads rubbing against the cardboard. The shotshells are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-27C)

2554. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a complete kit to with the following; (10) O’Hare Mfg. Co., marked M4
Cleaning Rods (Post WWII era), (10) Stanley Works screwdrivers (WWI era), (10) M5 cleaning brushes, (1) Brass Oil Can, and (1) Grease
Pot. The items are cased in a blued U.S. marked steel box (WWI design with wooden tray) that has a “Climax Ham Ohio” logo stamped
in the bottom. Items in this lot are in excellent condition. (104211-4C)

2555. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a near complete WWII era cleaning kit with the following; (9) unmarked
steel M4 cleaning rods, (10) Stanley Works screwdrivers, (10) M5 cleaning brushes, (1) brass oiler and (1) grease pot. The items are
housed in a U.S. marked steel box with welded dividers in excellent condition. (104211-4F)

2556. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a complete WWI era pistol cleaning kit that includes the following; (10)
brass M4 cleaning rods, (10) Stanley Works Screwdrivers (blued finish), (10) M5 cleaning brushes, (1) brass oiler and (1) brass grease
pot. The items are stored in a U.S. marked steel box and are in excellent condition. (104211-4I)

2557. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a partial Kit containing; (5) WWII era M4 cleaning rods, (6) WWII era
Stanley Works Screwdrivers, matching painted oiler and grease pot in a U.S. marked box with welded dividers. Items are in excellent to
like new condition. (104211-4B)

2558. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a complete WWI era pistol cleaning kit that includes the following; (10)
brass M4 cleaning rods, (10) Stanley Works Screwdrivers (blued finish), (10) M5 cleaning brushes, (1) brass oiler and (1) brass grease
pot. The items are stored in a U.S. marked steel box and are in excellent condition. (104211-4H)

2559. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes the following; (6) USBC Co., M4 Cleaning Rods, (1) Metlglas screw-
driver, (10) M5 cleaning brushes, (1) oiler and (1) grease pot stored in a U.S. marked steel box in very good to near excellent condition.
(104211-4B)

2560. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes (10) USBC Co., M4 Cleaning Rods, (10) Stanley Works screwdrivers,
(10) M5 cleaning rods a steel oiler and grease pot in a welded divider, U.S. marked steel box. An excellent example. (104211-4)

2561. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a partial mixed WWI and WWII eras kit that includes: (5) brass M4 clean-
ing rods, (1) Metlglas screwdriver, (4) Stanley Works screwdrivers, a removable tray with brass oiler and grease pot. Items are in a U.S.
marked steel box that is in very good overall condition. (104211-4A)

2562. U.S. MODEL 1912 PISTOL CLEANING KIT Includes a complete kit to with the following; (10) O’Hare Mfg. Co., marked M4
Cleaning Rods (Post WWII era), (4) Stanley Works screwdrivers (WWI era), (2) M5 cleaning brushes, (1) Brass Oil Can, and (1) Grease
Pot. The items are cased in a blued U.S. marked steel box (WWI design with wooden tray) that has a “Climax Ham Ohio” logo stamped
in the bottom and “A-182” stenciled across the lid. Items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104211-4E)

2563. MAGAZINE LOT Includes three Pardini SR22 magazines in original packaging in near new condition. (104299-23K)
2564. LOT OF HOLSTERS Includes three WWII era softshell holsters. First is a Hungarian made M1937 canvas and leather holster by Kern,

Klager & Cie. The leather belt loop is marked “cdc/41 and E/7”. The stitching remains complete and tight and the leather is soft and sup-
ple. There are faint markings left on the inside flap too faded to read unfortunately. This is a very good to excellent condition holster with
an added Waffenamt on the front flap. Second is a pebble grain P-38 flap style holster. There are no proof markings on the outside of
the holster and what markings are on the inside of the flap are illegible. The stitching is tight and the holster is in excellent overall condi-
tion. Third is a full flap leather holster likely for a P-38 pistol. There are illegible markings on the inner flap with the leather being lightly
scratched and scuffed near all over. The holster remains in very good overall condition. (104211-7)

2565. SCOPE LOT Includes a Swift 4-12X40 scope with quick detach rings by Midway. The matte black finish scope has white filled letter-
ing and a duplex reticle with crisp, clear optics and a 1” diameter tube. This excellent condition scope comes with a set of plastic black
lens covers and is ready for use on your favorite large game rifle. (106075-18A)

2566. LOT OF HOLSTERS Includes four leather military small framed pistol flap holsters. First is a “JHG/41 and E/ W1A288” marked hol-
ster with a few small scratches and scuffs in excellent condition. Second is a similar unmarked leather flap holster with moderately scuffed
cracked and slight crazed leather in good overall condition. Third is a black leather R.B.N. marked holster with tight stitching and a few
light scratches in excellent condition. Fourth is a PP style flap holster marked “D.R.G.M. /crossed pistol/crossed rifles with wreath”. The
markings are 90% legible and the holster is in excellent condition. (104211-7A)

2567. LOT OF FLAP HOLSTERS Includes four styles for various small framed pistols like the Mauser HSc, Astra 600 or Walther PP. The
holsters are in very good to near excellent condition with one having proofs on the front flap that read “E/WaAD20”. (104211-7B)

2568. LOT OF FLAP HOLSTERS Includes four small framed pistol holsters. First is an A.E. marked flap holster with twin magazine pock-
ets. The holster is has some light verdigris staining around the brass hardware but remains in very good overall condition. Second is a
Walther PP style flap holster marked “D.R.G.M. /(crossed pistol)/(crossed rifles with wreath)”. The markings and the holster are in very
good to excellent condition. Third is a P-Mod 27 holster marked “E/WaA76/ 1942” in very good overall condition. Fourth is a black Kern
Klager & Co., marked holster dated 1941 in very good overall condition. (104211-7D)

2569. LOT OF HOLSTERS Includes four mixed medium frame pistol flap holsters. First is a “cgn/42 and E/WaA920” marked holster in a
deep plum color with leather in excellent condition. Second is a pebble grain holster with inner flap markings that are illegible in fair to
good condition. Third is an unmarked tan leather holster likely for a P-38 pistol in good overall condition. Fourth is a brown leather P-
38 holster with illegible markings on the inner flap and is missing the outer magazine shell. (104211-7C)

2570. LOT OF FLAP HOLSTERS Includes three variations. First is a small framed brown leather holster likely for a Mauser Model 1934
pistol or similar with several nicks and scuffs with tight stitching. The inner flap is marked “M.A. Obergefreiter E. Ponitschn365/34E” and
is in good overall condition. Second is a “jsd/ 1942” marked drop holster with very faint illegible markings on the inner flap. The stitch-
ing is tight and the holster is in very good overall condition. Third is a full cover flap medium frame sized holster likely for a Walther PP or
similar frame design in good overall condition showing no markings and some light active verdigris. (104211-7E)

2571. LOT OF FOUR HOLSTERS First is a brown leather flap holster with the following markings; “CZ E/ WaAA76 1942 /P. Mod.27”. The
holster is in very good overall condition with one apology that is the name “V. Lulis” scratched in the leather on the front flap. Second is
a breakaway flap holster with “(leaf-bearskin) / 1941” and “E/WaA757” markings in good overall condition. Third is an unmarked holster
likely for an HSc style pistol in good overall condition. Fourth is a M1937 canvas and leather holster by Gustav Reinhard Lederwarenfabrik.
The leather belt loop is marked “jsd/1941 and E/7”. The stitching remains complete and tight and the leather is soft and supple. The hol-
sters in this lot are in very good overall condition. (104211-7F)
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2572. GERMAN JACK BOOTS Includes what appears to be a pair of German black leather “Jack” boots. The boots are 16” tall and like-
ly a size 9 or 10 in good to very good overall condition. The buckles are in working condition with one brass rivet missing and the other
having verdigris present. The boots are well broken in and have some spots with cracking and several scuffs along the toe tops. The left
boot is missing part of the steel toe plate. Just think of the stories these boots could tell. With a quick polish they would make a hand-
some addition to ones uniform collection. (105682-12)

2573. LOT OF G.I. GEAR Includes a M-1936 web belt, magazine pouch, lanyard, and M-1916 Holster. The web belt is complete with the
proper U.S. marking and is marked “R.M.CO,/194” 1” near the clasp. It does have a couple of spots of light staining with some of the black
paint missing off the high edges of the furniture. The canvas magazine pouch is U.S. marked on the front and with “GEIB, Incorporated /
1941” on the back just below the attaching iron and is slightly faded in color. The lanyard is marked “Pat Feb-20-17”, with some light fray-
ing of the cord near the clasp but is otherwise complete. The holster is U.S. marked on the front flap with “Boyt/41” on the attaching loop.
The leather is crazed and still supple with some light scuffing along the edges of the flaps and the stitching remains tight. The items in this
lot are in very good to near excellent condition and would make a wonderful addition to any period 1911A1. (104211-7G)

2574. HOLSTER LOT Includes a U.S. marked M-1916 leather holster by Enger-Kress. The leather is lightly scratched with tight stitch-
ing and has brass hardware. The rivets and button all show some level of verdigris but otherwise this holster is in near excellent con-
dition. (104211-7H)

2575. MILITARY POLICE WEB GEAR Includes a white belt, white magazine pouch, M1916 holster with white caddy and lanyard. The
white belt is brass trimmed with remnants of black stenciled letters on the inside near the snap for the magazine pouch, however they are
faded and partially illegible. The magazine pouch is marked inside the flap as follows: “-02- Pocket Ammunition Magazine/ DSA 100-74-
C096/84E5-261-4 45/S&S Mfg. Co.”. Attached to the belt is a M1916 leather holster with light scratches and tight stitching near all
around. There are no markings on the back and the inside of the flap is marked “Joe Benner 43” in magic marker. The lanyard is com-
plete and marked “Pat-Feb-20-17”. The items in this lot are in excellent condition. (104211-7I)

2576. FLAP HOLSTER LOT Includes two, first is likely a British designed for use with a Browning HI-Power Pistol. The holster is marked
“ZT&T Ltd. 1944” on the inside flap. The holster is made of a heavy canvas with a simple pull through closure and is in excellent condi-
tion. Second is an unmarked black leather holster with brass hardware in good overall condition, also likely for use with a Hi-Power pis-
tol. (104211-7J)

2577. L.A.W.S. ROCKET TUBE Includes a stripped “Dummy C2” rocket tube. The body has several scratches in the painted plastic finish
with multiple parts missing and the cap is broken at one end. (103593-6)

2578. HOLSTER LOT Includes a drop style flap holster for the Browning Model 1922 pistol. The brown cow leather holster is in very good
to near excellent condition with the following markings on the belt loop “jsd/1942 with E/7”. There are markings on the inner flap sten-
ciled in black most of which are to faded to read. (104211-7K)

2579. MAGAZINE LOT Includes three, first is an Astra Model 600 magazine that retains 75% plus of its original blue with heavy silvering
on the sides consistent with use. Second are two Norwegian model 1914 magazines with lanyard loops. The blued magazines are in very
good to near excellent condition retaining 80% blue on one and 70% on the other. (104211-9G)

2580. MAGAZINE LOT Includes two Colt 1911 marked magazines. The first one retains 90% original blue with light hardened oil staining
near all over with the base marked “Colt /45 Auto” and light silvering along the high edges. The second magazine retains near 85% orig-
inal blue with hardened oil staining and light to moderate silvering along the high edges and common points of contact. The base is
marked “Colt/45 Auto”. These magazines rate excellent overall. (104211-9C)

2581. P.38 HARDSHELL HOLSTER The black colored cow hide holster has no markings on the inner flap and is marked on the back
with “P.38, (upside down gmo)/ (a partial eagle) “and” WaA number and lastly 0/0655/0013” above the left side belt loop. There are a
few scattered light scratches and scuff marks and the holster is in excellent condition. (104211-7L)

2582. P.38 HARDSHELL HOLSTER Includes a black colored cow hide holster with the following markings; “E/ WaA706 joa/1941 “and
lastly” P.38” all along the back near the belt loops. There are numerous light scratches and scuff marks. The stitching remains tight and
the holster is in excellent condition. (104211-7M)

2583. LOT OF FLAP HOLSTERS Includes two likely for a Norwegian Model 1914 pistol. First is a breakaway style holster with the fol-
lowing markings; “ftc/1941 with E/WaA182”. The leather is lightly scratched and scuffed and the holster is in very good overall condition.
Second is a similar style unmarked holster with loops for connecting shoulder straps. The overall condition is good. (104211-7N)

2584. LAHTI FLAP HOLSTER A tan colored holster with brass hardware that is marked only with three crowns. The leather is soft and
supple with a few light scratches and scuff marks present along its edges and front fascia. The brass hardware has verdigris staining near
the leather. The holster is in excellent condition and with a thorough cleaning it would make a fantastic addition to any condition Lahti
pistol, also included in this lot is a leather lanyard that is mostly dried and cracked but complete. (104211-7P)

2585. LOT OF P.08 HOLSTERS Includes two hardshell holsters. First is a black cowhide unmarked holster that has heavy scuffing and
mildew staining present near all over and is in fair to good overall condition. Second is a dark brownish colored cow hide holster with the
following markings on the back side near the belt loops: “EKSE 1939 E/WaA191”. There are a few scattered scuff marks prominent along
the edges with tight stitching and the holster remains in very good overall condition. (104211-7Q)

2586. P.08 HOLSTER Includes a black colored hardshell holster with the following markings; “bcb/41 E/WaA170” between the belt loops
and “P.08” to the side. The holster is in very good to near excellent condition with a complete buckle closure and it does have some areas
of light scuffing and several scratches. (104211-7R)

2587. TYPE 1A NAMBU HOLSTER Included is an early version of the type 14 holster without spare striker slot. The leather has several
scratches and scuff marks as well as some characters carved in the hard flap. The back of the holster has the original oval style d rings
and the flap is secured by a two piece brass ring. The holster is in very good overall condition. (104211-7S)

2588. TYPE III NAMBU HOLSTER Included in this lot are three items: first is a type 14 holster with solid closure strap with two piece
brass ring and spare striker pouch. The holster has square d rings and included is a crazed shoulder strap that is becoming very brittle
and has a small tear in it and a 7mm lanyard with leather fittings. The items in this lot range from good to near excellent. (104211-7T)

2589. TYPE VI NAMBU HOLSTER Includes a type 14 holster with chrome rings, nickel plated steel closure strap (spring loaded) and
spare striker pouch. The holster has a few light scratches and scuff marks and remains in excellent condition. (104211-7U)

2590. TYPE VI NAMBU HOLSTER Includes a type 14 holster with chrome d rings, nickel plated steel closure strap (spring loaded) and
spare striker pouch. The holster has a few light scratches and scuff marks and remains in excellent condition. (104211-7V)

2591. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes a partially sealed box of ball ammunition. The box contains twenty rounds of .45
caliber ball ammunition. The tan box with tan and black label reads “20 Cartridges Pistol Ball Caliber .45 M1911 Ammunition Lot REM.
Remington Arms Company Inc.”. The box has scuffed edges and a few splits in the seams along the top but, remains 85% sealed and is
intact. The visible cartridges are in good overall condition. (104211-11)
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2592. LOT OF M37 ACCESSORIES Included in this lot are four items: first is a commercial marked (37M) seven round magazine that
retains 85% plus original blue with a few scattered scratches and some light traces of silvering along its high edges. The back of the fin-
ger rest is not numbered and the magazine is in excellent condition. Second are two military marked (P Mod 37) blued seven round mag-
azines in similar states of condition numbered on the back of the finger rests 49829 and 22865 both in excellent condition. Third is a parts
break down of the M37 pistol written entirely in German and in excellent condition. (104211-9I)

2593. LAHTI MAGAZINES Includes two blued 8 round 9mm magazines for the Lahti L-35 pistol. They are unmarked and in excellent
condition. (104211-9J)

2594. FREE STANDING DISPLAY CASE
Included is an mahogany veneer glass display
case that measures 19” X 28” X 32” overall with a
glass viewing area that measures 17 ½” X 26 ¾”
X 8”. The glass viewing area is delicately decorat-
ed with brass beaded rope inlays, and there are
carved brass accents both on the legs and feet.
The inside of the viewing area is trimmed with a
white cotton style rope and has a tan cloth interi-
or. The case is lockable and the key is included.
This is an attractive display stand that would
enhance anything of value you choose to display.
[Please note shipping is not available on this item
due to fragility] (105682-13)

2595. CROSMAN AIR RIFLE A model 1400,
.22cal single shot pneumatic air rifle serial
#127759196. The rifle is complete but does not
function properly it appears to have a blown seal
on the cocking lever. The smooth pistol grip
stock has several chips in the finish and many
handling marks. Once the seal is replaced this
would make a fantastic plinker for hours of back
yard fun. (105682-1)

2596. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN AIR RIFLE A
Model 347, .177 cal., single shot pneumatic air rifle
serial #206161. The metal surfaces retain 95% plus
original black powder coated finish with a scattered
scratch or two near the muzzle and the two piece
walnut stock rates excellent with only a few scat-
tered minor handling marks. (105882-2)

2597. LOT OF U.S. MARKED HOLSTERS
Includes two holsters and a cavalry belt. First is a
black model revolver M1897 holster with what
appears to be some kind of cavalry belt that is
unmarked with polished brass furniture that has yel-
lowed and turned slightly green from the verdigris.
The holster is unmarked other then the U.S. on the
front face and is in good overall condition. Second
is a dark brown colored M1897 holster with U.S.
markings on the front as well as a stamped A7/23/29. The back side is marked Rock Island Arsenal 1909 and the holster rates very good
to near excellent. (105682-5D)

2598. LOT OF FLAP HOLSTERS Includes six military style flap holsters. There are three small frame break away style holsters likely for
an HSc style pistol or similar in good to very good overall condition. Also included are three larger frame holsters likely to fit an Astra 600,
P.08 and similar style pistols, all in good overall condition. (105682-5B)

2599. LUGER SHOULDER STOCK Includes an unmarked reproduction Luger buttstock. The attaching iron is poorly fit to the wood, but
is solid. The stock has several small handling marks scattered near all over and is in very good overall condition. (105682-3B)

2600. LUGER SHOULDER STOCK Includes an unmarked reproduction Luger buttstock. The attaching iron is poorly fit to the wood, but
is solid. The stock has several small handling marks scattered near all over with a notable chip missing in the finish near the attaching iron
lock lever and is in very good overall condition. (105682-3A)

2601. G.I. LOT Includes two items. First is a M1936 web belt with U.S. markings near the clasp. The manufacturers mark is illegible on the
reverse side and the belt remains in very good to excellent condition. Second is a M1916 U.S. marked holster with light oxidation stain-
ing on the brass hardware and no additional markings, in very good to near excellent condition. (105682-5C)

2602. LOT OF NAMBU HOLSTERS Includes two type IX rubberized canvas holsters with spare striker pouch. Both are complete, in
good to very good overall condition. (105682-5A, 5A1)

2603. LOT OF HOLSTERS Includes two new in the package Shansei Mauser holsters. They come complete with cartridge belts and are
new in the package. (105682-6)

2604. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION Includes approximately 8 lbs of mixed modern military and commercial ammunition and some col-
lectible obsolete cartridges. The calibers range in size from 22 short through 30-06, with conditions ranging from good to very good.
There is an assortment of 50/70 Musket, 38-55 Win., 32S&W and one 11mm pin fire cartridge. Also included is a bag with a few strip-
per clips, a Gyro Jet sleeve, two unidentified and possibly experimental cartridges. Cartridges are separated in small bags and stored in
a black painted tin box. (105682-18A)

2605. PRESENTATION CASE A handmade yellow pine case that measures 17 3/4” X 8” X 2 3/4” with brass hardware and red baize lin-
ing. The lid is slightly warped and the case does not close tightly. The interior has a compartment for lead balls and an impression for a
tin of caps. There is a brass plaque affixed inside that reads “Remington 1858” a partial tin of CCI No. 11 caps, and a small cloth bag with
44 caliber lead balls and all items are in very good overall condition. (105682-13B)
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2606. MILLS BOMB Includes an inert No. 28 II cast steel projectile by Falco dated 1917. The item is about 3 1/2” in diameter with raised
cast markings and a screw in detonator and is in very good overall condition. (105682-19E)

2607. ORDNANCE LOT Includes three items. First is an unmarked painted black and orange practice bomb that measures 5 1/2” overall in
length missing its cap. Second are two complete MK-2 Mod-1 practice bombs both in the white with spots of oxidation measuring 8”
overall. The items in this lot are in good to very good condition. (105682-19D)

2608. LOT OF COLT GRIPS Includes two pairs. First is a set of mother-of-pearl grips likely for a Bankers Special or similar style revolver.
The grips are fitted with brass screw inserts and are in excellent condition. Second is a set of smooth walnut grips that appear to have
had some added varnish over light handling marks and a carved letter B on the left panel. They have brass screw inserts and are in good
overall condition. (105682-10C)

2609. LOT OF HELMETS Includes a total of six. First are four British MKIII turtle shell style helmets with liners and chin straps, all in very
good overall condition. Second is what appears to be a British MKII helmet painted black with liner and chinstrap in very good overall
condition. Third is an unmarked turtle style shell with welded studs on either side of the helmet for attaching something to, in good over-
all condition. (105682-17)

2610. METAL SWORD SCABBARD Includes an unmarked steel scabbard with two hang rings measuring 35” overall. This is likely a
federal period Eagle Head Sword scabbard that has several spots of light oxidation and staining with multiple impressions near the tip. The
throat measures approximately 3/8” across its widest point. This scabbard could shine again with a proper restoration. (105682-17A)

2611. REPRODUCTION WWII OFFICERS HAT Included is an unmarked U.S. Military style officer’s wool dress hat. The inner band
is falling apart but the hat is in otherwise good overall condition. It has a plastic coated brim and strap, the correct buttons and eagle
emblem . (105682-18)

2612. ARMY SERVICE CAPS Includes two wool, regulation, enlisted man’s service caps. The green wool caps are from two different
periods but are of quality materials and would make a nice addition to one’s uniform collections. Please note one of the hats is missing
its insignia. (105682-18A)

2613. ARMY SERVICE CAP Includes an original wool dress cap with Army band insignia. The leather strap is lightly crazed with several
crack marks evident. Aside from a few spots of insect damage this hat remains in very good overall condition. (105682-18B)

2614. HAT LOT Includes three hats. First is a Navy enlisted man’s white cotton hat with stiffened bill. The hat is in good overall condition
considering it’s yellowed with age. Second is a Naval Flat Top dress blue cap in very good to near excellent condition. Last is an Army
Blues dress cap that appears authentic, missing its insignia in very good overall condition. (105682-18C)

2615. HAT LOT Includes an assortment of enlisted man’s duty hats both for summer and winter use. There are (5) Garrison style caps, (3)
winter style caps, (2) herring bone, and one modern baseball style commemorative hat for the U.S.S. Boulder. Hats range in condition
from very good to near excellent. (105682-18D)

2616. HAT LOT Includes three. First is a reproduction sun helmet in very good overall condition. Second is a Five Star herring bone hat in
fair condition. Third is a tan colored Army officer’s hat in poor condition with no insignia. (105682-18E)

2617. LOT OF COLT PARTS Includes several items for the 1911 pistol. First is a pair of sear springs wrapped in cosmoline in excellent con-
dition. Second are eight combination tools from Stanley Works and one from Metlglas all bearing part No. C64149, in excellent condition.
Third is a USCB Co., cleaning rod part No. C64102-4 in very good condition. Fourth are seven assorted grip panels with five molded plas-
tic ones, containing one complete set between them. The balance is walnut panels with crisp checkering and differ ever so slightly in
color. (104211-9S)

2618. LOT OF COLT MAGAZINES Includes two 1911 magazines. First is a blued G.I. style marked Colt 45 Auto along the floor plate.
It retains near 95% original finish in excellent condition. Second is an unmarked lanyard loop magazine near in-the-white in very good
overall condition. (104211-9T)

2619. LOT OF COLT MAGAZINES Includes two blued 1911 style magazines first is a G.I. style marked Colt 45 Auto along the floor plate.
It retains 85% plus original finish in excellent condition. Second is a Colt 45 Auto marked magazine retaining near 60% original finish
blending with a pleasing brown patina. There are spots of pinprick pitting scattered near all over and the magazine remains in good over-
all condition. (104211-9U)

2620. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Includes three blued unmarked likely Colt commercial magazines. There are two retaining near 95%
plus original finish with faint light scratches present in a couple areas and one retaining near 80% original finish with wear consistent with
use, in very good to excellent condition. (104211-9V)

2621. LOT OF HSC MAGAZINES Includes two 7 round magazines for the Mauser HSc pistol. First is an unmarked in-the-white
magazine with blued floor plate that has areas of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting in good to very good condition. Second
is a Mauser marked magazine that is in-the-white with very minor spots of oxidation staining and is in very good to excellent condi-
tion. (104211-9W)

2622. LOT OF MAUSER MAGAZINES Includes two HSc marked magazines. They are both in-the-white with blued floor plates with
the Mauser logo stamped in the bottom. An excellent condition lot overall. (104211-9X)

2623. LOT OF MAUSER MAGAZINES Includes two HSc marked magazines. They are both blued with the Mauser logo stamped in the
bottom of the floor plate. One magazine has an additional set of numbers stamped over the logo that reads N3559/X. Both magazines
retain near 80% original finish with loss due to wear consistent with use. An excellent condition lot overall. (104211-9Y)

2624. LOT OF HSC ACCESSORIES Includes five grip panels, cleaning rod, and parts manual. There are two sets and a right side panel,
one set is a smooth molded resin with several light scratches in other wise very good condition. The second set is a crudely checkered
set of walnut panels that both have chips missing from the corners but are in otherwise fair to good condition. The last panel is also wal-
nut that has been sanded near smooth yet still has deep carvings along the top of the checkered panel. Also included is a wire loop clean-
ing rod and a like new HSc manual (in German). (104211-9Z)

2625. LOT OF 1911 PARTS Includes an assortment of new and used parts to include (1) Wilson Combat trigger in original packaging, (2)
Clark Custom Sear Springs in original packaging and, several small springs and screws. Also included are (2) barrels, one marked Colt)
both with very good bores, triggers, a hammer, and numerous other parts all in very good to excellent condition. (104211-9AA)

2626. LOT OF P.08 MAGAZINES Includes two blued body magazines with aluminum bases with “fxo” and “E/37” markings on the side.
The bases are numbered “6724p” and “4375p” with both retaining 90% plus original finish in excellent condition. (104211-9AB)

2627. LOT OF P.08 MAGAZINES Includes two blued body magazines with aluminum bases one with fxo and E/37 markings on the side.
The bases are numbered “4812n/E/63” and “4319r” with both retaining 85% plus original finish in excellent condition. (104211-9AC)
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2628. LOT OF TOKAREV ACCESSORIES Includes a set of grips, a magazine, and a shooters book. The black hard rubber grips are
in excellent condition as is the blued lanyard loop magazine. The magazine is numbered “13067” along the toe of the floor plate and
there is a star stamped at the heel and on one side. Also included is a pocket sized book in Russian which is in very good condition
for its age. (104211-9AH)

2629. LOT OF P.08 ACCESSORIES Includes four items. First is a plastic base blued magazine marked “fxo” and “E/37”, numbered
“7352” on the heel and in very good to near excellent condition. Second is a translated “Parabellum” manual in very good overall con-
dition. Third are two P.08 take down tools both proofed “E/655” with light silvering around the edges in very good to excellent condi-
tion. (104211-9AI)

2630. LOT OF CLEANING TOOLS Includes an assortment of military style cleaning brushes and rods. First are (10) bore brushes, (2)
wire looped cleaning brushes and (2) corded brushes with brass weights all in excellent to near new condition. Second are (8) assort-
ed wire looped pistol cleaning rods in excellent condition. Third is a near complete M1 Garand cleaning rod missing only the wire brush
and patch adapter in very good overall condition. (104211-9AJ)

2631. J.P. SAUER & SOHN MAGAZINES Includes three Model 38 magazines. First are two marked Sauer & Sohn blued 7.65mm mag-
azines in excellent condition with only minor use marks. Second is an unmarked blued magazine in near new condition. (104211-9AK)

2632. J.P. SAUER & SOHN MAGAZINES Includes two Model 38 magazines. They are marked Sauer & Sohn on the floor plate with
the S/S logo and are blued 7.65mm magazines in excellent condition with only minor use marks. (104211-9AL)

2633. SAUER & SOHN MODEL 38 ACCESSORIES Includes two sets of black plastic checkered grips with the S/S logo, a cleaning
rod and manual (text in German). The manual is in excellent condition and contains a full parts identification and takedown guide. The
cleaning rod is a commercial wire loop style in excellent condition and the two sets of grips rate excellent with crisp points on the check-
ering and very light handling marks. (104211-9AM)

2634. MAGAZINE LOT Includes two unmarked blued finger rest magazines for the Beretta Model 1935 pistol. The magazines are void
of any markings and retain 85% plus original blue with scattered scratches consistent with use and are in very good to excellent con-
dition. (104211-9AN)

2635. MAGAZINE LOT Includes two blued unmarked finger rest style magazines for the Beretta Model 1934 pistol. Both retain near 90%
original blue with light handling marks consistent with use and are in very good overall condition. Please note one magazine sticks slight-
ly until the first round is in place. (104211-9AP)

2636. MAGAZINE LOT Includes two blued unmarked finger rest style magazines for the Beretta Model 1934 pistol. Both retain near 90%
original blue with light handling marks consistent with use and are in very good to excellent overall condition. (104211-9AQ)

2637. BERETTA ACCESSORIES Includes five sets of grips, two cleaning rods, and finger rest extensions. There are three steel magazine
finger grip extensions in excellent condition. The two wire loop cleaning rods rate very good overall with spots of light oxidation present.
There are two sets of PB marked grips with metal backing plates both exhibit minor light handling marks and are in very good overall con-
dition. There are two acrylic grip sets, one is a clear with minor chipping along some of the edges and the other is a mother-of-pearl design
with dark imitation wood underlay and are in excellent condition. Also included in the grip sets are a genuine set of mother-of-pearl with
the metal backers in excellent condition. (104211-9AR)

2638. P.38 PARTS Lot includes grips, cleaning rods, manual, springs and guides. First are a set of smooth black resin in excellent condi-
tion. Second are a set of brown grooved resign grips with grip screw in excellent overall condition. Third are two wire loop cleaning rods
in very good condition. Third is a P.38 manual (text in German) in excellent condition with exploded view fold out in the back. Fourth are
three recoil springs and two recoil spring guides in very good overall condition. (104211-9AS)

2639. P.38 MAGAZINE LOT Includes two. First is a P.38 marked magazine with E/359 proof on the back flat. The magazine retains near
90% of its original finish with silvering along the high and contact edges. The second magazine is marked with serial #05814 and has a
double “E/359” stamp on the back flat. The magazine retains 85-90% of its original finish with silvering and loss on the contact points.
The magazines in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104211-9AT)

2640. P.38 MAGAZINE LOT Includes two. First is a serial #7778a marked magazine with double “E/359” stamp on the back flat. The
magazine retains near 80% of its original finish with silvering along the high and contact edges. The second magazine is marked with ser-
ial #3973b and has a double “E/359” stamp on the back flat. The magazine retains 85-90% of its original finish with silvering and loss on
the contact points. The magazines in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104211-9AU)

2641. P.38 MAGAZINE LOT Includes two. First is a serial #7778a marked magazine with double “E/359” stamp on the back flat. The
magazine retains near 80% of its original finish with silvering along the high and contact edges. The second magazine is marked with ser-
ial #3973b and has a double “E/359” stamp on the back flat. The magazine retains 85-90% of its original finish with silvering and loss on
the contact points. The magazines in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104211-9AU)

2642. P.38 MAGAZINE LOT Includes two. First is a serial #4414 marked magazine that retains near 80% of its original finish with silver-
ing along the high and contact edges. The second magazine is marked with serial #6119f and has a double E/359 stamp on the back
flat. The magazine retains 85-90% of its original finish with silvering and loss on the contact points. The magazines in this lot are in very
good to excellent condition. (104211-9AV)

2643. P.38 MAGAZINE LOT Includes two. First is a serial #09888+ marked magazine with double E/359 proof on the back flat. The
magazine retains near 75% of its original finish with silvering along the high points and contact edges. The second magazine is marked
with serial #611+ and has a double “E/359” stamp on the back flat. The magazine retains 75-80% of its original finish with silvering and
loss on the contact points. The magazines in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104211-9AW)

2644. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four boxes of 223 Rem. First are three full 20 round boxes of PMC Bronze 223 Rem., 55 gr., FNJ-
BT cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a sealed 20 round box of Federal XM193, 5.56mm, 55 gr., M193 Ball cartridges in excel-
lent condition. (106020-3)

2645. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt, 308 Marlin Express, 150 gr., SP car-
tridges in excellent condition. (106043-12)

2646. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION Includes two full boxes. First is a 10 round box of German manufactured 8mm Mauser dated 1938
in excellent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of Federal 303 British, 150 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition. (105601-4)

2647. RELOADING LOT Includes two items. First is a partial, nearly full, box of German manufactured 9mm hollow point bullets in a white
box with label that reads “50 Stck. 9mm H.Mil. M.Sch. Hohlspitze” in good overall condition. Second is a bag containing 28 fired casings
of 11mm Werndl. They are in good overall condition. (105601-4A)
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2648. ARTILLERY LOT Includes a Japanese marked T5 fuse and partial 40mm casing. The brass casing appears to be cut down with an
overall length of 2 1/2” it remains in good shape with crisp markings on the bottom. The brass fuse is in very good overall condition with
solder remnants along the top of the cone and still has clear crisp markings. (104211-9AX)

2649. GRIP LOT Includes an assortment of commercial and military style grips for various handguns. First is a pair of Volquartsen Custom Ltd.
Grips for a Ruger MK1 / Mk11 pistol in original factory wrap in excellent condition. Second is a set of rubber Uncle Mike’s grips for a K or L
framed S&W revolver in good overall condition. Third are two sets of Pachmayr rubber grips one for a Beretta Pistol the other for a S&W pis-
tol, both in good overall condition. Fourth are four assorted grip panels likely for 22 target style pistol all are non matching with a black plastic
left side and wooden right for a Ruger Mk1 pistol, and two custom target checkered left side panels for similar style guns. (104211-9AY)

2650. GRIP LOT Includes two pairs of wooden grips. First is an unmarked mis-matched set of broom handle grips. The left side panel has
24 crudely carved groves as does the right they differ in color slight and are in good overall condition. Second is a set of walnut grips with
brass inserts bearing the Ortgies Logo in very good to near excellent condition. (104211-9AZ)

2651. LOT OF REPLICA PISTOLS Includes two first is a Davis Industries version of a FN Model 1910 pistol. It comes with a very short
magazine and has a working slide with a plugged barrel and is in good overall condition. Also included is a partially stripped Walther PP
style replica missing the entire top half of the pistol as well as several small internal parts. (104211-3M)

2652. BARREL LOT Includes a blued 28”, 20 ga., half octagon half round percussion smooth bore fowler barrel. The barrel retains 90% plus
original blue marked with the Investarm logo and has a screw in choke with spots of light oxidation staining and is in good overall condi-
tion. (104299-51C)

2653. BARREL LOT Includes a 12 ga., Mossberg 500 barrel. The barrel retains near 95% original blue with a couple of faint scratches and
measures 28”, with a modified choke. This is an excellent to near new condition barrel. (104299-51B)

2654. REMINGTON BARREL LOT Includes a 26”, 12 ga., 2 3/4” to 3 1/2” 870 Express or Super Magnum ventilated rib barrel. The bar-
rel retains 95% of its original bead blasted blue with spots of light oxidation staining around the magazine tube hanger. An overall excel-
lent condition barrel for upland hunting. (104299-51)

2655. STOCK LOT Includes a Black Warrior folding M1 carbine stock. The composite stock is in excellent to near new in condition. (104299-46)
2656. STOCK LOT Includes a synthetic SKS style sporting stock with raises cheekpiece, molded finger groove and checkered pistol grip and

forend. The stock is in excellent to near new condition. (104299-46A)
2657. STOCK LOT Includes a new in the package Advanced Technologies Draganov style synthetic stock for Marlin semi-auto .22 caliber rifles.

The instructions state on the back of the package that the stock will fit both tube and removable magazine style rifles. (104299-46B)
2658. SAVAGE STOCK LOT Includes a Savage manufactured synthetic stock for the Model 110 Rifle with long action. The stock is missing

a screw in the trigger guard and is checkered on the forend and around the straight pistol grip. It is in excellent condition. (104299-46C)
2659. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four sealed packages of six .44 Special Glaser Safety Slugs. These are new in the package items

in excellent condition. (106019-1)
2660. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four sealed packages of six Glaser Safety Slugs. There is a single sealed package of each

of the following calibers; 38 Special+P, 357 Magnum, 45 ACP and 44 Special. These are new in the package items in excellent con-
dition. (106019-1A)

2661. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Remington .410 bore, 2 ½”, No.9 shot Skeet shotshells in the blue and
green label one piece box in excellent condition. (106019-8U)

2662. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes five full 25 round boxes of Remington .410 bore, 2 ½”, No.9 shot Skeet shotshells in the blue and
green label one piece box in excellent condition. (106019-8N)

2663. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes five full 25 round boxes of Remington .410 bore, 2 ½”, No.9 shot Skeet shotshells in the blue and
green label one piece box in excellent condition. (106019-8Q)

2664. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes six full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power, .410 bore, 2 ½”, No.9 Shot. They are in brown and
white one piece boxes in good to very good overall condition. Please note one of the boxes is damaged with a full seam separation, like-
ly from being dropped. (106019-8S)

2665. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes six full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power, .410 bore, 2 ½”, No.9 Shot. They are in brown and
white one piece boxes in good to very good overall condition. (106019-8R)

2666. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes six full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power, .410 bore, 2 ½”, No.9 Shot. They are in brown and
white one piece boxes with light mildew staining in good to very good overall condition. (106019-8T)

2667. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes five full boxes of 44 Rem. Mag., and a partial box of brass. There are four full 20 round boxes of
Remington High Velocity, 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., SP cartridges in the green and yellow box in very good condition. There is a full 20 round
sleeve of Winchester brand 44 Rem. Mag., housed in a Remington High Velocity box in very good overall condition. Also included is a par-
tial box of Western Super X 44 Rem. brass containing 18 fired casings. (106019-1B)

2668. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of Imperial 22 Savage, 70 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.
(106019-1C)

2669. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three. First are two full 20 round boxes of Imperial 22 Savage, 70 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent
condition. Second is a partial box of the same containing 19 cartridges. (106019-1D)

2670. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of Imperial 22 Savage, 70 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.
(106019-1E)

2671. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Remington High Velocity 222. Rem., 50 gr., Power-Lokt HP cartridges in excellent
condition. (106019-1F)

2672. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes five full 25 round boxes of Remington Skeet Loads, .410 bore, 2 1/2”, No.9 shot. The shotshells
come in a green and blue one piece box and rate very good to near excellent. (106109-8P)

2673. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power Target Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4”, No.9 shot. The shotshells
come in a gold and black one piece box and are in excellent condition. (106019-8G)

2674. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Remington Skeet Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4” No.9 shot. The shotshells come
in a green and blue one piece box and rate excellent overall. (106019-8F)

2675. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Remington Skeet Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4” No.9 shot. The shotshells come
in a green and blue one piece box and rate excellent overall. (106019-8C)
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2676. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes two full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2”, No.8 shot. The shotshells are in one piece
orange and white boxes that are slightly faded in color but remain in excellent condition. (106019-8K)

2677. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes two full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2”, No.8 shot. The shotshells are in one piece
orange and white boxes that are slightly faded in color but remain in excellent condition. (106019-8J)

2678. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power Target Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4”, No.9 shot. The shotshells
come in a gold and black one piece box and are in excellent condition. (106019-8B)

2679. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power Target Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4”, No.9 shot. The shotshells come
in a gold and black one piece box with some having light mildew staining and are in very good to near excellent condition. (106019-8)

2680. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes two full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2”, No.8 shot. The shotshells are in one piece
orange and white boxes that are slightly faded in color but remain in excellent condition. (106019-8I)

2681. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes two full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2”, No.8 shot. The shotshells are in one piece
orange and white boxes that are slightly faded in color but remain in excellent condition. (106019-8H)

2682. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Remington Skeet Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4” No.9 shot. The shotshells come
in a green and blue one piece box and rate excellent overall. (106019-8M)

2683. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Remington Skeet Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4” No.9 shot. The shotshells come
in a green and blue one piece box and rate excellent overall. (106019-8E)

2684. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes two full 25 round boxes of Eley Grand Prix 28 ga., 2 1/2”, No.8 shot. The shotshells are in one piece
orange and white boxes that are slightly faded in color but remain in excellent condition. (106019-8L)

2685. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four. First are three full 25 round boxes of Federal Hi-Power Target Load, 28 ga., 2 ¾”, No.9 shot.
Second is a partial box of the same containing 13 shotshells. The shotshells come in a gold and black one piece box with some having
light mildew staining and are in very good to near excellent condition. (106019-8A)

2686. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes four full 25 round boxes of Remington Skeet Load, 28 ga., 2 3/4” No.9 shot. The shotshells come
in a green and blue one piece box and rate excellent overall. (106019-8D)

2687. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes a variety of 22 caliber rimfire cartridges from multiple manufacturers. First are four (3
full one partial containing 35 cartridges) boxes of Federal Classic 22LR, 40 gr., Std. Velocity cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a
full 50 round box of CCI Maxi Mag 22 Win. Mag., cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a partial box containing 29 CCI standard veloc-
ity mini-group 22LR cartridges in very good condition. Fourth is a partial box containing 30 Winchester Super X T22 Target standard veloc-
ity 22LR cartridges in excellent condition. Fifth are two full boxes of Remington brand 22LR, one is a box of Target and the other
Kleanbore, both standard velocity in excellent condition. Sixth is a partial box containing 18 cartridges of Western Xpert 22LR cartridges
in very good overall condition. (106019-1R)

2688. LOT OF REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes eight full boxes of 50 Remington Target 22LR cartridges. They are
40 gr., SP cartridges in the blue and green box in excellent condition. (106019-1S)

2689. LOT OF REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes eight full and one partial (10 rounds) of Remington Kleanbore
Standard Velocity 22LR cartridges. The cartridges come in the all green with white lettered box and are in very good to near excellent
condition. (106019-1H)

2690. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes eight boxes of mixed manufacture 22 caliber cartridges. First are five full 50 round
boxes of Winchester Super X Extra Power 22LR cartridges in the all white box in excellent condition. Second are three boxes of Remington
Hi Speed 22LR cartridges. There is a full 50 round box of red and white labeled “Golden” Bullets, a full and partial (29 cartridges) box of
green and red labeled Kleanbore 22LR all in very good to excellent condition. (106019-1AC)

2691. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of 221 Remington Fireball. First is a box of Remington Hi-Speed 50 gr.,
SP cartridges in very good to near excellent condition. Second is a box of Remington Hi-Speed 50 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to
excellent condition. Third is a Box of Peters High Velocity 50gr., SP cartridges in very good overall condition. (106019-1AB)

2692. LOT OF 5.56 AMMUNITION Includes ten full 20 round boxes of ball and blank cartridges. First are two full boxes of blanks in
good to very good overall condition with some casings exhibiting light oxidation staining. Second are three full boxes of PMC M193 Ball
cartridges in excellent condition. Third are five boxes of Olin 55 gr., Ball cartridges in sealed boxes. (106019-1T)

2693. LOT OF 5.56 AMMUNITION Includes ten full 20 round sealed boxes of ball and blank cartridges. First are two boxes of blanks
one from the Lake City Arsenal marked “20 cartridges blanks 5.56mm M200 Lot LC 60-227” and the second from Twin Cities Army
Ammunition Plant marked “20 cartridges Blank 5.56 M200 Lot TW 11-66” box in excellent condition. Second are eight sealed boxes of
Olin 55 gr., ball cartridges. (106019-1I)

2694. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes a partial brick of Monark .22LR cartridges containing nine full 50 round boxes. The
standard velocity lead lubricated bullets are in excellent condition ready for hours of fun at the range. (106019-1J)

2695. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes a full brick of ten 50 round boxes of CCI mini-group Target Velocity 22LR cartridges
in excellent condition. (106019-1AD)

2696. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes. First is a box of Winchester Super-Speed 50 gr., PSP cartridges in very
good to excellent condition. Second is a box of Western Super X 50 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (106019-1AG)

2697. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 221 Rem. Fireball., 50 gr., PSP cartridges in very
good to near excellent condition. (106019-1U)

2698. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 222 Rem., 50 gr., PSP cartridges in very good
to near excellent condition. (106019-1W)

2699. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Peters High Velocity 220 Swift, 48 gr., SP cartridges in very good over-
all condition with some showing spots of light oxidation staining. The blue white and red boxes are in very good condition with some light
ingrain dirt staining. (106019-1Q)

2700. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Peters High Velocity 220 Swift, 48 gr., SP cartridges in very good over-
all condition with some showing spots of light oxidation staining. The blue white and red boxes are in very good condition with some light
ingrain dirt staining. (106019-1AK)

2701. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Peters High Velocity 220 Swift, 48 gr., SP cartridges in excellent over-
all condition. The blue white and red boxes are in very good condition with some light ingrain dirt staining. (106019-1AA)
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2702. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Peters High Velocity 220 Swift, 48 gr., SP cartridges in excellent over-
all condition. The blue white and red boxes are in very good condition with some light ingrain dirt staining. (106019-1AL)

2703. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes one full and two partial boxes of 380 ACP cartridges. First is a partial box of Federal (containing
25) 90 gr., JHP cartridges in very good overall condition. Second is a partial box of Remington High Velocity (containing 30) 95 gr., FMJ
cartridges in very good overall condition. Third is a full 50 round box of PMC 90 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. (10619-1K)

2704. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes. First is a partial box (containing 45) Remington Kleanbore 32ACP, 71 gr., FMJ car-
tridges in good to very good condition in a green and white box that has moderate scuffing and what appears to be staining from water.
Second is a full box of Remington 32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges in the green and white box in excellent condition. (106019-1AH)

2705. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a partial box of 50 Winchester Non-Mercuric Staynless, .44-40, 200 gr., SP cartridges. The blue,
white, and red labeled one piece box rates good overall with missing end flaps, light scuffing and a small separation along one of the top
seams. The 49 cartridges are in fair to good condition with varying levels of white oxidation staining. (106019-1M)

2706. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of Norma 5.6x52R, 71 gr., SP cartridges in very good to excellent con-
dition. (106019-1V)

2707. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of 222 Rem. First is a box of Hi-Speed, Kleanbore 50
gr., SP cartridges in the green and red box. The cartridges rate very good to near excellent and the box is in good overall condition with
light scuffing along the edges and has a few ink markings. Second is a box of Hi-Speed 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to near excel-
lent condition with a lightly faded box that has a few minor scuffs along the edges. Third is a box of Hi-Speed 50 gr., PSP cartridges in
excellent condition with one ink marking on the top flat. (106019-1L)

2708. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 50 round box of Remington 44-40 Win, 200gr., SP cartridges in very good overall condition.
The one piece box rates good overall with light scuffing, and a small section of the left side top and flap where there is damage from tape
being removed. (106019-1X)

2709. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three factory 30 carbine magazines for the AMT Auto Mag III pistol. The nickel finish magazines are
near new in condition with the warning label stickers still present. Magazines are in an iAi marked box. (105865-196A)

2710. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a mixture of five full and or partial 50 round boxes of 9mm. First is a full 50 round box of American
Eagle 123 gr., ball cartridges in excellent condition. Second are two boxes of PMC 9mm in the camo design boxes marked made to mil-
itary specs. One box is full the other is a partial containing 26 cartridges. The box is in excellent condition. Third is a full 50 round box of
Federal 123 gr., metal cased bullets in excellent condition (containing 12 fired casings). Fourth is a partial box of Winchester 115 gr., full
metal cased cartridges in very good overall condition. The red and yellow one piece box is in fair to good condition containing 44 car-
tridges. (106019-1AJ)

2711. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 50 round boxes of 44 Special. First are two boxes of Winchester Western WWX 44 S&W
Special, 246 gr., lead bullets in excellent condition. Second is a full box of Remington 44S&W special 246 gr., lead bullets in very good
overall condition with some light oxidation staining at the top of the casings. (106019-1AF)

2712. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington 22 Rem. Jet, 40 gr., SP cartridges in good to very good
overall condition. Each box is marked with a white sticker. (106019-1BN)

2713. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington 22 Rem. Jet, 40 gr., SP cartridges in very good overall con-
dition. (106019-1BQ)

2714. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington 22 Rem. Jet, 40 gr., SP cartridges in good to very good
overall condition. Each box is marked with a white sticker. (106019-1BP)

2715. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super X 225 Win., 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to
excellent overall condition. (106019-1AV)

2716. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Remington 22 Rem. Jet, 40 gr., SP cartridges in very good overall con-
dition. Please note one box contains 10 fired casings. (106019-1BG)

2717. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of Remington 22 Rem. Jet, 40 gr., SP cartridges in very good overall condition. One
box contains 50 cartridges the other 48. (106019-1BH)

2718. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super X 225 Win., 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to
excellent overall condition. (106019-1AY)

2719. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super X 225 Win., 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to
excellent overall condition. (106019-1BA)

2720. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two 20 round boxes of Norma 220 Swift, 50 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to near excellent con-
dition. Both boxes contain 20 rounds with one having ten fired casings. (106019-1AW)

2721. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two 20 round boxes of Norma 220 Swift, 50 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to near excellent con-
dition. One box is full and the other is a partial containing 18 cartridges. (106019-1AX)

2722. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of American Eagle .357 Mag., High Velocity, 158 gr., JSP cartridges in
excellent condition. (106019-1DP)

2723. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes three full 50 round boxes of High Velocity 44-40 Win., 200 gr., SP cartridges in
very good to near excellent condition. (106019-1DQ)

2724. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Norma 7.7mm Arisaka, 180 gr., SPBT cartridges in very good to near excellent con-
dition. There are two full 20 round boxes and one containing 19. (106019-1DS)

2725. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of 45 Long Colt. First are two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity, 45 Colt,
200 gr., lead cartridges in very good to near excellent condition. Second is a partial box of 50 (30 in all) Blazer 45 Colt, 200 gr., JHP car-
tridges in very good overall condition. (106019-1DR)

2726. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full boxes of 270. Win., cartridges. First is a box of 24 Federal Classic 270 Win., 150 gr., Hi-
Shok, SPRN cartridges in excellent condition. This is an introductory offer box containing 20% more. Second are two full 20 round boxes
of Remington High Velocity, 270 Win., 130 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (106019-1DN)

2727. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of Winchester Super X 300 savage, 180 gr., Power Point SP car-
tridges in very good to excellent condition. (106019-1CU)
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2728. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a box of Commemorative Ammunition for the Browning Model 71 Rifle. It is a
full box of 20 rounds of Super X, 348 Win. 200 gr., Silvertip cartridges in excellent overall condition. (106019-1DJ)

2729. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a box of Commemorative Ammunition for the Browning Model 71 Rifle. It is a
full box of 20 rounds of Super X, 348 Win. 200 gr., Silvertip cartridges in excellent overall condition. (106019-1DH)

2730. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of 35 Rem. First are two boxes of High Velocity 35
Rem., 150 gr., Core-Lokt, PSP cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a box of High Velocity 35 Rem., 200 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridge
in very good to excellent condition. (106019-1DM)

2731. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 300 Win. Mag., 180 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges
in very good to excellent condition. (106019-1CX)

2732. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 300H&H Mag., 180 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges
in very good to excellent condition. (106019-1CZ)

2733. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 375H&H Mag., 270 gr., SP cartridges with varying lev-
els of minor blue-green oxidation present at the intersection of the bullet and the neck of the casing in overall good condition. (106019-1CY)

2734. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 375H&H Mag., 270 gr., SP cartridges with varying
levels of minor, odd blue-green oxidation present at the intersection of the bullet and the neck of the casing and in the primer socket on
some as well, in overall good condition. (106019-1CW)

2735. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super-Speed 284 Win., 150 gr., SP cartridges in very
good to near excellent condition. The yellow and red labeled boxes rate very good overall with light ingrain dirt staining, a few light scuffs
and each have ink markings on the top label. (106019-1CV)

2736. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three 50 round boxes of 45ACP. First is a partial near full box of 50 (45 total) Norma .45ACP, 230
gr., HP cartridges in very good overall condition. Second is a full 50 round box of American Eagle .45ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in near
excellent condition. Third is a full 50 round box of USA .45ACP, 230 gr., Ball cartridges in very good to excellent condition. (106019-1CQ)

2737. LOT OF WINCHESTER COMMEMORATIVE AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of John Wayne 32-40 by
Winchester. The 165 gr., nickel brass soft point cartridges rate excellent overall and the picture boxes rate
very good to excellent with some light dirt staining and a price in ink on the fronts. (106019-1CM)

2738. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of
High Velocity 30 Luger, 93 gr., metal cased cartridges in very good to near
excellent condition. (106019-1CH)

2739. CVA MOUNTAIN HOWITZER 1/3 scale cannon serial
#12165, .58 caliber, with 8 ½” bright excellent rifled bore. The
bare metal is showing spots of cloudiness with areas of light oxi-
dation staining scattered near all over. The tube
measures 11 3/4” overall marked with “Jukar
Spain Black Powder Only” and sits on a pack
type carriage. The carriage is period correct in
design and in excellent detailed condition. The
carriage sits on 11 1/2” wooden spoked wheels
measuring 22 1/2” overall in length. (105984-107)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2740. CVA NAPOLEON III CANNON
1/3 scale cannon serial #15174, .70 caliber,
with 13” bright excellent unfired bore. The
tube measures 15 1/4” overall in length and
is marked “Jukar Spain 70 Cal. Black Powder
Only”. There are spots of scattered oxidation
staining near all over and patches of cloudi-
ness as well in the bare metal finish. The
tube sits on a scaled period correct carriage
with nickel finished hardware and includes
two brushes and ramrod. The nicely figured
and detailed carriage sits on 11 1/2” wooden

spoked wheels and measures about 25” overall in
length. (105984-106) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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2741. NICE PHILLIPINO LANTAKA
CANNON 7/8” bore, 31” overall length
barrel, muzzle face to tail socket with a fair
rough sand cast bore. The gun features a 3
1/2” muzzle face (showing typical casting
imperfections) with 1/2” raised front sight.
The vent hole is flanked by two sighting
posts about 3/4” tall. This non firing
“money-cannon” sits on a custom made
wooden carriage with copper belted wood-
en spoked wheels that stand near 15” tall.
The carriage measures in at near 36” over-
all in length. A non-firing piece of artillery
sure to add flare to ones den, deck, or gar-
den in very good overall condition.
(105619-1) (400/6f00)

2742. MINIATURE BRASS NAVAL
CANNON 11” barrel with partially machined
bore in excellent condition. This is a non firing

replica that sits on a mahogany naval style carriage
with all brass hardware including the wheels. There is a lovely array of hues and
tones in the brass mixing to a pleasant ochre colored patina that makes this little
cannon look as if it saw sea duty. This would be a handsome mantle piece or add
flare to any gun room or den. (105984-108)

2743. TRADITIONS “IRONSIDES” NAVAL
CANNON Serial #14-13-052446-06, 69 cal.,
12 1/2” tube overall with very good overall bore
that has a small section with light oxidation staining.
The tubes exterior retains near all of its original black painted finish and sits
atop a naval style carriage. A handsome miniature, sure to attract attention
wherever it is displayed. (105648-17)

2744. CUSTOM MORSETH HUNTING KNIFE Includes a drop point fixed
blade hunter with leather sheath. The blade measures 3 7/16” with an overall
of 7 3/8”. The blade does not appear to have been sharpened and the wooden
handles have a lovely figured grain with some light scratches evident. (104299-51)

2745. PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT LOT Includes a pair of JTL Everlight series photography
lights with hoods and adjustable tripod stands. The lights work and are complete in excel-
lent condition with the exception of one of the lights is missing the bulb. (104299-74)

2746. REISING MAGAZINE LOT Includes three H&R marked, 10 round Reising 22 caliber magazines. The magazines are in-the-white
with light traces of oxidation staining in very good to excellent condition. (105865-167)

2747. COLT 1903 MAGAZINES Includes two blued two line magazines. They are marked “CAL32/Colt” along the floorplate and both
retain 90% plus original blue and are in excellent condition. (105865-199A)

2748. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Western Super-Match X 45 ACP, 185 gr., full metal case clean cutting
cartridges in very good to near excellent condition. (1060191CP)

2749. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes a two tone lanyard loop 1911 magazine. The magazine retains 85-90% original blue with traces of
light oxidation staining and has a few light scratches consistent with use. This is an excellent condition magazine that would enhance the
value of any Colt Model 1911. (105865-168B)

2750. 1911 MAGAZINES Includes two unmarked Colt two tone magazines. First magazines retains near 85% blue with loss due to wear
and scratches consistent from use in excellent condtion. Second magazine retains 75-80% blue with light oxidation staining scattered
near all over in very good to near excellent condition. (105865-168D)

2751. HIGH STANDARD BARREL Includes a fluted 7 1/4” blued barrel with bright excellent bore. It retains near 95% blue with fixed
front sight in overall excellent condition. (5865-253A)
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2752. 1911 MAGAZINES Includes two unmarked Colt two tone magazines. First is a lanyard style magazine that retains near 50% blue
blending with grey near all over in very good overall condition. Second is a flat base two tone magazine with 60% blue remaining with
several scratches, and spots of light pitting on the left side flat. It is in very good overall condition. (105865-168A)

2753. 1911 MAGAZINES Includes three Colt style blued magazines. The first magazine retains 90% plus blue with scattered light scratch-
es consistent with use and marked “C-R” on the toe of the floorplate. The second magazine retains near 80% blue with wear and scratch-
es consistent with use and marked “60973”. Third is an unmarked near in-the-white magazine with light oxidation staining. All three mag-
azines are in very good to excellent condition. (105865-168C)

2754. M2 TRAINING RIFLE MAGAZINE Includes a single blued 22 caliber “M2” marked magazine. It has the standard Springfield
style base with some light glue residue present, but remains in near excellent condition overall. (105865-57F)

2755. M2 TRAINING RIFLE MAGAZINE Includes a single blued 22 caliber unmarked magazine. It has the standard Springfield style
base with some light glue residue present, but remains in near excellent condition overall. (105865-57B)

2756. SPRINGFIELD 1922 TRAINING RIFLE MAGAZINE Includes a single blued unmarked flat bottom magazine. The maga-
zine retains 80% plus blue with light scratches and a “3” etched in the finish on the thumb slide side. Magazine is in very good working
condition. (105865-57E)

2757. SPRINGFIELD 1922 TRAINING RIFLE MAGAZINE Includes a single blued unmarked flat bottom magazine. The magazine
retains 60% plus blue with light scratches and wear marks predominantly on the thumb slide side. Magazine is in very good working con-
dition. (105865-57A)

2758. MOSSBERG MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single complete Model 42/44 style magazine. The screw in stop is in place and the mag-
azine is in like new condition. (105865-57G)

2759. MOSSBERG MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single complete Model 42/44 style magazine. The screw in stop is in place and the mag-
azine is in like new condition. (105865-57D)

2760. MOSSBERG MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single complete Model 42/44 style magazine. The screw in stop is in place and the mag-
azine is in like new condition. (105865-57C)

2761. ANTIQUE MOSLER SAFE
Includes a single door, medium-size
floor safe with steel wheels. The safe
measures 22”X24”X36” overall and
is quite heavy. The safe is painted
black with gold accents and is in
very good to excellent condition.
The five digit combination safe has
an internal divided compartment that
includes a lockable drawer and cab-
inet; the combination is known and
will be provided. It appears to be in
excellent overall condition. [Please
note shipping is not available for this
item] (6031-1)

2762. RELOADING AND
SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
Includes 12 assorted items. First are
four as-new in the box Pattern Control
Shell Holster “Kit”. Designed to hold
up to 100 shells when connected or
25 when separate. When separated
they will conveniently clip over your
belt or pocket for hands free carry.
Second are two sealed bags of 500,
12 ga., Card Wads by MEC. Third are
four sealed bags of Tru Square Plastic
Buffer by MEC. Fourth are two as-
new in the box single stage “Reloader
Kits” by MEC. The items in this lot are
in excellent condition. (104299-32)

2763. LOT OF SNAP CAPS Includes
14 as-new in the package snap caps
in a variety of calibers from 22LR
through 270WIN. There are several loose snap caps included and all are in excellent condition. (104299-34R)

2764. LOT OF SHOOTERS GLASSES Includes 12 pairs of assorted color shooters eye ware. There are three pairs of yellow as-new in
the package Team Silencio polycarbonate glasses. Also included are six orange and three purple as-new in the package Spaulding Sport
Shields with protective sleeve. Items are in excellent condition. (104299-34RA)

2765. LOT OF PENN REELS Includes three well used salt water reels. First is a No. 60 in fair to good overall working condition with scat-
tered oxidation staining on all of the metal parts. Second is a No. 85 all plastic with metal gears in working condition. Third is a No 249
large salt water reel in very good overall condition with light oxidation staining present on the metal surfaces. (104299-82)

2766. UNIDEN BEARCAT SCANNER An as-new in the box Model BC248CLT scanner. This model has a digital display with built in
clock (w/alarm) and AM/FM radio. It is in excellent as near new condition. (104299-79)

2767. HEARING PROTECTION Includes four as-new in the package items. First are two packages of Peltor Combat Arms Earplugs with
plastic carry case. Second is a pair of Peltor “Shotgunner” ear muffs. Third is a pair of Silencio “Magnum” ear muffs. The above men-
tioned items are in excellent condition. (104299-34RB)
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2768. SIGHT LOT Includes a front and rear as-new in the package Battle Sight by Troy. The sights are designed to fit all of the following
model rifles with flat top receivers or removable carry handles: M4, M16, AR15 and AR10 and all their variants. Items are in excellent con-
dition. (104299-56)

2769. FLINTLOCK PISTOL KIT An unmarked partially assembled black powder pistol kit. The in-the-white barrel measures 10” overall
with a bright excellent rifled bore. The lock and trigger group are also in-the-white. The hardwood stock rates very good as unfinished.
A true project piece that would give countless hours of enjoyment when completed. (104299-33) {ANTIQUE}

2770. M1 CARBINE BARREL Includes a barrel with bayonet lug marked “Inland Mfg., Div. /General Motors/7-44” with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains near all of its original parkerized finish and is in excellent condition. (104299-51D)

2771. LOT OF RCBS RELOADING DIES Includes the following items; a cardboard box containing one sizing and one seating die in .222
Rem., a boxed Universal Priming Arm for C type presses, Group A FL die set 30/30, Group A FL Die Set 222 Rem., (2) Group B 3 Die Set
.30 Carbine, 2 piece die set 22/250. All Items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-32R1)

2772. OLIN MARINE FLARE PISTOL Lot includes a USCG model 12 ga., flare launcher. The plastic body bright orange with black
plastic textured grips rates very good to excellent overall and is intended for use with 12 ga., Marine Flares only. (104299-95) {NON GUN}

2773. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes a variety of 12 ga., loads from numerous manufacturers. First are two ten round boxes of Rotweil
12 ga., 2 3/4”, slugs, one box is full, the other a partial containing 6 shotshells in very good overall condition. Second are three full five
round boxes of Remington Slugger 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 Oz HPRS in very good to excellent condition. Third is a full five round box of Federal
12 ga., 2 3/4”, No. 1 Buckshot in very good condition. Fourth is a full five round box of Remington Express 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 7/8 Oz rifled
slugs in excellent condition. Fifth is a full five round box of Remington Express 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 00 Buckshot in excellent condition. Sixth is
an assortment of loose mixed gauge shotshells to include five dummy marked (3-20 ga.) and (2-16 ga.), one 12 ga., snap cap, and six
loose 12 ga., shotshells. Items in this lot are in very good overall condition. (104299-28R)

2774. LOT OF OPTICS ACCESSORIES Includes an assortment of new and used bases, rings, and lens covers from multiple manufac-
turers like Redfield, Weaver, Bushwhacker and others. Items are in very good to some as-new in the box condition. (104299-40R)

2775. LOT OF HERRET’S NATIONAL STOCKS Included are three sets of National Stocks to include the following model numbers: N-
45 (Select Colt handguns to include 1911, Mark IV, Gold Cup, and 22 Ace), NH106 (High Standard Models 106-108), and N41 (Smith &
Wesson Models 41, 46). These are right hand, smooth select grade American walnut grips in excellent condition, weighing only 8 oz per
pair. (104299-40R1)

2776. LOT OF HERRET’S NATIONAL STOCKS Includes three left hand model grips to include; (2) NR-11 (Ruger Mark II pistols) and
one N-41 (Smith & Wesson Models 41, 46) stocks. The smooth select grade American walnut grips rate excellent overall and come in
original packaging. (104299-40R2)

2777. ACCESSORY LOT Includes one True Mark plastic and aluminum constructed sling shot. The bands are slightly dried and crack-
ing as they should be replaced before use. It appears complete in proper working order and comes with two partial packages of
shots. Also included in this lot is a pair of compact 4x30 binoculars by Vivtar with clear crisp optics and comes with a black belt loop
carry case. (104299-39R1)

2778. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two fabric bandoleers, holding approximately 240 rounds of 30 Carbine ball ammunition. The car-
tridges are in very good to near excellent condition as are the bandoleers and also included is one steel loading tool in excellent condi-
tion. (104299-26R1)

2779. GUN CARE PRODUCTS Includes eight items First are three squeeze bottles of Break Free CLP to include (2) 4 oz. bottles and one
.68 oz. bottle. Second are five 4 oz. jars of Break-Free Bore Cleaner. Items are in excellent to as new condition. (104299-57R)

2780. LOT OF T/C MUZZLE LOADING ACCESSORIES Includes an assortment of 23 items in original factory packaging. First are
four “Quick Shot” packages to include (3) No. 7029 Blue and (1) No. 7026 Yellow. Second are nine assorted nipples to include (4) No.
7075, (3) No. 7231, and (2) No. 7230. Third are (3) No. 7062 Wedge Pin Pullers. Fourth are (3) No. 7015 Star-7 Capper. Fifth is a No.
9440 inline nipple wrench. Sixth are two U-View Cappers No. 7226, and No. 7228. Seventh is a Tru-Starter with instruction sheet. The
Items in this lot are in excellent to near new condition. (104299-33R)

2781. LOT OF AK-47 MAGAZINES Includes six steel magazines. First are two blued unmarked 5 round magazines in very good to
excellent condition. Second are four blued unmarked 30 round magazines in varying levels of condition from good to near excellent.
(104299-54R1)

2782. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes 205 rounds of 7.62X39mm ball cartridges. There is a box of 20 PMC, 122 gr., FMJ cartridges in
very good to excellent condition. Also included are 185 rounds of 7.62X39mm with TCW marked head stamps on 10 round stripper clips
in excellent condition, housed in a heavy canvas SKS style chest bandoleer in excellent condition. (104299-26R)

2783. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a bandoleer and a box of 303 British. There are 55 rounds with head stamp markings “HXP 75”
in five round MK-IV stripper clips housed in a cloth bandoleer marked “Cal. 303 Ball 5 RD Clips HXP45-75” in excellent condition. Second
is a partial 20 round box of Sellier and Bellot .303 British FMJ ball ammunition containing 11 rounds. (104299-26R1)

2784. SIG ACCESSORY LOT Includes three items for the P220 pistols. First is a 45 Auto, blued, seven round magazine in excellent to
near condition. Second is a set of stippled plastic marked P220 grips in excellent condition. Last is an owner’s manual in excellent con-
dition. (104299-54R)

2785. LOT OF BB’S AND ACCESSORIES Includes 12 items first are three full 200 round Beeman Ram Point .25 caliber (6.33mm) pel-
lets. Second are four Crosman brand pellets to include (2) partial 250 ct .177 cal. lead pellets, and (2) Super Pel tins, one 250 ct., .22 cal.
and one 500 ct., .177 cal. Third is a sealed 500 round tin of Hy-Score Pellets .22 cal., with a few small dents in the tin. Fourth is an assort-
ment of Daisy products to include an as-new in the package Accu-Laser sighting system, a Point Sight Adapter and a tube of Quick Silver
.177 cal. BB’s. Also included with the above mentioned items is a partial package of Crosman Co2 Cartridges and all items are in very
good to excellent condition. (104299-39R)

2786. LOT OF 45 ACP AND BRASS Includes 200 rounds of primed and unprimed commercial and military stamped brass in 50 round
trays in very good to excellent condition. Also included are two 20 round (one full one partial containing 7 rounds) boxes of Federal
Premium Hydra-Shok, 230 gr., Jacketed Hydra-SHok Hollow Point cartridges in excellent condition. (104299-24R2)

2787. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION Includes approximately 10 lbs of mixed commercial and ball ammunition ranging in size from .32
ACP-.30-06 to include a full 20 round box of Federal Premium .44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., JHP bullets. All items are in good to near excellent
condition. (104299-24R3)

2788. LOT OF LEAD Includes two sealed boxes of 500 38 caliber lead from North East Bullets. The first box label reads “Hard Cast, Lubed
and Sized Caliber 38 Weight 158 style RN size .357”. The second box label reads “Hard Cast, Lubed and Sized Caliber 38 weight 148
Style DEWC (double ended wad cutter) Size .358”. Also included in this lot is a small box of 50 lead 38 caliber wad cutter in excellent
condition. (104299-39R2)
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2789. LOT OF MUZZLE LOADING PROJECTILES Includes four sealed packages first is a 20 round box of North East Bullet CO., 45
Cal., 285 gr., FNHB hunter style bullets. Lot also includes three as-new in the package ten round TC Big Shot Sabots 50/.475 caliber, 325
gr., XTP Magnum bullets. All items are in original sealed factory packaging. (104299-39R3)

2790. LOT OF MUZZLE LOADING PROJECTILES Includes six boxes first are three Speer .530” round ball qty. 100 in excellent con-
dition. Second is a Speer qty. 100, .440” round ball in excellent condition. Third is a sealed package of 20 TC Maxi-Hunter .50 cal., 350
gr., in excellent condition. Fourth is a 15 round box of TC Maxi-Ball .58 cal., 555 gr., bullet in excellent condition. (104299-39R4)

2791. LOT OF MUZZLE LOADING PROJECTILES Includes six boxes first are five full sealed boxes of 100 Speer .535” round
ball in excellent condition. Second is a partial 100 round containing (47) .535 lead round balls by Hornady in excellent overall con-
dition. (104299-39R5)

2792. LOT OF BULLETS Includes three boxes of different caliber bullets. First is a 500 count box of Hornady .32 cal. 90 gr., HBWC bullets
in excellent condition. Second is a 100 count of Speer .32 cal., 170 gr., Flat Nose bullets in excellent condition. Third is a 500 count box
of North East Bullets .380 cal., 95 gr., RN bullets in excellent condition. (104299-39R6)

2793. LOT OF BULLETS Includes eight boxes of assorted caliber bullets. First are two full 100 count boxes of Sierra .30 cal., 165 gr., Spitzer
Boat Tail in excellent condition. Second is a full 100 count Sierra 44 Cal. 210 gr., JHC bullet in excellent condition. Third is a full 100 count box
of Hornady 25 cal. 117 gr., round nose bullet in excellent condition. Fourth is a near full box of 100 Speer 30 cal., 150 gr., Flat Nose bullets in
excellent condition. Fifth are three partial boxes of Nosler 100 gr., 270 Spitzer style bullets in very good to excellent condition. (104299-39R7)

2794. COLT DISPLAY CASE An oak presentation case marked “1836-COLT-1986” across the top lid with a blue and gold disc in the cen-
ter of the inner lid that reads “150 Years of Colt Craftsmanship 1836-1986”. The interior of the case is mixed blue and purple baize and
overall it is in excellent condition. The bottom of the case has an American Display Co., sticker attached to it. Included with the case is a
very tattered shipping carton. (104211-6)

2795. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS BELT BUCKLE Includes an as-new in the box Model NAA-BBL belt buckle for the North American
Arms long rifle pistol. The cast buckle is complete and in excellent condition. (104299-35R)

2796. LOT OF DISPLAY CASES Includes two wood with glass viewing areas. First is a custom made vertical stand measuring 13 1/2” X
5 1/2” X 9 1/2” with a mirrored back and green felt lining. The case is designed to present a 1911 style pistol in a vertical right side view.
It is adorned with brass hardware and is in very good to excellent condition. Second is an oak presentation case with specific tray com-
partment for tools and ammunition. The compartments for the cartridges are large enough to hold a 45 ACP round and the interior is lined
with red baize. The case measures 17 1/2” X 9 1/2” X 3” overall and comes with an oiler, cleaning rod, turn screw, bore brush and mop
and an acid brush. All are in very good condition. (104299-20R1)

2797. OAK DISPLAY CASE Measures roughly 18” X 12” X 2” with brass hardware that is not lockable with a viewing area of 16 1/2” X
10 1/2”. The case is fitted with a bare foam with no covering. This would make a fantastic display for multiple small items like ribbons or
metals if one wanted to cover the foam and put it to use. (104297-213A)

2798. COLT BOOK LOT Includes an as-new hardcover copy of The Colt Heritage, by R.L. Wilson. The book is still 90% wrapped in its orig-
inal shipping paper with cardboard sleeve. Included with this lot is an insert for the display case (display case not included) and a letter
from Colt regarding the insert. The items in this lot are in excellent condition. (104299-20R)

2799. LOT OF WADS Includes five packages first is a 150 count of MEC 12 ga., Steel Shot Wads in excellent condition. Second are four
250 count boxes of Winchester AA wads 12 ga., in excellent condition. (104299-93)

2800. LOT OF P.08 HOLSTERS Includes two first is hardshell style holster marked “Max Hildig/Leipzig/16” under the flap. The leather is
dried and crazed with heavy scuffing and several cracks and a repaired split through the flap. The stitching remains tight, it is complete
and in good overall condition. Second is a hardshell style holster marked on the back “Voegels, Koln” with “E/WaA387”. The brown leather
is slightly dried with scattered scuff marks and in very good overall condition. (104299-35R1)

2801. LOT OF P.08 HOLSTERS Includes two. First is a hardshell style faintly marked P.08 on the back showing through a tan colored
applied paint. The holster shows no other markings and has moderately crazed, drying leather overall. Near 85% of the back still remains
painted and has several popped stitches, is in fair to good overall condition. Second is a black leather hardshell holster marked “Karl
Bocker/ 1938/Waldbrol” with “E/WaA145” markings along the top rear left side. Aside from a few heavy scratches on the back side the
holster is in very good overall condition. (104299-35R2)

2802. LOT OF P.08 HOLSTERS Includes two. First is a Portugese M2 variant with moderately crazed and dry leather. The holster is com-
plete and the stitching remains tight with no visible markings present. Second is an Artillery style holster marked “L.Z. St./ J. Lpz.” on the
back with a partial marking that isn’t fully legible. The leather is dried and moderately crazed but the stitching is tight and the holster is
in good overall condition. (104299-35R3)

2803. M16A1 NON-FIRING
REPLICA Included is a Chinese
manufactured non-firing scale replica
of the M16A1 Rifle. The replica gun
comes in a nicely fitted green colored
aluminum travel case with chrome
colored hardware and measures 19
3/4” overall length”. The interior is
covered in red baize with slots fitted
for the free standing base, mounting
attachment, and rifle. Also included
is a small pocket sized booklet
regarding display information. This is
a handsome scale replica sure to dis-
play proudly in any office, den, or
bunker. (105980-10)
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2804. AK-47 NON-FIRING
REPLICA Included is a Chinese
manufactured non-firing replica of
the AK-47 rifle complete with remov-
able magazine and adjustable rear
sight. The replica comes in a fitted
travel case covered in a green pat-
terned vinyl with brown velour interi-
or and measures 16 3/4” overall
length”. Included with this lot are a
custom case, stand, wrench and
screwdriver all are in excellent con-
dition. (105980-8)

2805. DSHK NON- FIRING REPLICA
Included a Chinese manufactured minia-
ture replica of the Russian DSHK tripod
mounted machine gun. The replica
comes in an aluminum travel case with
the following accessories: tri-pod, sights,
and shoulder yoke, and measures 16” in
overall length. The case is not lockable
but it and all included items are in excel-
lent condition. (105980-9)

2806. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Winchester .401 Winchester Self-Loading, 200 gr., soft point cartridges. The box
is in good overall condition with moderate scuffing along the edges and corners, light ingrain dirt staining with scattered spots of color loss due
to something rubbing against it. The cartridges are in very good overall condition with light discoloration evident on the brass. (105980-11K)

2807. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Winchester .401 Winchester Self-Loading, 200 gr., soft point cartridges. The
box is in good overall condition with moderate scuffing along the edges and corners, light ingrain dirt staining with a portion of one end
flap missing. The cartridges are in very good overall condition with light discoloration evident on the brass. (105980-11L)

2808. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two 50 round boxes of Federal 32 Automatic, 71 gr., metal cased bullets in excellent condition.
One is a full box of 50 the other is a partial containing 37 cartridges. (105980-11M)

2809. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes 4 lbs of loose 22 caliber rimfire cartridges from multiple manufacturers to include
mostly Remington and Federal. There is an assortment of Long Rifle and Magnum rimfire cartridges all in very good to excellent condi-
tion. (105980-11T)

2810. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of 221 Rem. First is a full 20 round box of Hi-Speed, 50 gr., PSP car-
tridges in excellent condition. Second is a 20 round box of High Velocity, 50 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition box contains 16 car-
tridges and 4 fired casings. Also included in this lot is a partial box (17 of 20) of Western Super X 222 Rem., 50 gr., PSP cartridges in
excellent condition (105980-11P, 11Q)

2811. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Western Super X Silvertip 375 H&HMag., 300 gr., expanding bullets in excel-
lent condition. (105980-11F)

2812. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a full 50 round box of Staynless .25-20 Win., 86 gr., soft point bullets in very
good overall condition with traces of oxidation starting on the lead. (105980-11S)

2813. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a full 50 round box of 9mm Long Shot Cartridges. These rim fire cartridges are
in excellent condition with a box that retains near 95% of its label in very good overall condition. The Label states that the cartridges were
adapted to the Model 36 shotgun. A very handsome example of these seldom seen rimfire cartridges. (105980-11R)

2814. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Includes a two piece sealed box of Remington UMC 32 Automatic. The box retains near
85% of the side labels with some loss evident. There are scattered small tears in the seam with the lid remaining tightly secured. The
white and red labeled box rates very good to near excellent overall. (105980-11N)

2815. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of 32 caliber center fire ammunition. First is a box of Western X, 32 S&W,
85 gr., lead cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a box of U.S. Cartridge Co., 32ACP, missing its endflap but otherwise is in very
good to near excellent condition. (105980-11V)
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2816. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION Includes two boxes. First is a partial 20 round box (19) of Western Super X 30-30,
150 gr., expanding silvertip cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 32 Win. Special,
170 gr., Core-Lokt soft point cartridges in excellent condition. (105980-11A)

2817. STAR MAGAZINE Includes a single stack, blued 9mm magazine for a Star Pistol. The body of the magazine has spots of oxidation
staining and pinprick pitting with a balance of 75% plus blue remaining. The spring appears strong and the magazine is in good overall
condition. (104299-23R)

2818. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three magazines for the Marlin Model 9 Camp Carbine Rifle. There are two aftermarket 12 round
9mm magazines one blued one in the white both with finger rest bases in excellent condition. There is also a Marlin marked blued 12
round 9mm magazine with flat base in excellent condition. (104299-23R1)

2819. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single stack 8 round 7.65 blued FN marked magazine likely for a model 1910 pistol. The magazine retains
near 80% original blue with light fading and wear consistent with use. It is in very good to excellent condition. (014299-23R2)

2820. FN/FAL MAGAZINES Includes four. First are three 20 round magazines in very good to near excellent condition. Also included in
this lot is one five round magazine. (104299-23R3)

2821. FN/FAL MAGAZINES Includes four. First are three 20 round magazines in very good to near excellent condition. Also included in
this lot is one five round magazine. (104299-23R4)

2822. COLT MAGAZINES Includes two Woodsman magazines. First magazine is a two line two tone with 80% blue remaining with light
oxidation staining most prominent at the top and several spots of finish loss due to wear consistent with use. The second magazine retains
about 65% original blue blending with tones of brown showing minor oxidation staining near all over. The floor plates are marked
“CAL.22/Colt” and both are in good to very good overall condition. (104299-23R5)

2823. LOT OF M1 MAGAZINES AND CLIPS Lot includes 21 items. First are two five round M1 Carbine magazines. One is unmarked
and the other is stamped “Universal Firearms Corp. Hialeah Florida” on the base and “Japan” on the side, both in very good to excellent
condition. Second are 19 M1 Garand stripper clips with varying amounts of light oxidation staining in excellent condition. (104299-25R)

2824. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two blued unmarked Makarov magazines. They both are in as-new condition. (104299-23R6)
2825. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Includes two. First is a BFI 10 round magazine (appears to have an extension but is only ten rounds)

with matte finish in very good overall condition. Second is a Colt 20 round magazine void of most of its finish. Loss is consistent with use
and the magazines are in very good overall condition. (104299-25R1)

2826. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two after market P11 style magazines by Mec-Gar. These are blued 12 round flat bottom magazines
in as-new condition with the following product number stamped on its right edge: “MG-KTP11-12”. (104299-23R7)

2827. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes four commercial Colt 1911 magazines. They are blued with varying levels of light scattered oxida-
tion staining, loss from wear and are in overall excellent condition. (104299-23R8)

2828. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a Benelli MP95, 10 round, 22LR magazine. The items is in as-new condition, still in its original packaging.
(104299-23R9)

2829. FACTORY RUGER MAGAZINE Includes a single blued 22/45 MKII magazine with excellent blue, tight spring, and little if any wear
visible. An excellent high condition magazine overall. (104299-23R10)

2830. LOT OF GLOCK MAGAZINES Includes seven total. First is an near new Glock model 23 magazine in excellent condition. Second
are five high capacity (30 round) Model 17 or 19 pistols magazines from U.S.A. Magazines. Third is an aftermarket Model 19 style mag-
azine and all are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-23R11)

2831. LOT OF 22 CAL. MAGAZINES Includes an assortment of five mixed model and manufacturer. First is a Weatherby Mark-X 5 round
22LR magazine in excellent condition. Second is a Marlin model 70 Nickel finish 10 round 22LR magazine in excellent condition. Third
is a Marlin Model 25M/B blued finish 7 round 22 Magnum magazine in excellent condition. Fourth is a Marlin / Glenfield Model 20
blued finish 7 round 22LR magazine in very good to excellent condition. Fifth is an unmarked AR7 style 10 round magazine in good over-
all condition with a repair to the floorplate latch. (104299-25R2)

2832. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single blued HK4 single stack 7.65 magazine with finger rest in excellent condition. (104299-23R12)
2833. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two Lee Enfield magazines. First appears to be a No.1 Mk3 style and the second is a No. 4 MKI.

Both are in good to very good overall condition. (104299-25R3)
2834. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single French Model 1935 Pistol magazine. The magazine is a mostly blended brown patina with scat-

tered scratches to bare metal. It is marked 1935-S along the stepped floorplate and is in very good overall condition. (104299-23R13)
2835. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two Pro Mag blued magazines for the Ruger P85 Pistol. Both magazines are in excellent to as-new

condition. (104299-23R14)
2836. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single old style 742/740 magazine with the thumb slide for 30-06. The magazine retains near 75% orig-

inal blue with loss from wear consistent with use in very good overall condition. (104299-23R15)
2837. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a 32ACP style magazine likely for a European design pistol. It measures 4” X 1 1/16” X 7/16” with one

solid side and one with two small slits opened on side. The magazine catch measures 1 1/4” from the top and overall it is in very good
condition. (106010-34A)

2838. LOT OF BERETTA MAGAZINES Includes (2) first is an unmarked model 92C magazine. The magazine retains near 90% plus of
its original finish and has a plastic molded floorplate. Second is an unmarked steel 92FS magazine. The magazine retains 90% plus orig-
inal blue and both are in very good to excellent condition. (104299-23R16)

2839. REPLICA GUN LOT Realistic, full size metal copy of a Luger P.O8. Features functional slide and removable magazine. Includes orig-
inal box and papers. Excellent condition. (75732-3)

2840. AIR RIFLE LOT Daisy PAL 105 lever action, 400 shot BB repeater comes in the factory sealed package and includes the owner’s
manual. As new condition. (75665-29)

2841. MINIATURE DISPLAY LOT Toy gun manufactured in France that replicates a French machine gun mounted on a tripod. Standing
seven inches tall, its metal surfaces exhibit gray and gold enamel of which 96% remains. Included are the movable crank and the original
two piece box which has a liquid stain and scuffing along the edges. (75622-7)

2842. LOT OF TOY GUNS Five toy hand guns measuring eight to eleven inches in overall length. Four are metallic consisting of two
revolvers and two replicating semi autos. The fifth is a plastic double barrel percussion style. Also as part of this lot are eleven vintage toy
soldiers including four which are in the act of firing water cooled machine guns. The metal surfaces retain about 50% of the multicolored
enamel. The lot is in about good plus condition overall. (75622-9)
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2843. BATON LOT Expandable personal protection baton measures 91/2” while in its retracted carrying state and expands to 26” with the
flick of a wrist. Manufactured in China, it is constructed of steel and features a rubber handle and a black nylon belt holster which are
housed in the original box. As new condition. (75732-5)

2844. LEG-0-MUTTON LOT Manufactured by Redhead, this 32” long case features the original handle, sling, locking lid with key, and
green felt compartmentalized interior. About very good overall condition with scuffing to the leather and light wear inside. (75796-3)

2845. AIR PISTOL LOT Daisy Powerline 1700, serial #099759110, BB cal. (4.5mm). Black plastic target style 60 shot repeater that appears
as new in factory sealed packaging with owner’s manual. (75732-6)

2846. LOT OF AMMUNITION One partial box containing twelve rounds of Remington UMC 50-70 Government, 450 gr. bullet. About
very good condition with some showing light to moderate tarnish. The two piece original box has the old style green lid with a small tear
and wear along the edges and a stained bottom with a three inch separation at the edge. (75924-1)

2847. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) containing approximately 45 rds. of Federal 25 Auto, 50 gr., metal case
bullet; (1) containing 21 rds. and seven fired cases of Remington Kleanbore 22 Hornet, 45 gr., S.P.; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington Kleanbore
22 L.R., standard velocity; (1) full 50 rd. of Western Super Match Mark II 22 L.R., 40 gr. lead. The conditions range from very good to
excellent. (75980-11W)

2848. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 29 rds. of 401 Win S.L.: 26 rds. of Winchester grading very good to excellent and three
rds. of Remington, one with light tarnish and each with a small dent on the side of the casing. The ammunition is housed in the old style
red, blue and yellow Winchester boxes that have been cut in half and formed with tape to hold ten rounds each. The boxes read 200 gr.
bullet, soft point. (75980-11Y)

2849. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. box of Winchester .33 Winchester, 200 gr., S.P. in very good condition
with a few showing light tarnish. The interior cardboard tray grades excellent while the old style blue red and yellow one piece outer box
shows light wear along the edges, a torn off but present end flap and a small scribble mark from an ink pen. (75980-11B)

2850. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 30 rds. of United States Cartridge Co. American Model Black Powder .44 S&W. The
casings grade excellent but there is moderate oxidation at the tips. Also included is the original gray box with black print that is still
crisp however the scarce “American Model” box grades poor as most of the sections have come apart and there is moderate wear to
the edges. (75980-11Z)

2851. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four boxes of collectible Winchester primers contained in the original wood trays: (1) full 100
pc. and (1) containing 63 pcs. of No. 2 1/2 W Improved in the maroon labeled sleeve with one very good to excellent with all text clearly
legible and the other showing a one inch section of label peeled off the bottom and a smaller one from the top, however the color is crisp
with minimal fading; (1) containing 76 pcs. of New No. 4 with a darker maroon label and in very good condition; (1) containing 75 pcs.
of No. 4 Marked “W” in the tan labeled sleeve grading very good. Overall the primers themselves grade very good with some showing
light tarnish. Also included is an old style box containing ten rds. of Winchester .410 ga., 2 in., #8 shot in the yellow paper shell. The con-
dition is about good plus with light to modest discoloration to the paper. The box has a tear along the entire length of one of the top edges
and shows light discoloration but the label has survived nicely and has pronounced colors. (75980-11X)

2852. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full 20 rd. limited edition Oliver F. Winchester box of Winchester 38-55 Win., 255 gr., S.P. The ammu-
nition grades bright excellent while the box which displays the color image of Oliver Winchester on the top and a picture of the limited edi-
tion rifle grades near excellent with very light wear and a minor stain. (75980-11I)

2853. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full 20 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 220 Swift Hi-Speed, 48 gr. S.P. in excellent condition. The con-
dition of this old style red and green box really stands out as the edges are mainly crisp with only minor wear. The colors are vibrant but
the top has a price written in blue ink. (75980-11H)

2854. LOT OF AMMUNITION One box containing 17 rds. and three fired cases of Winchester 405 Win., 300 gr., S.P. The condition is
near excellent with virtually no tarnish and a minor ding or two. The old style red and yellow box with the image of the cartridge on the
side rates about good with a missing end flap, wear along the edges, particularly at the corners. The inside natural tan colored cardboard
tray rates near excellent. (75980-11G)

2855. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full 50 rd. box of Remington 22 Hornet, 45 gr., H.P., High Velocity in excellent condition. (5980-11T)
2856. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of Norma 220 Swift, 50 gr., Soft point, semi pointed: (1) full 20 rd. and (1)

partial containing ten rds. The condition is bright excellent. (75980-11E)
2857. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full 20 rd. box of Winchester Big Bore 94, 375 Winchester, 250 gr., Power-Point in bright excellent con-

dition. (75980-11D)
2858. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester Big Bore 94, 375 Winchester, Power Point: (1) full 20 rd. of

250 gr.; (1) containing ten rds. of 200 gr. and seven fired cases. The condition is bright excellent. (75980-11C)
2859. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes: (1) full 50 rd. box of Western X, 25-20 Win., 86 gr. S.P. in bright excellent con-

dition; (1) containing 12 rds. of Winchester 25-20 Metal Patched Model 1892 in very good condition. They come housed in the original two
piece green box with the orange label which grades about very good with light ingrained dirt and light wear along the edges. (5980-11LL)

2860. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 12 ga.: (3) full five rd. boxes of Remington Express 2 3/4 in. rifled slug; (3) full five rd.
boxes of Sears Xtra-Range 2 3/4 in. rifled slug; (1) box containing four rds. of Federal Premium Buckshot, 2 3/4 in., 1 Buck Magnum,
20 pellets; (1) plastic bag containing 67 mixed rds. Also included are two rds. of 16 ga. and one rd. of 20 ga. The overall condition is
very good. (75201-7)

2861. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 19 boxes of .22 cal.: (3) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 46 rds. of Western Super X 22 lr.,
40 gr., Lubaloy coated bullet; (2) full 50 rd. of Winchester Super-Speed 22 lr., 40 gr., Kopperklad bullet; (4) full 50 rd. of Remington high
velocity 22 long; (1) plastic box with tray containing 45 rds. of Winchester Super X Extra Power 22 lr., HP; (1) containing 17 rds. of mixed
22 lr.; (1) containing 49 rds. of Remington high velocity 22 lr., shot cartridges; (1) 525 rd. nearly full box of Remington high velocity 22
short, brass plated HP; (3) full 50 rd. an (1) containing 48 rds. of Remington high velocity 22 short; (1) plastic box with tray containing
33 rds. of CCI 22 short lead bullet. The overall condition is excellent. (75942-22)

2862. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six boxes: (2) full 25 rd. and (1) partial containing 21 rds. of Federal 20 ga., game load,
2 3/4 in., 7 1/2 shot, excellent condition; (1) full 25 rd. and (1) partial containing 16 rds. of Remington 20 ga., Shurshot, 2 3/4 in., 8 shot,
excellent condition; (1) full five rd. of Remington 16 ga., Nitro Express rifled slugs, 2 9/16 in., very good condition with light oxidation. Also
included is a bag containing approximately 50 rds. of mixed caliber ammunition grading good to very good with light tarnish and oxida-
tion. Examples of caliber are 30-30 Win., 45-70 govt., and 22 Hornet. (75872-19B)
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2863. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester 308 Win. 150 gr., Power-Point; (1) full 20 rd.
of PMC 30-30 Win. 170 gr., S.P.; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester Western Super X 30-30 Win. 170 gr., Power Point (S.P); (1) partial contain-
ing 18 rds. of Winchester Bicentennial 76, 30-30 150 gr., Silvertip. The conditions range from excellent to bright excellent. (75935-3)

2864. SCOPE AND CARTRIDGE BOX LOT This lot consists of a Glenfield 4x15 variable scope with standard crosshair reticle, clear
optics, rings and mounts and plastic lens covers. Scope retains 99% black finish. Also included is a 5x3 in., 50 rd., small caliber, wood
cartridge block stamped “Camp Perry/Cartridge Box”. Manufactured by P.J O’hare, it retains nearly all of its medium dark finish and comes
with brass hinges and closure. Excellent condition overall. (75870-4C)

2865. HOLSTER LOT Three leather holsters total. First is a Buffalo Brand model 18, nine inches long basket-weave style with belt loop and
grading near very good with scuffing to the front and rear and light wear on the interior. Second is a Trufit measuring eight inches long
with snap closure and scuffing mainly to the belt loop and light wear. Very good condition. Third is a six inch long, brown suede model
by Gunskin that has a metal belt clip. The condition is very good. Also included is a Buchmeier model 0241 leather sling that grades about
very good. (75870-4D)

2866. LOT OF GUN CLEANING SUPPLIES This lot includes three cleaning kits in their original cases. First is an Outers no. P-477 that
appears complete and unused. Second is an Outers 30 Cal., no. 477, which also appears complete and unused. Third is a Marble’s
Shotgun model which comes with rod, brushes, patches, Stoeger x-ring paste, Richard’s Buck Lure and some rifle targets. Also includ-
ed are two Outer’s cleaning rods, two factory sealed packages of patches, a Sears siliconized cloth in its original case, an extra bottle of
Hoppe’s oil, and a Dem-Bart Checkering tool that is as new in original box. Excellent condition overall. (75870-4A)

2867. LOT OF BOOKS The Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Servin; c. 1964 The Stackpole Company. 271 pages hardcover with jack-
et. The Great Guns, by Harold L. Peterson and Robert Elman; c. 1971 Grosset & Dunlap Inc. 252 pages hardcover with jacket. The
Illustrated Book of Guns, edited by David Miller; c. 2000, 2002 Salamander Books Ltd. 304 pages hardcover with jacket. The overall con-
dition is near excellent with only minor fading and some very small tears to the jackets. (75662-18A)

2868. LOT OF BOOKS ’51 Colt Navies, by Nathan L. Swayze; c. 1967 Nathan L. Swayze. 243 pages hardcover with jacket. The Book of
Colt Firearms, by R.Q. Sutherland and R.L. Wilson; c. 1971 Robert Q. Sutherland. 604 pages hardcover with jacket. Very good to excel-
lent with minor storage stains and a lightly creased and worn jacket to the second item. (75662-18B)

2869. LOT OF BOOKS Winchester: An American Legend, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1991 R.L. Wilson, This edition published 2004. 404 pages hard-
cover with jacket. Excellent condition. The Winchester Book, by George Madis; c. 1961, 1969, and 1971. c. 542 pages hardcover signed
by the author. Condition is near very good with a two inch tear to the back cover and light ingrained dirt to the cover and edge. There
are some pencil scribbles along the edge as well. (75662-18C)

2870. LOT OF BOOKS Gunsmith Kinks, edited by Frank Brownell; c. 1969 F. Brownell & Son. 496 pages hardcover. Good plus condition
with a couple of stains, ingrained dirt and light wear to the cover and edges. Gunsmith Kinks II, edited by Frank Brownell; c. 1983 F.
Brownell & Son. 496 pages hardcover with jacket. Very good condition with light dirt and stains and minor tears to jacket. (75091-2B)

2871. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Remington UMC .38 Long Colt Smokeless in the plaid box with
tan label. The box grades about good plus showing wear along the edges and the paper outer layer losing its adhesive qualities. The
ammunition rates about very good with very little tarnish and light oxidation on some of the rounds. (75963-1A)

2872. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of U.S. Cartridge Co. 38 S&W Special Smokeless, 158 gr. They display yel-
low sides and maroon colored tops that have been partially peeled to expose a green under layer. One box is a full 50 rds. and is struc-
turally sound with some peeling to the edges as well. The second box has two torn sides and moderate staining. It houses approximate-
ly 45 rds. The ammunition in this lot grades good with light tarnish and moderate oxidation. (75963-1B)

2873. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester .30 Army Full Patch in the red label box which is
coming apart at the seams with one end flap torn off but present. The ammunition is very good with light tarnish; (1) containing 19 rds.
of Winchester .30 Winchester Caliber Model 1894 in the original orange labeled box which shows wear and ingrained dirt. Ammunition is
very good with light tarnish and some with very light oxidation; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester .30 Remington Autoloading Soft Point in very
good to excellent condition in the tan box with orange label grading near very good with light wear along the edges; (1) containing 16
rds. of Peters High Velocity 30-30 Winchester 170 gr., HP in good to very good condition with moderate tarnish. The original 20 rd. size
Peters box has a missing end flap; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Sears, Roebuck and Co. 22 short Sta-Klean experiencing mod-
erate oxidation; (1) full 25 rd. of U.M.C. 30 cal. 170 gr., metal case soft point in the green labeled box exhibiting light stains and ingrained
dirt. The ammunition shows mild oxidation. Also included are five rds. of mixed 30-30 Win., an unopened, excellent condition, 100 pc.
box of Remington UMC .30 cal. primers, one empty 100 rd. Winchester No. 4 Primers box with wood tray, an empty Winchester, .30
Winchester Model 94 Soft Point box, an empty Peters Rustless .44-40 Shot box, an empty box for UMC 25 rd., .32 cal. patched bullets for
Ballard & Bullard Rifles, an original, full, seven rd. plastic tray with instruction sheet and cardboard sleeve of Dunn’s 38 cal. training ammu-
nition. The empty boxes grade near very good, the Dunn’s is excellent. Also included is a cleaning rod brush. (75963-1C)

2874. HOLSTER LOT One Guide Gear brown leather holster for revolver. Length is eight inches and comes with belt loop and snap closure.
Excellent condition. (74093-2)

2875. MAGAZINE LOT One Simmonds Prec. Prod. M16/M16A1 20 rd., 5.56 mm aluminum magazine in excellent condition. (74053-71A)
2876. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two magazines. First is a blued steel factory Ruger Mini 14 20 round that grades excellent out-

side of a couple of very small areas of surface oxidation. Second is a Ram-Line Mac 1530 translucent plastic 30 round in excellent con-
dition. (74053-79B)

2877. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester: (1) of 405 Winchester 300 gr., SP with some expe-
riencing light to moderate tarnish and oxidation. The original red and yellow box rates near very good with most of the wear occurring in
one isolated area on the side edge; (1) of 405 Winchester SP Staynless for Winchester Model 95 rifle in good plus condition with most
showing mild to moderate tarnish and oxidation. One round has a small dent. The blue and red box rates about good with the end flaps
missing, one inch of the top torn off and average wear and ingrained dirt. (75918-1C)

2878. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full ten rd. boxes of Kynoch 577/540 solid, 480 gr., Martini-Henry cartridges in very
good condition with light tarnish on some. The boxes show wear mainly at the corners with some end flaps missing. (75918-1D)

2879. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Pacific Coast Cartridge 40-82 Winchester, 270 gr., cast. The com-
mercially reloaded ammunition is in excellent condition and is housed in two piece Case-Gard plastic boxes. (75918-1E)

2880. LOT OF AIR GUNS This lot consists of two Crosman air guns. First is a model 1008 Repeatair pistol with silver finish and black plas-
tic checkered grips. Very good overall with about 90% finish. Included is a well worn brown leather holster with belt clip. Second is a
model 760 Pumpmaster with serial # 907128433 in very good to excellent condition and includes a Tasco 4x20 variable scope with silver
finish. (75988-S16796A, B)
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2881. MARLIN MODEL 70P SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #14442073, 22 LR, 16 1/2 in. barrel with a very good bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue and the stock is completely broken off at the wrist with additional scratches and wear along the surface.
Mounted to the gun is a Tasco 4x15 scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics. The magazine is missing. (75988-S16774) (10/20)

2882. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one box containing 23 rds. of Remington Express Extra Long Range, 12 ga., 2 3/4 in.
shotgun shells in excellent condition. Second is a bag containing approximately 30 rds. of mixed 32 S&W in good plus condition Also
included is a U.M.C tin containing approximately 50 percussion caps and a Peters 20 ga. no 4 shell. (75563-1)

2883. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Fabrica de Armas de Toledo (Spanish manufactured) 4.56x36
mm in excellent condition; (1) full 20 rd. box of Fabrica do Realengo (Brazilian manufactured) 7 mm on five rd. stripper clips. The ammu-
nition grades very good to excellent. (75918-1G)

2884. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. box of Connecticut Cartridge Co. 50 -110 WCF, 385 gr. in excellent con-
dition. (75918-1F)

2885. BERETTA MODEL 21A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DAA006725, .25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an about good bore. The steel
surfaces are primarily a faded blue-brown while the frame retains 95% original anodizing. The checkered plastic Beretta logo grips rate
about very good. The gun seems to function mechanically but there is no magazine present. (35708-48) (50/100)

2886. LOT OF ACCESSORIES First is a Remington powder flask with original box marked 44 cal. Made in Italy it appears unused and
each side features the image of a resting dog below that of two birds of prey. Second is a Euroarms factory sealed nipple wrench with
six nipples. Excellent condition and also of Italian manufacture. (73746-5B2)

2887. LOT OF ACCESSORIES First is a six inch long Passport black nylon ambidextrous belt holster with Velcro closures that appears
unused. Second is a black nylon double pouch housing two M.K.S 586 Speedloader that also appears unused. (74093-3, 4)

2888. MILITARY LOT Includes 14 mixed stripper clips, some with minor oxidation, two U.S. muzzle covers marked "Victory Mfg. Inc./1944"
grading very good with minor spotting and one excellent condition, two inch wide OD green sling with clips and buckle experiencing some
discoloration. (73746-5B3, 7B5, 7B11,)

2889. GRIP LOT One set of Colt Woodsman plastic grips in excellent condition with strong checkering that does have a minor spot of dis-
coloration. Complete with screw. (73746-7B2)

2890. MUZZLELOADING PROJECTILE LOT This lot consists of five factory sealed 100 rd. plastic boxes of Speer round ball: (1) .350";
(4) .433 (74742-1A)

2891. MUZZLELOADING PROJECTILE LOT This lot consists of five 100 rd. plastic boxes of Speer .535" round ball: (4) factory sealed;
(1) opened but full in excellent condition. (74742-1B)

2892. MUZZLELOADING PROJECTILE LOT This lot consists of five factory sealed 100 rd. plastic boxes of Speer .570" round ball.
(74742-1C)

2893. MUZZLELOADING PROJECTILE LOT This lot consists of approximately 90 rds. of .690 dia. cast bullets and one plastic tray
containing approximately 40 assorted lead balls and cast bullets. The overall condition is excellent. (74742-1D)

2894. POWDER CAN LOT This is a half pound powder can by Schaghticoke Powder Company with a barely legible stencil on black enam-
el that exhibits flaking in areas. Can has tight seams. Included is a nicely threaded screw top which appears to be correct. (74242-3)

2895. LOT OF ACCESSORIES First are two powder horns with replacement stoppers, good condition overall. Second are two leather
pouches rating about good plus. Third are two brown leather holsters with extensive wear, one being marked Iver Johnson. Fourth is a
dual leather cartridge belt pouch by Er. Stalder in good condition. Lastly are three leather cartridge belts, two of which are by Hunter.
Their overall condition is about good plus but have received considerable use. (74742-2, 4)

2896. LOT OF MILITARY DIAGRAMS Includes eight color copies of official schematic diagrams circa 1864 detailing “U.S. Siege and
Field Projectiles" and the ricochet trajectory of the 15 in. gun. Also included are 23 pages of copies of text from the "Professional Papers
Corps of Engineers No. 14" which discusses the topics mentioned above. Excellent condition. (75622-15A)

2897. LOT OF PRINTS This lot consists of 22 excellent condition prints of "Henry-Winchester" which is plate 21 from the atlas of 28 plates
associated with the Manual on Portable Weapons, which was printed in the Netherlands in 1870 for the Dutch Royal Military Academy.
The prints which depict the Henry rifle in actual and cutaway form are accompanied by hand numbered certificates of which 1000 were
issued. They feature English translations of the original Dutch captions which describe the five color diagrams presented on the 19x14 in.
thick stock prints and background information on the depicted Henry rifle. (75622-15B)

2898. LOT OF SPRINGFIELD ARMORY DOCUMENTS This consists of sections from the U.S. Ordnance Department documents
dated 1930 and titled Breech-Loading Carbines of the United States Civil War Period. They are copies of photographs taken in 1930 by
Springfield Armory photographer W.S. Gibson of original drawings made by Brig.-Gen. John Pitman during his retirement between 1908
and 1910. The drawings, most of which are multi page ensembles, are mainly cutaway depictions of 22 different carbines and are con-
tained in individual clear plastic sleeves. The pages rate about very good overall with light fading and some with minor stains. Also includ-
ed is an original four page hand written tally presumably by Springfield Armory of purchasing and manufacturing dates and quantities of
the carbines from Jan. 1, 1861 through June 30, 1865. (75622-15C)

2899. LOT OF SPRINGFIELD ARMORY DOCUMENTS This consists of an original letter dated April 24, 1902 from Colt
Manufacturing Co. with the official letterhead to Springfield Armory Captain John T. Thompson listing the dates, models and calibers used
by the U.S. Army from 1838 to 1901. The typewritten letter is signed in ink by Lewis G. Grover who was the company president from 1902
to 1909. The signature is in excellent condition. The letter was once folded and exhibits three straight line creases but the paper is strong
with slight fading and minor smudges. Attached to the letter is a one page document consisting of illustrations of four early model Colts
with a handwritten copy of a note signed by Samuel Colt and dated April 13, 1868. Also included are 14 original pages from Springfield
Armory of detailed diagrams of the models listed in the Colt Letter. These like the ones described in the previous lot are the work of Brig.
Gen. John Pitman and are dated between 1910 and 1914. These scarce documents are still in very good condition with only light fading
and minor blemishes. (75622-15D)

2900. LOT OF SHOTSHELL BOXES Consisting of two empty 25 rd., 12 ga. Boxes. This lot has a Peters Victor example that is marked
"U.S. Property". The box is primarily tan with brown edges with a green border and shows light edge wear and a light one inch bruise on
the front and a hand written number on the top. The box is structurally sound with all flaps present. It once housed 2 3/4 in. Special Heavy
Loads, 00 Buck-9 Pellets. The second is a United States Cartridge Co. Defiance box. The tan box retains the red white and blue label on
four sides and has a two inch piece missing from one side and light wear to the edges, and some tape repair to a torn bottom. The inte-
rior exhibits bluish residue from the shells it once held. This box grades good plus overall. (75622-12A)
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2901. CARTRIDGE BOARD LOT This is a Frankford Arsenal 1918 case and bullet display board. It displays 52 separate items attached
by nails to a wood board with a nice dark brown finish. The 25x8 in. board displays the gold colored cases and bullets in cutaway form.
The overall condition is near excellent. (75622-5)

2902. LOT OF AIRPLANE PHOTOS This lot consists of 81 photographs, each depicting a different WWII era or mid 20th century mili-
tary airplane. These 4 1/2 x3 1/2 in. glossy, black and white photos were produced by “Aeroplane Photo Supply”. Each includes a hand-
written ID on either its front, back, or both. The collection features examples from the U.S, Royal and German fleets. Examples are the
XB-35 Flying Wing Bomber, F6F-1 Hellcat, B-25-g Mitchell, and the PB2Y2 Coronado. The excellent condition photos are contained in
a handsome album with an embossed brown faux pebble cover and black pages featuring corner inlets allowing for two of these pho-
tographs per page. (75622-8)

2903. LOT OF DOCUMENTS This lot contains approximately 100 documents written in German. The black and white copies of Die
Ruckladungs-Gewehre, by Eduard Zernin in 1871, measure 14x8 in. ea. and describe and illustrate dozens of models of firearms. Excellent
condition. (75622-15E)

2904. LOT OF AMMUNITION BOX LABELS This lot consists of 46 different labels removed or cut out from boxes of rare and col-
lectible ammunition boxes. Examples include a green label cut out from a metal box and reads "Metallic-Pin-Fire/Cartridges for
Lefaucheux-Revolvers/9mm/Made in Germany"; a green label cut out from a plaid box and reading "50 Cartridges/made expressly
for/Rigby's/Patent Improved/Needle Rifle/110 Bore/By Eley Bros., London; one from the U.S Cartridge Co. of .50 cal. of Frazier's Patent
Cartridge Pocket. Others are Winchester for Bullard Repeating Rifles, UMC for .25 Stevens, and a Winchester of Comblain Cartridges for
Brazilian Model. The labels vary in condition and levels of ingrained dirt, mildew spots, surface wear etc., but the overall condition is about
good to very good. (75622-12B)

2905. LOT OF AMMUNITION BOX LABELS This lot consists of approximately 70 labels that were once attached to or part of some
rare and collectible boxes. There is an excellent condition example of a “Frankford Arsenal 30 cal., Model of 1906 for aircraft use” dated
Nov. 14, 1918, and many others in varying conditions from important manufacturers including UMC, Winchester, Peters, Lake City
Ordnance and American Metallic Cartridge Co. (75622-12C)

2906. LOT OF AMMUNITION BOX LABELS The approximately 30 labels in this group, comprised mainly of “cutouts” include inter-
esting examples like Marble's No. 151 and 169 Auxiliary Cartridge, a blue one from Twin Cities Ordnance Plant Blank Cal. 30 M1909, a
Frankford Arsenal label of Rifle Grenade, and a Remington of .25-36 Marlin from the green dog bone style box. The overall condition of
this lot is near very good. (75622-12D)

2907. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 30-06 Match, 173 gr.: (2) partially opened tan boxes
dated 1962; (1) fully opened white box dated 1967. The lot is in excellent condition. (75622-7C)

2908. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two factory sealed 20 rd. boxes of Lake City Ordnance Plant 30-06 Match, 173 gr.: (1)
in the tan box with red, white and blue label dated 1962; (1) in the white box with red and blue print dated 1963. The boxes rate excel-
lent. (75622-7D)

2909. MUSKETRY RULE MODEL
OF 1918 Rare item used with the
1903 Springfield Rifle is 4 1/2 in.
long with white lettering and incre-
ments over a surface that retains
about 96% of its black enamel sur-
face and areas of light oxidation.
Equipped with a slide that is fully
functional. All increments are legible
with a small section exhibiting fad-
ing. The overall condition is about
very good. Included is what is likely
the original ring and string attach-
ment and a copy of the original comprehensive directions and technical uses. (75622-16)

2910. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine rds. of 50 cal. In very good condition including some with minor tarnish or scratch-
es and housed in a tan, ten rd., PMC 50 cal. box: (8) by Poongsan Metal Manufacturing Company in Korea and dated 1987; (1) by Twin
Cities Ordnance Plant and dated 1945. (75622-11E)

2911. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Western Super Match 30-06 Springfield 180 gr., full metal case
boattail in very good to excellent condition in the yellow and blue box with red lettering. (75622-11F)

2912. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes: (1) factory sealed natural color 20 rd. box with the blue and yellow stripes
and stamped "10171", from the Utah Ordnance Plant, of Armor Piercing 30-06. The box rates excellent with only one small section hav-
ing minor fading; (1) Sears, Roebuck and Co. Pro-Tex-Bor tan and yellow box with black print housing ten rds. of 30-06 with headstamps
reading "Super-X 30-G-1906" and nine rds. of 30-06 with Remington headstamps. The ammunition in this box grades very good. The
box itself has light wear at the edges and one of the glue flaps beginning to separate but near very good overall. (75622-11G)

2913. LOT OF PLAQUES This lot consists of three plaques that were awarded for outstanding displays at cartridge shows. Two have 20x13
in. wood bases, each with a brass plate exhibiting a commemorative logo attached to the face. The first of these two eye catching exam-
ples from the Chicagoland Cartridge Show is dated 1978 and depicts a standing turkey with a forest backdrop and below it the Winchester
logo and slogan "The Cock of the Woods" and four captioned illustrations of examples of the manufacturer's shotgun shells. The other is
from the 1979 event and features a display with the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. logo at its center, surrounded by images of U.S. soldiers
and equipment circa 1899, which is the year depicted in the form of a calendar at the bottom of this display. The third plaque has a small-
er (11x9in.) wood base with a brass plate that reads "International/Cartridge Collectors Association/East Coast/Cartridge Show/Best of
Show/Williamsport, Pennsylvania/June 1981". The plaques rate excellent with only a few minor scratches. (75622-4)

2914. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten rds. of mixed Sabot 50 cal. in good to very good condition with light tarnish on some.
The headstamps are mainly Lake City and Twin Cities. (75622-11H)

2915. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 22 rds. of mixed tip and headstamp 50 cal. In near very good condition. Most are trac-
ers of various colors, while a few are armor piercing. Also included are eight empty cases with light tarnish. (75622-11I)

2916. LOT OF INERT AMMUNITION This lot consists of 21 rds. of inert mixed tip and headstamp 50 cal in good to very good overall
condition. (75622-11J)
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2917. LOT OF INERT AMMUNITION This lot consists of 15 rds. of inert mixed tip and headstamp: (12) of .55 Boys; (3) of 20mmx102.
The overall condition is very good. (75622-11K)

2918. LOT OF FUSES This lot consists of ten military fuses. Included are two aerial, one marked ORH 1863R, one marked OR1864R,one
identified as #134048 US, Dec 17, 1872. The overall condition is good plus. (75622-17)

2919. MANUAL LOT This is a comprehensive illustrated U.S. War Department manual titled Description of the Telescopic Musket Sight
Model of 1908, (Two Plates), December 14, 1908, Revised July 22 1912. The official number of this copy is 264. These were issued to
Commanding Officers or the Post or District Ordnance Officer. This twelve page, 9x6 in. manual has a soft light olive green cover which
shows a small liquid stain, a two letter ID written in pencil and a minor smudge but shows very little wear with the two staples still firmly
attached. The pages are very good with some minor spots appearing on some. This is a well preserved hard to find item and comes
housed in a perfectly fitting clear plastic sleeve. (75622-15E)

2920. CATALOG LOT This is a 58 page hardcover which is a facsimile reproduction of the DWM Catalog of 1904 with nothing deleted or
added except for some inserted English translations from the original German. Comprised of detailed information on hundreds of car-
tridges and components (no firearms) with many illustrations and tables included. The attractive red hardcover is graced with a nice gilt
embossed title and shows only minor fading and staining at the very top and light humidity spots along the top page edge and light wear
at the spine corners. The overall condition is near excellent. (75622-15F)

2921. DISPLAY LOT This lot consists of two award winning displays. First is a 12x10 in. wood display case with plexiglass top that hous-
es a nice arrangement of 14 individually mounted cartridges of various calibers encircling a small colorful advertising sign for Winchester
New Rival and Nublack shotgun shells. The bottom center of the display exhibits a brass plate which declares this piece as Outstanding
Display Chicagoland International Cartridge Show 1977. The second is an 8x6 in. oak display with plexiglass cover encasing the winner
of the International Ammunition Association Educational Display Award presented by the Rocky Mountain Cartridge Collectors Association
dated July 1993 which is a half filled cutaway of a .45 -55-405 Carbine cartridge, pattern 1888 brass shell, manufactured at Frankford
Arsenal. Both of the displays described above are in excellent condition. Included with the lot are two Avon Good Shot Wild Country After
Shave bottle 2 oz. containers that mimic a Winchester Super-X shotgun shell, a colorful 7x7 in. iron on jacket patch commemorating the
history of the Chicagoland International Cartridge Show, a paperweight in the form of a military cartridge paying tribute to the Frankford
Arsenal, a 1 of 160 commerative 50 cal. cartridge by A-ZOOM , a 7.92x57 souvenir cartridge from the 2002 St. Louis International
Cartridge Show, and a 1 of 150 empty brass shotshell by Rocky Mountain Cartridge from the St. Louis show of 2003, a 1 of 16 com-
memorative 50 cal. cartridge for a Browning machine gun by A-ZOOM Ammo from the 2001 show. The cartridges are as new with orig-
inal packaging and papers. (75622-6)

2922. SUBMARINE BLUEPRINTS FROM CRAMP SHIPBUILDING CO. This is the complete and original blueprints of
Submarine No. 426 also known as Tusk. Cramp Shipbuilding Company was the preeminent U.S iron shipbuilder of the late 19th. century
but low demand forced it to close in 1927, only to be reopened in 1940 for the purpose of building ships for the U.S Navy. This fascinat-
ing document reveals every detail of BU. NO. SS426-S0103-66512 on the eight plates used. The paper is still very much intact while it
exhibits an impressive tan like shade to its surface with a somewhat darker tone forming a natural border of sorts to each individually fold-
ed section. The "blue" ink is actually a light violet shade in its current state, still allowing for every detail to be clearly seen and read. A
“must-have” for the submariner enthusiast or if you ever wanted to build your own submarine. (75622-G)

2923. DOCUMENT AND BOOKLET LOT This lot consists of items from Springfield Armory including official copy no. 2982 of the U.S.
War Dept. issued Description of the Automatic Pistol, Caliber 45, Model of 1911,With Rules for Management, Memoranda of Trajectory,
and Description of Ammunition , dated April 1, 1912. The six plates, 19 pages booklet is still securely bound by its two original staples
and measures 9x6 in. with a cover exhibiting a hand written note stating that it was received from Col. J. T. Thompson May 7, 1912. There
is some light wear and ingrained dirt to the spine area but the pages are crisp and the overall condition is near excellent. Also associat-
ed with the booklet is a four page document also with a note referencing that it was received from Col. Thompson of the Ordnance Dept.,
but this one on Feb. 26, 1912. It measures 10x8 in. and provides specifications and operation instructions for the Colt Model 1911 and
states: “Adopted by the U.S. Government as the Service Side Arm”. This copy has a straight line folding crease and light stains to the front
page. The back page reveals that it was once adhered by glue to an included two page sheet that discusses and illustrates the compo-
nent parts and the takedown of the pistol. Both rate about very good. Also included is a 77 page booklet Summary of D.C.M. Rifle Sales,
1922-1942, by Springfield Research Service; c. 1976 by Franklin B. Mallory that measures 7 1/2x5 1/2 in. and features a light blue paper
cover with the Springfield Armory logo as its centerpiece. The contents are a compilation of data from official U.S. Army sources and rep-
resent all available information of sales of contemporary Springfield rifles during the period 1922 through 1942. The condition is near
excellent with only light fading and stains and a small tear at the bottom of the front cover. Lastly with this lot is a tri fold instruction sheet
from Winchester for its Telescope Rifle Sights. (Form No. 350). (75622-15H)

2924. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full eight round stripper clips with sleeves of 30-06 dated 1956 by Twin City. Also includ-
ed is one full eight round clip of armor piercing 30-06 dated 1954 by Lake City. The condition is very good with light tarnish. (75622-11)

2925. LOT OF GUN RACKS This lot consists of three horizontal wood gun racks: (2) 29x25 in. constructed to hold five long guns each,
retaining 99% light brown wood finish and in excellent condition; (1) 26x24 in. constructed to hold four long guns, with a top cross mem-
ber revealing a seven inch crack at its far right, although still allowing for structural stability. It retains 94% light brown finish with minor
contact wear. All three have dual cross members and are drilled for wall mounting with screws included. (75622-3B)

2926. LOT OF GUN RACKS This lot consists of a matching set of two vertical wall mounted long gun racks constructed to hold four guns
each. They exude an upscale design including a beautiful stain that resembles a mahogany finish, two brass rod buttstock bases on each,
and a muzzle end that completely secures the enclosed gun. Exhibiting outstanding condition, they retain 99% finish and measure 57 1/2
X18 1/2 in. each. (75622-3A)

2927. LOT OF DOCUMENTS A compilation of hundreds of pages of a wide range of informative records pertaining to production at
Frankford Arsenal and Springfield Armory to include diagrams, patent papers, a copy of an official Department of the Army letter dated
1952, and glossy prints of period photos. Conditions range from good plus to excellent. (75622-15I)

2928. LOT OF CARTRIDGES This lot consists of approximately 320 rds. of a wide range of military cartridges arranged in display form on
plastic trays. Included are experimental rounds, supplemental chambers, armor piercing, tracers and ruptured case extractors. Comprised
of numerous calibers including .308 and 30-06, examples of which are dummies, blanks, and grenade firing. The condititions vary but
overall the lot rates about very good. (75622-14)

2929. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 350 rds. of mixed calibers. tips and head stamps. Examples include 38
Spl., 38 S&W, 32 Win Spl., 32 WCF. Included are approximately 30 fired cases. The overall condition is near very good with a few dis-
playing light tarnish or oxidation. Included is a metal military ammo can. (75870-7A)

2930. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of approximately 120 rds of mixed 12 ga., mostly Winchester and Remington, contained in
metal military ammo can. The conditions vary greatly but most are excellent. (75870-7B)
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2931. CHRONOGRAPH LOT This is an Oehler Research Inc. Model 35P that appears to be complete and in excellent condition in the
Doskocil foam lined hard case. The included operating instructions bear a 1991 copyright date. (74287-27)

2932. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of three sets of S&W K-frame, wood, square butt revolver grips with screws. Two have smooth sur-
faces while the third has slightly worn diamond checkering. They retain nearly all their finish with one showing a very small chip on the
lower edge of the left side. The condition is about very good overall. (74289-2A)

2933. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of four sets of S&W wood grips with checkering. Three are J-frame size, two of which are square
butt. The fourth is Square butt K-frame. Three sets come with screws. Also included is a left panel J-frame. The overall condition is good
to very good. (74289-2B)

2934. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of K-frame size grips with screws with one being genuine stag and the other mother of
pearl. The grips are in very good condition. (74289-2C)

2935. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of one set of genuine stag grips in excellent condition. The grips are unmarked and include the
screw. (74289-2D)

2936. WINCHESTER FOREND LOT Original Winchester Model 1890 12 groove forend with screws, retains all of its original finish. As
new condition. (74289-1A)

2937. HANDGUARD LOT Winchester Trench Gun handguard complete with heat shield and bayonet adaptor. Retains about 90% original
finish with surface oxidation and a few very light scratches present in several areas but there are no dings or dents . Some pitting occur-
ring on right side of muzzle end. Very good overall. (74289-1B)

2938. HANDGUARD LOT Winchester Trench Gun handguard complete with heat shield and bayonet adaptor. Retains about 95% finish
with no dings or dents. Excellent condition. (74289-1C)

2939. GRENADE LAUNCHER AND BAYONET LUG LOT First is an M15 grenade launcher sight which includes the sight bar
assembly and mounting plate still unopened in the original cosmoline wrap, original instruction sheet, and olive green canvas case marked
"CASE, CARRYING/7160198" with dual snaps and double hook belt attachment, all in excellent condition. Second is an M7 grenade
launcher unopened in the original cosmoline wrap. Also included are three bayonet lugs for the M1 Carbine, two of which are still in the
original cosmoline wrap. The third one, marked "AMCO" rates excellent with minor discoloration. Lastly is a gas cylinder lock for an M1
Carbine in a factory sealed pouch from Sun Ray Photo. (74289-1D)

2940. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of six 30 rd. grease gun magazines. Five are marked SPW GL C-153427, the sixth KL. They
show varying levels of surface oxidation to their blued surfaces. One shows a couple of small dents. The overall condition is about good
plus. Also included is a very good grease gun magazine loader. (74289-1E)

2941. HOLSTER RIG LOT First is an M-1916 holster exhibiting moderate wear particularly along the edges, several scratches and scrapes,
and moderate mildew staining. It is complete with loops, hanger, and closure snaps. Second are three .45 cal. double web magazine
pockets, two being U.S. marked. Third is a magazine pocket marked "CARBINE, 30- ROUND/J.Q.M.D. 1949". Next is a U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers marked Lensatic compass dated 10-44 and manufactured by Superior Magneto Corp. It appears to be fully functional and is
housed and what appears to be its correct canvas pouch. All of the items are attached to an excellent condition pistol belt. (74289-1F)

2942. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four 30 rd., .30 cal carbine magazines displaying several spots of oxidation to their blued
surfaces along with friction wear and light scratches. Three are from Seymour Products while the fourth is of Japanese manufacture. The
overall condition is good plus. (74289-1G)

2943. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five 30 rd., .30 cal. carbine magazines. Two are experiencing moderate oxidation at the
top left. Two others, somewhat lighter at the same section. The fifth shows only traces. Each shows light wear. Two are marked KY, two
M2, and one is unmarked. The overall condition is good plus. (74289-1H)

2944. THOMPSON MAGAZINE POUCH This is a five pocket U.S. marked 20 round magazine pouch. The somewhat faded khaki
canvas exterior exhibits light wear, mainly at the bottom edge, light stains of oxidation, and light ingrained dirt. The interior shows minimal
wear. Belt loop and all snaps are present and functional. Overall the condition rates near very good. (74289-1I)

2945. M-1 CARBINE SLEEVE U.S. marked canvas carrying bag with zipper fully functional, strong stitching on attached correct shoul-
der strap. The olive green exterior exhibits a few small oxidation stains along with those caused by contact with some liquid perhaps. A
few darker stains and some ingrained dirt are also present. Overall however it rates near very good with only very light wear and the
leather reinforcement straps having dried a bit and showing light mildew. (74289-1J)

2946. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three .45 cal. magazines for the 1911. One remains wrapped in the manufacturer's tan
paper in the unopened heat sealed plastic bag with a label that reads: "1005-550-8694/MAGAZINE ASSEMBLY/1 EACH/DAAF03-73-
C-1652/A-10/74. The second includes the wrapper and bag but is opened to reveal an unmarked magazine with moderate oxidation to
a blued surface of which about 60% remains. The third is also unmarked but retains 90% blue with very light oxidation, almost solely at its
base and moderate wear scratches throughout. (74289-1K)

2947. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one unmarked, ten pocket OD green canvas cartridge belt each containing a full eight
rd., M1 Garand En-Bloc clip. The 30-06 ammunition has mixed head stamps and shows moderate tarnish and oxidation. The belt has
moderate ingrained dirt but shows very little wear. (74289-1L)

2948. BAR MAGAZINE BELT LOT This lot consists of the scarce M-1918 second assistant operator belt which has four BAR magazine
pockets and four rifle clip pockets. The khaki colored belt shows minimal wear but does exhibit areas of ingrained dirt with most occur-
ring on some of the pocket flaps. All hardware is present including the eight fully functional snap closures. Both sections of pouches as
well as the belt itself are clearly ink stamped "LONG 4-18" and one section also bears a not quite legible three letter stamp (perhaps
C.M.W.) with "27" below it. Included with this rare item is a 1918 BAR magazine marked "C5564076-12/SEY" with 40% finish remaining
and light to moderate surface oxidation. The Seymour Products magazine is filled with armor piercing 30-06 ammunition showing light
tarnish. (74289-1M)

2949. MILITARY ACCESSORY LOT First is an XM3 bipod for use with the M16 rifle. This one appears unused but does exhibit areas
of light oxidation with most occurring at the clamp. Included is the correct cleaning rod, in similar condition, which was issued with the
case that they share. It is US stamped and also reads "CASE, CARRYING, BIPOD, XM3/DAAG05-70-C-0541/1005-999-2430" and rates
near excellent condition wise. Second is an M1 cleaning rod with isolated spots of oxidation enclosed in the correct case marked "CASE,/
CLEANING ROD, M1/ C6573 P.M.&SCO. 1945" and is compete with strap closure and dual hanger. Lastly are three metal oilers. The
green unmarked cans are about 4 oz. size, and show minor wear, scratches and discoloration. Each is equipped with spout and chain
attached cover. (74289-1N)
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2950. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR First is a cooking pan and plate combination. The aluminum is free of dents with light discoloration
throughout its surface. The unit has a steel handle showing light oxidation at its edges and a one piece lid that serves as a plate. Second
is a U. S. enameled canteen made in 1942 of low grade metal to conserve aluminum and stainless steel. This example is black retaining
about 90% enamel ad exhibiting a somewhat blotchy appearance in that there are small round shaped areas completely flaked off.
Otherwise the canteen rates excellent with no dents or scratches. Its cover is U.S. stamped and the OD green surface shows light wear
and minor stains but grades about very good. Next are two ammo pouches , one of which is stamped "CASE, SMALL ARMS AMMU-
NITION/USA100-08-C 2145/8465-647-8852/EASTERN CANVAS PROD. INC. It grades about good plus with moderate wear, particu-
larly to the top, bottom and edges. The second one shows less wear and usage, grading near very good, but with faded stamps that are
no longer legible. The next item is a moderately stained green canvas gas mask bag with the following stamp;"MASK, PROTECTIVE,
NONCOMBAT/CD V-800/SIZE 5". Next is a brass U.S. marked padlock by Junkunc Bros. American Lock Co. with key and fully func-
tional. They are contained in the original box. Also included is a commercial bobinette headnet in the unopened package by Ed Cummings
Inc. (74289-1P)

2951. LOT OF GAS MASKS This lot consists of two U.S. gas masks. Both appear unused and are contained in bags that are stamped
"MASK, PROTECTIVE. FIELD/M17A1/M/RDR" and "ABG-M17/M/LAG. Both masks have extensive mildew staining throughout their
surfaces. One bag rates very good, the other is good with a four in. tear along the back and moderate wear and smaller tears at the bot-
tom pocket flap. Next is a factory sealed canister with ring opener still attached. It is stamped "CANISTER, COMBAT, MII" and is in excel-
lent condition. Also included is a green canvas bag marked "MASK,PROTECTIVE,NONCOMBAT/CD V-800/SIZE 5" It is in very good
condition (74289-1Q)

2952. CLEANING KIT LOT This is a neat and unusual little cleaning kit. The rod is comprised of six brass sections each measuring 6 1/2
in. long. There are five attachments including a small caliber rifle brush. In addition there is a small five inch sweeping brush with bristles
made of animal hair, possibly horse. Also included is an interesting brass oil can which is capable of holding about two ounces. The bot-
tom of the can shows an 1896 patent date. It is the only marking on the entire kit. Each piece fits perfectly in an unmarked compart-
mentalized wood box that has a few small scratches to its pleasant brown finish. The kit appears unused. (74289-1R)

2953. LOT OF MILITARY UNIFORMS AND GEAR First is a two piece combination by Defense International Supply Corporation. The
top piece is a medium size labeled camouflage coat. The trousers are X-large. Both pieces appear unused. The other clothing item in this
lot is a U.S. Army solid green shirt size 16 1/2 x36 in very good condition. Next are eleven unused ammo pouches with shoulder straps and
stamped "7.62 MM, NATO/LINKED/1 TRACER M62/4 BALL M60/100 RDS/LC-83L6OOL449. Next is a six pocket bandolier stamped
"7.62 Nato/5 rd.” with light ingrained dirt containing approximately ten empty stripper clips and some cardboard sleeves. There is also a six
pocket 30 Carbine bandolier that appears unused. Next is an excellent condition U.S empty first aid kit case and a U.S. stamped "KIT, GAS
MASK,/WATERPROFING M1" in excellent condition with minor stains. In addition this lot includes six canvas straps in very good overall
condition. Lastly are six 20 mm fired cases with mixed head stamps with moderate tarnish and oxidation. (74289-1S)

2954. LOT OF GUN PARTS AND ACCESSORIES First is a tool designed specifically for the removal of front sights on M1 Carbines
in excellent condition. It hooks on to the rear of the sight and the pilot of its screw is entered into the barrel and the tool's handle is then
turned to remove the sight. Next is the correct case and cleaning accessories for the M79 grenade launcher in excellent condition. Also
included are a few miscellaneous wrenches, parts, an extractor in its original U.S. issued packaging, and some cleaning supplies. Very
good condition overall. (74289-1T)

2955. LOT OF BAYONETS This lot consists of two U.S. bayonets. First is an M6 by Imperial with correct M8A1 scabbard by Victory
Plastics. The 6 3/4 in. blade shows light wear and surface oxidation and the black plastic grip rates excellent with crisp, deep checker-
ing. The scabbard shows light wear, a small two digit number handwritten in ink marker and light mildew to the canvas. The second is
an M4 by Camillus with correct M8 scabbard by B.M. Co. The blade is 6 3/4 in. long with light wear and surface oxidation and the leather
grip shows light wear and mildew staining. The scabbard is in similar condition with moderate wear to areas of the canvas. (74289-1U)

2956. LOT OF TWO U.S. BAYONETS First is an M6 by Imperial with light wear and traces of oxidation to the 6 3/4 in. blade, the black
plastic grip rates excellent. The M8A1 VIZ scabbard shows light surface oxidation and a hand written white colored ID that appears to
be paint. The other bayonet is an M4 with an excellent 6 3/4 in. blade but the leather grip is experiencing moderate mildew to its surface.
The M8A1 scabbard by B.M. Co. has moderate wear and mildew to the canvas. (74289-1V)

2957. LOT OF TWO U.S. BAYONETS First is a M. 1905E1 by Springfield Armory dated 1906 with serial #121991. The ten inch blade
is experiencing light pitting and handling marks. The black plastic grips rate very good. The scabbard shows mild surface oxidation. Also
included in this lot is an M1 by Utica Cutlery with a ten inch blade exhibiting mild oxidation stains and chipping occurring to the edge. The
grips are in very good condition. The olive green scabbard also has mild oxidation stains and light wear to the edge. (74289-1W)

2958. U.S. BAYONET LOT This is a Model 1917 made by Winchester with a 17 inch blade with a generous amount of grease applied to it.
The limited exposed areas show light wear marks, but the Winchester marking is very crisp. The wood grip has a few light scratches and
light wear. The olive green leather scabbard retains about 60% finish and bears inspection mark E.J.B. It does exhibit areas of light mildew
and ingrained dirt. (74289-1X)

2959. U.S. BAYONET LOT This is a Winchester Model 1917 with a 17 inch blade that has likely been arsenal reparkerized, of which 99%
remains. The edge is showing surface oxidation limited to a small chip. The wood grip displays minor handling marks with the right panel
bearing a lighter shade of brown than that of the left. No scabbard included. (74289-1Y)

2960. LOT OF AMMO CANS This lot consists of five metal military cans: First is large gray U.S. can with areas of black spray paint applied
including two areas covering paper labels, and black ink marker generated ID's on each side panel. Measuring 19x9x14 in., the metal sur-
faces exhibit a few areas of oxidation and light grime. It bears U.S Navy markings that read "SMALL ARMS AMM/BOXMK.1 MOD
O/439183-A1 PC US AFI 1969. Complete with lid and six snap closures. The interior is lined with removable Styrofoam and cardboard
padding. Also included are four .30 cal. size cans in near very good overall condition, three of which have been modified with spray paint
or ID labels. (74289-2A)

2961. LOT OF AMMO CANS This lot consists of five .50 cal size metal military ammo cans, four of which still bear the original green paint
and yellow stenciling but with some modifications in the form of small ID labels. The fifth is painted red with a white stripe extending
through the entire girth. Each can includes a fully functional lid. The overall condition of the lot is very good. (74289-2B)

2962. FOOT LOCKER LOT This trunk locker by Elliot Engineering Enterprises is of plywood construction with a very good condition orig-
inal olive green paint applied to its entire surface, inside and out with the U.S. stamp at the center of the lid which has a small metal latch
attached to it. The 32x16x13 in. case is very solid with metal reinforcements and contains an olive green, dual section wood tray sup-
ported on side shelves. The entire Elliot Engineering stamp is crisp and displayed at the center of lid interior. The front bears a loop for
the accompanying chain and U.S marked brass padlock by Reese. There are wood handles attached to the sides and the wood tray has
finger holes built in. Outside of a few small chips and scratches to the lid and its front corners, all wood and paint is present. There is
some mildew type discoloration present , mainly to but not limited to the lid. The bottom corner metal reinforcements exhibit light to mod-
erate oxidation in some sections. These trunk lockers by Elliot are scarce items. Also included is an additional unused olive green trunk
lock by Eagle Lock Co. with keys and hardware. This is an interesting item in itself as Eagle has an impressive history and was once the
largest trunk and cabinet lock maker in the world. (74289-1Z)
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2963. REPLICA GUN LOT This replicates a Walther P-38 and features removable magazine, functional slide and action. It bears a very
realistic appearance and function and is manufactured by Nakata Tokyo of metal and is part of its World War II Collection. Excellent con-
dition with light fading to the metal surfaces and excellent plastic grips. Included is the original box with parts list. (74211-3C)

2964. REPLICA GUN LOT Beretta model 1934, 9mm semi auto pistol replicated by Model Gun Company of Japan. Excellent condition
realistic metal piece retaining nearly all its finish. However, the Beretta logos on the excellent plastic grips are wearing off. Includes remov-
able magazine. (74211-3B)

2965. REPLICA GUN LOT Metal Colt Single Action Army .45 cal. revolver replicated by Model Gun Company of Japan, displaying an
authentic charcoal gray like patina to its metal surfaces and light cylinder wear. The grips are black plastic with excellent checkering.
Impressively realistic action. (74211- 3A)

2966. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot consists of five separate gun parts. First is a trigger housing with serial #30625 for a British Browning
BAR in very good condition with a small area of oxidation on its underside just beside where it is marked "BRIT. PATT. MECH. MKI/S.A.
FIRE CONTROL GP. 3-X-16". Next is a slide for an M2 Carbine with serial #D7161843 with very light wear and retaining about 96% fin-
ish. Third is an M3 Grease Gun trigger housing with serial #GLB7161923 and in excellent condition. Also for an M3 Grease Gun is a
bolt, in excellent condition and bearing serial #C7161926-1. The last gun part is an M1 Garand buttplate that is showing moderate wear
particularly at the edges and a fully functional trap door. In addition this lot includes a Department of the Army Field Manual for the
Browning Automatic Rifle, Cal .30, M1918A2. It appears to be unused but has been apparently subjected to poor storage causing it to
have a wavy profile and mildew spots along the edges. Lastly is a factory sealed Black & Decker 5/8 size wood boring bit that shows light
oxidation under the clear shrink wrap. (74289-1AA)

2967. REPLICA GUN LOT Colt 1911A1, 45 cal. replicated by Model Gun Company of Japan, with about 35% finish loss from poor stor-
age but otherwise excellent with brown plastic checkered grips and a removable magazine. This metal model feels like the real thing
weight wise as well. Included is a full six rd. box of all brass 45 ACP Model Gun Cartridges to replicate the real thing. (74211-3D)

2968. REPLICA GUN LOT M-1911A1-67 U.S. Army Metal Model by Model Gun Company of Japan retaining 90% black finish with excel-
lent brown plastic checkered grips and two removable magazines. Included are 14 compatible replica cartridges. (74211-3H)

2969. REPLICA GUN LOT Mauser Model HSc., 7.65 mm, metal model with 98% black finish, very good wood grips, and a removable mag-
azine with four replica rds. The tip of the hammer is broken off and not present. The "action" works only if the hammer is worked man-
ually. (74211-3E)

2970. REPLICA GUN LOT This bears the replica name Tokapeba 1933 by the Japanese company Nakata and modeled after a Tokarev 1933,
7.62 mm. This example retains about 90% black finish to its metal surfaces which exhibit several handling scratches. The black plastic
grips rate excellent. Included are the correct removable magazine and two replica rounds. (74211-3I)

2971. HOLSTER LOT U.S. Model 1916 holster by Warren Leather Goods Co. that is strong and supple with moderate wear at the belt loop
and muzzle area, with adhesive residue from price stickers now removed from each side. The flap's interior shows light mildew stains and
the interior shows only light wear. Holster is equipped with a lanyard. (74299-35Z)

2972. LOT OF CLEANING ACCESSORIES Included are two factory sealed packages each containing a U.S. labeled M1912 Squad clean-
ing kit can by Stern Can Co., dated February 1944. Next is an unmarked brass oil can capable of holding approximately four oz., complete
with chain and lid. The brass surface is spotted in several areas but there are no dents and the overall condition is good to very good. Next
is an excellent brass oil can screw on lid with chain. Also included are seven, excellent condition, U.S.-issued pistol screwdrivers by Stanley
with Rock Island Arsenal label dated Oct. 1954 on original packaging and four unmarked pistol screwdrivers. Next is an unused, and still
in the original wrapper, M. 1911 cleaning rod. The final items in this lot are three miscellaneous cleaning rod pieces. (74211-8B)

2973. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three packages: (1) box containing 18 rds. of Winchester Supreme 30-06 Sprg., 168
gr., Ballistic Silvertip in bright excellent condition; (1) bag containing six rds. of Remington 30-06 Sprg. soft point grading very good (1)
box containing 12 rds. of Western Super X Silvertip 30-30 Winchester, 170 gr. expanding bullet in excellent condition. (74299-26J)

2974. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 300 Savage: (1) full 20 rd. of Western Super X Silvertip 180 gr., controlled
expanding bullet in excellent condition. The old style yellow, blue and red box is strong with light wear at the edges; (1) full 20 rd. of
Remington Hi-Speed 180 gr., soft point Core-Lokt with many of the shells displaying verdigris but otherwise bright; (1) box containing 13
rds. of the same ammunition in identical condition. Also included in this lot are eight mixed rds. of 30-30 rating about good and one full
20 rd. box plain box with 1961 dated tan label and black print of Austrian manufactured 7.62 mm FMJ. (74299-26I)

2975. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) containing approximately 27 rds. of Western 41 Long Colt, 200 gr.,
Lubaloy Bullet and approximately 23 fired cases. Excellent condition; (1) containing ten rds of Remington Kleanbore 41 Long Colt, 195 gr.,
lead bullet in good to very good condition with light oxidation; (1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Evansville
Ordnance .45 Ball in very good to excellent condition. Also included are seven rds. of Federal .45 Auto JHP grading very good to excel-
lent. (74299-26K)

2976. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Winchester .38 Smith & Wesson
Smokeless, 145 gr., lead bullet, rating very good with very light oxidation to the tips and in the old style two piece dark red box with black
print which shows a loosely attached side flap, traces of wear at the top edges and an ink stamp on the bottom; (1) containing approxi-
mately 20 rds. of Remington Kleanbore 38 Smith & Wesson, nickel case, 146 gr. lead bullet in very good condition with traces of oxida-
tion to some tips. (1) full 50 rd. of Remington UMC .38 Long Colt Smokeless with moderate oxidation and verdigris on some. (1) con-
taining 15 rds. of Peters 32 Long Rimfire. (74299-26L)

2977. LOT OF MILITARY ACCESSORIES First are two round pocket oilers complete with caps and chains. One is OD green, the other
army green and both with mild edge wear. Next are two grease/parts cans to a M1912 squad kit, both exhibiting a very dark brown pati-
na. Next is a German Mauser muzzle cap grading very good, two military buttstock cleaning kits, one additional cleaning kit tube only, and
three used brushes. (74211-8C)

2978. LOT OF MILITARY ACCESSORIES This lot consists of (4) grease/parts cans for the M1912 squad kit with three having a very
dark patina and the fourth with a unfinished metal surface; (2) OD green round pocket oilers with chains and caps in very good to excel-
lent condition; (1) G.I. oil can in excellent condition with 98% OD green finish. (74211-8D)

2979. REPLICA GUN LOT Unmarked metal replica of a Luger P.O8 retaining 99% black finish to its metal surfaces. The black plastic grips
are excellent with crisp checkering and a light blemish on the right panel. Includes functional slide and removable plastic base magazine.
Included is a Model Gun Co. box marked Luger P-O8 containing six brass replica 9mm cartridges. (74211-3G)

2980. REPLICA GUN LOT This is a metal Luger P.O8 with a serial #08220 and realistic markings but no maker name. Excellent condi-
tion overall with 99% black finish, crisp checkered grips, plastic base removable magazine with two replica rounds, and functional slide
and safety lever. (74211-3F)
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2981. TOY GUN LOT This lot consists of four toys mimicking semi-auto pistols. Two are Luger PO.8 in appearance with one being actual
size and all steel with a black finish throughout, of which about 85% remains. The second is a scaled down size (approximately two thirds
of actual) Marx Toys plastic cap gun in very good condition. The third item in this lot is a Dick Tracy cap gun in about good plus condi-
tion with some surface oxidation. The last toy is made to appear like a cz1927 and has about 70% black enamel remaining to its all metal
surfaces. Also included with this lot is a full 100 shot box of 7mm Model Gun caps. (74211-3J)

2982. CANTEEN LOT This is a U.S. M-1917 complete with lid, chain, cup and cover stamped "BAKER-LOCKWOOD/MFG. CO.-1941. The
canteen has a very small dent and the OD green cover has some very light white areas and light wear at the protrusions. Snaps and hang-
er are excellent. Stamps are clear and dark. (74211-7A)

2983. LOT OF FIRST AID SUPPLIES First is a WWI Bauer & Black first aid packet in the early version unopened brass can with D-
ring in very good condition with a couple of small stains. It fits perfectly in the included 1941 dated pouch by Miami Awning Co. The
other sealed can is the Carlisle Model by Conray Products first aid packet in excellent condition with 99% OD green remaining on the
pressed brass and contained in the correct Dura-Products Manufacturing Co. dated 1941 pouch. The next first aid dressing is a Carlisle
Model, but this one in the factory sealed cardboard box dated 1942 by A. E. Halperin Co. and in excellent condition. It fits nicely in the
accompanying unmarked one snap first aid pouch in excellent condition but has faded to a light green. The last dressing is an excellent
condition crimp sealed paper package within a partially opened plastic outer by Lily White Sales Co. Also included with this lot is a 1940
dated first aid pouch by N.Y.D.C. Mfg. Co. (74211-8F)

2984. LOT OF MINIATURE TOY GUNS This lot consists of eleven semi auto pistols and two revolvers with lengths ranging from 1 1/2
to 4 1/2 in. and made of a variety of substances. Also included are six, two in. long miniature toy aerial bombs. The overall condition is
very good. (74211-3L)

2985. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR First is an M-1917 canteen with chain and cap and a mess kit with fork, spoon and knife contained in
an OD green canvas pouch dated 1941 by D.L. Fram & Co. Next are three canvas two in. wide belts, to include two U.S. stamped with
one being faded OD green, the other khaki. The third is white with a 5 in. long liquid stain. Also included are a 1 in. wide khaki strap that
appears unused, a sewing kit including buttons, four Morse sewing needles in the original box and an excellent condition WWII American
Red Cross folding map of Paris. (74211-7B)

2986. LOT OF NAZI UTENSILS Consists of one complete and two partial sets of stainless steel eating utensils. Each piece is Nazi
marked. First is an F.W.W. 42 marked complete set consisting of a fork knife, large spoon, and combination can and bottle opener which
also serves as the containment sleeve for all of the items. Next is a fork and sleeve marked C&CW 43 and lastly is a fork marked T.W.S.
41 in a sleeve marked GK&F 41. The lot is in excellent condition. (74211-8I)

2987. LOT OF NAZI UTENSILS This lot consists of two complete four piece sets of stainless steel eating utensils marked H&K.H Rostfrei
dated 41 and 42 respectively. Each consists of a fork, knife, large spoon, and combination can and bottle opener which also serves as the
containment sleeve for all of the items. The overall condition is near excellent with light scratches and one set with light grime. (74211-8H)

2988. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of four holsters consisting of three M3 shoulder holsters with straps and a reproduction M-1916. In
addition there are two loop attachments marked Boyt and Q.M.C., and an unmarked leather sling and belt. Also included are two canvas
straps. The overall condition is very good. (74299-35AA)

2989. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of I.M.I. UZI, .41 Action Express, 200 gr., F.M.J.- F.N. in excellent
condition with the box having a price sticker attached to the front. (74299-26M)

2990. HOLSTER AND BELT LOT First is a black leather S&W B21 34 holster and a small unmarked suede clip on holster. The next item
is an unused KA-BAR model 1189 brown leather knife holster with light verdigris at the brass snap but otherwise unblemished and
includes the original box and pamphlet. The other knife holster is an apparently unused black nylon Buck model 560 grading excellent.
Next is a black leather belt with straps and U.S. belt plate grading excellent. Also included are two factory sealed packages of Daigle's
Rifle Rest. The last items are an unmarked leather strap, a lanyard without a clip, a padded nylon pistol rug by Allen and a two in. wide
canvas and suede cartridge belt . The lot is in excellent overall condition. (74299-35AB)

2991. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Frankford Arsenal .45 Ball: (2) factory sealed; (2) opened to
reveal ammunition dated 1941 and in very good condition with some having light tarnish. (74299-26N)

2992. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three packages of 38 Special: (1) full 50 rd. box of Browning 148 gr., lead, wadcutter;
(1) bag containing 46 rds. of Western wadcutter; (1) bag containing 42 rds of mixed headstamp and projectile. The ammunition is in
excellent overall condition. (74299-26P)

2993. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of U.M.C. 38 S&W, 148 gr., lead bullet. The ammunition is in very
good to excellent condition with some showing light tarnish but virtually no oxidation to the tips. The black box shows moderate wear but
is structurally sound with nearly all of the original label present with strong print. The box was once resealed with cellophane tape which
is still adhered. (74299-26Q)

2994. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three packages: (1) box containing 48 rds. of Peters .32 long rimfire in the old style
green, red and blue box the ammunition exhibits light to moderate oxidation and rates about good plus; (1) box of Remington U.M.C.
containing approximately 30 rds. of .32 S&W, 88 gr., lead bullet in the original light green box with teal colored label rates about good
due to the cellophane tape attached to it, the ammunition rates near very good with light tarnish and some with oxidized tips; (1) bag
containing approximately 100 rds. of mixed manufacturer handgun calibers including 380 ACP, 41, and 40 S&W. in about very good
condition overall. (74299-26R)

2995. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of military rifle ammunition: (1) five pocket bandolier containing four, full, five rd. stripper
clips of very good to excellent .303 with head stamps by Greek Powder & Cartridge Co. and dated 1975 to match the bandolier; (4) addi-
tional loose rounds of .303; (1) bag containing 12 rds. of excellent 7.92 dated 1942; (1) stripper clip containing nine rds. of 7.62x39 by
Tula Cartridge Works and one additional rd. of 7.62x39; (1) nearly full 50 rd. box of Lake City .30 M1 dated 1967 with bright shells show-
ing tarnish and oxidation; (1) bag containing approximately 75 rds. of .30 M1 in good condition with moderate oxidation; (8) additional
mixed caliber loose rds. (74299-26S)

2996. LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of primed fired cases consisting of approximately 100 rds. of .45 auto. and approximately 55 rds. of
.30 M1. Also included are 11 mixed shells. The lot is in very good condition overall with some showing light tarnish. (74299-26T)

2997. LOT OF PELLETS AND BB'S This lot includes eight opened containers from a variety of manufacturers of .177 pellets totaling
approximately 1400 rds. Next are two containers holding approximately 225 rds. of .22 cal. pellets. The third category consists of two
opened boxes of Daisy Bullseye Quick Silver Match Grade BB's containing a total of about 2000 rds. Also included are five Crosman
Powerlet CO2 cylinders and five Crosman 781 five rd. clips. (74299-39)
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2998. LOT OF MILITARY CLEANING SUPPLIES This lot includes 35 unused 45 cal. cleaning brushes comprised of two full ten pc.,
original boxes, one original ten pc., heat sealed bag, one individual brush in the unopened paper wrapper and four loose brushes. Next
are six unused 30 cal. brushes and five full and unused, original U.S. issued coated paper bags of patches. Next are two small lightly tar-
nished brass oilers, including one with what is likely the correct leather pouch. Also included are a cleaning rod, soft bristled brush, a
bore snake, small OD green pouch, two muzzle caps, 1911 screwdriver and an 8x4 1/2”x2 1/2” OD green locking metal can with two
keys. The lot is in excellent condition overall. (74211-8A)

2999. LOT OF MILITARY OILERS This lot consists of four brass oilers including three M1912 pocket cans, one of which comes in the
original but opened package. The fourth is also brass with a 2 1/2 in. spout and fits snugly in its accompanying wood case capable of
holding two cans. The lot is in about very good overall condition. (74299-7AE)

3000. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND CLIPS This lot consists of 100 rds. of 30-06 with mixed head stamps including eight full five rd.
stripper clips, two full eight round en bloc clips, and three loose rds. The loose ammunition and that on the stripper clips grade near excel-
lent. The remaining eight rounds show oxidation and grade near very good. Also included are 23 empty en bloc clips and seven empty
five rd. stripper clips. They appear unused and in excellent condition. (74299-26U)

3001. LOT OF PERCUSSION CAPS This lot consists of nine full tins each containing 100 caps in bright excellent condition and housed
in the original factory ten-tin size box. (74299-103A)

3002. LOT OF RELOADING SUPPLIES This lot consists of several somewhat unrelated items. First is an as-new in box Lee Perfect
powder measure with instruction manual. Second are a Lyman 45 ACP three die set and a one 45 ACP taper crimp die by RCBS. One
full 236 ml. bottle of Hoppe's black powder solvent and patch lubricant are part of this lot as is a full unopened 5 oz. jar of Maxi-Lub by
Thompson/Center. Next is a four chamber pan with wood handle, two plastic funnels, and a Dynamil Nobel tin containing approximate-
ly 80 No. 1075 percussion caps. Also included are a TDC hand priming tool, an unused plastic bottle for powder, a Hornady #1 remov-
able shell holder head, a Lee #19 shell holder and an old leather shot bag with moderate scuffing and a two inch area of separation at
the seam. The lot grades very good to excellent overall. (74299-103B)

3003. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of nine UQ (Quality Hardware) marked 15 rd. magazines. They appear to be unused but
four apparently were stored separately as they exhibit mild oxidation on one side in particular. The other five rate near excellent to excel-
lent. (74299-29A)

3004. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of eleven 15 rd. and one 5 rd. M1 carbine magazines in very good to excellent condition with
some showing traces of surface oxidation. The magazines have the following markings and manufacturers: (6) by Inland to include three
AI, two 1A, and one U1; (2) marked MN (National Postal Meter); (1) KSG (Saginaw); (1) BW (Winchester); (1) U (Union Hardware).
The five rd. is unmarked. (74299-29B)

3005. LOT OF MILITARY ACCESSORIES First is an M7 Bayonet showing light wear to the blade with grips proud of the cross guard.
The brown plastic grips are very good with nice checkering with one handling mark to the left panel. The bayonet is housed in an OD
green M8A1 scabbard marked PWH grading good to very good with residue remaining from some tape or label that has been removed,
handling marks, some yellow markings and the number 3 written in black marker at the top. In addition light oxidation is present. Next
are two magazines consisting of a 30 round AR15 by Parsons Precision Products and a 20 rd. Colt AR15. Their condition is about very
good with several wear marks. They are housed in a U.S. issued magazine pouch. Also included is a five piece cleaning rod with brush
and contained in an OD green nylon pouch which like the magazine pouch, is attached to an OD green canvas belt. The cleaning equip-
ment and web gear are in excellent condition. (75888-1)

3006. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot of Japanese Nambu 8mm consists of one full 25 rd. plain tan box with ammunition showing silver
bullets, and light tarnish. Also included are 27 loose rounds most with gold bullets and in similar condition. (74211-11A)

3007. AMMUNITION CRATE LOT This is a small wood crate by Western that mea-
sures 10x9x4 in. which originally held air rifle shot. Each long side
includes the diamond shaped Western logo stamped in red
with one side exhibiting about 20% remaining while the
opposite side has 90% remaining with the name clearly leg-
ible. Below each of the logos is the following, stamped in
black, of which about 98% remains on each side: "ALL
STANDARD SIZES/DROPPED AND CHILLED
SHOT/MADE IN U.S.A./WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPA-
NY/EAST ALTON, ILL., U.S.A.". Each shorter side includes
the Western logo with the name exhibited in red cursive and
a black stamp that reads:"100 TUBES/K1370S/STEEL AIR
RIFLE SHOT/COPPER COATED" One side retains about
30% red and 85% black while the opposite side is consider-
ably better with 90% red and 98% black. The box has nailed
joints and is structurally sound with lightly worn edges with the
exception of an area along the top outside edge of a long side that has a
three in. area of wood loss that now has a smooth surface and a similar chip on
the top interior of a shorter side. The bottom has a three inch minor split as well. The
surfaces show scattered areas of relatively light grime and ingrained dirt but do not detract

greatly from the overall appearance of this interesting and rare piece. (75673-92A)
3008. AMMUNITION CRATE LOT This is a small wood crate by

Winchester that measures 9x8x3 1/2 in. which originally held air rifle
shot. Each side includes the Winchester logo stamped in what still
remains a bold and clear red. Above it on the longer sides is the fol-
lowing stamped in black: "AIR RIFLE SHOT/MADE IN U.S.A", and
below it: "WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS Co./DIVISION OF
WESTERN CARTRIDGE CO./NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.” The
tops of the shorter sides read: "100 K1178 S TUBES", and the bot-
toms: "AIR RIFLE SHOT/NO. 2 SIZE TUBES". All of the black let-
tering is excellent. The bottom of one of the shorter sides has a small
chip, with that area being somewhat proud of the two piece bottom
which has a split that extends over nearly its entire length but remains
strong. The exterior shows mainly light wear and the interior has
stains of grease and grime, mainly at the bottom. This example has the

nailed joints and the overall condition is about very good. (75673-92B)
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3009. AMMUNITION CRATE LOT This small and rare
Winchester wood crate is of nailed construction and remains
structurally sound and stable. It measures 10x7x4 1/2 in.
and retains strong red and black stamps. They read: "W AIR
RIFLE SHOT W/MADE IN U.S.A ./WINCHES-
TER/WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO./NEW
HAVEN,CONN, U.S.A." on the lengths and the widths read:
"WINCHESTER/TRADE MARK/K11 76/100/4 OZ. PACK-
AGES/AIR RIFLE SHOT”. The wood retains about 60% fin-
ish with some areas fading and others exuding a very dark
appearance, some of which is caused by ingrained dirt.
There is a small handwritten number from what appears to be
a blue pen on one of the sides and several others on the bot-
tom which has a three inch chip at one of the corners. The over-
all condition is near very good. (75673-92C)

3010. AMMUNITION CRATE LOT This is an unusual Winchester wood crate that
measures 28x10x3 1/2 in. with sides that read in bold red and black stamps: "RETURN TO
FOUNDRY/PROPERTY OF WINCHESTER/ REPEATING ARMS CO. Plant #3". The wood, which has faded to an uneven gray has sev-
eral chips, with one end showing insect damage. The bottom has significant liquid staining but the interior has only one chip and the pro-
trusion of a nail. The overall condition is about good. (75673-92D)

3011. AMMUNITION CRATE LOT
This lot consists of two
wood Remington boxes. The
first one measures 14 1/2x9
1/2x 9 in. and exhibits color-
ful red and green graphics,
including the trademark
"dog bone" Kleanbore logo,
under the refinished sur-
faces. The main sides each
read: "SMALL ARMS
A M M U N I -
TION/REMINGTON INC.
KLEANBORE/SHUR SHOT
SHELLS/Wetproof/REMINGTON ARMS
COMPANY, INC./ AMMUNITION MADE
IN U.S.A. FIREARMS /BRIDGEPORT,CONN.
234 ILION, N.Y." The ends which have built in han-
dle grooves read: "SHUR SHOT/500 12 GA/Drs.
EQUIV. OZ./KLEANBORE". In addition there are black
stamps that are not fully legible. The finger joint construction is
still strong with only minor separation at a couple of locations. This is a nice looking box in very good condition. The second box also
has finger joints but has faded original finish and measures 18x8x5 in. The stamp on the long sides reads in strong black ink: "SMALL
ARMS AMMUNITION/METALLIC CARTRIDGES/REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC./U.M.C. BRIDGEPORT
WORKS./BRIDGEPORT,CONN./MADE IN U.S.A. The end panels display the red circular logo containing the Remington UMC name-
plate and surrounding it, somewhat faded black print that reads:"10,000 50 IN A BOX/22 SHORT BLANKS/RIM FIRE/BLACK POW-
DER" One of the bottom corners has a three inch chip, the sides have a few scratches, and the interior is virtually blemish free outside of
some ingrained dirt which is present in several areas of the surface. The bottom has a large painted on ID over a moderately dirt stained
surface. About very good overall. (75673-92E)
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3012. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of Japanese 8mm Nambu, 1st. Tokyo Arsenal Type 14, Showa 20.2: (3) full
factory sealed 15 rd. boxes with the plain tan cardboard and Japanese writing on the tops; (1) identical box but this one opened to reveal
15 rds. in excellent condition. The pull tab boxes show minor wear and discoloration but rate very good with two having been stored in
the still present plastic wrap. (74211-11B)

3013. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a nickel plated Japanese Type 14 magazine. The magazine is numbered 224 and rates excel-
lent and appears unused retaining 99%+ finish. This is the late version with horizontal grooved base. (74211-9A)

3014. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one nickel plated Japanese Type 14 magazine numbered 721 and showing light wear marks and
retaining about 97% finish and grading near excellent overall. This is the late version with horizontal grooved base. (74211-9B)

3015. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a late version Japanese Type 14 magazine with the horizontal grooved base. This example is
numbered 567 and shows very light wear while retaining 98% of its nickel finish. (74211-9D)

3016. MAGAZINE LOT This is a Japanese Type 14 magazine showing light wear marks and retaining 97% of its blued finish. An excellent
example overall of this horizontal grooved base late version. (74211-9E)

3017. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot consists of parts and accessories for the Japanese Type 14 consisting of an early small version firing
pin and a later larger one. Also included are three cleaning rods to include two nickel and one blued. This lot grades good to very good
overall. (74211-9F)

3018. LOT OF GRIPS This is a set of wood grips for the Japanese Type 14 with a few handling impressions and scratches at the tops of
each panel. They do however retain about 97% finish and exhibit well pronounced horizontal grooves. The inside left panel is hand num-
bered 224. Very good to excellent condition overall. (74211-9H)

3019. CLEANING KIT LOT This is a "tobacco tin" RG-34 Lg. Anti-Tank Rifle cleaning kit measuring 7x5 in. Included are the original machined
metal oiler, chamber brush, bore brush, pull through chain, and wood grip chamber tool. All parts appear unused. The dark gray can which
features top and bottom doors and built in brush holders retains 97% finish with a few scratches and light wear mainly at one corner and
is marked "lg" at the center of its face. Very few of these survived the war and it is very difficult to find one in this condition. (74211-5N)

3020. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This lot consists of two complete "tobacco tin" K98k cleaning kits in addition to five empty K98k "tobac-
co tin" cans. The complete examples include machined metal oiler, chamber brush, bore brush, floorplate takedown tool and pull-through
chain. The smaller compartments house string and/or patches. The tools appear only slightly used. The 5 1/4x3 1/2 in. cans feature top
and bottom doors and grade very good overall. Six are bare metal and the other retains about 70% dark gray finish. (74211-5I)

3021. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This is a lot of K98k cleaning kits consisting of three complete with all the main components, one miss-
ing the pull-through chain and one containing only the floorplate takedown tool. The "tobacco tin" cans themselves rate about very good
overall with varying degrees of light wear and oxidation to the surfaces, three of which are dark gray finish and two bare. (74211-5Q)

3022. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This lot consists of five German K98k "tobacco tin" cleaning kits in varying levels of completeness: (2)
complete with machined metal oiler, chamber brush, bore brush, floorplate takedown tool and pull-through chain; (2) missing the oiler
and takedown tool; (1) empty can. One has 85% remaining to its dark gray surface while the other four are bare metal. (74211-5K)

3023. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This lot consists of five German K98k "tobacco tin" cleaning kits in the following degrees of complete-
ness: (2) complete with machined metal oiler, chamber brush, bore brush, floorplate takedown tool, and pull-through chain; (2) missing
only the takedown tool; (1) missing the oiler and takedown tool. Four of the cans have a dark gray finish and the fifth is light gray. The
overall condition is very good with the cans retaining an average of about 90% finish. Also included are eleven bore brushes in excellent
condition. (74211-5M)

3024. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This lot consists of five German K98k "tobacco tin" cleaning kits in varying degrees of completeness: (3)
complete with machined metal oiler, chamber brush, bore brush, floorplate takedown tool, and pull-through chain; (1) missing the oiler
and takedown tool; (1) including only the brushes. Also included are five chamber brushes. Four of the cans have the dark gray finish
averaging about 92% retention. The fifth is bare metal with light surface oxidation mainly at one of the top corners. The overall condition
is about very good. (74211-5J)

3025. CLEANING KIT LOT This is the scarce RG-34 Lg. Anti-Tank Rifle cleaning kit minus the chamber tool. It does include the beaded
chain pull-through, oiler, barrel brush, and chamber brush. Also included is a brass oiler. The 5x7 in. "tobacco tin" can retains 98% dark
gray finish and exhibits the correct "lg" marking at its center. The top door is marked "64". The lot is in excellent condition. (74211-5P)

3026. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of several reloading items. To begin with is a Lyman's Orange Crusher reloading press with
owner's manual. Next is a Lee two die set for 43 Spanish with manual and a full tin of Imperial Sizing Die Wax. Next is 34 rds. of Western
Super .348 Win. Primed brass. The last item is a full 1000 rd. size box of Federal No. 210 Large Rifle Primers consisting of ten 100 rd. size
plastic trays with outer sleeves. This lot is in excellent overall condition. (75682-10)

3027. LOT OF FLASKS This lot consists of three reproduction brass flasks with fixed tops, tight seams and non adjustable chargers. Two
are U.S. peace flasks including one marked "Made in Italy" which shows light tarnish and a couple of small dents. The second one has a
hanger missing and one of its sides has faded to a tarnished tone. The third was also made in Italy and exhibits a front side with a flags
and weapon motif that has turned to a somewhat reddish tone. The back side, which has a couple of dings, is plain with the brass hav-
ing a nice bright patina . (75682-14A)

3028. FLASK LOT This is a Dixon plain body flask with patent fireproof top, tight seams and adjustable charger. The brass surface exhibits
about 40% tarnish and a few small dings and scratches. (75682-14AA)

3029. FLASK LOT This is a patent top flask with unmarked Sykes styletop with tight seams, adjustable charger and a broken spring. It
exhibits a two side bush motif and a pleasant dark patina with traces of verdigris along the pattern's edges. (75682-14AB)

3030. LOT OF OILERS This lot consists of two metal military oilers. The first is a Yugoslavian brass dual spout marked "4NW" on one side
and the opposite "AOA". The brass surface shows about 40% tarnish and a couple spots of verdigris. It is housed in a green canvas
pouch with white drawstring. The second is marked E/I and is likely Russian. It is currently in a plastic bag and smothered in cosmoline
but appears to be in very good condition with one area of black tarnish. Also included are parts to a cleaning kit (possibly Russian) and
a takedown tool. (75682-14B)

3031. LOT OF AMMUNITION POUCHES This lot consists of five leather military pouches. Three are unmarked and grade near good
overall with moderate wear and mildew and one with a separated lid. There is also a dual section one marked OTK-5 that grades very
good and another that appears unused but has light mildew. (75682-14BA)

3032. LOT OF HAND GRENADES This lot consists of four inert U.S. Mk. II fragmentation hand grenades. The body of one is painted
yellow which was the color code for high explosive, another is OD green with a yellow band, the other two are OD green in their entire-
ty. Three of the grenades include the attached safety lever, pin, and, sealer and the fuse sealer. One of the full OD green examples is
without. All fuses are “fired” and inert. Overall the condition is very good. (75682-18C)
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3033. LOT OF HAND GRENADES This lot consists of two inert WWII Type 97 Japanese fragmentation hand grenades each including
the screw off fuse top and retaining nearly all black surface. (75682-18D)

3034. SCOPE LOT This is a Tasco model 663A with standard duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. Excellent condition, retaining 99% black
finish, and includes a Simmons scope cover. (75682-14C)

3035. LOT OF WEB GEAR This lot consists of 23 individual pieces of military gear with the majority being U.S. and comprised mainly of
cartridge belts, straps, and ammunition pouches. Included is a pair of leggings stamped Gregory & Read and an original box with first aid
dressing by Burton Knitting Co. The overall condition is about very good. (75682-19A)

3036. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of Walther PPK grips that appear unused . The first set is checkered wood with just a
tiny blemish on the upper right panel but otherwise as new with screw. The second set is black plastic and checkered with the Walter
logo and grading as new. Also included with this lot is an unused and excellent condition PPk "Polizeipiftolen" operator's manual with
the light green cover and written completely in German. The last item is a blued cleaning rod in excellent condition. (74211-9K)

3037. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Walther marked, and one unmarked, blued, PPK, 7.65 mm, flat base magazines. The
first retains about 98% blue with only light wear. The second appears two tone and shows somewhat more wear but still rates excellent
with about 95% blue. The unmarked one has more wear and rates near excellent retaining about 90% blue. (74211-9L)

3038. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three blued, PP, 7.65 mm magazines: (1) Walther marked finger rest; (1) Walther marked
flat base; (1) unmarked flat base. The overall condition is near excellent with light wear. (74211-9P)

3039. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Nazi marked "W8A140", FN Hi-Power, 13 round, 9 mm magazines to include two
blued and one parkerized in near excellent condition with mild wear. Also included is an excellent condition operator's manual for the FN
Hi-Power, with a light green cover and written completely in German. (74211-9R)

3040. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of three sets of checkered grips for the FN/Browning Hi-power including two wood sets with their
interiors stained red. The first of these, with light colored finish of which about 90% remains, has a yellow handwritten number applied to
the red. There are several light handling marks on each panel, the diamond checkering still very good. The second wood set is excellent
overall and has the number 597 handwritten in black over both red interior panels in addition to a factory stamp. The third set is an excel-
lent condition Inglis marked with the correct CL inside of the D on the black and OD green pattern plastic. Included with this lot is a 13
rd., 9mm Hi-power magazine with serial #73475 and light wear to its blued surface. (74211-9Q)

3041. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two blued magazines. The first is a .380 cal. marked "P. Mod 24" and the second is a CZ
M1922 and bears serial #26238 with the CZ marking on the base. Both rate very good with light wear and about 90% finish remaining.
Also included is an excellent condition operator's manual for the CZ27 which has a dark green cover and is written entirely in German.
The last item is a cleaning rod retaining 99% blued finish. (74211-9AD)

3042. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five blued 7.65 mm magazines marked "P. Mod 27" for the CZ27 pistol in very good con-
dition with light wear. (74211-9AE)

3043. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two, one piece grips for the CZ 27 pistol. First is an excellent condition and apparently unused black
plastic example by Franzite that is marked Cz32/P-27. The other is unmarked and of metal construction with smooth side panels. It rates
near excellent with only minor scratches. Also included is a CZ 27 blued magazine marked "P. Mod 27" with light wear. (74211-9AF)

3044. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of five sets of grips for the Luger PO8 to include three sets of wood grips and two of plastic. The
first of the wood is of a medium brown finish and appears unused and as new. The second is a much lighter tone with the right panel
displaying smoother checkering and areas of fading but still rates very good. The third exhibits somewhat worn checkering and a few
handling marks but very good overall. Next is a very good condition pair of bakelite dark brown grips with spots of discoloration on the
right panel. Lastly is a set of reproduction dark brown plastic grips with light wear and scratches. (74211-9AG)

3045. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 25 rd. size boxes of Gustav Genschow & Co. 7.65mm/32 auto: (2) full and (1) con-
taining ten rounds including six with headstamps that include "R.W.S." (Rheinisch-Westfalische Sprengstoff) along side the "GECO" that
is present on all, and are housed in the blue box with red and yellow accents; (1) containing 13 rds. with "GECO" headstamps and housed
in the dark green box with red and yellow stripes; (1) containing 24 stamped "C * *" (Munitionsfarik, Cassel) in the olive green box with
orange and yellow stripes. Overall the ammunition grades very good to excellent, however the last box listed exhibits light tarnish and oxi-
dation on some. The boxes grade about very good with wear primarily at the edges and ingrained dirt on some. One of the blue ones
has a liquid stain, another has cellophane tape and is missing a flap. (74211-11D)

3046. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 25 rd. size boxes of German manufactured 7.65 mm/.32 auto: (2) full of Rheinische
Metallwaren-und Maschinenfabrik; (1) full of Deutche Werke; (1) full of Deutsche Waffen-u. Munitionsfabriken; (1) containing four rds.
of Rheinisch-Westfalische Sprengstoff. (74211-11E)

3047. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven 25 rd. size boxes of 7.65mm/.32 auto: (1) factory sealed and (2) opened but full
of Leon Beaux (Italian manufacture); (1) full and (1) containing 24 rds. of Belgian manufacture with the full box bearing Anciens
Etablissements Pieper headstamps and the partial box unstamped but amusingly the box label includes a misprint that reads "7.65/25 auto".
The full box, which has identical style labeling, is identified correctly; (1) full with the yellow label and (1) containing 21 rds. and dated 1939
of Societe Francaise des Munitions (French manufacture). The overall condition of the lot is very good with some having light tarnish.
(74211-11C)

3048. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes 7.65mm/.32 auto: (1) DWM B (Berlin); (1) Deutsche Werke; (1)
DWM dated 1943; (1) RWS; (1) Sellier & Bellot, Prague; (1) Sellier & Bellot, Vlasim. The first four listed are of German manufacture. The
last two are Czechoslovakian. The ammunition rates very good to excellent overall while the boxes are about very good as some have torn
flaps and all exhibit light wear. (74211-11F)

3049. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 25 rd. boxes of 7.65/.32 auto: (1) factory sealed with a pink label with text in
French and stamped "Poudre"; (2) with DWM headstamps dated 1943 with box labels that read "25 CARTOUCHES/POUR/PISTOLET
BROWNING/7.65"; (1) F.N. Herstal . Also included are 39 loose rds. of 7.65/.32 auto with mixed headstamps. (74211-11G)

3050. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 16 rd. natural tan colored boxes of 9 mm with black steel tips: (2) with 1941
dated "aux" headstamps (Polte, Werk Magdeburg, Polestr. u. Fichtestr., Magdeburg); (1) with 1944 dated "dnh" headstamps (Rheinisch-
Westfalische Sprengstoff A-G); (1) with 1942 dated "dou" headstamps (Czech National Arms and Ammunition Factory while under
German occupation); (1) with 1943 dated "asb" headstamps (Deutsche Waffen-u., Berlin). Also included is one box containing five rds.
of 1942 dated "kam" (Hasag Eisen u. Metallwerke, Poland). The overall condition is very good to excellent. Two of the boxes have mild
stains. (74211 -11H)
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3051. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 16 rd. natural tan colored boxes of German manufactured 9 mm with black steel
tips: (2) with "aux" (Polte, Werk Magdeburg) headstamps dated 1941 and 1942 for their respective box; (1) with "dnh" (Rheinisch-
Westfalische Sprenghoff) headstamps dated 1941; (1) with "fb" (Mansfeld A.-G.) headstamps dated 1941; (1) with "wa" headstamps
dated 1942; (1) with "hla" (Metallwarenfabrik Treuenbritzen) dated 1942. The ammunition grades near excellent and the boxes are very
good overall with some showing tears and /or stains. (74211-11I)

3052. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 16 rd. natural tan colored boxes of 9mm: (2) with "asb" (Deutsche Waffen-u.,
Berlin) headstamps dated 1943; (1) with "kam" (Hasag Eisen, Poland) headstamps dated 1942; (1) with "emp" (Dynamit A.-G., Werk
Empelde, Germany) headstamps dated 1944; (1) with "am" (Gustloff-Werke, Austria) headstamps dated 1944; (1) with "P28" (Deutsche
Waffen, Karlsruhe Germany) headstamps dated 1935. Three of the boxes contain black steel tip ammunition. The lot is in very good to
excellent condition with the boxes rating near very good. (74211-11J)

3053. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 25 rd. size boxes of 9mm Kurz (380 ACP): (1) full of Gevelot (French manufacture);
(1) full of Leon Beaux (Italian manufacture); (1) full and (1) containing 23 rds. of Gustav Genschow (German manufacture); (1) contain-
ing 20 rds. of Fabrique National (Belgian manufacture). Also included are approximately 65 loose rds. of mixed headstamp 9mm Kurz.
The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition. The Gevelot box rates excellent and the others are near very good. (74211-11K)

3054. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five, 25 rd. boxes of 6.35 mm (25 ACP): (1) full of Deutsche Waffenund, Karlsruhe
(Baden); (1) full of Gustav Genchow, Durlach; (1) full with no box lid and (1) containing 23 rds. of Fabrique National, Herstal, Belgium:
(1) containing 24 rds. with mixed headstamps. Also included is a factory sealed natural tan colored box marked "FIOCCHI/ LECCO 1941/
per pistola M. 34/strappare. It appears to contain ten rds. of 6.35mm. The overall condition of the lot is very good. (74211-11L)

3055. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three, 50 rd. size M&M plastic boxes of 9mm: (1) full with "ch" headstamps (Fabrique
Nationale, Herstal, Belgium) dated 1943, in excellent condition; (2) containing a total of 82 rds. of mixed headstamp with dates ranging
from 1935 to 1944 in very good to excellent condition. (74211-11M)

3056. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 7.65mm/32 ACP: (1) factory sealed and (1) opened but full 25 rd. box of Fabrique
National (Herstal, Belgium); (1) bag containing 58 rds. of mixed Nazi factory headstamps. Also included are six rds. of mixed U.S. com-
mercial and seven P.M.C. headstamped dummy rounds, all being 7.65mm/32 auto and contained in a Remington 7.65mm/32 auto "dog
bone" style box. The overall condition is very good with some showing light tarnish. (74211-11N)

3057. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 7.63 Mauser: (1) 25 rd. size box containing 20 rds. of excellent plus condition Fabrique
National from the Herstal, Belgium factory (1) bag containing 64 rds. of mixed Nazi factory headstamps. (74211-11P)

3058. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 157 rds. of mixed 9mm including many with black steel tips from a variety of Nazi era
factories. The overall condition is very good with some showing scratches or light tarnish. (74211-11Q)

3059. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full natural tan colored boxes of 9mm: (1) 50 rd. with "SO44" (Sako A.B., Riihimaki,
Finland) headstamps; (1) 25 rd. with "VPT" (Valtion Patruunatehdas, Lapua, Finland) headstamps dated 1944; (1) 25 rd. with "FN"
(Fabrique Nationale, Herstal, Belgium) 1951 dated headstamps. Also included is one full 25 rd. box of 9mm Largo with label that reads
"PIROTECNIA DE SEVILLA CARGADOS en DICIEMBRE 1963". The lot is in very good to excellent condition. (74211-11R)

3060. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super Speed 22-250, 55 gr. ptd. soft point in excel-
lent overall condition. (76019-1AN)

3061. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 357 Rem. Max., 158 gr. semi-jktd., hol-
low pt. in excellent condition. (76019-1AI)

3062. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 357 Rem. Max., 158 gr. semi-jktd., hol-
low pt. in excellent overall condition. (76019-1Y)

3063. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two, 50 rd. size boxes of Remington 32 S&W, 88 gr. lead in excellent condition: (1) full
older style green box with red accents; (1) High Velocity green and yellow box containing 23 rds. and one shell casing. (76019-1N)

3064. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of Western Super X 256 Win. Mag. 60gr., hollow point expand-
ing in very good to excellent condition: (2) yellow boxes with red and blue graphics containing a total of approximately 90 rds.; (1) white
Winchester box containing approximately 48 rds. (76019-1AR)

3065. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 50 rd. size boxes of Western Super X 256 Win. Mag. 60 gr., hollow point expand-
ing in excellent condition: (1) full; (1) containing 49 rds. (76019-1AS)

3066. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 50 rd. size boxes of Western Super X 256 Win. Mag., 60 gr., hollow point expand-
ing: (1) box containing approximately 49 rds. in excellent condition; (1) box containing approximately 47 rds. with light oxidation to the
tips but otherwise excellent. (76019-1AT)

3067. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 50 rd. size boxes of 9mm Luger: (3) full and (1) containing 30 rds. and two shell
casings of Geco (Parabellum), 123 gr., full metal case bullet; (1) full of Remington 115 gr., Jacketed H.P. The ammunition grades excel-
lent. The Geco boxes have bright orange price stickers firmly adhered to them. (76019-12)

3068. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of 22-250 Remington 55 gr.: (2) full of Remington H.P. grading
very good with light tarnish on some; (1) of Norma soft point, semi pointed in excellent condition. (76019-1AM)

3069. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of 380 auto., 95 gr., full metal case: (2) Remington; (1) Winchester
X. The ammunition is in bright excellent condition with the exception of one round that has moderate tarnish for some odd reason. The
boxes have some hand written markings applied. (76019-1AE)

3070. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Western X 9mm Luger, 115 gr., Silvertip, Hollow Point
in excellent condition. (76019-1P)

3071. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. size boxes of Norma 220 Swift 50 gr., soft point, semi pointed in excel-
lent condition. (76019-1AP)

3072. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 225 Win., 55gr., pointed soft point in bright
excellent condition. (76019-1AV)

3073. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of 30 Luger/7.65 mm, 93 gr., metal case in excellent overall condi-
tion: (1) Peters in the blue and white box with the red ball and a price sticker attached; (1) Winchester in the old style red and yellow box
with a price written in black marker. (76019-1BK)

3074. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd., old style yellow and white boxes with red and blue graphics of Winchester
Super-Speed 225 Win., 55 gr., ptd. soft point in bright excellent condition. One of the boxes has a price written in blue ink but otherwise
they are crisp with light wear. (76019-1AZ)
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3075. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot of two full 20 rd., near excellent condition old style yellow and white boxes with red and blue graph-
ics of Winchester Super Speed 225 Win., 55 gr., pointed soft point in bright excellent condition. (76019-1BC)

3076. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 round size boxes of Remington Kleanbore .220 Swift, Hi-Speed: (1) containing
18 rds. of 48 gr., soft point grading very good; (1) full of 46 gr. Mushroom Bullet grading excellent. (76019-1BB)

3077. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Hi-Speed .220 Swift, 48 gr., soft point: (1)
Kleanbore grading very good with box showing a price in black marker; (1) in excellent condition in the green box with red and white
graphics. (76019-1BL)

3078. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 50 rd. size boxes of Remington 32-20 Win., 100 gr., soft point: (1) full 50 rd. of High
Velocity in excellent condition in the green and yellow box; (1) containing 15 rds. in very good condition with light oxidation to the tips and
35 fired cases of Kleanbore in the old style red and green box with white text. (76019-1BJ)

3079. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of Winchester 30 Luger/7.65 mm, 93 gr., full metal case: (1) white box of
"X" containing approximately 45 rds. grading bright excellent; (1) red and yellow box containing approximately 43 rds. also grading bright
excellent; (1) well worn red and yellow box with missing flaps containing about 40 rds. grading very good to excellent. The boxes have
prices written on them. (76019-1BM)

3080. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 32-20 Win., 100 gr. in excellent con-
dition: (1) of lead bullet; (1) of soft point. (76019-1BI)

3081. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four old style green, red and white 50 rd. size boxes of Remington 30 Luger/7.65 mm.,
93 gr. metal case bullet: (3) apparently full; (1) containing approximately 47 rds. The overall condition of the ammunition is excellent and
the boxes have prices written in black marker and some wear and tears. (76019-1BF)

3082. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 50 rd. size yellow and white boxes with red and blue graphics of Winchester 30
Luger/7.65 mm, 93 gr., full metal case containing a total of approximately 94 rds. in excellent condition. The boxes rate near excellent with
minor stains. (76019-1BD)

3083. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of Remington 30 Luger/7.65 mm., 93 gr., M.C. bullet in excellent
condition: (2) full; (1) containing approximately 46 rds. The old style green, red and white boxes grade near very good with a hand writ-
ten ID and areas of surface peeling. (76019-1BE)

3084. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of 7mm Rem. Mag.: (2) of Remington High Velocity 175 gr., Core-
Lokt, ptd. soft point in bright excellent condition; (1) of Winchester Super X150 gr., Power Point (S.P.) grading excellent. The boxes have
prices written in blue ink. (76019-1G)

3085. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four full 25 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X Long Range 20 ga., 2 3/4 in., 4 shot. The
shotshells are in excellent condition, with rub marks. The boxes have prices written in blue ink. (76019-1BW)

3086. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full five rd. boxes of Remington 16 ga., 2 3/4 in. grading very good to excellent with
light tarnish: (4) of 1 BK, Buckshot; (2) of 4/5 oz., HPRS. The boxes have prices written in blue ink. (76019- 1CC)

3087. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 35 Whelen 200 gr., Core-Lokt, ptd.,
soft point in bright excellent condition with boxes showing prices written in blue ink. (76019-1CJ)

3088. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Express Long Range, 410 ga., 3 in., Max in excellent
condition. (76019-1CF)

3089. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full boxes of Remington Express 410 ga. in excellent condition: (3) 25 rd. of Long
Range, 3 in., Max; (3) five rd. of Rifled Slug, 2 1/2 in. with boxes showing prices written in blue ink. (76019-1CG)

3090. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 7.63 Mauser, 88 gr., full jacket in excellent condition. The
box surfaces exhibit mild wear and price/ID markings. (76019-1AQ)

3091. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington 25-20 Win., 86 gr., soft point in excellent condition.
The boxes have prices written in blue ink. Also included is one box containing approximately 30 rds. of Winchester Western 25-20 Win.
unprimed brass grading bright excellent. (76019-1DT)

3092. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes: (3) full and (1) containing approximately 47 rds. of Western Cartridge
Co. 9mm, 115 gr., ball, with 1988 headstamps in the white "Made in USA" box; (1) full of Winchester Western 9mm Luger (Parabellum), 115
gr., full metal case with cellophane tape adhered to box. The lot is in excellent condition with prices written in blue ink. (76019- 1DB)

3093. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of 38-40 Win., 180 gr., soft point in excellent condition: (1)
Remington High Velocity with a price sticker adhered to it; (1) Winchester Western X with a price written in blue ink. (76019-1DV)

3094. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington 25-20 Win., 86 gr., soft point in excellent condition.
The boxes have prices written in blue ink. Also included is one box containing approximately 35 rds. of Winchester Western 25-20 Win.
Unprimed brass grading bright excellent. (76019-1DU)

3095. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND SHELL CASINGS This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of 30-40 Krag: (1) of Remington
180 gr., ptd., soft pt. in excellent condition; (2) of Remington fired cases; (1) of Winchester Western fired cases. The fired cases grade
about very good with light tarnish. (76019-1DC)

3096. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of .32 auto/7.65 mm: (3) of American Eagle, 71 gr., metal case bul-
let in excellent condition; (1) of mixed headstamps with conditions ranging from good to very good with mild tarnish to excellent on oth-
ers. The boxes have prices written in blue ink. (76019-1DE)

3097. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 303 Savage, 190 gr. Silvertip in excellent
condition. (76019-1DF)

3098. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of Remington: (1) full of High Velocity 38 S&W, 146 gr., lead; (1)
containing 25 rds. of 38 Special Targetmaster 148 gr., lead wadcutter and 24 fired cases; (1) containing 45 rds. of 38 Special, 148 gr., lead
wadcutter; Also included are 91 mixed headstamp fired cases of 38 Special. Lastly are three full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester and one of
Speer plastic target cartridge cases. The overall condition is good to very good. (76019-1DJ)

3099. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND FIRED CASES This lot consists of six 20 rd. boxes: (3) of Remington High Velocity 30-30 Win.,
170 gr., Core-Lokt, Soft Pt.; (2) of Winchester Antlered Game 30-30 Win. fired cases in the original boxes; (1) of Remington 32 Win. Special
empty unfired cases. Also included is a plastic M&M Case-Gard box containing 50 rds. of Winchester 30-30 Win. The lot is in excellent
condition. (76019-1DL)
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3100. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of Winchester Western Super X 45 Win. Mag. 230 gr. F.M.C. in
excellent condition: (2) apparently full; (1) containing approximately 42 rds. (76019-1DK)

3101. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Hi-Power 44 Rem. Magnum, 240 gr., JHP in bright
excellent condition. Two of the boxes have prices written in blue ink. (76019-1DA)

3102. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven 20 rd size boxes of 308 Win. in excellent overall condition: (3) full of Remington
High Velocity 180 gr., Core-Lokt soft point; (2) full of PMC 308B/NATO 7.62 mm, Ball M80 (made to U.S. military specifications) (1) full
of PMC 308A, 150 gr. PSP.; (1) containing 16 rds. and four fired cases of Norma 180 gr., soft point, semi pointed boatail. The boxes have
either price stickers attached or handwritten prices in blue ink. (76019-1DD)

3103. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight full 50 rd. boxes: (2) of American Eagle .38 Special, 158 gr., lead ball with prices writ-
ten in blue ink; (5) of Winchester Western and (1) of Speer .38 cal. plastic target bullets. The overall condition is excellent. (76019- 1DG)

3104. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes and one containing 19 rds. of Winchester Legendary Frontiersman
38-55 Winchester, 255 gr. S.P. in excellent condition. The original illustrated boxes are in excellent condition but do have price stickers
written in blue ink. (76019-1CL)

3105. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 22-250 Rem., 55 gr., pointed soft point
in bright excellent condition. The boxes have prices written in blue ink. (76019-1CS)

3106. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of .25 cal./6.35mm in excellent condition: (1) of Winchester Western
45 gr., Expanding Point; (1) of American Eagle 50 gr., metal case bullet with the box showing a price written in blue ink. (76019-1DW)

3107. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS This lot consists of five 20 rd. boxes of 264 Win. Mag. In very good to excellent condition:
(1) of Remington Hi-Speed 140 gr., pointed soft point, Core-Lokt; (1) of Winchester Power Point 140 gr., soft point; (2) of Remington
empty, unfired cases; (1) of Remington empty fired cases. The boxes have price stickers attached to them. (76019-1CR)

3108. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full boxes of Remington Express 410 ga. in excellent condition: (2) 25 rd. of 3 in. Long
Range, 9 shot; (5) five rd. of 2 1/2 in. Rifled Slug with price tags written in blue ink. (76019-BX)

3109. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 11 full five rd. boxes of Remington 2 3/4 in., 20 ga. in excellent condition: (5) of Slugger
H.P. Rifled Slugs; (6) of Buckshot, 20 pellets. The boxes have prices written in ink. (76019-1CD)

3110. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight full five rd. boxes of 12 ga., 2 3/4 in. in excellent condition: (6) of Remington Express
Buckshot, 00 BK, 9 pellets; (1) of Remington Slugger HPRS; (1) of Federal Magnum Buckshot, 12 pellets, 00 buckshot. The Remington
boxes have prices written in ink while the Federal box has a small tear and some disfigurement. (76019-1BV)

3111. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Express Long Range 28 ga., 2 3/4 in., 6 shot in excel-
lent condition with the boxes showing hand written prices in blue ink. (76019-1BY)

3112. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of three full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Express Long Range 12 ga., 2 3/4 in., 7 1/2 shot in
very good condition with mild tarnish. (76019- 1BR)

3113. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS This lot consists of four 20 rd. boxes of 257 Roberts: (3) of Remington High Velocity 117
gr., Core-Lokt, soft point with the boxes showing prices written in blue ink; (1) of Winchester Western unprimed empty cases. The lot is
in very good to excellent condition. (76019-1CI)

3114. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 11 full five rd. boxes of Remington 20 ga., 2 3/4 in. in excellent condition: (6) of Slugger
HPRS; (2) of Rifled Slug ; (3) of Express Buckshot, 3BK, 20 pellets. The boxes have prices written in blue ink. (76019-1CE)

3115. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of three full 25 rd. boxes of 20 ga.: (2) of Remington Nitro Magnum extended range buffered
magnums, 3 in., 4 shot; (1) of Winchester Super-X long range, 2 3/4 in., 6 shot. The condition is very good to excellent with one of the
Remington's showing light tarnish. The boxes have prices written in ink. (76019-1CB)

3116. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 6 mm Remington, Core-Lokt, 100 gr.,
pointed, soft point. One of the boxes reveals oxidation present in isolated areas of the heads but otherwise the condition is excellent with
the boxes having prices written in blue ink. (76019-1BZ)

3117. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 6 mm Remington, 80 gr. in excellent
condition: (1) Power-Lokt HP; (1) Pointed soft point. The boxes have prices written in ink. (76019-1CA)

3118. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of three full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Steel Shot Waterfowl Loads, 12 ga., 2 3/4 in., 4 shot
in very good condition with light tarnish. The boxes have prices written in black marker. (76019-1BS)

3119. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of three full boxes of 10 ga., 3 1/2 in.: (1) 25 rd. of Remington Express Magnum 4 shot; (1)
ten rd. of Remington SPBBBX1 Steel Shot Multirange Duplex; (1) of Federal Super Slug HP. The Remington's have light tarnish and oxi-
dation but overall the lot rates about very good. (76019-BU)

3120. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine, five rd. size boxes of 12 ga.: (2) full and (1) containing four rds. of Remington Express
Buckshot, 3 in. Magnum, 00BK, 15 pellets; (3) full of Remington Express Buckshot, 2 3/4 in., 00BK, 9 pellets; (2) full of Remington
Slugger, 2 3/4 in., HPRS; (1) full of Federal Magnum Buckshot, 2 3/4 in., 00 Buckshot, 12 pellets. Also included is a full ten rd. box of
Navy Arms Black Powder Field Load 12 ga., 2 3/4 in., #6 shot. The overall condition of the lot is near excellent with several boxes having
prices written in ink. (76019-1BT)

3121. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of 30-06 Springfield: (2) of PMC 3006C .30 M2, 150 gr. FMJ with
price stickers attached to the camo pattern boxes; (1) of Winchester Super Speed Power Point, 180 gr., soft point bullet; (1) of Remington
Hi-Speed 180 gr., Core-Lokt, soft point. The overall condition is excellent. (76019-1CN)

3122. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 35 Whelen, 200 gr., Core-Lokt,
pointed soft point in excellent overall condition with three rds. showing minor isolated oxidation. The boxes have prices written in blue
ink. (76019-1CK)

3123. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 50 rd. boxes in excellent condition: (4) of Winchester Super-X 22 Magnum, jack-
eted hollow point with prices written in blue ink; (2) of Remington High Velocity 22 WRF with one of the boxes showing a hand written
note in blue ink. (76019- 1CT)

3124. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of 218 Bee: (1) of Remington Hi-Speed 46 gr.,
hollow point; (3) of Winchester Western unprimed and unused cases. The lot is in excellent condition. (76019-1DY)

3125. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Thompson/Center Contender .44 cal. Hot Shots: (1) Yellow #9;
(1) Blue #4. The headstamps read "Norma .44 MAGNUM". The condition is very good with light tarnish. (76019-1DZ)
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3126. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 22 Hornet: (1) full 50 rd. of Remington High Velocity 45 gr., pointed soft
point in very good to excellent condition; (1) substitute Winchester 22 Hornet box containing 37 rds. of Savage grading very good with
light tarnish; (1) containing approximately 35 rds. of Winchester Western unprimed cases grading bright excellent. (76019-EA)

3127. LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight full 20 rd. boxes of fired cases: (4) of Federal .223 Remington; (2) of Winchester Western
.223 Remington; (1) of Remington 221 Rem. Fire Ball; (1) of Sako 7x57. Also included are 22 rds. of 5.7 Johnson/22 Spitfire made from
.30 Carbine brass. The overall condition is very good. (76019-1DX)

3128. LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eleven boxes of unprimed cases: (5) full 20 rd. of Winchester Western .222 Rem. (1) full 50 rd. of
Remington 22 Rem. "Jet" Magnum; (1) full of Norma Super 7x61; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Winchester Western 256 Win.
Mag.; (1) containing approximately 35 rds. of 44 S&W Special; (1) containing 20 rds. of 50 cal.; (1) containing 20 rds. with headstamps
"CCC 43 SP-RB". With the exception of the last two entries which have generic boxes, all are original factory boxes, some of which have
price stickers affixed. (76019-EB)

3129. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester .380 auto., 95 gr., full metal case grading about very
good with mild tarnish. The white "Made in USA" style boxes have bright orange price stickers affixed to them. (74299-27GA)

3130. LOT OF ACCESSORIES First is an as new M4 Sebertool which is a multipurpose tool that attaches to your key ring and includes
wire cutters and strippers, two screwdrivers, pliers, knife blade, nail file, tweezers, and bottle opener. Included are the original case, outer
sleeve and manual. Next is an as new in the box Spyderco Ladybug folding knife with black plastic grips and 2 in. blade. Suitable for key
ring and includes original instruction sheet. Next are two 9x12 in. Birchwood Casey Lead Remover & Polishing Cloths in the factory sealed
wrappers. The last item is a package containing approximately 100 Midway Rust Inhibitor Chips. The included original instruction sheet
states that each chip protects 20 cubic inches for up to one year. (74299-41GA)

3131. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Midway 9mm Bergmann Bayard, 124 gr., FMJ in excellent condi-
tion. This is an excellent complement to lot 441 in our live auction. (75575-72A)

3132. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Midway 9mm Bergmann Bayard, 124 gr., FMJ in excellent condi-
tion. (75575-72B)

3133. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Midway 9mm Bergmann Bayard, 124 gr., FMJ in excellent condi-
tion. (75575-72C)

3134. LOT OF BLANK LOADS This lot consists of three 25 rd. size boxes of Winchester 10 ga., 2 7/8 in., Blank Shot, Black Pwdr., 8 DR.
EQ. PWDR., UW10BL Upland Blank Loads grading very good with the exception of moderate tarnish: (2) full; (1) containing three rds.
(74299-28GA)

3135. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes: (1) full apparently 48 rd. box of 7.92x57 mm with 1942 dated headstamps
and no manufacturer ID on them or on the plain unmarked tan box that they are contained in; (1) unmarked plain light green box with the
diagonal silver strip containing 11 rds. of 7.62x54 with silver tips and dated 1979 of Sellier & Bellot from the Zbrojovka Vlasim factory; (1)
light green with the white Vlasim label containing ten rds of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x54R. The ammunition in this lot grades very good to excel-
lent with a few rds. showing very isolated areas of light tarnish. (74299-26GA)

3136. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of 223 Remington: (2) full of Norinco dated 1993 and grading
very good with light tarnish, and price stickers affixed to boxes; (1) containing 13 rds. of UMC in the yellow box with black print and in
excellent condition. (74299-26GB)

3137. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of two items. First is a Harris Model 1A2 Ultralight bipod which fits nearly all bolt action
rifles and is in near excellent condition. Next is a black plastic buttstock by Choate Tool Corp. in a shipping style box stamped "AR-7 Kit".
Item appears unused. (74299-46GA)

3138. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four 25 rd. size boxes with two having affixed price stickers: (1) full of Winchester AA
Plus Skeet Loads, 12 ga., 2 3/4 in., 9 shot; (1) containing 21 rds. of Remington Express Extra Long Range 12 ga., 2 3/4 in., buck shot loads;
(1) containing 22 rds. of mixed 12 ga., 3 1/2 in.; (1) containing 20 rds. of Chinese manufactured 12 ga. "Scarecrow" Signal/Scare
Cartridges for wildlife control only. The overall condition of this lot is very good. (74299-66GA)

3139. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of belt buckles, pins, patches, and other items. There are five as new belt buckles consisting of
three by Colt displaying the Rampant Colt logo, and including the original box and two by S&W with one displaying a confrontation between
a frontiersman and an upright bear and another depicting a man being pursued while on horseback. Next are five tie pins, four of which
feature a single firearm as their focal point and another commemorating the NRA. The next category is pins to include eight in the form of
individual firearms and four others to commemorate various events. Key chains are represented in this lot as well in the form of a nice gold
plated example celebrating Colt craftsmanship and one embellished: "Beretta/470 Years/ A Tradition of Excellence". Next are three iron-on
patches by Ruger and one with the Colt logo. Also included is a grouping of items to announce one's fondness for Pardini Air Pistols: (9)
colorful patches; (6) sharp looking pins; (10) stickers. The last item is an instruction manual for the New Model 1875 Sharps Metallic
Cartridge Rifle with hand written notes. The overall condition of the previous items is excellent plus. (74299-50GA, 80GA)

3140. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super-X 10 mm auto., 175 gr., Silvertip, HP in excel-
lent condition with the boxes having price stickers: (1) full; (1) containing 11 rds. (74299-24GA)

3141. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 38 Special: (1) full 50 rd., old style but crisp, yellow blue and red box
of Western Super Match Mid-Range, 148 gr., Clean Cutting Bullet; (1) containing eight rds. of Winchester 150 gr., lead; (1) full 50 rd.
of Geco plastic training. The ammunition is in excellent condition. Also included are approximately 25 rds. of mixed 38 Special fired
cases. (74299-24GB)

3142. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven 50 rd. size boxes of 22 LR: (3) full or virtually full of Remington 22 Subsonic, low
noise, HP; (1) containing approximately 47 rds. of Remington Kleanbore Standard Velocity; (1) full of American Eagle High Velocity, 40 gr.
solid; (2) full of CCI Stinger. Also included are approximately 120 rds. of loose Remington LR and a full 50 rd. box of Aguila (Mexican
manufactured) .22 short. Overall the condition is excellent with boxes having price stickers. (74299-24C)

3143. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of several unrelated items. First are six unmarked pistol crossbow bolts featuring purple
deco aluminum shafts and metal tips. The next item is a wall mounted single gun rack constructed of four small horseshoe shaped metal
brackets. Next is a factory sealed, 9 1/2 in. long, Folding Camp Saw by Bear. Also there are six rds. of .25 ACP safety slugs, a barrel seal
for 28, 410 ga., two factory sealed packages, each containing a Super Steel 12 ga. choke tube suitable for Remington 870, 1100 & 11-87,
a choke tube labeled Winchester Winchoke, full and another Winchester Winchoke, Mod., and a pewter steer skull and horns (11in. long).
The last items are eight unused and in the original package cloths: (5) Hoppe's Treated Gun Cloth; (3) Birchwood Casey Lead Remover
& Polishing Cloth. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (74299-42GA)
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3144. LOT OF HATS This is a lot of 14 hats that pay tribute to various naval vessels and military endeavors. The navy blue baseball style caps
feature gold embroidery and adjustable straps. Five also feature breathable mesh rears. The gold embroidery tastefully exhibits the names,
examples of which are "USS FRANK CABLE/AS-40", "NAVAL STATION/ROOSEVELT ROADS", "NAVAL AIR STATION /ALAMEDA",
and "CGC NORTHLAND" among others. The caps are unused and in excellent overall condition. (74299-103GA)

3145. DAISY MODEL NO. 25 AIR RIFLE BB/175 cal. This is the 1956 model with the plastic pistolgrip stock and the stenciled engrav-
ing. The metal, which shows scattered spots of oxidation, retains 80 to 85% blued finish with much of the loss due to slide wear. The
wood grain dark brown plastic stocks have light surface scratches but well pronounced checkering to the pistolgrip as well as the grooves
at the buttplate and slide handle. The front and rear sights are present. This air rifle functions properly and is in very good overall condi-
tion. (75565-11A)

3146. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This lot consists of four complete K98k "tobacco tin" cleaning kits each with correct oiler, chamber brush,
bore brush, floorplate takedown tool, and pull through chain. Also included is one empty can. Four exhibit bare metal and the other is
tan with handwritten ID in black ink marker. The overall condition is very good. (74211-5L)

3147. LOT OF GUN LOCKS This lot consists of 18 as new gun locks: (15) cable locks each with two keys in the original factory sealed
package by Franzen Security Products and constructed of strong boron alloy with soft rubber finish to protect gun from scratches; (3)
Franzen combination trigger locks for handguns, rifles and shotguns including one in the factory sealed package. (74299-59GA)

3148. LOT OF CLEANING SUPPLIES This lot consists of ten full and apparently unopened 4oz. glass bottles of Shooter's Choice
Firearms Bore Cleaner with price stickers affixed. Also included is one nearly empty bottle of the cleaner and a full one oz. size jar of Rig+P
Stainless Steel Lube, P-108. (74299-57A)

3149. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 240 rds. of 1972 dated Lake City .30 Carbine on ten rd. stripper clips in the tan sleeves and
housed in two correct six pocket bandoliers in excellent condition. The ammunition grades about very good with light tarnish. (74299-26GC)

3150. LOT OF SCOPES This lot consists of five rifle scopes. First is a Tasco Pronghorn 4x32 with duplex crosshair reticle, clear optics,
attached mounts, and plastic lens covers. Next is a Weaver KV with an ocular lens that has delaminated and attached mounts. Next is a
Bushnell Sportview 4x, 15 mm. with crosshair reticle, good optics and attached mounts. The fourth one is also a Bushnell Sportview 4x,
15 mm., but this one has a bronze finish and appears as new in the original box. The last scope is a Norinco with crosshair reticle and
good optics. (74299-56GA)

3151. SCOPE MOUNT LOT This is an excellent condition Colt B Square revolver scope mount with attached rings and retaining 99% blue
finish. (74299-56GB)

3152. LOT OF HUNTING ACCESSORIES This lot consists of approximately 40 unused, mainly archery related items, most of which are
in their original packaging. Some examples are a Cobra stabilizer extension, Browning X-Cellerator Broadheads, four individual Bear
"Mask It" face and hand camo, several packages and rolls of bow tape, two Nap Centerest Flipper Arrowrests, a Game Tracker tracking
unit, and a C-205 Centurion Deluxe sight guard by Cobra. (74299-44GA)

3153. LOT OF HUNTING ACCESSORIES This lot consists of approximately 50 unused, mainly archery related items, most of which are
in their original packaging. Some examples are a cable guard by Cobra, a Martin #2953 Speed Rest, a Muzzy 4 blade replacement five
pack, a Nap Centerest, two packages of Ideal chest wader suspenders, a Passport Concept 90 Shoulder System, a three pair package of
Grabber Insole Feet Heater Set, Browning X-Cellerator Broadheads, an Advanced Bowsights Eliminator Tree Stand Sight, and a Dr. O's
Under Covered water resistant buttocks protection. (74299-44GB)

3154. RELOADING PRESS LOT This is a MEC 600 Jr. Shotshell Reloading Press that has been used but has all the necessary compo-
nents and appears to be in very good operating condition. (74299-32GA)

3155. RELOADING PRESS LOT This is a Lee Three Hole Turett Press base only in very good operating condition but with areas of sur-
face oxidation. (74299-32GB)

3156. LOT OF NYLON ACCESSORIES This lot consists of 52 separate unused nylon accessories, most of which are in the original pack-
aging. Nearly all of this lot is by Uncle Mike's and Passport and is made up of primarily holsters, and magazine pouches. Examples of
Uncle Mike's are size 1, 10, and 14 Sidekick hip holsters. Passport items include Concept 90 shoulder system, handcuff cases, inside the
pants holster, and a variety of magazine pouches. Nearly all of the items are black in color although there are some military green mixed
in as well. (74299-35GA)

3157. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a grouping of a wide range of items. The first few are military related consisting of two M16A1 clean-
ing rods with the correct OD green cases, a U.S. mechanic's tool pouch, a brass oiler with pouch, (likely Russian), and a U.S. stamped
canvas pouch. Next are four rifle slings including an unused and in the original package Uncle Mike's Military Sling 2611-2 1in. and a
Daigle's Rifle Rest. The next group consists of the following three items: a 39 in. long leather small caliber cartridge belt, a leather clip-on
two shotgun shell holder, and a black nylon knife belt pouch with hard plastic scabbard. Next are two brass belt buckles, a large clean-
ing rod handle, an Adco Super Thumb speed loader for .380, and two buttplate covers. Lastly are two unpadded long gun sleeves, a vinyl
target pistol case with faux fur lining, and a wool beret with a Waltham (MA) Auxiliary Police patch. The overall condition of the lot is about
very good with several items apparently unused. (74299-97GB)

3158. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of twelve leather holsters for small handguns including six suede clip-on. Manufacturers include
Bianchi, Lawrence, Iver Johnson and Safariland and the conditions range from good to very good. (74299-35GB)

3159. LOT OF TARGETS This lot consists of 12x10 in. paper, 50 foot, pistol targets with the NRA Official Competition logo: approximate-
ly 100 of Hoppe's slow fire; one factory sealed bundle containing 100 of timed and rapid fire by the National Target Co.; one factory sealed
bundle containing 20 timed and rapid fire by Hoppe's. The sealed ones rate excellent overall while the slow fires sheets are about very
good with several exhibiting curled corners. (74299-77GA)

3160. LOT OF GUN BOXES This lot consists of five Smith & Wesson factory hand gun boxes: (2) as new Air Lite SC, gold embossed with
padded black vinyl outer shell and red velour molded interior, outer cardboard box with ID label, tools and fired case for the 340 SC, 357
cal., two in. barrel. One also includes owner's manual, papers and original trigger lock; (3) blue two piece with steel reinforced corners for
K-38 Masterpiece, model 14, 6 in. barrel; .357 M&P stainless, model 65 with papers and tools; K-22 Masterpiece, six in. barrel, with tools.
These two piece boxes rate near very good with some combination of stains, tears, oxidized corners, or adhesive residue. (74299-97GC)

3161. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of seven, leather, medium to large size revolver holsters, including one left handed and one Civil
War era military style flap holster. Manufacturers include Hunter, Bucheimer, and Gould & Goodrich and the holsters exhibit scuffs with
verdigris on one bringing the overall condition to about near very good. (74299-35GC)

3162. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of 11 leather small to medium size holsters for a wide range of hand guns. Included is an
unmarked European small frame military with mild wear particularly at the edges of the magazine holder. There is also a Bianchi #99A,
S&W 9mm Auto, and examples by Safariland including #17, S&W/FR, and #28, BER-92. Other manufacturers include Lawrence and
Brauer Bros. The overall condition is about very good. (74299-35GD)
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3163. LOT OF HOLSTERS This is a lot of ten leather holsters in a wide range of styles and sizes. Some examples are an excellent Strong
930, a Frontier marked 44 also in excellent condition, a near excellent Gould & Goodrich B 29L 590 showing only minor scratches and
wear and an interesting unmarked one with dual magazine pockets and shoulder strap. Other manufacturers include Don Hume,
Lawrence and Bianchi. This variety pack rates about very good overall. (74299-35GE)

3164. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot of eight leather holsters, some of which are in excellent condition includes an impressive Ernie Hill 6.5
with wear marks to the inside but a nearly flawless exterior. Another quality example is a Bianchi X15 Medium with shoulder strap and
only light interior contact wear. Also included is an excellent Bucheimer Perfect Fit #10 with belt and brass buckle with U.S. eagle motif.
Other manufacturers include Red Head, Lawrence, and S&W. (74299-35GF)

3165. LOT OF HOLSTERS This is an H.H. Heiser holster lot of two. First is a model 422 which features the company name surrounding the
HHH logo on the brass snap. Below the snap, the strap is marked "E.V.S. JR." and the maker name and model number on the back are
very crisp. The surface of the holster is a dark brown with only minor wear marks, with an isolated area at the snap and some spots on
the interior experiencing the beginning of some verdigris. This example has a leather wraparound sleeve covering nearly one half of its
surface and the contact portion of the belt loop has an evenly worn and darker surface. The second offering in this lot from the historic
maker is marked "10 11" and exhibits a pleasing tan surface with minor scratches and wear. The Heiser logo is crisp but the majority of
it has lost the original white finish. The belt loop has a somewhat worn out hand written ID in ink. The main snaps retain all of their orig-
inal brown finish, which covers the crisp company name, while two of the rivets show light verdigris. Overall the structure is still very strong.
(74299-35GG)

3166. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot comprised mainly of ammunition pouches but the first item is a rare H. H. Heiser leather dual
magazine pouch for the Colt Woodsman and is marked "16" on each of its attached belt loops. The original brass snaps display the Heiser
logo clearly but do have light verdigris. The leather is still quite supple and shows only light wear, the back plate is marked "E.V.S. JR."
Second are six apparently unused and excellent condition seven pocket, 5.56 mm bandoliers in various shades of OD green with various
military stamps. Next is a German K98 Mauser three pocket ammo pouch with most of the pebble grain still prevalent with most of the
wear at the top of the flaps. Unmarked and fairly supple with all straps firmly attached, it grades about very good. The next item is a sin-
gle K98 pocket which apparently has been removed from its original three pocket configuration. It includes the lid and all straps still firm-
ly attached and a strong body which retains most of the pebble grain with light wear along the top and edges. Next is a German G1 FAL
two pocket magazine pouch. The black leather retains most of its pebble grain and all of the straps are securely in place. Neither the
inside flap stamp nor the marking on the back is fully legible. There are traces of mildew at the bottom and much of its structural stabili-
ty has been compromised. Next is an unmarked leather two pocket cartridge pouch with all straps intact, moderate mildew staining and
about good plus condition overall. The last item is a khaki colored leather pouch stamped "INDUST. TEXT./PARIS 1979 in excellent con-
dition. (74299-35GH)

3167. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of four eclectic items. The first item is a small leather shot pouch with what appears to be the
original wood stopper. The four inch long pouch shows scattered light scratches to the plain dark brown surface. Strong stitching, sup-
ple leather, and a strong structure make this an interesting accoutrement. Next is a powder horn measuring 14 in. length and a 3 in. base
diameter. It is missing the base plug and tip, shows several small chips and holes and has a 1 inch, somewhat worn and apparently recent,
indistinguishable carved design. The next item is an excellent condition right whitetail antler with three points and a twenty in. main beam.
The last item is a factory sealed Dr. O's Under Covered Buttocks Protection” which acts as a water proof protective shield. (74299-33GA)

3168. CHRONOGRAPH LOT This is a Shooting Chrony Model F-1 chronograph that measures 15x4x 3 in. when unfolded. Lightweight
and portable, it is equipped with four 9 in. rods. The red metallic surfaces rate excellent with no visible scratches, dings or oxidation.
Powered by a single nine volt battery and includes the original shipping box. This unit has not been tested. (74299-98GA)

3169. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is mainly an eye protection and knife holster lot. There are six unused, and in the original packaging,
pairs of safety glasses consisting of three Spalding Sportshields including vinyl case, two Team Silencio Polycarbonate Shooting Glasses and
one AO Safety Tour-Guard. The second category consists of five unused leather knife holsters in excellent condition and measuring between
4 1/2 and 6 in. in length. Two are Edgemark Model 28-014 with metal clips and in the original packaging, a Buck with black soft leather
and riveted belt loop, an unmarked dark brown with brass snap and slotted belt attachment, and an unmarked black one with metal clip, a
scratch at the base, and mild residue from a retail sticker. Next are six excellent condition and apparently unused 3 1/2 to 6 in. black nylon
knife holsters consisting of a Gerber Gator and five that are unmarked. Next is a six in. long black leather Jay-Pee Night Stick baton hold-
er in apparently unused and excellent condition. The last item is a 42 in. long, tan leather sling of French manufacture with a partially legi-
ble stamp that includes "Lapalisse". It has minimal wear and scattered mildew buildup with leather remaining supple. (74299-35GI)

3170. HELMET LOT This is U.S. Model 1917 "Brodie" helmet retaining approximately 50% of its original OD green sawdust-flocked finish
and is exhibiting mild to moderate oxidation over much of the interior and exterior. The interior MK. I liner rates about good to very good
and only the upper half of the chinstrap is present. (74299-70)

3171. HOLSTER AND AMMUNITION LOT The holster is a Folsom Audley Official Police model with the safety spring and double row
of cartridge holders. This example also features a 2 in. waist belt and shoulder strap. The black holster features the oval company logo and
remains structurally sound with light scuffing. The back is marked "OP 6" on the brown strap which is attached to the aforementioned car-
tridge holder and includes the Official Folsom Audley marking. The belt is marked: "SERVICE/FULL GRAIN/BRIDLE LEATHER" and
shows moderate wear with a small tear at the top. The double row cartridge holder, which is possibly N.J. State Police issued, currently
houses 13 rds. of mixed headstamp .45 cal. and nine rds. of Remington .38 Special. The ammunition rates about good with moderate oxi-
dation and verdigris which has transferred to contact points with the leather. (74299-35GJ)

3172. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of nine sets of hand gun grips. Pachmayr Gripper SN-G combat style. As new black rubber grips
fits all S&W N frame revolvers. Pachmayr Presentation black rubber grips with smooth checkering also fits N frame. Pachmayr combat style
suitable for S&W L frame, with crisp checkering and a white film covering most of the surface. Pachmayr Signature SW-45 black rubber
in excellent condition and fits S&W Semi auto. Eagle smooth rosewood grips grading excellent and fits Sig Sauer P225. One S&W and
one Pachmayr black rubber grading excellent and fit S&W J frame. One set of unmarked black rubber grips with grooved plastic panels.
Ruger smooth wood grips for Blackhawk in excellent condition. (74299-99GA)

3173. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of six sets of grips. There are two sets of Iver Johnson including American Bulldog polymer black
with a crisp eagle motif on each panel and an owl head grading near excellent with sharp checkering. Next is Fitz Ten-O-Grip C45 brown
wood grain plastic with diamond checkering grading excellent. Next is Pachmayr black rubber checkered for Browning Hi Power grading
excellent. Then a checkered walnut Colt for Python or Diamond back. Colt 1911 wood grips with gold medallion in excellent condition is
also included as are several 1911 internal parts. Next is a mismatched set for the Colt Detective Special consisting of an excellent walnut
left side and a Barami Corp black plastic right. Next is a mother of pearl with silver Colt medallions with a 1 in. chip on the right while the
left panel grades excellent. The last item is an unmarked wood right panel for a large frame semi auto. (74299-99GB)
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3174. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1875 SCHOFIELD ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of two nice accessories for an 1875
Schofield revolver. The first item is an Ideal Manufacturing Co., combination loading tool-bullet mould. The tool retains perhaps 60% orig-
inal nickel, the areas of loss flaked to a dull gun metal gray, also showing some light brown oxidation staining and perhaps a lightly scat-
tered pinprick pit here and there. The mould is marked "45 S.&W." and the mould cavity is mostly clean showing some very light oxida-
tion. The tool is complete but does not have the decapping pin present. The second accessory is a nicely-made presentation case of
cedar. The interior is red baize lined and fitted for a Schofield revolver and the aforementioned loading tool. The lid of the box has a brass
plaque marked "S.&W. Schofield's/Pat. April 22,1873/SN.U.S.3302". The box shows overall light dings and handling marks but rates very
good plus, the base and lid slightly warped so the box does not close completely, a quick refinish and light planing would make this an
easy repair. Included are four UMC-marked 45 S.&W. cartridges and one which is unmarked. A nicely made display-accessory for your
Schofield revolver. (3584-17A)

3175. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON GRIPS This lot consists of a pair of rosewood birdshead grips for a Smith & Wesson number-one
third issue revolver. The grips rate very good plus to near excellent with nearly all their original varnish showing light wear along the sharp
edge of the birdshead butt and some light scattered dings. The right grip is a stamp numbered 22284. The grip screw escutcheons are
present, the grip screw is not. A wonderful set of grips overall. (35885-13B)

3176. BOX-O-GUNS This lot consists of seven top break and solid frame "suicide special" revolvers. None of the revolvers are mechanically
operable, all are missing their grips, all are missing parts. There is an H.&R. solid frame model 922 .22 caliber revolver with 4" barrel miss-
ing major parts with a nickel cylinder, 80% blue. An H.&R. 38 Cf. safety hammerless revolver 3 1/4" barrel, missing its grips, not mechani-
cally functional but mostly otherwise complete, moderate pitting on the barrel rib, 50% blue. H.&R. top break 32 Cf. with 6" ribbed barrel
showing light pitting, also not mechanically functional, 30% blue. Two Iver Johnson revolvers, previously nickeled, mostly flaked light and
moderate pitting, few parts present. Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. top break 38 Cf. revolver 3 1/4" barrel 40% nickel, not functional missing
major parts. H&R safety hammerless top break, 32 S&W, primarily a flaked nickel gray and brown patina with oxidation and light pitting,
stripped of parts with barrel, frame, triggerguard and cylinder only. FFL dealers on this lot only please. (35614-2,4,5,6,7,8,11) (40/80)

3177. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX BARRELED FRAME serial #650-11295, 32 H&R mag, 9 1/2" barrel with excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with some scattered light handling marks and some areas of light oxidation. This is a
stripped frame and has only front sight, ejector rod and housing, base pin retaining screw and nut, firing pin and bushing and a Bushnell
Ruger scope mount in place of the rear sight; the top of the frame was drilled and tapped for this mount. (35614-12) (20/40)

3178. HOPKINS & ALLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY XL 30 LONG SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2071, .30
RF, 2 3/8" barrel. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown oxidation and flaking nickel. Numerous parts are missing and the gun is not
mechanically functional. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good plus with much original varnish. (35601-3) {ANTIQUE} (15/30)

3179. IVER JOHNSON ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #97, .32 Cf., 3" ribbed round barrel. Metal
surfaces retain 60% original nickel, the balance flaked to an oxidized brown primarily on the cylinder. Trigger shows traces of case color,
guard traces of blue. The left side hard rubber owls head grip rates very good, right grip fair with chips. Missing small parts, not mechan-
ically functional. (535357-4) {ANTIQUE} (10/20)

3180. UNMARKED BRITISH BAR HAMMER PEPPERBOX PISTOL About .32 cal. percussion, 2 3/4" six-shot barrel cluster. The
metal surfaces are overall lightly and moderately oxidized brown patina showing areas of scattered light pitting. The checkered walnut
grips rate near good missing some prominent chips. The hammer functions most of the time, the gun does not time properly. (35223-3)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)

3181. UNMARKED BRITISH CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL About .48 cal., 3" barrel. The metal surfaces are over-
all oxidized brown and lightly pitted patina with pewter gray beneath. There is a single British proof visible. The bag shaped walnut grip
rates fair-good showing an old synthetic wood repair to a chip at the right side of the tang, they are near overall checkered. The hammer
is cracked about halfway through its nose. Functions loosely mechanically. (35223-8) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

3182. UNMARKED BELGIAN BRASS-BARREL CENTER HAMMER FLINTLOCK PISTOL About .40 cal. percussion, 2 5/8"
octagon barrel with integral frame. Iron hammer and triggerguard are brown and gray patina. Integral barrel and frame are a dull gold-
enrod patina with overall handling marks and light dings, also showing tool marks. The smooth bag shaped grip rates fair-good. The gun
is missing some screws and likely internal parts as it is not mechanically functional. (35182-37) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

3183. UNMARKED EUROPEAN DOUBLE BARREL FOLDING TRIGGER PINFIRE PISTOL About .42 cal. pinfire, 4 3/4" octa-
gon barrels with poor bores. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized brown patina with overall light, and some moderate, pitting, show-
ing gun metal gray beneath. The fluted European walnut pistolgrip rates good with a number of moderate chips missing along its back
edge for about 1 1/2". The scalloped butt has a lanyard loop and the gun seems to function loosely mechanically, the barrels are slight-
ly loose as well. (35223-11) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3184. UNMARKED PERCUSSION REVOLVER About 45 cal. percussion, 5" part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The
gun is European, likely Spanish and exhibits commensurate workmanship. The metal surfaces are an oxidized brown and gun metal gray.
The European walnut stock rates very good as lightly cleaned. The gun is not mechanically functional and the ramrod is not present.
(35597-8) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3185. UNMARKED EUROPEAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL About .54 cal. percussion, 4 3/4" octagon barrel with an about very
good finely rifled bore. The gun appears to be Prussian or French in character and the left barrel flat shows a Belgian proof. All the metal
surfaces are a dull gun metal gray with scattered light oxidation staining. The lock is very spartan but the triggerguard front extension is
engraved in an urn and finial fashion with light engraving on the bow of the guard and on the steel flared butt gripcap. The European walnut
stock rates about good-fair showing a widely flared butt and checkered grip. There are some rudimentary repairs to chips at the nose of the
stock. The gun seems to function mechanically and what is likely the original turned ramrod is present. (35455-6) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

3186. EUROPEAN PINFIRE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16070, .30 cal. pinfire, 3 1/2" octagon barrel with a heavily oxi-
dized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall deep brown oxidized patina with scattered light pitting and active oxidation. They are
engraved in about 75% coverage. The gun features a spurless hammer and will need mechanical attention. The smooth walnut grip rates
about good as refinished missing a couple small chips. (35222-3) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

3187. ETHAN ALLEN & COMPANY SWIVEL BARREL POCKET PISTOL serial #17521, 22 RF, 1 7/8" part octagon part round
barrel shortened during the period of use showing a poor bore. The metal surfaces are overall a dull gunmetal gray with a coating of light
brown oxidation. The left side of the barrel is maker marked. The smooth walnut grips rate about good. The gun needs mechanical atten-
tion. A neat little antique pocket pistol shortened during the period of use. (35222-4) {ANTIQUE} (45/50)

3188. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #116880, 22 RF, 3 1/4" ribbed octagon barrel with a poor
bore. The blue steel surfaces have toned to a plum brown lightly oxidized patina with some active oxidation, small dings and light pinprick
pitting. The frame is an overall deep tarnished ocher with some generous traces of original silver plate. The sideplate is missing as are no
doubt some internal parts, the hammer will cock, the cylinder does not rotate. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good plus (R) and
about good, with the left grip showing a full-length crack. (35334-11) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
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3189. ALLEN & WHEELOCK 32
SIDEHAMMER BRASS FRAME
REVOLVER serial #26, .32 cal. RF, 4" octa-

gon barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel is pri-
marily a smooth gray and plum brown patina showing some generous traces of

original bright blue, perhaps 20-25% remaining. The cylinder retains perhaps 10-15%
original bright blue with the balance flaked to a smooth brown and gray. The hammer
shows some vivid color case-hardening with some spots of very light surface oxidation,

the trigger toned to gray. The rare brass frame retains a nice 75-80% original silver plate which is ton-
ing to a dull tarnished gray and deep blue patina. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus to near
excellent with much original varnish and some light flaking, primarily on the right grip. There is no cylin-
der pin nor its retainer present. Gun appears to be a second model. (35228-9) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

3190. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #583, .32 CF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a
very good bore. Metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel with light oxidation and wear on the leading edge of the
frame at its right side. This example features a stubby "pocket" hammer spur. The spread-winged American Eagle
hard rubber grips rate very good plus to excellent. Functions mechanically, the firing pin has been ground off the face
of the hammer. (35428-5) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

3191. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #1934, 32 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good bore. Metal
surfaces retain about 80% original nickel with overall light freckling and speckling of oxidation. The spread-winged American Eagle hard
rubber grips rate very good plus to excellent. Gun will function double action, not single action. The cylinder pin head is very scarred up.
(35428-3) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

3192. FOREHAND ARMS COMPANY TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #371450, .38 CF, 3 1/4" ribbed octa-
gon barrel with a good bore. The barrel is primarily cleaned to a dull gunmetal gray while frame and cylinder retains about 90% original
nickel, with an overall speckling of light oxidation. Triggerguard, hammer and trigger have toned primarily to gray. The "F.&W." checkered
hard rubber grips rate very good plus to near excellent. Gun seems to function mechanically. (35428-2) {C&R} (40/80)

3193. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #235295, 38 S&W, 6" ribbed round barrel with
a very good bore. The metal surfaces on this third model are an even mix of original nickel and flaking brown oxidation with some minor,
and some moderate, pitting. The triggerguard shows strong traces of original blue, hammer and trigger are an oxidized brown patina. The
checkered hard rubber S.&W. logo grips rate about very good with mostly smooth points. Likely the gun will need mechanical attention
as the mainspring has been removed, it is included; it would appear as though the top latch spring is broken or missing. (35372-4)
{ANTIQUE} (75/150)

3194. IVER JOHNSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D19953, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed
round barrel with a poor bore. Metal surfaces retain about 97-98% later buffed chrome or bright nickel. The checkered hard rubber owls
head grips rate very good and good, the right grip showing more wear and fading to brown. The gun does not function mechanically and
may be missing parts. (35222-2) {C&R} (25/75)

3195. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #31837, 32 S&W, 3 1/2" ribbed round barrel
with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% of a very good quality later re-nickel; both hammer and trigger were nick-
elled during the refinish. The triggerguard and top latch show fading original blue. The checkered hard rubber S&W grips rate very good
plus to excellent. It is likely the gun needs mechanical attention as the mainspring has been removed, it is however included. (35181-
29) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

3196. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 .32 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #15747, 32 S&W, 3" ribbed round barrel with
a poor bore. Metal surfaces are an even mix of original nickel and brown oxidation with flaking, also with scattered pitting. Hammer and
trigger are gray with minor oxidation. Checkered hard rubber S&W grips rate good-very good worn nearly smooth. Gun functions
mechanically, the sideplate screw is missing. (35694-17) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3197. MARLIN XX STANDARD 1873 POCKET REVOLVER serial #8262, .22 RF, 3" ribbed round barrel with a poor bore. The bar-
rel and cylinder are primarily an overall oxidized brown with gun metal gray undertones. The brass frame retains about 85% original nick-
el. The checkered hard rubber "star" grips rate very good plus. Barrel-to-frame fit is very loose. The gun will cock and the cylinder rotates.
(35694-1) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3198. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH FAVORITE NO 1 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #980, .22 RF, 2 3/8" octagon bar-
rel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 55% original nickel, the balance an oxidized flaked brown which is also pitted. The
smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate very good and good, the right grip showing a lengthy crack. The gun does not function mechan-
ically. (35601-2) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

3199. US REVOLVER COMPANY TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #27115, 32 S&W, 3" ribbed round barrel
with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized brown patina. The left grip is cracked, the right grip is a poor-quality soft
wood replacement. The gun needs mechanical attention and barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (35601-1) (15/30)

3200. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1849 GARIBALDI PERCUSSION-CONVERTED RIFLE .71 cal. percussion (worn to about .74), 33
1/4" barrel with a fair-good bore. The metal surfaces are a tarnished pewter gun metal gray with an overall coating of light brown oxida-
tion showing pitting in the area of the percussion cone conversion. The brass hardware has toned to a dull tarnished goldenrod patina.
The European beech stock rates very good showing an old cleaning with added varnish. The gun has a number of small rack markings
on it, includes what appears to be a sling from the period of use and the lock is crisp and mechanically functional. U.S. ordnance records
confirm purchase of just over 26,000 "Garibaldi rifles" for American Civil War use. (35873-19) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

3201. IVER JOHNSON DOUBLE ACTION MODEL 1900 SOLID FRAME REVOLVER serial #38085, .22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon
barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray and lightly oxidized brown patina with some generous traces of
original blue. The checkered hard rubber owls head grips rate very good. Gun seems to function mechanically, the front sight is missing.
(35334-25) (20/40)

3202. WHITNEYVILLE SIZE NO 1 POCKET REVOLVER serial #30104, .22 RF, 3 1/8" octagon barrel with a good bore. The steel
surfaces are a dull gun metal gray with brown oxidation staining and overall minor pitting, more moderate on the cylinder. The brass frame
retains perhaps 15% silver plate, the balance a dull ocher patina. The smooth walnut birdshead grips rate very good showing an old light
refinish with wear along their sharp edge. The gun functions loosely mechanically. (35679-31) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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3203. F.I.E. ITALIAN REPRODUCTION COLT 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #1341, .31 cal percussion, 4"
octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 97% original blue with a very light scattering of some light surface
oxidation. The hammer, trigger and loading lever retain excellent color case-hardening. The brass grip frame, guard and straps are a deep
ocher patina. The frame, barrel and attendant parts show very light, rudimentary loose scroll engraving; the cylinder stagecoach holdup
scene is excellent. The gun will cock however the cylinder will not turn. The one-piece hardwood grip rates excellent with only minor
handling marks. (35455-4) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3204. KOLB BABY HAMMERLESS FOLDING TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #98, .22 RF, 1 3/4" barrel with a fair bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original nickel, the balance flaked to a brown oxidized patina with a few scattered pinprick pits. The smooth
mother-of-pearl grips rate very good plus to excellent and appear to be original to the gun. The gun will not function mechanically.
(35665-4) {C&R} (40/80)

3205. BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION RING TRIGGER REVOLVER .30 cal. CF, 1 3/4" barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are
faded to dull gray patina with some scattered light oxidation. The checkered European hardwood grip panels rate very good. This diminu-
tive double action revolver features a ring-style trigger and left-side safety catch. The gun does not function mechanically and the ring
trigger is cracked at its center. (35352-7) {C&R} (20/60)

3206. U.S. MODEL 1903 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY COLT serial #205557, 38 Colt, 6" barrel with an about very good bore.
The metal surfaces are primarily a plum brown and gun metal gray patina with some generous traces of original blue, perhaps 10% remain-
ing. There are remnants of fire temper blue showing on the trigger and spine of hammer, the hammer primarily an oxidized brown pati-
na. The smooth walnut grips rate very good to excellent. The lanyard loop is intact and the gun features the appropriate "RAC" and "
JFH" inspector markings and is dated 1903 on the left side of the frame. The gun will function mechanically however lockup is somewhat
loose, the ejector rod head is a later non-gun replacement. (35625-37) {C&R} (150/250)

3207. ORTGIES POCKET MODEL 32 PISTOL serial #50315, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore. Metal surfaces of the
frame retain about 97 to near 98% original rust blue with the barrel still brilliant, it is numbered to the frame. The slide retains about 90%
original blue, the loss due primarily to oxidation on its left side which has left some light pitting, the slide is numbered to the frame; the
extractor shows brilliant fire blue. The smooth walnut grips with Ortgies medallions rate about excellent. Included is a single nickel mag-
azine with the Ortgies logo on the right and "7.65mm", while the left also is marked "9 mm". An otherwise nice example suffering from
only little poor storage, now a good candidate as a pocket pistol. (35705-71) {C&R} (150/250)

3208. M8- 37MM FLARE PISTOL A U.S. Property marked flare pistol with excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain near 65% original
finish with some loss due to wear and oxidation staining. The plastic grips rate very good to excellent and the right side of the frame is
marked “M/S.W.C. U.S. Property/ Pistol Pyrotechnic M8” inside a triangle. Overall a very good example. (106054-32) {Non Gun}

3209. REMINGTON BARREL Includes an 870 12 ga., 2 3/4” or 3” slug barrel. The barrel measures 20” with a bright excellent bore with
front and rear sporting sights. The barrel retains 95% plus of its original Special Purpose finish and is in excellent over-

all condition. (105988-S16772A)
3210. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 50 round boxes of Fiocchi 8 Steyr,

113 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. An excellent accompa-
niment to lot 441 in the live auction. (105927-2)

3211. M 1 9 1 2
CAVALRY
BANDOLEER This Mills
manufactured, rare green canvas bandoleer
features (12) 5 round stripper clip pouches for 30-06 ammuni-
tion and (3) pockets designed to hold 6 loose 45 caliber rounds. The stitching and weave remains tight with the canvas exhibiting minor wear
and fading. The blackened brass, rimmed eagle snaps exhibit minor wear with the profile remaining crisp. The interior exhibits the remnants
of crossed cavalry sabers and what is believed to be the No. 20. The belts tongue retains the Mills logo and correct patent dates which are
clearly visible. This exceptional example of the M1912 is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BK) (1000/1200)

3212. WWI MEDICAL OFFICERS BELT This Mills manufactured, tan canvas belt features two large and two small pouches for dress-
ings, medication etc. finished off with rimmed eagle snaps. The canvas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age. The metal surfaces
exhibit wear with the eagle snaps retaining sharp images. The interior pouch flap shows the faint outline of the Mills name and logo as
well as a date of June 1918. The interior's only markings are the Mills name and logo on the belt. This is a nice example of the Medical
Officers Belt which is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169N) (400/600)
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3213. WWI MEDICAL OFFICERS BELT This Mills manufactured, tan canvas belt
features two large and two small pouches for dressings medication etc and a detach-
able pouch with the former officer’s writing in red and black ink. The writing indicates
that the officer was attached to the 6th Infantry Division at Camp Jackson, S.C. which
is now Ft. Jackson. The pouches utilize the "lift-the-dot" snaps. The canvas exhibits
wear and fading consistent with age as well as normal soiling. The metal surfaces
exhibit wear retaining a majority of original black color. The interior pouch flap shows
the Mills name and logo as well as a date of April 1918. The interior's only markings
are the Mills name and logo on the belt. This is a fine example of a Medical Officers
Belt offering a personal attachment to a different era and in excellent condition overall. (65865-169B) (400/600)

3214. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, tan canvas belt with (9) "puckered" style, rifle stripper clip pockets and eagle
snaps exhibits minimal wear with the metal surfaces retaining 95% original black color. The metal ends exhibits the Mills name with logo
as well as patent dates which are clearly defined. This WWI belt appears in unissued condition and is in excellent condition overall.
(65865-169AI) (400/600)

3215. M1914 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, tan canvas belt featuring a total of (10) "puckered" rifle stripper clip pockets
and "lift-the-dot" snaps exhibits wear consistent with age as well as heavy fading. The stitching and weave remain tight. The metal sur-
faces retain only remnants of original black color with the interior tabs exhibiting the Mills name, logo and patent dates. The belt's interi-
or exhibits the remnants of the Mills logo with what is believed to be a May 1918 date, in very good condition overall. (65865-169BW)

3216. M1910
M O U N T E D
C A R T R I D G E

BELT This L.C.C. & Co.
tan canvas belt with (9) rifle stripper clip pockets and (1) 1911 double
magazine pouch exhibits tight stitching and intact weaving with the
metal attachments retaining the majority of original black paint. The can-
vas exhibits mild wear and fading. The reverse side of the belt exhibits
the company name and date of “10/18” as well as black colored sten-
ciling showing "NUO 3". The stenciling appears to have a letter which
is unreadable before the letter "N'. The belt appears to be unissued and
is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AA)

3217. M1910 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This Mills, green
canvas belt with revolver holster with "lift-the-dot" fastener, revolver
ammo pouch with rimmed eagle snap and sword hangar exhibiting

wear and fading consistent with age as well as minor soiling. The weave and stitching remains tight.
The metal fixtures exhibit overall wear retaining a majority of original black finish. The Mills name and
patent dates are prominently visible. The reverse exhibits black stenciled lettering of "16F4" on the
belt and sword hanger. This fine example of the Enlisted Garrison Belt is in excellent condition over-
all. (65865-169AY) (400/600)
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3218. M1910 OFFICERS GARRISON BELT This Mills, green canvas belt with holster attachment device, (2) ammo pouches with rimmed
eagle snaps exhibits wear and fading consistent with age as well as minor soiling. The canvas holster device and ammo pouches exhibit light
fraying on the ends. The metal fixtures exhibit overall wear retaining small portions of original black finish. The Mills name, logo and patent dates
remain visible on the tab ends on the reverse side. The reverse side also exhibits the remnants of black stenciled lettering "60/257" on the belt
and ammo pouches. This version of the Officers Garrison Belt is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169BV) (400/600)

3219. M1910 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, green canvas belt features four small pouches with eagle snaps for loose
revolver ammunition, exhibits wear and fading consistent with age and use. The metal surfaces exhibit remnants of original black color with
exception to the eyelets which retain original black color with areas of verdigris on the exposed brass. The reverse exhibits the Mills name,
logo and patent dates on the metal tabs as well as very faint initials believed to be "ISC" in black ink. This belt is in very good to excellent
condition overall and will make a fine addition to any WWI collection. (65865-169AB) (400/600)

3220. M1910/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, green canvas belt features (10) divided, "puckered" style pouches
with eagle snaps for the 30-06 rifle, exhibits wear and fading consistent with age and use. The weave and stitching remains intact. The
metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish. The eyelets exhibit areas of verdigris and are elongated on the bottom left panel. The
reverse exhibits the Mills name, logo and patent dates on the metal tabs as well as two small areas of what appears to be green paint.
These belts were produced mostly in tan canvas with this lot in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169S) (400/600)

3221. M1910/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, green canvas belt features (10) divided, "puckered" style pouches
with rimmed eagle snaps for the 30-06 rifle, exhibits wear and heavy fading constant with age and use. The weave and stitching remains
intact with exception to a few minor areas of fraying. The metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish. The eyelets exhibit areas
of verdigris and are elongated on the bottom left panel. The reverse exhibits the Mills name, logo and patent dates on the metal tabs as
well as two small areas of what appears to be green paint. This is a nice example of the M1910/07 in very good to excellent condition
overall. (65865-169AE) (400/600)
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3222. M1910 OFFICERS GARRISON BELT This Mills, tan canvas belt features an inter-
locking buckle of blackened brass exhibiting the shielded eagle on the tongue and wreath
on the surrounding portion as well as a sliding attachment for a saber hanger. The canvas
material exhibits minor wear with the reverse exhibiting the stamped Mills logo and a date of
July 1917. The blackened brass surfaces retain 95% original color exhibiting light overall scuffs consistent with age. This will make a beau-
tiful addition to any collection and is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169CE) (800/1000)

3223. SWORD LOT This lot consists of an unmarked replica of a WWI era German Officers sword. The sword measures 35" overall and has
a 30" saber style blade. The blade retains most of a bright nickel finish, the grip and guard have minor to moderate flaking and minor oxi-
dation. The grips features a resin handle with wire wrap, the wire has separated in a few places. Includes is a correct style steel scab-
bard that has light surface oxidation. A very good condition example overall. (45094-5)

3224. SWORD LOT This lot consists of a Spanish made replica of the El Cid colada sword. The sword measures 39 1/4" long with a 33"
double edged blade that has floral etched designs down the center. This sword features a swept hilt that could engage and lock-out the
opponents blade during a parry. Tradition says that El Cid won this sword during combat from the Count of Barcelona then was later
bestowed to a brave knight under his command. The metal surfaces have some light brown patina and minor surface oxidation but should
clean up well and would be a nice addition to a sword display. (45094-8)

3225. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a 11 1/4" Indian or Mediterranean trade knife that has a 6 5/8" double edged blade with traditional
etching on both sides. The blade tip is slightly deformed and there are some areas of light oxidation and brown patina present. The grip
is comprised of various horn "washers"; some have minor insect damage and light chipping. Included is the original copper lined wood
scabbard. Most of the copper sheathing is flaked off and the remaining portions have a dark patina and traditional designs. A very good
example overall likely made for the trade market. (45094-4)

3226. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" with a 15 3/4"
bright steel blade that has some specked brown patina and very light pitting. The ricasso is marked "RIA" and dated "1907". The grip is
in similar condition though with more minor pitting and has wood grip panels that rate excellent. The included scabbard is brown leather
and also by Rock Island Arsenal and dated 1907. A near excellent example overall. (45865-273I)

3227. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a
15 3/4" blade with "RIA" marked on the ricasso and is dated "1908". The metal surfaces have a mottled gray patina overall and have areas
of light surface oxidation and handling marks. The grip is in similar condition and the wood panels have a light varnish and rate excellent.
The included scabbard is brown leather and is marked "R.I.A. / 1907" on the reverse side. An excellent example overall. (45865-237J)

3228. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. model 1905 bayonet with leather scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long with
a 15 3/4" blade marked "SA" and is dated "1906". The metal surfaces have a later applied blue, the grip has minor handling wear and
some light pitting. The dark stained wood grip have a few very small chips and rate excellent otherwise. The scabbard is marked "R.I.A.
/ 1907" on the reverse and has some light handling wear as well. An overall near excellent example. (45865-273B)

3229. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long with a 15
3/4" blade that is marked "RIA" and dated "1907". The blade is mostly bright and has a few areas of light pitting and oxidation staining,
the grip has a darker brown patina and similar ailments. The wood grip panels rate excellent. The included leather bodied scabbard has
light handling wear overall and is marked "R.I.A. / 1907" on the reverse. A near excellent example overall. (45865-273D)

3230. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a
15 3/4" bright steel blade marked "RIA" on the ricasso and is dated "1911". The metal surfaces are clean and bright, the grip has a cop-
pery brown finish. The wood grips rate like new as well. The included scabbard has a brown leather body and a steel throat with swiv-
el. The scabbard is in similar condition with the steel parts having some light specks of surface oxidation present. The scabbard is also
marked "R.I.A." and dated "1911" on the reverse. A super clean and minty model 1905 with correct scabbard that looks as it had just left
the factory floor. (45865-273C)

3231. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a 15
3/4" bright steel blade marked "RIA" and is dated "1911". The blade is bright with a few light pits present, the grip has most of the origi-
nal finish with some light fading along the high edges and the wood panels rate excellent. The included leather bodied scabbard has a steel
throat with swivel and rates excellent with some light handling wear and light oxidation. The scabbard is by Rock Island Arsenal as well
dated "1907" and the swivel retains a leather spacer dated "1909". A compete bayonet package in excellent condition. (45865-273H)

3232. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/4" long and has a
15 5/8" blade that ahs a more rounded tip and is marked "SA" on the ricasso and is dated "1906". The metal surfaces are a mottled gray
and have some light brown patina and a few spots of light surface oxidation, the smooth wood grip panels rate excellent. The included
scabbard has a canvas cover with leather tip. The scabbard rates very good, both canvas and leather have a few small tears. A near excel-
lent example overall. (45685-273F)

3233. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a
15 3/4" bright steel blade marked "SA" on the ricasso and is dated "1910". The blade is clean and bright and the grip retains most of its
original finish, there is some light fading around the guard and has wood panels that rate excellent. The included canvas covered scab-
bard rates in similar condition and has a leather tip marked "Brauer Bros/1917". A nice, clean example in excellent to near new condi-
tion. (45865-273K)
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3234. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 parade bayonet with scabbard that is marked "SA" and is dated "1906"
on the ricasso. The bayonet retains 97-98% nickel finish that has some light flaking and is covering a few light pits. The wood grips rate
very good and has some added lacquer, one side has "25" which has been struck and there are a couple of tools marks present as well.
Included is a canvas covered scabbard that is unmarked and has a leather tip. An excellent example overall. (45865-273L)

3235. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a
15 3/4" blade marked "OL" (Oneida Ltd) and is dated "1943" on the ricasso. The metal surfaces have an added enamel type finish and
have a few light handling and tool marks present. The grip has dark brown resin panels that rate excellent. Included is a USN MK I green
scabbard that rates excellent as well. (45865-273M)

3236. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of two U.S. Navy Mark I training bayonets with scabbards. Each measures 20 1/2" long
with 15 3/4" blades that are black plastic past the ricasso and have black plastic grips as well. Each ricasso is marked "USN/MARK
1" with "B.M.Co./NORD-3066" on the reverse. The included scabbards are USN MK I green composite. Two excellent examples
overall. (45865-273E,G)

3237. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1892 Springfield Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4"
and has a 11 1/2" bright steel blade dated "1898". The blade remains bright while the remaining metal surfaces have a mottled brown
patina and there are a few light pits present. The wood grips panels have a few light dings but rate excellent overall and the pommel is
stamped "44". The included blued steel scabbard has the steel swivel which is also marked "44". The scabbard has a few areas of very
light oxidation and rates excellent as well. An excellent example overall. (45865-271)

3238. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model M1 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" long with a 9 5/8"
blade that is marked "U.C." (Utica Cutlery) on the ricasso. The bayonet has a gray parkerized finish that has a few light handling marks.
The black composite grips rate excellent. Included is a correct M7 green composite scabbard that rates excellent as well. An excellent
example overall that looks now just like the day it was issued. (45865-273A)

3239. U.S. BOLO LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1910 bolo with scabbard. The "SA" marked bolo measures 15" long with a 10 1/4"
heavy blade that is dated "1916". The metal surfaces are a smoky blue/gray and have a few very light handling marks and a few tiny dings
along the edge of the blade. There are a few areas of very light surface oxidation on the grip. The wood grip panels rate excellent and
have a few light dings. Included is a Brauer Brothers canvas covered scabbard that is dated "1918" and rates excellent as well. An excel-
lent example overall. (45865-272A)

3240. U.S. BOLO LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1917 bolo with scabbard. The bolo, made by Plumb, measures 15" overall and has
a 10 1/4" heavy blade that is dated "1918". The reverse is marked "US/MODEL 1917". The metal surfaces have an original blued finish
that is lightly fading to gray along the edges and at the tip. The wood grips rate excellent. The canvas covered scabbard rates excellent.
The leather tip is marked "Brauer Bros. / 1918" but the stamping is off-set and covering is likely of newer manufacture. An excellent exam-
ple overall. (45865-272)

3241. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Japanese type 30 bayonet by Tokyo with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20"
long and has a 15 1/2" bright steel blade. The blade remains mostly bright while the grip is a brown and features a hooked quillion and
bird's head pommel. The wood grips rate very good and have a few small cracks and chips. The right side has remnants of Japanese
characters present. The steel scabbard rates near excellent and has a few small dings and light surface oxidation overall. The screw which
holds the scabbard loop is missing. A near excellent example overall. (44299-41J1)

3242. LOT OF JAPANESE TRAINING BAYONETS This lot consists of two Japanese Type 30 training bayonets, one with scabbard.
Each measures 19 3/8" long and has a 14 5/8" roughed steel blade. The metal surfaces have varying amounts of light surface oxidation
and handling wear and each features a hooked quillion guard and bird's head pommel. The wood grips have light dings and cracks. The
first includes the steel scabbard and has a few bends in the blade. The scabbard is in similar condition with light surface oxidation and a
dark patina present. The second has a small repair to the grip which has Japanese characters scribed on one side. A very good assort-
ment overall. (44299-41J2)

3243. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris Signature series 8-32X44 riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope features
a fine duplex reticle with bright excellent optics and has both daylight and twilight settings. The tube has a few very light marks from hav-
ing been mounted and scope is in excellent overall condition. Included are a set of factory lens covers. (46034-2A)

3244. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of an M8 8X40 riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope features a standard duplex
reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted and the scope is in excellent con-
dition overall. (46077-11A)

3245. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9X40 matte finished riflescope. The scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has some minor ring marks from having been mounted but the scope is in excel-
lent condition overall. Included are a set of Butler Creek lens covers. (46049-3)

3246. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5X matte finished riflescope. The scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted and the scope is in excel-
lent condition overall. (46047-7)

3247. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9X40 silver finish riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex
reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has some faint ring marks and the scope is in excellent condition overall. Included are a
set of bikini lens covers. (46077-15A)

3248. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X IIc 2-7X36 riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex reticle and
has bright excellent optics. The tube has some minor ring marks from having been mounted, but the scope is in excellent condition over-
all. (45944-7A)

3249. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 2-7X33 riflescope. The scope features a German #4 reticle and
has bright excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope is in excellent condition
overall. (46019-2N)

3250. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-II 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has
bright excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted and is in excellent condition overall. (46034-1A)

3251. BSA SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a BSA Platinum series 36X44 target riflescope with an adjustable objective. The scope features
a fine crosshair with target dot reticle and has excellent optics. The matte finished tube has some light ring marks from having been mount-
ed and the scope is in excellent condition overall. (46068-1A)

3252. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 4X Widefield riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has excel-
lent optics. The tube has a few light handling marks and is in excellent condition overall. (46073-3A)
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3253. ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss Diatal-C 4X32 riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has bright
excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks and the scope is in excellent condition overall. Included are a set of factory lens cov-
ers. (46030-13)

3254. ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss Conquest 4.5-14X44 riflescope with side focus. The scope features a standard duplex ret-
icle and has bright excellent optics. Included are the original box, papers and lens covers. A like new-in-the-box example overall. (46036-6)

3255. SUREFIRE LOT This lot consists of a Surefire M900 Vertical Grip Light. The grip section is black while the light housing and hous-
ing base are an anodized green. This quality tactical unit will mount to any picatinny rail and is capable of producing 225 lumens of light.
The light is powered by three lithium batteries and functions correctly. A must have accessory for your urban tactical rifle. (46034-24A)

3256. EOTECH SIGHT LOT This lot consists of an Eotech Model 512 Holographic sight that is in excellent condition. The battle proven
sights will mount to any picatinny or Weaver rail and are built to handle any combat situation. The sight is powered by AA batteries and
functions correctly. A popular, quality holo-sight that is ready for use. (46034-24B)

3257. M1 CARBINE LOT This lot consists of two M1 Carbine magazine, one 15 round and one 30 round. The magazines have scattered
light surface oxidation, the 15 round model is marked "SO" the other is unmarked. (46047-4A)

3258. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 CRUISER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K751026, 12 ga., 20 1/2" cylinder bore barrel
that has a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue and have light handling wear and specks of fine sur-
face oxidation throughout. The shotgun is equipped with a black composite forearm and pistolgrip and features an eight round magazine
tube. Included is a vented heat shield that is mounted atop the barrel. An excellent example overall. (Please note this item transfers as
a firearm not a long arm.) (45988-S16885) (200/300)

3259. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V372201V, 12 ga., 18" cylinder bore bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and have some light handling wear overall. The shotgun
is equipped with a ribbed walnut forearm and has the black plastic pistolgrip portion of a factory folding buttstock, the folding section is
not present. Shotgun is also equipped with a two round magazine extension and is in excellent condition overall. (Please note this item
transfers as a firearm not a long arm.) (45988-S16847) (200/300)

3260. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J899532, 12 ga., Receiver assembly only. The metal surfaces
have been finished with Mossberg's green and black camo pattern, with most of the original finish remaining. The receiver is complete
and includes a synthetic forearm and magazine tube. There is no stock or barrel and the top of the receiver is tapped for scope mounts.
A nylon sling is included. (45988-S16796) (50/75)

3261. HI-POINT MODEL 995 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #A73425, 9mm, 16 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue that is mixing with areas of very light surface oxidation. The one-piece black composite buttstock
rates excellent and included are a black nylon sling and a single detachable magazine. (46080-9) (150/250)

3262. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1886/35 Lebel bayonet with scabbard. The overall length is 18 1/4" with a
13 1/2" cruciform spike blade. The metal surfaces have areas of light surface oxidation and mild brown patina throughout. The silver alloy grip
has a mild tarnish. The included blued steel scabbard has a few spots of light oxidation as well. An excellent example overall. (45857-11)

3263. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1866 Chassepot bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 27
1/4" long and has a 22 3/8" yataghan style blade. The blade is a mottled gray while the grip is a rich brown. The brass handle has an
ochre patina. The included steel scabbard has light surface oxidation present. The muzzle ring is missing the top screw. The inscription
along the spine is still visible and is dated "1867". A very good example overall. (45936-8)

3264. UNMARKED PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #030433, 50 cal. Percussion, 29” octagon barrel with a fine
bore having a few specks of light surface oxidation. The metal surfaces on this Green Mountain barrel muzzleloader retain 98-99% orig-
inal blue with equal brilliant case colors on the lock. The checkered select American walnut stock rates excellent with long straight grain
and is fitted with a ventilated rubber recoil pad. The rifle features a Hi-Viz front sight, Williams adjustable peep rear sight and a black com-
posite ramrod with cleaning jag. An excellent well-crafted muzzleloader. (55987-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

3265. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K60142, 22LR, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright
fine bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% fading original blue with a modest turn ring, light silvering along the edges, a few light
scuffs and some light surface oxidation on the trigger. The case hardened hammer retains strong bright colors. The checkered black plas-
tic grips rate very good with minimal wear. (55823-93) (75/150)

3266. RAVEN MODEL P25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246936, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a very good bore have some light frost-
ing and a few specks of very light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 98% original bright chrome finish with a few light scuffs. The walnut
grips rate good overall with a small chip in the upper left corner of the right panel which is also missing the screw retention bushing; the
panels are currently held with cellophane. A single magazine is included. (55823-71) (25/50)

3267. R.G. INDUSTRIES ROHM MODEL 66 CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #IC60434, 22 LR/WMR, 4
3/4” barrel with a fine bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% flaking original nickel with a few specks of faint pitting and light turn
rings on the cylinders. The checkered wood grain brown plastic factory thumb rest grips rate near excellent with a couple of light han-
dling marks. Included is an auxiliary 22 WMR cylinder. (55885-10) (50/100)

3268. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1912506, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this aluminum frame revolver retain 90-92% original blue with light silvering along the edges, light turn ring
on cylinder, some light scuffs and fine pinprick oxidation on the cylinder, barrel and other steel parts. The checkered brown plastic grips
rate fine overall showing light wear. (55708-51) (50/100)

3269. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #75751, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a very
good bore having a few specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel with light flaking and oxidation staining on
the cylinder and in the barrel flutes. The colors on the case hardened hammer are toning to gray with generous traces on the protected areas
of the trigger. The checkered black hard rubber owls head grips rate fine overall with light wear along the butt. (55885-7) {C&R} (50/100)

3270. HOPKINS & ALLEN DOUBLE ACTION NO.6 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1172, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” barrel with a
fine bore having a few specks of very light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% flaking nickel fading to brown with some light
scuffs and handling marks. The checkered black rubber H&A grips rate good with light handling marks and rounding of some of the
points. (55693-22) {C&R} (50/100)

3271. BERETTA MODEL 418 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #98449A, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a fine bore. The metal surfaces on this
1954 manufactured alloy frame pistol are an overall dull gray with traces of original blue in protected areas. The factory metal backed black
plastic grips rate good with a large chip missing in the upper right panel. Included is a single magazine. (55823-42) {C&R} (100/175)
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3272. BERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #588187, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bight fine bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 80% original blue toning to brown with majority of loss on the grip straps and silvering along the high edges with a few han-
dling marks. The slide is numbered to the frame and the pistol is dated 1944. The factory metal backed black plastic grips rate very good
with light handling marks. Included is a single extended finger rest magazine. (55688-1) {C&R} (200/400)

3273. GERMAN P.37(C) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #48312, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95-98% original blue with light silvering along the edges and contact points. The gun is properly Waffenamt marked and the “jhv
41” marked slide is numbered to another pistol. The grooved walnut grips rate fine to near excellent with a few light dings and blemish-
es. Included is a single “37M” marked extended finger rest magazine. (55890-31) {C&R} (275/375)

3274. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 serial #B208, 22 LR, 6” round barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces
on this second model revolver retain about 90% original blue toning to gray with majority of wear loss on the cylinder, muzzle and contact
points. The one piece checkered black plastic grips rate good to very good with light handling marks and a 1 1/4” indentation in the right
side of the grips flattening the points along with some ingrained dirt. The revolver is equipped with a brass round blade front sight and
square notch fixed rear sight. (55978-19) {C&R} (75/150)

3275. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SIDE LATCH TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #46133, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a very
good bore having a few scattered specks of light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces have numerous light brush marks from being
cleaned, still having a covering a fine pinprick pitting, a few handling marks and faint traces of original nickel in protected areas. The side
post barrel latch is a crude hammered replacement. The checkered hard rubber owls head grips rate fine having some very light handling
marks. (55614-3) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

3276. IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D36424, 32 S&W, 6” barrel with a very
good bore have some scattered specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 92% flaking original nickel with loss along the high
edges and in and around the cylinder and barrel flutes. The extra-long checkered hard rubber owls head grips rate good to about very
good with a large chip at the heel and a slightly smaller chip at the bottom of the right panel at the frame. (55984-76) {C&R} (50/100)

3277. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT MODEL 90 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #K10461, 22 LR, 6”
barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces bear an overall gray brown patina with traces of original blue in protected areas along with
a few light handling marks and spots of fine oxidation staining. The checkered one piece walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks.
Lock-up is a bit loose, the firing is no longer present but a spare pin is present in the interior of the grip. (55984-42) {C&R} (100/175)

3278. F.I.E. STANDARD MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #ST20953, 38 Spl., 2” barrel with a bright fine bore. The
metal surfaces on this pull-pin alloy frame revolver retain 98% original blue with some faint oxidation staining on the frame. The check-
ered soft rubber grips rate excellent. (55984-62) (75/150)

3279. HIGH STANDARD DOUBLE-NINE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #994240, 22 S,L,LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this aluminum frame revolver retain 90-92% original blue with silvering along the muzzle, high edges,
a light cylinder ring and surface wear on the sides of the frame. The factory faux ivory white plastic grips rate near excellent with a few
light blemishes. (55984-58) (100/175)

3280. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #17447, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a
bright fine bore having even light pitting but strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 90% flaking original nickel with a
spot of moderate pitting and oxidation in the center of the barrel rib, light pinprick flaking and oxidation staining on the cylinder and a few
light scuffs, handling marks and light oxidation on the hammer and trigger. The checkered brown hard rubber shield grips rate near excel-
lent with minimal wear. (55810-54) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3281. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION 5TH MODEL REVOLVER serial #321192, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a very
good bore having specks of very light pitting. The metal surfaces are an overall brown patina with generous amounts of blue on the cylin-
der and protected area of the frame and barrel flute. The pinned front blade retains about 60% brass plated finish and there is a small
rework star in the butt next to the serial number. The smooth rosewood grips rate fair with rough added synthetic and wood plug repairs
at the butt. (55871-37) {C&R} (75/150)

3282. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #IES2179, 38 Spl., 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with only a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The factory checkered walnut grips rate fine with a few light
handling marks. (56054-31) (175/275)

3283. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS MODEL NAA22S SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #19440, 22 Short, 1 1/8” barrel with
a bright fine bore. The combination matte/polished stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent with a few light scuffs and blemishes. The
black plastic grips rate excellent. (55905-7) (75/150)

3284. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS MODEL R73, DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #NF008603, 38 Spl., 2 1/2” barrel with
a bright fine bore. The matte finish stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent with some minor powder residue staining on the top-
strap and a faint turn ring in the bright finished cylinder. The smooth hardwood grips rate near excellent with a few light blemishes.
(56054-30) {C&R} (100/175)

3285. UNERTL 1 1/4”
VARMINT SCOPE
serial #47359, 8 power, 19
5/8” overall with a 1 1/4”
objective aperture. The
scope retains 98% original
blue with very minimal
mount wear. This scope features a graduated head, 1/4 min. dehorned
mounts, recoil spring, tube clamp and fine crosshair reticle with crisp
optics. (55701-7)

3286. LYMAN JUNIOR
T A R G E T S P O T
SCOPE serial #4440,
10 power, 20 1/2” overall
with a 3/4” tube and a 2”
eye relief. The scope
retains 97-98% original blue with very minimal mount wear. The
scope features a calibrated head, adjustable target mount and a fine
crosshair reticle with clear optics. (55701-1A)
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3287. ROSSI MODEL 511 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L012956, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this stainless steel revolver rate excellent as does the factory checkered walnut grips. The mainspring assembly and other
small internal parts are missing prohibiting revolver from functioning properly. (56054-34) (25/75)

3288. CASED SET OF COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL SINGLE SHOT PISTOLS serial #866W/867W, 22 Short, 6" barrel with
excellent bores. The barrels, triggers and “cylinders” retain 99% original blue finish. The frames retain 99% original gold plated finish. All
the metal parts exhibit minimal wear from handling and storage. The smooth walnut grips rate excellent with minor bruises from handling
and storage. The original case features a black leatherette material with light overall scuffs from age. The interior lid features a burgundy
material with Rampant Colt in the center; the base is fitted with gray velvet. These single shot, single action pistols are in excellent condi-
tion overall. (55928-1) (150/250)

3289. PHOENIX MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-98%
original nickel with a few spots of light freckling and some light scuffs and scratches. The checkered hard rubber Phoenix logo grips rate
excellent. Pistol includes a single magazine. (55705-73) {C&R} (200/400)

3290. HOPKINS & ALLEN FOREHAND MODEL FOLDING TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #3918, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a
fine bore having a few specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original nickel with fading loss primarily on the grip
straps, trigger guard and cylinder. The checkered hard rubber grips rate fine showing minimal wear. (55971-7) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

3291. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON THE H&R BULL DOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4398, 32 S&W, 2 1/2”
octagon barrel with a good bore having even light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel with scattered
specks of pitting, flaking oxidation staining and light handling marks. The embossed checkered hard rubber grips rate good with a large
missing chip along the left spine and chips at the heel of both panels. The action is a bit loose and cylinder does not cycle properly.
(55907-5) {C&R} (15/30)

3292. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9198, 22 LR, 3” barrel with a dark rusty
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% fading original nickel with numerous handling marks and fine pinprick pitting and oxidation stain-
ing. The left grip panel is missing and the right panel rates very good with moderate slot wear on the screw. (55708-57) {C&R} (5/10)

3293. HOPKINS & ALLEN SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5599, 32 S&W, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a
good bore having even light pitting and oxidation the entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original nickel with pinprick flak-
ing, oxidation staining and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent. (55708-55) {C&R} (15/30)

3294. SMITH & WESSON 32 HE MODEL 1903 5TH CHANGE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #136995, 32 S&W, 5”
barrel with a very good bore having a few specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 90-92% original bright nickel with flaking loss
primarily at the muzzle and high edges, along with scattered scuffs, handling marks and areas of oxidation staining more moderate on the
grip straps. There are no grips present. (55825-2) {C&R} (300/500)

3295. SPANISH “GECADO” POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FA62410, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good to fine bore hav-
ing a few specks of very fine pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine pinprick pit-
ting and oxidation staining. The checkered black plastic grips rate good with light wear and flattening of points along the top of the right
panel. Included is a single magazine. (55705-62) {C&R} (100/175)

3296. BELGIAN SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3330, .380 CF, 3 3/8” octagon barrel with a dark bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 40% original blue fading to gray under a covering of modest oxidation. The one piece checkered walnut grips
rate good overall with modest softening of the points. (55792-S16720A) (10/20)

3297. BELGIAN GAVAGE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17310, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good bore having some specks pitting and
frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation staining and light handling marks.
Numbers match on the frame, slide and barrel. The checkered hard rubber grips rate poor with lightly softened points and the upper quar-
ter of the right panel missing. (55708-54) (50/100)

3298. BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8886, 32 Short Colt, 1 1/2” octagon barrel with a
very good bore having a few specks of light oxidation. The barrel and cylinder retain about 95-98% original blue with a few specks of oxi-
dation and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened frame has primarily toned to a dull gray with traces of case colors in pro-
tected areas; strong vibrant colors are still present on the hammer. The birdshead walnut grips rate excellent. (55737-3) (75/150)

3299. E.A.A. BOUNTY HUNTER CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #Z7211, 22 LR/22 WMR, 4 3/4” barrel
with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scuffs and blemishes. The smooth thumb rest
stained hardwood grips rate excellent. Revolver includes an original factory cardboard box, auxiliary 22 WMR cylinder, cleaning brush and
manual. (55679-70) (75/150)

3300. HOOD FIREARMS ROBINHOOD NO.1 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #7514, 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a dark rusty
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-98% antique re-nickel with fine pinprick pitting. The birdshead walnut grips rate very good with
a few blemishes and possibly an older added light varnish. (55870-6) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

3301. FEG FROMMER STOP MODEL 1912 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #274448, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore having
a few specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces are an overall pewter gray with scattered fine pinprick oxidation staining and a few spots
of light pitting. The grooved European hardwood grips rate very good overall with light wear. Pistol features a lanyard ring and includes
a single magazine. (55823-91) {C&R} (75/150)

3302. CZ MODEL 1945 POCKET PISTOL serial #67970, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a fine bright bore. The metal surfaces retain about
85% original blue toning to brown with silvering along the high edges. The checkered brown plastic grips rate very good with light wear
and ingrained dirt. The pistol will not fire and may be missing internal parts. Included are a Wolff recoil spring kit and a single magazine.
(55893-8) {C&R} (100/175)

3303. BELGIAN WESTERN STAR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #55, 44 CF, 4 1/2” barrel with a good bore having even light
pitting and surface oxidation. The metal surfaces are overall pewter gray with scattered fine freckling and oxidation staining. The
embossed hard rubber grips rate excellent. (55885-3) (200/400)

3304. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT PISTOL .32 cal. percussion, 3 3/8” part octagon part
round barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray patina with faint traces of original blue and has a modest
impact mark in the right sideplate which does not seem to pierce the metal. The bag shaped rosewood grips rate good with some light
dings and cracks and are a bit shy of the metal. (55896-14) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

3305. SPANISH PERCUSSION BELT PISTOL About .69 cal. percussion, 6” octagon barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 85-87% original nickel with scattered fine freckling and oxidation staining. The barrel flats are etched “EN EIBAR/POR
GASTELU/ANO 1866”. The walnut stock with checkered grip rates good overall being a bit shy and not seating against the wood prop-
erly in areas along with some light chips around the belt clip bolt and other light handling marks. Pistol features a lanyard ring and swiv-
el ramrod. (55871-33) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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3306. BELGIAN TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4974, 44 WCF, 6” barrel with a very good bore having spots
of very light frosting. The metal surfaces are a mottled smoky gray with generous amounts of original blue in the barrel flutes and on
the cylinder. The barrel is stamped with a fading what appears to read “FOR 44 WINCHESTER CARTRIDGE”. The checkered hard rub-
ber grips rate good with worn softened points and are a bit undersized. Equipped with a lanyard ring, lock-up has loosened slightly.
(55780-9) {C&R} (175/275)

3307. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER COAT PISTOL About .54 cal. percussion, 3” octagon barrel with a dark bore. The metal sur-
faces are in the white with scattered fine oxidation staining. The bag shaped walnut grip rates good with a roughly shaped wrist and light
handling marks. The hammer is seized in the open position and no longer functions properly. (55732-1) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3308. FRENCH MODEL 1892 "LEBEL" DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #F42110, 8 mm Lebel (8 x 27.5
mm), 4 5/8" barrel with a very good to excellent bore exhibiting several, shallow, surface pits, but strong, crisp rifling. This 1894 manu-
factured revolver retains about 90% of its original factory blue finish with some light freckling on the cylinder; small area of pitting on the
frame and crane; and a small, deeply pitted area by the top of the left side plate. The unfinished trigger, hammer, and release lever have
drifted to a silver color with just a hint of straw on the hammer sides. The checkering on the hammer, release lever and knurling on the
end of the ejection rod remain in near excellent condition with a few flattened points and some light silvering. The checkered hardwood
grips rate very good with some flattening of the diamond points, especially on the right grip panel, and a few dents and scratches pre-
sent. This revolver features a hinged side plate on the left side, a cylinder that opens to the right side of the revolver, the "Abadie" gate
loading safety system, a rebounding hammer, and a lanyard swivel. The right side plate is marked "Mre. d'Armes St. Etienne; the barrel
is dated "S1894" on the right flat with inspector and proof marks on the left flat. Overall a nice example of an early French Army sidearm.
(85823-17) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

3309. COMMERCIAL FRENCH MODEL 1892 "LEBEL" DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #H8651,
8 mm Lebel (8 x 27.5 mm), 4 5/8" barrel with a very good bore exhibiting strong rifling, and scattered surface pits a few, deeper, pits. The
revolver has widely scattered pits and oxidation on all metal surfaces and retains about 60-70% of its original blue finish. The hardwood
grips have darkened and rate very good with flattened diamond points, dents and light scratches. The checkering on the hammer, release
latch and knurling on the ejector rod exhibit heavy wear and flattening. The revolver features a hinged side plate on the left side, a cylin-
der that opens to the right side of the revolver, the "Abadie" gate loading safety system, a rebounding hammer, and a lanyard swivel. The
right side plate is marked "Acier Forge St. Etienne"; the barrel is stamped with the model number; and the topstrap is marked
"Manufacture Francais - D'Armes & Cycles St. Etienne". The revolvers serial number puts the manufacture date in 1903 and is believed
to be a commercial model as it lacks the usual military markings. (85823-94) {C&R} (200/400)

3310. ORBEA Y CIA SENC-EIBAR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E8240, 38 Largo, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The
revolver retains about 50% of its original finish that is drifting to silver or brownish hue in many areas. The checkered hardwood grips rate
good with the majority of the checkering worn away and numerous dents and scratches present. There is an Orbea logo mark on the left
side plate, importer marks on the right side plate, "Orbea Y Cia SenC-Eibar (Espana)" legend on the top of the barrel, and "Policia De La
Provincia De Buenos Aires" on the backstrap. These revolvers were close copies of the Smith & Wesson Model of 1905 and chambered
for a low pressure round. Note: Do not fire 38 special ammunition in these guns. (85823-56) {C&R} (100/200)

3311. BRITISH MARK IV 38/200 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD. Serial #78246, 38/200 (38
S&W), 5" barrel with a bright, excellent bore. This top break revolver retains about 80% of its original blue finish with scattered pits on
the barrel and oxidation present inside the trigger guard. The checkered, black, hard rubber grips with Webley logo in a circle, rate very
good with some flattening of the diamond points, light scratches and dents, and a 1/2" long chip missing off the bottom of the left grip
panel were it lies against the grip frame. The revolver has The Webley & Scott legend on the topstrap, "War Finish" on the left side of the
frame, "Mark IV-38" on the left side of the top strap, and various proof and acceptance marks. The revolver is equipped with a lanyard
swivel with a gray, 1/4", braided cord lanyard attached. Also included is a gray, canvas, flap holster with "MW&S Ltd - A.M. - 1941"
stamped on the flap. Also stamped on the flap is an arrow/14 and what appears to be a crown acceptance stamp. The holster utilizes a
brass snap and brass finial closure. The holster is missing the cleaning rod for the slot sewn into the front and overall rates near excellent.
This would make a nice shooter for the World War II enthusiast. (85823-64) {C&R} (250/350)

3312. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #PA35685, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall the pistol retains 90% of its original factory blue finish with some silvering of the high points and muzzle. There is a small area of
pitting on the left side of the slide at the muzzle. The checkered black plastic grips have the "Remington UMC" in a circular logo and rate
very good overall. There is some flattening of the diamond points, light dings and scratches present and the word "trademark" is partial-
ly worn away on the bottom of the logo's circle on both grip panels. A very good condition, seven round magazine is included. The pis-
tol features the Remington logo on the right side of the frame and the Remington-UMC legend and address on the top of the slide. Overall
a nice condition Model 51 with some honest wear. (85890-16) {C&R} (300/500)

3313. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #PA47012, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall, only about 50% of the original blue finish remains with the remainder having turned to a gunmetal gray color. The metal parts
exhibit widely scattered oxidation and surface pitting. The checkered black hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few light dings and
scratches. The letters "FRF" in block letters have been stamped on the slide behind the ejection port. The middle letter "R" is an over-
stamp and it appears the first time it was stamped crooked, and then re-stamped to correct the error. The pistol has the Remington logo
on the right side frame, and the Remington UMC legend and address on the top of the slide. A near excellent condition, seven round
magazine is included. (85708-47){C&R} (200/400)

3314. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 AUTO PISTOL serial #170327, 32 ACP, 3 13/16" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol retains 90% of
its original factory blue finish with silvering on the high edges and near the muzzle, scattered light freckling, and a small number of scratch-
es on the barrel portion of the slide. The black hard rubber grips have the Savage Indian Head symbol molded into both grip panels sur-
rounded by two rings with the words "Savage Quality" between the inner and outer rings. The grips rate near excellent overall with a few
handling blemishes and some flattened diamond points on the checkering. The Savage address and patent dates are present on the top
of the slide and remain crisp. A very good condition, ten round magazine is included with the pistol. (85891-13){C&R} (150/350)

3315. ORTGIES VEST POCKET AUTOMATIC PISTOL BY DEUTCHE WERKE A.G. serial #60208, 6.35 mm (25 ACP), 2 3/4"
barrel with a near excellent bore, with strong rifling present and light surface pitting in the grooves. The pistol retains 90% of its original
blue finish with some silvering at the muzzle with the slide having some light freckling and handling blemishes. The smooth walnut grips
with gold Deutch Werke medallions have scattered dings and scratches and rate very good overall. The Deutche Werke logo and legend
are on the left side of the slide, "Ortgies Patent" on the right side and "Germany" marked on the frames dust cover over the serial num-
ber. The pistol features a unique grip safety that allows the operator to depress and lock it to fire and it will remain locked until the oper-
ator presses a small frame mounted release button, thus making the pistol safe again. A six round, nickel plated matte finished magazine
in near excellent condition is included. (85705-70){C&R} (125/225)
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3316. CARL WALTHER MODEL 2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #63836, 6.35 mm (25 ACP), 2 1/8" barrel with an excellent
bore having four lands and grooves and a knurled take down ring. The original factory finish rates near excellent with 95% remaining
exhibiting some light silvering at the muzzle and on the high edges with a light amount of freckling present on the slide. The hard rubber
grips with intertwined C W in an oval rate very good, with the most prominent blemish being a pea size scuff mark on the right panel. The
right side of the slide has the Carl Walther legend with the left side exhibiting the Walther banner, pistol and caliber information, and patent
information. No magazine is present with this pistol. (86015-4){C&R} (200/400)

3317. CARL WALTHER MODEL 1 SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL 5TH VARIATION serial #28321, 6.35 mm (25 ACP), 2 1/16"
barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol has virtually no original blue finish remaining. It has taken on a gunmetal gray patina with a few
scattered areas of faded blue showing. The original factory grips have been replaced by a pair of hardwood grips with an outlined, stip-
pled area on each panel. Although the grip panels fit the pistol fairly well, the stippled areas and there boarders look like the work of an
amateur with overruns, crooked or incomplete boarder lines. Overall the grips rate near excellent as far as condition is concerned. A very
good condition, six round magazine is included with the pistol. The left side of the slide is marked " SELBSTLADE-PISTOLE. CAL.6.35.
WALTHER'S-PATENT" and the right side of the slide by the chamber has the crown/N proof. (85806-9){C&R} (150/250)

3318. NAPALESE MARTINI FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, .577/450 Martini-Henry, 32 1/2" barrel with bright good
bore showing some frosting. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown and gray finish having scattered spots of oxidation staining. The
straight stock and extended forend rate fair having little if any finish remaining with some dings and scuffs with chipped edges at the receiv-
er, around the tang, and middle barrel band. The butt is equipped with a steel buttplate and the gun has a large sling ring mounted to
the front of the triggerguard and one on the front barrel band. There is a simple blade front sight and a ladder type adjustable rear sight.
A steel cleaning rod is present. The action functions fine although it is a bit sluggish. (115823-37) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

3319. UNMARKED ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 22 3/8" octagon barrel with bright fair bore showing worn
rifling with some frosting. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown and gray patina. The straight grip stock rates fair to good having
minor dings and scratches with a 3" chip missing from the edge of the right side over a very thin flat finish. There is a steel buttplate turn-
ing gray and the gun is equipped with a small blade front sight and single standing leaf rear sight. (115871-11) {C&R} (25/50)

3320. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE SMOOTHBORE, 22 RF, 27" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces exhibit 60 to 70% blue with moderate oxidation staining overall, the exception being the bolt and bolt handle which are bright
and also stained with oxidation. The pistolgrip stock rates about very good showing dings, scratches and some water staining over a
slightly crazed varnish. The stock is fitted with a crude bone gripcap and has the original plastic Winchester buttplate showing some wear
and soiling. The bolt has been removed from the action but is included so this is essentially a non functioning gun and may need parts.
In addition the take-down screw on the bottom of the forend is broken. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an open rear
sight. (115761-6) (100/200)

3321. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 75 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial#27356980, 22 LR, 18" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 80% blue with moderate surface oxidation showing overall and the alloy receiver exhibits some silvering of the edges and
spots of pinprick pitting. The pistolgrip stock rates good to very good displaying a few scratches and minor dings with rub spots around
the front sling swivel all over a thin smooth matte finish. There is a checkered plastic buttplate and sling swivels are installed on the stock
and forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and open rear sight and the receiver is grooved for a scope
mount. (115988-S16793) (50/100)

3322. HOBAN MODEL 45 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 19 1/2" barrel with bright lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces retain 80 to 90% blue showing some oxidation spotting and wear marks, the exception being the bolt and bolt handle which
are bright but with oxidation spotting also. The pistolgrip stock shows dings and scratches over a dark stained varnish finish. The stock
is made without a buttplate and there is a handguard and a large triggerguard which looks like a magazine giving the gun somewhat of a
military look. In addition, there is a blade front sight and an open rear sight. A unique little rifle. (116092-6) (50/100)

3323. GERMAN SPORT GUNS MODEL GSG-522 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A293975, 22 LR, 16 3/8" barrel with bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a dark black matte finish having a few tiny nicks and the synthetic stock, pistolgrip, and forend show little if
any wear. The gun is equipped with a post front sight with hood, a rear diopter sight, and a picatinny rail. There is an integral sling ring affixed
to the left side of the stock but the front ring which would be mounted to the action hanger is missing. There is no magazine. This gun is
patterned after the H&K MP-5 with forward bolt assist and fake suppressor and remains in excellent condition. (116054-5) (200/300)

3324. DRUM MAGAZINE FOR BINGHAM PPS/50 22 CALIBER CARBINE. 50 rounds. Flat black metal finish showing a few
scratches. No markings. (116070-2a)

3325. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK SADDLE RING CARBINE, 50-70 Government, 20 1/2" barrel having a gray moderately pit-
ted bore with visible rifling. The metal surfaces show heavy oxidation and pitting with very little original finish remaining and the straight
stock and tapered forearm exhibit numerous dings and scuffs with cracks emanating from both the top and bottom tangs and having an
edge of the forearm missing from the left side all over a crazed and drying finish. There is a steel buttplate showing heavy oxidation and
the gun is equipped with a post front sight and a flip-up rear sight. (115907-7) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

3326. BINGHAM PPS/50 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #SA1213, 22 LR, 16" shrouded barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces exhibit 97% matte blue finish showing a few scratches and some faint oxidation spots and the walnut pistolgrip stock rates very
good plus displaying a few scattered scratches over a flat matte finish. There is a steel buttplate showing some wear on the heel and toe
and quick detachable sling swivels are installed on the toeline of the stock and on the forend, the lower one showing some oxidation. The
gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a single folding leaf rear sight and it comes with one 30 round magazine. Patterned after the
Soviet PPSH submachine gun. (116070-2) (200/400)

3327. LOT OF 4 RAMRODS. Lot consists of one unfinished 49" long by 7/16" diameter wooden rod with brass ram which is bowed, one
unfinished 50" long by 5/16" diameter wooden rod with brass ram, one 49" long by 5/16" diameter black synthetic rod with brass breech
scraper, and one 37" long by 7/16" diameter wooden rod with turned wooden handle and brass end. (115684-7)

3328. ENGLISH HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER MARKED BOSTON, 16 bore, 31" half round half octagon damascus barrel
with good orange bore showing some pitting. The barrel displays a dark brown patina with oxidation staining and some spots of tape residue
with an old solder line on the underside where an under rib was attached. The lock and hammer are lightly embellished with scroll engrav-
ing and exhibit a brown and pewter patina with some hints of case color. The lock is marked "Boston" but there is a barley discernable name
on the top of the barrel which appears to be "Shefield", and there are British proof marks on the underside of the barrel. The triggerguard
has a nicely carved pineapple finial and has turned brown. The straight grip stock rates fair to good showing dings and scratches with cracks
where the lock screw attaches and cracks on the left side of the forend above the wedge fastener. The grip is checkered and shows wear
and soiling and a steel buttplate with comb extension is present which is lightly engraved and turning to brown. A gold monogram oval is
inlayed into the toeline of the stock and the wedge fastener escutcheon and nosecap are made of brass. Included is a modern synthetic ram-
rod which does not fit the iron tailpipe. A nice light fowler which functions fine. (116045-2) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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3329. BAYONET LOT This is an excellent condition Egyptian Hakim with correct scabbard. Bright two tone blade with light wear marks.
Nice looking wood grip retaining nearly all its finish but with a small chip at the left panel. (74299-41GB)

3330. BAYONET LOT This is a Spanish Model 1941 with blade marked 3811/J on one side and FN/TOLEDO on the reverse and shows light
wear and discoloration. The grip is the checkered wood variation with a few handling marks. The included correct scabbard shows areas
of surface oxidation, several scratches and retains about 70% original finish. (74299-41GC)

3331. BAYONET LOT U.S. Bayonet M7 for the M16 and AR15 rifles. Marked BOC, it features an excellent blade with light wear and num-
bered C586. The black checkered grips rate excellent as does the black plastic M10 Scabbard which is marked "ASSY 8448476/MFG
2V376". Also included is a U.S. M8A1 OD Green scabbard with scattered handling marks, light wear and surface oxidation. (74299-41GD)

3332. BAYONET LOT German M.1884/98 with excellent blade marked "E. PACK&S" and numbered "2384n" that shows a minor ding along
the spine; the spine is marked "39". It is housed in a scabbard numbered 6467 which shows several scratches and dings. The grips rate
excellent with crisp diagonal grooves. The included black frog shows minor wear and is marked "VD HORST/Leiden 1941. (74299-41GE)

3333. BAYONET LOT German M. 1884/98 with excellent black blade marked 41aSW and numbered 2718a. The accompanying scabbard
is numbered 9867 and exhibits scattered spots of surface oxidation and a few light handling marks. The wood grips rate excellent retain-
ing nearly all original finish. Also included is a correct black frog marked "U" and rates about very good. (74299-41GF)

3334. BAYONET LOT This is an English P. 1907 without quillon and manufactured by Wilkinson with a blade retaining about 40% finish
with areas of light pitting. The wood grip has a few handling marks bringing this to an overall grade of about very good. (74299-41GG)

3335. BAYONET LOT This is a Belgian M. 1924/49 Long Export with a bright excellent blade, nice wood grips with a few minor marks and
oxidation and a pommel with light pitting towards the butt which has two separate serial numbers. The accompanying correct scabbard
retains about 70% of its original black finish and has a few minor dings. This bayonet is compatible with the F.N. model 1949 rifle in our
live auction. (74299-41GH)

3336. BAYONET LOT This Brazilian M. 1934 Mauser has a bright, excellent 15 in. blade and excellent wood grips. The only marking is a "P"
on the left side of the guard. It is accompanied by a correct leather scabbard that has lost most of its original black finish and is missing
the head of the top screw. (74299-41GI)

3337. BAYONET LOT This is a Brazilian M. 1908 Mauser with an 11 1/2 in. blade marked "Simpson & Co./SUHL" which exhibits about equal
areas of gray and black as does the guard which is quite loose and bears the number 02504. The wood grips are very good with minor
handling marks and chips at the screws on the left side. The correct black leather scabbard is split at the seam but the brass sections are
very good, including the frog stud which is numbered 816. (74299-41GJ)

3338. BAYONET LOT This U.S. 1905 bayonet has a 1914 dated blade with serial #606742 that retains about 85% finish with much of the loss
occurring at the point. The grips have a smooth and worn appearance but retain nearly all of their original finish. The release stud works
properly with the later scabbard which retains 97% OD green finish and shows a layer of surface oxidation on the locket. (74299-41GK)

3339. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Chinese SKS spike bayonet that rates excellent overall with only a few very minor handling marks
on the blade. The black finished socket shows moderate loss at the contact point and there is some light grime buildup at the bridge along
the included screw. Excellent condition overall. (74299-41GL)

3340. BAYONET LOT This French Model 1874-Gras has a gray blade with areas of light pitting with streaks of hardened grime scattered
along the surface. The edge has areas of nicks and loss and the guard shows oxidation where it meets the blade. The quillion which
exhibits a grayish brown patina is numbered G55834 and the back of the blade is marked "Paris-Oudry-1878". The wood grips rate very
good with a couple of handling marks near the brass pommel and functional press stud. The scabbard which has a matching serial num-
ber retains about 90% finish with pinprick flaking and oxidation staining. (74299-41GM)

3341. KNIFE LOT This is a Philippine Moro knife, likely homemade for the tourist trade, with a 14 1/2 in. blade that is about 1/4 in. proud of
the grip which like the scabbard is made of wood. Together they form a tribute to the end of WWII as the grip reads "VICTORY" and con-
tinues to the sheath: "1945 PHILIPPINES". This commemoration is constructed of a white iridescent material and is augmented by ornate
carvings in the dark brown wood. The sheath has some separation at the seam and a three in. chip at the tip and a smaller one at the
base. The angular blade has a somewhat crude appearance and has several wear marks. These knives were made for cutting betel nut.
A unique item that rates about very good overall. (74299-41GM)

3342. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a reproduction U.S. Rifle M. 1862 Zouave bayonet with scabbard by Navy Arms. The 20 in. blade
is bright excellent with only traces of wear and the black scabbard is excellent aside from a small indentation near the locket. The brass
grip rates very good to excellent with light wear. (74299-41GN)

3343. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two knives with sheaths. First is a Camillus #1014 "Sword Brand" hunting knife with an impres-
sive 7 in. blade and beautiful stag grips. The light brown leather scabbard is also marked No.1014 with white stitching, snap closure and
wide belt loop. Excellent condition and sharp looking knife. The second item is a Rot Punkt Wurfmesser throwing knife with the Othello
logo and marked " A. WINGEN JR./SOLINGEN GERMANY. The back is marked "G.C.C./24-442" and the overall length is 8 1/4 in. The
only indication of a grip is a slightly elevated area where the steel is painted light blue which contrasts with the red/orange dot exhibited
as part of the Rot Punkt logo near the spear shaped point. The unusual knife is housed securely in what is likely the original sheath that
has a front adorned by the profile image of a solemn American Indian with headband. Excellent condition overall. (74299-41GP)

3344. ARMI SAN MARCO 1847 WALKER PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #B42849, .44 Cal., 9" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel, engraved cylinder and backstrap's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light freckling, and a light turn ring and
minor oxidation on the cylinder; the frame, loading lever and hammer exhibit excellent case-hardened colors with spotty light freckling;
and the brass trigger guard and front strap are in excellent condition with a light tarnish. The hardwood grips rate excellent with a cou-
ple of minor dings and light handling marks. (125823-38) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

3345. WHITNEY SCARCE ROUND BARREL MODEL NO. 1 BREECHLOADING REVOLVER serial #2250B, 22 RF, 3 1/4"
barrel with a mildly pitted bore. The barrel, trigger and hammer retain 60% blue with handling marks, spotty oxidation and the barrel thin-
ning to a brown patina. The brass frame is in very good condition with a light tarnish and moderate handling marks. The rosewood grips
rate very good to excellent with a chip on the left side and minor handling marks. This pistol needs mechanical attention. (125828-11)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)

3346. J P SAUER MODEL 38 DOUBLE ACTION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #426221, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light handling marks, silvering on the high edges, some minor spotty oxidation
and fading to a plum brown on the gripstraps. The plastic grips rate excellent with light handling wear. This pistol comes with a black
military style flap holster and a total of two magazines. (125733-2) {C&R} (250/450)
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3347. ARMI SAN MARCO SECOND MODEL DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #1534, 44 Cal., 7 1/2" barrel with
a bright excellent lightly frosted bore. The barrel and cylinder's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with minor spotty oxidation and a
light turn ring on the engraved cylinder; the loading lever, frame, trigger and hammer exhibit very good case-hardened colors with minor
spotty oxidation; the brass trigger guard and grip straps are in very good condition with a light tarnish and minor handling wear. The grips
rate very good to excellent with the finish fading on the butt end and minor handling marks. (125885-8) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

3348. PEDERSOLI RIDER DERRINGER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #H4138, .17 Cal., 3" barrel with a mod-
erately frosted bore. The brushed stainless steel finish rates excellent with minor handling marks. (125892-3) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

3349. SPANISH FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL serial #25921, 38 Cal., 4" barrel with a smooth good bore with tooling marks. The bar-
rel retains 95% blue; the lock and hammer show a plum brown patina with some moderate oxidation; the trigger guard's nickel plating is
flaking. The hardwood stock rates very good with moderate handling marks. (125857-7) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

3350. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #95568, 22 Short, 3 3/16" barrel with an oxidized pit-
ted bore. The metal surfaces retain 30% original blue with oxidation and handling marks. The rosewood grips rate very good with han-
dling marks and a fading finish. This pistol requires mechanical attention. (125896-13) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

3351. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #72109, 22 Short, 3 3/16" barrel with a good mildly
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 20% original blue with the finish fading to a brown patina, light oxidation and moderate handling
marks. The rosewood grips rate very good with light handling marks and a faded finish. The front sight is missing. (125894-4)
{ANTIQUE} (350/550)

3352. BROWNING FN "BABY" MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #456071, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surface retain 85% original blue with handling wear including silvering on high edges and rub marks on the slide. The Browning synthetic
grips rate excellent with light handling wear. The pistol comes with its box, cleaning rod, instruction sheet written in French and German and
a warning sheet written in French. The box is missing a couple of flaps and is being assisted with tape. (125849-57) (200/400)

3353. J P SAUER MODEL 38H DOUBLE ACTION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #469689, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with mild freckling, a couple of tiny spots of oxidation, and light handling
marks. The black plastic grips rate very good to excellent with mild handling wear. (125940-2) {C&R} (300/500)

3354. HIGH STANDARD DERRINGER MODEL DM-101 DOUBLE ACTION PISTOL serial #1506416, 22 Magnum, 3 1/2"
barrel with bright excellent bores. The barrel and trigger retain less than 50% original blue with areas of heavy oxidation and pitting; the
alloy frame is in very good to excellent condition with a couple of dings and handling wear. The white plastic grips rate very good to excel-
lent with minor handling wear. (125885-6) (75/150)

3355. 1860 ARMY SINGLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ASM OF ITALY serial #B29472, .44 Cal., 8" round barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, cylinder and rear gripstrap retain 98% original blue with light handling marks and a faint turn ring
on the engraved cylinder; the frame, loading lever, trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case-hardened colors; and the brass trigger guard
and front strap are in excellent condition with a light tarnish. The hardwood grips rate excellent with a nick and a couple of light scratch-
es present. This pistol comes with a brown heavy leather military style flap holster in very good condition with a few scuffs and scratch-
es. (125823-50) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

3356. CVA 1860 ARMY SINGLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ASM OF ITALY serial #53617, .44 Cal., 8" round
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, cylinder, loading lever, hammer and trigger are In-the-white and exhibit light brush marks
from being cleaned with some minor freckling. The brass frame, gripstrap and trigger guard exhibit the same cleaning brush marks with
minimal tarnish showing. The hardwood grips rate excellent with light handling marks. This pistol comes with a black heavy leather mil-
itary style flap holster by Triple K. The stitching on the holster's belt loop is ripped. (125711-11) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

3357. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION THIRD MODEL REVOLVER serial #26314, 32 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a mod-
erately pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 60% original nickel finish with some light oxidation. The S&W monogrammed hard rubber
grips rate good with a chip out of both sides and moderate handling marks. (125823-46) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

3358. H SCHMIDT MODEL 21S SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #584799, 22LR, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, cylinder, trigger and hammer's metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with handling wear, silvering around the muzzle, and a
turn ring on the cylinder; the alloy frame, trigger guard and gripstrap have a thinning finish turning to a dull gray. The plastic stag grips
rate good with cracks through the mounting screw holes, and a few handling marks. (125885-4) (50/100)

3359. COLT FOURTH MODEL LORD DERRINGER SINGLE SHOT SIDE PIVOTING THUER ACTION serial #59219D, 22
Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The lightly thinned gold plated frame remains bright; the black chromed barrel has a bright
excellent finish with a couple of tiny blemishes. The walnut grips rate very good with a crackling varnish and minor handling marks. This pis-
tol comes with a red cloth lined wooden display case with Colt logo on the cover and printed on the cloth inside. (125871-35) (100/200)

3360. ITALIAN REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #2877, .44 Cal., 7 1/2" octagon bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, cylinder and trigger's metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with light handling marks, a
slight turn ring on the cylinder, and a spot of oxidation on the trigger; the loading lever and hammer retain excellent case-hardened col-
ors; the brass frame, trigger guard and gripstrap are in excellent condition with minor tarnishing. The hardwood grips rate excellent with
a couple of tiny blemishes. (125948-15) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

3361. CVA 1860 ARMY SINGLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ASM OF ITALY, .44 Cal., 8" round barrel with a
lightly frosted very good bore. The barrel, engraved cylinder, loading lever, hammer and trigger are in-the-white and exhibit a light brown
patina with some spot freckling. The brass frame, gripstrap and trigger guard are in very good condition showing some polishing marks
and a mild tarnish. The hardwood grips rate excellent with light handling marks. The hammer does not stay back in half or full cocked
positions. (125948-17) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

3362. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 1915 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #P277, 22 LR, 24" octagon barrel with a very good light-
ly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue on the barrel, trigger, hammer and block with light freckling showing a plum
brown patina on some areas of the barrel and silvering on the high edges; the frame is a gray brown patina with some spotty oxidation.
The walnut stock and forearm rate very good exhibiting a lightly dulled finish with areas of thinning, scratches, handling marks, and a
Stevens monogrammed hard rubber buttplate. (126020-134) {C&R} (150/250)

3363. ASTRA CONSTABLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1171221, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with light handling marks and a couple of small spots of oxidation on the slide. The black plastic grips rate
excellent with minimal handling wear. Comes with one single magazine and a light brown Bianchi high-rise pancake style holster.
(125897-17) (250/350)
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3364. BROWNING FN "BABY" MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #398134, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with light handling marks. The Browning monogrammed black plastic grips rate excellent
showing little signs of use. Comes with an unmarked brown belt slide holster and a black Browning soft case. (126077-3) (300/500)

3365. RUGER MARK I SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12-14127, 22 LR, 4 3/4" tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surface is a mottled gray patina with spotty oxidation and some rough handling marks and pitting on the receiver. The black checkered
hard rubber grips with a silver Ruger medallion rate very good to excellent some light handling wear. Comes with one single aluminum
base magazine. (125792-S16433) (40/80)

3366. REMINGTON MODEL 514 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 24 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retains
80% original blue thinning to a plum brown with freckling, spotty oxidation, and silvering around the muzzle and front sight. The hardwood
pistol grip stock rates very good with moderate handling marks. This rifle features a hard rubber factory buttplate; it has been drilled and
tapped on the left side of the receiver and has a mounted Weaver G4 scope. The rear sight is missing. (126020/464) {C&R} (75/150)

3367. CROSSMAN MODEL 100 PNEUMATIC RIFLE serial #S9607, .177 Cal., 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The black
enamel surfaces have multiple scuffs, scratches and handling marks; the walnut stock is in very good condition. This airgun features a
hard rubber forearm, a long knurled cocking knob and has a stamped metal logo disc pressed into the side of the receiver. Overall good
condition. (126020-289)

3368. PAGE-LEWIS MODEL D RELIANCE BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 LR, 20" barrel with bright very good lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue fading to a plum brown with some freckling and spotty oxidation. The oil finished
hardwood stock rates very good with mild handling wear and a with the grain crack near the receiver. (125669-68) {C&R} (75/150)

3369. GERMANIA WAFFENWERK WARNANTS PATTEN BREECH SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, serial #875, 22 LR, 23 1/2" half
octagon half round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with some fading to a plum brown,
light freckling, spotty oxidation and silvering around the muzzle and front sight. The European hardwood stock rates very good to excel-
lent with a couple of impact marks and signs of light handling. Comes with a leather sling. (125669-94) {C&R} (75/150)

3370. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF LOADING 25 ACP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2763, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a
mildly frosted very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with minor freckling and a few light handling marks. The grips
rate excellent; are enhanced with the H&R logo; and show little wear or signs of use. (125920-6) {C&R} (300/500)

3371. REMINGTON MODEL 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #418789, 22 S,L,LR, 20" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with spots thinning to plum brown and plum silver, freckling, and spotty oxidation most evident
around the muzzle. The frame exhibits moderately strong case-hardened colors with some freckling and light oxidation. The forearm rates
excellent with mild handling marks. The stock has a significant crack top to bottom running with the grain back from the frame, and
appears to have added finish that is in very good condition. (125761-4) {C&R} (200/400)

3372. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes Smith & Wesson magazines First is an S&W marked 4006 series magazine with plastic floor plate
in 40 S&W in very good condition. Second is an aftermarket likely a 6906 9mm magazine by U.S.A. Magazines in good overall condition.
Third is an S&W marked SW series magazine with beveled plastic floor plate in 40S&W in very good condition. (104299-23R17)

3373. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes two Walther pistol magazines. First is a P99 marked blued magazine with plastic floor plate in 9mm
with a 16 round capacity in excellent condition. Second is a blued 7.65 caliber PPK magazine in near excellent condition with trace
amounts of oxidation staining. (104299-23R18)

3374. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes four assorted military and sporting rifle magazines. First is a five round unmarked AK-47 style steel
magazine in very good condition. Second is a Waffenamt marked (E/WaA843) G43 magazine with scattered spots of light oxidation stain-
ing in very good overall condition. Third is a Cetme 30 round magazine with oxidation staining near all over. Four is a detachable box mag-
azine marked “30-06, 7mm Mag.”, that measures 3 1/4” X 15/16” X 2” at the tallest tapered point. The magazine has lock tabs centered
on the right and left sides and is in very good overall condition. (104299-25R7)

3375. SIGHT LOT Includes a two piece Bushnell Holo sight with 2x magnification adapter. It is unclear if the item works as it has no batter-
ies. Included with the lot is a user’s manual. Both items appear to be in very good overall condition. (104299-57R)

3376. BUSHNELL LOT Includes a Lytespeed 400 Laser Ranging System. Item is as-new in the package and comes in its original box with
carry case and owner’s manual in excellent to like near as-new condition. (104299-58R)

3377. OPTICS LOT Includes a variety of scopes, rings, bases and accessories. First is a Weaver Model 329 scope with base that has cloudy
optics and is mostly covered with a brown-blue patina. Second is a Weaver D6 scope with rings in original box and clear optics. Third is
an Aim Point ring and base set in excellent condition. Fourth is an assortment of rings bases and eye relief inserts all unmarked in very
good condition. (104299-58R1)

3378. SIGHT LOT Includes a Bushnell Holo sight with 2X magnification adapter. The sight works and is in excellent condition. The adapter
is as-new in the box condition and includes its original box with paperwork. (104299-57R1)

3379. OPTICS LOT Includes a Mirage Ranger by Adco. A red dot 1” diameter tube scope in its original box with papers, rubber eyecup,
tube extension, lens cloth and bikini style covers all in very good to excellent condition. (104299-57R2)

3380. SIGHT LOT Includes two items first is a Laser Aim Mighty Sight with remote pressure switch designed for pistol use with 100 yard
reach in its original packaging. Second is a Laser Devices Inc., FA-6 Laser Scope with papers and pressure switch in its original box. Both
items are in very good to excellent condition and will need batteries prior to use. (104299-57R3)

3381. AIMPOINT OPTICS LOT Includes two older model sights. First is an Aimpoint 2000 with minor amounts of flaking in the black
matte finish in good overall condition with original packaging. Second is an Aimpoint 5000 2X optic with original box, papers and rings
in very good overall condition. (104299-57R4)

3382. OPTICS LOT Includes two AAL Optics Inc., Ultra Dot Sights. First is a Patriot model red dot scope in its original box with papers and
rings needing only batteries in very good overall condition. Second is an Ultra Dot model scope complete with rings papers and needs
batteries in very good overall condition. (104299-57R5)

3383. AIR RIFLE LOT Includes a Daisy Model 155, .177 cal., lever action repeating air rifle. The metal surfaces retain about 30% original
blue blending to a plum brown patina with spots of oxidation staining observed near all over. The painted black lever has silvering along
the edges and the smooth wooden stock shows several light dings and handling marks. It also has spots of what appears to be red paint
half way down the left side. Included with this air rifle is a Daisy model 12 box in very good overall condition. (106016-6)

3384. LOT OF AIR RIFLES Includes two Daisy lever action repeaters. First is a Model IIIB 4.5mm steel shot repeater with painted blue
finish that has several tiny scratches with spots of light flaking and oxidation staining scattered near all over its length. The smooth wood-
en stock retains near all its original varnish with a few light handling marks evident. Second is a No.102 Model 36 with nickel finish and
wooden stock. The metal surfaces retain 75% original cloudy nickel finish with light scattered oxidation staining near its entire length. It
has an aluminum lever with finished wood stock that has several light impact marks and scratches. Both air rifles are in very good over-
all condition. (106016-2, 8)
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3385. SHERIDAN AIR RIFLE LOT Includes a Blue Streak 5mm pump action single shot air rifle. The metal surfaces retain 85% plus orig-
inal blue with loss on the trigger guard, bolt handle and near the receiver consistent with use. The hard wood stock rates fair overall with
moderate scratching near its entire length under a reapplied clear coat. The forend is missing two sizeable slivers on the receiver end and
also has numerous scratches. It is in overall good condition example of a well built shooter. (106016-7)

3386. LOT OF CROSMAN AIR RIFLES Includes three. First is a Power Master 760 pneumatic .177cal., air rifle with checkered stock
and smooth forend. The gun retains near 80% of its original black painted finish on the receiver and the blued barrel has blended creat-
ing a nice even brown patina. The stocks are in good overall condition with light handling marks evident the bolt handle is missing its cap
and the seal appears to be gone on the cocking mechanism. Second is a Powermatic 500 semi auto repeater. The Co2 powered rifle
checkered wooden stocks that have a brown painted finish with several areas of light chipping present. The black painted finish on the
metal surfaces is near 85% intact with several spots of light flaking, with silvering along the high edges and spots of oxidation staining.
Third is a “180” Pellgun .22 cal., Co2 powered single shot air rifle. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue mixing with shades of brown
and silver. The smooth straight hardwood stock rates very good with several light handling marks observed. The air rifles in this lot range
from good to near very good overall in condition. (106016-5, 9, 1)

3387. LOT OF AIR RIFLES Includes two. First is a Daisy Model No.25 slide action air rifle with black painted finish and plastic stock and
forend. The metal surfaces retain 80% original finish with moderate loss on the underside of the barrel and working joints of the slide con-
sistent with use. There are two tapped holes in the right side of the receiver likely for a scope. The checkered pistol grip stock rates very
good with a slight curvature observed the 12 groove forend rates excellent. Second is a break action Slavia 620 high power pellet gun.
The one piece smooth stock with grooved forend rates very good overall with scattered light handling marks. The metal surfaces retain
75% original blue blending with tones of brown along its length with spots of light oxidation staining and traces of silvering along the high
edges. Both air rifles are in good to very good overall condition. (106016-3, 4)

3388. AIR RIFLE LOT Includes a Cummins Industrial Tools single shot .177 cal., pellet gun. The barrel and metal surfaces retain 90% plus
original finish with light scattered scratches. The smooth pistol grip stock has a lacquered finish with some visible spots of added filler
likely over knot holes and is in very good overall condition. (105904-22)

3389. DAISY AIR RIFLE Includes a Daisy Model 1894 Lever action repeater .22 cal., with plastic wood grain stocks and painted finish. The
metal surfaces retain 95% plus of the original painted finish with a few scattered scratches observed. The stocks rate near very good with
the buttstock having a 3” split in the seam on the bottom edge. Overall the air rifle is in very good condition. (105891-7)

3390. LOT OF AIR GUNS Includes two. First is a Daisy Model 83 lever action repeater with plastic stocks and painted finish. The metal
surfaces retain near 80% of their finish with loss due to scratches, flaking and oxidation staining. Second is a Sheridan Blue Streak pneu-
matic rifle with wooden stocks and blued metal surfaces. The buttstock has been sanded and the forend has two sets of added holes.
Overall these air rifles are in good condition. (105872-2, 5B)

3391. CHINESE LEVER ACTION AIR RIFLE Includes a single shot .177 cal., high powered air rifle. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus
original blue finish and the one piece wooden smooth pistol grip stock rates good overall with several scratches and sanded spots under
an added varnish. The rifle is equipped with a Tasco 3-7X air rifle scope with standard reticle and crisp optics. Also included are two
white plastic lens covers. (105705-98)

3392. BENJAMIN AIR RIFLE LOT Includes a Co2 powered Model 30/30 Carbine Repeater. The metal surfaces retain near 90% origi-
nal blue with some loss due to fading, wear and light oxidation staining. The straight smooth pistol grip stock rates very good overall with
scattered light handling marks and is a very good example of this variant. (105687-1)

3393. LOT OF AIR RIFLES Includes two first is a Crosman model 140 .22 cal., single shot pump action rifle with metal surfaces that retain
95% plus original blue finish with a two piece hardwood stock that rates excellent with only a couple of light handling marks evident.
Second is a Crosman Model 101 pump action 22 cal. rifle. The metal surfaces retain 85% plus original black painted finish with multiple
scratches, chips, and flakes scattered near all over. The smooth wooden stock and forend rate good with several light handling marks
with a spot of crackling paint on the tip of the forend. (105872-1, 3)

3394. LOT OF AIR RIFLES Includes two first is a Daisy Model 99 Champion lever action repeater. The barrel is marked with the Rogers
Arkansas address and retains near 95% of its original painted finish with some scattered scratches and spots of light oxidation staining. The
wooden smooth straight stocks rate very good overall with lightly flaking varnish with scattered handling marks. Second is a Slavia Model
618 single shot break action rifle with moderate amounts of active oxidation and staining near all over on the metal surfaces. The one piece
smooth wooden stock rates very good overall with light handling marks with paint transfer along the right side toe. (105872-9, 27)

3395. BEEMAN CROW MAGNUM AIR RIFLE 20 cal., 19” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original
blue. The press checkered Monte Carol stock rates excellent with very faint scattered handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a Bushnell
6-18 X 40 scope with heavy duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. Also included is a bikini style scope cover. (105863-10) (100/175)

3396. CHINESE SIDE LEVER AIR RIFLE serial #8705650, .177 cal., 15” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
plus original blue with scattered light scratches and a couple of spots of oxidation staining present along the barrel. The gun is equipped
with a ladder rear sight and globe style front with a folding buttstock giving it a similar appearance to the AK-47 rifle. The overall condi-
tion rates excellent and this should make a fun plinker. (105904-17)

3397. FEINWERKBAU SPORT-124 AIR RIFLE serial #16687, 4.5mm (.177 cal), 18 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% plus original blue with some light scratching present under the barrel forward of the sling swivel stud. The walnut
Monte Carlo pistol grip stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks The gun is equipped with a Tasco 3-7X20 scope with heavy
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics. This is an overall excellent condition German made air rifle. (105849-3) (200/400)

3398. WEIHRAUCH MODEL HW80 AIR RIFLE serial #922693, 5.5mm, 19 3/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original blue with scattered trace amounts of oxidation staining and several light scratches and wear marks. The checkered
Monte Carol style beech stock rates very good overall with several light handling marks and scratches. The gun is equipped with a rub-
ber buttplate and unmarked 4X15 scope with heavy duplex reticle and clear optics. (105800-34)

3399. DIANA MODEL 27L AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 18 1/2” barrel with bright smooth bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original
blue with spots of active oxidation and staining. There is silvering present on the high edges and working parts. The smooth pistol grip
beech stock rates about good overall with added finish and a repaired chip on the top of the wrist. The stock has a metal buttplate and
several handling marks. This is an overall good example of a mass produced 20s-30s circa air rifle. (105809-4)

3400. ROLLAND BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 18 ¾” barrel with grey very good bore. The gun is almost void of any finish on
its metal surfaces. There is heavy oxidation near the entire length with trace amounts of silver tones bleeding through. The press check-
ered stock is in good overall condition with multiple handling marks, bruises and shallow gouges. (106072-4)
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3401. BEEMAN MODEL R1 AIR RIFLE serial #903637, .177 cal., 19 5/8” barrel with excellent bore. The guns metal surfaces retain
near 95% original blue with a couple of light wear marks along the barrel. The checkered beech Monte Carol style stock with raised check
piece rates excellent with faint minor handling marks and what appears to be spots of bubbling in the finish on top of the pistol grip. These
spots are very minor and could be easily removed with the help of a competent wood man. The gun is equipped with and adjustable rear
peep and globe style front sight, adjustable trigger and white line rubber buttpad, nylon sling and is in excellent overall condition.
(106020-451) (200/400)

3402. TRADITIONS BUCKHUNTER IN-LINE PISTOL serial #14-13-045981-98, 50 cal., 9” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% plus original brushed nickel finish. The trigger, safety, hammer and front ramped sight all are painted black.
The stocks are a black textured synthetic in excellent condition. The Pistol comes with a damaged cardboard and Styrofoam shipping car-
ton with papers and is in very good to excellent overall condition. (106070-41) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

3403. DAISY MODEL 717 POWER LINE AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 9 ½” barrel with bright excellent bore. The black painted metal sur-
faces rate excellent retaining 98% plus original finish. The pistol has plastic checkered target style grips with an adjustable rear sporting
sight and is in excellent condition. Included with the gun is the original shipping box, a sealed bag of cleaning pellets and a set of smooth
unfinished walnut target grips. This is an inexpensive “Match” quality single cock air pistol in excellent condition. (106070-42)

3404. DAISY MODEL 27 AIR RIFLE A 500 shot lever action repeater in .177 caliber. The metal surfaces retain about 20% faded black
finish blending with tones of brown and gun metal gray. The smooth wooden stock rates about good with several light handling marks
and 1 1/2” visible crack above the wrist on either side. This is still a about very good example of an American classic that comes with a
canvas travel sleeve. (106054-1)

3405. CROSMAN MODEL A-I-R-17 AIR RIFLE serial #489521344, .177 caliber 18 3/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this rifle have an added white painted finish over what looks to be a flaked original. The plastic stocks rate excellent and the
air rifle comes with an original manual. (106024-15)

3406. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Includes two factory ten round M&P 45 magazines with the plastic floor plates in excellent condition.
(105865-236A)

3407. M8-37MM FLARE PISTOL A U.S. Property marked flare pistol with a heavily rusted bore. The metal surfaces are bare with spots
of scattered oxidation staining and light pin prick pitting near the latch. The plastic grips rate very good to excellent and the right side of
the frame is marked “M/S.W.C. U.S. Property/ Pistol Pyrotechnic M8” inside a triangle. Overall and about good example. (105372-9)

3408. M8- 37 MM FLARE PISTOL A U.S. Property marked flare pistol with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain near 50% orig-
inal finish with spots of scattered oxidation staining. The plastic grips rate very good to excellent and the right side of the frame is marked
“E/C C/ V with U.S. Property/ Pistol Pyrotechnic M8” inside a triangle. Overall a very good condition example. (104113-1A2) {Non Gun}

3409. M8- 37MM FLARE PISTOL A U.S. Property marked flare pistol with very good bore. The metal surfaces are blending with tones
of brown and creating a pleasant plum colored patina. The plastic grips rate very good to excellent and the right side of the frame is
marked “M/S.W.C. U.S. Property/ Pistol Pyrotechnic M8” inside a triangle. Overall a very good example. (105538-3) {Non Gun}

3410. CZECH MANUFACTURED FLARE PISTOL Marked “She69” with crossed blades and “F17822” along the left side frame. The
pistol has a 46mm bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain near 50% of their original painted finish with heavy loss on the barrel,
underside of the frame and along all the working parts. The Bakelite grips rate very good overall with light scratches and handling marks.
An overall very good condition example. (105828-10) {Non Gun}

3411. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Includes three S&W marked factory magazines for the Model 41 pistol in excellent overall condition.
(105806-21A)

3412. CZECH MANUFACTURED FLARE PISTOL Marked “She69” with crossed blades and “H2098” along the left side frame. The
pistol has a 26.5mm bright lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain near 70% of their original painted finish with heavy loss on the
barrel and along all the working parts. The Bakelite grips rate very good overall with light scratches and handling marks. An overall very
good condition example. (105461-53) {Non Gun}

3413. WEBLEY NO.4 MK I 37MM FLARE PISTOL serial #B10671, 4” barrel with excellent bore. The pistol retains 85% plus origi-
nal blue with several light scratches and specks of oxidation staining. There are crown over “BNP” proofs on both the barrel and the frame
and the checkered hard rubber grips rate very good overall. This is an overall very good to near excellent condition flare gun. (105626-
14) {Non Gun}

3414. BRITISH MK 2 FLARE PISTOL 27mm flare pistol with dark oxidized bore. The flare gun has been repainted in a flat black over
what appears to have been a heavily flaked and rusted base. The action works and the checkered grips still have mostly crisp points. An
overall good example. (105708-59) {Non Gun}

3415. GERMAN 28MM FLARE PISTOL serial# 41758, 9” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces are in-the-white blend-
ing with tones of brown creating a smokey gray patina. The pistol appears to have had a light cleaning and the spring for the barrel release
does not work. The screws all have minor slot damage and the smooth wooden grips retain some original finish with scattered light han-
dling marks, an overall good example. (105170-33) {Non Gun}

3416. GERMAN 28MM FLARE PISTOL serial# 41758, 9” barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces retain about 50% orig-
inal blue with traces of oxidation staining and scattered pitting near all over. There is slivering along most of the high edges and working
parts. The latch for the barrel release does not work freely, and all of the screws are stamped “10 / 68” with a few showing slight slot dam-
age. The smooth wooden grips retain some original finish with scattered light handling marks, an overall good example. (105170-34)
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IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE,
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT. THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left. FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Silent auction viewing will be available from Monday, July 22nd through Friday, August 2nd, by appointment, as well as
on the day of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and
dates can be obtained by calling our office.
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